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Initial Entries

By agreement with the CNWRAQA this NoteBook is to be printed at approximate quarterly

intervals. This computerized Scientific NoteBook is intended to address the criteria of CNWRA

QAP-001 .

Table 0-1 : Computing Equipment

2(~q'46

Machine Name Type OS Location

sierra.cnwra.swri .edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4.1 .2 desk Rm A-212, Bldg . 189

sisyphus.cnwra.swri.ed u Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4.1 .2 network

dopey.cnwra.swri.edu Sun SPARC 10 SUNOS 4.1 .2 network

performer .cnwra.swri.edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5.3 network

yosemite.cnwra.swri .edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network

bemore.cnwra.swri.edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network
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1 . Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1

Account Number: 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Hannah M. Castellaw

Objective "

	

Investigate spatial distribution of recharge indices .

12/19/95 Create figures for Semi-Annual report.

Composite plots were recreated in a fancy format for inclusion into the semi-annual research report .

The trace plots are from special runs with output every midnight each day in the decade .

Table 1-1 : Plot Description (12/19/95)

12/20/95 Import yesterday's figures into the notebook.

Import figures into the notebook . Quite a bit of style finagling required .

Figure Name Description

AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps A composite plot of three sets of infiltration sensitivities : allu-

vium properties, fracture properties, and climatic properties . Gener-

ated using fancy_showsesult.m operating on alluv_frac.result and al-

luv_frac_wea.result in $BREATHS/RunFSens .

s_vs_t~'or~a~_depth .eps Traces of moisture content for a 4-month period starting December of the 8th

year of simulated time (8 .75 to 8.75 + 0.333 in the 10-year meteorological se-

quence) . Alluvium depths for the simulations are 2, 5, 10, and 15 cm . Generated

using fancy~how_ndtrace.m operating on the corresponding ndtrace files

in ~BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResudtDir.

q_vs_t~'or.a,~_depth .eps Same as s_vs_t~or~_f_depth .eps, except infiltration fluxes traced . Generated

using fancy howeltrace.m operating on the corresponding eltrace files in

$BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir.
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Figure 1-1 : 12/20/95 . AAIAAP~at_afdep .eps . Sensitivities to alluvium properties, fracture prop-

erties, and climatic properties .
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Figure 1-2 : 12/20/95 . s_vs_t~'or~,~'_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for

a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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Figure 1-3 : 12/20/95 . q_vs_t~'or_a~'_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for

a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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2 . Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration

Account Number: 20-5708-861

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories:

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at

Yucca Mountain . A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the

Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-

lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterative Performance Assessment

and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-

organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed

under the Ambient Hydrology KTI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects

on Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project

are to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future

work will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be

explored include : (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modeling, with

vegetation and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow"

diversion of infiltration due to the PTn layer .

1/26/96 Initial entry.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two

journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;

the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and

temporal distributions of infiltration . All simulations to date have been 1D; the first sets examined

semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture

continuum. It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than

the alluvium columns; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 cm) will shut off fracture flow

entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume ; hillslopes

and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; micrometeorology is not a great factor, nor

is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a

significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of alluvium is the single most important

parameter ; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;

and it is critical to use arithmetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture
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continuum .

1~30~96 Data Analysis .

2/17/86 Error in viscosity units.

2-2

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of

the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one

or more storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1

mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature

and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-

consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less

infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it

takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed .

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs . The workhorse file,

stat_infil .m, is in $HOME2/Matlab/BreathUtil. Copies of the driver routine, eval_all_stat .m,

must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration

in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which

must be rerun due to accidental erasure of the trace files . The table is included here as Table 2-1 .

Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below

~HOME2/Subreg to have better segregation of figures. New directories containing figures now are

listed as FigureXxxx, where Xxxx is one of Paper or YMEIev.

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs using

breath . breath uses consistent units for all variables; however, the Matlab files used to create

inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large. There is no net

impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided as data, as breath requires intrinsic

permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling

hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath .

Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since

intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways. Many other simulations are

perfectly valid . Unfortunately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium

and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so

that the reported permeabilities are actually off by three orders of magnitude. The breath code has
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Table 2-1 : Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr) .

a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used ; this option uses viscosities that

are off by two orders of magnitude. I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions l .l, 1 .2,

and 1 .3 today.

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower.

The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since

the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than

clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca

Mountain as was reported by various USGS papers . In fact, if my simulations were reported using

saturated conductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the

persistent error would not have been found. The simulations were incorrectly presented in Stothoff

2-3

Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events

(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min

2 1 .0 0 58.2 172.5 5 9.5 1 7 (1) 1 (1)

2 0 .9 0 48.1 149.5 5 7.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)

2 1 .1 0 67.0 196.5 5 11 .16 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

2 1 .0 -1-3 50 .6 158 .2 5 8.79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)

2 1 .0 -3 68 .7 191 .2 5 10.34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

5 1 .0 0 31 .0 124 .7 7 0 .29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)

5 0.9 0 23 .7 101 .2 5 > 0 .01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)

5 1 .1 0 38 .6 147.9 5 2 .98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)

5 1 .0 +3 25 .3 108.3 5 0 .59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)

5 1 .0 -3 38 .7 148.3 5 2 .18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)

10 1 .0 0 12.5 60.1 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)

10 0.9 0 8 .73 42.8 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)

10 1 .1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

10 1 .0 +3 9 .68 49.9 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)

10 1 .0 -3 16.8 81 .8 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)

15 1.0 0 4 .61 26 .7 2 > 0 .01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)

15 0.9 0 2 .65 13 .9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)

15 1 .1 0 6 .26 33 .3 3 > 0.01 0 3 (1) 0 (6)

15 1.0 +3 3 .18 17 .3 2 >0.01 0 2(1) 0(8)'
1 5 1.0 -3 7.74 45 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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3 . Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-663

Collaborators:

	

Ronald T. Green
Directories:

	

As noted

Objective:

	

The overall objective of the thermal hydrology KTI is to assess the impacts of possible

thermal loading due to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository on the subsurface hydrology . The

near-field KTI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps more

of an emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology . Out of the entire hydrology-

thermal-mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology I{TI is essentially HT while

the near-field KTI is more HTC.

2/1/96 Initial entry.

The reorganization of the CNWRA into KTI units occurred less than two weeks ago. At this point,

organizational issues have been resolved . Detailed task descriptions have not been promulgated

as of yet. This initial entry is a brain-storming task to put together ideas for future work within

the task, which should also mesh with work to be performed under the near-field task and the

ambient-hydrology KTI.

After discussion with Ron, it is clear that there are two areas that I can contribute : boundary

conditions (i .e., infiltration, temperature) and matrix-fracture flow investigations .

In the realm of boundary conditions, a relatively quick investigation might be undertaken

that examines the impact of the repository on surface processes . Two questions arise immediately:

(i) is the ground surface well-represented by a specified-temperature condition, or should there be

some interaction with the atmosphere a la breath; and (ii) is there an effect on infiltration rates due

to the thermal load imposed by the repository?

A simple sensitivity test can be made using breath. Assuming that thermal equilibrium

occurs rapidly relative to the change in energy release, and that half of the energy moves upwards,

a quasi-steady-state energy flux can be calculated which combines the geothermal flux and the

repository loading. The energy flux can be applied at the bottom of the column, thereby allowing

the column temperatures to equilibrate. Presumably this is a no-nevermind issue, but the analysis

should take little effort and any unforeseen impacts should be obvious. Also, the robustness of the
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surface temperature condition can be quickly examined ; extending the analysis to seasonal-average

and annual-average conditions for temperature would be straightforward.

Matrix-fracture interaction analysis options are less well defined. Ideas have arisen : (i)

Sitakanta would like to do a laboratory analysis with a fractured thin slab, in which it appears that

the best information would be a videotape of the wetting front; (ii) Ron Green has resurrected the

idea of an infiltration test at the Pena Blanca site, where an adit lies about 8 m below a cleared

surface and a reasonably large fracture can be traced to the surface ; and (iii) I have thought about

extending breath to quasi-2D or 3D to investigate matrix-fracture interaction with discrete fractures,

which could possibly be extended to handle large thermal effects a la TOUGH and possibly even

geochemistry for near-field a~ialyses . The experimental work needs to be properly linked with

Yucca Mountain and appropriate numerical experiments need to be designed to justify the code

development.
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4. Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5704-193
Collaborators:

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE -~ $ODE

Objective:

	

The first proposed objective put forth by Sitakanta on November 16, in a meeting

with Gordon and myself, is to examine vertical fluxes of both liquid and vapor at Yucca Mountain

under the influence of the geothermal gradient . Gordon used an ODE solver previously to handle

liquid fluxes only . Immediately after the meeting, Bill Murphy mentioned to me that he had

previously examined 14C fluxes and concluded that diffusion is the dominant mechanism. Quickly

checking this statement with a simple analytic solution for a homogeneous column, liquid flux may

be supported up to 10 mm/yr.

Based on the meeting and on the 14C results, the objective is two-fold : (i) create numer-

ical tools to integrate the steady-state flow and transport equations, using an ODE solver where

applicable ; and (ii) use the tools to estimate what fluxes might be admissible with all sources of

information. As Matlab has ODE solvers built in, the tools will be developed in Matlab.

12/23/95 Governing Equations.

The basic nonisothermal multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport equations are the starting

point for the development . The development is presented in Stothoff (1995) .

Summary of governing equations

Mass balance

where

C7t (Eal~aWa) + ~ ' (EaPawa~'«) + 0 ' .la -'Sa - EaPawaRma = ~~

(4-2)
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E« is the volume fraction for phase a,

pa

	

is the density of phase a,
caa

	

is the mass fraction of species i in phase a,

va

	

is the mass-average velocity of phase a,

j« is the non-advective flux of phase a,

Ra

	

is the external supply of species i in phase a, and

Sa

	

is the exchange of mass with other phases of species i

The following additional constraints must also be obeyed :

in phase a .

The following definition is used throughout to average from a species-defined variable, Ba, to a

phase-average quantity, Ba , (unless otherwise specified) :

leading to the mass-averaged phase velocity,

Note that there are other, comparable, averaging definitions, such as molar-averaging or volume-

averaging (Bird et al ., 1960) .

The mass-averaged phase velocity for a fluid phase in a porous medium is assumed to be

described using Darcy's law, so that

where

Napec
2 TBa = ~ CJaBa

i=i

Napec

i fva = ~ waves .

==i

(4-6)

(4-7)

(4-g)

Nphaae

1= Ear (4-3)

a=1

Napec

1= wa
i

~ (4-4)

1=1

Nphaae Napec

1= ~ ~ Sa . (4-5)
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qa is the volumetric flux of phase a per unit area [L T-1 ],

vs	isthe velocity of the solid phase [L T-1 ],
k is the intrinsic permeability [L2],

is the mobility of phase a, or k,.a ~Eia ,
k, .a

	

is the relative permeability of phase a, where kr~ = k,.a (Pa) [-],
a

	

is the dynamic viscosity of phase a [ML-1T-1 ],
Pa	isthe pressure of phase a [ML-1T-a],
g is the acceleration due to gravity [L T-a], and

z is the elevation [L] .

ODE form for equations

Mass balance equations for species

0 ~ 1E9P9WgV9) + ~ ~ [E9P9wg (V9 - V9)] - Sg = 0 .

4-3

The equations that will be considered for the ODE solver consist of mass balance for the water

species, mass balance for the liquid phase, mass balance for the total fluid mass, mass balance for

the 14C species, and global energy balance. The equations will all be steady state.

For mass balance of the water species in the aqueous phase, assume that dissolved species

cause negligible diffusive flux of the water species (ji = 0), the mass fraction of the water species

in the liquid water is approximately 1 (w~ = 1), and there is no external source of water . Subscript

1 refers to the liquid (water) phase, superscript w refers to the water species.

~ ~ (EtPtW) - Si = 0.

	

(4-0)

For mass balance of the water species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of vapor, but there may be gas-phase advection as well as diffusion within the gas phase. Subscript

g refers to the gas phase, superscript w refers to the water species (vapor) .

1E9p9W9 V9) + 0 ~ [E9P9~'`)9 (V9 - Vg)] - Sg - 0.

	

(4-10)

For mass balance of the air species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of air. Subscript g refers to the gas phase, superscript a refers to the air species (a mixture of

everything but water vapor and 14C .
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Z I

For mass balance of the '4C species in the liquid phase, assume there is no external source
of 14C. Subscript l refers to the liquid phase, superscript c refers to the 1`'C species.

~ ~ (EtPtWivt) +~ ' [EtPtwi (~i - mot)] - Si = 0 .

For mass balance of the '`'C species in the solid phase, assume there is no external source
of 14C, there is no movement of the solid phase, and there is no diffusion . Subscript s refers to the
solid phase, superscript c refers to the ' 4 C species.

Exchange of mass between phases

Exchange of the water species with the solid phase is assumed zero (Ss = 0), as is exchange
of the air species with the solid phase (S9 = 0) .

The water species is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium
relationship,

where

Pvs

Pi
Pt
T
R
Mw

C

PM
Pw = Pvs exp

	

t

	

w
pt RT

Pvs = ai exp[a2 - (a3/T) - a4 1n(T)]

	

(4-15)

is saturated vapor density [M L-s],
is liquid water density [M L-s],
is the pressure of the liquid phase (water) [M L-1 T-2],
is temperature [K],
is the ideal gas coefficient [8 .3143 J mole-1 ],
is the molecular weight of water [18 gm mole-1 ] .

(4-12)

S3 = 0 .

	

(4-13)

for Pw < 0,

	

(4-14)

In the cgs system, al = 1, a2 = 46.440973, a3 = 6790.4985, a,~ = 6 .02808, T is in degrees
Kelvin, and pvs is in units of gm cm-3 .

In addition, 14C is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium
relationship,

Pi = (Itd)~P9,

4-4

(4-16)

where (Iid)~ is a distribution coefficient (a typical value for Yucca Mountain is 40, according to
Murphy (1995)) .
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12/30/95 First Results.

The first sets of simulations were run over the past few days . The simulations considered liquid and

vapor fluxes for the UZ16 data set presented in (Baca et al ., 1994, pp. 7-19-7-25) . Two thermal

cases were considered, isothermal and linear temperature variation as a surrogate for the geothermal

gradient . For each thermal case, 6 moisture flux cases were considered, with input moisture fluxes

changing from 10-s to 100 mm/yr by an order of magnitude at a time . A number of input

and coding errors were detected, but finally these were shaken out and the resulting simulations

were found to be comparable to the simulations in Baca et al . (1994) . The previous simulations

considered net downward fluxes of 0 .0086 mm/yr and 0.0135 mm/yr, but did not consider fracture

flow . In the current work, a reference fractured continuum was assumed to exist in each unit having

low permeability (k < 10-s cm 2) .

As might be suspected, vapor transport is not significant except for extremely small overall

fluxes, as vapor fluxes are generally on the order of 10-`~ mm/yr, with spikes in fluxes at interfaces

on the order of 10-s mm/yr to as much as 10-2 mm/yr. Only the low-flow cases are much impacted

by this amount of vapor flux .

The simulations were generated using $ODE/run_ODE~ets.m, which calls a hierarchy

of additional files located in the same directory . Solutions are saved as Matlab mat files . Plotting

is done using $ODE/fancy_ODE_plots.m. A description of outputs is found in Table 4-1.

Carbon-system chemistry

Table 4-1: File Description (12/30/95)

Murphy et al . (1996) consider the impact of near-field thermal loading on laC transport .

The geochemical model of the carbon system assumes local chemical equilibrium, and mass and

2 (~~(YG

File Name Description

ODEgTO.mat Liquid and vapor outputs assuming isothermal temperature of 20 °C. Variables

subscripted with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 refer to inposed downward fluxes of 10-3 ,
10-2 , 10-1 , 10°, 10 1 , and 102 mm/yr, respectively .

ODE~gTref.mat Same as ODE_gTO.mat, except assuming temperature gradient of 0.0177

°C/m, increasing downwards.
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Local charge balance in the aqueous phase is represented by

mH+ -{- mNa+ -}- 2mCaz+ = mHC03 + 2mco3- + moH-,

4-6

where (1), (aq), (g), and (cc) refer to liquid, aqueous, gas, and calcite phases, respectively ; a2 denotes

the thermodynamic activity of species i, f~o2(s) denotes the fugacity of C02(g), and ~oo2(s) is the

reference fugacity of C02(g) (1 bar) . In addition to the species in reactions 4-17 to 4-21, Na+ is

included to represent other basic aqueous cations .

(4-27)

where m= is the molality (number of moles per kg of solvent) of species i. Local mass conservation

for carbon is expressed by

nCO2(s) + nCOz(aq) + nco3- +" nHCO3 + ncaco3(~~) = nc,

	

(4-28)

where n; is the number of moles of species i. Similarly, local mass conservation for calcium is

expressed by

nca2+ ~' nCaC03(cc) = nCa~

	

(4-29)

Sodium is conserved in the aqueous phase. The mass of H2O is conserved in the hydrologic model,

and the equilibrium distribution between gas and liquid phases is also calculated in the hydrologic

charge conservation . Closely following Murphy et al . (1996), the chemical reactions are :

H+ -~- OH- = H20(1) (4-17)

H+ ~- C03- = HC03 (4-18)

H20(l) ~- C02(aq) = H+ -~ 1IC03 (4-19)

H20(l) -1- C02(g) = H+ -F HC03 (4-20)

H+ -I- CaC03(cc) = Cat+ ~- HC03 (4-21)

and the corresponding mass-action relations are:

IC aH2O(!)
1 = (4-22)

aH+ aOH-

IC2 aHC03= (4-23)
aH+aCOa_

Ii
aH+aHC03

= (4-24)s
aHzO(l)aCOz(aq)

I14 aH+aHC03= (4-25)
(fCOz(8)~~COz (B))aHz O(l)
aCaz+

I~5
a~-IC03= (4-26)

aH+ a'CaC03 (cc)
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model . The system is completely oxidized, so there are no oxidation-reduction reactions relevant
to the system .

Thermodynamic activities in the mass action relations 4-22 to 4-26 are related to the number

of moles and to molalities by

where yt is the activity coefficient of aqueous species i and WHZo is the mass of H20(l) in the
representative volume. Activity coefficients are calculated according to

where I is the ionic strength and z; is the electrical charge of species i (Helgeson, 1969), and A, a;,
B, and B are empirical coefficients .

Assuming Dalton's law is valid for the low pressure gas phase, the COZ (g) fugacity is related

to the number of moles of gaseous C02 by the ideal gas law,

fco~(a) = Pco2(s) = nco2(g)RT/ES,

where Pcos(s) is the partial pressure of C02 .

1/1/96 More Theory.

Energy balance

where

at = m~7a =
WH o ,

	

(4-3t))
2

Napec1I - - ~ miZ~7a
E=L

Following the Stothoff (1995) documentation, energy balance is defined by

(4-32)

(4-33)

C7t (EcYPawaUa) + ~ ~ (EaPaWaUaVa) +~ ' Ea(ge + t ' v)a -'Sea - EaPaWaRea = (),
(4-34)
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~,~ ~~ ~6

U is internal energy per unit mass,

qe is the heat flux,
t is the stress tensor,

Sea	isthe exchange of energy from other species and other phases,

Rea

	

is the supply of energy from external sources.

Note that there is a change in energy when a species changes phase (i .e ., latent heat) or

when a species reacts (i .e ., radioactive decay, endothermal reactions, exothermal reactions) .

Summing over all species in each phase,

The global energy balance equation results from summing over all phases, thereby cancelling out
the Sea terms (since they must sum to zero) .

Bird et al . (1960) give an excellent description of mass and energy fluxes for multiple
components within a single phase. The following section summarizes the Bird et al . (1960) results.

(EapaUa) + ~ ' (EapaHaVa) -~- 0 ' (Eagea) ' sea - Ea/~aRea = 0 .

	

(4-35)

where Hi is the partial molal enthalpy of species i, and M; is the molecular weight of species i.

Bird et al . (1960) term q(x) complex and usually of minor importance .

In terms of the energy flux with respect to stationary coordinates, getot,

4-8

1

	

( )
getot = gerel + ~~ ' V~ -I- p(U + -V2)V,

	

4-39

The total energy flux relative to the mass average velocity, gerel, is given by

~lerel = q(c) -~- q(d) + q(~)~ (4-36)

where

q(c) is the conductive energy flux,
q(d) is the energy flux caused by interdiffusion, and

q(~) is the Dufour flux, or flux caused by mechanical driving forces .

In summary,

q(e) _ -kOT, (4-37)

where k is the instantaneous local thermal conductivity,
Nepec

q(d) Hi ._ ~ M.Ji, (4-38)
i=1
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where ~ is the pressure tensor (t~-PS) . When qhl, [t " v], and (2pv2)v are of negligible importance

(which occurs for most porous medium situations, parenthetically), getot can be approximated by

Definition of non-advective fluxes

Nape ` Hi
getot = -IC~T'{- ~ M7pwi~li "

Again following Bird et al . (1960), nonadvective fluxes within a phase are broken into four

components : (i) ordinary diffusion jhl, (ii) pressure diffusion j(p) , (iii) forced diffusion j(91 , and (iv)

thermal diffusion j~T> . These are defined by

where

2 Nspec

.l(~) = c

	

~ MiMiDi.ipRT ~-t

2 Nspec
j(n) = c

	

~M;M~Di~
pRT ;-_t

2 Napec
j(s) = c

	

~M;M~Dii
pRT ~=t

j(T~
_ -DT~ In T,

The D;~ and DT have the following properties :

Nspec

	

aG .

k 1 ~ Xk)
k#

X~ ~

	

a

	

'

	

T,p,X ~Xk I ,- S~~,k
-7

V~ - 1
[X'M'

	

M~

	

P

	

~
P

	

'
Napec

Pk
X~ M~

	

b~ - ~

	

p
bk

	

,

c is the molar density of the solution [mole L-s],

Xi

	

is the mole fraction of species i (Xi = ci/c),
D;~ is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient,
b is the external force,
G is the partial molal free enthalpy (Gibbs free energy) [J/M], and
V is the partial molal volume.

4-9

(4-40)

(4-41)

(4-42)

(4-43)

(4-44)

O=Dii~ (4-45)
Napec

0 = ~ DT,

	

(4-46)
is
Nspec

i-t

Note that when NsPe~ > 2 the quantities D;~ and Dpi are not in general equal, and may in fact be

negative .
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Bird et al . (1960) comment on these quantities as following . There may be net movement

of the species in a mixture through pressure diffusion if there is a pressure gradient on the system,

but this term is very small unless centrifuging is occurring. The forced diffusion term is primarily

important in ionic systems, in which the external force on an ion is equal to the product of the

ionic charge and the local electric field strength, thus each ionic species may be under the influence

of a different force. Gravity acts on each species equal and j(9) = 0. The thermal diffusion term is

quite small unless very steep temperature gradients are imposed.

When considering a binary mixture, the relationship (dGA)Tp = RTdIn aA

define an alternate form of j~x~,

In natural waters in a porous medium, pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion are negligible .

Generally dissolved species are so dilute that nonadvective mass flux is adequately described with

binary ordinary diffusion, each species with liquid water.

When considering ordinary diffusion in multicomponent gases at low density (i .e ., atmo-

spheric pressures), the ordinary diffusion equation becomes

The D;~ coefficients depend on concentration .

Definition of ODE treatment of chemistry

of temperature and composition .

11

	

4-48JA~) __ -~(B)

	

pMAMBDAB (c~lnXA/T,pvYA .

	

(

	

)

C2
Nepec

x

	

4-49j( 1 = - ~ MtM~D~.iOX~

	

(

	

)
p ~-i

In the spirit of the ODE treatment of water fluxes, the fluxes of the elements in the system

are assumed to be spatially invariant, since the system is assumed to be at steady state. Thus, qc,

qca, and qNa are assumed to be constants . An approach for specifying these values is by assuming

that the flux at the top boundary for each element is completely advective . Given the concentration

at the top and the liquid flux, the mass flux for each element is completely specified throughout

the domain.

Chemistry is specified based on the mass balance equation for carbon and the charge balance

equation (Equations 4-28 and 4-27) . The mass action equations and thermodynamic relationships

are substituted into the balance equations, yielding a pair of equations in two unknowns, axco3
and aH . Note that the balance equations are functions of activity coefficients, which are functions

4- 10

S~~S

can be used to



1/4/96 Data .

1/16/96 Results and close-out of project.

Table 4-2: Thermal properties from TSPA-1993.

4- 1 1
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Since the geochemistry is a function of temperature, thermal properties of the Yucca Mountain

stratigraphy are necessary. Thermal properties from Table C-1 in Sandia National Laboratories

(1994) is copied in Table 4-2.

Due to the reorganization of projects at the CNWRA, the Performance Assessment Research

Project is being closed out. Accordingly, this entry serves to close out the contribution under

the current organizational structure . It is anticipated that the geochemistry work may continue

under the new I{TI for Ambient Flow, and some of the hydrology work may as well . Today's entry
identifies the conclusions from the work thus far .

Thesimulations run to date have assumed one of two thermal conditions : (i) isothermal, with

no thermal gradient, and (ii) linear thermal gradient, with no consideration of thermal properties or

energy transport. For the second case, it is assumed that thermal conduction far outweighs energy

redistribution through advective means (liquid and vapor fluxes) . The data in Table 4-2 indicates

that thermal conductivity is relatively uniform, with somewhat lower conductivity in the PTn unit

and almost twice as high in the TSw2 unit, so the linear assumption shouldn't be too bad .

The set of simulations are described in the entry for 12/30/95 . The plots were finalized

Upper Lower Thermal
Contact Contact Conductivity Heat Capacitance

Unit (m) (m) (W/mK) T < 94°C 94°C < T < 114°C 114°C < T

TCw 0 36.0 1.65 2.0313 9 .3748 2.0979
PTn 36 .0 74.1 0.85 2.2286 29.3110 1 .5236
TSwl ?4 .1 204 .2 1 .60 2.0775 12.2655 2.0219
TSw2 204 .2 383 .5 2.10 2.1414 10.4768 2.1839
TSw3 393 .5 409 .3 1.28 2.0530 4 .5193 2.5535
CHnly 409 .3 414 .5 1.20 2.5651 35.3680 1 .6702
CHnlz 414 .5 518 .5 1 .28 2.6709 35.3854 2.2835

CHn2 518 .5 535 .2 1.30 2.5512 22.3349 1 .9599
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today from the previous simulations. Plots of resulting distributions from the isothermal case are

S110W11 111 Figures 4-1 and 4-2 ; corresponding plots of the linear-thermal-gradient case are shown in
Figures 4-3 and 4-4. In general, increasing flux rates yield increasing moisture content, saturation,
and pressure . The color schemes for the lines are consistent through all plots. Gaps in fracture

distributions occur in several nonwelded units, where it was assumed that no fractures exist.

Based on the Figures 4-1 through 4-4, the geothermal gradient at Yucca Mountain should

result in vapor fluxes less than 10_s mm/yr, except for spikes at interfaces between highly contrast-

ing material properties . Accordingly, it can be concluded that whenever overall fluxes are greater

than 1 mm/yr, vapor fluxes are completely insignificant and can be neglected . As a consequence, it
can be concluded that the impact of the geothermal gradient on water fluxes is not large at Yucca

Mountain unless extremely low fluxes exist . On the other hand, there may be some (presumably

relatively small) impact on the geochemistry ; this issue remains to be examined under the new

KTI.
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Figure 4-1: Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the zero-
thermal-gradient case . UZ-16 material properties are used . Zero elevation represents ground sur-

face, and the bottom is an assumed water table.
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Figure 4-3 : Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the linear-
thermal-gradient case . UZ-16 material properties are used . Zero elevation represents ground sur-
face, and the bottom is an assumed water table.
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fracture, (c) matrix saturation, and (d) fracture saturation for the linear-thermal-gradient case .
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5. Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5708-861

Collaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

~HOME2/Matlab/ODE ~ BODE

Objective :

	

This work is a continuation of work started under the Performance Assessment Re-

search Project . Due to reorganization of the CNWRA projects, the previous task was discontinued .

Coals of the previous task are being followed here .

2/6/96 Development of 3D ODE Solver .

An idea had occurred to me when the ODE project was first presented, which is to use the Runge-
1{utta integration for a heterogeneous steady-state 3D flow domain . As a brief recap, the 1D Solver
using the ODE formalism integrates in the z direction the steady-state flow equation in the form

subject to appropriate boundary conditions .

qv = K(P) (aP + pg ax ) = constant,

where thermal and vapor effects are neglected for simplicity . The subscripts v and h in the following

refer to vertical and horizontal, respectively . This is actually a simplification of the full statement,

~ ~ q = 0,

	

(5-2)

Due to the essentially 1D nature of flow in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, it
may be possible to extend the procedure to 3D in a computationally profitable manner. By as-

suming gravity drainage along a top or bottom boundary with a known boundary flux distribution

(presumably top offers advantages since flux information is specified from shallow conditions), the

equations can be integrated in one direction, yielding
x

qv+ f Oh'ghdz=0
xo

for each of several columns. There is an associated total-vertical-flux conservation equation,

N

gtot = ~ qi = constant,

	

(5-4)
-i

(5-3)
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2/18/96 3D ODE solver code development outline.

5-2

which can be used to normalize horizontal fluxes calculated between adjacent columns. The practi-

cal case uses perfectly horizontal layers to hold information required for the integrations . It will be

necessary to carry along cumulative lateral fluxes . A purely 1D solution using the generic matlab

ode23 routine requires many thousands of vertical steps; however, this might be improved by taking

into account stratigraphy .

The idea is to develop a simple steady-state flow solver suitable for handling 1D, 2D, and 3D

test cases . The immediate presentation need is for a paper due in 10 days . There are two Yucca

Mountain applications that such a solver would be very useful for, examining PTn shedding and

providing initial conditions in a heterogeneous medium . Future extensions to the geothermal regime

and perhaps to geochemistry are possible as well .

The application is firmly in the method of lines (MOL) camp, which treats all but one of

the coordinate directions in a differential equation uniformly and integrates the remaining direction

in a different way. Most MOL applications integrate time as the odd direction . The twist here

is that one of the space directions is the odd direction, as time is not a factor . In 1D, the idea

is nothing new. I haven't run across the idea in higher dimensions, which is not to say that

other applications have never been made. There are related ideas that have been used, in formally

vertically averaging strongly horizontal situations . In porous-media flow simulations, Phillips (1991)

discusses applications where the lateral pressure gradient is essentially constant over the vertical .

Jeff Laible and I discussed a shallow-water application where the pressure equation is vertically

integrated, but the vertical integration is done numerically. We also discussed this in regard to the

Princeton Transport Code. I sent him email today requesting a reference on this idea if he has it .

As with boundary elements, compatible pressures and normal fluxes are required along all

boundaries . In 1D, if a pressure and a flux condition are specified, and there are no sources or

sinks, the problem is fully specified by integrating from the known-pressure boundary to the other

boundary. In any other case, an interative (shooting) procedure is required, where successive values

of boundary fluxes are tried until compatibility is achieved . I believe that the higher-dimensional

solver should use a staged approach, where first a 1D solution is obtained by using equivalent

material properties to get approximate solutions, then subdividing columns to get successively

more refined solutions . It may be possible to subdivide one column at a time.

The formalism for the approach is as follows. Starting with a steady-state mass balance
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equation,

integrating vertically,

and integrating horizontally,

the formal set of equations are developed,

z2

~(z)

	

~t(z)

	

~(z)
Z

z

= f gv(zi) dSZ - ~ ~ (°h ~ qh + Q) dSZ dz .

	

(5-g)
s~(z)

	

z S2(z)

Note that Q includes internal sources and lateral boundary conditions . Also note that the procedure

can accommodate variable horizontal cross sections (S2 = S2(z), such as might occur if the top and
bottom boundaries slope .

Another way to look at the problem is on the differential level, creating a system of ordinary

diffential equations . Starting with the steady-state mass balance equation,

f °h'ghd~=°h'qh f dS2=
J
n " ghdQ,

S2

	

S2

	

0

and if Y1 = P, Y2 = qz, and ( " )~ refers to ~( ")/az, two equations are obtained :

Assuming that °h " qh is constant within a column yields the integral form for divergence,

fri'tjhdQ

	

f ri'ghdQ

Z

°h . qh
__ a

f dSt

	

a

	

A

	

(5_12)
st
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SR5
- Z~~y~fb

(5-9)

(5-10)

(5-11)
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The first cut prototype to check out the idea will be located in ~HO1t1E2/Mc~tlab/MoL . The

program design assumes that a number of vertical columns are specified at the finest horizontal

scale desired . The horizontal equations will be solved using finite-volume ideas as a quick first cut,

so that lateral fluxes will be handled with a set of connection arrays, including pointers to columns

and physical variables . Of course, finite element or finite difference ideas could be applied.

For each column, running values of P and 8P/az are maintained by the ODE solver . In

addition, there will need to be a running total of qv(z) . For the differential approach, this is also

maintained by the ODE solver .

In getleral, one would be able to integrate either bottom up or top down. For the first cut,

bottom up will be assumed . Thus, the integration steps that must be followed by the program

include: (i) given the current-level pressure, calculate lateral fluxes and vertical conductivity ; (ii)

update the vertical fluxes ; (iii) calculate the vertical pressure gradient ; (iv) let the ODE solver pre-

dict the next level for pressure . Wrapped around the vertical integration procedure is a boundary-

condition compatibility update procedure . This will need to be discussed with Gordon ; today only

the vertical integration will be worked on .

The representation of system geometry and material heterogeneity is a critical step . One

option is to use a finite-difference or finite-element representation, which is particularly appropriate

if the solution is required for initial conditions . If the method is to be used as a standalone

procedure, it is better to use the actual layering geometry due to the very high vertical resolution

that will end up being used . For the PTn layering, the second approach is better ; to test against

other methods, the first approach is better . I suppose that I should test it first . Sigh .

A few test problems occur to me. The simplest is a deep homogeneous domain with a strip

source and gravity drainage or a water table at the bottom . The next simplest is a homogeneous

domain with boundary conditions so that flow turns a corner . Adding layers is next, then holes in

the layers . Robustness might be checked at a first cut with a lateral-flow problem .

References

Phillips, O. M. 1991 . Flow and Reactions in Permeable Rocks. Cambridge, England : Cambridge

University Press .
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6 . Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media

Account Number: As noted
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories: $HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG

Objective :

	

Develop methodology to examine steady-state flows in porous media using boundary

integral techniques. Boundary integral methods have been used for saturated steady-state flows for

decades; unsaturated steady-state flows have been considered for at least a decade using the quasi-

linear approximation . Variably saturated discrete-fracture networks were considered by Rasmussen

(1987) . To the best of my knowledge, unsaturated porous-medium flow simulations have been lim-

ited to homogeneous infinite or semi-infinite problems, perhaps interacting with saturated bulbs or

with a finite-element mesh . Fracture simulations have been limited to saturated discrete fractures

and to discrete-fracture networks in an impermeable matrix . It is of interest to develop methodology

to relax the quasilinear assumption (i) to handle generic relative permeability functions, including

fracture continua embedded in a porous matrix (i .e ., the equivalent continuum approach) ; (ii) to

handle multiple material zones (e .q ., layering) ; and (iii) to handle discrete fractures in an unsat-

urated porous matrix . Such methodology would be useful for examining ambient-flow conditions

at Yucca Mountain, including generating initial conditions for transient simulations. I expect the

approach would be quite competitive for these applications ; unfortunately, it is not clear how to

extend the approach to coupled problems .

1/28/96 Multi-continuum boundary elements.

Steady-state unsaturated flow in a porous medium has been successfully simulated using boundary

elements under the condition that the relative permeability is approximated using the exponential

function, h(P) = ICo exp(,~P) (note P < 0 when unsaturated) . With this assumption, the I{irchhoff

transform can be applied and the governing equation,

can be transformed to

-Oq = OK(P)(VP-~ p90 z) = 0,

	

(6- I)

X20 -~ P9Q8 = 0.

	

(6-2)
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There are Green's functions for this equation :

6-2

The difficulty with using the transform arises from the gravity term. A general relative permeability

can easily be used when gravity is not present (alt/~z - 0), but the need for dlt/d0 to be constant

for the Green's function approach to work restricts the method in general.

In general, boundary element approaches are effective when material properties are piecewise

constant. For saturated-flow problems, material discontinuities are readily treated by discretizing

the discontinuity and enforcing pressure and normal-flux continuity to eliminate unknowns . For

unsaturated-flow problems, the quasilinear approach imposes additional difficulty as the transform

variable is not continuous . I have not seen material discontinuities handled for unsaturated prob-

lems, presumably because nonlinearity pops up along the discontinuity. Discrete-fracture problems

could also be handled using the quasilinear approach, but would also be nonlinear.

My idea is that a possibly straightforward extension to the quasilinear approach can be

imposed for a generic relative permeability function, by approximating the generic function as a

sum of exponentials [It (P) - ~~ Ii; (P) _ ~; Ito~ exp(QzP)] . If the overall mass-balance equation

can be solved by performing a set of integrals with different Green's functions for each of the Iii,

the resulting set of linear equations should be determined by the dumber of elements . Equivalent-

continuum approaches could be handled this way also . Two key questions arise: (i) can one

approximate the generic function with a sum of exponentials, and (ii) can one use a sum of Green's

functions to approximate a sttm of quasilinear equations?

4~rr

G2D -_ exp[a(z zo)]Ko(cxr (6-4)2~

where a - pg/3/2 and ICo is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0.

The Kirchhoff transform is
P

o = f ri (P) dP so that dP = Ii (P) . (s-5)

With exponential relative permeability,

O = hlQ (6-6)

vo = P
VP = Ii (P)vP (s-7)

v(Iivz) = I(v2z + vz ~ vri = vz ~ vIi
_chit _dltdPc~O_ 1dIi80 dlnli a0

-'~
_ao (s-8)

c~z dP d0 ~z It dP c~z dP c~z ~z
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The quick answer to (i) is that to a certain degree of approximation, some van Genuchten
(van Genuchten, 1980) functions can be handled over some range of (negative-only) pressures. Test
Matlab files were created in ~HONIE2/Matdab/ExpToVar, with a driver file of show,cexp.m. It
appears that as the van Genuchten m parameter increases, the approximation deteriorates . As a
reference, the m parameter becomes large for fractures .

The quick answer to (ii) is maybe one can avoid the process by noting that, as O = ~t Ii;/~3t,
then d0/dK2 = 1/,Qi and dlCt/d0 = /~_, and the transformed equation is actually

D~Iii (P)(~P + P9~z) _ X20+ P9~Qi ~~ _ X20+ P9/~ a~,	(fi -~)
i

	

i t~z

	

c~z

where ,Q = ~; fit . If this is indeed correct, then the approach works essentially unchanged, which
seems too good to be true . In fact, the generic transform could be used everywhere with the
approximate Green's function only used for integration .

Boundary conditions are nonlinear, similar to the straight quasilinear approach . Generally,
the boundary element approach requires that both O and 80/an are defined along the boundary,
and the work in the method is in determining the one of the two that is not specified by well
posed problem specifications . Pressure boundary conditions should not be a problem, since there

must be a one-to-one relationship between P and O ; however, since q = -IC(~P + pgOz) _

-DO - Ii (P)pgOz, there is a linkage between flux and pressure which must be resolved . I don't

actually recollect seei~ig finite boundary conditions imposed when the quasilinear approximation was

being used, probably due to the nonlinearity. The flux problem pops up with material discontinuities
and fractures, while the ease of handling pressure disappears with material discontinuities since P
is continuous, not O(P) .

2/3/96 Boundary element solution procedure.

5A5

Assuming that there is indeed a Green's function for the problem, what is the procedure for solving
the problem?

The first step in solving a generic boundary integral problem is to perform all integrals to
result in a set of linearized simultaneous equations,

H ~ 8 = G ~ 9,~,,

	

(6-10)

where H contains all of the O integrations, G contains all of the O,n integrations, B is the O vector,

and 9,n is the c~0/an vector . The process for creating H and G will be discussed elsewhere .

6-3
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Rearranging to place all known values on the right-hand side,

7a5

A~u=b,

	

(6-11)

where u is the vector of unknowns and b is the vector of known values . Solving the resultant
set of unknowns is sufficient to completely define the boundary values for linear problems . For
unsaturated problems, however, where A = A(u), iteration is required .

Two approaches are typically followed when solving nonlinear problems, Picard iteration
and Newton-Raphson iteration . Picard iteration is linearly convergent, while Newton-Raphson
iteration is quadratically convergent when the starting point is sufficiently close to the solution and
divergent outside a convergence basin . Picard iteration is accomplished by rewriting equation 6-11
as

where n is the iteration level, solving for un+ 1 directly, and repeating until convergence. Newton-
Raphson iteration is accomplished by defining a residual vector f(u),

f(u) = A(u) ~ u - b,

	

(6-13)

expanding in a Taylor series and including only the first term, yielding

f
(u"'z + 8u) = A(u,n) , urn - b"` -}- 8u ~f~um) ,

	

(6-14)

setting f(u"` -}- Su) to zero, and solving for Su. Finally, the unknowns are updated using u'n+i =

The efficiency of the linear-equation solution is dependent on two steps, the integration step

and the matrix-solution step . The integration step is O(N2), while the matrix-solution step is

O(M3), where N is the number of nodal values and NI is the number of unknowns ; however, due
to the large number of operations for each integration, computational effort is roughly equivalent

for moderately sized problems . Experience indicates that problems of hundreds to perhaps a
thousand unknowns can be handled with direct Gaussian elimination. The Picard procedure is
equivalent to solving a series of linear problems with N2 integrations per iteration ; however, the
Newton-Raphson procedure is equivalent to performing N4 integrations per iteration . Thus, it
is extremely advantageous to be able to have separable H(u) and G(u) matrices, in the form
H(u ; x) = Hu(u) ~ H~(x) and G(u; x) = G~(u) ~ G~(x), so that the computationally demanding

spatial integrations can be done once and for all.

Now that solution ideas have been outlined, what do the H and G matrices consist of?

6-4
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Pullan and Collins (1987) consider the boundary element solution of equation 6-9. Intro-
ducing a further transformation, O = H exp(-sz) (note that the Pullan and Collins (1987) z is the

negative of my z), the modified Helmholtz equation is derived,

From Green's theorem, the volume integral of any two sufficiently smooth functions G and
H nonsingular in region S2 can be transformed to a surface integral along the boundary, Q,

(G~2H - H0 2G) dS2 = ~
CGa

- HaGl dQ.

	

(6-23)
o

If G is the Green's function, f H~ZGdS2 - aH(x) and since ~2H --_ 0, only a surface integral

remains:

aH(x) _ ~
CG
~ - H

an
~ dQ.

	

(6-24)

The new formulation presented in equation 6-9 seemed to be too good to be true . Double-
checking the formulation :

6-5

~aH = saH, (6-15)

where s = a/2. Double-checking :

ax c~x c~x

aH
=

~z
[O exp(sz)] = exp(sz) ~~~ + sO l (6-17)

~2H X20= exp(sz) (6-18)
axe ~x 2

~ H -_ ~ ~aHl = exp(sz) ~~~ + 2s ~~ + s20 I (6-19)

~2H - s2H = exp(sz) Co20 + 2s ~~~ (6-20)

The Green's function is given by Pullan and Collins (1987) as

G3D = exp(-sr)/r (6-21)

P

O = ~Iio i ~ exp(/3;P) dP = ~(ICo;l,Q;) exp(~2P) (6-25)
Y =_00

d0 -
~It2(p) (6-26)

dP
~K_ dIi dP ~O ~;(OzKot) exp(/31P) a0_ (6-27)
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3c

3-Feb-96 : equivalent beta for van Genuchten function

Capillary Pressure/PcapO

Figure 6-1 : 2/3/96 . Equivalent /~ for van Genuchten wetting relative permeability. Created by
$HOME2/Matlab/V4/make_DkDPrk .m.

There we have the rub; (dK/dP)/K is not constant with varying pressure as it is in the true
quasilinear situation. In fact, as shown in Figure 6-l, the ratio is highly nonlinear; particularly for
small m, a better argument could be made for (dIC/d In P)/K being a constant .

So what to do now? Ideas:

~ Pick an equivalent s for some representative P for the Green's function . Based on Figure 6-1,
this is pretty unpalatable .

Think harder .
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2/4/96 Return to previous idea .

The original idea was to break up the problem into parts by dividing up the relative permeability

functions into exponential functions, so that

Requiring that each exponential function is solved identically yields N equations solved indepen-

dently but linked by the joint boundary conditions,

At each boundary, it is required that

_ao; __
~2

pi + ai az

	

0.

Oi = Oi(P)

	

a

	

P=P(Oi),

	

(6-31)
N

	

N
~pi

	

az

i=i i=i

Neither the pressure requirement nor the flux requirement is onerous for portions of the boundary

where the pressure is specified and flux is unknown ; there is a one-to-one relationship between

O; and P, and q is derived from calculated values of 80i/tin . On the other hand, where q is

specified problems arise, since there is not a one-to-one correspondence between q and c~0i/an,
and consistency between P values is not enforced .

What happens if it is required that aP/an be consistent for all boundaries?

(s-3o)

N

	

N dp i_	_

	

aP

	

~z
q - ~q'

	

- (~ dP ) an - IC(P)P9
an,

	

(6-33)
,_1 ,_i

dOi _aP

	

az

	

_aP

	

az

	

K;(P)
qi = -dP an - ICi (P)P9~n = -I{i (P) (an + P9an) = It (P) q~

	

(6-34)

It is obvious from this that if the materials are solved for independently, aP/an is a convenient

variable of interest . However, writing the equations in fractional-flow form points out the basic

difficulty ; there is no reason that the Ki(P)/IC (P) ratio is going to be the same everywhere . In

essence, there is transfer of flux from one continuum to the next . How can this be accommodated?

A quick check of the appropriateness of the assumptions can be done using an ODE solver in

1D . The check can be performed by picking a particular pressure, such as near the water table, and

6-7
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a global flux, and integrating vertically. The key question is whether the pressure field is identical
for each of the cases. Given zero fluxes, pressure must be hydrostatic and the various pressure fields
are congruent; as fluxes increase, does this congruence hold?

2~5~96 New ideas .

How about a return to the dissertation idea of separate zones? With this approach, the generic rel-

ative permeability is approximated as a set of pressure zones, with each zone having an exponential

relative permeability. A set of moving contours would be required ; however, the pressure would be
known on each contour and only the gradient would be needed, identical to the saturation contours
in my dissertation . The advantage is that perhaps many fewer contours would be required and
again each contour-bounded zone is independently solved for, so the global pressure matrix need

not be formed . There is the advantage and disadvantage of transient stepping to a solution . Is this

really much less work than a domain scheme?

Another wild idea . For a highly layered system, each interface gets discretized with fixed
nodes and moving pressure contours skate along the interfaces . Perhaps the contours need some

internal nodes as well .

2~9~96 Development in 1D .

Yesterday I found a Fall 1995 AGU talk that presents a methodology that is described schizophreni-
cally but appears to be a combination of an approach discussed in my dissertation work but applied
to the Richards equation and the multiple-Green's-function approach (Holt et al ., 1995) . I have
been unable to get in touch with the authors as of yet. However, apparently they have had some
success and have done some numerical comparisons.

The 1D Green's function approach for the potential-flow problem is as follows (abstracted
from Chapter 2-4-1 of Banerjee and Butterfield (1981)) . Given the governing equation with constant
I( coefficient,

ax (Kh,~) + ~(x) = 0

	

~

	

h,~~ + ~I( ) - 0,

	

(6-35)
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integration by parts yields

If it is specified that

6

	

6

h,~~G dx = [Gh,~]Q - f h,~G,~ dx
a

	

a

G,x~(x, ~) _ -8(x - ~)~

(6-36)

(6-37)

a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

h(~) _ [G(x,~)h,x(x) - h(x)G,~(x,~)]~-a ~

	

(6-38)

Note that G is continuous at x - ~', but ~G/tax has a jump.

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found. Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

Requiring that G',~ _ -1/2 for x > ~ and G,~ = 1/2 for x < ~ specifies C2 = -1 and C4 = 1 .

Requiring that G - 0 at some distance L (which may be arbitrarily taken as L = b - a) and

6-9

h(b)_ G(b, b) -G(a, b) h,~(b) G,~(b, b - E) -G',~(a, b) h(b)

h(a) G(b, a) -G(a, a) h,~(a) G,x (b, a) -G,~(a, a + E) h(a)
(6-39)

or, rearranging,

G,~(b, b - E) + 1 -G,x (a, b) h(b) G(b, b) -G(a, b)- h,~(b) .

G,~(b, a) -G,x(a, a ~- E) -}- 1 h(a) G(b, a) -G(a, a) h,~(a)
(6-40)

The Green's function is found by integration .

-
G,~(x, ~)

sgn(x ~)
_ - (6-4I)

2

1 Ci ~-Cz(x - ~) x > ~+ (6-42)

1 Ca x > ~, (6-43)
C.~ x < ~.
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requiring that G' is continuous specifies Cl = G'3 = L, yielding

Plugging in the newly defined values for G',

At an interior point, h can be determined using

G,~(x,~) = d~

2

	

-1 1

	

h(a)

	

2

	

0 -1

	

h

	

a

h(~) _ [G(b, ~)h,~(b) - G(a, ~)h,~(a)] - [G,~(b, ~')h(b) - G',~(a, ~)h(a)]

= a [(L -
b + ~)h,~(b) - (L + a - ~)h,~(a)] + a [h(b) + h(a)]

	

(G-49)

and, assuming no internal sources so that h,x(a) = h,~(b) = h,,~,

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

and the flux at point ~ is

h,~(~) _ [G~(b, ~)h,~(b) - G'(a, ~)h,x(a)] - [G~~(b, ~)h(b) - G~~(a, ~)h(a)]

h,~(b) + h,~(a)

6- 1 0

(6-44)

(6-45)

(6-48)

(6-50)

(6-51)

(6-52)

q(~) _ -Ith,~(~) _ -K h'~(b)
2

h,~(a) _

	

(G-53)
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The same procedure can be followed for the Richards equation with the quasilinear assump-

tion (using h for O),

Integration by parts yields

If it is specified that

a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

Note that G is continuous at x = ~, but aG~ax has a jump.

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

h(b)

	

_

	

G(b, b) -G(a, b)

	

h,~(b)
h(a)

	

G(b, a) -G(a, a)

	

h,~(a)

or, rearranging,

G,~(b, b - E) - aG(b, b) + I

	

aG(a,b) - G,~(a, b)

	

h(b)

G,~(b, a) - cxG(b, a)

	

aG(a, a) - G,~(a, a -~ E) + 1

	

h(a)

02h -1- a
az

= 0.

	

(6-54)

6

	

6f (h,~.~ ~- cxla,,~)G dx = [G(h,~ + ah)]a - f (h,~ + ah)G,x dx
a

	

a

G,,~~(x, ~) - cxG,~ _ -~(x - ~),

	

(6-56)

h(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) + h(x)(aG(x, ~) - G,~(x, ~))]~-a ~

	

(6-57)

aG(b, b) - G',x (b, b - E)

	

-aG(a, b) -~ G,~(a, b)

	

h(b)
aG(b, a) - G,~(b, a)

	

-cxG(a, a) + G,~(a, a -1- E)

	

h(a)

	

'

	

(6-58)

G(b, b) -G(a, b)

	

h,~(b)
G(b, a) -G(a, a) I ~ h,x(a)

(6-55)

(6-59)
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The C;reen's function is found by integration.

G,.~(x, ~) - cxG(x, ~) _ -
a
sgn(x - ~)

	

(G-60)

Requiring that G,~ - cxG - -1/2 for x > ~ and G,~ - aG' = 1/2 for x < ~ specifies G' 1 = 1/cx and

C3 - -1/a. Requiring that G,,~ approaches zero as ~x - ~~ ~ oo specifies C2 = 0, while requiring

that G is continuous at x = ~ specifies Cl = C3 + C4 so that G'4 = 2/a, yielding

(6-61)

6-12

x
G(x, ~)

1/2a
_ (6-63)

{exp[cx(x - ~)] - 1/2}/a x < ~,

0 x>~,
(6-64)

[expax-( ~)] x< ,

x >
G,~(x, ~)

1/2 ~',
- aG(x, ~) _ (6-65)

+1/2 x < ~,

0 x >G~(x, ~) ~,_ (6-66)

0 x > ~, (6-67)

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

--a -}- 1 -a h(b) 1 1 [1 2 exp(-aL)] h,~ (b)_ (6-69)-2 + 1 h(a) 2a 1 -1 h,~(a)

1 1 -1 h(b) 1 1 [1 - 2 exp(-aL)] h,~(b)- ,
2

I I ~ ~
2a

I
1 -1

I ~
h,~(a)

~
(6-70)

-1 1 h(a)

At an interior point, h can be determined using

h(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) + h(x) (aG(x, ~) - G,~(x, ~))]~-a
h(b) -~ h(a) h,~(b) + h,~(a){1 - 2exp[a(a - ~)]}- + (G-71)

2 2a
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The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

h,f (~) = h,x(a) exp[cx(a - ~)]~

	

(s-72)

Returning from the transform variable to P [using the relationships la = Ii/Q and It(P) = exp((3P)],

In[Qh(~)]
P(~) =

	

Q

	

,

and the flux at point ~ is

2/10/96 Check of results .

_ -h,~(~) - l~Pgz,~h(~) _ -h,~(~) - ah(~)

- a ~ h(b) ~-. h(a) + h,,~(b) + h,~(a){1 - 2exp[a(a
2

	

2a
- - r a[h(b) -b h(a)] ~- h,~(b) + h,~(a) ]

IL 2

	

2

2
__ 4(a) + q(b)

2

(s-73)

(6-74)

The result that q is independent of position is gratifying, since in the absence of sources (as was

assumed) flux is constant throughout the domain .

A pair of Matlab files (saved as make_bem_2pt .m.1, solve_bem_2pt.m.1) were created in

~HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG to test the relationships presented above . A few tests were made

to verify that solving for fluxes and plugging them back in to solve for pressure indeed works, and

that fluxes are in the correct direction .

Extending the above approach to the idea of using a sum of Green's functions to approximate

the generic Green's function,

N
G(x, ~) ^ ~w2G~ (x, ~), (s-75)

i-i
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yields

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

At an interior point ~, h can be determined using

~~'1 w;{exp[a=(x - ~)] - 1/2}/ai

	

x < ~, (G-76)

o

	

x>~,

(G-78)

0

	

x
> ~'

	

(6-79)

0

	

a
> ~'

	

(6-80)
N

N 'w;1 -1

	

h(b)

	

_ ~' w;

	

1 [1 - 2exp(-aiL)]

	

h,~(b)

	

(g-g2)
2

	

-1 1

	

h(a)

	

-~2ai

	

1

	

-1

	

h,~(a)

	

.

N

wih(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,x(x) + h(x) (aG(x, ~) - G,~(x, ~))]~.a

	

(6-83)
i-i

h(~) - h(b) + h(a) + ~
N

i(wa/2a~) [h,x(b) + h,x(a){ 1 - 2 exp[cx;(a - ~)]}] .
2

	

~N
1 wz

	

(6_84)

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

h,~(~) = h,x(CL)
~s 1

	

CAN w

Returning from h to P is best done with tables, since the relationships It (P) _ ~~_i wi exp(/3;P)

and h = ~N1 wt exp(/3tP)/,Qi do not admit a straightforward inversion; however, reasoning by

analogy, the flux at ~ is

q(~) = q(a)
2

q(b) .

	

(6_86)

6-14
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2/17/96 End of current look.

5

An interesting check to do will be to compare q(~) _ -li (~)[la,f (~)/(dh(~)/dP) + pgz,~] with q(~)
and q(b) .

In order to check whether the procedure shows promise despite the unpromising mathematics, a

test problem was constructed more-or-less at random with two specified-pressure conditions of -1

and -0.1 gm/cm s2 . The van Genuchten parameters were Po = 1 gm/cm s2 and m = 0.7, with

hsat = 1 cm/s, g = 980 cm/s2 , and total domain length of 1 mm . The problem is a balance between

capillary effects and gravity drainage .

The van Genuchten relative permeability curve is approximated with ten exponential func-
tions, using the routine make_exp_vgwt.m to approximate Ii (P) _ ~N1 w; exp(/~;P) . The ,Q ;
values are evenly distributed between 1/ max ~P~ and 1/ min ~P~, and Matlab's least-squares matrix

division facility is used to ensure that relative permeability is well matched throughout the range.

I found that 800 match points for each Qi works well . When the number of match points is N, it

is better to have the match-point pressures evenly distributed, so make_exp_vgwt.m evenly dis-

tributes match-point pressures; however, it is critical to oversample, and I suspect that logarithmic

variation would require far fewer match points for each /~;.

I found that excellent agreement can be found between the resultant approximated relative

permeability curve and the original using the least-squares approach when the variation in relative

permeability is less than 6 to 8 orders of magnitude . Relative permeabilities smaller than this are
not matched, as roundoff error becomes significant, and negative relative permeabilities can occur .

An alternate approach that minimizes the log of the error would be required for such cases. Quick

informal tests were performed for m ranging from 0.1 to 0 .7, and usually 10 to 40 exponential

functions were required, depending on the pressure range and behavior of the relative permeability

within the pressure range. It can be helpful to supply Qs slightly outside the pressure range of the
problem at hand .

The relative permeability match for the problem of interest is shown in Figure 6-2. Deviation

between the two relative permeabilities is on the order of 10 -6 . The true van Genuchten solution

is created using the ODE procedure outlined in other parts of the notebook, using the solution

routines starting with solve_ODE_vg.m. Since the ODE procedure requires a specified pressure

and a specified flux, a bisection approach was used to find the flux that is compatible with both

pressure boundary conditions . The solutions are shown in Figure 6-3 ; clearly there is no agreement

6-15
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0 .8

~ 0 .4
a~

0.2

17-Feb-96 . Actual and approximated vG relative distributions

-100	-10-~
Pressure (gm/cm s^2)

Figure 6-2: 2/17/96 . expvgspmatchl.eps . Relative permeability for van Genuchten parameters
m = 0 .7 and Po = 1 gm/cm s2 . Actual and exponential-approximated relative permeabilities with

10 exponentials are shown.

between the two procedures . As a comparison, the set of pressures for each of the ,C3;, solved
independently, is plotted against the van Genuchten solution in Figure 6-4. Again, there is little
that leads one to suspect that a weighted sum of the exponential solutions would yield the van
Genuchten solution .

Based on these results, the current look at the boundary integral approach is being tenta-
tively closed ottt . I finally was able to discuss the Holt et al . (1995) abstract with John Wilson two

days ago, and he will send a draft of a paper intended for WRR within a few weeks. The discussion
revealed that their approach is not the same as my method-of-contours approach, involving implicit

6-16
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7. Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion

Account Number: 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174
Collaborators:

	

David Farrell
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste ~ $MassWaste

Objective: Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the redistribution of eroded
material on a subregional to regional scale. The immediate application is to predict the slip rate
of a fault based ol~ the shape of alluvial fans .

12/20/85 Summary of previous work .

In the subregional flow and transport processes research project, I developed a simple finite differ-
ence (8/95) and slightly more sophisticated finite element (11/95) model based on using a DEM
grid of elevations . See Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) for a description of the FE application . The
original Yucca Mountain work was done in $HOME2/Subreg/YNIEdev/NfassWaste/MatMod. The
object of the exercise was to predict the active depth of colluvium at Yucca Mountain . The model
assumes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

where gallu� is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the thickness of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, cxl and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in
winter?) . The model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be
appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered ; this is a serious weakness in washes
and in deep alluvium .

In the subregional work, the elevation h is given ; b is the unknown to be determined, and
k is assumed spatially constant and subsumed into A. The FD model assumed bo ~ oo and
a2 = 0, which yielded very pixelly depths . The FE work suggested that the slope-dependent and
radiation-dependent source-term modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluvium

~galluv = STC, (7-1)

galluv = -kb~h, (7-2)

SrC = A exp(-b/bo) exp(a1 0h/ max(~~h~)) exp(a2radiation), (7-3)
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distributions at Yucca Mountain, as long as bo is used . Values for bo were about 2 cm, and A/k
were about 0 .25 . The implementation was crude, in the sense that the problem is hyperbolic and
explicit flow-routing algorithms could be used to solve for b, rather than the brute-force Jacobi
iteration I adopted . I expect a more appropriate algorithm could speed up calculations by one or
two orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, usable approximations to colluvium depth were obtained .

Yesterday David Farrell pointed out an article which uses essentially the same model for

9¢lluv as a short-range transport mechanism, with the active diffusion depth constant, and uses a
stormwater flow-routing scheme for long-range transport. Beaumont, Christopher, Philippe Full
sack, and Juliet Hamilton. 1992 . Erosional control of active compressional orogens. In Thrust
Tectonics, ed . I{.R . McClay. Chapman & Hall : London : pp 1-18 . The stormwater model drains
orography-forced precipitation, and transports sediment according to

12/21/95 Continued development .

gJqb = -Iijgr~h,

	

(7-4)

where gf9b is the local-equilibrium sediment carrying capacity, Iij is a proportionality constant,
and qr is the runoff discharge .

In the Beaumont et al . (1992) paper, orography-forced precipitation for South Island, New Zealand,
is assumed to be according to adiabatic decompression of moist air as it passes over the model
topography . The simplest approach is taken, where air flux is normal to a grid boundary, steady,
and uniform . Given q~,(x = 0) is the flux of water vapor per unit length normal to the direction of
flow, conversion of qw to precipition rate vR(x) is given by

dgw(x) h(x)
dx hR1R

where aR = hRIR is an extraction efficiency parameter governed by the topographic scale height,
hR, and the length scale, dR, over which 1/e of the available precipitation would be extracted were
h(x) = hR .

vR(x) _ -

	

-

	

9w(x)

	

(7-5)

In the work cited, h is the only dependent variable, all other flow parameters are constant
except qw, and qw is adjusted according to the quasi-steady rainfall distribution .

An alluvium-flow model somewhat improved over the Beaumont et al . (1992) approach
might also consider the colluvium layer (b) to be an unknown parameter . I propose a set of coupled
equations :

_ah dz
C7t

	

dt + Qwe¢ther = ~~

7-2

( 7-6 )
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b

	

Valluv

	

( )
+ 0~]'a!!-tav -

	

Qweather = ~,

	

7_
~t

	

Vrock

q'alluv = -(kb+xf~r)o(h+b),

	

(7-g)

where his bedrock elevation, b is depth of colluvium/alluvium, dz/dt represents change in elevation

due to structural forces, Valluv/Vrock represents volume expansion from bedrock to rubble, qr is

surface-water flux (episodic at Bare Mountain), and other parameters are as before . Adding 7-6
and 7-7 together,

~( cat
b) + ~~/alluv - dt ~-

C1
- Valluv ~ Qweather = ~,

ro~~ (7-~)

which is akin to the diffusion equation . It may be appropriate to solve 7-9 and 7-6 as the two
equations. The source term Qweather might be Aexp(-d/do), rather than A exp(-b/bo), where d is
thickness of cover normal to the surface rather than depth at the surface. The modification should

not be numerically large unless there are steep slopes . I would expect A to be a function of rock

type, solar radiation, slope, average temperature, and precipitation, so A would vary according to
climatic influences .

Thoughts on modelling

The first-cut approach to modelling alluvium flow was to brute-force using Jacobi iteration to reach
a steady state. Explicit time-stepping might not be too bad with this approach, but the river flow
may be tricky. A second, implicit, tack might be to take advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the
problem and integrate in shells from high elevation to low elevation . The scheme would be

1 . Classify each face as a through-, convergence-, or divergence-face .

2 . Find high points .

3 . Start at highest point and create concentric layers that have completely outflowing faces at
the downhill side .

4 . Solve for unknowns at all nodes in the uppermost layer that have old values, using the newest
uphill values as boundary conditions .

5. Repeat until all layers have been processed .
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The advantage of this approach is that an efficient skyline solver could be used on systems with a

relatively small bandwidth, and difficulties with allocating downhill flows for convergent/divergent

faces are eased. Convergent/divergent faces might also be treated as a network of ridges/washes .
In fact, it might be a good idea to create a "potential wash" network, consisting of all edges and
all cell diagonals, which would be activated at convergent faces and saddle or saddle-like cells. The
trick would be in deciding when to turn on the wash behavior .

1/3/96 More thoughts on modelling.

The previous proposed model equations (7-6 and 7-9) have parameters k and IiI, as well as param-
eters associated with sources, and a currently unspecified surface-water flux q,. . The surface-water
flux is simply overland flow, which is obviously highly transient. As a first cut, it may be acceptable
to maintain a set of maximum flood depths corresponding to storms of various return periods (i .e .,
10-yr, 100-yr, 1000-yr) and calculate qr as a weighted sum of the storm events, suitably averaged
over time . Precipitation is plausibly elevation-dependent.

Additional thought: the alluvium/colluvium depth b should be broken into an "active" and
an "inactive" zone, where the active zone consists of the top meter or so and the inactive zone is any

remainder. The component of the gal~~.v fluxes due to diffusion therefore is limited by a maximum
depth .

As a quick and dirty test of the alluvium-fan idea, I propose that a rectangular region be
considered . The initial condition for the region might be a set of small-amplitude sine waves, with
a square-wave block uplift superimposed in the middle portion of the region ("Bare Mountain") .

Along one side of the block there should be a hinge fault, with hinged uplift of "Bare Mountain"
and "Amargosa Valley", and hinged downdrop of "Crater Flat" . The surface should start out

as bare rock . I predict that this test should generate steeper alluvial fans along the fault as the

distance from the hinge increases, with larger and shallower fans on the opposite side of the block.
As a rough start, perhaps 100 cells parallel to the fault, with the block consisting of 50-100 cells

and the outwash areas consisting of 200-300 each? Perhaps ten sine waves perpendicular to the
mountain to initiate washes .



1~4~96 Setup of test problems.

1/7/96 First examination of test problems.

References

5~5
REFERENCES

	

REFERENCES
Z~~~ ,Q~

Created a project directory (~HOME2/Nlatlab/]f7assWaste) and copied the Matlab files for the

Yucca Mountain work into the project directory . The quick and dirty test problem will be set up

as defined above .

Test problem is a halfsine mountain with ~iormally distributed random noise superimposed, with

initial conditions symmetric east and west of the mountain ridge. There is a fault at the base of E

flank of mountain . Initial work quickly identified the need to ensure time scales are matched .

Beaumont, C., P. Fullsack, and J . Hamilton. 1992 . Erosional control of active compressional
orogens. In 1{ . R . McClay (Ed.), Thrust Tectonics, London, pp. 1-18 . Chapman & Hall .

Stothoff, S. A. and A. C . Bagtzoglou . 1996 . Subregional Hydrogeologic Flow and Transport

Processes . In B . Sagar (Ed .), NRC High-Level Radioactive Waste Research at CNWRA, July-

December 1995, Volume CNWRA 95-025, San Antonio, TX, pp. 9-1-9-20. Center for Nuclear
Waste Regulatory Analyses .
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8. Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

Account Number: ???
Collaborators : None
Quoted Proposal: In progress
Directories:

	

$HOME2/WFO/Environ ~ $Environ

Objective:

	

Track down mass balance errors that occur in the contaminant transport portion of

the 3D Princeton Transport Code.

PTC solves the saturated groundwater flow equation and contaminant transport with the

resultant velocity field . I rewrote the code while at Princeton and Vermont, but did not change the

solution algorithms . Environ is using the code extensively, and mass balance errors reported by

the transport portion of the code are on the order of 10 percent. The flow portion of the code may

exhibit mass balance errors for the first few time steps, which quickly decay to essentially zero .

The code involves a splitting scheme between the horizontal and the vertical, and experience

suggests that the implementation of the splitting scheme is not correct for non-horizontal layers .

In addition, mass balance errors may occur for horizontal elements (2D finite elements) that occur

in portions of a velocity field where the field is changing direction .

12/20/95 Proposal.

Created first draft of the proposal in ~EriVlron/Proposal/massbal_prop.tex .
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9. Quick Looks

Account 1Vumber : As noted
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

As noted

1/18/96 Wetting of Yucca Mountain from dry state .

Objective:

	

Perform quick looks at technical questions that arise in brainstorming sessions and

document the results. Each quick look should take a few hours to no more than a clay.

Bill Murphy has noted that there is an anomoloue trend in the I{/Ar ratio in zeolites obtained from

Yucca Mountain, where as elevation increases roughly 1000 m the zeolites change from appearing

14 Ma to appeari~ig 1 Ma in age. The elevation change is relative to the water table. In order

to change the I{/Ar ratio, it appears that relative humidity must be quite low, implying that the

medium must be essentially dessicated as saturations must be almost zero before relative humidity

is affected . In order to test the rates of water movement near dryout, a 1000-m uniform column of

TSw was simulated in ~BREATH,2/Vertlmbib, with initial conditions of 30 °C and saturation at 1

percent. A water table at the bottom was imposed, with no-flow conditions at the top. The top

temperature was dropped 15 °C, while the bottom was held fixed ; temperatures adjusted orders of

magnitude faster than the moisture . The breath run file was generated by Matlab file ingen_tm .m .

Vapor density profiles at intervals of 0 .1 Ma are shown in Figure 9-la, while the correspond-

ing saturation profile is shown in Figure 9-lb. The vapor density pulse reaches the top of the

column after about 0 .6 Ma. Interestingly, almost all of the transport is due to vapor diffusion; if

vapor diffusion is shut off, the saturations only respond through capillary rise to a height of about

70 m after 1 Ma. The liquid in the TSw unit should be quite slow to respond relative to other units ;

however, vapor transport is efficient enough that it is unlikely that any part of Yucca Mountain

will maintain near-zero relative humidities for more than 1 Ma, far below the time required for the

K/Ar discrepancy to develop.
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18~1an-96: test.runtm 100.1xt

	

18~1an-96: test .runtm 100.brt
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Figure 9-1 : 1/18/96. Calculated (a) vapor density and (b) moisture content profiles every 0.1 Ma

for imbibition from water table into dry TSw .
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1 . Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1

Account Number: 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Hannah M. Castellaw

Objective:

	

Investigate spatial distribution of recharge indices.

12/19/95 Create figures for Semi-Annual report .

Composite plots were recreated in a fancy format for inclusion into the semi-annual research report .

The trace plots are from special runs with output every midnight each day in the decade .

Table 1-1 : Plot Description (12/19/95)

12/20/95 Import yesterday's figures into the notebook .

Import figures into the notebook . Quite a bit of style finagling required .

Figure Name Description

AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps A composite plot of three sets of infiltration sensitivities : allu-
vium properties, fracture properties, and climatic properties . Gener-

ated using fancy_showsesult .m operating on alluv_frac.result and al-

luv_frac_wea.result in ~BREATH3/RuraFS'ens .

s_vs_t_for~~_depth .eps Traces of moisture content for a 4-month period starting December of the 8th

year of simulated time (8.75 to 8.75 -~ 0.333 in the 10-year meteorological se-

quence) . Alluvium depths for the simulations are 2, 5, 10, and 15 cm . Clenerated

using fancy_show_ndtrace.m operating on the corresponding ndtrace files
in ~BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir .

q_vs_t~or~,~_depth .eps Same as s_vs_t_for_a_f_depth .eps, except infiltration fluxes traced . Generated

using fancy_show_eltrace.m operating on the corresponding eltrace files in

~BREATfh2/S2dbrey/RunFSens/ResclltDir.
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Figure 1-1 : 12~20~95 . AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps . Sensitivities to allttviurn properties, fracture prop-

erties, and climatic properties .
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Time After March 1 (yr)

Figure 1-2 : 12~20~95 . s-vs_t~or_a~_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for

a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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Figure 1-3 : 12/20/95 . q_vs_tfor_a~-depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for

a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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Account Number: 20-5708-861

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

1/26/96 Initial entry.
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Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at;

Yucca Mountain . A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the

Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-

lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterative Performance Assessment

and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-

organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed

under the Ambient Hydrology I{TI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects

on Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project

are to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future

work will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be

explored include : (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modeling, with

vegetation and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow"

diversion of infiltration clue to the PTn layer.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two

journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;

the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and

temporal distributions of infiltration . All simulations to date have been 1D ; the first sets examined

semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture

continuum . It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than

the alluvium columns ; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 cm) will shut off fracture flow

entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume ; hillslopes

and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; microrneteorology is not a great factor, nor

is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a

significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of alluvium is the single most important

parameter ; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;

and it is critical to use arithrnetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture
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continuum .

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of

the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one

or snore storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1.

mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature

and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-

consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less

infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it

takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed .

1/30/96 Data Analysis .

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs . The workhorse file,

stat_infil.m, is in ~HON1E2/Nlatlab/BreathUti.l. Copies of the driver routine, eval_all_stat .m,

must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration

in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which

must be rerun dtte to accidental erasure of the trace files . The table is included here a.s Table 2-1 .

Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below

~HOME2/Subreg to have better segregation of figures . New directories containing figures now are

listed as FigureX~xx, where Xa;xx is one of Paper or Yl~lElev .

2/17/86 Error in viscosity units .

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs

using breath . breath uses consistent units for all variables; however, the Matlab files used to create

inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large. There is no net

impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided a.s data, as breath requires intrinsic

permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling

hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath.

Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since

intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways . Many other simulations are

perfectly valid . Unfortunately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium

and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so

that the reported permeabilities a,re actually off by three orders of magnitude . The breath code has

[2-2~
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Table 2-1 : Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr) .

[2-3~
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5~`~

a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used ; this option uses viscosities that

are off by two orders of magnitude . I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions 1 .1, 1 .2,

and 1 .3 today .

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower .

The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since

the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than

clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca

Mountain as wa.s reported by various USCS papers . In fact, if my simulations were reported using

saturated cotrductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the

persistent error would not have been found. The simulations were incorrectly presented in Stothoff

Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events

(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min

2 1 .0 0 58 .2 172 .5 5 9.5 1 7 (1) 1 (1)

2 0 .9 0 48 .1 149 .5 5 7.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)

2 1 .1 0 67 .0 196 .5 5 11.1G 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

2 1 .0 4-3 50 .6 158 .2 5 8.79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)

2 1 .0 -3 G8 .7 191 .2 5 10 .34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

5 1 .0 0 31 .0 124.7 7 0.29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)

5 0 .9 0 23 .7 101 .2 5 > 0 .01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)

5 1 .1 0 38 .6 147.9 5 2.98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)

5 1 .0 +3 25.3 108.3 5 0.59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)

5 1 .0 -3 38.7 148.3 5 2.18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)

10 1 .0 0 12.5 60 . :1 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)

10 0.9 0 8 .73 42 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)

10 1 .1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD

10 1 .0 +3 9 .68 49 .9 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)

10 1 .0 -3 1G.8 81 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)

15 1 .0 0 ~1 .G1 26 .7 2 > 0.01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)

15 0.9 0 2 .65 13 .9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)

15 1 .1 0 6 .26 33 .3 3 > 0.01 0 3 (1) 0 (G)

15 1 .0 4-3 3 .18 17 .3 2 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)

15 1 .0 -3 7.74 45 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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et al . (1995), Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996), Bagtzoglou et al . (1995), Stothoff et al . (1996),

and the poster used for both Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1995) and the 1995 I{earney Conference .

It may yet be possible to save the version of Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (199G) that will be widely

distributed .

3~8~96 Update figures and results .

In preparing a series of slides for a Geological Society of America conference on 3/12/96, I am taking

the opportunity to tabulate the results generated froth a, sequence of runs using a tight grid, as

explained in the entry of 1/2G/95. All hydraulic-property cases and the pressure a.nd temperature

cases were rerun for the 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths . The base case scenario was rerun for the

10-cm, 15-cm, 500-cm, and 1000-cm alluvium depths, a.s well as the semi-infinite alluvium case .

The results of the simulations are summarizes! in Table 2-2. The base-case weather is de-

noted by an "m" ; perturbations in AAP and in AAT are denoted by "r" and "t", respectively .

AAP is perturbed by multiplying all precipitation values by the noted perturbation ; AAT is per

turbed by adding (t-~) or subtracting (t-) the noted perturbation . The alluvium and fracture

codes both coalesce the permeability, porosity, and van C;enuchten parameters into a 4-digit code .

The codes are selected to allow one integer per parameter, and are translated in Table 2-3 . The

odd translation for fracture intrinsic permeability and van Genuchten scaling pressure are because

saturated hydraulic conductivity and van C;enuchten a created better codes. Note that the -3

factor in the intrinsic permeability codes is the correction for the improperly specified viscosity in

earlier runs, so all runs are consistently labelled .

References

Bagtzoglou, A . C ., S. A . Stothoff, and M. A . Muller . 1995 . Progress Towards Fstimating Infiltra-

tion tend Deep Percolation at the Y2ecca IVIountain Site . , Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory

Analyses, San Antonio, TX .
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Stothoff, S . A . and A . C. Bagtzoglou . 1996 . Subregional 1-Iydrogeologic Flow and Transport

Processes . In B. Sagar (Ed .), NRCHigh-Level Radioactive Waste Research set CNGVRA, Jtelg-

Decernber 1995, Volume CNWRA 95-025, San Antonio, '1X, pp . 9-1-9-20 . Center for Nuclear
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Table 2-2: Summary of tight- rid infiltration simulation results

[2-5]

Weather
Code Perturbation

Alluvium
Depth (cm)

Alluvium
Code

Fracture
Code

Moisture
Content

Flux
(cm/yr)

m 0 2 5223 2713 0 .0331 5.82

m 0 2 5223 2712 0 .0331 5.89

m 0 2 5223 2714 0 .0328 3.29

m 0 2 5223 2703 0 .0328 7.32

m 0 2 5223 2723 0 .0331 5.75

m 0 2 5223 2613 0 .0331 5 .90

m 0 2 5223 2813 0 .0331 5 .77

m 0 2 5223 0713 0 .0330 5 .19
m 0 2 5223 1713 0.0331 5 .86

m 0 2 5222 2713 0.0218 7 .05

m 0 2 5225 2713 0.0548 4.43

m 0 2 5213 2713 0.0324 5 .92

m 0 2 5253 2713 0.0352 5 .87
m 0 2 5123 2713 0.1015 6 .17
m 0 2 5323 2713 0.0151 6 .51
m 0 2 4223 2713 0.0293 6 .20

m 0 2 6223 2713 0.0397 5 .43

m 0 5 5223 2713 0.0484 3 .10

m 0 5 5223 2712 0.0486 3 .18

m 0 5 5223 2714 0.0484 1 .72
m 0 5 5223 2703 0.0483 3 .32

m 0 5 5223 2723 0.0486 3 .08

m 0 5 5223 2613 0.0485 3 .15

m 0 5 5223 2813 0.0486 3 .07

m 0 5 5223 0713 0.0485 2 .69
m 0 5 5223 4713 0.0486 3 .17

m 0 5 5222 2713 0.0331 4 .30
m 0 5 5225 2713 0.0750 1 .56

m 0 5 5213 2713 0 .0505 3.22

m 0 5 5253 2713 0 .0469 2.93

m 0 5 5123 2713 0 .1219 3.69

m 0 5 5323 2713 0 .0251 3.28

m 0 5 4223 2713 0 .0380 3.37

m 0 5 6223 2713 0 .0625 3.05
t- 3.0 2 5223 2713 0 .0381 6.87

t-~ 3 .0 2 5223 2713 0 .0294 5.06

r* 0 .9 2 5223 2713 0 .0324 4.81

r* 1 .1 2 5223 2713 0 .0338 G.90

t- 3 .0 5 5223 2713 0 .0562 3.87

t4- 3 .0 5 5223 2713 0.0423 2.53

r* 0 .9 5 5223 2713 0.0465 2.37

r* 1 .1 5 5223 2713 0.0503 3 .86
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'fable 2-3 : Summary of alluvium (abed) and fracture (efgla) parameter codes

Waste Regulatory Analyses.

Stothoff, S . A., A . G' . Bagtzoglou, and H . Castellaw. 1996. Estimation of Spatial Distribution of

Recharge Factors at Yucca Mountain, NV . In Proceedings of the International Conference on

Application of C~eograplaic Information Systems in Hydroloyy and Water Resources Nlanaye-

ment, Vienna, Austria, pp . ? International Association of Hydrological Sciences . Accepted .

Stothoff, S . A ., H. M. Castellaw, and A . C. Bagtzoglou . 1995. Estimation of Spatial Distribution

of Recharge Factors at Yucca Mountain. In B. Sagar (Ed.), NRC High-Level Radioactive

Waste Research at CNOVRA, January-Jtme 1995, Volume CNWRA 95-O1S, San Antonio,

TX, pp. 9-5-9-12. Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses .

Code Parameter Translation

a Intrinsic permeability k' (cm2) lc = 10-a-s

b van Genuchten m m = b/10

c van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2 ) Po = c x 10`~

d Porosity ~' e = d/10

e Intrinsic permeability k (cm2 ) k = 1 .14694 x 10-e-a

f van Genuchten uua m = f/10

y van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2 ) Po = 980 x 10_s
la Porosity ` ~ = 10-~L
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Objective:

	

Theoverall objective of the thermal hydrology KTI is to assess the impacts of possible

thermal loading clue to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository on the subsurface hydrology. The

near-field I{TI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps more

of an emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology . Out of the entire hydrology-
thermal-mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology I{TI is essentially HT while

the near-field I{TI is more HTC .

The reorganization of the CNWRA into I{TI units occurred less than two weeks ago. At this point,

organizational issues have been resolved . Detailed task descriptions have not been promulgated

as of yet. This initial entry is a, brain-storming task to put together ideas for future work within

the task, which should also mesh with work to be performed under the near-field task and the

ambient-hydrology I{TI .

After discussion with Ron, it is clear that there are two areas that I can contribute : boundary

conditions (i .e ., infiltration, temperature) and matrix-fracture flow investigations .

In the realm of boundary conditions, a relatively quick investigation might be undertaken

that examines the impact of the repository on surface processes . Two questions arise immediately:

(i) is the ground surface well-represented by a specified-temperature condition, or should there be

Borne interaction with the atmosphere a la breath ; and (ii) is there an effect on infiltration rates due

to the thermal load imposed by the repository?

A simple sensitivity test can be made using breath . Assuming that thermal equilibrium

occurs rapidly relative to the change in energy release, and that half of the energy moves upwards,

a quasi-steady-state energy flax can be calculated which combines the geothermal flux and the

repository loading. The energy flux c:an be applied at the bottom of the column, thereby allowing

the column temperatures to equilibrate. Presumably this is a no-nevermind issue, but the analysis

should take little effort and any unforeseen impacts should be obvious. Also, the robustness of the
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surface temperature condition can be quickly examined; extending the analysis to seasonal-average

and annual-average conditions for temperature would be straightforward .

Matrix-fracture interaction analysis options are less well defined . Ideas have arisen : (i)

Sitakanta would like to do a laboratory analysis with a fractured thin slab, in which it appears that

the best information would be a videotape of the wetting front; (ii) Ron C;ceen has resurrected the

idea of an infiltration test at the Peru Blanca site, where an alit lies about 8 m below a cleared

surface and a reasonably large fracture can be traced to the surface ; and (iii) I have thought about

extending Grec~th to quasi-2D or 3D to investigate matrix-fracture interaction with discrete fractures,

which could possibly be extended to handle large thermal effects ~ la TOUGH and possibly even

geochemistry for near-field analyses . The experimental work needs to be properly linked with

Yucca Mountain and appropriate numerical experiments need to be designed to justify the code

development.
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4 . Iterative Performance KTI

Account Number : 20-5708-761
Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories :

	

As noted

Objective:

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at Yucca

Mountain. The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into

forms that are more amenable to perfortna.nce assessment needs (e .g ., probability distributions) . In

addition, periodic review of DOE work may be performed .

3/25/96 Audit review of TSPA-95 .

Over the last few days I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes

impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport

of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal

inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport

velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where

parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.

In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar a,s it is assumed that fractures

are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may
drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation

flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped oti

as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation.

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively

straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results. I plan to perform a calculation of the

probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac

ture velocities and fluxes, a.s well as the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures.

My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-

norrnal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield nntch faster

velocities in general. In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by

TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges a.s well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison .

requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

where

Printed : April 6, 1996

The work in the audit review is located in ~IIOll~IE2/Nlatlab/TSI'A95Cols . In order to set up a

comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from

Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerptec! for the

TSPA-93 report (Sanclia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical . The

Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta

function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),

p(a), given by

where C is a normalizing constant and cx and /~ are used to define the shape of the function . By

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled

random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the ~ value that has a

cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula

tive probability distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A

way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized surn . A

new Nlatlab function entitled beta_dist .m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed

probabilities, and beta_dist_set .m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist .m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-

spaced :c locations. For cases with negative a or Q, the beta function predicts infinite probability

at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding

to a negative power. The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .

plotted up each of the probability futrctions and compared them to the plots in the back of

the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for

1 = (b - a)_lr+Q+~~
r(1 (+ a)r(1 ~)~) , (4-2)

.f (ti - a)a(b - x)ad:r
a

P(~;) _ ~th-t k exp(-t) dt . (4-3)
0
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the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are

supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer . I entered the scaled values for layers 1

through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots

in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close . It appears

that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual satura.tions can be as high as l,

with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled

parameters are completely outrageous . I can see why residual saturation was treated a.s a layer

constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task .

Correlations between parameters a,re not tttentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only

touched on by Schenker et a.l . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do

any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability. Several of the layers show significant

correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0 .467 and 0 .929},

but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,

scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

-y is
The J function is a dimensionless function of saturation (s) . I expect that using such a scaling law

would affect predicted velocities quite significantly.

where p~ is capillary pressure,

3/28/96 TSPA-95 velocity comparison .

p~J(s) -
7 kl~

,

Printed : April G, 1996

(4-4)

surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and ~ is porosity.

After setting up the beta distribution function, 104 realizations of independently sampled matrix

properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) ;

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn) ;

3C Topopah Spring welded--composite (TSw) ;

3R Topopah Spring welded-repository (~I'Sw) ;

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-vitric (CHnv} ;

6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz) ;

[4-3]
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7 Prow Pass welded (PPw) .
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Parameters were calculated using make_param .m and placed in a Nlatlab binary file, param_uc_10000.mat.

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable

for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations. Accordingly, perti-

nent Mtitl~6 MOL routines were brought into ~H0~1~IF,~/N7atkz6/TSPA95Cols and stripped down

to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines . The overall run routine is

run_forward~et .m, which calls other routines a.s needed . The material-property routines are

cale_vg_wtcond.m,fnr the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as

presented by I{lavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond .m, which represents my conceptu-

alization of the TOUCTH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995) . Using

the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to

the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121.2 m), (ii) CHnv (80 .7 m), (iii) TSv (8.4 m), and (iv)

TSw (111 .2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range

that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of

course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0 .05 mm/yr), and less than

two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,

which slows the solver down considerably . The runs were performed from the water table to the

repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level .

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a

matrix conductivity. In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are

assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to

the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,

fractures are treated as not present. Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix

and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual

with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures

were not active . However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution . Upon further

investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get

a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical

error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the

matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity . Neglecting the fractures,

pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the

fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is snore than sufficient to push water downwards.

If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesrnal upwards spatial increment

must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitestnal increment

must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched off. In a finite-volume code,

pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node. For the MOL approach,

there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length

scale.

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity

for every pressure, turns out to work bttt the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow

for reasonably small deltas (e.g ., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high a,nd a low flux need be

considered, which should ease computational burden .

4/4/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in

another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought. The pressure

in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures are not forced to be

either fully on or fully off. Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure/saturation relationship

is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures . The lower capillary

pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures. The TRW procedure for

defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented ; I presume some cutoff saturation

stands in for zero (e .g ., 10-g) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used .

I implemented my understanding of the TRWECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond .m.

Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000 .mat, I ran a total of 9 sets

of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0.1, and 0.01 mm/yr) and 3 ECM models (single-

pressure, or classical ; Q = L ; and Q = 0.95) . The Q-based EC'M is the TRW ECM, where Q is the

threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary

statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer. F'or each of

17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-

~~I_ 5~
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using calc_run~ummary.m

and stored in summary output files with names such as ECM1-50_Q0 .01_s-l .mat . The digits

following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000 .mat (here

realizations 1 through 50) . The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr. The

number after the "s" represents the ECM model Q (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM) . The

summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture

contents, etc. The quantities are labeled where defined in calc_run~ummary.m .

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) and integral-average deviation

(V') are defined by

The integrals are

z
f V dZ

f dz
z
z

	

t~2

f (v - V)2 dZl
v , _ z

f dZ
z

performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer.

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in

detail . The other information is stored for future examination .

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 ECM models, a

travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system :

4 LiT -
i-t VmiF'mi + VjiFji

where Li is the thickness of layer i, F,n and Fj are the fraction of flux in matrix and fractures, and

V,n and Vj are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures.

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Mcitlcib routine was

created, cale_5pt_stats .m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab

routine show_5pt_plots .m,tbe distribution for T is displayed in Figure 4-1 for the 3 models, the

two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vj . The TSPA-95 definition of Vj is incorrect,

dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content ; the two Vj conceptualization are

the correct and incorrect Vj definitions.

~~l_6~
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Flux = 2 mm/yr

ECM

	

sig = 1 sig = 0.95

CT CT CIT

ECM

	

sig = 1 sig = 0.95
Flux = 0 .01 mm/yr

C CNWRA Vf

T TSPA-95 Vf

Figure 4-1 : 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes, ECM

conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 4-1 .

~ The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 4-1) yields almost identical results as the

Q-based ECM with v = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

~ The Q-based ECM with Q = 0.95 (denoted sig = 0.95) yields slightly faster travel times than

the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel

time is found when fracture flow dominates (i .e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting

fracture flow) .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel tunes, by a factor of

two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that

~4-7]
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Several observations can be drawn from Figure 4-2.

Printed : April 6, 1996

the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA
tneasu re .

The last two observations are somewhat surprising o ~~r°iori, insofar a.s the low-infiltration

cases have very little fracture (low to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have

much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .

It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable

impact on overall travel time . In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, 'I'Sv, and CHnz layers

a.ll exhibit significant fracture flow a.nd only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix

flow . Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer; only those few

cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture

velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-

property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-

ure 4-1) . In Figure 4-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav~tat .m, the

success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for

the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-

locities and flux distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer. Curve B

uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the

average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10-ts m/s. Curve D presents the

summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly.

~ In matrix-dominated flow (q2nf = 0.01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a

modified Vf appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect

Vj yields consistently slow travel times.

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to

5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations .

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel

time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out .



Figure 4-2 : 4/4/96. Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM

conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches .

4~5~96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .
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As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various

assertions of the TSPA-95 approach . These were not used in the write-up of the audit . For

completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property

realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four

layers, and were created using lL7citlcab routine show_plots .m. The size of the symbol represents

infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . C:enerally the ECM models only diverge

significantly with higher fluxes .

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-4, follows the same approach as Figure ~I-3,
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TSw Matrix Velodty (0 =2, 0.1, and0.01 mrNyr)
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Figure 4-3: 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 matrix velocities predicted by the ECM models in

the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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except that the fracture velocities are shown instead . The plots were created using ~Llatlab routine

show_plots.m. Not shown are the points with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there

are significant numbers of cases with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts

essentially zero . Note that low and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture

flow and these cases are not shown.

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-5, shows the fraction of flow in the fractures

versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using

1~7a.tlcab routine show_plots.m . Again, cases without significant fracture flow or fracture velocity

are not shown . A very strong linear relationship occurs for the ottritted points .

The fourth set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-6, shows the significant fracture velocities

versus the matrix velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using

Matlab routine show_plots .m. By dividing both velocities by infiltration flux, the respective sets

of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold

range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix

velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-7, shows the frequency of occurrence for

matrix velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot_stats.m. Only the

classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10

log of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the

maximum velocity for each infiltration rate and layer . A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped log
distribution is apparent .

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for

fracture velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot_stats.m. Only the

classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10 log

of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from 10-s cm/s to the maximum

velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 10-s cm/s were put into

the lowest bin .
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Figure 4-6 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 scaled matrix velocities to scaled fracture velocities

as predicted by the ECNf models in the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) Cf-Inv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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12/23/95 Governing Equations .

Summary of governing equations

Mass balance

where
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5 . Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number : 20-5704-193
C;ollaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE ~ $ODE

Objective :

	

The first proposed objective put forth by Sitakanta on November 16, in a meeting

with Gordon and myself, is to examine vertical fluxes of both liduid and vapor a.t Yucca, Mountain

under the influence of the geothermal gradient . Gordon used an ODh Solver previously to handle

liduid fluxes only. Immediately after the meeting, Bill Murphy utentioned to me that he had

previously examined r`'C fluxes and concluded that diffusion is the dominant mechanism . Quickly

checking this statement with a simple analytic solution for a homogeneous column, liquid flux may

be supported up to 10 mm/yr .

Based on the meeting and on the t`tC results, the objective is two-fold : (i) create numer-

ical tools to integrate the steady-state flow and transport equations, using an ODE solver where

applicable ; and (ii) use the tools to estimate what fluxes might be admissible with all sources of

information . As Matk~b has ODE solvers built in, the tools will be developed in Matk~b .

The basic nonisotherrnal multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport equations are the starting

point for the development. The development is presented in Stothoff (1995) .

C7t
(EapaWcY) + ~ ~ (EapaWaVa) + ~ ' ~ a - ~a - EctpaWa~~ncY = 0,

Printed : April G, 199(1
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Ea is the volume fraction for phase a,
pa

	

is the density of phase cr,
w~;

	

is the rna.ss fraction of species i in phase cr,
v~

	

is the mass-average velocity of phase cY,

j~ is the non-a,dvective flux of phase a,
Ra

	

is the external supply of species i in phase cx, and

,5'n

	

is the exchange of rna,ss with other phases of species i in phase cx .

The following additional constraints must also be obeyed :

leading to the mass-averaged phase velocity,

where
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1NUrln>,s :

Nepec
a

-t

Nphase N3pec

phase-average quantity, B~,, (unless otherwise specified) :

Printed : npril 6, 1996

Napec

B~ _ ~ LJaBQ

	

(5-6)
i=1

Nepec
2 2

Va - ~ WaVa .

i-r

(5-3)

The following definition is used throughout to average from a species-defined variable, Bn, to a

(5-7)

Note that there are other, comparable, averaging definitions, such as molar-averaging or volume-

averaging (Bird et al ., 1960) .

The mass-averaged phase velocity for a fluid phase in a porous medium is assumed to be

described using Darcy's law, so that
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qn is the volumetric flux of phase cti per unit area [L 'P-r ],

vs	isthe velocity of the solid phase [L 'f-r ],
k is the intrinsic permeability [L~],
~a is the mobility of phase a, or kr~~Eln,

k~,.n

	

is the relative permeability of phase cY, where k, .n = k,.~r(~a) [- ],

~c~

	

is the dynamic viscosity of phase a [ML-rT- r],

f'n is the pressure of phase cx [ML-r T-a],
y is the acceleration due to gravity [L T-~], and

z is the elevation [L] .

ODE form for equations

The equations that will be considered for the ODE solver consist of mass balance for the water

species, mass balance for the liquid phase, mass balance for the total fluid mass, mass balance for

the r` rC species, and global energy balance. The equations will all be steady state .

Mass balance equations for species

Printed : April G, 1996

s~

For mass balance of the water species in the aqueous phase, assume that dissolved species

cause negligible diffusive flux of the water species (ji = 0), the mass fraction of the water species

in the liquid water is approximately 1 (c~~ = 1), and there is no external source of water . Subscript

l refers to the liquid (water) phase, superscript w refers to the water species.

For mass balance of the water species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of vapor, but there may be gas-phase advection as well as diffusion within the gas phase. Subscript

y refers to the gas phase, superscript w refers to the water species (vapor) .

~ ' (ESPsws mss) + ~ ' [ESPsws (~'s - mss)] - S,~ = 0 .

	

(5-10)

For mass balance of the air species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of air. Subscript y refers to the gas phase, superscript a refers to the air species (a mixture of

everything bttt water vapor and r`rC .

~ ' (ESPswyvs) + ~ ' [ESPs`-~s (mss - mss)] - .S3° = 0 .

[5-3]

(5-fl)
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For tua,ss balance of the t `'C species in the liquid phase, assume there is no external source

of t `t C . Subscript l refers to the liquid phase, superscript c refers to the t`tC species .

For mass balance of the t`tC species in the solid phase, assume there is no external source

of t `tC, there is no movement of the solid phase, and there is no diffusion . Subscript s refers to the

solid phase, superscript c refers to the '`tC' species.

Exchange of mass between phases

Exchange of the water species with the solid phase is assumed zero (Ss° = 0), a.s is exchange

of the air species with the solid phase (Ss = 0) .

The water species is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

where

p ~~,

9

pUS is saturated vapor density [M L-s],

pi is liquid water density [M L_s],
Pl

	

is the pressure of the liquid phase (water) [M L-tT-a],
T is temperature [I{],
R is the ideal gas coefficient [8.3143 J mole-t ],
Mw	isthe molecular weight of water [18 gm mole - t] .

Printed : April 6, 1.996

Ss = p,

	

(5-13)

p�S = ai exp[oa - (cls/T) - a~ ln(T)]

	

(5-15)

In the cgs system, a t = 1, a2 = ~I6 .440973, a3 = 6790 .4985, a~ = 6 .02808, T is in degrees

Kelvin, and pvs is in units of gm crn -3 .

In addition, t`tC is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

Pi = (I~d)cP9, (5-16)

where (I(~)~ is a distribution coefficient (a typical value for Yucca Mountain is 40, according to

Murphy (1995)) .

[5-4]
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12/30/95 First Results .

'f he first sets of simulations were run over the past few clays. The simulations considered liquid and

vapor fluxes for the U71G data set presented in (13aca et al ., 199~I, pp . 7-19--7-25) . Two thermal

cases were considered, isothermal and linear temperature variation as a surrogate for the geothermal

gradient . For each thermal case, 6 moisture flux cases were considered, with input moisture fluxes

changing frortr 10-s to 100 tnnr/yr by an order of rnagnitttde at a time. A number of input

and coding errors were detected, but finally these were shaken out and the resulting simulations

were found to he comparable to the simulations in 13a.ca et al . (1994) . The previous simulations

considered net downward fluxes of 0.0086 mm/yr and 0.0135 mtn/yr, but did not consider fracture

flow . In the current work, a reference fractured continuum wa.s a.ssutned to exist in each unit having

low permeability (Ic < 10-s cm2 ) .

The simulations were generated using $ODE~run_ODE_sets.m, which calls a hierarchy

of additional files located in the same directory. Solutions are saved as Nlotlcrb mat files . Plotting

is clone using $ODE/fancy_ODE_plots .m. A description of outputs is found in Table 5-1 .

Carbon-system chemistry

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK
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As might be suspected, vapor transport is not significant except for extremely small overall

fluxes, as vapor fluxes are generally on the order of 10-`t mtn/yr, with spikes in fluxes at interfaces

on the order of 10-s mm/yr to as much as 10 -2 mrn/yr. Only the low-flow cases are much impacted

by this amount of vapor flux .

Table 5-l : file Description (12/30/95)

Murphy et al . (1996) consider the impact of near-field thermal loading on t`tC transport.

The geochemical model of the carbon system a,ssutnes local chemical equilibrium, and mass and

Printed : April fi, 199(i

File Name Description

ODE_gTO.mat Liquid and vapor outputs assuming isothermal temperature of 20 °C. Variables

subscripted with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 refer to inposed downward fluxes of 10 -3 ,

10 -2 , 10 -r , 10° , lOt , and 102 mm/yr, respectively .

ODF:_gTref.mat Same as ODE_gTO.mat, except assuming temperature gradient of 0.0177

°C/m, increasing downwards.
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charge conservation . C;lonely following Murphy et al . (199G), the chemical reactions are:

where (l), (a9), (y), and (cc) refer to liquid, aqueous, ga,s, and calcite phases, respectively ; a2 denotes

the thermodynamic activity of species i, fCO2(s) denotes the fugacity of C02(g), and ~co2(g) is the

reference fugacity of C02(g) (1 bar) . In addition to the species in reactions 5-17 to 5-21, Na+ is

included to represent other basic aqueous canons .

Local charge balance in the aqueous phase is represented by

mH+ + rnNa+ + 2mca2+ = mHC03 + 2mC03 - + mOH-,

where mi is the rnolality (number of moles per kg of solvent) of species i . Local mass conservation

for carbon is expressed by

nco2(g) + nco2(aq) + nco3 - + I'HCO3 + ncaco3 (cc) = nc~

	

(5-28)

where n1 is the number of moles of species i. Similarly, local mass conservation for calcium is

expressed by

IlCaz+ + I1CaC03(~;c) - IICa~

Sodium is conserved in the aqueous phase . The mass of H2O is conserved in the hydrologic model,

and the equilibrium distribution between ga.s and liquid plta.ses is also calculated in the hydrologic

[5-6~

Printed : April 6, 1996

(5-27)

(5-29)

11 20(1) + C02 (aq) = H+ + HCO,3

1I2o(i) + co2(g) = H+ + IICO3

(5-t9)

(r,-zo)

H+ ~- C;aC03 (cc) = Cat + + HC03 (5-21)

and the corresponding mass-action relations are:

KI
a,H20(t) (5-22)

<LH+ aOF{ -

K2
artco3 (5_23)

at-~+ a,C03_

art+
h

aHC03 (5-2`})3
a'H20(t)a'COZ(aq)

ark+
Ii"~,

aHCO-
_ (5-25)

(fco2(g)~~co2(g))at~2o
(

r
)

aCaz+
I( aHC03

= (5-2G)5 aH+ a'CaCOs (cc)
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model. 'hlre system is completely oxidized, so there are no oxidation-reduction reaLCtions relevant

to the system .

Thermodynamic activities in the rrrass action relations 5-22 to 5-26 are related to the number

of trroles and to tnola.lities by

where 'fz is the activity coefficient of aqueous species i and WH 2p is the mass of H2 0(l) in the

representative volume. Activity coefficients are calculated according to

where
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7 . - niya

	

(5-30)ai=mi 2

	

,

WH Zo

Nepecr
I = - ~ miz?,z ~- r

(5-32)

where I is the ionic strength and zi is the electrical charge of species i (Helgeson, 1969), a,nd A, jai,

B, and B are empirical coefficients .

Assuming Dalton's law is valid for the low pressure gas phase, the C,'0 2 (g) fugacity

to the number of moles of gaseous COz by the ideal gas law,
is relates!

fCO2(~) = PCO2(g) = nCO2(g)R7~/cs, (5-33)

where P~o2(s) is the partial pressure of COz .

1/1/96 More Theory.

Energy balance

Following the Stothoff (1995) documentation, energy balance is defined by

C7t (EnPa~ava) + ~
- -

. (EcYPaLJcxUcxVu')
+ ~ ' En'1ge + t ' V)a ~5'ea EaPcrWaRea = ~,

(5-34)
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U is internal energy per unit mass,

qe 1S the heat flux,
t is the stress tensor,

5'en	isthe. exchange of energy from other species and other phases,

Eea	isthe supply of energy from external sources .

Note that there is a change in energy when a species changes phase (i .e ., latent heat) or

when a species reacts (i .e ., radioactive decay, endothermal reactions, exothermal reactions) .

Summing over a,ll species in each phase,

~t
(Em/~aLja) + ~ ~ (Ecvhaf~nVn) ~- ~ ~ (Eagea) - ~Slea - Fcr~a~ea = 0.

'1he global energy balance equation results from summing over a,ll plra,ses, thereby cancelling out

the ,S e~ terms (since they must sum to zero) .

Bird et a.l . (1960) give an excellent description of mass and energy fluxes for multiple

components within a single phase. The following section summarizes the Bird et al . (1960) results .

where Fii is the partial molal enthalpy of species i, and Nl1 is the molecular weight of species i .

Bird et al . (1960) term q(~) compleX and usually of minor importance .

In terms of the energy flux with respect to stationary coordinates, getot,

getot = Mere! + [~ w] + p(U + 1v 2 )v,

	

(5-39)

[5-~]

Printed : April 6, 1996

(5_35)

'Phe total energy flux relative to the mass average velocity, qe,.e~, is given by

gerel = q(e) + q(d) + q(~)~ (5_36)

where

q(e) is the conductive energy flux,

q(~) is the energy flux caused by interdiffusion, and
q(~) is the Dufour flux, or flux caused by mechanical driving forces .

In summary,

q(e) - -k~T, (5-37)

where k is the instantaneous local thermal conductivity,
N3pec

q(d) - ~ fli~i, (5_38)
Nlii-r
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where ~ is the pressure tensor (t+PS) . When qf~), [t ~v], and (Zpv 2)v are of negligible importance

(which occurs for most porous meclitttn situations, parenthetically), getoe can be approximated by

Definition of non-advective fluxes

Again following F3ird et al . (1960), nonadvective fluxes within a phase are broken into four

components : (i) ordinary diffusion jf~), (ii) pressure diffusion jlr'), (iii) forced diffusion j(s) , and (iv)

thermal diffusion j( ,1- ) . 'These are defined by

where

negative .

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK

	

INITIALS :

Napec
Ili

	

r

i-t Nli

c2
Napec

Nli M, Di.7PRT ~=t

c2
Napec

NIiNhDid
PRT ~=t

~~7

VJ 1
~~Nh

(M~
- ~~ 0PI ,
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(5-41)

(5-42)

2 Napec

	

Nspea

j(s) _

	

~

	

~ NIiNhDi; X~NI;

	

b; - ~ P~b~

	

,

	

(5-43)
pRI' ~=t

	

~=t p
j(~') - -DTD In T,

	

(5-yl)

c

	

is the molar density of the solution [mole L-3],

Xi

	

is the mole fraction of species i (Xi = ci~c),

Di; is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient,

b is the external force,
G is the partial molal free enthalpy (Gibbs free energy) [J/M], and

V is the partial molal volume.

The Did and DT have the following properties :

= Dii, (5_45)
Napec

0 = ~ DT ,

	

(5_~f6)

Napec

o - ~ (Nhn~1~D i; - MiNhDik)~

	

(5_~f7)
i-t

Note that when Ns~ec > 2 the quantities Ui~ and Dpi are not in general equal, and may in fact be

[5-0]
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Bird et al . (1960) comment on these quantities as following . 'There may he net rnoveruent

of the species in a mixture through pressure diffusion if there is a pressure gradient on the system,

but this term is very srna,ll unless centrifuging is occurring . 'i'he forced diffusion term is primarily

important in ionic systems, in which the external force on an ion is equal to the product of the

ionic charge and the local electric field strength, thus each ionic species tnay be under tire influence

of a different force. Gravity acts on each species equal and j.(s) = 0 . The thermal diffusion term is

dune small unless very steep temperature gradients are imposed .

When considering a binary mixture, the relationship (dG'A)rp = RTd1naA can be used to

define a.n alternate form of j~'~),

In natural waters in a porous medium, pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion are negligible .

CTenerally dissolved species are so dilute that nonadvective mass flux is adequately described with

binary ordinary diffusion, each species with liduid water .

When considering ordinary diffusion in multicornponent gases at low density (i .e ., atmo-

spheric pressures), tire ordinary diffusion eduation becomes

The Did coefficients depend on concentration.

2 Nypec

Definition of ODE treatment of chemistry
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z
(c~ln ~A/T,P

Printed: npril 6, 199Ei

(5_48)

In the spirit of the ODE treatment of water fluxes, the fluxes of the elements in the system

are assumed to be spatially invariant, since the system is assumed to be at steady state. Thus, qc,

qea, and glva are assumed to be constants. An approach for specifying these values is by assuming

that the flux at the top boundary for each element is completely advective. Given the concentration

at the top and the liduid flux, the mass flux for each element is completely specified throughout

the domain .

Chemistry is specified based on the mass balance eduation for carbon and the charge balance

eduation (Equations 5-28 and 5-27) . The mass action equations and thermodynamic relationships

are substituted into the balance equations, yielding a pair of equations in two unknowns, artco3
and ati . Note that the balance equations are functions of activity coefficients, which are functions

of temperature and composition .

[5_ioJ
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1/4/96 Data.

1/1696 Results and close-out of project .
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Table 5-2 : Thermal properties from TSPA--1993.

Printed : tlpril 6, 1996

Since the geochemistry is a function of temperature, thermal properties of the Yucca Mountain

stratigraphy are necessary . Thermal properties from Table C'- l in Sandia National Laboratories

(1994) is copied in Table 5-2 .

Due to the reorganization of projects at the CNWRA, the Performance Assessment Research

Project is being closed out . Accordingly, this entry serves to close out the contribution under

the current organizational structure. It is anticipated that the geochemistry work may continue

under the new KTI for Ambient Flow, and some of the hydrology work may a.s well . Today's entry

identifies the conclusions from the work thus far .

The simulations run to date have assumed one of two thermal conditions : (i) isothermal, with

no thermal gradient, and (ii) linear thermal gradient, with no consideration of thermal properties or

energy transport . For the second case, it is assumed that thermal conduction far outweighs energy

redistribution through advective means (liquid and vapor fluxes) . The data in Table 5-2 indicates

that thermal conductivity is relatively uniform, with somewhat lower conductivity in the PTn unit

and almost twice as high in the TSw2 unit, so the linear assumption shouldn't be too bad .

The set of simmulations are described in the entry for 12/30/95 .

	

'fhe plots were fimLlired

tipper Lower Therrna.l
C'otrta.ct Couta.ct Conductivity Heat C'apacita,uce

Unit (in) (m) (W/mK) T < 94°C,' 94°C' < 'l' < 111°C 111°C' < T

TC~w 0 36 .0 1.65 2 .0313 9.3748 2 .0979

YTn 36 .0 74.1 0.85 2 .2286 29.3110 1 .5236

TSw1 74 .1 204 .2 1 .60 2 .0775 12.2655 2.0219

'fSw2 204 .2 383 .5 2 .10 2 .1414 LO.~I7(i8 2.1839

TSw3 393 .5 409 .3 1 .28 2 .0530 4 .5193 2.5535

CHnly 409 .3 414.5 1 .20 2 .5651 35 .3680 1 .6702

CHnlz 414.5 518 .5 1 .28 2 .6709 35 .38.54 2.2835

CHn2 518 .5 535 .2 1 .30 2 .5512 22 .3349 1 .9599
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5t1~

today from the previous sitnttlations. Plots of resulting distributions from the isothermal case a,re

shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2; corresponding plots of the linear-thermal-gradient case are shown in

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 . In general, increasing flux rates yield increasing moisture content, saturation,

and pressure . The color schmues for the lines are consistent through all plots . Caps in fracture

distributions occur in several nonwelded units, where it was assurne<l that no fractures exist.

Based on the Figures 5-1 through 5-4, the geothermal gradient at Yucca Mountain should

result in vapor fluxes less than 10_ s mm/yr, except for spikes at interfaces between highly contrast-

ing material properties . Accordingly, it can be concluded that whenever overall flrtxes are greater

than 1 mm/yr, vapor fluxes are completely insignificant and ca .n be neglected. As a, conseduence, it

can be concluded that the impact of the geothertna.l gradient on wa,t.er fluxes is not large at Yucca

Mountain unless extremely low fluxes exist . On the other hand, there pray be some (presumably

relatively small) impact on the geochemistry ; this issue remains to be examined under the new

KTI .
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ODE_gT0 (16-Jan-96)
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Figure 5-1 : Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the zero-

thermal-gradient case . (J7.-16 material properties are used . 7.ero elevation represents ground sur-

face, and the bottom is a.n assumed water table .
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f~'igure 5-2 : Vertical distribution of (a) moisture content in the matrix, (b) moisture content in the

fracture, (c) matrix saturation, a,nd (d) fracture saturation for the ero-thermal-gradient case .
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Figure 5-3 : Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) lic(uid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the linear-

-450 _

thermal-gradient case . U7.-1G material properties are used . zero elevation represents ground sur-

face, anti the bottom is an assumed water table.
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2/fi/9fi Development of 3D ODE solver .

subject to appropriate boundary conditions .
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Objective :

	

This work is a continuation of work started under tire Performance Assessment Re-

search Project . Due to reorganization of the ('NWRA projects, the previous task wa,s discontinued .

(;oa.l s of the previous t,aslc are heing followed here .

An idea had occurred to the when the ODE project was first presented, which is to use the Runge-

Kutta integration for a heterogeneous steady-state 3D flow domain . As a brief recap, the ID solver

using the ODE forrnalisrn integrates in the z direction the steady-state flow equation in the form

where thermal and vapor effects are neglected for simplicity. The subscripts v and h in the following

refer to vertical and horizontal, respectively. This is actually a simplification of the full statement,

~ ~ q = 0,

	

( 6-~)

Due to the essentially ID nature of Row in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, it

may be possible to extend the procedure to 3D in a computationally profitable manner. By as-

suming gravity drainage along a top or bottom boundary with a known boundary flux distribution

(presumably top offers advantages since flux information is specified from shallow conditions), the

equations can be integrated in one direction, yielding

2

qv ~- f D~ti ~ q~L dz = 0

	

(6-3)
zo

for each of several columns. There is an associated total-vertical-flux conservation equation,

.v
qt~c = ~ qi = constant,

	

(f>-`I)
-r
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2/18/96 3D ODE solver code development outline .
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S

which can be used to normalize horizontal fluxes calculated between adjacent colutnus . The practi-

cal case uses perfectly horizontal layers to hold information required for the integrations . It will be

necessary to carry along cumulative lateral fluxes . A purely 1D solution using the generic matlab

ode23 routine requires many thousands of vertical steps; however, this might be improved by taking

into account stratigraphy .

'fire idea, is to develop a. sitrrple steady-state flow solver suitable for handling lD, 2D, a,nd :31)

test cases . The iurnrediate presentation need is for a paper clue in 10 clays . There are two Yucca.

Mountain applications that such a solver would be very useful for, examining PTn shedding and

providing initial conditions in a heterogeneous medium. Future extensions to the geothermal regime

and perhaps to geochemistry are possible as well .

The application is firmly in the trrethoct of lines (MOL) catrrp, which treats all but one of

the coordinate directions in a differential equation uniformly and integrates the remaining direction

in a different way. Most MOL applications integrate time a.s the odd direction . The twist here

is that one of the space directions is the odd direction, as time is not a factor . In 1D, the idea

is nothing new . I haven't run across the idea in higher dimensions, which is not to say that,

other applications have never been made. There are related ideas that have been used, in formally

vertically averaging strongly horizontal situations . In porous-media flow simulations, Phillips (1991)

discusses applications where tire lateral pressure gradient is essentially constant over the vertical .

Jeff Laible and I discussed a shallow-water application where the pressure equation is vertically

integrated, but the vertical integration is done numerically. We also discussed this in regard to the

Princeton Transport Code . I sent him email today requesting a referetrce orr this idea if he ha.s it .

As with boundary elements, compatible pressures and normal fluxes are required along all

boundaries . In 1D, if a pressure and a flux condition are specified, and there are no sources or

sinks, the problem is fully specified by integrating from t}re known-pressure boundary to the other

boundary . In any other case, an interative (shooting) procedure is required, where successive values

of boundary fluxes are tried until compatibility is achieved . I believe that the higher-dimensional

solver should use a staged approach, where first a 1D solution is obtained by using equivalent

material properties to get approximate solutions, then subdividing columns to get successively

more refined solutions . It tnay be possible to subdivide one column at; a tithe.

The formalism for tire approach is a.s follows . Starting with a steady-state rna.ss balance
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equation,

integrating vertically,

aaul integrating horizontally,

~(z) ~

	

z~

the formal set of equations are developed,

zt

f °~L - q iz dS2 = °~a ' qh f dS2 = f n ' qh c1Q,

12

f n ~ qh dQ

	

f n ' qh dQ

°~` ' qh _ ~

	

f dS2

	

~

	

A
sa

z

f gv(z2) dSl =

	

f gw(zr) dS2 -
~ ~[°

h
~ qh +' ~] dz (112,

~lz)

	

~lz)

	

S2lz) z

[G -3]

l'rinte<l : April 6, l99(i

(G-G)

z

= J

	

q~(z~) dsz-
~ ~

(°'L
~ qh. ~-~)ds2dz .

	

(G-g)

~(z) z Sl(z)

Note that ~ includes internal sources and lateral boundary conditions . Also note that the procedure

can accommodate variable Horizontal cross sections [S2 = S2(z)], such a.s might occur if the top a.nd

bottom boundaries slope.

Another way to look at the problem is on the differential level, creating a system of ordinary

diffential equations. Starting with the steady-state mass balance equation,

and if Yr = P, Y2 = q� a.nd (~)' refers to r7( .)/~z, two equations are obtained :

Assuming that °h ~ qh is constant within a column yields the integral form for divergence,

(G-10)

(G-11)

(G-12)
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The first cut prototype to check out the idea will be located in ~lIOMf;'2l]tlcetlclblufol, . `['he

program design assumes that a number of vertical columns are specified at the finest, horizontal

scale desired . 'Che horizontal eduations will be solved using finite-voluure ideas a.s a. dtrick first cut,

so that lateral fluxes will be handled with a set of connection arrays, including pointers to columns

a,nd physical variables . Of course, finite element or finite difference ideas could be applied.

For each column, running values of P and r~P~c~z are maintained by the ODh: solver . In

addition, there will need to he a running total of q � (z) . 1~'or the di(I~erential approach, this is also

maintained by the ODE solver .

fn general, one world be able to integrate either bottom up or top clown . hor the first cut,

bottom up will be assumed . Thus, the integration steps that must be followed ty the program

include: (i) given the current-level pressure, calculate lateral fluxes and vertical conductivity ; (ii)

update the vertical fluxes ; (iii) calculate the vertical pressure gradient ; (iv) let the ODE solver lwe-

dict the next level for pressure . Wrapped around the vertical integration procedure is a boundary-

coudition compatibility update procedure. This will need to be discussed with Gordon ; today only

the vertical integration will be worked on.

The representation of system geometry and material heterogeneity is a critical step . One

option is to use a finite-difference or finite-element representation, wl-tich is particularly appropriate

if the solution is required for initial conditions . If the method is to be used as a starrda.lone

procedure, it is better to use the actual layering geometry due to the very high vertical resolution

that will end up being used . For the PTn layering, the second approach is better ; to test against

other methods, the first approach is better . I suppose that I should test it first . Siglr.

A few test problems occur to me. The simplest is a deep homogeneous domain with a strip

source and gravity drainage or a water table at the bottom . The next simplest is a homogeneous

domain with boundary conditions so that flow turns a corner . Adding layers is next, then holes in

the layers . Robustness might be checked at a first cut with a lateral-flow problem .

2~19~96 Boundary condition issues .

I discussed the issue of boundary condition matching with Cordon today. A difficulty with the

approach is that boundary conditions are typically specified for pressure, normal flux, or a linear

combination of pressure and normal flux along all boundaries in the domain . The difficulties

arise where tire columns terminate (i .e ., the top and bottom of the domain) . The lvi0i, approach

discussed above reduires that both pressure and normal flux are specified at one boundary and both
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2~22~96 Interim results and perturbation theory.

[G-5]
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s/~s

a.ro integrated to reach the other tuitlt no irra~ctct from the otlaer boundary eonaditiora . Accordingly,

tho MOi, approach requires an excess of information at the first end and aL deficit at the other.

'fo remedy this problem, the over-specified boundary condition at the bottom must be adjusted so

that the specified 1>ounda.ry condition at the Lop is exactly specified . A shooting method will be

used for this purpose .

Using the notation y for the boundary condition vector at the underspecified end a,nd ~ for

the over-specified boundary condition, a.u update to the current ~' value is found using Newton's

mcalvod, which is a steepest-descent method . The process is summarized by

(G-13)

(G-l~l)

where y refers to the predicted value at iteration k and y is the required value. The Jacobian

matrix (matrix of gradients) will be evaluated using numerical perturbation ; some testing will be

necessary to evaluate tire perturbation size . It may be desirable to usve the Newton step as a descent

direction and do some lice-searching, since each entry in the Jacobian matrix requires a simulation .

A prototype for the quasi-1D approach wa,s coded using Matlab files rifleman.m, generic_rifle-

man_prime.m,and probleml .m, all in directory ~HOlf1F,2lNlatlablMoL . These files respectively

represent asomewhat generic shooting algorithm, a shell for the nratlab OOh solver, and a collection

of code bits implementing a simple problem all packaged into one file . Additional problems could

be examined by copying the probleml .m file and modifying the problem-dependent bits .

The problem of interest is a rectangular domain with a bottom water table boundary con-

dition, no-flow sides, and a strip mass source across part of the top and no flow for the remainder .

Purely unsaturated conditions were examined, with only liquid considered . The nominal dimen

sions were 100 cm x 100 cm, with saturated conductivity of 10-s cm/sec, van Genuchten m of 0.2,

and bubbling pressure of 10 r̀ gm/cm-s2. Ranges of source strengths, width-to-height ratios, and

conductivity anisotropy ratios were examined . Also, low-perrneabilit,y inclusions were considered .

In general, on<:e obvious bugs were removed it was found that the procedure only works well

if there is minimal divergence of flow . Such situations occurred when the lateral dimension is much

greater than the vertical dimension or when the horizontal conductivity is much smaller than the

vertical conductivity (!) . Even sneaking up on more stringent problems by gradually relaxing t;he
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constraining pa,ratneter did trot scent to work. In general, conditions where the non-LD approach

work are rare, leading to doubts a.s to the method's utility . Still, the 1U solver is very powerful, so

additional work is warranted .

Problems popped up in two ways . Occasionally the ODE solver wa.s preseut;ed with bottom

conditions that were incompatible with a. solution, and at least one column formed a dessication

singularity. Even when the iutogration was successful, the shooting method was not guaranteed to

work, as the .lacobian matrix can become extraordinarily poorly scaled . Poor scaling occurs when

the top and bottom boundary conditions are not connected strongly, such as occurs when a zone

of gravity dra.ina.ge exists to sever the linkage.

Several ideas are still percolaLting :

~ Integrate in the other direction .

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK
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~ Do some sort of vertically averaged horizontal solution in conjunction with the vertical sweep.

~ Create intermediate unknowns close enough together to maintain connection and solve a

coupled set of shooting problems .

~ Use perturbation ideas to build up a set of solutions .

I have doubts about the first idea, simply because conservation of difficulty pops up . The second

and third ideas might be left for future work, since they would take some time to work out .

The perturbation approach would start by doing a true 1D solution, properly averaging all

lateral heterogeneities and accommodating lateral boundary conditions and sources. The next step

is to build a system of equations that represents perturbation due to lateral behavior . The system

would presumably be built up by halving each column . In the following, unperturbed variables

are denoted by overbars and perturbed variables are denoded by carets (hats) . The unperturbed

equations are written :

a,nd if Yt = P, Y2 = qz, and (~)' refers to c~(.)/az, two equations are obtained:

1i = -IC(Yt)[~'i + PJz']

	

~

	

Yl = -[Y~z /It (~i)] - PJz~,

	

(6-16)

[6-6]
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(6-15)
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written

yielding
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Subtracting t;he unperturled solution front t;he overaLll system, the perturbed system is

t

	

-

	

[

	

It (I')

_ - ~ h(Y)2 + PJz~ - h(Yi ) - PJz~

2~24~96 More interim results and perturbation theory.

Printed : April 6, 1996

5~s

- -
I rs (P)

+Y2
Crt (p)

_
Ii (~'t)JJ '

	

(G->_9)

The perturbed solution technique wa.s coded up in Matlnb, in problem2 .m, which is basically the

same problem that was looked at iu probleml .m. Indeed the perturbation technique seems to be

more robust than the direct technique and should be kept as the preferred option .

Several insights are coming forth on the procedure. It is obvious that the impact of variation

in top and bottom boundary conditions damps out at some distance .from the boundary. The result

of this observation is that small perturbations from the 1D solution grow with integration distance,

sooner or later causing a singularity in the perturbation solution . The stronger the ability for

horizontal flux, the sooner the singularity arises . Thus, as anisotropy becomes strongly preferential

to the horizontal, the 1D assumption becomes better . In the two limiting cases of anisotropy, then,

strongly horizontal or strongly vertical, 1D approaches become appropriate, as a series or in parallel .

Not coincidentally, these are just the cases that are found to work best using the ODE approach .

Note that doing streamtube analysis, apportioning fluxes transverse to the flow direction strictly

dtte to conductivity, is most appropriate in these two limiting cases. Winding high-permeability

zones provide the worst case .

[tt a hotnogencous domain, it appears that if a gravity drainage (zero pressure gradient)

zone occurs, there is no lateral flow and the zones above an<I below the gravity drainage zone are

decoupled . A practical implication of this observation is that the 11 solution can be determined

[G-7]
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fnC il. [-Ulnl]]Tl, then the C'.ollrrsllt Cilrl hn 1)r`Lr'tlt~lntreEl lrtt,n ~Dtt['S E)l' ~;l'~l .Vlt;y (11-iLlnilgE' all(l codes with

late :'al flow, hsa~lt la.tE:r .il-flow ~orle hounded by gr~>.vit.y-drainage xnrles roust be sn]ve(l inrir~lx"n-

dent,ly- Cil'iLV1ty-(il-i1ltl :L~',C 'LD1le5 E'iLn he ident,ifiE"Ei f>.y integraf.ilrg aZ, pert[rrha.tion from a houttrla,ry nr

iL CIISCnntlnlllty ltTlt.]1 t.hE' (IE:VIr'l,tln]l lS lal'~,E', 5a;y a fc'.w ()f [)I'[lr'.l'S nl~ T17ag111t.nC][' ; t1rIS (ll5til~ll('.(' 15 the

ln'art .ir~al (1i51.a.nrE" for cn115trtrcting a. .Iar~nhian a-nd sl]nuld be egltival[~nl . t,n gravity [lra.inage .

It seems that, higher overall fl]txes shorten t.h[ " (115t,a.nce to Sing+parity. Une rTtight hrE~Eiict

that heterogett[pity woul[l shorten thE: elevation rE:clrtir[" rl to reach gratvit.y [lra.i n<Lge, [lu[~ t,n locally

Iligh[~r litrxes .

r1n algnritht]1 for perfnrl]ling layer i[lentific~t.t.inu fi>'r ~Ic]llirlg layers was r[uie(I in layer~~g_

regate .>n. llsiltg th[" lII-lfi cl~Eta., I''1'n Slrf'(1(lillg will be f~xa.rnir]rd f'nr atl E:x~t.rnhl[r in t.hc C.'MWR

paper Cordon and 1 arc: cnnternpia.l,ing . '1'lle I''I'rl prnhlelll play necE~ssitat,e doing 2I) anisntrnpY

for lay[~r'ing .

~~25~86 Tilting anisotropy .

Itt c}rdc.r to han[llE" 5l[3piog la ;yers, cases where I,he principal [lirer'tinns are not. a.ligtlnd with the

gravity vect.n r must f>'E~ cnrlsiClere[l, I)a.rry's law is written

In 2U rnmltnnc~l]t, fnr'm, t111S C'nI'r'['RpOliilS to

r7 f'
4~ - -If~;~~-

z
c3 f'

cjz = -1~az ~~:

r~] I'

	

dz
z,C7z +PJ~z}'

~!' i3z
z ~c~z +P9dz~ -

In ()13I f~rm, with the z cnnrrlina~te vertically upward,

Y2 = -I~ ,.
C7Yt -

ICzz ~Yi + PCJ~ ,
c7,r.

Y2

	

ICzx C7Yt__ _

	

_

	

_
Y1

	

tfx, {}'1) Y
Pg

	

ICxZ C~~ '

qz _ -

	

CIx~

'1'lle hertEt rhation edtratinlls become

r~,~'
+ [v~. ' q,- + ~~~ =

rfq~ + [o~. ,
q~
+ ~~~ f ~qz -

[©s, . q,. + c,~l = a,

	

[fs-zii~

~ i ~-- y? _ - It~, [ 1.'} [ ~`~i + Yi + PJ] - Ii,, . [ 1')-[ `<.1 + )`~t ~
i) :c~

I'rinterl : flpril G, lt)9fi

5~

[fi_22~

(G-23}

[G-l4}

(fi-~5]
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yielding for the pressure perturbation

3/5/96 Update.

y ~ _ _
t

a,nd yielding for the flux perturbation
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Ii + Y2	K~~(P) ~ Y(
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(p) r~.c ( Yt + Yt ) +

	

t
Itzz I

	

I1 zz
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Over the last few clays, I tried several methods for calculating multiple columns, spawning a series

of ~Lfcitlcib files entitled probleml .m, problem2 .m, etc., through problem5 .m. The key seetus

to have been found in problem5 .m, which goes back to the original non-incremental approach

and gets minus signs in the right places . With problem5 .m, I am able to solve some several-layer

problems with permeability ten times greater in the direction tangential to the layering, with the

layers tilted six degrees and infiltration clustered in one quarter of the domain . Gravity-drainage

boundary conditions are imposed on the bottom and down-clip sides. Using the U7-16 data between

35 m and 80 m, this problem converges for four columns and comes close for eight. I notice that

the total lateral diversion is pretty close for the one-column, two-column, and four-column cases,

even though the individual columns do not have the average values, suggesting that lU simulations

may be sufricient to give a good idea of the final conclusions.

In the process of testing this problem, I tried some three-layer problems using "representa-

tive" layers for the 1'`l'n and the adjacent layers . I noticed that iu some cases I get almost total

lateral diversion in the layer above the 1''hn (a .s much as 99 .8 percent), and in outer cases less than
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I5 percent, for surface infiltration of 10 mm/yr over a 500-tu domain . After some experitnentatiott,

it turns out that the `TC hackly layer is the key lateral-diversion layer ; without it, generally no

more than l5 percent is diverted in the YTn zone, no matter how detailed the stratigraplty . It

doesn't scent to tnat,ter whether another (lower-permeability) welded tuff unit is below (presum-

ably forming a permeability barrier) or a higher-permeability non-welded tuff is below, presumably

forming a capillary barrier. If indeed infiltration ranges up to an average of 30 tnm/yr a.s the Flints

say, this could be the layer that allows the rather low deep percolation rates that are inferred from

other evidence . Where does this layer go'? Is it breached by wa.sltes? What about fa .ults'? Sonte

followup studies are in order!

3/13/96 Verification work .

Over the last few days, Cordon, Ross, and Goodluck have become involved in verification exercises .

Cordon has coded up a point-source (Warrick and Loman, 1977) and a strip-source analytic solution

by Warrick faxed to Rachid Ababou Jane 4, 1992. Both steady-state analytic solutions require

exponential permeabilities . C;oodluck is using Multiflo, and Ross is using Bigflow. We have settled

on one comparison problem, based on the domain used in the Bigflow documentation . The domain

is 64 cm horizontally, 1 to vertically, with no-flow side boundary conditions, a water table bottom

boundary condition, and the strip source top condition . In order to have comparable van C;enuchten

and Gardner relative permeabilities, the Tiva Canyon hackly snit was selected for a comparison, a.s

the two relative permeability distributions are very similar. However, the alpha parameter causes

problems for the analytic solution, so thc: parameter was increased by a factor of ten . Exercises

to date have used an infiltration rate of 1 mm/yr, which is about 1/24 of the saturated hydraulic

conductivity .

In general, the analytic solution is the fastest when iti works, while Bigflow and Multifio

are the slowest . The method-of-lines approach works well for this domain with up to 8 columns,

but 1G columns give it fits . No direct comparisons have been made yet, but the analytic and

method-of-lines seem to be in qualitative agreement .

3/1896 Analytic perturbation evaluation .
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The evaluation exercises pointed out a few coding problems in t;he tttethod-of-lines routines . Prop-

erly evaluating conductivity values wa.s one problem, so that all 2D results to date are suspect .

After fixing these problems, only ~I columns can be solved using numerical evaluation for pertur-
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bations on the relaLtively easy comparison problem . [t appears that the analytic solution a.nd the

13igfiow solution are very close, while the Nlultiflow solution anti the NIOI, solution are reasonably

clone but suffer from lack of horizontal resolution . When 8 columns were tried, problems becaane ev-

ident : (i) inability to integrate forward solutions, clue to bad bot,i,orn conditions; (ii) highly variable

perturbations required to numerically evaluate gradients of top Vounda,ry conditions with respect

to the bottom overspecified condition ; and (iii) nonexistent convergence t,o a solution .

As inaccurate evaluation of the boundary-condition gradients can pollute the solution pro-

cess, direct evaluation of the gradients is highly desirable . 'Phe initial-value equations do allow a

direct gradient solution, by differentiating the equations with respect, t,o pressure a.ud iutposiog a

boundary-condition perturbation at the bottom .

Starting with the direct equations in 2D,

letting p = dP/dY and B = dqy/dY, where Y is the boundary condition variable being differenti-

written

(~'t/J _

	

9

	

_

	

_d(1_

	

__
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Kyx ~~

	

d(I(xxlkyy)
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ated, the new differential equations are
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~y (6-32)

prime (') in the above equations denotes differentiation with respect to P, and differentials ofThe

fractions are expanded using the formula

_

	

(G-33)
dr ~ I ~

	

J~ CJ df - f 1;,; )
.

The same quarter-strip-source test problem that was examined against the analytic so-

lution was retried using the new approach . Itilatlob files rifleman_ap.m, rifle_prime_base .m,

rifle_prime_grad .m, evalGradCoef.m, baseEval.m, and gradEval.m were created to han

dle the analytic perturbation approach and cmwrll_prob2.m defined the problem . Amazingly

~Pqy Ky~ vP c~z Uz__ _
(cW +PJ~2) -PJ~y ~ (G-29)

cry Iiyy I(yy

~qy- ~ r c~P Jz JP
+ +

~zll

~J C7a; L
Kxx ( c7ti + PJ v~; )

I(x.u (~y
P9 ~yl J

(G-30)
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enough, the new approach worked the first time all obvious coding tuistakes Nlcitlob complained

about were removed, both for tire no-flow lateral boundaries and for a tilted domain with gravity

drainage lateral boundary conditions . The new approa.clr definitely worked better than the nunter-

ical differentiation a,pproa.ch, particularly in the elimination of guesswork in selecting perturbation

increments a,nd to some extent in providing higher-duality Jacobian entries . 'l'he method did not,

however, allow more columns to be solved for than the numerical perturbation approach .

13y varying the length of the domain and the number of columns, it became clear that cases

that, allow a uttit perturbation to grew to snore than about lo ts do not converge while cases with

pert,urba,tions growing to less than about 1013 do converge . For tlu satue dotrra.in, as the nuntbc-er

of colunttts increases, the perturba,t,ion growth increases dramatically (e.g ., four columns shay yield

lO t ~ while eight columns might yield lO t7 ) . When convergence does occur, it usually takes no more

titan three Newton steps for the few cases run (which are barely nonlinear due to the choice of

material properties) .

Insofar as the approach so far uses highly accurate integration approaches but is still limited

by integration path length, it appears that subdividing the integration path and introducing inter-

mediate unknowns may be the solution to the difficulty. An intermediate level might be introduced

at a point where a perturbation grows to lOt~~, for example .

One method for attacking the subdivision approach is to use piecewise sensitivities to boot-

strap up one level at a time . Over some intermediate interval, changes in the unknowns can be

propagated by reduiring that the change in an unknown at the upper end of the interval is caused

by the change in the unknowns at the lower end of the interval, or

At the bottom boundary (i = 1), an additional set of eduations appear reduiring that Wui = 0 for

specifiec!-pressure or specified-flux conditions, or Dui = Daii (0210 for gravity-drainage conditions .

At the top boundary, a set of eduations similar to the previous formulation is applied, enforcing

the reduirement that the top boundary condition is satisfied . The matrix forth of the problem is

JN(red)
_I JN_r,N_z
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where I is tire identity matrix, J,z , n_1 is the Jacobian of level-~a unknowns with respect to level-

(7a - 1) unknowns, J,~(red) is the reduced Jacobian, or Jacobian of top boundary conditions with

respect to the level-(N - 1) unknowns, and Y~~~ - Y~~~ represents the difference between the top

boundary conditions and the desired values . The specifed-boundary-cortditiou part of the lower

boundary values reduces the number of bottom equations by the number of specified conditions .

The number of equations balances the number of unknowns when there are the same number of

over-specified bottom conditions as there are under-specified top conditions .
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can be transformed to
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7. Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated l~actured Media

Objective:

	

Develop methodology to examine steady-state (lows in porous media. using boundary

integral techniques . Boundary integral tnetlroc(s have been used for saturated steady-state (lows for

decades ; unsat;ura.ted steady-state flows have keen considered for at least a. decade using tire qua.si-

liuea.r a,pproxirnatiou . Variably saturated discrete-fracture networks were considered by Rasmussen

(1987) . ~Co the best of my knowledge, unsaturated porous-medium flow simulations have been lim-

ited to homogeneous infinite or semi-infinite problems, perhaps interacting with saturated bulbs or

with a finite-element trresh . l~'racture simulations have been limited to saturated discrete fractures

aaul to discrete-fracture networks in an imperrrreable matrix . It is of interest to develop methodology

to relax the quasilinear assumption (i) to handle generic relative permeability functions, including

fracture continua embedded in a porous matrix (i .e ., the equivalent continuum approach) ; (ii) to

handle multiple material zones (e.q ., layering) ; and (iii) to handle discrete fractures in an unsat-

urated porous matrix . Such methodology would be useful for examining ambient-flow conditions

at Yucca Mountain, including generating initial conditions for transient simulations. I expect the

approach would be quite competitive for these applications ; unfortunately, it is not clear lrow to

extend the approach to coupled problems .

Steady-state unsaturated flow in a porous medium has been successfully simulated using boundary

elements under the condition that the relative permeability is approximated using the exponential

function, li (P) = Ko exp(~3P) (note I' < 0 when unsaturated) . With this assumption, the Kirchhoff

transform can be applied and the governing equation,

-v q = vrs(P)(vP+PSVz) = o,

	

(7-1)

v20+ PJ~~~= 0 .
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'f here are Green's functions for this equation :
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where cx = Py/3/2 and ICo is the modified I3essel function of t;he second kind of order 0 .
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'Che Kirchhoff transform is

dU _
O = ~ Ii (P) dI'

	

so that

	

dP

	

Ic (P)_

	

(7-5)

_ �,

With exponential relative permeability,

5
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The difficulty with using the transform arises from the gravity terra . f1 general relative permeability

ca,n easily be used when gravity is not present (~h/~z - 0), but the need for dli /dU to be constant

for the C;reen's function approach to work restricts the method in general .

In general, boundary element approaches are effective when material properties are piecewise

constant . I~or saturated-flow problems, material discontinuities are readily treated by discreti~ing

the discontinuity and enforcing pressure and normal-flux continuity to eliminate unknowns . 1'or

unsaturated-flow problems, the quasilinear approach imposes additional difficulty a,s the transform

variable is not continuous . I have not seen material discontinuities ltanckled for unsaturated prob-

lems, presumably because nonlinearity pops up along the discontinuity . Discrete-fracture problems

could also be handled using the quasilinear approach, but would also be nonlinear .

My idea is that a possibly straightforward extension to the quasilinear approach can be

imposed for a generic relative permeability function, by approximating the generic function a.s a

sure of expottentials [Ii (P) _ ~ Z
ICi(P) _ ~i k o .Z exp(~32P)]- If the overall mass-balance equation

can be solved by performing a set of integrals with different Green's functions for each of the Iti,

the resulting set of linear equations should be determined by the number of elements . L;quivalent;-

continuutn approaches could be handled this way also . Two key questions arise : (i) can one

approximate the generic function with a sutra of exponentials, a.nd (ii) can one use a sour of ( .;recu's

functions to approximate a stun of quasilinear equations?

[7-2]
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2~3~96 Boundary element solution procedure.
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1'he quick answer to (i) is that to a certain degree of approximation, some van C:enuchten

(van Ceuuchten, 1980) functions can be handled over some range of (negative-only) pressures . `Pest

Mcctkcb files were created in ~KOME2/Ilintlo6/h~;p'I'oV~r, with a driver file of show_kexp.m . It

appears that a.s the van C;enuchten ~n parameter increases, tire approxitnatiou deteriorates . t1s a

reference, the m parameter becomes large for fractures.

The quick answer to (ii) is maybe one ca.n avoid the process by noting that, as O = ~i I(i//ji,

then d0/dli~ = I//32 and dKi/d0 = /31, and the traa~sformed equation is actually

o ~ Isi (r')(oh+ pa,oz) - 020+ p9~~z ~° = o~o + p~n3 ~z '

	

(7-9)

where ,~ _ ~i ~3Z . If this is indeed correct, then the approach works essentially unchanged, which

seems too good to be true . In fact, the generic transform could be used everywhere with the

approximate Green's function only used for integration .

Boundary conditions are nonlinear, similar to the straight qu~t .silinear approa.clt . C:enerally,

the boundary element approach requires that both O and o0l~n are defined along the boundary,

and the work in the method is in determining the one of the two that is not specified by well

posed problem specifications . Pressure boundary conditions should not he a problem, since there

must be a one-to-one relationship between 1' and O; however, since q = -K(~P ~- pg~z) _

-~O - Ii (P)pg~z, there is a linkage between flux and pressure which must be resolved . l don't,

actually recollect seeing finite boundary conditions imposed when the quasilinear approximation wa.s

being used, probably due to the nonlinearity. The flux problem pops up with material discontinuities

and fractures, while the ease of handling pressure disappears with material discontinuities since I'

is continuous, not O(P) .

Assuming that there is indeed a C;reen's function for the problem, wluat is the procedure for solving

the problem?

The first step in solving a generic boundary integral problem is to perform all integrals to

result in a set of linearized simultaneous equations,

H ~ 8 = G ~ e,n,

	

(7-10)

where H contains all of the () itttegrations, G contains all of the O,,L integrations, 8 is the () vector,

and 9,~L is the ~)Ol~rt vector . 'fhe process for creating H and G will be discussed elsewhere .

~7-3~
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A-u=b,

	

(7-I1)

where u is t;he vector of unknowns a,nd b is the vector of known values . Solving the result,a.nt,

set of unknowns is sufficient to completely define the boundary values for linear problems . I~'or

unsaturated problems, however, where A = A(u), iteration is required .

'hwo approaches a,re typically followed when solving nonlinear problems, Picard iteration

a.nd Newton-l~,aplvson iteration . Picard iteration is linearly convergent, while Newton-}~aphson

iteration is qua.dratica.lly convergent when the starting point is sufficiently close to the solution and

divergent, outside a, convergence basin . Picard iteration is accomplished by rewriting equation 7-11

as

where n is the iteration level, solving for un+t directly, and repeating until convergence. Newton-

Rapltson iteration is accomplished by defining a residual vector f (u),

f(u) = A(u) ~ u - b,

	

(7-13)

expanding in a Taylor series and including only the first term, yielding
m

f
(u T,z + 8u) = A(u'n) . um - bm ~- bu~~f~ u) ,

	

(7-1`I)

setting f (u'n + bu) to zero, and solving for bu. Finally, the unknowns are updated using LaL+ t =

u"L -~ b u .

The efficiency of the linear-equation solution is dependent on two steps, the integration step

and the matrix-solution step . The integration step is O(N2), while the matrix-solution step is

O(N13), where N is the number of nodal values and NI is the number of unknowns ; however, clue

to the large number of operations for each integration, computational effort is roughly equivalent

for moderately sized problems . Experience indicates that problems of hundreds to perhaps a

thousand unknowns can be handled with direct C;aussian elimination . The Picard procedure is

equivalent to solving a series of linear problems with N2 integrations per iteration ; however, the

Newton-Raphson procedure is equivalent to performing N`t integraLtions per iteration . Thus, it

is extremely advantageous to be able to have separable H(u) and G(u) matrices, in the form

H(u ; x) = H,~(Li) ~ H,-(x) and G(u ; x) = GZ, (u) ~ G, (x), so that the computationally demanding

spatial integrat,ions ca,n be clone once and for all .

Now that solution ideas have been outlined, what do the H aLnd G matrices consist of'?

~7-~I~
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F'ullau and C'ollins (1987) consider the boundary element solution of equation 7-9 . [nt;ro-

duciug a further transformation, () = K exp(-.sz) (note that the I'ull<rn a.nd Collies (1987) z is tire

negative of my z), the modified Ilelrnholtz equation is derived,

where s = cx/2 . Double-checking :

remains :
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The CTreen's function is given by Yullan and C'ollins (1987) a.s

G3D = exp(-sr)/r

Gao = Kp(s'I') .

From Green's theorem, the volume integral of any two sufTiciently smooth functions G an<l

H nonsingular in region 52 can be transformed to a surface integral along the boundary, cr,

(G'~a l~ - H~2G') dS2 = ~ CG~ ~H -
lC

c~~a )
dQ.

	

(7-2:;)

If G' is the Green's function, fH~ 2G'dS2 - cxH(x) and since 0 2 H - 0, only a surface integral

The new formulation presented in equation 7-9 seemed to be too good to be tare. Double-

Printed : ~~pril G, 199(1

(7-20)

(7-21)

(7-22)

clrecking the formulation :
P

O = ~ I(o i f exp(~3iP) dP = ~(I(oi/~i) exp(~iP) (7-25)
i a_~

d() _ ~Ian ( F') (7-2G)
dP

~K dlt dF'8() ~()-_ _r~i(~iFtod)exh(~iF~)

J

(7_27)
Uz <1 P dO ~z L L~i I~oi eXl)lFjiF') (~z
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3-Feb-96 : equivalent beta for van Genuchten function

10_s ~' -1

	

°

	

101
10

	

10
Capillary Pressure/PcapO
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Figure 7-1 : 2/3/9G . L:quivalent /3 for van CTenuchten wetting relative permeability . Created by

$HOME2/Matlab/V4/make_DkDPrk .m .

There we have the rub; (dk/dY)/I( is not constant with varying pressure as it is in the true

quasilinear situation. In fact, a.s shown in Figure 7-1, the ratio is highly nonlinear ; particularly for

small m, a better argument could be made for (dIC/d In P)/I( being a constant .

So what to do now? Ideas:

~ Pick an equivalent s for some representative 1' for the Green's function . I3a.sed on Figure 7-1,

this is pretty unpalatable .

~ `I'hittk har<ler .
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2/4/96 Return to previous idea.

'The original idea, wa.s to break up the problem into paLrts i>y dividing up the rela,t,ive permeability

functions into expotrentia.l functions, so drat

dent,ly but linked by the joint boundary conditions,

At each boundary, it is required that,
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o f = f r.i (u) dP.

	

(7-29)

IZeyuiring that; each exponential function is solved ident,ica.lly yields N Equations solved indepen-

p2Q; + cYi ~z = 0.

of = o i (P)

	

a

	

P = P(oZ),

	

(z-s )
N

q - ~q~ _
-t

What happens if it is required that ~P/an be consistent for all boundaries?

[7-7~
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(7-30)

Neither the pressure requirement nor the flux requirement is onerous for portions of the boundary

where the pressure is specified and flux is unknown ; there is a, ono-to-one relationship between

n i and P, and q is derived from calculated values of 80i/vn . On the other hand, where q is

specified problems arise, since there is not a one-to-one correspondence between q and c~0ilvn,

and consistency between P values is not enforced .

N

	

N dUi aP

	

~z
q =~qz = -

	

~ dP ) ~n - r~ (P)P~ c~ha'

	

(7-33)
i-t t_t

_ _d_oi_aP_

	

_ r~ L(P)P~a
z
_ -rti(P) CAP +P~`~z) =

hZ(P) q.

	

(7-3`I)
q2

	

dP can

	

an
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K(P)

It is obvious from this that if the materials are solved for independently, ~P/can is a convenient

variable of interest . However, writing the equations in fractional-(low form points out the basic

difficulty ; there is no reason that the Ki(P)/I((P) ratio is going to be the same everywhere . In

Essence, there is transfer of flux from one continuum to tire next . Ilow can this be accotntnodated`?

A quick check of the appropriateness of the assumptions can lae done rising au O1~E solver in

l U . ~l'he check can lie performed by picking a particular pressure, such a.s near the water table, and
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2~5~96 New ideas.

2~9~96 Development in 1D.
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a global fiux, and integrating vertically . Tlre key question is whether the pressure field is identical

for each of the cases . (riven zero fluxes, pressure must be lrydrosta,tic and the various pressure fields

are congruent; a.s fluxes increase, does this congruence hold'?

Ilow about a return to the dissertation idea of separate zones'? With this approach, the generic rel-

ative pernrea.bility is approximated a.s a set of pressure zones, with each zone having an exponential

relative permeability . A sca of moving contours would be required ; however, t,lte pressure would be

known on e<uch contour attd only the gradient; would be needed, identical to t:he saturation contours

in my dissertation . 1'he advantage is that perhaps many fewer contours would be required and

again each contour-bounded zone is independently solved for, so the global pressure matrix need

not be formed . There is the advantage and disadvantage of transient, stepping to a solution . Is this

really much less work than a. domain scheme'?

Another wild idea . I'or a highly layered system, each interface gets discretized with fixed

codes and moving pressure contours skate along the interfaces . I'erhal,s the contours need some

internal nodes a.s well .

Yesterday I found a E'all 1995 AGU talk that presents a methodology that is described schizophreni-

cally but appears to be a combination of an approach discussed in my dissertation work but applied

to the Richards equation and the multiple-Green's-function approach (Holt et al ., 1995) . I have

been unable to get in touch with the authors as of yet. However, apparently they have had some

success and have clone some numerical comparisons .

The lI) C7reen's function approach for the potential-How problem is as follows (abstracted

front (.'hapter 2-~I-I of Banerjee and Butterfield (1981)) . Given the governing equation with constant

K coefficient,

~h( :L)

	

(z-:3p)
(lily,)-I-'~(ti)=0 ~ h, - o,

~:z
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integraatiou by parts yields

If it is specified that

a value a.t a . base point ~ can be detertttiued from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

Note that G is continuous a,t a; _ ~, but aC~~:r ha,s a jump.

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields
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b

	

b

IL 1 .1.1 .r' (l :t; _ [CrIL y]~i - ~h,~.Cr, 1. (la ;
a

IL(~) - ~G'(ti, ~)h,~(ti) - h(2)C~,y(:L,
~)~1-~

.

The Green's function is found by integration .

C:, :rlvC, ~) - 1

	

C'2
z ~,
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(7-36)

(7-37)

(7_38)

li;equiring that 1i , 1~ _ - f~2 for :1; > ~ aLnd G,~ = 1~2 for :>; < S specifies C'z = -1 and C'. t = l .

Requiring that, C: - 0 a,t some distance L (whic:h may be arlritra,rily taken a.s I, = b - n) and

h(b)G'(b, b) -G'(a, b) h,~(b) G',~(b, b - E) -C',1; (cL, b) IL(b)

IL(a) C(b, cL) -Ca(a, a) h, ;~(cL) G',1.(b, o) -C,1; (a, (L + e) IL(cL) ,
(7_39)

or, rearranging,

G',1. (b,b - c) + 1 -G,~(a, b) h(b) G(b, b) --G(a, b)_ h,~(b)

C: 1-(b, cL) -G',~(a, rL + E) ~- 1 h(cL) G(b, a) __G(~L, cL) h,~(a)
(7_40)
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royuiring tlta .t, G is continuous shecilies G' t = C'3 = !,, yielding

a,nd the flux at point S is
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Plugging in the newly defined values for G',

dC: _

	

~ +l(

	

t

	

__ _G x,~) = d~

	

2

	

-1

E1t an interior point, h. ca.u be dc;termined using

_ d( ,, . _
C.',.( :n,~) -

	

ds

	

0

	

ti ~ s'

	

(7_,17)

and, assuming no internal sources so that h,,.(a) = h,,; (b) = h,, ,

h,f(~) _
[G,~(b

~)h,~(b) -G~(~,~)jz,~(u)~ - [~7~.~(h,~)h(h) - G~~~(a,~)h(a)~

h,~(b) + h,.~(c~)

h,s (b) + h,:~(ct)

[7_ 1 0~

1'rintc~d : nl>ril fi, 199(i

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

(7_~hl)

(7_46)

h(~) _ [G(b,~)jt,s(b) - ~'(~~,~)~z,~(~L)l - [G,.~(b,~Ot(h) -G~,~:(a,~)h(~~)l

= 2 [(L - b + s)h,~(b) - (~~ + ~ - s)h,~(«)~ + 2 [h(b) + h-(a))

	

(7_~l0)

= 2[(L - b + ~) - (L + ~ - ~))h,~ + 2 [h(h) + h(a)d

	

(7_50)

(7-52)

(7-53)
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'I'hce same procedure ca.n be followed for the R,icha.rds ectua.tion wit,lt the qua.silinear assmup-

tiou (using h for O),

Int;eg;ra.tion loy parts yields

If it is specified that

6f

J (la,~,~ + ah,,.)C~ d2 ; - [C: (h,~. + alz)]b - J (lt, 1. + ah)C:,~ da;
(L

	

!E

a v~Llue at a base point ~ ca,n be determined from the boundary values (neglect,ing the source term

for clarity) using the equation

h,(~) - [C'(ti,~)h,y(~) +la(a;)(aCa(:r,~) -C:,.ti(ti,~)) ~=a .

Note that CT is continuous at a; _ ~, but aG~c~:c has a jump.

h(b)

	

_

	

CT(6, b) -G(a, b)

	

h,~(b)

la(a)

	

C; (b, a) -C7 (a, a)

	

h,~(a)

or, rearranging,

0

_ [C: (lt,, 1. + alt.) - laG, :~~~~~. + .~
lt,(G, 1.1. - aC:, :~~) da; .

a.

G,~(b, b - f) - aG'(b, b) + 1

	

aG'(a, b) - G',~(a, b)

	

h(b)

G',~(b, a) - aG'(b, a)

	

aG(a, a) - G',, (a, a + c) + l

	

h(a)

l'rint,e<I : ~11~ri1 (i, 190(i

+

	

aG'(b, b) - G,~(b, b - E )

	

-aG'(a, b) + G',~(ca, b)

	

la(b)

aG(b, a) - G,~(b, a)

	

-aG'(a, a) + C~,~(a, a ~- E)

	

h(a)

	

,

G'(b, b) -G'(a, b)

	

h,y (b)

(7-55)

(7_57)

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

(7_58)

(7-59)
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The Green's function is found by integration .
t

C~,:~(~t',~) - rYO.(:c,S) _ -,a
sgtt( :n - S)

	

(7-(i0)

Requiring that C~,,~ - cYG = - l/2 for x > ~ a.ttd G,z, - cYC~ = 1/2 for ;L < ~ specifies C'1 = 1/cY and

C's = -1/~Y . Requiring; tlta,t G,a a.pproaches zero as ~ :a - ~~ --~ oo specifies C'z = 0, while requiring

that G is continuous at, :r, _ ~ specifies C' t = C'3 ~- C',t so that C'.t = Z/n', ,yielding

1/2a

{exp[cY( :>; - ~)] - 1/2}/a

o

	

:~ > ~,

o

	

:L > ~,
(7_G7)

Plugging in the newly defined values for G',

o

	

:t~ > ~,
(7-GG)

-
i

	

_~-1

	

- a

	

h(b)

	

_

	

1

	

1 [1 - 2 exp(-cxL}]

	

h,~ (6)

_i

	

i

	

-1

	

h(b)

	

_

	

l

	

1 [1 - 2 exp(_	-~L)]

	

h,y (v)
2 -1 1 h(~)

	

2cx 1

	

-1

	

h,~(o)

fit an interior point, h can be determined using

h(~) _ [G~( ;r;,~)tt,~(~ti)+tt( .>;)(aG'(x,~`)-O,~(~t',~))]~ :-~
- la('~) + la(ci) + /a,, (b) + ia,, (ci) { 1 -

	

exp[(Y(!d -- s)]}

2

	

2 cY

[7- 1 2]

(7-Gf)

(7-GZ)

(7-G3)

(7_G~r)

(7-G9)

(7_70)

(7_71)
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'l'hc" gradient of h, at point ~ is oUtained by taking the derivative with respect, to ~, yielding

returning from the tra.nsforttt variable to Y [using the relationships In = K~/3 and !C(L') = exp(/jl-'}],

lu[/3/a(s)]

a.ncl the flax a,t point ~ is

- -/a,~(s) - ljPJz,~la(~) _ -h,~(~) - cY/z(s)

2/10/96 Check of results.

- ~ ~ h(b) + h(a) + h,y (b) + h,~(a){1- 2 exp[cY(a - ~)]}
2

	

2cr

2 + 2

la,~(b) + cxh(b) + h,y (a) + crla(ci)

2

q(cl) + q(b)

Printed : April (i, 199f

5

(7-73)

(7-7~t)
z

The result that q is independent of position is gratifying, since in the absence of sources (a .s was

assumed) flax is constant throughout the domain .

A pair of Iti7c~tkrb files (saved as make_bem2pt.m.1, solve_bem_2pt.m.1) were created in

aHON1E2/Mcttlab/ExPToVG to test the relationships presented alnove. A few tests were made

to verify that solving for fluxes and plugging them back in to solve for pressure indeed works, and

that fluxes are in the correct direction.

hxtending the above approach to the idea of using asum of Green's functions to approximate

tire generic Green's function,
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yields

N

q(s) =
q(c~) + q(b)

2

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

At an interior point ~, h cau be determined using

N

- ~Ni .wi exP[crZ (1,

S,

-cuih(~) _ [G( :L, ~)h,~(~) + h(ti)(cxG(ti, ~) - G,~( ;~, ~))]~.-_,~
i-1

> S,

< ~,

[Tinted : llpril G, 1996

< ~,

a' <

1

	

-1

	

h(b)

	

_

	

N

	

w.;

	

1 [1 -2 exp(-cvt G)]

	

h,, (b)

J

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

(7-7G)

(7_77)

(7_78)

(7_79)

(7_80)

(7_81)

(7_82)

(7_83)

(7_81)

h,~ (~) - h,x(n')
~
N

1

wa

	

N
[

	

i (

	

~)] .

	

(7_85)

~i-i w~

Returning from h to P is best clone with tables, since the relationships I('(P) _ ~
N1 wi exp(~3i P)

and h. _ ~~'lcui exp(~jiP)/fit do not admit a straightforward inversion ; however, reasoning by

analogy, the flux at ~ is

(7-8G)
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~1n int,eresting chock t,o do will k~e to comparo q(S) _ -h (S)[Ia,~(s)/(dla(S)/d I') +/rJ~,z;] with q(cl)
vncl q(h) .

2~17~96 End of current look .

l'rittted : ~11>ril (i, l9S)(i

In order to check whether the procedure shows promise despite the unpromising mathematics, a

test problem wa.s constructed more-or-less a,t raudont with two specified-pressure conditions of -1

and -0.1 gm/cm sl . 'Phe va,n (;enuchten parameters were Pu = 1 gm/cnt s~ and nt = 0.7, with

Ivs�. e = I cm/s, g = 980 cnt/s~, a.nd t,ot,a.l domain length of 1 ntnt . 'f he problem is a ba.lanco between

capillary affects a.nd gravity dra.ina.ge .

The van Cenuchtcn relative permeability curve is approximated with ten exponential func-

tions, using the routine mnke_exp_vgwt.m to approximate I((P) _ ~l~ t tui exp(/32P) . The ~3i

values are evenly distributed between 1/ ntax ~P~ and 1/ nrin ~P~, and lLlc~tlab's least-squares matrix

division facility is used to ensure that relative permeability is well matched throughout the range.

I found that 800 rua.tch points for each /3Z works well . When the number of match points is N, it

is better to have the match-point pressures evenly distributed, so make_exp_vgwt.m evenly dis-

tributes match-point pressures; however, it is critical to oversarnple, and I suspect that logarithmic

variation would require fa,r fewer match points for each ~.t .

I found that excellent agreement ca.n be found between the resultant approximated relative

permeability curve and the original using the least-squares approach when the variation in relative

permeability is less than (i to 8 orders of nt<Lgnitude . Relative permeabilities stualler than this are

not matched, as ronndoff error becomes significant, and negative relative permeabilities can occur.

An alternate approach that minimizes the log of the error would be required for such cases. Ruick

informal tests were performed for rta ranging from 0 .1 to 0 .7, and usually 10 to 40 exponential

functions were required, depending on the pressure range and behavior of the relative permeability

within the pressure range . It can be helpful to supply /~s slightly outside the pressure range of the

problem at hand .

The relative permeability match for the problem of interest is shown in Figure 7-2 . Deviation

botweon the two relative permeabilities is on the order of 10 -6 . The trite van C;enuchten solution

is created using the ODN~ procedure outlined in other parts of the notebook, using the solution

routines starting with solve_ODE_vg.m . Since the OD1 "; procedure reduires a specified pressure

aLttd a specified flux, a bisection approach was used to find the flux that is compatible with both

pressure boundary conditions . '('he solutions are shown in Figure 7-3 ; clearly there is no agreement;

[7- 1 5]
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c>3
~ 0.6

m

0.8

0.2

17-Feb-96 . Actual and approximated vG relative distributions

f'riuted : April G, 1996

Actual vG
Approx vG

-10a

	

-10-t

Pressure (gm/cm s^2)

Figure 7-2 : 217/96 . expvg_rpmatchl .eps . Relative permeability for van Genuchten paraLrneters

~n = 0.7 and Po = 1 gm/cm s2 . Actual and exponential-approximated relative permeabilities with

10 exponentials are shown .

between the two procedures . As a comparison, the set of pressures for each of the X32, solved

independently, is plotted against the van Genuchten solution in Figure 7-4 . Again, there is little

that leads one to suspect that a weighted sttm of the exponential solutions would yield the van

(;enucht;eu solution .

E3ased on these results, tine current look at the boundary integral approach is being tenta-

tively closed out . 1 finally wa.s able to discuss the Holt et al . (1995) abstract with John Wilson two

clays ago, a,nd lte will send a draft of a paper intended for WRR within a few weeks. The discussion

revealed that their approach is not the same as my method-of-contours approach, involving implicit

[7-1 G]
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-100

References
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[7- 1 7]
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~}5

17-Feb-96 . Pressure distribution for vG and summed exponential

Figure 7-3: 2~17~96 . expvg~olnl .eps . Pressure distribution for relative percucabilities shown in

Figure 7-2.

contours but not explicit contours. Perhaps if the approach seems workable at that time, the issue

may be reopened at that time .
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5,~ s

17-Feb-96 . Pressure distribution for actual vG and each exponential
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Elevation (mm)
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figure 7-4 : Z~17~96 . expvg_pressl .eps . Pressure distribution for each /3; in 1~'igure 7-2 independently

determined, compared with the true pressure distribution .
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Acconut Nurnher : 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174

C,'ollabora,tors :

	

David Farrell

Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste -~ ~MassWaste

Printed : ilpril (i, 199(i

Objective:

	

Build and use a relatively stra,ightforwa,rd model for the redistribution of eroded

nra.terial ott a. subregional to regional scale . The immediate apl>licaLtion is to predict the slip rate

of a fault based on the sh<Lpe of alluvial fans.

12~20~95 Summary of previous work .

In the subregional slow and transport processes research project, I developed a simple finite differ-

ence (8/95) and slightly more sophisticated finite element (11/95) model based on using a DI?.M

grid of elevations . See Stothoff a,nd Bagtzoglou (1996) for a description of the F'E apl>lica .tiou . The

original Yucca Mountain work wa.s clone in ~KOIVtF,2/S'tibrey/YlhtElev/N7cisslVci .ste/Ihtcitulod . The

object of the exercise was to predict the active depth of colluviurn a,t, Yucca Mountain . 'fhe model

assumes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

~~tnlluv S7.Cr

Src - Aexp(-b/bo) exp(at~h/ max(~~/a~)) exP(ctzrcidicition),

	

(8-3)

where ~/allziv is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the thickness of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, at and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in

winter'?) . 'flre model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be

appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered ; this is a serious weakness in washes

and in deep alluvium .

In the subregional work, the elevation h is given ; b is the unknown to be determined, and

k is assumed spatially constant and subsumed into A. The h'1) model assumed bo -~ oo and

c>'z - 0, which yielded very pixelly depths . 'fhe h'E~ work suggested that the slope-dependent a,nd

radiation-dependent source-terra modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluviurn

[8-1
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distributions at Yucca Mountain, as long as bn is used . Valnes for bn were a.hout; 2 cnt, and ~1/k~

were about 0.25. The itttpletuentation wa.s crude, in the sense that Llte problem is hyperbolic and

explicit, flow-routing algorithms could be used to solve for 6, rather than the brute-force Ja.cobi

iteration I acropted . I expect a more appropriate algorithm could speed up calculations by one or

two orders of magnitude . Nevertheless, usable a.pproxituations to colluvium dept,lt were obtained .

Yesterday David >~arrell pointecr out aLn article which uses essentially the same model for

q~a!l,it, as a short-range transport tuechauisnt, whir the active diffusion depth constant, and uses a

stortnwater Ilow-routing scheme For long-range transport, . l3eauntont,, C'hrist,ol>her, Philippe hull

sach, and .luliet, rlaattilton . 1992 . [:rosional control of acaive compressiona .l orogens. In 'Thrust

Tect,ouics, ed . I~ .IZ . McClay. C'hahman ~~ I-lall : London : pl> 1-- lR . 'I'Ire st,orntwa.ter model drains

orography-forced precipitation, a.nd transports sediment according t,o

12~21~95 Continued development .

qf`' t' - -KIc~,.~h.,

Printed : April G, 1996

where gf9b is the local-equilibrium sediment carrying capacity, IiI is a proportionality constant,

and qr is the runoff discharge .

In the Beauntont et al . (1992) paper, orography-forced precipitation for South Island, New 7.ealand,

is assumed to be according to adiabatic decompression of moist a,ir as it passes over the model

topography . The simplest approach is taken, where air flux is normal to a grid boundary, steady,

and ttttifortn . CTiveu y.w(2 = 0) is the faux of water vapor per unit length normal to tire direction of

flow, conversion of q�, to precipition rate vR(x) is given by
_ dgw(x) = h(x)

	

rv~ a)

	

dx

	

h~lRdw(~~)

where cL~ = h~l~~ is an extraction efTiciency parameter governed by the topographic scale height,

/t/Z, and the length scale, lR, over which 1/e of the available precipitation would be extracted were

ft( .L) = Iaf~ .

In the work cited, h is the only dependent variable, all other flow parameters are constant

except q2� , and q�, is adjusted according to the quasi-steady rainfall distribution .

An alluvium-flow model somewhat improved over the I3eaumont et al . (1992) approach

might also considor the colluvium layer (6) to be au unknown parameter . I propose a set of coul>lcol

eduations :
_~9/t d~ ,
~t

	

dt + Gdweather =

~8-2~
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where /a is bedrock elevation, b is depth of colluvium/alluvium, dz/dt represents change in elevation

clue to structural forces, VaddcevlVrock represents volume expansion from bedroc;k to rubble, q, . is

surface-water flux (episodic at Bare Mounta.in), and outer paraweters are a.s before . Adding 8-(i

a.nd 8-7 together,

which is akin to the diffusion edua.tion . It may be appropriate to solve 8-9 and 8-G a.s the two

eduations . The source term G~tieaeher might be Aexp( - d/do), rather than A exp( - b/bo), where c~ is

thickness of cover normal to the surface rather than depth a,t the surface . The modification should

not be numerically large unless there are steep slopes . I would expect A to be a function of rock

type, solar radiation, slope, average temperature, and precipitation, so A would vary according t;o

climatic influences .

Thoughts on modelling

Jb

	

yau,~u ~,

C~t +
~~teaddvu - 1J',uck ~'wea.tlaer~ = fly

~)(lr. ~- b) +
~9an~w -

d-+
CI

- Vau~~~y
~~taFC~rlz~,~ = 0,

tOt

	

dt V~oati

The first-cut approach to modelling alluvium flow was to brute-force using .lacobi iteration to reach

a. steady state . Explicit time-stepping might not be too bad with this approach, but the river flow

may be tricky . A second, implicit, tack might be to take advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the

problem anc! integrate in shells from high elevation to low elevation . The scheme would be

l . Classify each face a.s a through-, convergence-, or divergence-face .

2. Find high points .

5. Repeat until all layers have been processed

Printed : April (i, IS)9G

(~-7)

(8-~)

3 . Start at highest point and create concentric layers that have completely outflowing faces at

the downhill side .

~I . Solve for unknowns at a,ll nodes in the uppermost layer that have old values, using the newest

uphill values as boundary conditions .
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5~

The adva'nta'ge of t,ltis approach is that, a.n efficient skyline solver could Ix" used ou systems with aL

relatively small bandwidth, and di(Ticulties with allocating downhill flows for convergent/divergent,

faces a.re eased. ('onvergent/divergent faces might also he treated ms a. network of ridges/washes.

In fact, it might I>e a good idea t,o create a "potential wash" network, consisting of all edges and

all cell diagonals, which would be activated at convergent faces and :;addle or saddle-like cells. The

trick would be in deciding when to turn on t,lte wash behavior .

The previous proposed model edutrtions (8-G a.nd 8-0) have parameters k and Ef, as well a.s para.nt-

eters associated with sources, and a currently unspecified surface-water flux 9,. . `l he surface-water

flux is simply overland flow, which is obviously highly transient. As a first cut, it may be acceptable

to maintain a set of maxitnunt flood depths corresponding to storms of various return periods (i .e .,

LO-yr, 100-yr, 1000-yr) and calculate g,. as a weighted sum of the storm events, suitably averaged

over time . Precipitation is plausibly elevation-dependent .

Additional thought : the alluvium/colluvium depth b should he broken into an "active" a.nd

an "inactive" zone, where the active zone consists of the top meter or so and the inactive zone is any

remainder . The component of the ~~rallciu fluxes due to diffusion therefore is limited by a, tna.ximunt

depth .

As a duick and dirty test of the alluvium-fan idea, I propose that a rectangular region be

considered . The initial condition for the region might be a set of small-amplitude sine waves, with

a square-wave block uplift superimposed in the middle portion of the region ("Bare Mountain") .

Along one side of the block there should be a hinge fault, with hinged uplift of "Bare Mountain"

and "Amargosa Valley", and hinged downdrop of "Crater Flat," . The surface should start, out

as bare rock . I predict that this test should generate steeper alluvial fans along the fault as the

distance from the hinge increases, with larger and shallower fans on the opposite side of the block .

As a rough start, perhaps 100 cells parallel to the fault, with the block consisting of 50-100 cells

and the outwa.sh areas consisting of 200-300 each? Perhaps ten sine waves perpendicular to the

mountain to initiate washes .
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(,'reatE:d a project directory (~IlONlF;~/Nlatlccb/ILlcrss6Vciste) and copied the i1lotlcib files for the

Yucca Mountain work into the project directory. Tlre quick a.nd dirty test problem will he set up

a.s defined above.

1/7/96 First examination of test problems .

I'riuted : April (i, 199G

'test protlent is a halfsine mountain with nornta.lly distributed ra.u~ ottt noise superimposed, with

init,ia.l conditions sytametric east a.nd west of the mountain ridge. 'I'Itero is a. fault, at the k~a.se of 1?

flank of mountain . Initial work quickly identified the need to ensure time scales a.re matched .

Account Number : 20-5708-?

Collaborators:

	

Chuck Connors

Directories:

	

~HOME2~Matlab~Lahar -) ~Lahar

Objective:

	

Build and use aL relatively straightforward nuxlel for the redistribution of graLVity-

driven flows on a subregiona.l to regional scale. 'the immediate application is to predict the re-

distribution of potential lahars with various source magnitudes . 'I'Ite idea is that the: proba.hility

of the event size together with the redistribution area of the event will provide an estimate of the

risk . The initial project is a quick look to demonstrate methodology; this tttay he expanded in the

future .

3~1~96 First entry for lahar examination.

A set of files wa.s obtained from Ron Martin, containing a digital elevation map (DEM) of a portion

of the Karnchatka peninsula, southeast of Siberia and northeast of Japan . 1'he files are in the .bil

format . The ~Lcdhcar subdirectory was created on sierra, which will be the root directory for work

on this project .

'~he overall DCNI consists of 1209 rows and 1023 columns, with a grid spacing of 187.4725 m

(zLll coordinates are in meters unless otherwise noted . Overall coordinates range from 5 .0004x 105

to G.91G~1x 105 in the east-west direction and G .09~19x 106 t;o G .321 ~l x f 06 in the nort,lt-south direction .

`the region of interest is roughly 5.5x 105 to G.2x 105 in the. east-west direction a,ttd G .15x 106 to

(i .21 x 106 in the north-south direction . 'f he source for the laha,r sequence is the volcano top locaLted

~8_rp
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approxiurately 5.8x f0' to 5 .9x l0`' in the east-west direction and (i .IROx l0`' to fi .l9x l0`' in tire

north-south direction . As art approximation, the area with elevation a.hove roughly 2io0 m will

serve a,s the source area, with the largest event considered completely removing the cotuplete voluute

above drat elevation.

The Mcctlcrb water-routing routines developed to simulate sediment transport will be modified

to simulate the behavior of the lahar flows . Lahars are essentially mud(lows with on the order of

30 percent moisture content, anti behave in many ways like sotrtewhat tuore viscous water fows .

The proba.l>ility calculations require only the area covered by a,ny portion of a la.ha.r flow, so these

grid cells will he the ettd product for each event.

'I he modelling strategy drat will be followed is extretuely stra,ight,forwa.rd :

~ Before running any flow simulations, calculate information that will he used for every simu-

lation .

Infill depths required to a.ssttre outflow from each grid block .

Routing directions for the (infilled) DEM.

Routing weights for the (infilled) I)EM .

Potential maximum final depth for each grid block, based on the slope of the (infilled)

U1~:M and a minimum velocity below which flow will stop .

~ Route the flow downhill, removing a volume at each block corresponding to the final depth

of lahar in the block iracltcdiny Infill depths ec~lccrlclted previously .

~ Find the grid cells with appreciable depths of lahar.

Infill depths will be calculated by finding all grid blocks that do not have egress, and per-

forming Laplace smoothing on the blocks and their neighbors until all blocks have egress . Infill

depths are the difference between the smoothed and original depths, holding the boundaries fixed ;

expansion steps may be necessary if negative Infill depths result froth the proceckure .

Flow velocity will loosely be modelled by

v = -vx ~ (oP +~yoz) ~ -vx ~ (t~~r~~z)

[~-s1

Printed : April (i, 19S)(i
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The criterion for depth of lahar at stoppage will be Ab~z, wlriclr has one glol~a .l adjustable parameter

(~1) . Potentia.l final depth is easily calculated . 'fhe ~1 pararrreter will be selected by requiring drat

a. particular slope (say 15 degrees) yields a depth of l0 c:nr (say) .

It turns out that removing hollows was quite important iu creating successful footprints, atul it was

critical to use the same criterion for tire hollow-removal algorithm a.s for tire flow-routing algoritlrrrr ;

otherwise, the flow-routing found stray hollows a,nd uurea.listic flows resulted . It also term out that

H-way routing is faLr superior to "l-way routing (i .e ., cells to tire Nh, NW, SW, a.nd SI ; are a.va.ila.l~le

for flow a .s well a.s the cells to the T:, N, W, and S) . A C-language routine, route_9waySink .cc,

did the routing ; the routine was compiled into a Nlatlab meat file . The routing wa.s defined using

Matlab routine make~oute9way.m . A set of seven initial la,ha .r volumes ranging from IO`' to IOu

tn'; was routed, with routing driven by the do_set.m routine .

The resultant set of lahar footprints wa.s banded o(f to Chuck Con nor for iris own needs .

Beaunront, C ., Y . E~ullsack, and J . Hamilton . 1992. Erosional control of active corrrpressional

orogens . In K . R . McClay (Ed .), Thrust Tectonics, London, pp. 1-1R. C'hahman a Ila.ll .

Stot,hoff, S . A. and A . C . Bagtzoglott . 1996 . Subregiona l IIydrogeologic Flow au<f Transport;

Processes . In B . Sagar (Ed .), NRC High-Level Radioactive Waste Research at G'NWR,4, July-

December 1995, Volume CNWRA 95-025, San Antonio, TX, pp. 9--1-9-20 . Center for Nuclear

Waste Regulatory Analyses .
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9 . Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

flccount Nwnber: ???
('ollabora,tors : None
(~uot,e<l Proposal : In progress
Uirec;t,ories :

	

$HOME2~WFO~Environ -~ $Environ

Objective:

	

'['rack clown mass l>a.lance errors tinLt occur iu the coutaininant transport portion of

the 31) Princeton 'I'r<t .nsport, Code .

l'~I'(' solves t,lte sat,urvted grouudwa,ter flow equation attd contaminant transport with the

rewlta.nt velocity feld . I rewrote the code while at Princeton a.nd Vermont, but did not change the

solution algorithms . IU1v1rOII is using the code extensively, and mass balance errors reported t>y

the transport portion of the code are on the order of 10 percent. The flow portion of the code may

exhibit, mass ha.lance errors for the first few time steps, which quickly decay to essentially zero .

The code involves a splitting scheme between the horizontal and the vertical, and experience

snggest,s that the intplentent,atiou of the splitting scheme is not correct for non-horizontal layers .

fn <t.ddition, mass balance errors stay occur for horizontal elements (2I) finite elements) that occur

in portions of a. velocity field where the field is changing direction .

12/20/95 Proposal .
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C'reatecl first draft of the proposal in $Environ/Proposal/massbal_prop .tex .

Printed : llpril 6, I99G
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10 . Quick Looks

Account Number : As noted

(.'ollaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

As noted

1/1896 Wetting of Yucca Mountain from dry state.

Printed : April G, 1996

S~

Objective:

	

Perfortrt quid. looks at technical questions that arise in hrainstorming sessions and

docttntent the results . l ash quick look should take a few hours to tto more than a clay .

Bill Murphy ha.s noted that there is an anomolous trend in the I{/Ar ratio in zeolites obtained from

Yucca Mountain, where a.s elevation increases roughly 1000 to t;he zeolites change from appearing

I "I Ma to appearing 1 Ma in age . 1'he elevation change is rc-elative to the water table . In order

to change the K/Ar ratio, it appears that relative humidity must be quite low, implying that the

medium must be essentially dessicated a.s saturations must; be almost zero before relative humidity

is affected . In order to test the rates of water movement near dryout, a 1000-m uniform coluutn of

'I'Sw was simulated iu ~131iP;fIT!l~lVertlrnbi.b, with initial conditions of 30 °C and saturaatiou at 1

percent . A water table at the bottom wa.s imposed, with no-flow conditions at the top . The top

temperature wa.s dropped 15 °C, while the bottom was held fixed ; tetnpera,tures a.djust;ed orders of

magnitude faster than the trroisture . The brentla run file was generated by IVIat,la.b file ingen_tm.m.

Vapor density profiles at intervals of 0.1 Ma are shown in Figure 10-1a, while the corre-

sponding saturation profile is shown in Figure 10-1b. Tlte vapor density pulse reaches the top of

the column after about 0 .6 Ma. Itrterestingly, almost all of the transport is clue to vapor diffusion ;

if vapor diffusion is shut off, the saturations only respond through capillary rise to a height of about

70 to after 1 Ma . The liquid in the TSw unit should be quite slow to respond relative to other units ;

however, vapor transport is efficient enough that it is unlikely that any part of Yucca Mountain

will maintain near-zero relative humilities for more than l Ma, far below the tithe required for the

K/Ar discrel>a.ncy to develop.
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[~ inure 10-1 : 1/1S/96 . Calculated (a) vapor density and (b) moisture content profiles every 0 .1 iVla

for inrbibition from water table into dry TSw .
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Scientific NoteBook : # 163

Issued to : S . A . Stothoff

Issue Date: Tuesday, November 16, 1993

Initial Entries

By agreement with the CNWRAQA this NoteBook is to be printed at approximate quarterly

intervals . This computerized Scientific NoteBook is intended to address the criteria of CNWRA

QAP-001 .

Table 0-1 : Computing Equipment

Printed : July 8, 1996

Machine Name Type OS Location

sierra.cnwra.swri.edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4 .1 .2 desk Rm A-212, Bldg. 189

sisyphus .cnwra.swri .edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4.1 .2 network

dopey.cnwra.swri .edu Sun SPARC 10 SUNOS 4 .1 .2 network
performer.cnwra.swri.ed u SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network

yosemite.cnwra.swri.edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network

bemore.cnwra.swri.ed u SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network
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1 . Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1

Account Number : 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Hannah M . Castellaw

Objective :

	

Investigate spatial distribution of recharge indices .

12/19/95 Create figures for Semi-Annual report .

Composite plots were recreated in a fancy format for inclusion into the semi-annual research report .

The trace plots are from special runs with output every midnight each day in the decade .

Table 1-1 : Plot Description (12/19/95)

12/20/95 Import yesterday's figures into the notebook.

Import figures into the notebook . Quite a bit of style finagling required .

Figure Name Description

AAIAAP~at_afdep .eps A composite plot of three sets of infiltration sensitivities : allu-

vium properties, fracture properties, and climatic properties. Gener-

ated using fancy~how~esult .m operating on alluv_frac .result and al-

luv_frac_wea.result in $BREATHS/RunFSens .

s_vs_t~or~~'_depth .eps Traces of moisture content for a 4-month period starting December of the 8th

year of simulated time (8 .75 to 8.75 -}- 0.333 in the 10-year meteorological se-

quence) . Alluvium depths for the simulations are 2, 5, 10, and 15 cm. Generated

using fancy_show_ndtrace.m operating on the corresponding ndtrace files

in $BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir .

q_vs_t~ora,~_depth.eps Same as s_vs_t_for_a_f_depth.eps, except infiltration fluxes traced . Generated

using fancy_show_eltrace .m operating on the corresponding eltrace files in

~BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir.
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Figure 1-1 : 12/20/95 . AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps . Sensitivities to alluvium properties, fracture prop-

erties, and climatic properties .
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Depth = 10 cm

Figure 1-2 : 12/20/95 . s_vs_t~or_a~_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for
a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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Figure 1-3: 12/20/95 . q_vs_t~or_a~'_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for

a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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2 . Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration

Account Number: 20-5708-861

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at
Yucca Mountain . A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the

Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-
lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterai ;ive Performance Assessment
and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-

organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed
under the Ambient Hydrology KTI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects
on Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project
are to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future

work will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be

explored include : (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modeling, with

vegetation and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow"

diversion of infiltration due to the PTn layer.

1/26/96 Initial entry.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two

journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;
the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and

temporal distributions of infiltration . All simulations to date have been 1D ; the first sets examined
semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture
continuum . It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than
the alluvium columns; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 c:m) will shut off fracture flow
entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume; hillslopes

and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; micrometeorology is not a great factor, nor

is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a

significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of all~ivium is the single most important
parameter; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;

and it is critical to use arithmetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture
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continuum .

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of

the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one
or more storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1

mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature

and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-

consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less
infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it
takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed.

1/30/96 Data Analysis .

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs . The workhorse file,
stat_infil.m, is in ~HOME2/Matlab/BreathUtil . Copies of the driver routine, eval_all_stat .m,

must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration

in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which

must be rerun due to accidental erasure of the trace files. The table is included here as Table 2-1 .
Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below
$HOME2/Subreg to have better segregation of figures. New directories containing figures now are

listed as FigureXxxx, where Xxxx is one of Paper or YMEIev.

2~17~96 Error in viscosity units.

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs

using breath . breath uses consistent units for all variables; however, the Nfatlab files used to create
inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large . There is no net
impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided as data, as breath requires intrinsic

permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling
hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath .
Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since

intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways. Many other simulations are

perfectly valid . Unfortunately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium

and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so

that the reported permeabilities are actually off by three orders of magnitude. The breath code has

[2-2]
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Table 2-1: Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr) .

a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used ; this option uses viscosities that

are off by two orders of magnitude. I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions 1 .1, 1 .2,

and 1.3 today.

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower .

The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since

the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than

clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca

Mountain as was reported by various USGS papers . In fact, if my simulations were reported using

saturated conductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the

persistent error would not have been found. The simulations were incorrectly presented in Stothoff

[2-3]

Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events

(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min

2 1 .0 0 58 .2 172.5 5 9.5 1 7 (1) 1 (1)

2 0.9 0 48 .1 149.5 5 7.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)

2 1 .1 0 67 .0 196.5 5 11 .16 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

2 1 .0 -1-3 50 .6 158 .2 5 8 .79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)

2 1 .0 -3 68 .7 191 .2 5 10.34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)

5 1 .0 0 31 .0 124 .7 7 0 .29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)

5 0.9 0 23 .7 101 .2 5 > 0.01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)
5 1 .1 0 38 .6 147.9 5 2 .98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)

5 1 .0 +3 25 .3 108 .3 5 0 .59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)

5 1 .0 -3 38 .7 148 .3 5 2 .18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)

10 1 .0 0 12 .5 60.1 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
10 0.9 0 8.73 42.8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)

10 1 .1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
10 1 .0 -I-3 9.68 49.9 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)

10 1 .0 -3 16 .8 81 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)

15 1 .0 0 4.61 26.7 2 > 0.01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)
15 0.9 0 2.65 13.9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1 .1 0 6.26 33.3 3 > 0.01 0 3 (1) 0 (6)

15 1 .0 +3 3.18 17.3 2 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)

15 1 .0 -3 7.74 45.8 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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3/8/96 Update figures and results.

4/16/96 Update results and interpret .

[2-4]

et al . (1995), Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996), Bagtzoglou et al .

	

(1995), Stothoff et al . (1996),
and the poster used for both Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1995) and the 1995 I{earney Conference .
It may yet be possible to save the version of Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) that will be widely
distributed .

In preparing a series ofslides for a Geological Society of America conference on 3/12/96, I am taking
the opportunity to tabulate the results generated from a sequence of runs using a tight grid, as
explained in the entry of 1/26/95 . All hydraulic-property cases and the pressure and temperature
cases were rerun for the 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths . The base case scenario was rerun for the
10-cm, 15-cm, 500-cm, and 1000-cm alluvium depths, as well as the semi-infinite alluvium case .

The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 2-2 . 'Phe base-case weather is de-
noted by an "m" ; perturbations in AAP and in AAT are denoted by "r" and "t", respectively .
AAP is perturbed by multiplying all precipitation values by the noted perturbation ; AAT is per
turbed by adding (t+) or subtracting (t-) the noted perturbation . The alluvium and fracture
codes both coalesce the permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten parameters into a 4-digit code.
The codes are selected to allow one integer per parameter, and are translated in Table 2-3 . The
odd translation for fracture intrinsic permeability and van Genuchten scaling pressure are because
saturated hydraulic conductivity and van Genuchten a created better codes. Note that the -3
factor in the intrinsic permeability codes is the correction for the improperly specified viscosity in
earlier runs, so all runs are consistently labelled .

Over the past month, I've been running simulations with fairly extreme climatic change in order to
examine what would be expected at Yucca Mountain . So far, only 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths
have been run, since the deeper cases take much longer . The climatic change is accomplished by
multiplying all precipitation by a constant factor and/or adding a constant temperature . For both
2-cm and 5-cm cases, all combinations of rain and temperature have been completed with rain
multiplied by 2/3, 1, or 3/2, and -5, 0, or -1-5 degrees C added to the temperature. A similar

sequence is underway for rain multiplied by 1/2, 1, or 2, and -10, 0, or +10 degrees C added to the
temperature. I should probably run a 15-cm and semi-infinite sequence as well for completeness, but
these would take a long time . The results are summarized in af_cli.result in ~Homel/RunCliFrac.
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Table 2-2 : Summary of ti ht- rid infiltration simulation results

[2-5]

Weather
Code Perturbation

Alluvium
Depth (cm)

Alluvium
Code

Fracture
Code

Moisture
Content

Flux
(cm/yr) '

m 0 2 5223 2713 0 .0331 5.82
m 0 2 5223 2712 0 .0331 5.89
m 0 2 5223 2714 0 .0328 3.29
m 0 2 5223 2703 0 .0328 7.32
m 0 2 5223 2723 0 .0331 5.75
m 0 2 5223 2613 0 .0331 5 .90
m 0 2 5223 2813 0.0331 5 .77
m 0 2 5223 0713 0.0330 5 .19
m 0 2 5223 4713 0.0331 5 .86
m 0 2 5222 2713 0.0218 7 .05
ITl 0 2 5225 2713 0.0548 4 .43
m 0 2 5213 2713 0.0324 5 .92
m 0 2 5253 2713 0.0352 5 .87
m 0 2 5123 2713 0.1015 6 .17
m 0 2 5323 2713 0.0151 6.51
m 0 2 4223 2713 0.0293 6 .20
m 0 2 6223 2713 0.0397 5.43
m 0 5 5223 2713 0.0484 3.10
m 0 5 5223 2712 0.0486 3.18
m 0 5 5223 2714 0.0484 1 .72
m 0 5 5223 2703 0.0483 3.32
m 0 5 5223 2723 0.0486 3.08
m 0 5 5223 2613 0 .0485 3.15
m 0 5 5223 2813 0 .0486 3.07
m 0 5 5223 0713 0 .0485 2.69
m 0 5 5223 4713 0 .0486 3.17
m 0 5 5222 2713 0 .0331 4.30
m 0 5 5225 2713 0 .0750 1 .56
m 0 5 5213 2713 0 .0505 3.22
m 0 5 5253 2713 0 .0469 2.93
m 0 5 5123 2713 0 .1219 3.69
m 0 5 5323 2713 0 .0251 3.28
m 0 5 4223 2713 0 .0380 3.37
m 0 5 6223 2713 0 .0625 3.05
t- 3.0 2 5223 2713 0 .0381 6.87
t-1- 3.0 2 5223 2713 0.0294 5 .06
r* 0.9 2 5223 2713 0.0324 4 .81
r* 1 .1 2 5223 2713 0.0338 6 .90
t- 3.0 5 5223 2713 0.0562 3 .87
t~- 3.0 5 5223 2713 0.0423 2 .53
r* 0.9 5 5223 2713 0.0465 2 .37
r* 1 .1 5 5223 2713 0.0503 3 .86
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Table 2-3 : Summary of alluvium (abcd) and fracture (efgh) parameter codes

Doubling rain and subtracting 10 degrees C from the temperature yields the most infiltration

of all cases considered . For the 2-cm case, a factor of 4 .3 increase is generated ; for the 5-cm case,

a factor of 6 .6 increase is generated . Overall, this suggests that roughly a factor of 5 to 6 increase
should be expected for this climatic condition, taking into account the importance of shallow
covers relative to deeper covers . This increase could be quantified better using the newly developed
colluvium-balance model discussed in the Geomorphology chapter .

4/17/96 Thoughts on creating an infiltration PDF.

The original motivation for examining shallow infiltration was to provide a PDF for the deep
percolation fluxes past the repository. Ross and I planned to have my shallow infiltration fluxes

feed into his deep percolation models . At the time, my idea was to construct a response surface

for shallow infiltration as a function of whatever parameters were found to be important. It is now

years later, but my work is reaching a point where construction of such a PDF is in sight.

An infiltration PDF is not a particularly well-defined concept. Ideally, one would construct

many realizations of the entire mountain, from the surface to the water table, and pass in the ap-

propriate boundary fluxes . The TSPA approach breaks the mountain into representative columns,

each with its own infiltration flux . I believe that the PDF of interest is actually the PDF describing

fluxes in each column, and presumably the fluxes in the columns are correlated . Accordingly, the

shallow infiltration work can only be step one in the process, albeit a critical link between climate

and deep percolation .

If the infiltration work is split into shallow and deep components, I believe that the best

[2-6]

Code Parameter Translation

a Intrinsic permeability k (cm2) k = 10-a-s

b van Genuchten m m = b/10
c van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2) Po = c x 104
d Porosity e e' = d/10

e Intrinsic permeability k (cm 2 ) k = 1.14694 X 10-e-s

f van Genuchten m m = f/10

g van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2) Po = 980 x 10 -s

h Porosity ~' e = 10-h
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that the shallow infiltration work can do is to pass off plausible realizations of shallow fluxes to the
deep percolation model, which in turn uses realizations of the stratigraphy and hydraulic properties
to calculate fluxes through the repository. If indeed the fluxes at the repository in the deep model
are insensitive to the degree of spatial variability in the shallow distributions, as I suspect, the
smoothest distributions yielding minimal deviation at the repository should be used . A grid of
spatially averaged infiltrations would be appropriate, perhaps on a 10-pixel spacing.

Ross' deep percolation work (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1995) suggests that the repository is rather
insensitive to focused recharge . Another approach that might be taken is to calculate the average
infiltration over the area "upstream" of the repository. Unfortunately, the upstream area would be
different for each realization, so that some representative area would need to be designated . The
entire DEM feels excessive, while the repository footprint is too small . Perhaps the channel in
Solitario Canyon to east of the footprint, extending a total of twice the north-south extent of the
footprint?

The response surface idea can come into play at a second level in the average-infiltration
approach . The first level is the construction of infiltration at a pixel as a function of parameter
values . The second level is the construction of the average upstream infiltration as a function
of parameter values . The response surface would assume that a single value of each hydraulic
property is sampled and applied to the entire domain. Alternatively, it is possible to randomly
assign properties to each pixel from an appropriate distribution and generate many realizations,
calculating the average infiltration for each realization . Both of the approaches should be performed,
using corresponding property PDFs, in order to see if important differences appear . I suspect that
the two approaches will give essentially identical PDFs for shallow infiltration (some sort of law of
large numbers), even if correlation between parameters is present.

In my model, the spatao-temporal distribution of shallow infiltration can be captured with

8 parameters : (i) four alluvium hydraulic properties (I13a t, porosity, and two van Genuchten pa-
rameters) ; (ii) two alluvium-depth properties ; and (iii) average temperature and precipitation . The

alluvium hydraulic properties could easily be functions of space. The average temperature and

precipitation may be available from the geologic and other records (e.g ., the Devil's Hole data,
packrat middens) . The alluvium-depth properties, however, are big unknowns ; I feel these should

be constants for a realization . The Yucca Mountain field trip planned for the near future will aid

in constraining the alluvium-depth properties .

Given that the alluvium-depth properties and the climatic properties are constants for a
realization, there is no reason to suspect that the two average-infiltration approaches would yield a
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different PDF unless there is some systematic bias for hydraulic properties as afunction of colluvium
depth . Consider the environment of deposition . Shallow covers tend to be cobbly, with outcrops

of rock . There may be some trend towards low spatial-average porosity, high permeability, and

coarser grains in the shallower cover. Are shallow covers coarser? Something to check on the field

trip, but how? Perhaps portable grain-size distributions, timing infiltration rates. Upon second
thought, such ideas are silly - it would be very difficult to find discernable trends in the 2-cm

through 15-cm regimes. It doesn't matter once the depths are greater than 0.5 m, since there is no

infiltration to speak of anyway for such cases.

Since the two average-infiltration approaches should yield consistent PDFs, it makes sense

to construct the response surface . I suspect that a reasonably detailed 8-dimensional surface could

be calculated in hours; setting up the software could take a day or two, since the software should

take advantage of new information from additional simulations as they might become available .

Enforcing consistency between various simulations with various degrees of reliability may be a
headache, as I have migrated to tighter and tighter numerical standards over time .

One issue that should be addressed is the issue of climatic change . I've talked to Dave
Turner and Mike Miklas about retrieving climatic records. The idea would be to generate a series
of plausible climatic-change realizations based on available data and feed it through the response

surface to generate plausible traces of average infiltration . The resultant trace could be compared
to TSPA traces . The deep percolation model really needs to be flogged to get the response of the

repository horizon to infiltration rates for this to be most useful, but a nice paper could come out

of the work.

4/23/96 Watershed modeling.

Dr. David Woolhiser will be consulting to CNWRA on the subject of watershed modeling . A

number of discussions have taken place between Woolhiser, Gordon, Ross, and myself, with the

intent of scoping out the work to be performed . After these discussions, we have decided to break

out the work into several packages of roughly $10 k apiece . The first package will be simulation of
a representative wash feeding into Solitario Canyon from the west, which would be a surrogate for

wash-scale modeling of easterly of Yucca Crest . The first package will test the methodology and
feasibility of future work . Further packages would include the full Solit~,rio Canyon watershed, and

perhaps some detailed side-slope simulations with lateral subsurface flow .

To date, we have sent Woolhiser relatively limited information on the site . He has requested

[2-8~
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additional information including

a large contour map of the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

~ a contour map of slopes in the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

~ available information on infiltration ;

~ available information on saturated conductivity ;

channel cross-sections ; and

~ photographs of the channel cross-sections (for roughness estimates) .

A field trip to Yucca Mountain is being planned for the near future, at which time channel cross-

sections and photographs can be obtained . In addition, I will obtain measurements of alluvium

depths to compare with my geomorphology model, and perhaps some limited infiltration sampling

using a falling-head permeameter can be performed as well . According to Woolhiser, a representa-

tive channel section or two midway between incoming washes would probably be sufficient for his

needs, with 3 or 4 sections in representative washes . Photographs of each section should be taken,

roughly 50 feet downstream .

Woolhiser has software available that should be able to generate the weather conditions at
the resolution required for his model .

5~18~96 Summary of field trip observations .

This past week, Ross Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer, and I went to Solitario Canyon to obtain field
measurements and observations. Ross and Gordon concentrated on surveying wash cross-sections
for the mid- to lower-canyon reaches, while I concentrated on walking the mid- to lower-canyon

from rim to rim taking spot measurements of colluvium depths and trying to make observations

useful for comparison with computational models . My field observations are documented in a field

book, CNWRA Controlled Copy number 175.

The first field day, May 13, we spent basically getting together procedures and familiarizing

ourselves with the site and equipment . Ross and Gordon wrestled with the surveying equipment and

data logger all day, finally becoming comfortable with the equipment after successfully surveying a

motel room that evening. During the day, they located well USW H-7 (on the other side of the road
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from Plug Hill) as a benchmark and made one cross-section at a stream-gage station adjacent to

Plug Hill . Additional cross-sections were stymied by a recalcitrant data logger, apparently confused

by a mixup in coordinates input for the first two locations .

I spent part of the first field day making measurements of alluvium to the west and northwest

of the USW H-7 pad, walking up asideslope to the crest and returning clown a small wash. Wherever
I took alluvium depth measurements, I marked a nearby bush with surveyor's tape with the idea
of having the points surveyed in subsequently . As it turned out, we did not get a chance to survey
the points due to delays caused by unfamiliarity with the equipment .

In order to estimate shallow alluvium/colluvium depths, I brought a the probe with the idea

of poking a hole into the alluvium until further advances were rejected . The the probe is a metal
rod with a diameter of 1/2 in, with a metal tip 4 cm long and a padded handle . The base of the
adapter attached to the handle is 124 cm from the tip. I brought a 10-1b hammer attachment to
replace the handle, in order to help drive the the probe. I scored the probe, creating very distinctive

grooves at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm distances from the tip, for quick depth and length estimates .

Proceeding up the slope from the USW H-7 pad to the west crest, point measurements

ranged up to 44 cm . At one representative mid-slope location, depths were 27, 36, and 42 cm

within 2 m; at another, depths were 17, 21, and 37 cm . At the crest, depths were typically 2 to

4 cm in places, at others 6 to 8 cm . Just below the crest, pockets of 12 to 18 cm colluvium were

found, increasing with distance below crest to at least 37 cm . Walking down the rill, the channel

was found to consist of bare rock in places, particularly at narrow and/or steep reaches . As the
channel flattened, the scoured zones disappeared . Judging from the walls of the channel in scoured

zones, alluvium depths could be as much as 2 m in places, but it is difficult to tell for sure . Certainly

ridges between subwashes are up to 2 m.

It quickly became obvious that the idea of the the probe was not going to work in, alluvium

over a certain depth or in regions with numerous chunks of rock, since rejection due to rubble was

so likely compared to rejection due to bedrock. Accordingly, I concentrated use of the probe in
shallow zones generally less than 40 cm in depth . These zones are of the most interest for infiltration

estimates anyway.

The second part of the first day, I walked north along the bottom of Solitario Canyon firrther

than well USW H-6. The stream channel morphology is rather confused in the entire stretch I walked

north from Plug Hill . It appears that there are typically two channels, one for the eastern side of

Solitario Canyon and one for the western side, but the channels are not strongly distinct and tend

to braid . The bottom of the channel is not uniform, with patches of similar materials ranging from
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very fine through gravel . There is brush in most of the channel, with somewhat less brush in the

most active portions of the channel. There is a great deal of variability at a scale less than the 30 m

x 30 m resolution provided by the DEMs we've been using, so that the cross-sections are essential.
Unfortunately, in order to fully capture the stream channels, cross-sections would be required at

a much higher density (every 20 to 50 m, I estimate) than Gordon and Ross set out to perform .
Gordon and Ross were going by Woolhiser's estimates of one cross-section per side wash .

The second field day, I walked or crossed each of the washes in the watershed draining to

the north of the USW H-7 pad . The watershed consists of 6 or 7 washes to the north and west of

the pad . Proceeding to the north, I walked the Boomerang Point crestline, crossed to near the Jet

Ridge crestline, and dropped back into the USW H-6 watershed . This day, I used Global Position

System (GPS) pack to provide approximate latitude and longitude at selected locations. The GPS

equipment is supposed to place one within 100 m of the correct location ; if a second station is used,
differential methods are supposed to yield sub-meter accuracy . Our original intent was to use a
reference station and a rover station ; however, we found that the supplied batteries were only good

for 4-1/2 to 5 hours and we did not have four batteries to cover the full day. Upon return, I hear

that motorcycle batteries might do the trick for a reference station.

The third field day, I was in Las Vegas and received a NTS badge and GET training .

The fourth (and my last) field day, I walked up the east part of Solitario Canyon to Yucca
Crest, arriving not far from USW-UZ6. Again I used the GPS equipment without a reference
station. I started at a trench apparently dug to expose the Solitario Canyon fault, and passed some

terracing exposing the upper half of the PTn outcrop . Once at the Crest, I proceeded down the
wash north of Highway Ridge to the first of two sets of trenches scraping away the alluvium cover
from bedrock. The trenches extend from ridgetop to ridgetop . Due to time constraints, I only

examined the southerly trench closely. This trench shows very little alluvial cover at the channel

bottom, increasing to 1 or 1 .5 m within 10 m of the bottom, and gradually thins to less than 10

cm at the top. Returning to the crest on the southern side of the roadway, I was able to observe

the wash to the south as well . I returned to Solitario Canyon slightly north of USW H-3 . Upon my

return, judging from aerial photographs I was able to observe terrain typical of the western and
central portions of the repository footprint; further to the east, the wash channels become wider
and have little in the way of scouring in the channel bottoms.

During the four field days, Cordon and Ross completed on the order of 15 cross-sections,
extending up Solitario Canyon most of the way from Plug Hill to USW H-6. The original plans to

survey the entire canyon channel were discarded due to the messy nature of the channel above this
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point and due to time constraints . The day after I left, Gordon and Ross visited the ESF .

Based on the three days of walking around and poking colluvium, it is clear that there are
some problems with the colluvium model hooked together with the infiltration response surface,
although the basic approach is sound. In general, even on ridgetops there are very few places that
have less than 3 or 4 cm colluvium cover, and these places are usually exfoliation shards overlying

bedrock . TC caprock boulders are generally massive and unfractured . Along crestlines, TC caprock
exposures cover 50 to 90 percent of the surface (visually estimated) . Moving downhill easterly from
the crests, TC caprock boulders on the order of meters in length appear, get smaller and sparser,
then disappear . In the cracks between TC caprock outcrops at the crestlines, it is typical for fine
sand through loess to be present with depths at least 3 cm and less than 6 cm. Depths increase
with distance from the crestline, averaging 10 cm or so between the larger boulders and increasing
to 15 to 20 cm as the boulders decrease in size . There are occasional pockets with deeper colluvium,
typically less than twice the average depths for the area . I saw few washes cutting directly into the
caprock, aside from the western portions of crestlines, although it was not uncommon for caprock
boulders to be sliding along other TC units into washes to the east .

Most of the exposures east of crestlines are TC units. Generally these are not highly frac-
tured near the caprock but increase with depth . Any TC units below the caprock do not appear
distinctive to my admittedly untrained eye . Chunks of the lower TC tend to be much smaller
than the TC caprock boulders, generally being less than 50 cm. In the steepest portions of washes
cutting TC units, bare country rock may be exposed, particularly in wash channels and up to 10 m
above the channels in places . The washes on the west of Solitario Canyon tend to be steeper and
shorter than the washes on Yucca Mountain proper. The Yucca Mountain washes tend to develop
long regular reaches with uniform sideslopes, very nice for modeling . Based on a trench north of
Highway Ridge, maximum alluvium depth on sideslopes should not be much more than 1 to 2 m,
near the channel bottom. It appears that the long regular slopes are steepened at the base, due
to removal of colluvium due to stream action during rainfall . It may be possible to estimate the
depth of alluvium by projecting sideslopes out to midchannel in the upper portions of the washes .

All along the steep portions to the west of Yucca Crest, pockets may be as much as 40 cm,
but generally are in the 5 to 15 cm range. A considerable amount of bare outcrop is present, as
much as 50 percent or more of the surface area . Even partway down the flatter slopes, depths may
not be more than 50 to 100 cm .

There are distinctive stripes of dark, highly varnished scree alternating with light, clean

scree on many of the wash slopes . Stripes may be as little as 1 to 2 m on center and may be tens
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of meters on center . Invariably the dark scree is raised relative to the clean scree, suggesting that

runoff is focused on the clean scree and washes it . It may be safe to assume that the darker the

scree, the higher it is relative to the adjacent light scree.

Two difficulties arise when comparing the infiltration conce~~tual model work with field

observations . The first difficulty is in treating the regions near the crestlines . Although colluvium

depths, where present, are generally greater than I've been assuming, the areal average might
not be too bad. However, the flow modeling assumes that there is uniform depths of colluvium
everywhere, while the actual situation is patchier and deeper . An obvious way of treating the
actual situation is to decrease the porosity to account for the proportion of surficial area that is

impermeable boulder. It may be that reducing porosity is essentially equivalent to reducing depth,

since the volume available for flow is reduced by either approach . If so, accounting for boulder size

and area may not be tremendously important in the colluvium model .

The second difficulty is in treatment of wash channels . The colluvium model breaks down

when factors other than gravity become important, such as overland water flow . It should not be

difficult to include a factor increasing colluvium fluxes due to streamflow, which will get rid of the

(arbitrary) 20 m depths in upper channels . Unfortunately, all of the action is on a scale that is

subgrid compared to the DEM measurements . The channels are only 1 to 2 m wide where the
rock is bare, yet the grid is 30 m on a side . It may be necessary to overlay a refined grid on wash

bottoms to properly capture infiltration, at least in upper portions of the washes . As the channel

bottoms are relatively narrow, there may not be a great deal of infiltration relative to ridgetops .

5/28/96 Summary of second field trip observations .

As an adjunct to a Technical Exchange on the NRC audit of the DOE `ISPA-95 performance assess-

ment document, which was held in Las Vegas, a group of 8 NRC/CNWRA/consultant personnel

took a tour of the ESF at Yucca Mountain(myself, C . Glenn, B. Behlke, M. Bell, A . Campbell, R.

Manteufel, J . Walton, G. Stirewalt) . The tour took place May 2~I, 1996 . The tour was led by Alan

? of the DOE mapping team and hydrologic input was provided by Alan Flint of the USGS.

One of the more important observations that Alan Flint made regards lateral diversion in

and near the PTn bedded tuffs. Previous TSPA analyses have assumed that lateral diversion may

be strongly impacted by a very low permeability unfractured layer just below the PTn . However,
the ESF borehole exposes a section of PTn that appears to be rather frequently, on the order of

every 10 to 20 m by my observation, punctuated by small-offset faults . The offsets tend to be
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less than a meter, and may easily have been missed in boreholes . The following day, I took a

walk up from Solitario Canyon to Yucca Crest and noticed some small (10 to 20 cm) offsets at

one PTn exposure . Alan Flint's observation is that lateral diversion is probably not going to be

very significant, because the frequent offsets in the low-permeability unit should minimize the most

significant source of lateral flow .

Along the way in the ESF tour, various chlorine-36 sampling locations were pointed out
by A. Flint and A. Campbell from the Fabryka-Martin et al . (1996) draft report . We also saw

the heavily fractured zone, 1 km in length and still being encountered by the TBM. The fractures

seemed to alternate between zones of fracture spacings less than 10 crn to zones where the spacing
is more on the order of 30 to 40 cm.

As it rained (fairly heavily in spots) on May 24, I was inspired to take another walking tour

of Yucca Mountain on May 25 . Based on wetting front observations, which penetrated roughly 3.5

to 6.5 cm in various representative areas, and on water in exposed lithophysae, I estimate 1 to 2 cm
of rain took place. I noticed that on Yucca Crest, enhanced wetting took place in the gaps between
outcrops (10 cm and larger in spots), while under rubble scree on sideslopes less wetting took place
(dry soil was not uncommon) . While walking about, a storm cell drifted overhead and roughly a
half hour of rain occurred. A total of no more than 5 minutes of reasonably heavy rain occurred,

with most of the interval light to nearly non-existent . Exposed rubble faces were definitely wet ;

however, vertical sides tended to be dry with wetting fronts occurring at the top of perhaps 1 to 3

cm . Fifteen minutes after rain ceased, little or no trace of the event could be detected .

I also examined four of the trenches that are exposed in what I think is Split Wash or the

next wash north (the wash with the Ghost Dance pavement and the wash immediately north of
this wash) . Each of these are sufficiently downstream that the wash bottom is at least 10 m wide.

In this region, what I believe Alan Flint refers to as channel terraces are exposed. It appears that

currently active wash channels are cutting into the terraces . Depth to bedrock at the deepest point

in the trenches ranged from 2 .5 to 4 m, as best as I could estimate . However, once the slope of the

ground increased from the relatively flat terrace to side slope, cover decreased to the more typical

10 to 50 cm . It should be possible to identify these deeper zones 'simply by the slope or break in
slope.

I also had the opportunity to talk with Alan Flint about his site-scale modeling work. He

demonstrated time-traces of moisture content in various neutron-probe boreholes. In one channel
terrace probe, lateral subsurface flow was clearly evident. He is currently using a 3-event (upgrading

to 5-event) Markov-chain model to generate daily precipitation and daily mean temperature read-
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ings. Each rainfall event is redistributed to essentially perch on the colluvium/bedrock interface at
the end of the day, where it infiltrates according to matrix and fracture properties . Each Scott and
Bonk (1984) layer has matrix properties assigned, either from direct measurement or from analog .
Fractures are grouped into 3 size classes, and further subdivided into filled/unfilled areal fractions.
Pixel size is 90 m on a side ; no lateral diversion is considered . Evapotranspiration is a part of the
model.

Pondering the site visit, it seems that the DEM is somewhat unwieldy for colluvium-flow
calculations, as it completely misses meter-scale features such as wash channels . Ideas of quasi-1D
flow-tube analyses occurred to me as being particularly appropriate for Yucca Mountain. Each
flow tube would carry along local information on topography, width, depth, shape, vegetation, etc.,
in the form of integer categories or classes. Accordingly, the information could be encoded very

compactly in the form of bit substrings within a few integers . Vegetation is another tricky topic

inspired by discussions with Alan Flint, which it would be very nice to have a better handle on .
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3. Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-663

Collaborators:

	

Ronald T. Green
Directories:

	

As noted

Objective:

	

Theoverall objective of the thermal hydrology I{TI is to assess the impacts of possible
thermal loading due to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository on the subsurface hydrology. The
near-field KTI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps more
of an emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology. Out of the entire hydrology-
thermal-mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology KTI is essentially HT while
the near-field KTI is more HTC .

2/1/96 Initial entry.

The reorganization of the CNWRA into KTI units occurred less than two weeks ago. At this point,

organizational issues have been resolved . Detailed task descriptions have not been promulgated
as of yet. This initial entry is a brain-storming task to put together ideas for future work within
the task, which should also mesh with work to be performed under the near-field task and the
ambient-hydrology KTI .

After discussion with Ron, it is clear that there are two areas that I can contribute : boundary
conditions (i .e ., infiltration, temperature) and matrix-fracture flow investigations .

In the realm of boundary conditions, a relatively quick investigation might be undertaken
that examines the impact of the repository on surface processes . Two questions arise immediately:
(i) is the ground surface well-represented by a specified-temperature condition, or should there be
some interaction with the atmosphere a la breath ; and (ii) is there an effect on infiltration rates due
to the thermal load imposed by the repository?

A simple sensitivity test can be made using breath . Assuming that thermal equilibrium
occurs rapidly relative to the change in energy release, and that half of the energy moves upwards,
a quasi-steady-state energy flux can be calculated which combines the geothermal flux and the
repository loading . The energy flux can be applied at the bottom of the column, thereby allowing
the column temperatures to equilibrate. Presumably this is a no-nevermind issue, but the analysis
should take little effort and any unforeseen impacts should be obvious . Also, the robustness of the

[3-I~
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surface temperature condition can be quickly examined ; extending the analysis to seasonal-average
and annual-average conditions for temperature would be straightforward .

Matrix-fracture interaction analysis options are less well defined . Ideas have arisen : (i)
Sitakanta would like to do a laboratory analysis with a fractured thin slab, in which it appears that
the best information would be a videotape of the wetting front; (ii) Ron Green has resurrected the
idea of an infiltration test at the Peiia Blanca site, where an adit lies about 8 m below a cleared
surface and a reasonably large fracture can be traced to the surface ; and (iii) I have thought about
extending breath to quasi-2D or 3D to investigate matrix-fracture interaction with discrete fractures,
which could possibly be extended to handle large thermal effects a la TOUGH and possibly even
geochemistry for near-field analyses . The experimental work needs to be properly linked with
Yucca Mountain and appropriate numerical experiments need to be designed to justify the code
development .

4/18/98 Boundary condition evaluations.

In line with the initial entry, a series of surface condition evaluations will be performed . The idea
is to look at the sensitivity of both infiltration and temperature to the upward thermal fluxes due
to the repository. A series of several upward fluxes will be examined, with a maximum that is the
maximum flux the repository can generate . Since the 2-cm cases are the fastest to run, I'll use the
standard 2-cm case I have used for shallow infiltration simulations under the ambient hydrology
KTI. In every case, fifty or one hundred years of annual-average conditions will be used to set up
the thermal profile. With the thermal conditions set, additional 20-yr runs with standard hourly
conditions will be used to check the impact on infiltration . A subsidiary step will be to check that
the thermal regime under different climatic regimes is the same for different depths of alluvium,
despite different infiltration rates.

The quoted thermal loads in TSPA-95 (TRW, 1995) range from 20 MTU/acre through 100
MTU/acre, where the conversion factor is about 1 kW/MTU . Other work quoted in TSPA-95 used

28, 57, and 114 kW/acre for the loading. Using the conversion factor of 1 acre = 4.047x 103 m2 ,
corresponding power densities are approximately:

20 kW/acre 5 W/m2 .

28 kW/acre 7 W/m2 .

40 kW/acre 10 W/m2.
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80 kW/acre 20 W/m2 .

100 kW/acre 25 W/m2 .

120 kW/acre 30 W/m2 .

As a comparison, the annual average incident shortwave radiation is 250 W/mz and annual average
longwave radiation of 320 W/m2 . With albedo of slightly greater than 0.25 for shortwave radia-
tion, this yields roughly 400 W/m2net incoming radiation . Assuming an average emissivity times
Stefan-Boltzmann constant on the order of 5.2x10-s W/m2IC4 , radiating 400 W/m2would require

an annual average temperature of 296.15 K. Radiating 415 W/m2requires an annual average tem-
perature of 298.89 K for the same emissivity . One would expect that the top boundary temperature
should vary by less than 2.5 °C, thus a constant-temperature top boundary condition is really not
bad at all for deep simulations.

On the other hand, one might expect that the lower boundary condition temperature might

be more strongly impacted by the repository, both due to smaller ambient thermal fluxes and due
to the relatively closer distance between the repository and the common bottom condition at the
water table. As Gordon is currently constructing a regional-scale transport model, it makes sense
to piggy-back a thermal examination onto the model . The issue may have been addressed in the
past .. .
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4. Iterative Performance KTI

Account Number : 20-5708-761
Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

As noted

3/25/96 Audit review of TSPA-95.

Printed : July 8, 1996

Objective:

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at Yucca

Mountain . The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into
forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e.g ., probability distributions) . In
addition, periodic review of DOE work may be performed .

Over the last few days I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes
impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport
of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal
inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport
velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where
parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.
In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar as it is assumed that fractures
are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may
drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation

flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped on
as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation .

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively
straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results . I plan to perform a calculation of the
probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac

ture velocities and fluxes, as well as the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures .

My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-

normal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield much faster

velocities in general . In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by

TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges as well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison .
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The work in the audit review is located in ~HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols . In order to set up a
comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from
Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerpted for the
TSPA-93 report (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical. The
Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta
function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),
p(x), given by

p(x) = C(x - a)a(b - x)a,

	

(4-1)

where C is a normalizing constant and a and ,Q are used to define the shape of the function . By

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled
random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the x value that has a
cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula
tive probability ,distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A
way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized sum . A
new Matlab function entitled beta_dist .m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed
probabilities, and beta_dist_set.m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist .m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-
spaced x locations . For cases with negative a or /~, the beta function predicts infinite probability
at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding
to a negative power. The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .
I plotted up each of the probability functions and compared them to the plots in the back of
the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for

~4-2~

requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

C 1= = -
b (b a)-(i+Q+a) h(1 (+ a)T(1 ~)~) ~ (4-2)
f (x - a)°(b - x)~ dx
a

where

I'(x) _ ~ t(~-1 ) exp(-t) dt . (4-3)
0
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the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are
supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer . I entered the scaled values for layers 1
through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots
in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close. It appears
that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual saturations can be as high as 1,
with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled
parameters are completely outrageous . I can see why residual saturation was treated as a layer
constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task .

Correlations between parameters are not mentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only
touched on by Schenker et al . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do
any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability. Several of the layers show significant
correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0.467 and 0.929),
but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,
scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

where p~ is capillary pressure, 'Y is surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and s is porosity.
The J function is a dimensionless function of saturation (S) . I expect that using such a scaling law
would affect predicted velocities quite significantly .

3/28/96 TSPA-95 velocity comparison .

After setting up the beta distribution function, 109 realizations of independently sampled matrix
properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) ;

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn) ;

3C Topopah Spring welded-composite (TSw) ;

3R Topopah Spring welded-repository (TSw) ;

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-vitric (CHnv) ;

6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz) ;

[4-3]
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7 Prow Pass welded (PPw) .

Printed : July 8, 1996

Parameters were calculated using make_param.m and placed in a Matlab binary file, param_uc_10000.mat .

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable
for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations . Accordingly, perti-
nent Matlab MOL routines were brought into ~HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols and stripped down
to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines . The overall run routine is
run~orward~et.m, which calls other routines as needed . The material-property routines are
calc_vg_wtcond .m, for the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as
presented by Klavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond .m, which represents my conceptu-
alization of the TOUGH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995) . Using
the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to
the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121 .2 m), (ii) CHnv (80.7 m), (iii) TSv (8 .4 m), and (iv)
TSw (111 .2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range
that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of
course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0 .05 mm/yr), and less than
two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,
which slows the solver down considerably. The runs were performed from the water table to the
repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level.

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a
matrix conductivity . In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are
assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to
the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,
fractures are treated as not present. Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix
and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual
with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures
were not active . However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution . Upon further
investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get
a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical
error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the

matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity. Neglecting the fractures,

pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the

fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is more than sufficient to push water downwards.

If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesmal upwards spatial increment

must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitesmal increment

must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched off. In a finite-volume code,

pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node . For the MOL approach,

there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length

scale.

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity

for every pressure, turns out to work but the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow

for reasonably small deltas (e.g ., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high and a low flux need be

considered, which should ease computational burden .

44/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in

another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought . The pressure

in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures are not forced to be

either fully on or fully off. Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure/saturation relationship

is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures . The lower capillary

pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures . The TRW procedure for

defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented ; I presume some cutoff saturation

stands in for zero (e.g ., 10-8) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used .

I implemented my understanding of the TRW ECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond .m.

Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000 .mat, I ran a total of 9 sets

of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0.1, and 0.01 mm/yr) and 3 ECM models (single-

pressure, or classical; Q = 1 ; and Q = 0 .95) . The Q-based ECM is the TRW ECM, where v is the

threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary

statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer. For each of

17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-

~`l-5 ~
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using calc_run .~ummary.m

and stored in summary output files with names such as ECM1-50_Q0.01_s-l.mat. The digits

following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000 .mat (here

realizations 1 through 50) . The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr. The

number after the "s" represents the ECM model Q (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM) . The

summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture

contents, etc. The quantities are labeled where defined in calc_run~ummary.m.

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) acid integral-average deviation

(V') are defined by

z
f VdZ

f dZ
z

f (V - V)2 dZ
V~ =

	

z
z
f dZ
z

The integrals are performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer .

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in

detail . The other information is stored for future examination .

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 ECM models, a

travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system :

4 Li
T=~

i-1 vrrr,iFmi+VfiFfi~

where Li is the thickness of layer i, F~�, and Ff are the fraction of flux in matrix and fractures,

V� ,, and Vj are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures .

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Matlab routine was

created, calc_5pt_stats .m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab

routine show_5pt_plots .m, the distribution for T is displayed in Figure 4-1 for the 3 models, the

two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vf . The TSPA-95 definition of Vj is incorrect,

dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content ; the two Vj conceptualization are

the correct and incorrect Vj definitions .

~4-6~
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Figure 4-1: 4/4/96. Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes, ECM

conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 4-1 .

. The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 4-1) yields almost .identical results as the

Q-based ECM with Q = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

~ The Q-based ECM with Q = 0.95 (denoted sig = 0 .95) yields slightly faster travel times than

the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel

time is found when fracture flow dominates (i .e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting

fracture flow) .

. Misrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel times, by a factor of

two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that
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the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA
measure.

The last two observations are somewhat surprising u priori, insofar as the low-infiltration
cases have very little fracture flow to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have
much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .
It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable
impact on overall travel time . In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, TSv, and CHnz layers
all exhibit significant fracture flow and only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix
flow . Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer; only those few
cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture
velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-
property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-
ure 4-1) . In Figure 4-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav~tat .m, the
success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for
the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-
locities and flux distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer. Curve B
uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the
average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10-is m/s. Curve D presents the
summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly .

Several observations can be drawn from Figure 4-2 .

~ In matrix-dominated flow (qt�,~ = 0 .01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a
modified Vj appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect
Vf yields consistently slow travel times.

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to
5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations .

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel
time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out .
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45/96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .
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Figure 4-2: 44/96. Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM
conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches .

As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various
assertions of the TSPA-95 approach . These were not used in the write-up of the audit. For
completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property
realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four
layers, and were created using Matlab routine show_plots .m. The size of the symbol represents
infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . Generally the ECM models only diverge
significantly with higher fluxes .

I I D

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-4, follows the same approach as Figure 4-3,
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TSw Matrix Vebdty (0 = 2, 0.1, and 0.01 mrNyr)
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except that the fracture velocities are shown instead . The plots were created using Matlab routine

show_plots .m. Not shown are the points with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there

are significant numbers of cases with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts

essentially zero . Note that low and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture

flow and these cases are not shown .

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-5, shows the fraction of flow in the fractures

versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using

Matlab routine show_plots .m . Again, cases without significant fracture flow or fracture velocity

are not shown . A very strong linear relationship occurs for the omitted points .

The fourth set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-G, shows the significant fracture velocities

versus the matrix velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots.m . By dividing both velocities by infiltration flux, the respective sets
of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold
range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix
velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-7, shows the frequency of occurrence for
matrix velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot_stats.m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10
log of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the

maximum velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped log

distribution is apparent .

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for
fracture velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot_stats .m . Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10 log
of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from 10-s cm/s to the maximum

velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 10-s cm/s were put into

the lowest bin .
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5 . Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number : 20-5704-193
Collaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

~HOME2/Matlab/ODE -~ $ODE
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Objective:

	

The first proposed objective put forth by Sitakanta on November 16, in a meeting
with Gordon and myself, is to examine vertical fluxes of both liquid and vapor at Yucca Mountain

under the influence of the geothermal gradient . Gordon used an ODE: Solver previously to handle

liquid fluxes only . Immediately after the meeting, Bill Murphy mentioned to me that he had
previously examined 14C fluxes and concluded that diffusion is the dominant mechanism. Quickly
checking this statement with a simple analytic solution for a homogeneous column, liquid flux may
be supported up to 10 mm/yr .

Based on the meeting and on the 14C results, the objective is two-fold : (i) create numer-

ical tools to integrate the steady-state flow and transport equations, using an ODE Solver where
applicable ; and (ii) use the tools to estimate what fluxes might be admissible with all sources of
information . As Matlab has ODE solvers built in, the tools will be developed in Matlab .

12/23/95 Governing Equations.

The basic nonisothermal multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport equations are the starting
point for the development. The development is presented in Stothoff (1995) .

Summary of governing equations

Mass balance

where

C7t (E`Y/haw`Y) + 0 ' (EaPaWaVa) + ~ ' .la - ~a - EallaLJaRma = ~,

.laa = EaPaWa(va - Va)~ (5-2)
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EQ. is the volume fraction for phase a,

pa

	

is the density of phase a,
wa

	

is the mass fraction of species i in phase a,
va	isthe mass-average velocity of phase a,

ja

	

is the non-advective flux of phase a,
Ra

	

is the external supply of species i in phase a, and
Sa

	

is the exchange of mass with other phases of species

The following additional constraints must also be obeyed :

Nphaee

1=
a=1

Nepec
i1 =

	

w«,
i=1

Nphaee Nepec

The following definition is used throughout to average from a species-defined variable, Ba, to a

Nepec
1 2

Ba = ~ WaBa
=i

Nepec
Z 1Va = ~ WQVQ .

i=i

Note that there are other, comparable, averaging definitions, such as molar-averaging or volume-

averaging (Bird et al ., 1960) .

The mass-averaged phase velocity for a fluid phase in a porous medium is assumed to be

described using Darcy's law, so that

where

Ear

i in phase a.
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q«

	

is the volumetric flux of phase a per unit area [L T-1],

vs is the velocity of the solid phase [L T-1],

k is the intrinsic permeability [L2 ],
is the mobility of phase a, or 1C,.a~~la,

k,.a

	

is the relative permeability of phase a, where kra = 1£ra (1'a) [-],
is the dynamic viscosity of phase a [ML-1T-1 ],

Pa	isthe pressure of phase a [ML-1T-2 ],
g is the acceleration due to gravity [L T-2], and
z is the elevation [L] .

ODE form for equations

The equations that will be considered for the ODE solver consist of mass balance for the water

species, mass balance for the liquid phase, mass balance for the total fluid mass, mass balance for

the 19C species, and global energy balance. The equations will all be steady state.

Mass balance equations for species

For mass balance of the water species in the aqueous phase, assume that dissolved species

cause negligible diffusive flux of the water species (ji = 0), the mass fraction of the water species

in the liquid water is approximately 1 (w~ = 1), and there is no external source of water. Subscript

l refers to the liquid (water) phase, superscript w refers to the water species.

~ ~ (E~PW) - Si = 0 .

	

( 5-9)

For mass balance of the water species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of vapor, but there may be gas-phase advection as well as diffusion within the gas phase . Subscript

g refers to the gas phase, superscript w refers to the water species (vapor) .

0
' \ E9P9w9 v9) + ~ ' [ E9P9w9 (v s - vs)] - Ss = 0.

	

(5-10)

For mass balance of the air species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of air . Subscript g refers to the gas phase, superscript a refers to the air species (a mixture of

everything but water vapor and '`~C .

[5-3)
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For mass balance of the 1`'C species in the liquid phase, assume there is no external source

of 14C. Subscript l refers to the liquid phase, superscript c refers to the 14 C species.

~ ~ (EtPtwimot) +~ ' [EtPtwi("i - mot)] - Si = 0 . (5-12)

For mass balance of the 14C species in the solid phase, assume there is no external source

of 14C, there is no movement of the solid phase, and there is no diffusion . Subscript s refers to the

solid phase, superscript c refers to the 1qC species.

Exchange of mass between phases

The water species is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

where

Ss - 0,

	

(5-13)

Exchange of the water species with the solid phase is assumed zero (SS = 0), as is exchange

of the air species with the solid phase (S3 = 0) .

Pvs = al exp[a2 - (a3~T) - a4 1n(T)]

	

(5-15)

pvs is saturated vapor density [M L-s],

pi is liquid water density [M L-s],
Pt

	

is the pressure of the liquid phase (water) [M L-1 T_ 2],

T is temperature [K],
R is the ideal gas coefficient [8.3143 J mole-1],

M�

	

is the molecular weight of water [18 gm mole-1 ] .

In the cgs system, al = 1, a2 = 46 .440973, a3 = 6790.4985, a~ = 6.02808, T is in degrees

Kelvin, and pvs is in units of gm cm-3 .

In addition, 1`'C is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

Pi = (I~d)~P9,

where (I(d)~ is a distribution coefficient (a typical value for Yucca Mountain is 40, according to

Murphy (1995)) .

[5-4]

(5-16)
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12/30/95 First Results.

The first sets of simulations were run over the past few days. The simulations considered liquid and

vapor fluxes for the UZ16 data set presented in (Baca et al ., 1994, pp . 7-19-7-25) . Two thermal

cases were considered, isothermal and linear temperature variation as a surrogate for the geothermal

gradient . For each thermal case, 6 moisture flux cases were considered, with input moisture fluxes

changing from 10-s to 100 mm/yr by an order of magnitude at a, time . A number of input

and coding errors were detected, but finally these were shaken out and the resulting simulations

were found to be comparable to the simulations in Baca et al . (1994) . The previous simulations

considered net downward fluxes of 0 .0086 mm/yr and 0 .0135 mm/yr, but did not consider fracture

flow . In the current work, a reference fractured continuum was assumed to exist in each unit having

low permeability (k < 10-s cm2 ) .

As might be suspected, vapor transport is not significant except for extremely small overall

fluxes, as vapor fluxes are generally on the order of 10-a mm/yr, with spikes in fluxes at interfaces

on the order of 10-s mm/yr to as much as 10 -2 mm/yr. Only the low-flow cases are much impacted

by this amount of vapor flux .

The simulations were generated using $ODE/run_ODE_sets.m, which calls a hierarchy

of additional files located in the same directory . Solutions are saved as 11~7cltlab mat files . Plotting

is done using $ODE/fancy_ODE_plots.m. A description of outputs is found in Table 5-1 .

Carbon-system chemistry

Table 5-1: File Description (12/30/95)

Printed : July 8, 1996

Murphy et al . (1996) consider the impact of near-field thermal loading on laC transport .

The geochemical model of the carbon system assumes local chemical equilibrium, and mass and

File Name Description

ODE_gTO.mat Liquid and vapor outputs assuming isothermal temperature of 20 °C . Variables

subscripted with l, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 refer to inposed downward fluxes of 10-3 ,
10-2 , 10-1 , 10°, 10 1 , and 102 mm/yr, respectively.

ODE-gTref.mat Same as ODE_gTO.mat, except assuming temperature gradient of 0.0177

°C/m, increasing downwards.
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where (1), (aq), (g), and (cc) refer to liquid, aqueous, gas, and calcite phases, respectively ; a~ denotes

the thermodynamic activity of species i, fcp2(g) denotes the fugacity of COZ(g), and fco2(g) is the

reference fugacity of COZ(g) (1 bar) . In addition to the species in reactions 5-17 to 5-21, Na+ is

included to represent other basic aqueous canons .

Local charge balance in the aqueous phase is represented by

111H+ - 1 - mNa+ + ZIriCa2+ = mxco3 + 2 n'co3- + n'oH-,

nCOz(g) + nCOz(aq) + nC03- + nHC03 + nCaC03(cc) = nC,

[5-6~

(5-27)

where m2 is the molality (number of moles per kg of solvent) of species i. Local mass conservation

for carbon is expressed . by

(5-28)

where na is the number of moles of species i . Similarly, local mass conservation for calcium is

expressed by

(5-29)

Sodium is conserved in the aqueous phase. The mass of H 2O is conserved in the hydrologic model,

and the equilibrium distribution between gas and liquid phases is also calculated in the hydrologic

charge conservation . Closely following Murphy et al . (1996), the chemical reactions are:

H+ +OH- = H20(l) (5-17)

H+ ~- C03- = HC03 (5-18)

H20(l) ~- COZ(aq) = H+ + HC03 (5-19)

H20(l) 4- COZ(g) = H+ 4- HC03 (5-20)

H+ -~ CaC03(cc) = Cat+ + HC03 (5-21)

and the corresponding mass-action relations are:

h1 aH2o(~) (5-22)
aH+aOH-

h2
axco3= (5-23)

aH+aC03_

IC
aH+aHC03

= (5-24)3
aH20(l)aC02(aq)

aH+
It4

aHCO-a= (5-25)
(fco2(s)~

~
cot

(
s) )aHzo(t)

K
aCa2+aHC03

= (5-26)5 aH+a'CaCOs(cc)
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model. The system is completely oxidized, so there are no oxidation-reduction reactions relevant

to the system .

Thermodynamic activities in the mass action relations 5-22 to 5-26 are related to the number

of moles and to molalities by

1/1/96 More Theory.

Energy balance

where

a;=mi 'Y;=

Napec
1

nz'Yi
Wx2o

,

I - - ~ m7Z4 >z a-i

(5-30)

where y; is the activity coefficient of aqueous species i and WH 2 p is the mass of H20(l) in the

representative volume. Activity coefficients are calculated according to

(5-32)

where I is the ionic strength and z1 is the electrical charge of species i (Helgeson, 1969), and A, ai,
B, and B are empirical coefficients .

Assuming Dalton's law is valid for the low pressure gas phase, the C02 (g) fugacity is related

to the number of moles of gaseous C02 by the ideal gas law,

f~o2(g) = P~o2(s) = nco2(g)RT/ES,

	

(5-33)

where P~oz(s) is the partial pressure of C02 .

Following the Stothoff (1995) documentation, energy balance is defined by

C7t (EapaWava) + ~ ~ (EaPaWaUaVa) + ~ ' Ea lqe -1- t ' V)a - 'Sea - EaPaWaRea - 0,
(5-34)
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U is internal energy per unit mass,

qe is the heat flux,
t is the stress tensor,

Sea	isthe exchange of energy from other species and other phases,

Rea

	

is the supply of energy from external sources.

Note that there is a change in energy when a species changes phase (i .e ., latent heat) or

when a species reacts (i .e ., radioactive decay, endothermal reactions, exothermal reactions) .

Summing over all species in each phase,

8t (EaPaUa) + ~ ~ (EaPaHaVa) + ~ ' (Ea~lea) - Sea - Ea/~aRea = 0.

	

(5-35)

The global energy balance equation results from summing over all phases, thereby cancelling out

the Sea terms (since they must sum to zero) .

Bird et al . (1960) give an excellent description of mass and energy fluxes for multiple

components within a single phase. The following section summarizes the Bird et al . (1960) results .

where

The total energy flux relative to the mass average velocity, ge,.ei, is given by

q(~)

q(d)

q(~)

In summary,

is the conductive energy flux,
is the energy flux caused by interdiffusion, and
is the Dufour flux, or flux caused by mechanical driving forces .

where k is the instantaneous local thermal conductivity,

Printed : July 8, 1996

S~5

1Vepec
H;,q(d) _ ~ MEJ~,

	

(5-38)

where Ha is the partial molal enthalpy of species i, and M, is the molecular weight of species i.

Bird et al . (1960) term q(~) complex and usually of minor importance .

In terms of the energy flux with respect to stationary coordinates, getot,

r

	

( )
~Ietot = gerel + ~7r ' V~ + P(U + -V2 ) V,

	

5-39

~5-8]

(5-36)
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where ~ is the pressure tensor (t-1-Pb) . When ql~), [t " v], and (2pv2)v are of negligible importance

(which occurs for most porous medium situations, parenthetically), getot can be approximated by

Definition of non-advective fluxes

Again following Bird et al . (1960), nonadvective fluxes within a phase are broken into four

components : (i) ordinary diffusion j~x) , (ii) pressure diffusion j(n) , (iii) forced diffusion j(s) , and (iv)

thermal diffusion j~T) . These are defined by

where

negative .

,( ) -
c2

Napec

	

Napec

pRT ~ M'M' D'a

	

X~ ~ (aYk ) T,P,X
~Xk

	

,
~_1

	

k 1

	

s~j,k
~~7

(P)

	

_-C2 Napec

	

Vj

	

1

	

1

~i -

	

~ MiM7D2.7 X7 7

	

lpRT ._

	

M
(Mj

	

pl
~PJ

~.1

(5-40)

(5-41)

(5-42)

2 Napec

	

Napec
j(s) =

pRT
~` MiMjDij XjMj

	

bj - ~ P~b~

	

(5-43)
j=1

	

k=1

5-44

c is the molar density of the solution [mole L-s],

Xi

	

is the mole fraction of species i (Xi = ci/c),

Dij is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient,
b is the external force,
G is the partial molal free enthalpy (Gibbs free energy) (J/IVI], and

V is the partial molal volume.

i-1

Napec

i=1

Note that when NsPec > 2 the quantities Dij and Dji are not in general equal, and may in fact be

[5-~]

The Dij and DT have the following properties :

0 = Dii, (5-45)
Napec

0 = ~ DT, (5-46)
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Bird et al . (1960) comment on these quantities as following . 7.'here may be net movement

of the species in a mixture through pressure diffusion if there is a pressure gradient on the system,

but this term is very small unless centrifuging is occurring . The forced diffusion term is primarily

important in ionic systems, in which the external force on an ion is equal to the product of the

ionic charge and the local electric field strength, thus each ionic species may be under the influence

of a different force. Gravity acts on each species equal and j(9) = 0 . The thermal diffusion term is

quite small unless very steep temperature gradients are imposed .

When considering a binary mixture, the relationship (dGA)Tp = RTdIn aA can be used to

define an alternate form of j~~ l ,

of temperature and composition.

l

	

5-48jAx) -
-j1B) = PNIAMBDAg (aln YA/ T,Pv~A .

	

(

	

)

In natural waters in a porous medium, pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion are negligible .

Generally dissolved species are so dilute that nonadvective mass flux is adequately described with

binary ordinary diffusion, each species with liquid water .

When considering ordinary diffusion in multicomponent gases at low density (i .e ., atmo-

spheric pressures), the ordinary diffusion equation becomes

2 Nepec
Cj(> _ - ~ MiM;D~~X~

	

5-49
P ~-t

The Did coefficients depend on concentration.

Definition of ODE treatment of chemistry

In the spirit of the ODE treatment of water fluxes, the fluxes of the elements in the system

are assumed to be spatially invariant, since the system is assumed to be at steady state . Thus, qc,

qca, and glva are assumed to be constants. An approach for specifying these values is by assuming

that the flux at the top boundary for each element is completely advective . Given the concentration

at the top and the liquid flux, the mass flux for each element is completely specified throughout

the domain .

Chemistry is specified based on the mass balance equation for carbon and the charge balance

equation (Equations 5-28 and 5-27) . The mass action equations and thermodynamic relationships

are substituted into the balance equations, yielding a pair of equations in two unknowns, axco3
and aH . Note that the balance equations are functions of activity coefficients, which are functions

[5- 10)
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1/4/96 Data.

Since the geochemistry is a function of temperature, thermal properties of the Yucca Mountain

stratigraphy are necessary . Thermal properties from Table C-1 in Sandia National Laboratories

(1994) is copied in Table 5-2.

Table 5-2: Thermal properties from TSPA-1993 .

1/16/96 Results and close-out of project .

Due to the reorganization of projects at the CNWRA, the Performance Assessment Research

Project is being closed out . Accordingly, this entry serves to close out the contribution under

the current organizational structure. It is anticipated that the geochemistry work may continue

under the new KTI for Ambient Flow, and some of the hydrology work may as well . Today's entry

identifies the conclusions from the work thus far.

The simulations run to date have assumed one of two thermal conditions : (i) isothermal, with

no thermal gradient, and (ii) linear thermal gradient, with no consideration of thermal properties or

energy transport. For the second case, it is assumed that thermal conduction far outweighs energy

redistribution through advective means (liquid and vapor fluxes) . The data in Table 5-2 indicates

that thermal conductivity is relatively uniform, with somewhat lower conductivity in the PTn unit

and almost twice as high in the TSw2 unit, so the linear assumption shouldn't be too bad .

The set of simulations are described in the entry for 12/30/95 . The plots were finalized

Upper Lower Thermal
Contact Contact Conductivity Heat Capacitance

Unit (m) (m) (W/mK) T < 94°C 94°C < T < 114°C 114°C < T

TCw 0 36.0 1.65 2.0313 9 .3748 2 .0979

PTn 36.0 74.1 0.85 2.2286 29.3110 1 .5236

TSwl 74.1 204.2 1.60 2.0775 12.2655 2 .0219

TSw2 204 .2 383.5 2 .10 2.1414 10.4768 2 .1839

TSw3 393 .5 409.3 1.28 2.0530 4 .5193 2.5535

CHnly 409 .3 414.5 1.20 2.5651 35.3680 1 .6702

CHnlz 414 .5 518.5 1 .28 2.6709 35.3854 2.2835
CHn2 518 .5 535.2 1 .30 2.5512 22.3349 1 .9599
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today from the previous simulations. Plots of resulting distributions from the isothermal case are

shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2; corresponding plots of the linear-thermal-gradient case are shown in

Figures 5-3 and 5-4. In general, increasing flux rates yield increasing moisture content, saturation,

and pressure . The color schemes for the lines are consistent through all plots . Gaps in fracture

distributions occur in several nonwelded units, where it was assumed that no fractures exist.

Based on the Figures 5-1 through 5-4, the geothermal gradient at Yucca Mountain should

result in vapor fluxes less than 10_s mm/yr, except for spikes at interfaces between highly contrast-

ing material properties . Accordingly, it can be concluded that whenever overall fluxes are greater

than 1 mm/yr, vapor fluxes are completely insignificant and can be neglected . As a consequence, it

can be concluded that the impact of the geothermal gradient on water fluxes is not large at Yucca

Mountain unless extremely low fluxes exist. On the other hand, there may be some (presumably

relatively small) impact on the geochemistry ; this issue remains to be examined under the new

KTI .
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Figure 5-1 : Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the zero-

thermal-gradient case . UZ-16 material properties are used . Zero elevation represents ground sur-

face, and the bottom is an assumed water table.
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6 . Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators:

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE ~ $ODE

Objective:

	

This work is a continuation of work started under the Performance Assessment Re-

search Project. Due to reorganization of the CNWRA projects, the previous task was discontinued .

Goals of the previous task are being followed here .

2/6/96 Development of 3D ODE solver .

An idea had occurred to me when the ODE project was first presented, which is to use the Runge-

1Cutta integration for a heterogeneous steady-state 3D flow domain . As a brief recap, the 1D solver

using the ODE formalism integrates in the z direction the steady-state flow equation in the form

where thermal and vapor effects are neglected for simplicity. The subscripts v and h in the following

refer to vertical and horizontal, respectively . This is actually a simplification of the full statement,

subject to appropriate boundary conditions .

__

	

_aP

	

_az _
9v

	

Ii (P) ( ax + P9 ax ) -
constant,

	

(G-1)

o . q=o, , (G-2)

Due to the essentially 1D nature of flow in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, it

may be possible to extend the procedure to 3D in a computationally profitable manner . By as-

suming gravity drainage along a top or bottom boundary with a known boundary flux distribution

(presumably top offers advantages since flux information is specified from shallow conditions), the

equations can be integrated in one direction, yielding

z
qv ~- f Oh ' qh dz = 0

	

(6-3)
zo

for each of several columns . There is an associated total-vertical-flux conservation equation,

N

Qtot =~W = constant,

	

(6-4)
-i
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which can be used to normalize horizontal fluxes calculated between adjacent columns. The practi-

cal case uses perfectly horizontal layers to hold information required for the integrations . It will be

necessary to carry along cumulative lateral fluxes . A purely 1D solutio~i using the generic matlab

ode23 routine requires many thousands of vertical steps; however, this might be improved by taking

into account stratigraphy.

2/18/96 3D ODE solver code development outline.

The idea is to develop a simple steady-state flow solver suitable for handling 1D, 2D, and 3D

test cases. The immediate presentation need is for a paper due in 10 days. There are two Yucca

Mountain applications that such a solver would be very useful for, examining PTn shedding and

providing initial conditions in a heterogeneous medium . Future extensions to the geothermal regime

and perhaps to geochemistry are possible as well .

The application is firmly in the method of lines (MOL) camp, which treats all but one of

the coordinate directions in adifferential equation uniformly and integrates the remaining direction

in a different way. Most MOL applications integrate time as the odd direction. The twist here

is that one of the space directions is the odd direction, as time is not a factor . In 1D, the idea

is nothing new. I haven't run across the idea in higher dimensions, which is not to say that

other applications have never been made. There are related ideas that have been used, in formally

vertically averaging strongly horizontal situations . In porous-media flow simulations, Phillips (1991)

discusses applications where the lateral pressure gradient is essentially constant over the vertical .

Jeff Laible and I discussed a shallow-water application where the pressure equation is vertically

integrated, but the vertical integration is done numerically. We also discussed this in regard to the

Princeton Transport Code. I sent him email today requesting a reference on this idea if he has it .

As with boundary elements, compatible pressures and normal fluxes are required along all

boundaries . In 1D, if a pressure and a flux condition are specified, and there are no sources or

sinks, the problem is fully specified by integrating from the known-pressure boundary to the other

boundary. In any other case, an interative (shooting) procedure is required, where successive values

of boundary fluxes are tried until compatibility is achieved . I believe that the higher-dimensional

solver should use a staged approach, where first a 1D solution is obtained by using equivalent

material properties to get approximate solutions, then subdividing columns to get successively

more refined solutions . It may be possible to subdivide one column at a time .

The formalism for the approach is as follows . Starting with a steady-state mass balance

[6-2]
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equation,

integrating vertically,

and integrating horizontally,

zl

~lz)

	

~lz)

	

~lz) z

f °h~ghd~=°h'qh f dS2= f n~ghdQ,
0

f n ~ qh dQ

	

f n ' qh dQ

Printed : July 8, 1996

z2

S2(z)

	

zi

the formal set of equations are developed,
z

Note that Q includes internal sources and lateral boundary conditions . Also note that the procedure

can accommodate variable horizontal cross sections [S2 = S2(z)], such as might occur if the top and

bottom boundaries slope.

Another way to look at the problem is on the differential level, creating a system of ordinary

diffential equations . Starting with the steady-state mass balance equation,

(

and if Yl = P, Y2 = qz, and (~)~ refers to a(.)/az, two equations are obtained :

YZ = -IC(Yl)[~'i + P9z~]

	

~

	

Yi = -[Y2/I((Yl)] - P9z,

	

(6-l0)

Assuming that Oh ~ qh is constant within a column yields the integral form for divergence,

Oh . qh __ a
f dS2

	

a

	

A

	

(6_12)

[6-3]
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The first cut prototype to check out the idea will be located in $HOME2/Matdab/MoL. The

program design assumes that a number of vertical columns are specified at the finest horizontal

scale desired. The horizontal equations will be solved using finite-volume ideas as a quick first cut,

so that lateral fluxes will be handled with a set of connection arrays, including pointers to columns

and physical variables . Of course, finite element or finite difference ideas could be applied.

For each column, running values of P and 8P/~z are maintained by the ODE solver . In

addition, there will need to be a running total of qv(z) . For the differential approach, this is also

maintained by the ODE solver .

In general, one would be able to integrate either bottom up or top down . For the first cut,

bottom up will be assumed . Thus, the integration steps that must be followed by the program

include : (i) given the current-level pressure, calculate lateral fluxes and vertical conductivity ; (ii)

update the vertical fluxes ; (iii) calculate the vertical pressure gradient ; (iv) let the ODE solver pre-

dict the next level for pressure . Wrapped around the vertical integration procedure is a boundary-

condition compatibility update procedure. This will need to be discussed with Gordon ; today only

the vertical integration will be worked on .

The representation of system geometry and material heterogeneity is a critical step . One

option is to use a finite-difference or finite-element representation, which is particularly appropriate

if the solution is required for initial conditions . If the method is to be used as a standalone

procedure, it is better to use the actual layering geometry due to the very high vertical resolution

that will end up being used . For the PTn layering, the second approach is better ; to test against

other methods, the first approach is better . I suppose that I should test it first . Sigh .

A few test problems occur to me. The simplest is a deep homogeneous domain with a strip

source and gravity drainage or a water table at the bottom . The next simplest is a homogeneous

domain with boundary conditions so that flow turns a corner . Adding layers is next, then holes in

the layers . Robustness might be checked at a first cut with a lateral-flow problem .

2~19~96 Boundary condition issues .

I discussed the issue of boundary condition matching with Gordon today. A difficulty with the

approach is that boundary conditions are typically specified for pressure, normal flux, or a linear

combination of pressure and normal flux along all boundaries in the domain . The difficulties

arise where the columns terminate (i .e ., the top and bottom of the domain) . The MOL approach

discussed above requires that both pressure and normal flux are specified at one boundary and both

~6- `l~
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are integrated to reach the other with no impact from the other boundary condition. Accordingly,

the MOL approach requires an excess of information at the first end and a deficit at the other.

To remedy this problem, the over-specified boundary condition at the bottom must be adjusted so

that the specified boundary condition at the top is exactly specified . A shooting method will be

used for this purpose .

Using the notation y for the boundary condition vector at the underspecified end and ~ for

the over-specified boundary condition, an update to the current ~ value is found using Newton's

method, which is a steepest-descent method . The process is summarized by

~'`+r = ~~ + off,

2~22~96 Interim results and perturbation theory.

(s-13)

(s-14)

where y refers to the predicted value at iteration k and y is the recruired value. The Jacobian

matrix (matrix of gradients) will be evaluated using numerical perturbation ; some testing will be

necessary to evaluate the perturbation size . It may be desirable to use the Newton step as a descent

direction and do some line-searching, since each entry in the Jacobian matrix requires a simulation .

A prototype for the quasi-1D approach was coded using Matlab files rifleman.m, generic_rifle-

man_prime.m, and probleml .m, all in directory ~HOME2/Matlab/MoL. These files respectively

represent a somewhat generic shooting algorithm, a shell for the matlab ODEsolver, and a collection

of code bits implementing a simple problem all packaged into one file . Additional problems could

be examined by copying the probleml .m file and modifying the problem-dependent bits .

The problem of interest is a rectangular domain with a bottom water table boundary con-

dition, no-flow sides, and a strip mass source across part of the top and no flow for the remainder.

Purely unsaturated conditions were examined, with only liquid considered . The nominal dimen

sions were 100 cm x 100 cm, with saturated conductivity of 10 -s cm/sec, van Genuchten m of 0.2,

and bubbling pressure of 104 gm/cm-s2 . Ranges of source strengths, width-to-height ratios, and

conductivity anisotropy ratios were examined. Also, low-permeability inclusions were considered.

In general, once obvious bugs were removed it was found that the procedure only works well

if there is minimal divergence of flow . Such situations occurred when the lateral dimension is much

greater than the vertical dimension or when the horizontal conductivity is much smaller than the

vertical conductivity (!) . Even sneaking up on more stringent problems by gradually relaxing the
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constraining parameter did not seem to work . In general, conditions where the non-1D approach

work are rare, leading to doubts as to the method's utility . Still, the 1D solver is very powerful, so

additional work is warranted.

Problems popped up in two ways . Occasionally the ODE solver was presented with bottom

conditions that were incompatible with a solution, and at least one column formed a dessication

singularity. Even when the integration was successful, the shooting method was not guaranteed to

work, as the Jacobian matrix can become extraordinarily poorly scaled . Poor scaling occurs when

the top and bottom boundary conditions are not connected strongly, such as occurs when a zone

of gravity drainage exists to sever the linkage.

Several ideas are still percolating :

~ Integrate in the other direction .

~ Do some sort of vertically averaged horizontal solution in conjunction with the vertical sweep.

~ Create intermediate unknowns close enough together to maintain connection and solve a

coupled set of shooting problems .

Use perturbation ideas to build up a set of solutions .

I have doubts about the first idea, simply because conservation of difficulty pops up. The second

and third ideas might be left for future work, since they would take some time to work out.

The perturbation approach would start by doing a true 1D solution, properly averaging all

lateral heterogeneities and accommodating lateral boundary conditions and sources. The next step

is to build a system of equations that represents perturbation due to lateral behavior . The system

would presumably be built up by halving each column . In the following, unperturbed variables

are denoted by overbars and perturbed variables are denoted by carets (hats) . The unperturbed

equations are written :

_ aqv

	

f~ ~ q + Q

	

az

	

+ L~h ~ Qh + Q] _ ~,

and if Yl = P, Y2 = qz, and (~)~ refers to a( . )/8z, two equations are obtained:

Y2 = -It (Yi)LYi + P9z7

	

~

	

Yi = -[Yz/k (Yl)J - P9z~,

	

(6-16)

L6-6]

(6-15)
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written

yielding

Subtracting the unperturbed solution from the overall system, the perturbed system is

Y2+Y2 +P9z~+Yi
JK(P)

_ - ~
K(P)a

+ P9z~ - Ii (Yl ) - P9z~

It(P) +Ya (K(P)

	

It(Yl ))]'

Ya = _~~h ' qh -1- Q]~

2~24~96 More interim results and perturbation theory.

(6-18)

(6-19)

(6-20)

The perturbed solution technique was coded up in Matdab, in problem2 .m, which is basically the

same problem that was looked at in probleml .m . Indeed the perturbation technique seems to be

more robust than the direct technique and should be kept as the preferred option .

Several insights are coming forth on the procedure . It is obvious that the impact of variation
in top and bottom boundary conditions damps out at some distance from the boundary. The result

of this observation is that small perturbations from the 1D solution grow with integration distance,

sooner or later causing a singularity in the perturbation solution . The stronger the ability for

horizontal flux, the sooner the singularity arises . Thus, as anisotropy becomes strongly preferential

to the horizontal, the 1D assumption becomes better . In the two limiting cases of anisotropy, then,

strongly horizontal or strongly vertical, 1D approaches become appropriate, as a series or in parallel .

Not coincidentally, these are just the cases that are found to work best using the ODE approach .

Note that doing streamtube analysis, apportioning fluxes transverse to the flow direction strictly

due to conductivity, is most appropriate in these two limiting cases. Winding high-permeability

zones provide the worst case .

In a homogeneous domain, it appears that if a gravity drainage (zero pressure gradient)

zone occurs, there is no lateral flow and the zones above and below the gravity drainage zone are

decoupled. A practical implication of this observation is that the 1D solution can be determined
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for a column, then the column can be partitioned into zones of gravity drainage and zones with

lateral flow . Each lateral-flow zone bounded by gravity-drainage zones must be solved indepen-

dently . Gravity-drainage zones cast be identified by integrating a perturbation from a boundary or

a discontinuity until the deviation is large, say a few of orders of magnitude; this distance is the

practical distance for constructing a Jacobian and should be equivalent to gravity drainage .

It seems that higher overall fluxes shorten the distance to singularity . One might predict

that heterogeneity would shorten the elevation required to reach gravity drainage, due to locally

higher fluxes .

An algorithm for performing layer identification for sloping layers was coded in layer~eg-

regate.m . Using the UZ-16 data, PTn shedding will be examined for an example in the CMWR

paper Gordon and I are contemplating. The PTn problem may necessitate doing 2D anisotropy

for layering .

2/25/96 Tilting anisotropy .

In order to handle sloping layers, cases where the principal directions are not aligned with the

gravity vector must be considered . Darcy's law is written

In 2D component form, this corresponds.to

The perturbation equations become

q - -K ~ (DP + P90zO

	

(6-21)

aP

	

C8P
P

~z\
q~ _ -h.~~ax - h~z

	

az + 9~z

	

,
aP CaP azl .

qz = -I(zxax - hzz

	

8z +P9 ~z

In ODE form, with the z coordinate vertically upward,

-

	

YZ	It_

	

z~_8Y1
Yt I~ y -P9-K fix'zz (

	

1)

	

zz

q~ _ -Ii~~~~ - ICz (Yi + P9)

~z

	

c~z

	

~z

Y2 + 1'a = -hzz(P) [1'i + yi + P9] - Kz~(P) ax (Yt + yt )

[6-8~

(6-22)

(s-2s)

(6-24)

(6-25)

(6-26)
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yielding for the pressure perturbation

y' _i

and yielding for the flux perturbation

3/5/96 Update.

Ya
+

Ya
+ P9 -~-

Kz~ (P) _a (Yl -1- Yi ) -~ Yl
[I~zz(P)

	

hzz(P) ax

Y2+Y2
+P9+

Kzx(P) _a (Y~~- ~'~) -

	

Y2

	

-Py_ Kzy(~'~) a~'~
[hzz(I')

	

I1zz (P) ~x

	

I(zz(~'1)

	

I{zz(Y~) ax

Y2	K z~ (P) 8Y1

	

Y2

	

aY1 Iiz~ (p)
P-Y, +Y'

Iizz (P) + Itzz (P) 8x

	

+

	

Iizz (p) + ax I<zz (p) ]

	

--

	

'
YP 1

ax { [-Ii~~(P)
8x (Yi +Yi) - It~z (P) ~~'i + ~'i + P9~,

- I - I~xx (~'1) ax - IC~z (Yl ) (Yl + P9) I } - Q,

a {-x~x(P) axl - Ic~z(P)Y~ - fh~~(P) - h~~(Yl)] axl
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Over the last few days, I tried several methods for calculating multiple columns, spawning a series
of Matdab files entitled probleml .m, problem2.m, etc., through problem5.m. The key seems

to have been found in problem5 .m, which goes back to the original non-incremental approach

and gets minus signs in the right places . With problem5.m, I am able to solve some several-layer

problems with permeability ten times greater in the direction tangential to the layering,, with the

layers tilted six degrees and infiltration clustered in one quarter of the domain. Gravity-drainage

boundary conditions are imposed on the bottom and down-dip sides. Using the UZ-16 data between

35 m and 80 m, this problem converges for four columns and comes close for eight. I notice that

the total lateral diversion is pretty close for the one-column, two-column, and four-column cases,

even though the individual columns do not have the average values, suggesting that 1D simulations

may be sufficient to give a good idea of the final conclusions.

In the process of testing this problem, I tried some three-layer problems using "representa-

tive" layers for the PTn and the adjacent layers . I noticed that in some cases I get almost total

lateral diversion in the layer above the PTn (as much as 99.8 percent), and in other cases less than
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15 percent, for surface infiltration of 10 mm/yr over a 500-m domain . After some experimentation,

it turns out that the TC hackly layer is the key lateral-diversion layer ; without it, generally no

more than 15 percent is diverted in the PTn zone, no matter how detailed the stratigraphy. It

doesn't seem to matter whether another (lower-permeability) welded tuff unit is below (presum-

ably forming a permeability barrier) or a higher-permeability non-welded tuff is below, presumably

forming a capillary barrier. If indeed infiltration ranges up to an average of 30 mm/yr as the Flints

say, this could be the layer that allows the rather low deep percolation rates that are inferred from

other evidence . Where does this layer go? Is it breached by washes? What about faults? Some

followup studies are in order!

3/13/96 Verification work.

Over the last few days, Gordon, Ross, and Goodluck have become involved in verification exercises .

Gordon has coded up a point-source (Warrick and Loman, 1977) and astrip-source analytic solution

by Warrick faxed to Rachid Ababou June 4, 1992 . Both steady-state analytic solutions require

exponential permeabilities . Goodluck is using Multiflo, and Ross is using Bigflow. We have settled

on one comparison problem, based on the domain used in the Bigflow documentation. The domain

is 64 cm horizontally, 1 m vertically, with no-flow side boundary conditions, a water table bottom

boundary condition, and the strip source top condition. In order to have comparable van Genuchten

and Gardner relative permeabilities, the Tiva Canyon hackly unit was selected for a comparison, as

the two relative permeability distributions are very similar . However, the alpha parameter causes

problems for the analytic solution, so the parameter was increased by a factor of ten . Exercises

to date have used an infiltration rate of 1 mm/yr, which is about 1/24 of the saturated hydraulic

conductivity.

In general, the analytic solution is the fastest when it works, while Bigflow and Multiflo

are the slowest . The method-of-lines approach works well for this domain with up to 8 columns,

but 16 columns give it fits . No direct comparisons have been made yet, but the analytic and

method-of-lines seem to be in qualitative agreement .

3/18/96 Analytic perturbation evaluation.

The evaluation exercises pointed out a few coding problems in the method-of-lines routines . Prop-

erly evaluating conductivity values was one problem, so that all 2D results to date are suspect .

After fixing these problems, only 4 columns can be solved rising numerical evaluation for pertur-

[6- 1 0]
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bations on the relatively easy comparison problem. It appears that the analytic solution and the

Bigflow solution are very close, while the Multiflow solution and the MOL solution are reasonably

close but suffer from lack of horizontal resolution . When 8 columns were tried, problems became ev-

ident : (i) inability to integrate forward solutions, due to bad bottom conditions ; (ii) highly variable

perturbations required to numerically evaluate gradients of top boundary conditions with respect

to the bottom overspecified condition; and (iii) nonexistent convergence to a solution .

As inaccurate evaluation of the boundary-condition gradients can pollute the solution pro-

cess, direct evaluation of the gradients is highly desirable. The initial-value equations do allow a

direct gradient solution, by differentiating the equations with respect to pressure and imposing a

boundary-condition perturbation at the bottom.

(6-29)

(6-30)

letting ~ = dP/dY and B = dqy/dY, where Y is the boundary condition variable being differenti-

ated, the new differential equations are written

_a~ _ _

	

__
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hyy ax ~
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= ax [IC~~ax +

	

dP ~ ( ax + P9 ax ) ~- K~y
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dP ~ ( ay + P9 aylJ
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azl

	

, CaP

	

az)~~ .
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+ x~y
ay + P9
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The prime (') in the above equations denotes differentiation with respect to P, and differentials of

fractions are expanded using the formula

dx ~9~

	

ga Cg dx - fdx ) ~

	

(6-33)

(6-31)

(6-32)

The same quarter-strip-source test problem that was examined against the analytic so-

lution was retried using the new approach . Matlab files rifleman_ap.m, rifle_prime_base .m,

rifle_prime_grad .m, evalGradCoef.m, baseEval .m, and gradEval.m were created to han

dle the analytic perturbation approach and cmwrll_prob_2.m defined the problem. Amazingly
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enough, the new approach worked the first time all obvious coding mistakes Matlab complained

about were removed, both for the no-flow lateral boundaries and for a tilted domain with gravity

drainage lateral boundary conditions . The new approach definitely worked better than the numer-

ical differentiation approach, particularly in the elimination of guesswork in selecting perturbation

increments and to some extent in providing higher-quality Jacobian entries. The method did not,

however, allow more columns to be solved for than the numerical perturbation approach .

By varying the length of the domain and the number of columns, it became clear that cases

that allow a unit perturbation to grew to more than about 1016 do not converge while cases with

perturbations growing to less than about 10 13 do converge . For the same domain, as the number

of columns increases, the perturbation growth increases dramatically (e.g ., four columns may yield

1012 while eight columns might yield 10 17 ) . When convergence does occur, it usually takes no more

than three Newton steps for the few cases run (which are barely nonlinear due to the choice of

material properties) .

Insofar as the approach so far uses highly accurate integration approaches but is still limited

by integration path length, it appears that subdividing the integration path and introducing inter-

mediate unknowns may be the solution to the difficulty. An intermediate level might be introduced

at a point where a perturbation grows to 1012 , for example.

One method for attacking the subdivision approach is to use piecewise sensitivities to boot-

strap up one level at a time . Over some intermediate interval, changes in the unknowns can be

propagated by requiring that the change in an unknown at the upper end of the interval is caused

by the change in the unknowns at the lower end of the interval, or
N

	

n-~1dug

	

Dui = Dud'+1 .
i=1 du;

At the bottom boundary (i = 1), an additional set of equations appear requiring that Due = 0 for

specified-pressure or specified-flux conditions, or ~u2 = ~u~ (Dug) for gravity-drainage conditions .

At the top boundary, a set of equations similar to the previous formulation is applied, enforcing

the requirement that the top boundary condition is satisfied . The matrix form of the problem is

JN(red)

-I JN_1,N_2

-I J n,n_1

-I Jz , l

[6- 12]

Yec - YBc

0

0
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where I is the identity matrix, Jn,~,_1 is the Jacobian of level-n unknowns with respect to level-

(n - 1) unknowns, Jnr(red) is the reduced Jacobian, or Jacobian of top boundary conditions with

respect to the level-(N - 1) unknowns, and YBC - YBC represents the difference between the top

boundary conditions and the desired values . The specified-boundary-condition part of the lower

boundary values red~ices the number of bottom equations by the number of specified conditions .

The number of equations balances the number of unknow~is when there are the same number of

over-specified bottom conditions as there are under-specified top conditions .

Phillips, O. M. 1991 . Flow and Reactions in Permeable Rocks. Cambridge, England: Cambridge

University Press.

Warrick, A . W. and D. O. Loman . 1977 . Flow From a Line Source Above a Shallow Water Table .

Soil Science Society of America Journal ,~1, 849-852 .
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7. Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media

Account Number: As noted
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories: $HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG

Objective :

	

Develop methodology to examine steady-state flows iii porous media using boundary

integral techniques . Boundary integral methods have been used for saturated steady-state flows for

decades; unsaturated steady-state flows have been considered for at least a decade using the quasi-

linear approximation. Variably saturated discrete-fracture networks were considered by Rasmussen

(1987) . To the best of my knowledge, unsaturated porous-medium flow simulations have been lim-

ited to homogeneous infinite or semi-infinite problems, perhaps interacting with saturated bulbs or

with a finite-element mesh . Fracture simulations have been limited to saturated discrete fractures

and to discrete-fracture networks in an impermeable matrix . It is of interest to develop methodology

to relax the quasilinear assumption (i) to handle generic relative permeability functions, including

fracture continua embedded in a porous matrix (i .e ., the equivalent continuum approach) ; (ii) to

handle multiple material zones (e.q ., layering) ; and (iii) to handle discrete fractures in an unsat-

urated porous matrix . Such methodology would be useful for examining ambient-flow conditions

at Yucca Mountain, including generating initial conditions for transient simulations. I expect the

approach would be quite competitive for these applications ; unfortunately, it is not clear how to

extend the approach to coupled problems .

1/28/96 Multi-continuum boundary elements .

Steady-state unsaturated flow in a porous medium has been successfully simulated using boundary

elements under the condition that the relative permeability is approximated using the exponential

function, Ii (P) = Iio exp(~3P) . (note P < 0 when unsaturated) . With this assumption, the Kirchhoff

transform can be applied and the governing equation,

can be transformed to
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80

	

(7-2)X20 + P9~az = 0.
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There are Green's functions for this equation :
_ 1

where a - pg~/2 and Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0.

The Kirchhoff transform is
P

O = ~ K(P) dP

	

so that

	

dP = K(I') .

	

(7-5)

With exponential relative permeability,

O = IilQ

	

(7-6)

vo = dPVP
= x(P)vP

	

(7-7)

v(hvz) = Iiv2z ~- vz ~ vx = vz ~ vx

_8It _dlidPaO_ 1dIi80

	

dlnli c~0

	

_80
az

	

dPd0 az

	

Ii dP az

	

dP

	

az - ~ ~z

[7- 2]

(7-g)

The difficulty with using the transform arises from the gravity term . A general relative permeability

can easily be used when gravity is not present (8Ii/8z - 0), but the need for dIi/d0 to be constant

for the Green's function approach to work restricts the method in general.

In general, boundary element approaches are effective when material properties are piecewise

constant. For saturated-flow problems, material discontinuities are readily treated by discretizing

the discontinuity and enforcing pressure and normal-flux continuity to eliminate unknowns . For

unsaturated-flow problems, the quasilinear approach imposes additional difficulty as the transform

variable is not continuous . I have not seen material discontinuities handled for unsaturated prob-

lems, presumably because nonlinearity pops up along the discontinuity . Discrete-fracture problems

could also be handled using the quasilinear approach, but would also be nonlinear .

My idea is that a possibly straightforward extension to the quasilinear approach can be

imposed for a generic relative permeability function, by approximating the generic function as a

sum of exponentials [Ii (P) _ ~; K;(P) _ ~2 Koa exp(/~~P)] . If the overall mass-balance equation

can be solved by performing a set of integrals with different Green's functions for each of the h~,

the resulting set of linear equations should be determined by the number of elements. Equivalent-

continuum approaches could be handled this way also . Two key questions arise: (i) can one

approximate the generic fimction with a sum of exponentials, and (ii) can one use a sum of Green's

functions to approximate a sum of quasilinear equations?
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The quick answer to (i) is that to a certain degree of approximation, some van Genuchten

(van Genuchten, 1980) functions can be handled over some range of (negative-only) pressures . Test

Matlab files were created in ~HOME2/lb7atlab/ExpToVar, with a driver file of showl~exp.m . It

appears that as the van Genuchten m parameter increases, the approximation deteriorates . As a

reference, the m parameter becomes large for fractures.

The quick answer to (ii) is maybe one can avoid the process by noting that, as O = ~i Iii//3t,

then d0/dKi = 1/Qi and dlii/d0 = ~i, and the transformed equation is actually

~~ Iii (P) (~~' + p9~z) = 02G ~- P9~~i aO= 02n + p9/~ aO,

	

(7-~)
i

	

i

where ,~3 = ~i pi . If this is indeed correct, then the approach works essentially unchanged, which

seems too good to be true . In fact, the generic transform could be used everywhere with the

approximate Green's function only used for integration .

Boundary conditions are nonlinear, similar to the straight quasilinear approach . Generally,

the boundary element approach requires that both O and a0/an are defined along the boundary,

and the work in the method is in determining the one of the two that is not specified by well

posed problem specifications . Pressure boundary conditions should not be a problem, since there

must be a one-to-one relationship between P and O; however, since q = -It(DP + pg~z) _

-DO - Ii (P)pg~z, there is a linkage between flux and pressure which must be resolved . I don't

actually recollect seeing finite boundary conditions imposed when the grrasilinear approximation was

being used, probably due to the nonlinearity . The flux problem pops rrp with material discontinuities

and fractures, while the ease of handling pressure disappears with material discontinuities since P

is continuous, not O(P) .

2/3/96 Boundary element solution procedure .

Assuming that there is indeed a Green's function for the problem, what is the procedure for solving

the problem?

The first step in solving a generic boundary integral problem is to perform all integrals to

result in a set of linearized simultaneous equations,

H ~ 8 = G ~ e,n,

	

(7-10)

where H contains all of the n integrations, G contains all of the O,n integrations, 8 is the O vector,

and 9,n is the c~0/~7n vector . The process for creating H and G will be discussed elsewhere .
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A ~ u = b,

	

(7-11)

where u is the vector of unknowns and b is the vector of known values . Solving the resultant

set of unknowns is sufficient to completely define the boundary values for linear problems . For

unsaturated problems, however, where A = A(u), iteration is required .

Two approaches are typically followed when solving nonlinear problems, Picard iteration

and Newton-Raphson iteration . Picard iteration is linearly convergent, while Newton-Raphson

iteration is quadratically convergent when the starting point is sufficiently close to the solution and

divergent outside a convergence basin. Picard iteration is accomplished by rewriting equation 7-11

as

A(un) , un+1 = bn (7-12)

where n is the iteration level, solving for un+r directly, and repeating until convergence. Newton-

Raphson iteration is accomplished by defining a residual vector f(u),

f(u) = A(u) ~ u - b,

	

(7-13)

expanding in a Taylor series and including only the first term, yielding

f
(um

~- bu) = A(u~) . um, - bm +
~uaf

(u~,L)

,
au

setting f(u"'' 4- Su) to zero, and solving for 8u. Finally, the unknowns are updated

Now that solution ideas have been outlined, what do the H and G matrices consist of?

~7-4~

(7-14)

using u"'+r =

The efficiency of the linear-equation solution is dependent on two steps, the integration step

and the matrix-solution step . The integration step is O(N2), while the matrix-solution step is

O(M3), where N is the number of nodal values and M is the number of unknowns ; however, drre

to the large number of operations for each integration, computational effort is roughly equivalent

for moderately sized problems . Experience indicates that problems of hundreds to perhaps a

thousand unknowns can be handled with direct Gaussian elimination . The Picard procedure is

equivalent to solving a series of linear problems with N2 integrations per iteration; however ; the

Newton-Raphson procedure is equivalent to performing N`' integrations per iteration . Thus, it

is extremely advantageous to be able to have separable H(u) and G(u) matrices, in the form

H(u; x) = Hu(u) ~ H~(x) and G(u ; x) = Gu(u) ~ Gy(x), so that the computationally demanding

spatial integrations can be done once and for all.
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remains:

[7-5]
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Pullan and Collins (1987) consider the boundary element solution of equation 7-9. Intro-

ducing a further transformation, O = H exp(-sz) (note that the Pullan and Collins (1987) z is the

negative of my z), the modified Helmholtz equation is derived,

From Green's theorem, the volume integral of any two sufficiently smooth functions G and

H nonsingular in region S2 can be transformed to a surface integral along the boundary, Q,

(G~2H - H02G) dS2 = f CGaK - Han
) dQ.

	

(7-23)
0

If G is the Green's function, f H~ 2GdS2 --_ aH(x) and since ~2H - 0, only a surface integral
~t

aH(x) = f CG~- Ha
~ dQ.

	

(7-24)
0

The new formulation presented in equation 7-9 seemed to be too good to be true . Double-

~ 2H = s2H, (7-15)

where s = a/2 . Double-checking :

aH
= ~~ [O exp(sz)] = exp(sz)~~ (7-16)

aH
=

az
[O exp(sz)] = exp(sz) ~~~ + sO l (7-17)

82H exp(sz)
820 (7-18)

a~2 8x2
a2H

~aH~
2 `

- exp(sz) ~ ~° + 2s ~° + s20 l (7-19)
8z2 az

p2H -- s2H exp(sz) Co20 + 2s~~ (7-20)

The Green's function is given by Pullan and Collins (1987) as

G3D = exp(-sr)/r (7-21)

G2D = Ko(sr) . (7-22)

checking the formulation:
P

O =~ I(o ~ ~ exp(pt~') dP = ~(Itoil,~i) exp(/3;P) (7-25)
i _~ i

d0 _
-~I(i(P) (7-2s)

dP i
_ax dP ~i (a;xo;) exp(~3iP)_ _dx _ao_ao_

- [ ]
(7_27)

8z dP do 8z ~ 2 koz exp(~jiP) 8z
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So what to do now? Ideas:

Think harder .

3-Feb-96 : equivalent beta for van Genuchten function

Capillary Pressure/PcapO
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102

Figure 7-1 : 2/3/96 . Equivalent ~ for van Genuchten wetting relative permeability . Created by

$HOME2/Matlab/V4/make_DkDPrk .m .

There we have the rub ; (d I(/d P)/I( is not constant with varying pressure as it is in the true

quasilinear situation . In fact, a.s shown in Figure 7-1, the ratio is highly nonlinear ; particularly for

small m, a better argument could be made for (dIi/d In P)/Ii" being aL constant .

~ Pick an equivalent s for some representative P for the Green's function . Based on Figure 7-1,

this is pretty unpalatable.
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2~4~96 Return to previous idea.

The original idea was to break up the problem into parts by dividing up the relative permeability

functions into exponential functions, so that

At each boundary, it is required that

X20+ P9Q a0 = ~ (~ 20 = + a~ aO2=i

Printed: July 8, 1996

P

Oa = ~ I(i(P) dP.

	

(7-29)

Requiring that each exponential function is solved identically yields N equations solved indepen-

dently but linked by the joint boundary conditions,

ao;

	

)
020; + cx ;az = 0.

	

(7-30

Oi = Oi(P)

	

t~

	

P=P(Oi),

	

(7-31)
N

	

N a02

	

~z

c=i a=i

Neither the pressure requirement nor the flux requirement is onerous for portions of the boundary

where the pressure is specified and flux is unknown; there is a one-to-one relationship between

O; and P, and q is derived from calculated values of a0i/8n . On the other hand, where q is

specified problems arise, since there is not a one-to-one correspondence between q and a0;/an,

and consistency between P values is not enforced .

What happens if it is required that aP/an be consistent for all boundaries?

N d0~

	

_aP

	

az

	

7 33q =

	

qt = (~ dP ) 8n - h(P)P9~n ,

	

( -

	

)
i i

	

~-i

dOi_8P

	

~z

	

C
8P

	

~zl - KZ(P)
q= _ - dP ~n - h2 (P)P9an = -Kt(P)

	

an +P9~n

	

I((P) q.

	

(7
-34)

It is obvious from this that if the materials are solved for independently, aP/an is a convenient

variable of interest . However, writing the equations in fractional-flow form points out the basic

difficulty ; there is no reason that the It;(P)/I((P) ratio is going to be the same everywhere . In

essence, there is transfer of flux from one continuum to the next . Mow can this be accommodated?

A quick check of the appropriateness of the assumptions can be done using an ODE solver in

1D . The check can be performed by picking a particular pressure, such as near the water table, and

[7-7~
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2~5~96 New ideas .

2~9~96 Development in 1D .
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S

a global flux, and integrating vertically . The key question is whether the pressure field is identical

for each of the cases. Given zero fluxes, pressure must be hydrostatic and the various pressure fields

are congruent ; as fluxes increase, does this congruence hold?

How about a return to the dissertation idea of separate zones? With this approach, the generic rel-

ative permeability is approximated as a set of pressure zones, with each zone having an exponential

relative permeability. A set of moving contours would be required ; however, the pressure would be

known on each contour and only the gradient would be needed, identical to the saturation contours

in my dissertation . The advantage is that perhaps many fewer contours would be required and

again each contour-bounded zone is independently solved for, so the global pressure matrix need

not be formed . There is the advantage and disadvantage of transient stepping to a solution . Is this

really much less work than a domain scheme?

Another wild idea . For a highly layered system, each interface gets discretized with fixed

nodes and moving pressure contours skate along the interfaces . Perhaps the contours need some

internal nodes as well .

Yesterday I found a Fall 1995 AGU talk that presents a methodology that is described schizophreni-

cally but appears to be a combination of an approach discussed in my dissertation work but applied

to the Richards equation and the multiple-Green's-function approach (Holt et al ., 1995) . I have

been unable to get in touch with the authors as of yet. However, apparently they have had some

success and have done some numerical comparisons.

The 1D Green's function approach for the potential-flow problem is as follows (abstracted

from Chapter 2-4-1 of Banerjee and Butterfield (1981)) . Given the governing equation with constant

K coefficient,
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integration by parts yields

If it is specified that

a

[7W]

a

Note that G is continuous at x - ~, but aG/ax has a jump.

6

G,xx(x, ~) _ -8(x - ~),

(7-36)

(7_37)

a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

h(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) - h(x)G,~(x, ~)]~-a ~

	

(7-38)

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

Requiring that G',~ _ -1/2 for x > ~ and G',~ = 1/2 for ar < ~ specifies C2 = -1 and G'4 = 1 .

Requiring that G' = 0 at some distance L (which may be arbitrarily taken as L = b - a) and

h(b)_ G(b, b) -G(a, b) h,~(b) G,~(b, b - E) -G,.~(a, b) h(b)

h(a) G(b, a) -G(a, a) h,~(a) G,~(b, a) -G,~(a, a -~ E) h(a) (7_39)

or, rearranging,

C,~(b, b - E) + 1 -G,~(a, b) h(b) G(b, b) -G(a, b) h,,; (b)-

G,~(b, a) -G,~(a, a ~- E) ~- 1 h(a) G(b, a) -G(a, a) h,~(a)

.

(7_40)

The Green's function is found by integration .

-
G,~(x, ~)

sgn(x ~)
_ - (7-41)

2

G(x, ~) = 2 Cs-~C4(x-~)

G,.~(x, ~)
1 c2 x>~,

= 2
(7-43)

C~ x < ~.
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requiring that G is continuous specifies Cl = C3 = L, yielding

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

At an interior point, h can be determined using

and the flux at point ~ is

1

	

L - (x - ~)

	

x > s~,

	

(7-44)

1

	

-1

	

x > ~,

	

(7-45)
+> x<~,

- a	- a ~- 1

	

h(a)

	

0

	

-L/2

	

h,~(a)

2

	

-1 1

	

h(a)

	

2

	

0 -1

	

h,~(a

h(~) _ [G(b, ~)h,~(b) - G(a, ~)h,~(a)] - [G,x(b, ~)h(b) - G,~(a, ~)h(a)]

= 2 [(L - b + ~)h,~(b) - (L + a - ~)h,~(a)] + a [h(b) + h(a)]

	

(7-49)

and, assuming no internal sources so that h ,~(a) = h,~(b) = ia,~,

= a[(L - b + ~) - (L + a - ~)]h,~ + a [h(b) + h(a)]

	

(7-50)

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

h,~(~) _ [G~(b, ~)h,~(b) - G~(a, ~)h,~(a)] - [G',~(b, ~)h(b) - G~.~(a, ~)h(a)]

h,~(b) + h,~(a)

[7- 10]
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The same procedure can be followed for the Richards equation with the quasilinear assump-

tion (using h for O),

Integration by parts yields

If it is specified that

6

	

6f(h,~~ + ah,~)G dx = [G(h,~ -I- ah)]a - f (h,~ -I- cxh)G,,~ dx
a

	

a

a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

h(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) + h(x) (aG(x, ~) - G,~(x, ~))]~-~ .

	

(7-57)

Note that G is continuous at x - ~, but aG/ax has a jump.

h(b)

	

_

	

G(b, b) -G(a, b)

	

h,~(b)
h(a)

	

G(b, a) -G(a, a)

	

h,,;(a)

or, rearranging,

6

G,~~(x, ~) - aG,~ _ -8(x - ~), (7-5G)

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

aG(b, b) - G,~(b, b - E)

	

-aG(a, b) -{- G,.~(a, b)

	

h(b)

aG(b,a) - G,~(b, a)

	

-aG(a, a) + G,~(a, a ~- E)

	

h(a)

G,~(b, b - E) - aG(b, b) ~- 1

	

aG(a, b) - G,~(a, b)

	

h(b)

G,~(b, a) - cxG(b, a)

	

cxG(a, a) - G,~(a, a -~ E) ~- 1

	

h(a)

a ah

	

7-54~ h~-a~z =0
.

	

(

	

)
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(7-55)

(7_58)

G(b, b) -G(a, b)

	

h,~(b)

	

.

	

(7_59)
G(b, a) -G(a, a)

	

h,~(a)
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The Green's function is found by integration.

G,~(x, ~) - aG(x, ~) _ -
i
sgn(x - ~)

	

(7-60)

Requiring that G,~ - cxG = -1/2 for x > ~ and G,~ - aG = 1/2 for x < ~ specifies Cl = 1/a and

C3 - -1/a. Requiring that G,~ approaches zero as ~x - ~~ -~ oo specifies C2 = 0, while requiring

that G is continuous at x - ~ specifies Cl = C3 -}- C4 so that C4 = 2/a, yielding

[7- 1 2]

x > ~~G(x, ~)
1/2a

_ (7-63)
{exp[a(x - ~)] - 1/2}/a x < ~,

0 x
> ~' (7-64)

G,~(x, ~) - cxG(x, ~)

0 x
>G~(x, ~'~) = (7-66)

0
G~~(x,

~
~) =

(7-67 )

G~~ (x, ~) - aG~(x, ~) = 0 x ~ ~. (7-68)

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

--a+ 1 -a h(b) 1 1 [1 2exp(-aL)] h,~ (b)_ (7-69)
-a -2 ~- 1 h(a) 2a 1 -1 h,~(a)

1 1 -1 h(b) 1 1 [1 - 2exp(-aI,)] h,~(b)_ (7_70)
2 -1 1 h(a) 2a 1 -1 h,~(a)

At an interior point, h can be determined using

h(s`) -_ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) + h(x) (~G(x, ~) G,~(x, ~))]x-_a
h(b) -~ h(a) h,x(b) + la,x(a){1 -- 2exp[a(a ~)]} (7_71)-

2
+

2a
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The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

Returning from the transform variable to P [using the relationships h = K//~ and Ii (P) = exp(/~P)],

P(~) _ (7_73)

and the flux at point ~ is

2/10/96 Check of results .

_ -h,~(~) - aPgz,~h(~) _ -h,~(~`) - ah(~)

2

	

2a

2

	

2

2
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= q(a) + q(b) .

	

(7_74)
2

The result that q is independent of position is gratifying, since in the absence of sources (as was

assumed) flux is constant throughout the domain.

A pair of Matlab files (saved as make_bem_2pt.m.1, solve_bem_2pt.m.1) were created in

~HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG to test the relationships presented above. A few tests were made

to verify that solving for fluxes and plugging them back in to solve for pressure indeed works, and

that fluxes are in the correct direction .

Extending the above approach to the idea of using a sum of Green's functions to approximate

the generic Green's function,

N

G'(x, ~) ^ ~wiG~ (x, s~), (7_75)
z-i
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yields

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

At an interior point ~, h can be determined using

q(~) =
g(a) + q(b)

2

G(x, ~) _ (1/2)(~N 1 wi/ai)

	

x > ~,

(7-79)

(7_80)

wit -1

	

h(b)

	

_ N wi

	

1 [1 - 2exp(-aiL)]

	

h,~(b)
2

	

-1 1

	

h(a)

	

-~2ai

	

1

	

-1

	

h,~(a)

wih(~) _ [G(x, ~)h,~(x) + h(x)(aG(x, ~) - G,~(x, ~))]~-a (7-83)
i-1

(~) -
h(b) + h(a) + ~

N
1(w~/2a1) [h,~(b) + N~(a){ 1 - 2 exp[ai(a - ~)]}]h - 2

	

~i-1 wi

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

~N1 wi eXP[(xi (a - ~)]

[7- 14]

(7_76)

(7_77)

(7_78)

(7_82)

(7_84)

h,~(~) = h,x(a)

	

N

	

~

	

(7-85)
~i-1 wi

Returning from h to P is best done with tables, since the relationships K(P) _ ~N1 wi exp(/~iP)

and h = ~N1 wi exp(/3iP)//3i do not admit a straightforward inversion; however, reasoning by

analogy, the flux at ~ is

(7_86)

-1/2 x > ~,

~-1/2 x < ~,

o
G'(x,~) _

a
> ~'

N

o x>~,
N
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2/17/96 End of current look.

[7-15]
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An interesting check to do will be to compare q(~) _ -Ii(~)[h,~(~)/(dh(~)/d P) + pgz,£] with q(a)

and q(b) .

In order to check whether the procedure shows promise despite the unpromising mathematics, a

test problem was constructed more-or-less at random with two specified-pressure conditions of -1

and -0.1 gm/cm s2 . The van Genuchten parameters were Po = 1 gm/cm s2 and m = 0.7, with

Itsat = 1 cm/s, g = 980 cm/s2 , and total domain length of 1 mm . The problem is a balance between

capillary effects and gravity drainage .

The van Genuchten relative permeability curve is approximated with ten exponential func-

tions, using the routine make_exp_vgwt.m to approximate K(P) _ ~Nr w2 exp(~3TP) . The

values are evenly distributed between 1/ max~P~ and 1/ min ~P~, and Matlab's least-squares matrix

division facility is used to ensure that relative permeability is well matched throughout the range .

I found that 800 match points for each ~i works well . When the number of match points is N, it

is better to have the match-point pressures evenly distributed, so make_exp_vgwt.m evenly dis-

tributes match-point pressures ; however, it is critical to oversample, and I suspect that logarithmic

variation would require far fewer match points for each ,Qi .

I found that excellent agreement can be found between the resultant approximated relative

permeability curve and the original using the least-squares approach when the variation in relative

permeability is less than 6 to 8 orders of magnitude. Relative permeabilities smaller than this are

not matched, as roundoff error becomes significant, and negative relative permeabilities can occur .

An alternate approach that minimizes the log of the error would be required for such cases. Quick

informal tests were performed for m ranging from 0.1 to 0 .7, and usually 10 to 40 exponential

functions were required, depending on the pressure range and behavior of the relative permeability

within the pressure range . It can be helpful to supply /3s slightly outside the pressure range of the

problem at hand.

The relative permeability match for the problem of interest is shown in Figure 7-2 . Deviation

between the two relative permeabilities is on the order of 10 -6 . The true van Genuchten solution

is created using the ODE procedure outlined in other parts of the notebook, using the solution

routines starting with solve_ODE_vg.m. Since the ODE procedure requires a specified pressure

and a specified flux, a bisection approach was used to find the flux that is compatible with both

pressure boundary conditions . The solutions are shown in Figure 7-3 ; clearly there is no agreement
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17-Feb-96. Actual and approximated vG relative distributions

Figure 7-2 : 2~17~9G. expvgspmatchl.eps . Relative permeability for van Genuchten parameters

m = 0 .7 and Po = 1 gm/cm s2 . Actual and exponential-approximated relative permeabilities with

10 exponentials are shown .

between the two procedures . As a comparison, the set of pressures for each of the /32, solved

independently, is plotted against the van Genuchten solution in Figure 7-4. Again, there is little

that leads one to suspect that a weighted sum of the exponential solutions would yield the van

Genuchten solution .

Based on these results, the current look at the boundary integral approach is being tenta-

tively closed out. I finally was able to discuss the Holt et al . (1995) abstract with John Wilson two

days ago, and he will send a draft of a paper intended for WRR within a few weeks. The discussion

revealed that their approach is not the same as my method-of-contours approach, involving implicit

[7-1G]
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17-Feb-96. Pressure distribution for vG and summed exponential

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Elevation (mm)

Figure 7-3 : 2/17/96. expvg~olnl .eps . Pressure distribution for relative permeabilities shown in

contours but not explicit contours . Perhaps if the approach seems workable at that time, the issue

may be reopened at that time .
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17-Feb-96 . Pressure distribution for actual vG and each exponential
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Figure 7-4 : 2/17/96. expvg_pressl .eps . Pressure distribution for each ~i in Figure 7-2 independently
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8 . Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion

Account Number : 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

David Farrell
Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste -~ $MassWaste

Objective :

	

Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the redistribution of eroded

material on a subregional to regional scale. The immediate application is to predict the slip rate

of a fault based on the shape of alluvial fans .

12/20/95 Summary of previous work.

In the subregional flow and transport processes research project, I developed a simple finite differ-

ence (8/95) and slightly more sophisticated finite element (11/95) model based on using a DEM

grid of elevations . See Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) for a description of the FE application . The

original Yucca Mountain work was done in ~HOME2/Subreg/YMEIev/Mass Waste/MatMod. The

object of the exercise was to predict the active depth of colluvium at Yucca Mountain . The model

assumes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

0~]alluv = STC,

galluv = -kb~h,

	

lg-2)

Src - Aexp(-b/bp) exp(al~h/ max(~~/t~)) exp(a2radiation),

	

(8-3)

where galh,v is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the thickness of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, al and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in

winter?) . The model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be

appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered ; this is a serious weakness in washes

and in deep alluvium.

In the subregional work, the elevation h is given; b is the unknown to be determined, and

k is assumed spatially constant and subsumed into A. The FD model assumed bo -~ oo and

a2 - 0, which yielded very pixelly depths . The FE work suggested that the slope-dependent and

radiation-dependent source-term modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluvium

~8- 1]
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distributions at Yucca Mountain, as long as bo is used . Values for bo were about 2 cm, and A/k

were about 0.25. The implementation was crude, in the sense that the problem is hyperbolic and

explicit flow-routing algorithms could be used to solve for b, rather than the brute-force Jacobi

iteration I adopted . I expect a more appropriate algorithm could speed up calculations by one or

two orders of magnitude. Nevertheless, usable approximations to colluvium depth were obtained .

Yesterday David Farrell pointed out an article which uses essentially the same model for

ga!!uv ~ a short-range transport mechanism, with the active diffusion depth constant, and uses a

stormwater flow-routing scheme for long-range transport. Beaumont, Christopher, Philippe Full

sack, and Juliet Hamilton. 1992 . Erosional control of active compressional orogens. In Thrust

Tectonics, ed . I{ .R . McClay. Chapman & Hall : London: pp 1-18 . The stormwater model drains

orography-forced precipitation, and transports sediment according to

where qf96 is the local-equilibrium sediment carrying capacity, ICf is a proportionality constant,

and qr is the runoff discharge .

12/21/95 Continued development .

Printed : July 8, 1996

In the Beaumont et al . (1992) paper, orography-forced precipitation for South Island, New Zealand,

is assumed to be according to adiabatic decompression of moist air as it passes over the model

topography. The simplest approach is taken, where air flux is normal to a grid boundary, steady,

and uniform . Given qw(x = 0) is the flux of water vapor per unit length normal to the direction of

flow, conversion of qw to precipition rate vR(x) is given by
dgw(x) - h(x)

vR(x) _ -

	

9w(x)

	

(8-5)
dx hRIR

where aR - hRIR is an extraction efficiency parameter governed by the topographic scale height,

hR, and the length scale, lR, over which 1/e of the available precipitation would be extracted were

h(x) = hR.

In the work cited, h is the only dependent variable, all other flow parameters are constant

except qw, and qw is adjusted according to the quasi-steady rainfall distribution .

An alluvium-flow model somewhat improved over the Beaumont et al . (1992) approach

might also consider the colluvium layer (b) to be an unknown parameter . I propose a set of coupled

equations :
c~h

	

dz
~t

	

dt --1- Qiueather = (),

[8-2]

(8-6)
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where h is bedrock elevation, b is depth of colluvium/alluvium, dz/dt represents change in elevation

due to structural forces, Valluv/Uroeh represents volume expansion from bedrock to rubble, qr is

surface-water flux (episodic at Bare Mountain), and other parameters are as before . Adding 8-6

and 8-7 together,

which is akin to the diffusion equation . It may be appropriate to solve 8-9 and 8-6 as the two

equations . The source term Q�,eather might be Aexp(-d/do), rather than Aexp(-b/bo), where d is

thickness of cover normal to the surface rather than depth at the surface . The modification should

not be numerically large unless there are steep slopes . I would expect A to be a function of rock

type, solar radiation, slope, average temperature, and precipitation, so A would vary according to

climatic influences .

Thoughts on modelling

The first-cut approach to modelling alluvium flow was to brute-force using Jacobi iteration to reach

a steady state . Explicit time-stepping might not be too bad with this approach, but the river flow

may be tricky. A second, implicit, tack might be to take advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the

problem and integrate in shells from high elevation to low elevation. The scheme would be

1 . Classify each face as a through-, convergence-, or divergence-face .

2. Find high points .

ab

	

q

	

- Valluv
QZVeather = ~,0 alluv~t

	

Vrock

~( at
b) + ~galluv - dt +" CI -

Vaock
) Qweather = !7,

Printed : July 8, 1996

s~-s

( 8-7)

(8-~)

3 . Start at highest point and :.create concentric layers that have completely outflowing faces at

the downhill side .

4. Solve for unknowns at all nodes in the uppermost layer that have old values, using the newest

uphill values as boundary conditions .

5. Repeat until all layers have been processed.

~8-3~
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The advantage of this approach is that an efficient skyline solver could be used on systems with a

relatively small bandwidth, and difficulties with allocating downhill flows for convergent/divergent

faces are eased . Convergent/divergent faces might also be treated as a network of ridges/washes .

In fact, it might be a good idea to create a "potential wash" network, consisting of all edges and

all cell diagonals, which would be activated at convergent faces and saddle or saddle-like cells. The

trick would be in deciding when to turn on the wash behavior .

1/3/96 More thoughts on modelling.

The previous proposed model equations (8-6 and 8-9) have parameters k and I(f, as well as param-

eters associated with sources, and a currently unspecified surface-water flux qr . The surface-water

flux is simply overland flow, which is obviously highly transient . As a first cut, it may be acceptable

to maintain a set of maximum flood depths corresponding to storms of various return periods (i .e .,

10-yr, 100-yr, 1000-yr) and calculate qr as a weighted sum of the storm events, suitably averaged

over time . Precipitation is plausibly elevation-dependent .

Additional thought : the alluvium/colluvium depth b should be broken into an "active" and

an "inactive" zone, where the active zone consists of the top meter or so and the inactive zone is any

remainder. The component of the ga~iuv fluxes due to diffusion therefore is limited by a maximum

depth .

As a quick and dirty test of the alluvium-fan idea, I propose that a rectangular region be

considered . The initial condition for the region might be a set of small-amplitude sine waves, with

a square-wave block uplift superimposed in the middle portion of the region ("Bare Mountain") .

Along one side of the block there should be a hinge fault, with hinged uplift of "Bare Mountain"

and "Amargosa Valley", and hinged downdrop of "Crater Flat" . The surface should start out

as bare rock . I predict that this test should generate steeper alluvial fans along the fault as the

distance from the hinge increases, with larger and shallower fans on the opposite side of the block.

As a rough start, perhaps 100 cells parallel to the fault, with the block consisting of 50-100 cells

and the outwash areas consisting of 200-300 each? Perhaps ten sine waves perpendicular to the

mountain to initiate washes .
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Created a project directory (~HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste) and copied the Matlab files for the

Yucca Mountain work into the project directory . The quick and dirty test problem will be set up

as defined above.

1/7/96 First examination of test problems .

Printed: July 8, 1996

Test problem is a halfsine mountain with normally distributed random noise superimposed, with

initial conditions symmetric east and west of the mountain ridge . There is a fault at the base of E

flank of mountain. Initial work quickly identified the need to ensure time scales are matched .

3/1/96 First entry for lahar examination.

Account Number : 20-5708-?
Collaborators :

	

Chuck Connors
Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/Lahar -~ $Lahar

Objective:

	

Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the redistribution of gravity-

driven flows on a subregional to regional scale. The immediate application is to predict the re-

distribution of potential lahars with various source magnitudes. The idea is that the probability

of the event size together with the redistribution area of the event will provide an estimate of the

risk . The initial project is a quick look to demonstrate methodology ; this may be expanded in the

future .

A set of files was obtained from Ron Martin, containing a digital elevation map (DEM) of

a portion of the Kamchatka peninsula, southeast of Siberia and northeast of Japan. The files are

in the .bil format . The ~Lahar subdirectory was created on sierra, which will be the root directory

for work on this project .

The overall DEM consists of 1209 rows and 1023 columns, with a grid spacing of 187.4725 m

(all coordinates are in meters unless otherwise noted) . Overall coordinates range from 5 .0004 x 105

to 6.9164x 105 in the east-west direction and 6.0949x 106 to 6 .3214x 106 in the north-south direction .

The region of interest is roughly 5.5 x 105 to 6 .2 x 105 in the east-west direction and 6 .15 x 106 to

6.21 x 106 in the north-south direction. The source for the lahar sequence is the volcano top located

~8-5]
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approximately 5.8x105 to 5.9x105 in the east-west direction and 6 .185x106 to 6 .19x106 in the

north-south direction. As an approximation, the area with elevation above roughly 2750 m will

serve as the source area, with the largest event considered completely removing the complete volume

above that elevation .

The Matlab water-routing routines developed to simulate sedime~it transport will be modified

to simulate the behavior of the lahar flows. Lahars are essentially mudflows with on the order of

30 percent moisture content, and behave in many ways like somewhat more viscous water flows.

The probability calculations require only the area covered by any portion of a lahar flow, so these

grid cells will be the end product for each event.

The modelling strategy that will be followed is extremely straightforward :

~ Before running any flow simulations, calculate information that will be used for every simu-

lation .

- Infill depths required to assure outflow from each grid block .

Output .

Routing directions for the (infilled) DEM.

Routing weights for the (infilled) DEM.

Potential maximum final depth for each grid block, based on the slope of the (infilled)

DEM and a minimum velocity below which flow will stop .

Calculate the source volume and location .

~ Route the flow downhill, removing a volume at each block corresponding to the final depth

of lahar in the block including infall depths calculated previously .

~ Find the grid cells with appreciable depths of lahar .

Infill depths will be calculated by finding all grid blocks that do not have egress, and per-

forming Laplace smoothing on the blocks and their neighbors until all blocks have egress . Infill

depths are the difference between the smoothed and original depths, holding the boundaries fixed ;

expansion steps may be necessary if negative Infill depths result from the procedure .

Flow velocity will loosely be modelled by

v - -bK ~ (DP -}- P90z) ^ -bK ~ (P9~z) ~

	

(8-10)

~8- fi~
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The criterion for depth of laltar at stoppage will be Ab~z, which has one global adjustable parameter

(A) . Potential final depth is easily calculated . The A parameter will be selected by requiring that

a particular slope (say 15 degrees) yields a depth of 10 cm (say) .

3/8/96 Summary of first lahar examination.

It turns out that removing hollows was quite important in creating successful footprints, and it was

critical to use the same criterio~t for the hollow-removal algorithm as for the flow-routing algorithm ;

otherwise, the flow-routing found stray hollows and unrealistic flows resulted . It also turns out that

8-way routing is far superior to 4-way routing (i .e ., cells to the NE, NW, SW, and SE are available

for flow as well as the cells to the E, N, W, and S) . A C-language routine, route_9waySink .cc,

did the routing; the routine was compiled into a Matlab mex file . The routing was defined using

lflatlab routine makesoute9way.m. A set of seven initial lahar volumes ranging from 106 to 109

m3 was routed, with routing driven by the do_set .m routine.

The resultant set of lahar footprints was handed off to Chuck Connor for his own needs.

4/14/96 First entry for re-examination of shallow colluvium flow.

Account Number : 20-5708-861
Collaborators: None
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/Co1luvWaste --> $ColluvWaste

~8-7~
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Objective: Build and ttse a relatively straightforward model for the quasi-steady-state redis-

tribution of gravity-driven shallow colluvium based on a DEM. A first numerical model for the

process was developed under the now-discontinued Subregional Hydrology Research Project. The

first model, a simplistic 4-way finite-difference model, suffers from slow convergence and is unrealis-

tic in neglecting diagonal flow . Based on subsequent work, a much faster and more realistic model

should be possible using flow routing ideas.

A 4-way flow-routing model was tried in the lahar work. The plausibility of the 4-way model

was much lower than the 8-way model developed soon afterward . I propose here yet another 8-way

flow-routing model for the colluvium flow, which should yield fast, unique, plausible solutions.

The original Yucca Mountain work was done in $HOl~IE2/Subreg/YMEIev/MassWcaste/Mat-

N1od. The object of the exercise was to predict the active depth of colluvium at Yucca Mountain.
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Qoi = boi
C h~ - ha l

WI midpt~
~oi

fg-~~

where gauuv is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the depth of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, al and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in

winter?) . The model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be

appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered; this is a serious weakness in washes

and in deep alluvium .

In the subregional work, the elevation h is given ; b is the unknown to be determined, and

k is assumed spatially constant and subsumed into A. The FD model assumed bo -> oo and

a2 = 0, which yielded very pixelly depths . The FE work suggested that the slope-dependent and

radiation-dependent source-term modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluvium

distributions at Yucca Mountain, as long as bo is used . Values for bo were about 2 cm, and A/k

were about 0.25 .

Several new approaches are to be implemented in the new model . The governing equation

will be solved using upstream-weighted flow routing with finite-volume ideas to determine routing.

Upstream weighting is to be performed only on the depth, so that the upstream depth is used

and routing from highest to lowest node can be performed in one pass. In the pass from high to

low elevation, a somewhat novel routing approach will be followed that assumes each of the eight

directions from the current node are direct links . This routing approach is somewhat odd, insofar

as adjacent nodes have diagonal connections that cross. Nevertheless, I expect the approach to be

about the fastest 8-way routing algorithm around when implemented in C .

Eight connections are to be examined for the current node. Consider the four square elements

surrounding the current node . Bisecting each of the eight element faces furthest from the current

node forms eight partitions between connections . If the current node is the same elevation as the

other node, the connection is ignored. Assuming that material properties are subsumed into the

source term A as previously, an active connection from the current node, o, to another node, i, has

a total flux of

The model assumes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

~~]a!!uv = S TC, (8-11)

galluv = -kbOh, (8-12)

Src = Aexp(-b/bo) exp(al~h/ max(~~h~)) exp(a2 radiation), (8-13)
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where boi is the colluvium depth at the higher node, h is the elevation of the ground surface, Doi

is the distance between the connected nodes, and W~~nidpt is the width of the connection at the

midpoint between nodes. The following assumes that a regular DEM is used, with squares of side

length O . The four row and column connections have

The second relationship follows from geometric considerations . The element diagonal has length

L = fO. We wish to determine the length of the line, along the diagonal perpendicular to

the connection, that lies between two partitions ; a partition bisects the far element face . Similar

triangles are used . The triangle formed by the perpendicular to the connection diagonal that

intersects the partition bisection point has a long side of 3L/4 and short side of L/4. For the

similar triangle ending at the connection midpoint, the lengths are scaled by 2/3, yielding D o i = L

and W = L/3 (note two triangles form the entire width) .

Given the connections, a mass balance is performed for the current node to determine

colluvium depth .

N
02Aexp(-bo/bo ) _ aoiboi(ho - hi)~

	

(8-21)
i-1

where aoi is the area factor of the connection (1/2 for rows/columns and 1/3 for diagonals) . Since

sorting in order of elevation has been performed, each node equation reduces to the form

where

02A
Ci ~wi

C,2 = - ~~ 1 ~oibi(ho - ~ti)
~N 1

	

aoi (ho - hi) .

(8-22)

(8-23)

(8-24)

Doi = O (8-15)

Qoi = boi(ho - hi)/2 (8-17)

while the four diagonal connections have

Doi=fO (8-18)

WImidpt = X0/3 (8-19)

Qoi = boi(~o - hi)l3 (8-2~)
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An iterative approach, such as Newton's method or bisection, should be used to find bo. Note that

bo should lie between C2 and Cr ~-- C2 , so that bisection should be robust .

When there are no outgoing connections, the approach breaks down. For such cases, prob-

ably the best thing is to use a default value such as the maximum of the incoming connection

depths .

4/15/96 More shallow colluvium flow.

Printed: July 8, 1996

Sr

I coded rrp the new algorithm in $Co1luvWaste/calc_9waySink_depth.cc. The algorithm works

like a champ, with similar but much less pixelly alluvium distributions than the old Jacobi four-

way algorithm . Not only are the results more plausible, but the algorithm is blazing fast - it takes

about 12 seconds for the entire Yucca Mountain area, whereas before I don't believe complete

convergence occurred even in overnight runs . Note that there is no convergence question with the

new algorithm, and it takes longer to plot than to calculate . With this approach, it may be feasible

to test out adjustments to transport based on equivalent-steady-state sediment routing. Field data

to match predictions is now desperately needed .
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9. Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

Account Number: 20-7614-007
Collaborators : None
Quoted Proposal: In progress
Directories:

	

~HOME2/WFO/Environ -) $Environ

12/20/95 Proposal .

Created first draft of the proposal in $Environ/Proposal/massbal_prop .tex .

4/22/96 Problem definition .

Printed: July 8, 1996

INITIALS :

Objective:

	

Track down mass balance errors that occur in the contaminant transport portion of

the 3D Princeton Transport Code (PTC) .

PTCsolves the saturated groundwater flow equation and contaminant transport with the

resultant velocity field . I rewrote the code while at Princeton and Vermont, but did not change the

solution algorithms . Environ is using the code extensively, and mass balance errors reported by

the transport portion of the code are on the order of 10 percent. The flow portion of the code may

exhibit mass balance errors for the first few time steps, which quickly decay to essentially zero .

The code involves a splitting scheme between the horizontal and the vertical, and experience

suggests that the implementation of the splitting scheme is not correct for non-horizontal layers .

In addition, mass balance errors may occur for horizontal elements (2D finite elements) that occur

in portions of a velocity field where the field is changing direction .

I have been given authorization by ENVIRON to proceed with work not to exceed X5000.00, which

translates into something a little more than 40 'of my hours . As agreed by ENVIRON, a set of

problems will be provided, including :

1 . 1D convection-dispersion with variable grid spacing, with both a Dirichlet boundary condition

and a specified-flux boundary condition .

2 . 11 convection-dispersion in a parallelepiped . Presumably the horizontal sweep will succeed ;

the vertical slice may have problems . This problem will help identify if vertical slice errors
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are clue only to variable layer thickness or also stem from tilted constant-thickness layers .

3. 1D convection-dispersion in a rectangle . The internal layer discretisation will consist of sine

waves . This is a very good test to check on the success of the vertical slicing .

4. 2D convection-dispersion in a plane . One of the following problems will be produced . If time

permits, both will be provided .

l . A gaussian hill plume in a rotational velocity field.

Printed : July 8, 1996

2. A variable velocity field consisting of three layers, a clay layer surrounded by two sand

layers . A sand window in the clay layer, coupled with a pumping well in the bottom

layer and an injection well in the top layer, will provide a strong S-shaped flow field .

The test problems will be run to verify that PTC accepts the input.

	

ENVIRON will be

provided with enough documentation for each input file to understand the modelled problem .

In order to generate the problems, Matlab files will be used to output PTC input files . All

work will be done in ~En7lirOn/Verify .

As the 2D finite element scheme is to be compared with the FE/FD splitting scheme, every

effort must be turned to comparing as identical of a problem as possible in each case . Accordingly,

the same number of nodes must be created each time, with the same nodal locations . The strategy

will be to honor the restrictions inherent in the FE/FD splitting scheme with the 2D FE nodes.

The following restrictions are honored :

~ A scheme-independent set of boundaries and interfaces is generated .

Identical node locations are used for the schemes.

~ No nodes are on interface locations .

Nodes are aligned vertically.

~ The 2D FE scheme creates a band of averaged parameters along each interface to mimic the

internal FD/FE procedure.

The lffatlab files generated today include:

ptclayer.m Output of geometry-dependent parameters .

[~-2J
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ptcprint .m Output of non-geometry-dependent parameters .

time_stamp .m Retrieval of time and date .

spr.m String print routine .

ptecmd .m Generic PTCcommand output routine .

4/24/96 Problem status .

Both horizontal and vertical schemes can now be generated . The ptclayer .m routine was aug-

mented to handle boundary conditions as well, with new routines :

ptebc.m Output of vertical-slice boundary conditions .

ptcsimwrt.m Output of simulation control parameters .

ptenecmd .m Generic node/element command output routine.

The first test problem was created, a 1D problem with constant discretization . A number

of file-creation bugs were eliminated based on this problem . The problem emphasized that there

are some small differences in input structure; accordingly, I am using ENVIRON's own version for

testing.

One potential PTC bug was identified . The dispersion coefficient is created using a longi-

tudinal and a transverse dispersivity, and appropriate velocities . Rotating the 1D problem from

vertical to horizontal switched the dispersivity used . In groundwater flow problems, it may make

some sense to do this, but I think it might be better otherwise. At least mass balance is great for

both horizontal and vertical problems . Upon discussion with Roger Page of ENVIRON, there was

some modification to PTCthat uses a transverse-vertical coefficient as well . Informal documenta-

tion on the modification was given to me.
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1/18/96 Wetting of Yucca Mountain from dry state .

Printed: July 8, 1996

Objective:

	

Perform quick looks at technical questions that arise in brainstorming sessions and

document the results. IJach quick look should take a few hours to no more than a day.

Bill Murphy has noted that there is an anomolous trend in the K/Ar ratio in zeolites obtained from

Yucca Mountain, where as elevation increases roughly 1000 m the zeolites change from appearing

14 Ma to appearing 1 Ma in age. The elevation change is relative to the water table . In order

to change the K/Ar ratio, it appears that relative humidity must be quite low, implying that the

medium must be essentially dessicated as saturations must be almost zero before relative humidity

is affected . In order to test the rates of water movement near dryout, a 1000-m uniform column of

TSw was simulated in ~BREATH2/Vertlmbib, with initial conditions of 30 °C and saturation at 1

percent. A water table at the bottom was imposed, with no-flow conditions at the top . The top

temperature was dropped 15 °C, while the bottom was held fixed; temperatures adjusted orders of

magnitude faster than the moisture . The breath run file was generated by Matlab file ingen_tm .m.

Vapor density profiles at intervals of 0.1 IVIa are shown in Figure 10-1a, while the corre-

sponding saturation profile is shown in . Figure 10-1b. The vapor density pulse reaches the top of

the column after about 0.6 Ma. Interestingly, almost all of the transport is due to vapor diffusion ;

if vapor diffusion is shut off, the saturations only respond through capillary rise to a height of about

70 m after 1 Ma. The liquid in the TSw unit should be quite slow to respond relative to other units;

however, vapor transport is efficient enough that it is unlikely that any part of Yucca Mountain

will maintain near-zero relative humidifies for more than 1 Ma, far below the time required for the

K/Ar discrepancy to develop.
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18~1an-98 : test .runim_100.brt

	

18-Jan-98: test .runtm 100 .brt
0.1

Printed: July 8, 1996

Figure 10-1 : 1/18/96 . Calculated (a) vapor density and (b) moisture content profiles every 0.1 Ma

for imbibition from water table into dry TSw.
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Issued to : S. A . Stothoff

Issue Date : Tuesday, November 16, 1993

Initial Entries

By agreement with the CNWRA QA this NoteBook is to be printed at approximate quarterly

intervals . This computerized Scientific NoteBook is intended to address the criteria of CNWRA

QAP-001.

Table 0-1 : Computing Equipment

Printed : October 4, 1996

Machine Name Type OS Location

sierra.cnwra.swri .edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4 .1 .2 desk Rm A-212, Bldg . 189

sisyphus.cnwra.swri .ed u Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4 .1 .2 network

dopey.cnwra.swri .ed u Sun SPARC 10 SUNOS 4 .1 .2 network
performer .cnwra.swri.edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network

yosemite.cnwra.swri .ed u SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network

bemore .cnwra.swri.edu SGI Onyx IRIX 5 .3 network
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1 . Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1

Account Number: 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Hannah M . Castellaw

Objective:

	

Investigate spatial distribution of recharge indices .

12/19/95 Create figures for Semi-Annual report .

Composite plots were recreated in a fancy format for inclusion into the semi-annual research report .
The trace plots are from special runs with output every midnight each day in the decade .

Table 1-1 : Plot Description (12/19/95)

12/20/95 Import yesterday's figures into the notebook.

Import figures into the notebook . Quite a bit of style finagling required .

Printed : October ~l, 1996

Figure Name Description

AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps A composite plot of three sets of infiltration sensitivities : allu-
vium properties, fracture properties, and climatic properties . Gener-
ated using fancy_show~esult .m operating on alluv_frac.result and al-
luv_frac_wea.result in ~BREATH3/RunFSens .

s_vs_t~'or~a,~_depth .eps Traces of moisture content for a 4-month period starting December of the 8th
year of simulated time (8.75 to 8.75 + 0.333 in the 10-year meteorological se-
quence) . Alluvium depths for the simulations are 2, 5, 10, and 15 cm. Generated
using fancy_show_ndtrace.m operating on the corresponding ndtrace files
in ~BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir.

q_vs_t~or~a,~'_depth .eps Same as s_vs_t_for_a_f_depth .eps, except infiltration fluxes traced . Generated
using fancy_show_eltrace .m operating on the corresponding eltrace files in
~BREATH2/Subreg/RunFSens/ResultDir.
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Figure 1-1 : 12/20/95 . AAIAAP~at_afdep.eps . Sensitivities to alluvium properties, fracture prop-
erties, and climatic properties .
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Figure 1-2: 12/20/95 . s_vs_t~'or_a~_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for
a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of simulated time .
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Figure 1-3: 1220/95. q_vs_t~or_a~_depth .eps . Traces of moisture content and infiltration flux for
a 4-month period starting December of the 8th year of sirntilated time .
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2 . Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration

Account Number : 20-5708-861

Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at
Yucca Mountain . A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the
Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-
lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterative Performance Assessment
and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-
organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed
under the Ambient Hydrology KTI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects on
Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project are
to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future work
will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be explored
include : (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modelling, with vegeta-
tion and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow" diversion
of infiltration due to the PTn layer.

1/26/96 Initial entry.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two
journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;
the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and
temporal distributions of infiltration . All simulations to date have been 1D; the first sets examined
semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture
continuum . It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than
the alluvium columns; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 cm) will shut off fracture flow
entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume ; hillslopes
and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; micrometeorology is not a great factor, nor
is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a
significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of alluvium is the single most important
parameter; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;
and it is critical to use arithmetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture

Printed : October 4, 1996
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continuum .

1/30/86 Data Analysis .

217/96 Error in viscosity units.

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of
the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one
or more storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1
mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature
and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-
consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less
infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it
takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed .

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs . The workhorse file,
stat_infil.m, is in ~HOME2/Matlab/BreathUtil . Copies of the driver routine, eval_all_stat .m,
must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration
in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which
must be rerun due to accidental erasure of the trace files . The table is included here as Table 2-1 .
Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below
~HOME2/Subreg to have better segregation of figures . New directories containing figures now are
listed as FigureXxxx, where Xxxx is one of Paper or YMEIev.

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs
using breath . breath uses consistent units for all variables ; however, the Matlab files used to create
inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large. There is no net
impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided as data, as breath requires intrinsic
permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling
hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath .
Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since
intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways . Many other simulations are
perfectly valid . Unfortumately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium
and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so
that the reported permeabilities are actually off by three orders of magnitude. The breath code has
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Table 2-1 : Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr) .

~2-3]

Printed : October 4, 1996

a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used ; this option uses viscosities that
are off by two orders of magnitude. I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions 1 .1, 1 .2,
and 1 .3 today.

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower.
The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since
the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than
clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca
Mountain as was reported by various USGS papers . In fact, if my simulations were reported using
saturated conductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the
persistent error would not have been found . The simulations were incorrectly presented in Stothoff

Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events
(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min
2 1 .0 0 58.2 172.5 5 9 .5 1 7 (1) 1 (1)
2 0 .9 0 48.1 149.5 5 7.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)
2 1 .1 0 67.0 196 .5 5 11 .16 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
2 1 .0 -1-3 50 .6 158 .2 5 8.79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)
2 1 .0 -3 68.7 191 .2 5 10 .34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
5 1 .0 0 31 .0 124.7 7 0.29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)
5 0.9 0 23.7 101 .2 5 > 0 .01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)
5 1 .1 0 38 .6 147.9 5 2 .98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)
5 1 .0 -I-3 25 .3 108 .3 5 0 .59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)
5 1.0 -3 38.7 148.3 5 2 .18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)
10 1.0 0 12.5 60 .1 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
10 0.9 0 8 .73 42.8 4 > 0 .01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)
10 1 .1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
10 1 .0 -1-3 9.68 49.9 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)
10 1.0 -3 16 .8 81 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
15 1.0 0 4 .61 26 .7 2 > 0.01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)
15 0.9 0 2 .65 13 .9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1 .1 0 6.26 33 .3 3 > 0 .01 0 3 (1) 0 (6)
15 1 .0 ~-3 3.18 17.3 2 > 0 .01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1 .0 -3 7.74 45.8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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3/8/96 Update figures and results.

4/16/96 Update results and interpret.

~2- `l~
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et al . (1995), Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996), Bagtzoglou et al .

	

(1995), Stothoff et al . (1996),
and the poster used for both Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1995) and the 1995 Kearney Conference .
It may yet be possible to save the version of Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) that will be widely
distributed.

In preparing a series of slides for a Geological Society of America conference on 3/12/96, I am taking
the opportunity to tabulate the results generated from a sequence of runs using a tight grid, as
explained in the entry of 1/26/95. All hydraulic-property cases and the pressure and temperature
cases were rerun for the 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths . The base case scenario was rerun for the
10-cm, 15-cm, 500-cm, and 1000-cm alluvium depths, as well as the semi-infinite alluvium case .

The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 2-2 . The base-case weather is de-
noted by an "m" ; perturbations in AAP and in AAT are denoted by "r" and "t", respectively .
AAP is perturbed by multiplying all precipitation values by the noted perturbation ; AAT is per
turbed by adding (t-~) or subtracting (t-) the noted perturbation . The alluvium and fracture
codes both coalesce the permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten parameters into a 4-digit code .
The codes are selected to allow one integer per parameter, and are translated in Table 2-3. The
odd translation for fracture intrinsic permeability and van Genuchten scaling pressure are because
saturated hydraulic conductivity and van Genuchten a created better codes. Note that the -3
factor in the intrinsic permeability codes is the correction for the improperly specified viscosity in
earlier runs, so all runs are consistently labelled .

Over the past month, I've been running simulations with fairly extreme climatic change in order to
examine what would be expected at Yucca Mountain . So far, only 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths
have been run, since the deeper cases take much longer . The climatic change is accomplished by
multiplying all precipitation by a constant factor and/or adding a constant temperature. For both
2-cm and 5-cm cases, all combinations of rain and temperature have been completed with rain
multiplied by 2/3, 1, or 3/2, and -5, 0, or ~-5 degrees C added to the temperature . A similar
sequence is underway for rain multiplied by 1/2, 1, or 2, and -10, 0, or -}-10 degrees C added to the
temperature . I should probably run a 15-cm and semi-infinite sequence as well for completeness, but
these would take a long time . The results are summarized in af_cli .result in ~Homel/RunCliFrnc .
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Table 2-2: Summary of tight- rid infiltration simulation results
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~2-5~

Weather
Code Perturbation

Alluvium
Depth (cm)

Alluvium
Code

Fracture
Code

Moisture
Content

Flux
(cm/yr)

m 0 2 5223 2713 0.0331 5.82
rn 0 2 5223 2712 0.0331 5.89
m 0 2 5223 2714 0.0328 3.29
m 0 2 5223 2703 0.0328 7.32
m 0 2 5223 2723 0.0331 5.75
m 0 2 5223 2613 0 .0331 5 .90
m 0 2 5223 2813 0 .0331 5.77
m 0 2 5223 0713 0 .0330 5.19
m 0 2 5223 4713 0.0331 5.86
m 0 2 5222 2713 0.0218 7.05
m 0 2 5225 2713 0.0548 4.43
m 0 2 5213 2713 0.0324 5.92
m 0 2 5253 2713 0.0352 5.87
m 0 2 5123 2713 0.1015 6 .17
m 0 2 5323 2713 0.0151 6 .51
m 0 2 4223 2713 0 .0293 6 .20
m 0 2 6223 2713 0 .0397 5 .43
m 0 5 5223 2713 0.0484 3.10
m 0 5 5223 2712 0.0486 3.18
m 0 5 5223 2714 0.0484 1 .72
m 0 5 5223 2703 0.0483 3.32
m 0 5 5223 2723 0.0486 3.08
m 0 5 5223 2613 0.0485 3 .15
m 0 5 5223 2813 0.0486 3 .07
m 0 5 5223 0713 0 .0485 2 .69
m 0 5 5223 4713 0 .0486 3.17
m 0 5 5222 2713 0 .0331 4.30
m 0 5 5225 2713 0 .0750 1 .56
m 0 5 5213 2713 0.0505 3.22
m 0 5 5253 2713 0.0469 2.93
m 0 5 5123 2713 0.1219 3.69
m 0 5 5323 2713 0.0251 3.28
m 0 5 4223 2713 0.0380 3.37
m 0 5 6223 2713 0.0625 3 .05
t- 3 .0 2 5223 2713 0.0381 6 .87
t+ 3 .0 2 5223 2713 0 .0294 5 .06
r* 0 .9 2 5223 2713 0 .0324 4 .81
r* 1 .1 2 5223 2713 0 .0338 6.90
t- 3 .0 5 5223 2713 0 .0562 3.87
t-~ 3 .0 5 5223 2713 0.0423 2.53
r* 0.9 5 5223 2713 0.0465 2 .37
r* 1 .1 5 5223 2713 0.0503 3 .86
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Table 2-3 : Summary of alluvium (abed) and fracture (efgh) parameter codes

Doubling rain and subtracting 10 degrees C from the temperature yields the most infiltration
of all cases considered . For the 2-cm case, a factor of 4 .3 increase is generated; for the 5-cm case,
a factor of 6 .6 increase is generated . Overall, this suggests that roughly a factor of 5 to 6 increase
should be expected for this climatic condition, taking into account the importance of shallow
covers relative to deeper covers . This increase could be quantified better using the newly developed
colluvium-balance model discussed in the Geomorphology chapter .

4/17/98 Thoughts on creating an infiltration PDF.

The original motivation for examining shallow infiltration was to provide a PDF for the deep
percolation fluxes past the repository. Ross and I planned to have my shallow infiltration fluxes
feed into his deep percolation models . At the time, my idea was to construct a response surface
for shallow infiltration as a function of whatever parameters were found to be important . It is now
years later, but my work is reaching a point where construction of such a PDF is in sight.

An infiltration PDF is not a particularly well-defined concept. Ideally, one would construct
many realizations of the entire mountain, from the surface to the water table, and pass in the ap-
propriate boundary fluxes . The TSPA approach breaks the mountain into representative columns,
each with its own infiltration flux . I believe that the PDF of interest is actually the PDF describing
fluxes in each column, and presumably the fluxes in the columns are correlated . Accordingly, the
shallow infiltration work can only be step one in the process, albeit a critical link between climate
and deep percolation .

If the infiltration work is split into shallow and deep components, I believe that the best

Code Parameter Translation

a Intrinsic permeability k (cm2 ) k = 10-°-s

b van Genuchten m m= b/10

c van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2) Po = c x 104
d Porosity e' e = d/10

e Intrinsic permeability k (cm2) k = 1 .14694 X IO-e-s

f van Genuchten m m = f/10

g van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2) Po = 980 x 10-s
h Porosity e' e = 10-h
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that the shallow infiltration work can do is to pass off plausible realizations of shallow fluxes to the
deep percolation model, which in turn uses realizations of the stratigraphy and hydraulic properties
to calculate fluxes through the repository . If indeed the fluxes at the repository in the deep model
are insensitive to the degree of spatial variability in the shallow distributions, as I suspect, the
smoothest distributions yielding minimal deviation at the repository should be used . A grid of
spatially averaged infiltrations would be appropriate, perhaps on a 10-pixel spacing .

Ross' deep percolation work (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1995) suggests that the repository is rather
insensitive to focused recharge . Another approach that might be taken is to calculate the average
infiltration over the area "upstream" of the repository . Unfortunately, the upstream area would be
different for each realization, so that some representative area would need to be designated . The
entire DEM feels excessive, while the repository footprint is too small. Perhaps the channel in
Solitario Canyon to east of the footprint, extending a total of twice the north-south extent of the
footprint?

The response surface idea can come into play at a second level in the average-infiltration
approach . The first level is the construction of infiltration at a pixel as a function of parameter
values . The second level is the construction of the average upstream infiltration as a function
of parameter values . The response surface would assume that a single value of each hydraulic
property is sampled and applied to the entire domain. Alternatively, it is possible to randomly
assign properties to each pixel from an appropriate distribution and generate many realizations,
calculating the average infiltration for each realization . Both of the approaches should be performed,
using corresponding property PDFs, in order to see if important differences appear . I suspect that
the two approaches will give essentially identical PDFs for shallow infiltration (some sort of law of
large numbers), even if correlation between parameters is present.

In my model, the spatio-temporal distribution of shallow infiltration can be captured with
8 parameters : (i) four alluvium hydraulic properties (Iisat, porosity, and two van Genuchten pa-
rameters) ; (ii) two alluvium-depth properties ; and (iii) average temperature and precipitation . The
alluvium hydraulic properties could easily be functions of space . The average temperature and
precipitation may be available from the geologic and other records (e.g ., the Devil's Hole data,
packrat middens) . The alluvium-depth properties, however, are big unknowns ; I feel these should
be constants for a realization . The Yucca Mountain field trip planned for the near future will aid
in constraining the alluvium-depth properties .

Given that the alluvium-depth properties and the climatic properties are constants for a
realization, there is no reason to suspect that the two average-infiltration approaches would yield a
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different PDF unless there is some systematic bias for hydraulic properties as a function of colluvium
depth . Consider the environment of deposition . Shallow covers tend to be cobbly, with outcrops
of rock . There may be some trend towards low spatial-average porosity, high permeability, and
coarser grains in the shallower cover. Are shallow covers coarser? Something to check on the field
trip, but how? Perhaps portable grain-size distributions, timing infiltration rates. Upon second
thought, such ideas are silly - it would be very difficult to find discernable trends in the 2-cm
through 15-cm regimes. It doesn't matter once the depths are greater than 0.5 m, since there is no
infiltration to speak of anyway for such cases.

Since the two average-infiltration approaches should yield consistent PDFs, it makes sense
to construct the response surface. I suspect that a reasonably detailed 8-dimensional surface could
be calculated in hours; setting up the software could take a day or two, since the software should
take advantage of new information from additional simulations as they might become available .
Enforcing consistency between various simulations with various degrees of reliability may be a
headache, as I have migrated to tighter and tighter numerical standards over time .

One issue that should be addressed is the issue of climatic change . I've talked to Dave
Turner and Mike Miklas about retrieving climatic records. The idea would be to generate a series
of plausible climatic-change realizations based on available data and feed it through the response
surface to generate plausible traces of average infiltration . The resultant trace could be compared
to TSPA traces . The deep percolation model really needs to be flogged to get the response of the
repository horizon to infiltration rates for this to be most useful, but a nice paper could come out
of the work.

4/23/96 Watershed modelling.

Dr . David Woolhiser will be consulting to CNWRA on the subject of watershed modelling . A
number of discussions have taken place between Woolhiser, Gordon, Ross, and myself, with the
intent of scoping out the work to be performed . After these discussions, we have decided to break
out the work into several packages of roughly $10 k apiece . The first package will be simulation of
a representative wash feeding into Solitario Canyon from the west, which would be a surrogate for
wash-scale modelling of easterly of Yucca Crest. The first package will test the methodology and
feasibility of future work. Further packages would include the full Solitario Canyon watershed, and
perhaps some detailed side-slope simulations with lateral subsurface flow .

To date, we have sent Woolhiser relatively limited information on the site . He has requested
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additional information including

~ a large contour map of the Solitario Canyon watershed;

~ a contour map of slopes in the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

~ available information on infiltration ;

~ available information on saturated conductivity ;

channel cross-sections ; and

~ photographs of the channel cross-sections (for roughness estimates) .

A field trip to Yucca Mountain is being planned for the near future, at which time channel cross-
sections and photographs can be obtained . In addition, I will obtain measurements of alluvium
depths to compare with my geomorphology model, and perhaps some limited infiltration sampling
using a falling-head permeameter can be performed as well . According to Woolhiser, a representa-
tive channel section or two midway between incoming washes would probably be sufficient for his
needs, with 3 or 4 sections in representative washes . Photographs of each section should be taken,
roughly 50 feet downstream .

Woolhiser has software available that should be able to generate the weather conditions at
the resolution required for his model .

5/18/96 Summary of field trip observations .

Printed : October ~I, 1996

This past week, Ross Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer, and I went to Solitario Canyon to obtain field
measurements and observations . Ross and Gordon concentrated on surveying wash cross-sections
for the mid- to lower-canyon reaches, while I concentrated on walking the mid- to lower-canyon
from rim to rim taking spot measurements of colluvium depths and trying to make observations
useful for comparison with computational models . My field observations are documented in a field
book, CNWRA Controlled Copy number 175 .

The first field day, May 13, we spent basically getting together procedures and familiarizing
ourselves with the site and equipment. Ross and Gordon wrestled with the surveying equipment and

data logger all day, finally becoming comfortable with the equipment after successfully surveying a

motel room that evening . During the day, they located well USW H-7 (on the other side of the road
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from Plug Hill) as a benchmark and made one cross-section at a stream-gage station adjacent to
Plug Hill . Additional cross-sections were stymied by a recalcitrant data logger, apparently confused
by a mixup in coordinates input for the first two locations .

I spent part of the first field day making measurements of alluvium to the west and northwest
of the USW H-7 pad, walking up a sideslope to the crest and returning down a small wash . Wherever
I took alluvium depth measurements, I marked a nearby bush with surveyor's tape with the idea
of having the points surveyed in subsequently . As it turned out, we did not get a chance to survey
the points due to delays caused by unfamiliarity with the eduipment.

In order to estimate shallow alluvium/colluvium depths, I brought a the probe with the idea
of poking a hole into the alluvium until further advances were rejected . The the probe is a metal
rod with a diameter of 1/2 in, with a metal tip 4 cm long and a padded handle . The base of the
adapter attached to the handle is 124 cm from the tip. I brought a 10-1b hammer attachment to
replace the handle, in order to help drive the the probe. I scored the probe, creating very distinctive
grooves at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm distances from the tip, for quick depth and length estimates .

Proceeding up the slope from the USW H-7 pad to the west crest, point measurements
ranged up to 44 cm . At one representative mid-slope location, depths were 27, 36, and 42 cm
within 2 m ; at another, depths were 17, 21, and 37 cm. At the crest, depths were typically 2 to
4 cm in places, at others 6 to 8 cm . Just below the crest, pockets of 12 to 18 cm colluvium were
found, increasing with distance below crest to at least 37 cm . Walking down the rill, the channel
was found to consist of bare rock in places, particularly at narrow and/or steep reaches. As the
channel flattened, the scoured zones disappeared . Judging from the walls of the channel in scoured
zones, alluvium depths could be as much as 2 m in places, but it is difficult to tell for sure . Certainly
ridges between subwashes are up to 2 m .

It quickly became obvious that the idea of the the probe was not going to work in alluvium
over a certain depth or in regions with numerous chunks of rock, since rejection due to rubble was
so likely compared to rejection due to bedrock. Accordingly, I concentrated use of the probe in
shallow zones generally less than 40 cm in depth. These zones are of the most interest for infiltration
estimates anyway.

The second part of the first day, I walked north along the bottom of Solitario Canyon further
than well USW H-6. The stream channel morphology is rather confused in the entire stretch I walked
north from Plug Hill . It appears that there are typically two channels, one for the eastern side of
Solitario Canyon and one for the western side, but the channels are not strongly distinct and tend
to braid . The bottom of the channel is not uniform, with patches of similar materials ranging from
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very fine through gravel . There is brush in most of the channel, with somewhat less brush in the
most active portions of the channel. There is a great deal of variability at a scale less than the 30 m
x 30 m resolution provided by the DEMs we've been using, so that the cross-sections are essential .
Unfortunately, in order to fully capture the stream channels, cross-sections would be required at
a much higher density (every 20 to 50 m, I estimate) than Gordon and Ross set out to perform .
Cordon and Ross were going by Woolhiser's estimates of one cross-section per side wash .

The second field day, I walked or crossed each of the washes in the watershed draining to
the north of the USW H-7 pad. The watershed consists of 6 or 7 washes to the north and west of
the pad . Proceeding to the north, I walked the Boomerang Point crestline, crossed to near the Jet
Ridge crestline, and dropped back into the USW H-6 watershed . This day, I used Global Position
System (GPS) pack to provide approximate latitude and longitude at selected locations . The GPS
equipment is supposed to place one within 100 m of the correct location ; if a second station is used,
differential methods are supposed to yield sub-meter accuracy. Our original intent was to use a
reference station and a rover station ; however, we found that the supplied batteries were only good
for 4-1/2 to 5 hours and we did not have four batteries to cover the full day. Upon return, I hear
that motorcycle batteries might do the trick for a reference station.

The third field day, I was in Las Vegas and received a NTS badge and GET training .

The fourth (and my last) field day, I walked up the east part of Solitario Canyon to Yucca
Crest, arriving not far from USW-UZ6. Again I used the GPS equipment without a reference
station. I started at a trench apparently dug to expose the Solitario Canyon fault, and passed some
terracing exposing the upper half of the PTn outcrop. Once at the Crest, I proceeded down the
wash north of Highway Ridge to the first of two sets of trenches scraping away the alluvium cover
from bedrock . The trenches extend from ridgetop to ridgetop . Due to time constraints, I only
examined the southerly trench closely . This trench shows very little alluvial cover at the channel
bottom, increasing to 1 or 1 .5 m within 10 m of the bottom, and gradually thins to less than 10
cm at the top. Returning to the crest on the southern side of the roadway, I was able to observe
the wash to the south as well . I returned to Solitario Canyon slightly north of USW H-3. Upon my
return, judging from aerial photographs I was able to observe terrain typical of the western and
central portions of the repository footprint; further to the east, the wash channels become wider
and have little in the way of scouring in the channel bottoms .

During the four field days, Cordon and Ross completed on the order of 15 cross-sections,
extending up Solitario Canyon most of the way from Plug Hill to USW I-I-6. The original plans to
survey the entire canyon channel were discarded due to the messy nature of the channel above this
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point and due to time constraints . The day after I left, Cordon and Ross visited the ESF .

[2-12]

Based on the three days of walking around and poking colluvium, it is clear that there are
some problems with the colluvium model hooked together with the infiltration response surface,
although the basic approach is sound . In general, even on ridgetops there are very few places that
have less than 3 or 4 cm colluvium cover, and these places are usually exfoliation shards overlying
bedrock . TC caprock boulders are generally massive and u~tfractured . Along crestlines, TC caprock
exposures cover 50 to 90 percent of the surface (visually estimated) . Moving downhill easterly from
the crests, TC caprock boulders on the order of meters in length appear, get smaller and sparser,
then disappear . In the cracks between TC caprock outcrops at the crestlines, it is typical for fine
sand through loess to be present with depths at least 3 cm and less than 6 cm. Depths increase
with distance from the crestline, averaging 10 cm or so between the larger boulders and increasing
to 15 to 20 cm as the boulders decrease in size . There are occasional pockets with deeper colluvium,
typically less than twice the average depths for the area . I saw few washes cutting directly into the
caprock, aside from the western portions of crestlines, although it was not uncommon for caprock
boulders to be sliding along other TC units into washes to the east .

Most of the exposures east of crestlines are TC units. Generally these are not highly frac-
tured near the caprock but increase with depth . Any TC units below the caprock do not appear
distinctive to my admittedly untrained eye. Chunks of the lower TC tend to be much smaller
than the TC caprock boulders, generally being less than 50 cm. In the steepest portions of washes
cutting TC units, bare country rock may be exposed, particularly in wash channels and up to 10 m
above the channels in places . The washes on the west of Solitario Canyon tend to be steeper and
shorter than the washes on Yucca Mountain proper . The Yucca Mountain washes tend to develop
long regular reaches with uniform sideslopes, very nice for modelling . Based on a trench north of
Highway Ridge, maximum alltwiunt depth on sideslopes should not be much more than 1 to 2 m,
near the channel bottom . It appears that the long regular slopes are steepened at the base, due
to removal of colluvium due to stream action during rainfall . It may be possible to estimate the
depth of alluvium by projecting sideslopes out to midchannel in the upper portions of the washes .

All along the steep portions to the west of Yucca Crest, pockets may be as much as 40 cm,
but generally are in the 5 to 15 cm range. A considerable amount of bare outcrop is present, as
much as 50 percent or more of the surface area . Even partway down the flatter slopes, depths may
not be more than 50 to 100 cm.

There are distinctive stripes of dark, highly varnished scree alternating with light, clean
scree on many of the wash slopes . Stripes may be as little as 1 to 2 m on center and may be tens
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of meters on center . Invariably the dark scree is raised relative to the clean scree, suggesting that
runoff is focused on the clean scree and washes it . It may be safe to assume that the darker the
scree, the higher it is relative to the adjacent light scree.

Two difficulties arise when comparing the infiltration conceptual model work with field
observations . The first difficulty is in treating the regions near the crestlines . Although colluvium
depths, where present, are generally greater than I've been assuming, the areal average might
not be too bad. However, the flow modelling assumes that there is uniform depths of colluvium
everywhere, while the actual situation is patchier and deeper . An obvious way of treating the
actual situation is to decrease the porosity to account for the proportion of surficial area that is
impermeable boulder . It may be that reducing porosity is essentially equivalent to reducing depth,
since the volume available for flow is reduced by either approach . If so, accounting for boulder size
and area may not be tremendously important in the colluvium model .

The second difficulty is in treatment of wash channels . The colluvium model breaks down
when factors other than gravity become important, such as overland water flow . It should not be
difficult to include a factor increasing colluvium fluxes due to streamflow, which will get rid of the
(arbitrary) 20 m depths in upper channels . Unfortunately, all of the action is on a scale that is
subgrid compared to the DEM measurements . The channels are only 1 to 2 m wide where the
rock is bare, yet the grid is 30 m on a side . It may be necessary to overlay a refined grid on wash
bottoms to properly capture infiltration, at least in upper portions of the washes . As the channel
bottoms are relatively narrow, there may not be a great deal of infiltration relative to ridgetops .

5/2896 Summary of second field trip observations .

As an adjunct to a Technical Exchange on the NRC audit of the DOE TSPA-95 performance assess-
ment document, which was held in Las Vegas, a group of 8 NRC/CNWRA/consultant personnel
took a tour of the ESF at Yucca Mountain(myself, C. Glenn, B . Behlke, M. Bell, A. Campbell, R.
Manteufel, J . Walton, G. Stirewalt) . The tour took place May 24, 1996 . The tour was led by Alan
? of the DOE mapping team and hydrologic input was provided by Alan Flint of the USC;S .

One of the more important observations that Alan Flint made regards lateral diversion in
and near the PTn bedded tuffs. Previous TSPA analyses have assumed that lateral diversion may
be strongly impacted by a very low permeability unfractured layer just below the PTn. However,
the ESF borehole exposes a section of PTn that appears to be rather frequently, on the order of
every 10 to 20 rn by my observation, punctuated by small-offset faults . The offsets tend to be
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less than a teeter, and may easily have been missed in boreholes . The following day, I took a
walk up from Solitario Canyon to Yucca Crest and noticed some small (10 to 20 cm) offsets at
one PTn exposure. Alan Flint's observation is that lateral diversion is probably not going to be
very significant, because the frequent offsets in the low-permeability unit should minimize the most
significant source of lateral flow .

Along the way in the ESF tour, various chlorine-36 sampling locations were pointed out
by A . Flint and A . Campbell from the Fabryka-Martin et al . (1996) draft report . We also saw
the heavily fractured zone, 1 km in length and still being encountered by the TBM. The fractures
seemed to alternate between zones of fracture spacings less than 10 cm to zones where the spacing
is more on the order of 30 to 40 cm .

As it rained (fairly heavily in spots) on May 24, I was inspired to take another walking tour
of Yucca Mountain on May 25. Based on wetting front observations, which penetrated roughly 3 .5
to 6.5 cm in various representative areas, and on water in exposed lithophysae, I estimate 1 to 2 cm
of rain took place. I noticed that on Yucca Crest, enhanced wetting took place in the gaps between
outcrops (10 cm and larger in spots), while under rubble scree on sideslopes less wetting took place
(dry soil was not uncommon) . While walking about, a storm cell drifted overhead and roughly a
half hour of rain occurred . A total of no more than 5 minutes of reasonably heavy rain occurred,
with most of the interval light to nearly non-existent . Exposed rubble faces were definitely wet ;
however, vertical sides tended to be dry with wetting fronts occurring at the top of perhaps 1 to 3
cm . Fifteen minutes after rain ceased, little or no trace of the event could be detected .

I also examined four of the trenches that are exposed in what I think is Split Wash or the
next wash north (the wash with the Ghost Dance pavement and the wash immediately north of

this wash). Each of these are sufficiently downstream that the wash bottom is at least 10 m wide.
In this region, what I believe Alan Flint refers to as channel terraces are exposed . It appears that
currently active wash channels are cutting into the terraces . Depth to bedrock at the deepest point
in the trenches ranged from 2 .5 to 4 m, as best as I could estimate . However, once the slope of the
ground increased from the relatively flat terrace to side slope, cover decreased to the more typical
10 to 50 cm. It should be possible to identify these deeper zones simply by the slope or break in
slope .

I also had the opportunity to talk with Alan Flint about his site-scale modelling work . He
demonstrated time-traces of moisture content in various neutron-probe boreholes . In one channel

terrace probe, lateral subsurface flow was clearly evident . He is currently using a 3-event (upgrading
to 5-event) Markov-chain model to generate daily precipitation and daily mean temperature read-
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ings . Each rainfall event is redistributed to essentially perch on the colluvium/bedrock interface at

the end of the day, where it infiltrates according to matrix and fracture properties . Each Scott and

Bonk (1984) layer has matrix properties assigned, either from direct measurement or from analog .
Fractures are grouped into 3 size classes, and further subdivided into filled/unfilled areal fi~actions .

Pixel size is 90 m on a side ; no lateral diversion is considered . Evapotranspiration is a part of the

model.

Pondering the site visit, it seems that the DEM is somewhat unwieldy for colluvium-flow

calculations, as it completely misses meter-scale features such as wash channels . Ideas of quasi-1D

flow-tube analyses occurred to me as being particularly appropriate for Yucca Mountain . Each

flow tube would carry along local information on topography, width, depth, shape, vegetation, etc.,

in the form of integer categories or classes. Accordingly, the information could be encoded very

compactly in the form of bit substrings within a few integers . Vegetation is another tricky topic

inspired by discussions with Alan Flint, which it would be very nice to have a better handle on.

8/27/86 Pondering questions relevant to performance.

In brief, work to date has focused on

~ 1D simulations

~ bare soil (no vegetation)

~ no matrix-fracture interaction

instantaneous lateral redistribution

~ long-term average impacts due to

- hydraulic properties

- meteorologic input

~ spatial distribution of surface cover

~ spatial distribution of AAI

~ to a minor extent, response to climatic change

Printed: October 4, 1996
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Most of the work is documented in a journal article currently in preparation . The text and figures
for the article will be included in this notebook upon submission to the journal and internally
documented .

After the completion of work to date, it is my opinion that numerical modelling can give
reasonable estimates of spatial distributions for relative AAI, the relative response of AAI to
climatic change, btit not absolute magnitudes for AAI. Since almost all precipitation ends up
returning to the atmosphere, small errors in evaporation estimates may yield large errors in AAI
estimates. Thus, the large area of interest with associated high heterogeneity levels and complex
physical behavior preclude more than bounding estimates for AAI.

A number of future investigation directions can be considered .

~ The validity and conservativism of the 1D approach could be examined using 3D simulations
with discrete fractures on the grid-block scale for the DEM (roughly 30 m x 30 m) . A 2D or
3D code would need to be assembled, presumably with the additional processes of vegetation
and snow considered . Studies on the grid-block scale would be aimed at ascertaining the
impact of heterogeneity and fracture spacings .

~ Hillslope- and watershed-scale studies can be examined to see if lateral redistribution would
significantly alter the predicted spatial distributions for AAI. Again a 2D or 3D code would
need to be assembled, similar or identical to the code for the grid-block-scale simulations.

~ Detailed process-level simulations, on the scale of a single fracture, could be u~idertaken to
see how the matrix might affect infiltration magnitudes and timings. Code development is
required .

~ Additional 1D simulations could be undertaken to see how vegetation and snow might affect
infiltration magnitudes and timings. Code development is required .

~ The simulations performed to date can be squeezed to obtain the most information possible .
Perhaps the most important additional information regards the timing and magnitude of
infiltration pulses . The weekly trace of fluxes for each simulation can be examined relative to
the rainfall input to determine the pulse description as a function of precipitation description .
Perhaps comparison to the bucket approach would be in order. Analysis and Matlab code
development required .

~ Given infiltration-pulse information, the spatial distribution and timings of fluxes through the
PTn can be estimated . The important question is what time-scale pulses through the PTn
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have and how uniform the distribution of fluxes at the bottom of the PTn would end up being,
so that the representativeness of quasi-steady-state approaches can perhaps be assessed . A
logical first step might be 1D simulations using the output from one or more of the 10-yr
shallow simulations . Again, some sort of 3D simulator may be in order. Predictions of travel
times through the PTn could be made prior to tests in the ESF.

A key point in nearly all of these future directions is the common thread of required code

development. Even in 1D, additional refinements to breath are necessary, while 3D codes are not
available at CNWRA that have the proper capabilities .

8/28/96 Data bibliography .
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As discussed above, my studies examining the spatial distribution of AAI may be extended to below
the PTn layer . If this is the case, it is extremely useful to collect all data pertaining to ambient
unsaturated-zone hydrology at Yucca Mountain . I started collecting this type of information last
month, as I needed to verify some of the information regarding alluvittrn depths measured in

boreholes and trenches collected by Hannah Castellaw almost a year previously in order to double-
check predictions of depths from DEM slopes . It took some time to find her sources, and in
the interim I located additional information nestled in the CNWRA library . The current entry
summarizes some of the information available.

Flint and Flint (1995) provide asummary of 99 neutron-probe boreholes, including locations,
elevations, classifications, dates, alluvium depths, and lithology, as well as some analysis of the data .
The entire moisture-content data set for all boreholes has been ordered from the DOE and should
be arriving within the week, on tape . Attempts to email the data set were stymied due to the
CNWRA inability to receive email greater than 1 Mb in size (the data set consists of two files
of 12+ and 14 .5+ Mb, respectively) . The DOE system manager was not available to set up an
anonymous ftp site .

The Flint and Flint (1995) neutron-probe locations are provided in Nevada State Plane
(NSP) coordinates, not the CNWRA standard of Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) . Informa-

tion on the locations and elevations of most of the Yucca Mountain boreholes are also specified in
a data file obtained from the DOE in January, 1994, with specifications for 243 boreholes . Allu-

vium depths are not specified, although various other sources of information are available including

Fernandez et al . (1994), Schenker et al . (1995), and numerous drilling log reports and summaries.
Some of the most recent boreholes are not in the DOE tape and locations are available from other
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sources and are only specified in NSP coordinates. I have collected the available information in
directory $HOME2/Matlab/3Ddczt~, with neutron_hole.dat containing the most complete infor-
mation .

Flint and Flint (1990) provide data from 73 samples in 9 boreholes, all in nonwelded and bed-

ded tuffs (i .e ., PTn, Calico Hills) . Each sample is precisely located within the respective borehole .

The emphasis is on studying data-determination methods in relatively permeable and porous Yucca
Mountain cores, presumably because these are faster to analyse. Porosity, grain density, bulk den-
sity, intrinsic permeability (measured 4 ways), relative permeability versus saturation (measured 2
ways), and potential versus water content (measured 3 ways) are tabulated . Some analysis compar-
ing the measurement techniques for the intrinsic permeability values is performed. No attempt to
estimate van Genuchten parameters is made, and it seems to me that the data is not of sufficiently
high quality to make the attempt.

Rautman et al . (1995) provide data obtained from a sampling grid along 1 .4 km of the
PTn outcrop in Solitario Canyon, with a total of about 330 core samples obtained from 26 vertical
transects . Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are presented for all sam
ples ; sorptivity and saturated hydraulic conductivity are presented for almost all samples (except
where handling damaged the sample) . Locations of vertical (upslope) transects are specified as a
northward offset to a transect reported by Flint et al . (1996), with core samples located relative
to the base of the sampled sequence. Distinct vertical trends in the properties are shown in plots,
and high r2 values (r2 > 0.824) were obtained between the 4 bulk properties .

Flint et al . (1996) provide data obtained from 5 vertical and 3 horizontal sampling transects,
with a total of 656 core samples. Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are

presented for all samples; either measured or estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity is pre
sented for most samples ; and sorptivity is presented for some samples for two horizontal transects .

In addition, moisture retention information is obtained for 41 of the samples, with estimated van
Genuchten and Brooks-Corey parameters . Relative-permeability information was not determined .
Regression equations are presented for properties as a function of porosity. Arguments were made
that porosity values can be used to estimate van Genuchten parameters ; perhaps additional infor-
mation can be gleaned from the sorptivity information . The report appears to be the best current
source for property data suitable for modelling .

The five vertical transects presented by Flint et al . (1996) are further analyzed by McKenna

and Rautman (1995) to examine correlation information . The correlation structure appears to be

nonstationary horizontally . Appropriate downhole sampling strategies are suggested .
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8/29/96 Revisiting PTn modelling ideas .

9/21/96 Setting up 1D PTn modelling.

[2- 19]
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Schenker et al . (1995) collect and reference a large number of data sets and impose PDF
descriptions on them . Most of the data are from cores extracted from boreholes; transect sampling
information from Rautman et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) does not appear . Porosity and bulk
density have 1234 and 2173 measurements, respectively . There are 257 saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity values from 8 boreholes . The matrix van Genuchten parameters are reportedly determined
from the original pressure/saturation data sets by the authors, yielding 211 property estimates;
however, the set of estimates is not directly available. Fracture properties are estimated using
fracture spacing and orientation data from four boreholes (C-1, G-4, a #1, and GU-3), saturated
bulk conductivity data from the saturated zone in 7 boreholes (G-4, H-l, H-3, H-4, b #l, p #1,
and J-13) and bulk gas permeabilities from barometric fluctuations observed in 2 boreholes (UZ-1
and a #4) . Lots of extrapolation is required due to the sparseness of the fracture data .

Further discussions with English and Sitakanta suggest that examining the behavior of the PTn
layer may be of the most direct use to PA . For example, the appropriateness of the various models
for flow in the subsurface can be examined (i.e ., ECM versus dual-permeability versus weeps) by
examining the time behavior of pulses reaching the top of the PTn layer. If extremely long time
scales at the bottom of the PTn are observed, the ECM model may be in order. If extremely short
time scales are observed, the weeps model is in order. Intermediate cases presumably would require
the dual-permeability model) .

A second question that can be examined is the issue of the spatial distribution of fluxes leav-
ing the PTn layer. There are direct implications for the distribution of fluxes at the drift scale, since
the TSw units are relatively homogeneous from the PTn to the repository . My conceptual model
of drift-scale processes under ambient conditions has high relative humidity at all flow packages
and relatively few packages contact a dripping fracture (i .e ., dripping fractures are widely spaced) .
In this case, the drips are a strong focussing mechanism, shielding most surrounding packages .
Studying the behavior of the PTn layer may shed some light on the relative spacing of dripping
fractu res.

Two detailed sources of information are available for unsaturated-zone tuff properties, Rautman
et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) . The Rautman et al . (1995) data set is finely resolved in
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both the lateral and vertical directions, but only covers part of the PTn layer and does not provide
van Genuchten properties for the samples. The Flint et al . (1996) data set consists of 8 transects,
covering the full range of layers in less detail . The Flint et al . (1996) data set does provide several
measurements of van Genuchten properties, however.

The Flint et al . (1996) data set will be used to test the behavior of wetting pulses, since it

provides a nmch longer vertical transect (the Solitario Canyon transect, in particular) and some van

C;enuchten information . Two approaches are immediately obvious: (i) use average layer thicknesses

and properties, based on Tables 2, 5, and I-1 ; and (ii) use Table I-1 for fullest spatial resolution but

supplement properties as necessary. The idea would be to assume fracture flow with the wetting

pulses translated undamped from surface conditions as a top boundary condition, with the top
boundary at the top of the shardy base of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, and use gravity drainage bottom
conditions in fractures to correspond to the Topopah Spring Tuff vitric caprock and lower layers .

There are between 20 and 25 measured Iisat values within the roughly 35 m section of the transect
of interest, with perhaps 35 additional core samples that do not have Iisat values . It is not clear

whether the reported transect distance is vertical distance, horizontal distance, or along-ground
distance, but assuming that the slope is roughly 30 degrees in this region, the vertical section of

nonwelded tuff is about 20 m, about twice the thickness considered by Rautman et al . (1995) .

As a first cut, the detailed stratigraphy implied by Table I-1 of Flint et al . (1996) will be

assembled into detailed layering . For points where I(Sat and van Genuchten properties are missing,

the regressions provided by Tables 3 and 6 will be used . Between each data reading, Iisat and van
Genuchten a will be loglinearly interpolated and van Genuchten n will be linearly interpolated .
Initial conditions will be provided by using the steady-state vertical ODE approach discussed in
the PA Research and Ambient Hydrology projects .

The regression equation for I(Sat as a function of porosity for the welded and nonwelded

portions of the Solitario Canyon transect in Table 3 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 36 samples and

with an r2 value of 0 .90, is :

I~sat = -13 .9 4- 33 .1E' - 30 .8e2 ,

	

(2-1)

where Iisat is in m/s . Based on Figure 11, it appears that the regressed equation is actually for

logio(Iisat), which makes much more sense.

From Table 6 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 10 samples and with r2 values of 0 .01 and 0.44
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for van C;enuchten a and n, respectively, the regression relationships are:

where a is in units of MPa-r .

Parenthetical note :

The minimization takes place when the gradients of Y are zero, or

9~24~96 First results from 1D PTn modelling.
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a = 0.19 + 0.31,

	

(2-2)

n = 0 .95 ~- 1 .94e',

	

(2-3)

My suspicion is that the van Genuchten regression relationships could be significantly im-

proved by solving for all samples simultaneously, since there is considerable latitude in changing the

a and n parameters without greatly affecting the fit between data and formula . The simultaneous-

solution procedure minimizes the least-squares sum of squares,

N

=r

where B2 is a measured saturation value and B is the corresponding predicted saturation value for

measured pressure Pi . The prediction formula is

(2-4)

[2-2 1]

Newton's method is convenient for this minimization, which simply states that for each iteration k,

J(x~)s,~ _ -F(x~),

	

(2-10)

where J(x~;) is the Jacobian and x is the vector of unknowns C; . It shouldn't be too difficulty to

check this out on the data presented by Flint et al . (1996) .

After a good deal of putting together Matlab code and some breath debugging, the first set of PTn

simulations were run using the base-case infiltration traces for 2-crn and 5-cm colluvium over a

B = 9(a, n, Bres~ P)~ (2-5)

~=Co+Cre, (2-6)

n=C2+C3e, (2-7)

Bres = C4 + C5e " ( 2-g)
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fracture continuum . The 2-cm case has weekly outputs of flux, while the 5-cm case has daily flux

outputs; both cases have fluxes that are higher than almost any pixel value would show, so the

simulations are probably more extreme than will be observed in future work.

All work is done in /home2/sierra/stothofJ%ll~7atlab/PTnCheck . The input files for breath

are created using fix~'FRI_dat .m, which in turn uses extract_gw.m, pre_ydot_setup.m, and

ydot_setup .m . The built-in Matlab ODE solver ode23s is used to create initial conditions for the

temporal average of the input flux, using ydot_setup.m. Output is examined using show~tuff.m

and new_show~eq('t', 'nf~l ;col~co;plot~pl;nseq~l;last~l0') .

Several observations were made :

Printed : October ~i, 1996

Several cases were tried, varying (i) the assumption for the continuum underlying the PTn

layer and (ii) the input flux case . The 2-cm i~iput-flux case was run using 2 m of fracture continuum,

2 m of T558 material, and 20 m of TS58 material . The last material case was also run using the

5-cm input-flux case . All cases use 5-cm nodal spacing.

~ The fracture continuum below the PTn causes time steps on the order of 3 seconds, while

simulations using the matrix below complete in minutes of CPU time .

~ The steady-state moisture profile is very different for fractures underlying the matrix and for
tuff underlying ; the fractures cause the PTn to be essentially saturated in locations, while

the tuff allows much drier profiles even with the same flux.

~ The flux distribution is very peaky. Over the period of a day, fluxes can jump by 4 orders of
magnitude, then decay exponentially.

~ The flux pulse propagates essentially instantaneously (less than aday) through the PTn layer,

but the pulse magnitude decreases exponentially with depth .

~ The moisture content responds by a few percent in the same timeframe .

~ The gravity drainage condition 2 m below the bottom dampens the peskiness significantly

relative to the 20-m depth.

~ There are roughly 2 pulses a year, although the pulses are clumped. As the colluvium depth

increases further, the number of pulses will decrease .

There are several implications to the work :
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~ Capturing flux pulses with moisture-content readings may be a hopeless endeavor .

~ Steady-state assumptions may be appropriate for calculating moisture contents .

Printed : October ~l, L99G

Using the gravity-drainage assumption with moisture contents must be exami~ied carefully,

since structural features and heterogeneity can modify moisture contents without modifying

fluxes .

~ It may not be that bad to use the ECM assumptions below the PTn, as there is indeed strong

damping in the input signal .

The current breath approach must be augmented to provide more realistic simulations. In

particular, it is still not possible to check the ECM assumptions since there is no possibility for more
than one continuum below the PTn. Also, the saturation profile in the PTn is strongly impacted
by the lower-layer assumptions. An approach that may bear fruit is to allow several continua to
dangle off the bottom of the PTn, each independent except that the same pressure exists in each

one at the bottom of the PTn. One continuum might be the matrix, with the rest being fi~acture
sets . Occasional lower cross-links between the fracture continua might okay.

The augmented approach would allow the investigation of which fracture sets) kick in, if

any. In addition, the saturation in each set may be able to be translated into an equivalent wetted

length, which can than be used to intersect with the drifts .

It may be considerably more difficult to construct a steady-state solver for this case, since

there are multiple threads of flux joining at a middle node . Shooting may be necessary.
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3. Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number : 20-5708-663
Collaborators :

	

Ronald T. Green
Directories:

	

As noted

2/1/96 Initial entry.

Printed : October 4, 1J96

Objective:

	

Theoverall objective of the thermal hydrology I{TI is to assess the impacts of possible
thermal loading due to the proposed Yucca Mountain repository on the subsurface hydrology. The
near-field I{TI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps more
of an emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology . Out of the entire hydrology-
thermal-mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology I{TI is essentially HT while
the near-field KTI is more HTC .

The reorganization of the CNWRA into KTI units occurred less than two weeks ago. At this point,
organizational issues have been resolved . Detailed task descriptions have not been promulgated
as of yet. This initial entry is a brain-storming task to put together ideas for fixture work within
the task, which should also mesh with work to be performed under the near-field task and the
ambient-hydrology I{TI .

After discussion with Ron, it is clear that there are two areas that I can contribute : boundary
conditions (i .e ., infiltration, temperature) and matrix-fracture flow investigations .

In the realm of boundary conditions, a relatively quick investigation might be undertaken
that examines the impact of the repository on surface processes . Two questions arise immediately :
(i) is the ground surface well-represented by a specified-temperature condition, or should there be
some interaction with the atmosphere a la breath ; and (ii) is there an effect on infiltration rates due
to the thermal load imposed by the repository?

A simple sensitivity test can be made using breceth . Assuming that thermal equilibrium
occurs rapidly relative to the change in energy release, and that half of the energy moves upwards,
a quasi-steady-state energy flux can be calculated which combines the geothermal flux and the
repository loading . The energy flux can be applied at the bottom of the column, thereby allowing
the column temperatures to equilibrate. Presumably this is a no-nevermind issue, but the analysis
should take little effort and any unforeseen impacts should be obvious. Also, the robustness of the
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surface temperature condition can be quickly examined; extending the analysis to seasonal-average
and annual-average conditions for temperature would be straightforward.

Matrix-fracture interaction analysis options are less well defined . Ideas have arisen : (i)
Sitakanta would like to do a laboratory analysis with a fractured thin slab, in which it appears that
the best information would be a videotape of the wetting front; (ii) Ron Green has resurrected the
idea of an infiltration test at the Pena Blanca site, where an adit lies about 8 m below a cleared
surface and a reasonably large fracture can be traced to the surface; and (iii) I have thought about
extending breath to quasi-2D or 3D to investigate matrix-fracture interaction with discrete fractures,
which could possibly be extended to handle large thermal effects a la TOUGH and possibly even
geochemistry for near-field analyses . The experimental work needs to be properly linked with
Yucca Mountain and appropriate numerical experiments need to be designed to justify the code
development.

4/19/96 Boundary condition evaluations.

In line with the initial entry, a series of surface condition evaluations will be performed . The idea
is to look at the sensitivity of both infiltration and temperature to the upward thermal fluxes due
to the repository . A series of several upward fluxes will be examined, with a maximum that is the
maximum flux the repository can generate . Since the 2-cm cases are the fastest to run, I'll use the
standard 2-cm case I have used for shallow infiltration simulations under the ambient hydrology
I{TI . In every case, fifty or one hundred years of annual-average conditions will be used to set up
the thermal profile. With the thermal conditions set, additional 20-yr runs with standard hourly
conditions will be used to check the impact on infiltration . A subsidiary step will be to check that
the thermal regime under different climatic regimes is the carne for different depths of alluvium,
despite different infiltration rates.

The quoted thermal loads in TSPA-95 (TRW, 1995) range from 20 MTU/acre through 100
MTU/acre, where the conversion factor is about 1 kW/MTU . Other work quoted in TSPA-95 used
28, 57, and 114 kW/acre for the loading . Using the conversion factor of 1 acre = 4.047x103 m2,
corresponding power densities are approximately:

20 kW/acre 5 W/m2 .

28 kW/acre 7 W/m2 .

40 kW/acre 10 W/m2.
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80 kW/acre 20 W/m2 .

100 kW/acre 25 W/m2 .

120 kW/acre 30 W/m2 .
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As a comparison, the annual average incident shortwave radiation is 250 W/m2 and annual average
longwave radiation of 320 W/m2. With albedo of slightly greater than 0 .25 for shortwave radia-
tion, this yields roughly 400 W/mlnet incoming radiation . Assuming an average emissivity times
Stefan-Boltzmann constant on the order of 5 .2x10 -s W/m2K4 , radiating 400 W/m~would require
an annual average temperature of 296 .15 I{ . Radiating 415 W/m2 requires an annual average tem-
perature of 298 .89 I{ for the same emissivity . One would expect that the top boundary temperature
should vary by less than 2 .5 °C, thus a constant-temperature top boundary condition is really not
bad at all for deep simulations.

On the other hand, one might expect that the lower boundary condition temperature might
be more strongly impacted by the repository, both due to smaller ambient thermal fluxes and due
to the relatively closer distance between the repository and the common bottom condition at the
water table. As Gordon is currently constructing a regional-scale transport model, it makes sense
to piggy-back a thermal examination onto the model . The issue may have been addressed in the
past .. .

TRW. 1995 . Total System Performance Assessment-1995: An Evalhation of the Potential Yucca

N7ountain Repository . B00000000-01717-2200-00136, TRW Environmental Safety Systems
Inc., Las Vegas, NV.
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4. Iterative Performance KTI

Account Number : 20-5708-761
Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

As noted

Objective:

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at Yucca
Mountain . The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into
forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e .g ., probability distributions) . In
addition, periodic review of DOE work may be performed .

325/96 Audit review of T5PA-95.

Over the last few clays I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes
impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport
of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal
inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport
velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where
parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.
In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar as it is assumed that fractures
are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may
drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation
flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped on
as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation .

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively
straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results. I plan to perform a calculation of the
probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac
ture velocities and fluxes, as well a,s the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures .
My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-
normal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield much faster
velocities in general. In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by
TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges as well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison .

The work in the audit review is located in ~HOME2/Matlc~b/TSPA95Cols. In order to set up a
comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from
Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerpted for the
TSPA-93 report (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical . The
Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta
function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),
1~(x), given by

where

p(~) = C(:r - a)a(b - :~)p~

where G' is a normalizing constant and a and /~ are used to define the shape of the function .
requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

Printed : October ~l, 1996

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled
random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the x value that has a
cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula
tive probability distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A
way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized sum . A
new /Llatlc~b function entitled beta_dist .m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed
probabilities, and beta_dist_set .m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist .m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-
spaced :r locations. For cases with negative a or /3, the beta function predicts infinite probability
at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding
to a negative power. The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .
I plotted up each of the probability functions and compared them to the plots in the back of
the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for

~`1-2~
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G~ 1= = -
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a)-(i+a+a) r(1 (+ a)r(1 /~)~) (4-2)
f(~ - a)a(b - ~;)Q dx
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P(x) _ ~ th-11 exp(-t) dt . (4-3)
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the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are
supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer. I entered the scaled values for layers 1
through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots
in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close . It appears
that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual saturations can be as high as 1,
with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled
parameters are completely outrageous . I can see why residual saturation was treated a.s a layer
constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task .

Correlations between parameters are not mentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only
touched on by Schenker et al . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do
any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability . Several of the layers show significant
correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0.467 and 0 .929),
but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,
scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

where p~ is capillary pressure, y is surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and ~ is porosity .
The J function is a dirnensionless function of saturation (S) . I expect that using such a scaling law
would affect predicted velocities quite significantly .

After setting up the beta distribution function, 104 realizations of independently sampled matrix
properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) ;

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn) ;

3C Topopah Spring welded-composite (TSw) ;

3R 'Topopah Spring welded-repository (TSw) ;

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded--vitric (CHnv) ;

6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz) ;

~4-3~
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Parameters were calculated using make_param.m and placed in a Nlotlub binary file, param_uc_10000 .mat .

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable
for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations. Accordingly, perti-
nent lflatkab MOL routines were brought into ~IIOME2/Matk~b/TSPA95Cols and stripped down
to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines . The overall run routine is
run~'orward~et .m, which calls other routines as needed . The material-property routines are
calc_vg_wtcond .m, for the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as
presented by I{lavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond .m, which represents my conceptu-
alization of the TOUGH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995) . Using
the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to
the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121 .2 m), (ii) CHnv (80.7 m), (iii) TSv (8.4 m), and (iv)
TSw (111.2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range
that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of
course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0 .05 mm/yr), and less than
two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,
which slows the solver down considerably. The runs were performed from the water table to the
repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level .

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a
matrix conductivity . In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are
assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to
the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,
fractures are treated as not present. Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix
and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual
with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures
were not active . However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution . Upon further
investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get
a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical
error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the
matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity . Neglecting the fractures,
pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the
fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is more than sufficient to push water downwards .
If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesmal upwards spatial increment
must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitesmal increment
must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched off. In a finite-volume code,
pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node . For the MOL approach,
there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length
scale.

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity
for every pressure, turns out to work but the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow
for reasonably small deltas (e.g ., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high and a low flux treed be
considered, which should ease computational burden .

4/4/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in
another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought. The pressure
in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures are not forced to be
either fully on or fully off. Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure saturation relationship
is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures. The lower capillary
pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures . The TRW procedure for
defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented ; I presume some cutoff saturation
stands in for zero (e.g ., 10-8) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used .

I implemented my understanding of the TRW ECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond.m .
Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000 .mat, I ran a total of 9 sets
of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0.1, and 0.01 mm/yr) and 3 ECM models (single-
pressure, or classical; Q = 1 ; and Q = 0.95) . The Q-based ECM is the TRW ECM, where Q is the
threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary
statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer. For each of
17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-

[4-5~
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using cale_run~ummary.m
and stored in summary output files with names such as ECM1-50_Q0.01_s-l .mat . The digits
following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000.mat (here
realizations 1 through 50) . The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr . The
number after the "s" represents the ECM model Q (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM) . The
summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture
contents, etc. The quantities are labeled where defined in cale_run~ummary.m .

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) and integral-average deviation
(V') are defined by

z
f VdZ

V=zz ,
f dZ
z
z

	

r~z
f (V - V)z dZ

V' =

	

z
z
f dZ
z

The integrals are performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer.

(4-5 )

(4-6)

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in
detail . The other information is stored for future examination.

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 L;CM models, a
travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system :

Li
VmiFmi + Vfil'fi ~

where La is the thickness of layer i, F�, and Ff are the fraction of flux in matrix and fractures, and
V�,, and Vj are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures .

[4-6~

(4-7)

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Matlab routine was
created, calc_5pt_stats .m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab
routine show_5pt_plots .m, the distribution for T is displayed in Figure 4-1 for the 3 models, the
two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vj . The TSPA-95 definition of Vf is incorrect,
dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content; the two Vj conceptualization are
the correct and incorrect Vf definitions .
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Figure 4-1: 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes, ECM
conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 4-1 .

. The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 4-I) yields almost identical results as the
Q-based ECM with a = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

~ The Q-based ECM with Q = 0 .95 (denoted sig = 0.95) yields slightly faster travel times than
the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel
time is found when fracture flow dominates (i .e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting
fracture flow) .

~ 1~Iisrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel times, by a factor of
two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that

[4-7~
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the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA
mea,sure .

The last two observations are somewhat surprising ~ priori, insofar as the low-infiltration
cases have very little fracture flow to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have
much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .
It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable
impact on overall travel time . In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, TSv, and CHnz layers
all exhibit significant fracture flow and only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix
flow . Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer; only those few
cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture
velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-
property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-

ure 4-1) . In Figure 4-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav~tat .m, the
success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for
the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-
locities and fittx distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer. Curve B
uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the
average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10 -ts m/s. Curve D presents the
summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly .

Several observations can he drawn from Figure 4-2 .

~ In matrix-dominated flow (q;~,1 = 0.01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a
modified Vj appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect

Vj yields consistently slow travel times .

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to
5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations .

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel
time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out .



4/5/96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .

Figure ~l-2 : 4/~I/96 . Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM
conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches .

As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various
assertions of the TSPA-95 approach . These were not used in the write-up of the audit. For
completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property
realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four
layers, and were created using lflc~tlcab routine show_plots.m . The size of the symbol represents
infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . C*enerally the ECM models only diverge
significantly with higher fluxes .

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-4, follows the same approach a.s Figure 4-3,
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Figure 4-3: ~l/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 matrix velocities predicted by the ECM models in
the (a) TSw, (b~ TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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except that the fracture velocities are shown instead. The plots were created using Nfatlab routine
show_plots .m. Not shown are the points with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there
are significant numbers of cases with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts
essentially zero . Note that low and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture
flow and these cases are not shown .

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-5, shows the fraction of flow in the fractures
versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
lffatlab routine show_plots.m . Again, cases without significant fracture flow or fracture velocity
are not shown. A very strong linear relationship occurs for the omitted points .

The fourth set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-6, shows the significant fracture velocities
versus the matrix velocities for each of the infiltration rates attd layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots.m. By dividing both velocities by infiltration flux, the respective sets
of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold
range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix
velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-7, shows the frequency of occurrence for
matrix velocities . The plots were created using ~Llatlab routine scat_plot_stats .m . Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10
log of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the
maximum velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped log
distribution is apparent .

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for
fracture velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot_stats.m . Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10 log
of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from 10_s cm/s to the maximum
velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 10 -s cm/s were put into
the lowest bin .

9/3/96 Thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit .

Some of the results discussed above were presented at a Technical Exchange with the DOE in
Denver. I presented a comparison of the DOE; approach with the two different ECMs with the
1)OE abstraction and the NRC abstraction, plotting the sets of simulations discussed before in
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Figure 4-4 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 fracture velocities predicted by the ECM models in
the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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terms of cumulative density functions (CDFs) for conservative-particle travel times. These plots
confirm the conclusions I discussed in previous entries . The plots are generated using tech_plots.m,
which further uses cale_gwtt_stat .m to plot curves from the simulations.

In general, the comparisons between the DOE and NRC approaches were well received by
the DOE and gave the DOE staff some insight into the methods. The DOE staff did express
surprise that the drift-scale approximations did not receive similar attention, however, as they
believe that the drift-scale approximations are crucial to the predictions that the TSPA-code makes .
In summary, the drift-scale analysis assumes that :

~ The infiltration flux can be represented as a percolation flux that is lognorrnally distributed
over the area of the column with a mean equal to a specified value and a standard deviation
arbitrarily equal to 0.5,

~ The matrix properties at the drift scale are also lognormally distributed based on Schenker
et al . (1995) properties,

The random percolation fluxes and matrix properties are independent,

~ The matrix has fluxes up to the saturated conductivity,

~ Any flux in the matrix diverts around the drift,

~ Drip rates are equal to the flux in the fracture assuming that the flux in the fracture only
occurs if the matrix does not have capacity for the flux,

An arbitrary catchment area of four times the waste package is present, and

~ Using the expected flux rate for every package results in approximately the same release rates
that would occur from using the actual flux rate for each package.

Possible weak points in the discussion are:

~ There is no justification for the standard deviation used in the percolation flux distribution,

~ There is no consideration of correlation between matrix properties and local percolation flux,

~ 'There is no consideration of lateral flow effects (all matrix flux must somehow cram around
the drift),

~ rl'here is no consideration of dual permeability effects (local strengthening or weakening of
the fracture flow),

[4- f7]
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~ There is no explicit consideration of drip effects on package failure time, and

~ There is no consideration of reduction in effective matrix flux area due to rewetting times
for the matrix (after the cool-down period, presumably the matrix takes considerable time to
re-wet, during which the interior of the matrix block is essentially unsaturated) .

In addition, there is no consideration of the spatial distribution of the infiltration fluxes (each
column has any spatial information completely washed out) .

9/4/96 More thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit .

Printed : October 4, 1996

I discussed the impact of drips on package failure time with Sridhar today. The current thinking is
that waste-package failure is due to a water film on the package, which can either occur due to drips
or relative humidity. The TSPA-95 approach is to lump all of this behavior into a relative humidity
term, with corrosion only starting when temperature drops below 100 °C and relative humidity is
above a threshold (75 to 85 percent) . The current EBSPAC approach is moving towards calculating
chemistry at the drift wall based on the ECM model in Multiflo, and assuming that each drift has
drips, so that drips may contact the package earlier than the 100 °C cutoff. Drip formation is not
well established in this approach . ECM simulations performed by Peter Lichtner suggest that up
to 100 ka are required to rewet the repository. Some sort of linkage between EC1~1 and drip would
be desirable according to Sridhar.

Based on the thoughts to date, we have promised to Rex Wescott that we would assess
assumptions in TSPA-1995 regarding :

~ Independence of flux and permeability . The assessment of uncorrelated flux and permeability
distributions will examine the impact of correlation in the calculations simply by repeating
the analysis with correlated parameters .

~ Variability of flux and permeability . The assessment will repeat the analysis with a range of
standard deviations .

~ Spatial dependency of infiltration flux . The assessment will repeat the analysis with the
infiltration distribution explicitly carried through the analysis .

In addition, I would like to examine several related issues, but to be prudent these will not be
promised .

[4- 1 8]
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~ Impact of rewetting time on dripping fluxes . The idea is to examine how long it will take
after the thermal pulse for the matrix to reach pre-pulse conditions . I suspect that fracture
flow will dominate for at least tens of thousands of years .

Impact of discrete-fracture flow on drips . With discrete fractures, it may be that matrix
properties are relatively unimportant indicators of drip distributions.

The additional issues would require additional code development.

9/796 Drift-scale analysis .

One approach for a first cut at the drift-scale analysis include the following tasks:

~ Get the TSPA-95 column outlines and the IPA-2 column outlines into UTM coordinates and
assign DEM pixels to each column.

~ Assemble software to create a PDF for gd,.2p given a PDF for I(Saa and a value of q~nh~ .

~ Create a table of q~t, .Z r, PDFs as a function of average infiltration :

- Scale a "standard" infiltration distribution to provide a desired average infiltration over
Yucca Mountain at the repository level.

- Adjust the distribution to accommodate intermediate processes (smoothing and/or fo-
cussing) .

- Assemble a PDF describing gd,.ap by examining the column pixel by pixel .

Repeat for remaining infiltration rates.

~ Localize dripping fluxes to discrete locations relative to drifts .

~ Calculate release rates for each of the models .
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Several what-if scenarios can be examined relatively quickly using this basic format :

Perfectly vertical fluxes .

~ Lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., Laplace smoothing) .

Localization of vertical fluxes (i .e ., faulting/perching) .

[4- 19]
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~ Localization and subsequent lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., faulting/perching then
Laplace smoothing) .

Very relevant extended analysis includes examining the effects of:

~ Long-range impacts on fracture fluxes (i .e ., fracture flow initiated above the drift level even
though the drift level is highly permeable such as can happen in dual-permeability models) .

~ Time-dependent matrix saturation (i .e ., cool-down rewetting fluxes) .

My hunch is that fracture flow is strongly initiated but weakly dissipated . If so, the presence of a
low-permeability TSw microstratum will initiate fracture flow that continues for extended distances
downwards despite a more-permeable matrix . If so, gd,.2p at the repository will be less sensitive to
Icsat at the repository than the TSPA-95 approach and instead will be an integral measure of the
vertical distribution of the matrix properties . The point may have considerable impact on the
analysis approach .

I also suspect that fracture flow will be much more prevalent during the cool-down period
as the matrix slowly rewets . Although the thermal pulse may indeed strongly redistribute water
in the matrix due to vapor transport during heating, I don't think this will be so active during
cooling . If the matrix is relatively dry, then it cannot conduct water and any flux must be in the
fractures . However, fracture flux must also be diverted to refill the matrix, so presumably there
will be less overall flax at the repository.

9/8/96 Drift-scale analysis .

Assuming that the matrix hydraulic conductivity can be described using a lognormal PDF, as the
TSPA-95 analysis does (Section 7.3 of TRW, 1995), an equivalent assumption is that Y = ln(Iisat)
is described by a normal distribution . The normal probability density function is described by
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' (4-8)

where x is the random variable, fi is the mean value of x, and Q is the standard deviation of x
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Benjamin and Cornell (1970) . The standardized normal distribution is described by

fu(u~) - ~~ exp(-ua/2), (4-~)
x _ E~

u = (4-10)
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The corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) is described by
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A related integral, the error function, is defined (Section 7.1 .1 of Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972)

Note that FU(-u) = 1 - FU(uc) for a normal distribution, so that the limitations of having u >= 0
for the error function can be overcome .

Eduation 4-15 can be used to develop a Matlab function that provides a CDF for gpe ," c - I(sat

given a value for gdr~P, since Matlctb provides a function for the error function but not for the normal-
distribution CDF. The idea is to discretize the range 0 <= gdhiP <= max(q~e, .~) with a long vector
(e.g ., 1000 entries) for gd,.ip . For each pixel in the column, the values of Iisat that correspond to
the gd,.ip vector entries can be determined and the CDF evaluated for those particular values . I'he
CDF' value corresponding to q~tr2p = 0 should be evaluated with Ksat = r~Ye,.~ . The calculated CDF
for each pixel should be normalized by the number of pixels that will be accumulated.

The outlined procedure can be used to develop a CDF equivalent to the TSPA-95 approach
as well . Instead of providing an infiltration distribution equivalent to the distribution estimated
from surface considerations, a distribution can be provided that is simply random noise about a
mean value.

A difficulty comes when one assumes that insofar as there is observed spatial correlation in
matrix properties, thus there may be some correlation between gpe ,. c and Ksat . F'or example, lateral

[4-2 1]

t

erf(t) _ ~~exp(-t2 ) dt ; (4-13)
0

thus, for u >= 0, Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) (Section 26 .2.29) show

erf(~t) = 2FU(u~) - 1, or equivalently (4-14)



9~9~96 First drift-scale results.
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redistribution may result in higher qt, e ,.~ in areas with high Ii sat and lower efpe,.c in areas with low

ICsnt . If a; and ~ are jointly normal distributions, then (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970)

i

QY~x = (1 - p2)i~2~Y,

	

(~1-17)

where p is the correlation coefficient. For the case of ,jointly normal distributions, an estimate for
the CDF can therefore be built up in a similar way a.s outlined previously, except that the gpP ,.~s
input as a set of pixel values adjust the mean and standard deviation of ln(I(sat for each pixel
individually according to the value of p. Presumably correlation between Ii sat and qpe,.~ should be
handled using the corresponding logarithms .

I created several Matlab files in /home2/sierra/stothoff/Mathb/TSPA95Drift to investigate the
behavior of TSPA-95 assumptions on dripping fluxes . Two questions are easily investigated using
the TSPA-95 or related approaches assuming that infiltration fluxes are randomly distributed : (i)
what is the impact of correlation between gperc and Iisat , and (ii) what is the impact of the standard
deviation of gper~ and I(sat .

Two calculational approaches were investigated . The first approach directly calculates the
CDF for qpe,.~ - Itsat for each entry of an input vector of qre,.~, directly using the CDF for IC"sat
to calculate the CDF for specific values of gd,.2r . The direct approach results in apparently rather
good estimates for the low range of gd,.2 p , but is a little noisy at the upper end if there are not a
lot of gpre~ values in the vector . The second approach extends the TSPA-95 approach, estimating a
CDF from long input vectors of random gpe ,. c and Ii sat . For the same computational effort, longer
vectors can be used for the indirect approach, so the indirect approach results in nice upper tails
but is questionable for small values of gd,.2 p . 'Phe two methods appear to yield quite comparable
results with reasonably long input vectors and correlations that aren't too big . There is significant
disagreement between the p = 1 cases.

The few cases that I have run while experimenting with vector sizes and code testing are
beginning to show some trends . The most consistent trend is the increasing probability of not

exceeding fluxes that are larger than the mean gperc as the correlation increases (i .e ., large gd,.i p

is less likely as p increases) . However, this does not mean that E[gd, .i P~gP e, .~ > Itsat] necessarily
decreases .
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Another trend that is worth examining is the probability of q,r,.Z r, > 0 (i .e ., the number of

waste packages being dripped upon) . Preliminary results indicate that for cases with the mean

q r, e ,.~ less than the mean Ii sat, increasing p decreases the probability of gd,.i p > 0, while for the

mean qr,e ,.~ greater than the mean Ii sat , increasing p increases the probability that q~, .~ t~ > 0 .

Finally, as the standard deviation of qpe,.~ increases, there is a trend towards broader q~, .ir�

and larger expected values of gd,.tp .

In the process of examining the data used for the TSPA-95 analyses, I cannot find direct

links between Schenker et al . (1995) data and the TSPA-95 data . It appears that some uncited

reanalysis of the data occurred, so that the mean values for TSw are 2.37x 10 -r° m/s for Schenker

et al .

	

(1995) and 2.Ox 10-rr m/s for TSPA-95. The Schenker et al .

	

(1995) results do not have a

standard deviation, but report a coefficient of variation ; assuming that CV = Q/~E[logy°(Ksat)]~
yields the Q for TSw reported in TSPA-95.

9/1096 Investigation of coding and sensitivity .

In order to test the software that will be used to estimate fluxes based on a surface distribution

of annual-average infiltration, I continued comparing the two approaches for calculating the CDF

for q,r, .i r, . I found some bugs in the Matlab code for the p = 1 case ; now the two approaches match

quite well for all values of p.

A representative set of parameters were decided on to examine the behavior of the assump-

tions carefully . It wa.s assumed that tt9/ftk, Qv /Q~, and p were important determinants of behavior

classes, so several sets of cases were rrrn systematically varying these parameters . The preliminary

observations were investigated more completely with the more-robust software .

Several points were verified .

[~I-23]
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~ For all cases, the fraction of the area seeing gd,.2p > 0 increases with increasing p when te 9 > /tk

and decreases with increasing p when Fte > ~~ . In other words, as p increases, the area fraction

moves further from 0 .5 .

~ When Et~ _ ~~, the fraction of the area seeing gd,.2p > 0 is 0 .5 ; this fraction increases as qr, e ,.~

increases.

~ When crq « Qk , C;[gd,.2r,] decreases with increasing p, regardless of the magnitude of qt,~,.~,

while when Qe » ati, E[q,t, .~r,] increases with increasing p if lt 9 < Et~ and decreases otherwise .



~ As Qe /cry increases,

- the fraction of the area seeing gd,.2 r, > 0 moves towards 0 .5,

- a broader range of gd,.i r, > 0 occurs, and

- E[gd,.zp] increases .

9/1296 Further investigation of sensitivity.

[4-24]
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~ As ~fw-Ec~;~ ~ 0, the impact of p becomes large, particularly as p approaches 1 or ~E[Q]-E[Ii]~

becomes large.

An argument for correlation between Iisat alld gpe ,. c might be that the spatial structure for
Ksnt has high correlation lengths, so that lateral redistribution may take place . When h",�, » gpe,~c,

there would be positive correlation between Ii�~ and gPer~ . When I(,a « q~e~~, there may be
~iegative correlation between Ii,n and q~ e , . ° , as there could be increased density of fracturing as
welding increases concommitant with decreased matrix permeability . Behavior where Ic"", �, and qpe,.~

are roughly the same order of magnitude is not apparent (no correlation?) .

I created two plots yesterday that showed the impact of p and Q9/Q~, respectively, on the dripping-
flux CDF for ratios of 10E1~°g~o(e )1-Eh°6iom~ )~ ranging from 0.01 to 100. Cordon noticed that
the expected values of gd,-ip seemed rather large compared to the expected values of qYe,.~ that I was
discussing . After some digging, I realized this was due to confusing the mean of the logs with the
log of the mean .

The Schenker et al . (1995) data as used in TSPA-95 is provided in terms of base-10 loga-
rithms . In order to convert from base-10 to natural logarithms, Section 4.1 .22 in Abramowitz and
Stegun (1972) states

logro z = In z/ In 10 = logro e In z.

	

(4-18)

Also, on page 267 of Benjamin and Cornell (1970), the relationship between the log of the mean
and the mean of the log is provided,

1 2mlnY = In my - 2ynY'

	

(4-19)

Based on 4-18 and the computational verification that Ei[ln(l0Y)] = ln(10)/~(,Y) and Q[In(l0Y)] _
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'fable 4-1 : BehaLVior of dripping-ftttx CDF using the Schenker et al . (1995) TSw description and
the base-case infiltration distribution estimate . E[IC] = 5 .27 mm/yr and Q,oglo I; = 0.9 .

ln(10)Q(X), where X is a base-10 lognormal distributed random variable, we see that

In my = ln(10) log(my) = m,~y -{- 2Qj y

1log7ny = m,ogy + 2 ln(10)Qjgy .

	

(4-21)

These relationships allowed me to relabel the plots and send them olf to Rex Wescott . The plots
were generated using show_CDF_set .m.

As a followup, I created a base-case AAI distribution using the functions defined in my
second paper on infiltration . Using this distribution, I created a CDI' in just the same way as
before . I also scaled this distribution by (5 .27/15 .1) and (5.27/15 .1), to bracket the E[Ii] . The
CUI' for each flux case was created using the AAI distribution directly an<l a four-way i.aplace-
smoothed distribution . The statistics on these cases are shown in Table 4-l. The smoothing step
crudely allows lateral redistribution, and lowers the standard deviation of gper~ by a factor of 2.7 .
Based on the previous results, lowering Q9 would be expected to greatly lower E[gdrip] and decrease

fdrip a fair amount . However, with the input AAI distribution, an extremely interesting behavior
is observed, with E[gdrip] decreasing only slightly and E[fdrip] actually increasing significantly.

9/13/96 Thoughts on creating an IPA drip model.

[~l_2 r>]
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= In(10)m,og Y + 2(ln(lo)~,ogy )2;

	

(4-20)

The work over the last week has assumed that the statistics generated from a set of core samples
could indeed be applied to describe processes that are appropriate for a continuum scale much
larger than the core samples. Calculating a dripping flux by subtracting K�,, from qr,e ,.~ is only
reasonable on a scale where there are many fractures within an RI;V, a,nd is essentially dependent

E[qt,e ,.~] (rnrn/yr) Laplace Passes °,os~/Q,og7; E[gdrip] (mm/yr) E[fdrip]
15.1 0 2 .08 16 .7 0 .79
15.1 1 0 .71 14.9 0 .87
5 .26 0 2 .08 5 .8 0 .69
5.26 1 0 .71 5 .1 0 .76
1 .83 0 2.08 2 .00 0 .55
1 .83 1 0.71 1 .75 0 .61
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10~1~96 PDFs for matrix and fracture properties .

[~1-2G]
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on assuming that the ECM approach is valid . At the scale of the continuum, however, much of the
variability in the matrix properties is lost due to averaging. Thus, one would presume that cr~og ~ o j;
should be significantly lower than the value previously used, 0 .9 . It should be straightforward to
calculate Q~oglo I; simply by creating random fields on a fine grid, using the statistical properties
presented by Sandia and USGS workers, then averaging over appropriate volumes. In fact, there
is probably a sill associated with the data ; the sill value may be adequate for the purposes of
using a more-representative value for Q~oglo ~; . Istok et al . (1994) find that the variogram of both
porosity and log(Ii S ,1t ) for the shardy base of the PTn can be modelled as a pure sill, at least
for horizontal separation distances greater than 25 or 50 tn . The vertical variogram was also frt
with a pure-sill model ; minimum separation distance is 0 .02 of undefined units that I suppose
are relative stratigraphic elevation (running 0 to roughly 30 m), suggesting 60 cm is mininnrm
separation elevation .

The second difficulty with the approach is the assumption that the spatial distribution of

gdrip is patchy, bttt still a continuum with a calculable saturation level . In fact, I would suspect that
fractures flow either locally saturated or locally dry, with only a few fractures actually saturated .
If this bimodal distribution is correct, flowing water only exists in a miniscule fraction of the area
where fd,.~ P > 0, although the flux is locally quite large. In torn, many waste packages that are
nominally in the zone with f~, .ir, > 0 will not be dripped upon at all if the localization is strong ;
the remaining would have fluxes much larger than E[qd,-i~] .

Yesterday I was tasked by Randy Manteufel and Bob Baca to provide PDFs for matrix and frac-
ture permeabilities, porosities, and van Genuchten ~3s in layers involving UZ and SZ radionuclide
transport for an IPA simulation to be run starting tomorrow . I have been gathering information
on properties informally for the past few months, under the Ambient I{TI, bttt have not looked at
the lower layers in any detail .

A set of borehole samples, including locations, are available from the data set Gerry Stirewalt
had George Rice assemble last year, totalling 582 saturated conductivity samples (14 boreholes)
and 509 porosity samples (13 boreholes) . The boreholes are identified in the data file but the data
source attributions must come from C;eorge . The Schenker et al . (1995) data set used in TSPA-M
has information on all of the desired parameters, but it appears that : (i) the overlap between
any pair of data set sources is imperfect, (ii) the labeling between the Rice data set and IPA2 is
not consistent, and (iii) the TSPA-93 and IPA2 stratigraphies do not perfectly correspond . 'fhe
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TSPA-93 stratigraphy includes a Topopah Spring vitrophyre layer and a Tram welded unit both
missing in IPA2, while I assume that the Upper Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 is missing
from TSPA-93 and the Middle Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 corresponds to the Bullfrog
nonwelded unit .

A set of outcrop-sample information (Flint et al ., 1996) postdating the previous analyses
augments the data available . The samples provide a detailed picture of microlayering through the
Topopah Springs unit, several samples of the Calico Hills zeolitized unit, two samples of the Prow
Pass unit, and no samples from deeper units. The 10 Flint et al . (1996) Calico Hills zeolitized
samples have a mean of 7.9x10 -tt m/s as opposed to the mean of 1 .93x10 - t ° m/s for the 51
samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; the means are essentially identical. The 18 Flint
et al . (1996) Topopah Springs samples have a mean of 1 .2 x10-t° m/s as opposed to the mean
of 2 .37x10-t° m/s for the 66 samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; again the means are
essentially identical. However, the outcrop information suggests that there may be stratigraphic
variation, with two orders of magnitude change across microlayers, that is not accommodated in
the lumped sampling .

Both TSPA-93 and IPA2 recognize that there are scale effects involved in going from core
samples to field samples, which will tend to reduce the overall variance . The IPA2 approach to
accommodating the scale effects appears to take 100 realizations of a 1D column with point locations
spread 10 m apart (to represent uncorrelated values) and use a harmonic mean for each set of I('s~,t
values . The TSPA-93 approach creates a scaled coefficient of variation based on the unit thickness
and correlation length .

It appears to me that scaling parameters independently is dangerous, since in fact the
parameters are correlated . Instead, a more satisfying approach would be to generate a set of 3D
random fields of parameters and numerically perform flow simulations to build up the response
from which the parameters can be estimated . The steady-state ODE approach Cordon and I have
been investigating may be applicable here . However, this approach would take several weeks to get
working. An intermediate approach would be to do this in 1D, which would be considerably faster
to generate . The quick-and-dirty scheme is to reprise the IPA2 approach or TSPA-93 approach .

10/3/96 Estimated PDFs for matrix and fracture properties .

Several tasks were undergone to estimate PDFs for material properties (i .e ., matrix and fracture
permeability, porosity, and van C:enuchten /3 .

[4-27]
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~ The set of data sources were reviewed . TSPA-93 and Schenker et al . (1995) sources and
tables are identical aside from a corrected bulk density table in Schenker et al . (1995) . The
IPA2, TSPA-93, and CNWRA Earthvision data sources are partly disjunct, with none of the
3 data sets being a subset of any other. The TSPA-93 data set is significantly larger than the
others ; the Earthvision data only consist of matrix I("snt and porosity.

Problems are noticable with the lower matrix data, particularly the Bullfrog unit . The unit is
purportedly welded, and the TSPA-93 set has plausible properties while the IPA2 set appears
to have nonwelded and welded units flipped . However, the original data source (used by both
TSPA-93 and IPA2) is consistent with IPA2 usage. Note that the Upper and Middle Crater
Flat units are not found in TSPA-93, although the IPA2 Middle Crater Flat may correspond
to the TSPA-93 Bullfrog nonwelded . I assume that the TSPA-93 data is more representative
and that the two Crater Flat properties are the same . Further, I use the IPA2 thicknesses for
the Prow Pass, Upper and Middle Crater Flat, and Bullfrog units.

~ Fracture properties are of course problematic. I don't believe that fracture properties strongly
affect flow in the UZ but may in the SZ . The IPA2 properties are as good as any, since the
TSPA-93 properties are calculated not measured . It might be worthwhile to examine the data
that the TSPA-93 analysis was based on, since only one borehole is the same and different
methods were used to derive distributions . If the intent of the PA runs is to identify key
parameters, then the TSPA-93 distributions may be better than the IPA2 distributions, since
the IPA2 distributions have lots of constant values .

I decided that using the TSPA-93 data set with the IPA2 scaling approach was adequate for
providing averaged UZ matrix estimates . The IPA2 approach is equivalent to creating many
columns, getting the average for the column, and subsequently averaging the column aver-
ages . For permeability, the columns used harmonic means (series solution) with arithmetic
averaging of the column means (parallel solution) . For porosity, arithmetic and arithmetic
means were used directly for matrix and on the logs for fracture . For van Genuchten ~,
arithmetic and arithmetic means were used on the log of /3 . I used 10 r̀ columns to accumulate
statistics .

~ In the averaging, a vertical correlation length is required . Rautman and Flint (1992) address
this for the TCw, PTn, and TSw units . For all three units considered simultaneously, a cor-
relation length of 30 m was found appropriate ; considering the layers independently yielded
a scatter of correlation lengths . I used 30 m ; IPA2 used 10 m . The larger correlation yields
more uncertainty (a wider range of values) . For the Prow Pass unit, the correlation length
is greater than the thickness so the sample statistics were used . I used the thicknesses con-

[4-28]
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Table 4-2 : Estimated matrix I(sat values (m 2) .

sidered in IPA2 for units lower than C1Inz unit . The TSPA-93 approach did not scale the
fracture properties, implying that the properties were considered formational properties, so
that scaling was not performed here either .

All calculations were done with Matlab, in ~HOME2/IPA/TSI'A95/Data . Matrix calcu-
lations were done using do_layer~ets.m, which calls codell_ave.m. Fracture calculations were
done using do_frac_sets.m . The calculated matrix and fracaure properties are shown in Tables 4-2
through 4-7. Iisn t is in m/s; porosity and van Genuchten /~ are dimensionless . The plus and minus
3 standard deviation values are given for the minimum, mean, and maximum layer thicknesses .
Probably the mean thickness should be used (note that van Genuchten ~ must be greater than 1) .
Where other information is unavailable on layer thicknesses, the IPA2 thicknesses are used . I('sac

and ~ should be lognormal, porosity normal or lognormal.
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Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0 .0685 2 .62e-20 3.66e-18 5 .l1e-16
TSw mean 0.0527 2 .69e-20 1 .40e-18 7 .29e-17
TSw tnax 0.0454 2.89e-20 9 .25e-19 2 .96e-17
C1In min 0 .095 8.30e-19 2 .39e-16 6 .89e-14
CHn mean 0.0807 7.20e-19 1 .08e-16 1 .61e-14
CHn rnax 0 .0803 7.44e-19 1 .08e-16 1 .58e-14
CHz min 0 .0591 1 .27e-20 1 .12e-18 9.83e-17
CHz mean 0.0549 1 .32e-20 8.76e-19 5 .82e-17
CHz max 0.0482 1.48e-20 6.20e-19 2 .59e-17
PPw IPA2 0.0825 1 .OOe-18 1 .52e-16 2 .30e-14
UCF IPA2 0.0467 1 .75e-17 2 .77e-16 4 .37e-15
BFw IPA2 0 .0356 1 .75e-18 1 .92e-17 2.l1e-16
MCF IPA2 0 .0469 1 .73e-17 2.77e-16 4.43e-15
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Table 4-3 : Estimated matrix porosity values .

Table 4-4: Estimated matrix van Genuchten /3 values .
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Layer Thick CV Low Mean High

TSw min 0 .291 0.0175 0.139 0.261
TSw mean 0 .206 0 .053 0.139 0.225
TSw max 0.169 0.0688 0. :139 0.21
CHn min 0.19 0 .142 0.33 0.517
CIIn mean 0.158 0 .175 0.331 0.488
CHn max 0.155 0 .177 0 .331 0.485
CHz min 0.104 0.21 0 .306 0.402
CHz mean 0.0946 0 .219 0 .305 0.392
CHz max 0.0795 0 .233 0 .306 0.379
PPw IPA2 0.168 0.145 0 .292 0 .439
UCF IPA2 0.137 0.153 0 .261 0 .368
BFw IPA2 0.179 0 .0763 0 .165 0 .254
MCF IPA2 0.136 0.154 0 .261 0 .367

Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.346 0.979 1 .78 3.23
TSw mean 0.245 1 .16 1 .78 2.71
'I'Sw max 0.202 1 .25 1 .78 2.52
CHn tnin 0 .386 0 .855 2.70 8.54
CI-In mean 0.317 1.05 2 .72 7.05
CHn max 0.316 1 .05 2 .72 7.01
CHz min 0.255 1.14 1 .74 2.65
CHz mean 0.227 1.19 1 .74 2.53
CHz max 0.191 1.27 1 .74 2.39
PPw IPA2 0.223 1 .92 7 .12 26.5
UCF IPA2 0.346 0 .979 1 .78 3.25
BFw IPA2 0.155 1 .87 3 .21 5.53
MCF IPA2 0.346 0 .978 1 .78 3.23
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Table 4-5: Estimated fracture Iisn t values (m2 ) translated from TSPf1-93 .

Table 4-6 : Estimated fracture porosity values translated from TSPA-93.

Table 4-7 : Estimated fracture van Genuchten /~ values .
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Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.369 1 .26e-10 1 .62e-09 2.07e-08
CHn 0.398 7 .67e-11 1 .20e-09 1.87e-08
CHz 0.31 6 .O1e-11 5 .l1e-10 4.35e-09
PPw 0 .438 5.43e-11 1 .12e-09 2.30e-08
UCF 0 .219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10
BFw 0 .331 4.42e-11 4.35e-10 4.28e-09
MCF 0 .219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.19 0 .000270 0.001000 0 .00372
CHn 0.169 0.000114 0 .000365 0 .00117
CHz 0.151 6.64e-05 0 .000188 0 .000535
PPw 0.136 4.95e-05 0 .000127 0 .000324
UCF 0.105 2.30e-05 4 .75e-05 9 .82e-05
BFw 0.183 0.000147 0 .000520 0.00184
MCF 0.105 2.30e-05 4 .75e-05 9 .82e-05

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.155 1 .45 4 .23 12 .3
CHn 0.155 1 .45 4 .23 12 .3
CHz 0.155 1 .45 4 .23 12 .3
PPw 0.155 1 .46 4 .25 12 .4
UCF 0.155 1 .46 4 .25 12 .4
BFw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12 .4
MCF 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
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5 . Breath code development

account Number: 20-5708-863
('ollaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

Subdirectories of $HOME2/Unsat_1D/Breath as noted

Objective:

	

Perform modifications to the breath code as required for infiltration analyses . Each
version of the code is in a subdirectory labelled V1.1, V1 .2, etc., located off of the main brecrtla

directory, ~HO11~1E2/Uns~t-1D/Breath.

2/17/96 Initial entry.

a bug was found in the calculation of temperature-dependent water viscosity. The fviscw2 routine
calculated viscosity in centipoise, rather than poise, which is then converted to user units. Version
1 .1, and beta versions of 1 .2 and 1.3, had the correction made .

8/24/96 Planning for additional enhancements to breath .

brecat/a has been used essentially without modification for numerous production runs over the last
year, primarily investigating shallow infiltration processes with one or two layers . although breath

has performed reasonably well for these purposes, there are several significant areas that require
enhancement for future planned studies at Yucca Mountain, including

~ snow and snowmelt dynamics (important for future-climate studies),

vegetation dynamics,

atmospheric-pressure dynamics,

discrete-fracture interactions,

weather simulation,

weather averaging,

tracer pulses, and

overland- and lateral-flow dynamics.

[5-1~
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In general, a generic code consists of modules responsible for

data input,

~ mesh description aaui maintenance,

[5-2]
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Most of these studies could be performed by enhancing the current 1D breath simulator; others
require extending the 1D formulation to 2D and 3D .

During the production runs, some dissatisfaction with performance cropped up due to ex-
tremely long simulation times (i .e ., several weeks to complete a 20-yr simulation) . It became
painfully clear that a restart capability was highly desirable, due to the inability to maintain com
puters up and running for such extended periods . In addition, speed of calculation continues to
be an issue. It has been determined that roughly half of the computational effort is involved with
function evaluations. F'or such long simulations, which may involve 10 to 100 million function
evaluations, tabulated functions may drastically cut the function evaluation effort .

In the simulations, mass balance is also a critical issue, which has required that extremely
refined grids be employed, both near the ground surface and at material interfaces . 1'wo possible
changes have been identified that may allow considerably coarser meshes to be used, at least for some
time intervals: (i) using a finite-element approach at material interfaces, and (ii) using adaptive
gridding . The change from a finite-volume approach, in which material interfaces are between nodes,
to a true finite-element approach, in which material interfaces are between elements, will presumably
cut the refinement requirements at the interfaces since a very small element at the interface has
been used to minimize the impacts of improperly approximating fluxes across the interface . Using
adaptive gridding is perhaps more problematical, since mass balance issues will be involved in
regridding, and will be more useful in 1D than 2D or 3D. Also, adaptive gridding requires that
material properties be specified by zone, as opposed to the current practice of specifying properties
individually by element.

Based on the set of enhancements and extensions that have been identified, it appears
that a generic multiphase, multicomponent, rnulticontinuum mass and energy transport simulator
might be appropriate, developed in such a way that adding and subtracting simulation modules
is extremely straightforward . The generic mass-component balance equation includes a storage
term, an advective-transport term, a diffusive-transport term, and terms accounting for (i) decay,

(ii) transfer across phase boundaries, (iii) transfer due to phase change, (iv) reaction with other
components, and (v) external sortrces/sinks . In addition to such terms, the energy balance equation
may consider radiation .
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~ discretizatiion operations,

functional relationships,

state maintenance,

balance-equation description,

balance-equation assembly,

matrix solvers,

result analysis,

output routines, and

restart/debug routines .

Printed : October ~I, 1996

It is highly desirable that these modules be as logically independent as possible, so that code

maintenance can be localized. Although breath was originally coded in Fortran, modularity would be

considerably enhanced using C or C~--1-, as would maintenance of data structure and sophistication

of input/output . As the computational portion of the code is typically on the order of 10 percent

of total coding, and for many computer systems the computational speed of the two languages is

comparable, recoiling breath in C or C-~+ would be appropriate, particularly since much of this

work can be done using a Fortran-to-C converter.

The organization of a generic code depends on the use to which the code will be put . At

one extreme, a code may be used for extremely straightforward problems, with homogeneous prop-

erties and simple geometries. At the other extreme, extremely complex situations may also be

encountered, with layering, embedded discontinuities, and random properties . In the first case,

it is desirable to have strong data generation capabilities with minimalist input and global stor-

age structure . In the second case, powerful input is required and each node/element may need

individual data storage. These situations are further complicated by the possibility of different pa-

rarneterization needs for different parts of the domain (e.g ., a snow layer has different regttirernents

than a Brooks-Corey medium or a dual-continuum medium) .

'I'he internal data structure must be suited both to sophisticated input facilities and to com-

putational elliciency in matrix assembly. Three types of computer architecture are available, each

with particular strengths and weaknesses : (i) serial machines (e .g ., PCs, workstations), (ii) vector

machines (e.g ., Crays), and (iii) data-parallel machines (e .g ., Connection machines) . Appropri-

ate assembly a.lgoritltms are considerably different for the three architectures . In general, though,

~5-3~
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element-by-element or node-by-node assembly is most appropriate, since information regarding ele-
ment discretization can be rather voluminous to store in RAM for 2D and 3D . From the standpoint
of data input, however, it would be most efficient to a.ssernble by using a process-level assembly
process, thereby allowing several data storage schemes to be accommodated simultaneously.

8/25/96 Further planning .

An attractive approach to reconciling efficiency requirements is to maintain data by separate compu-
tational zones. With adaptive gridding in 1D, such a zone might be an individual layer. Transition
nodes cause a problem - they might be stored independently or might be duplicated as necessary. In
higher dimensions, a zone might consist of all triangles, or all dual-permeability elements . Adaptive
and non-adaptive zones should be stored separately .

For peak performance in matrix assembly, all potentially state-dependent coefficients should
be calculated and separated out to convenient storage before element-discretization operations are
performed . Typically, such coefficients are more interesting to look at than element-discretization
variables and storage should be smaller as well . Coefficients include capacitance terms, phase
mobilities, diffusion coefficients, and derived state variables (e.g ., density, viscosity, saturation,
enthalpy) .

8/26/96 Function handling ideas.

L:ach of the different types of coefficients discussed yesterday are typically calculated with functions.
Ideally, three types of functions should be available: (i) internal hard-coded functions, (ii) tabular
functions, and (iii) external user-defined functions . To minimize overhead of identifying pointers,
variable names, etc ., each function should perform processing in a vector manner (e.g ., all nodes can
be processed with one call to the function) . The strategy has the drawback of requiring additional
memory for temporary storage and perhaps some temporary pointer lists as well . The strategy is
not suited to Fortran-77 (Fortran-90 may be better), but can be straight-forwardly implemented
in C or C-~-i- .

Internal hard-coded functions may typically have several arguments, and the arguments
may arbitrarily be vectors or constants depending on the user . This multiplicity of options can
be handled by restricting internal functions to the straight-forward protocol outlined below. For
simplicity of handling facilities, three variables should be passed into each function, (i) an array



~ pointing to the data vector structure,

~ pointing to the index vector structure, and

maintaining pointers into the index vector .

9/4/96 Discretization handling ideas.

[5-~~
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handling the list of arguments, (ii) the number of arguments passed in (length of the array), and

(iii) the number of vector entries to process. The argument-handling array is actually an array of

structures, with each structure containing variables

Since these structures are cumbersome to address, predefined functions should be provided for com-

mon manipulations (i .e ., pointer initialization, pointer increment, vector addressing) . In addition,

each function might define shorthand names for the variables, so that the function could end up

looking like a normal scalar function with somewhat different interface and an internal loop .

Tabular functions should behave like internal hard-coded functions, with function parame-

ters replaced by the table itself. In addition, a setup routine may be needed to define the table.

A somewhat novel idea may be useful for highly heterogeneous systems for some functions, where

the expense of function evaluations can be amortized in a partial table with perhaps 4 entries per

node . Only when the nodal value goes out of bounds is it necessary to recalculate table entries,

and it is expected that most nodes would need to recalculate entries only infrequently .

User-defined functions should assume that vector protocols are in use. The function has

the number of arguments and their names predefined, as for the other types of functions, but this
time a, pair of variables are passed for each argument ; (i) the vector/scalar of interest, and (ii)

an index vector/scalar . The user-defined functions could utilize the Jacquard vector-C software

that I developed at Vermont. Converting these routines to the new use should be straightforward.

Alternatively, Matlc~b might be used instead.

There are many different physical systems that may be considered . There are also numerous

philosophies for discretizing the physical systems, ranging from several flavors of finite element

methods, finite difference methods, finite volume methods, and boundary integral methods . Various

numerical methods are more appropriate depending on whether the underlying PDE is elliptic,

parabolic, or hyperbolic in character. In addition, one can use static grids or adaptive grids. F'or
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1D problerrrs, quite sophisticated adaptive gridding ca.n be performed ; a.s the dirnensionality of the

problem increases, adaptive gridding becomes increasingly difficult.

Ideally, one would like the structure of the program to allow for generic discretization

schemes, so that a scheme can be selected based on the special characteristics of the problem

at hand . In order to do this, each general scheme should be modularized with an identical interface

structure. Module categories include:

ttresh maintenance (adaptive gridding),

mesh description (connectivity lists),

mesh-independent parameters,

mesh-dependent parameters and state variables,

discretization description :

- capacitance term,

- flux terms,

- source term,

- cross-source term, and

- boundary condition terms,

matrix assembly, and

matrix solution .

Printed : October ~I, 199G

I envision the mesh-related module categories as separate categories, while the description modules

are linked according to the discretization scheme. The various schemes require different levels of

information-for example, finite volume schemes consist of 1D pipes and require no spatial infor-

rnation other than distances, while finite element schemes need information on the connections for

each element, finite difference schemes implicitly handle the connection information and boundary

element schemes also need information on the interfaces between regions. The matrix assembly

modules should provide a uniform interface for each of the matrix solution schemes that might be

available .
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9/17/96 Documentation of version 1 .2 for TOP-018.

Printed : October ~l, 1996

A file called Changes in the subdirectory V1 .2/Src of the main breath directory has been main-

tained since Jttne, 1995 . The file is quoted below (in slightly prettier format) for completeness of

documentation, in order to comply with the requirements of TOP-018 for version 1 .2 .

5/12/96 Fixed bug in boundary condition for specified energy flax . Variable bcenet

had incorrect reference for second boundary in thrmlbc.

2/17/96 Fixed bug in the calculation of temperature-dependent water viscosity. The

fviscw2 routine calculated viscosity in centipoise, rather than poise, which is then

converted to user units . Version 1 .1, and beta versions of 1 .2 and 1 .3, had the

correction made .

8/10/95 Fixed bug in evaporation calculations. Added time-averaging of pressure,

pressure perturbations, and vapor density perturbations.

8/6/95 Fixed bug in routine calculating d(mobility)/d(mc), which divides by zero

when saturated . Added evaporation calculations within domain .

8/5/95 Implemented signal catch routines in C to gracefully shut down when floating

point error or interrupt signal thrown.

8/4/95 Fixed bug in tune-averaging of perturbations of moisture content tunes gradi-

ent in temperature perturbation .

8/3/95 Added upstream weighting of conductivities to tracking routine for first-type

flow boundary conditions . Added capability for tracking partial of vapor density

wrt pressure and temperature, perturbations of moisture content tunes gradient in

temperature perturbation .

7/28/95 Fixed error in upstream mobility coding and added option for upstream

weighting of conductivities .

7/27/95 Fixed index problem for range output in real restart . Included upstream

weighting of mobilities as an option a la TOUGH. Also included dptmax and

dtemax checks, which are maximum changes for pressure and temperature in an

iteration. Defaults are 100 and 2. An abort occurs as soon as a node hits one of

these barriers.

7/25/95 IVlade floating-point constants and character variables tracked by name array

in restart and set/echo calls.

[5-7~
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7/23/95 Cleaned up boundary conditions for flux in flow equation . Now the elemen-
tal mobility is used, rather than the interface mobility between the two elements
nearest the boundary.

7/16/95 Added grid peclet and grid courant calculations . All floating point variables
are now tracked by name, just like arrays .

7/15/95 Reorganized common blocks further for binary output . Began work on surn-
tnary output for time-averaging variables.

7/8/95 Added a few variables tracking averaged quantities .

Printed : October 4, 1996

7/4/95 All real variables dimensioned with rnnnd/mnel/mnbc tracked in an equiva-
lenced array, so that trace/snap/restart/set/echo all automatically get each vari-
able .

6/27/95 Added capability for arithmetic/geometric/harmonic means for hydraulic con-
ductivity and for vapor dispersion coefficient.

6/15/95 Added iovar variable and input command to specify the output file for restart
variable dumps.

6/14/95 Added a const and a linear option to met command to define whether rnet
variables are piecewise linear or piecewise constant .

6/13/95 Added a scale and a shift option to met command to change met variables
from file values at runtime.

6/9/95 Added restart capabilities (actually just ec;ho all variables in a format that
breath can read) . Dump to unit 6.

9/24/96 Bug fix in met command.

I tracked down several bugs in handling the maximum-time-step input from the met command.

'there was no problem when the boundary conditions were for side 0, as I usually assume, but the

time step information was lost when boundary conditions were for side 1 . The problem was that

the tObc and tlbc arrays had the time information put in the same array slot as the boundary
conditions on reads, while otherwise it was assumed that timmax was in the array slot for side 0 .

'This wa.s fixed by generalizing the code to use the proper slot .
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6. Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number : 20-5704-193
Collaborators:

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE ~ $ODE

Objective:

	

The first proposed objective put forth by Sitakanta on November 16, in a meeting

with Cordon and myself, is to examine vertical fluxes of both liquid and vapor at Yucca Mountain

under the influence of the geothermal gradient . Gordon used an ODE solver previously to handle

liquid fluxes only. Immediately after the meeting, Bill Murphy mentioned to me that he had

previously examined r`tC fluxes and concluded that diffusion is the dominant mechanism . Quickly

checking this statement with a simple analytic solution for a homogeneous column, liquid flux may

be supported up to 10 mm/yr.

Based on the meeting and on the 1`'C results, the objective is two-fold : (i) create numer-

ical tools to integrate the steady-state flow and transport equations, using an ODE solver where

applicable ; and (ii) use the tools to estimate what fluxes might be admissible with all sources of

information . As Mc~tlab has ODE solvers built in, the tools will be developed in ME~tlECb.

12/23/95 Governing Equations .

The basic nonisothermal multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport equations are the starting

point for the development . The development is presented in Stothoff (1995) .

Summary of governing equations

Mass balance

where

(EaPcrWa) + ~ ' (EaPaWaVa) + v ' ~a - Sa - Ea~aWa Rrnn

= EaPaWa(Vcr - va)~

	

(~-2)

Printed : October 4, 1996
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leading to the mass-averaged phase velocity,

averaging (Bird et al ., 1960) .

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK

volume fraction for phase ~,
density of phase cY,

InaSS fractlOtl Of SpeC1eS 2 111 p11aSe CY,

mass-average velocity of phase cx,
non-advective flux of phase ~,

the
the
the
the
the
the external supply of species i in phase ~, and
the exchange of mass with other phases of species i in phase a .

The following additional constraints must also be obeyed :

Nphase

a-1

N3pec

Ear

i-t

Nphase Nspec

1= ~ ~ sa .
a=r i-t

The following definition is used throughout to average from a species-defined variable, Ba, to a
phase-average quantity, Ba , (unless otherwise specified) :

N~pec

1 2
Ba = ~ WaBa

i-t

Nepec

2 ZVa = ~ WaVa .

i=1

Printed : October ~l, 1996
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(6-3)

(G-4)

(6-5)

(6-6)

Note that there are other, comparable, averaging definitions, such as molar-averaging or volume-

The mass-averaged phase velocity for a fluid phase in a porous medium is assumed to be
described using Darcy's law, so that

where

(6-g)
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qa is the volumetric flux of phase a per unit area [L T- t],
vs	isthe velocity of the solid phase [L T -t ],

k is the intrinsic permeability [L~],
is the mobility of phase a, or k,.n/Eta,

k,.a

	

is the relative permeability of phase a, where k,.a = k, .a (Pa) [-],

a

	

is the dynamic viscosity of phase a [ML- t T-t ],

Pa	isthe pressure of phase a [NIL-t T_ a],

g is the acceleration due to gravity [I. 'f-2 ], and
z is the elevation [L] .

ODE form for equations

The equations that will be considered for the ODE solver consist of mass balance for the water
species, mass balance for the liquid phase, mass balance for the total fluid mass, rna.ss balance for
the t`'C species, and global energy balance. The equations will all be steady state.

Mass balance equations for species

Printed : October ~'k, 199G

For rna.ss balance of the water species in the aqueous phase, assume that dissolved species
cause negligible diffusive flux of the water species (ji = 0), the mass fraction of the water species
in the liquid water is approximately 1 (c~~° = 1), and there is no external source of water. Subscript
l refers to the liquid (water) phase, superscript w refers to the water species.

0 ~ (EtPtvl) -
Sy = 0 ~

	

(G-0 )

For mass balance of the water species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of vapor, but there may be gas-phase advection as well as diffusion within the gas phase . Subscript

refers to the gas phase, superscript w refers to the water species (vapor) .

' 1E9P9Wg v9) + ~ ' [E9PgWg (Vg - Vg)] - .Sg - 0.

	

(G-IO)

For mass balance of the air species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source

of air. Subscript y refers to the gas phase, superscript a refers to the air species (a mixture of

everything but water vapor an<l t4C,' .

[fi- 3]
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Exchange of mass between phases

Printed: October ~l, 1996

For mass balance of the t'~C species in the liquid phase, assume there is no external source

of r`rC . Subscript l refers to the liquid phase, superscript c refers to the'`'C species.

(6-12)

For mass balance of the r`tC species in the solid phase, assume there is no external source

of r`rC, there is no movement of the solid phase, and there is no diffusion . Subscript .s refers to the

solid phase, superscript c refers to the r`'C species.

Ss = 0.

	

(6-13)

Exchange of the water species with the solid phase is assumed zero (SS = 0), a.s is exchange

of the air species with the solid phase (Ss = 0) .

The water species is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

where

ps = Pvs exP ~PwR
I
Tl

	

for P�, < 0,

	

(6-14)

Pvs = ar exp[a2 - (a3/T) - a.r ln(T)]

	

(6-15)

pvs is saturated vapor density [M L-`~],

pi° is liquid water density [M L-a],

P~

	

is the pressure of the liquid phase (water) [M L-r T-a],

T is temperature [K],
R is the ideal gas coefficient [8.3143 J mole-r ],

Mw

	

is the molecular weight of water [18 grn mole-r] .

In the cgs system, ar = 1, a2 = 46.440973, a3 = 6790.4985, a~ = 6 .02808, T is in degrees

Kelvin, and pvs is in units of gm cm -3 .

In addition, r4C is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium

relationship,

Pi = (I{d)cP~~

[6-4]

(6-16)

where (I('~t)~ is a distribution coefficient (a typical value for Yucca Mountain is 40, according to

Murphy (1995)) .
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12/30/95 First Results .

The first sets of simulations were run over the past few days . The simulations considered liquid and

vapor fluxes for the UI16 data set presented in (Baca et al ., 1994, pp. 7-19-7-25) . Two thermal

cases were considered, isothermal and linear temperature variation as a surrogate for the geothermal

gradient . For each thermal case, 6 moisture flux cases were considered, with input moisture fluxes

changing from 10 -s to 100 mm/yr by an order of magnitude at a time . A number of input

and coding errors were detected, but finally these were shaken out and the resulting simulations
were found to be comparable to the simulations in Baca et al . (199~I) . '1he previous simulations
considered net downward fluxes of 0.0086 mm/yr and 0.013 .5 mm/yr, but did not consider fracture
flow . In the current work, a reference fractured continuum was assumed to exist in each unit having
low permeability (k < 10-s cm2) .

As might be suspected, vapor transport is not significant except for extremely small overall
fluxes, as vapor fluxes are generally on the order of 10-a mm/yr, with spikes in fluxes at interfaces
on the order of 10-s mm/yr to as much as 10-2 mm/yr . Only the low-flow cases are much impacted
by this amount of vapor flux .

The simulations were generated using $ODE/run_ODE_sets.m, which calls a hierarchy

of additional files located in the same directory . Solutions are saved as Mcctlnb mat files . Plotting

is clone using $ODE/fancy_ODE_plots.m . A description of outputs is found in Table 6-1 .

Carbon-system chemistry

`fable 6-l : File Description (12/30/95)

Printed : October 4, 199(1

Murphy et al . (1996) consider the impact of near-field thermal loading on 1`1G transport .

'hhe geochemical model of the carbon system assumes local chemical equilibrium, and mass and

[6-5~

File Name Description

ODE_gTO.mat Liquid and vapor outputs assuming isothermal temperature of 20 °C. Variables
subscripted with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 refer to inposed downward fluxes of 10-3 ,
10-2 , 10-1 , 10° , 10 1 , and 102 mm/yr, respectively .

ODE_gTref.mat Same as ODE_gTO.mat, except assuming temperature gradient of 0 .0177
°C/m, increasing downwards.
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aCaz+ attco3

	

(G-2G)KS =
aI-I+ aCaC03 (cc)

where (l), (crq), (y), and (cc) refer to liquid, aqueous, gas, and calcite phases, respectively; ai denotes

the thermodynamic activity of species i, fcoz(g) denotes the fugacity of C02(g), and fcoz(g) is the

reference fugacity of C02(g) (1 bar) . In addition to the species in reactions G-17 to G-21, Na+ is

included to represent other basic aqueous cations .

Local charge balance itt the aqueous phase is represented by

mH+ + n1 Na+ + 2rncaz+ = n'HCO3 + 2nrco3- + mote-,

	

(6-27)

where m2 is the molality (number of moles per kg of solvent) of species i. Local mass conservation

for carbon is expressed by

ttcoz(s) + n coz(aq) + nco3- + ntlco3 + trcac;o 3 (~~) = nc,

	

(6-28)

where ni is the number of moles of species i . Similarly, local mass conservation for calcitttn is

expressed by

nCaz+ + ncaC03(cc) - trCa~

[G-G]

(G-29)

Sodium is conserved in the aqueous phase . The mass of H2O is conserved in the hydrologic model,

and the equilibrium distrilnrtion between ga.s and liquid phases is also calculated in the hydrologic

charge conservation . Closely following Murphy et a.l . (1996), the chemical reactions are:

?I+ + OH - = 1[200) (G-I7)

H+ -~ C03- = IIC03 (G-18)

H20(l) +C02 (aq) = II+ +HC03 (G-19)

H2o(i) + co2(g) = II+ + ~ICO3 (G-20)

(6-21)

and the corresponding mass-action relations a.re :

I(1 aHzo(l)= (G-22)
ail+a.OH-

K2
aHC03

= (G-23)
att+ aco _

alt+
It

aHC03
=s (G-24)

aH2p(l)aC02(aq)
aH+

It4
aHCO3

= (G-25)
(fC02(g)~

~
C02 (g) )aH Z o(l)
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model. The system is completely oxidized, so there are no oxidation-reduction reactions relevant

to the system .

Thermodynamic activities in the mass action relations 6-22 to 6-26 are related to the number

of moles and to molalities by

where y2 is the activity coefficient of aqueous species i and Wfia o is the mass of H20(l) in the

representative volume. Activity coefficients are calculated according to

where I is the ionic strength and zi is the electrical charge of species i (Helgeson, 1969), and A

t3, and R are empirical coefficients .

to the number of moles of gaseous COz by the ideal gas law,

where F'coz(g) is the partial pressure of COz .

1 ~ 1 ~96 More Theory.

where

ai =m iyZ = nay;
Wrt2o

,

N~Pe~
1

I = - ~ m2z?,
2 i=1

Assuming Dalton's law is valid for the low pressure gas phase, the C02 (g) fugacity is related

foo2(g) = PCO2(a) = nco2(~)RT~ES,

Energy balance

following the Stothoff (1995) documentation, energy balance is defined by

C7t (EaPaWaUcY) +~ ' (EnPaWaUaVa) +0 ' Ea (qe + t ' v)a -

[fi- 7]

Printed : October 4, 1996

- EaPawcYRecr = ~,

(6_30)

(6-32)

(6-33)

(6-34)
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Note that there is a change in energy when a species changes phase (i .e ., latent heat) or

when a species reacts (i .e ., radioactive decay, endothermal reactions, exothermal reactions) .

~t
(Ea/~aUa) + 0 ~ (EaPaHaVa) ~' ~ ' (Ea~Iea) - Sea - Ea/~aRea = 0 .

	

(6-35)

The global energy balance equation results from summing over all phases, thereby cancelling out

the Sea terms (since they must sum to zero) .

where

U is internal energy per unit mass,

qe is the heat flux,
t is the stress tensor,

5'e ~	isthe exchange of energy from other species and other phases,

Ft'e ~	isthe supply of energy from external sources .

Summing over all species in each phase,

Bird et al . (1960) give an excellent description of mass and energy fluxes for multiple

components within a single phase. The following section summarizes the Bird et al . (1960) results .

'I'lte total energy flux relative to the mass average velocity, ge ,. et, is given by

q(°)
q(~t)

q(~)

In summary,

is the conductive energy flux,
is the energy flux caused by interdiffusion, and

is the Uufour flux, or flux caused by mechanical driving forces .

where k is the instantaneous local thermal conductivity,

Nepec

_ ~ Mi

where Ht is the partial rnolal enthalpy of species i, and Mi is the molecular weight of species i .

Bird et al . (1960) term q(y> complex and usually of minor importance .

In terms of the energy flux with respect to stationary coordinates, getot,

getot = gerel + ~~ ' ~'~ -I- /)(U + 1V2)W

	

( 6-.39)

Printed : October ~I, 199(i

(6-36)
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where ~ is the pressure tensor (t-BPS) . When ql"), [t~v], and (2pv~)v are of negligible importance

(which occurs for most porous medium situations, parenthetically), getot can be approximated by

Definition of non-advective fluxes

where

2 N3pec
j(p) =

	

c
PRT ~-t

C2
Nepec

j(s) _
PRl ~-t

N~pe~ H .
getot= -k~T -1- ~ NL Pw~q~~

	

(6-`IO)

Again following Bird et al . (1960), nonadvective fluxes within a phase are broken into four

components : (i) ordinary diffusion jl~), (ii) pressure diffusion jlt'), (iii) forced diffusion j(9) , and (iv)

thermal diffusion j~T) . These are defined by

2 Nepec

j() _ C

	

~ N12M~ DigPRT ;-t

N12M~ Di;

NliM~D2~

The Did and D?' have the following properties :

[6- ~]

~=t

	

\~x~ )
r p,Y ox~~ ,

~~7
5~7~~

N~pe`
P~

X~M~

	

b~ - ~

	

b~;

	

,
~-t P

c is the molar density of the solution [mole L-s],

Xi

	

is the mole fraction of species i (XZ = c~/c),
DZ~ is the tnulticompouent diffusion coefficient,

b is the external force,
G is the partial molal free enthalpy (Gibbs free energy) [J/M], and

V is the partial molal volume.

Printed : October ~l, 1996

(6-~fl)

Y~Nh
(M~

- ~~ ~P~ ,

	

(6-~12)

(g-~l~)

(6-44)

0 = D~~,

Nepec

0=
a-t
Nepec

(6-45)

(6-46)

im
Note that when Nspe~ > 2 the quantities D.L~ and Dpi are not in general equal, and may in fact be

negative .
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Bird et al . (1960) cornmeut on these quantities as following . There tnay be net movement
of the species in a mixture through pressure diffusion if there is a pressure gradient on the system,
but this term is very small unless centrifuging is occurring. The forced diffusion term is primarily
important in ionic systems, in which the external force on an ion is equal to the product of the
ionic charge and the local electric field strength, thus each ionic species may be under the influence
of a different force. Gravity acts on each species equal and j(s) = 0 . The thermal diffusion term is
quite small unless very steep temperature gradients are imposed .

When considering a binary mixture, the relationship (dG',t)rp = RTd In aA can be used to
define an alternate form of j~y~,

In natural waters in a porous medium, pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion are negligible .
Generally dissolved species are so dilute that nonadvective mass flux is adequately described with
binary ordinary diffusion, each species with liquid water.

When considering ordinary diffusion in multicomponent gases at low density (i .e ., atmo-
spheric pressures), the ordinary diffusion equation becomes

P ~-r

The D~ coefficients depend on concentration .

Definition of ODE treatment of chemistry

l

	

G-48J~~)
__ _~(B)

	

p ~AMsDaa (alnxalT,p~~A~

	

(

	

)

('2 N~pec
( ') -~ ~L( NI D ~

	

(6-49)~i -

	

z 7 2 .7 ~J

[G-IO]

Printed : October ~, f99G

In the spirit of the ODE treatment of water fluxes, the fluxes of the elements in the system
are assumed to be spatially invariant, since the system is assumed to be at steady state. Thus, qc,

qca, and gtva are assumed to be constants. An approach for specifying these values is by assuming
that the flux at the top boundary for each element is completely advective . C:iven the concentration
at the top and the liquid flux, the mass flux for each element is completely specified throughout
the domain.

Chemistry is specified based on the mass balance equation for carbon and the charge balance
equation (Equations 6-28 and 6-27) . The mass action equations and thermodynamic relationships

are substituted into the balance equations, yielding a pair of equations in two unknowns, aIIC,03
and a,H . Note that the balance equations are functions of activity coefficients, which are functions

of temperature and composition .
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Since the geochemistry is a function of temperature, thermal properties of the Yucca Mountain

stratigraphy are necessary . Thermal properties from 'fable C-1 in Sandia National Laboratories

(1994) is copied in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2: Thermal properties from TSPA-1993.

1/16/96 Results and close-out of project .

Due to the reorganization of projects at the (~NWRA, the Performance Assessment Research
Project is being closed out . Accordingly, this entry serves to close out the contribution under

the current organizational structure . It is anticipated that the geochemistry work may continue

under the new KTI for Ambient Flow, and some of the hydrology work may as well . Today's entry

identifies the conclusions from the work thus far.

The simulations run to date have assumed one of two thermal conditions : (i) isothermal, with

no thermal gradient, and (ii) linear thermal gradient, with no consideration of thermal properties or

energy transport . For the second case, it is assumed that thermal conduction far outweighs energy

redistribution through advective means (liquid and vapor fluxes) . The data in Table 6-2 indicates

that thermal conductivity is relatively uniform, with somewhat lower conductivity in the PTn unit

a,nd almost twice as high in the TSw2 unit, so the linear assumption shouldn't be too bad .

'Che set of simulations are described in the entry for 1 2/30/95. The plots were finalized

Upper Lower Thermal
Contact Contact Conductivity Heat Capacitance

Unit (m) (m) (W/mI{) T < 94°C 94°C < T < 114°C 114°C < T

TCw 0 36.0 1 .65 2 .0313 9.3748 2 .0979

PTn 36 .0 74.1 0 .85 2 .2286 29 .3110 1 .5236

TSwl 74 .1 204.2 1 .60 2 .0775 12 .2655 2 .0219
`fSw2 204 .2 383 .5 2 .10 2 .1414 10 .4768 2 .1839
TSw3 393 .5 409.3 1 .28 2 .0530 4.5193 2 .5535
C1In1v 409 .3 414 .5 1 .20 2 .5651 35 .3680 1 .6702
CHrtlz 414 .5 518 .5 1 .28 2 .6709 35.3854 2 .2835

CHn2 518 .5 535 .2 1 .30 2 .5512 22 .3349 1 .9599
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today from the previous simulations. Plots of resulting distributions from the isothermal case are
shown in L'igures 6-1 a.nd G-2; corresponding plots of the linear-thermal-gradient case are shown in
Figures G-3 anti G-4 . In general, increasing flux rates yield increasing moisture content, saturation,
aaul pressure . The color schemes for the lines are consistent through all plots. Craps in fracture
distributions occur in several nonwelded units, where it was assumed that no fractures exist .

Based on the Figures 6-1 through G-4, the geothermal gradient at Yucca Mountain should
result in vapor fluxes less than 10_s mm/yr, except for spikes at interfaces between highly contrast-
ing material properties . Accordingly, it can be concluded that whenever overall fluxes are greater
than 1 mm/yr, vapor fluxes a,re completely insignificant and can be neglected . As a consequence, it
can be concluded that the impact of the geothermal gradient on water fluxes is not large at Yucca
Mountain unless extremely low fluxes exist. On the other hand, there may be some (presumably
relatively srna,ll) impact on the geochemistry ; this issue remains to be examined under the new
I{TI .
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figure 6-1 : Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the zero-
thermal-gradient case . UZ-16 material properties are used . Zero elevation represents ground sur-
face, and the bottom is an assumed water table .
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Figure ~-2: Vertical distribution of (a) moisture content in the matrix, (b) moisture content in the
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fracture, (c) matrix saturation, and (d) fracture saturation for the zero-thermal-gradient case .
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higure G-3: Vertical distribution of (a) pressure, (b) liquid flux, and (c) vapor flux for the linear-
thermal-gradient case . Ul,-1G material properties are used . Zero elevation represents ground sur-
face, and the bottom is an assntned water table.
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I~ figure 6-4: Vertical distribution of (a) moisture content in the matrix, (b) moisture content in the

fracture, (c) matrix saturation, and (d) fracture saturation for the linear-thermal-gradient case .
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Simulator Description c~nd User Gttide . NUREG~CR 6333, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Washington, DC.
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7. Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number : 20-5708-861
Collaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE -~ $ODE

Objective:

	

This work is a continuation of work started under the Performance Assessment Re-

search Project . Due to reorganization of the CNWRA projects, the previous task was discontinued .

Coals of the previous task are being followed here .

2/6/96 Development of 3D ODE solver .

An idea had occurred to me when the ODE project was first presented, which is to use the Runge-

1{utta integration for a heterogeneous steady-state 3D fiow domain . As a brief recap, the 1D solver

using the ODE formalism integrates in the z direction the steady-state flow equation in the form

where thermal and vapor effects are neglected for simplicity. The subscripts v and la in the following

refer to vertical and horizontal, respectively. This is actually a simplification of the full statement,

subject to appropriate boundary conditions .

Printed : October ~l, t99G

aP az constant,

	

(7-1)

~ . q=0, ( 7-2)

Due to the essentially 1D nature of flow in the unsaturated zone at Yucca Mountain, it

may be possible to extend the procedure to 3D in a computationally profitable manner . By as-

suming gravity drainage along a top or bottom boundary with a known boundary flux distribution

(presumably top offers advantages since flux information is specified from shallow conditions), the

equations can be integrated in one direction, yielding
z

qv+~Oh'Clhdz =~

	

17-3)
zp

for each of several columns. There is an associated total-vertical-flux conservation equation,

N

qt~t = i = constant,

~7_ l~
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which can be used to normalize horizontal fluxes calculated between adjacent columns. The practi-

cal case uses perfectly horizontal layers to hold information required for the integrations . It will be

necessary to carry along cumulative lateral fluxes . Q purely 1D solution using the generic matlab

ode23 routine requires many thousands of vertical steps; however, this might be improved by taking

into account stratigraphy .

2~18~96 3D ODE solver code development outline.

The idea is to develop a simple steady-state flow solver suitable for handling 1D, 2D, and 3D

test cases. The immediate presentation need is for a paper due in 10 days . There are two Yucca

Mountain applications that such a solver would be very useful for, examining PTn shedding and

providing initial conditions in a heterogeneous medium . Future extensions to the geothermal regime

and perhaps to geochemistry are possible as well .

The application is firmly in the method of lines (MOL) camp, which treats all but one of

the coordinate directions in a differential equation uniformly and integrates the remaining direction

in a different way. Most MOL applications integrate time as the odd direction . The twist here

is that one of the space directions is the odd direction, as time is not a factor . In 1D, the idea

is nothing new. I haven't run across the idea in higher dimensions, which is not to say that

other applications have never been made. There are related ideas that have been used, in formally

vertically averaging strongly horizontal situations . In porous-media flow simulations, Phillips (1991)

discusses applications where the lateral pressure gradient is essentially constant over the vertical .

Jeff Laible and I discussed a shallow-water application where the pressure equation is vertically

integrated, but the vertical integration is done numerically. We also discussed this in regard to the

Princeton Transport Code. I sent him email today requesting a reference on this idea if he has it .

~1s with boundary elements, compatible pressures and normal fluxes are required along all

boundaries . In 1D, if a pressure and a flux condition are specified, a,nd there are no sources or

sinks, the problem is fully specified by integrating from the known-pressure boundary to the other

boundary . In any other case, an interative (shooting) procedure is required, where successive values

of boundary fluxes are tried until compatibility is achieved . I believe that the higher-dimensional

solver should use a staged approach, where first a 1D solution is obtained by using equivalent

rna,teria.l properties to get approximate solutions, then subdividing columns to get successively

snore refined solutions . It may be possible to subdivide one column at a time .

The formalism for the approach is as follows. Starting with a steady-state mass balance

[7-2 ~
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°/w q/L = a

	

f dS2
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~(z)

	

~(z) z
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(7-~)

z

qU (zl)
d~

- ~ ~ (°h ~
qiL -1- Q) dS2 dz .

	

(7-g)
~(z~

	

z ~(Zl
Note that G~ includes internal sources and lateral boundary conditions . Also note that the procedure
can accommodate variable horizontal cross sections [S~ = S2(z)], such as might occur if the top and
bottom boundaries slope.

nnother way to look at the problem is on the differential level, creating a system of ordinary
diffential equations. Starting with the steady-state mass balance equation,

and if Yr = P, Y2 = qz, and (~)' refers to ~(~)/~z, two equations are obtained :

Assnrning that °h ~ qh is constant within a column yields the integral form for divergence,

f° /L 'q/L dS2=°h'qhf dS2=
J

n-ghdQ,
a

fn'ghc1Q fn'ghdQ
(7_12)
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The first cut prototype to check out the idea will be located in ~f10ME~/ILlatlab/1'floL . The

program design assumes that a number of vertical columns are specified at the finest horizontal

scale desired. The horizontal equations will be solved using finite-volume ideas as a quick first cut,

so that lateral fluxes will be handled with a set of connection arrays, including pointers to columns

and physical variables . Of course, finite element or finite difference ideas could be applied .

For each column, running values of P and 8P/c~z are maintained by the ODE solver . In

addition, there will need to be a running total of qv(z) . For the differential approach, this is also

maintained by the ODE solver .

In general, one would be able to integrate either bottom up or top down . For the first cut,

bottom up will be assumed . Thus, the integration steps that must be followed by the program

include : (i) given the current-level pressure, calculate lateral fluxes and vertical conductivity ; (ii)

update the vertical fluxes ; (iii) calculate the vertical pressure gradient ; (iv) let the ODE solver pre-

dict the next level for pressure . Wrapped around the vertical integration procedure is a boundary-

condition compatibility update procedure . This will need to be discussed with Cordon ; today only

the vertical integration will be worked oti .

The representation of system geometry and material heterogeneity is a critical step . One

option is to use a finite-difference or finite-element representation, which is particularly appropriate

if the solution is required for initial conditions . If the method is to be used as a standalone

procedure, it is better to use the actual layering geometry due to the very high vertical resolution

that will end up being used . For the PTn layering, the second approach is better ; to test against

other methods, the first approach is better . I suppose that I should test it first . Sigh .

A few test problems occur to me. The simplest is a deep homogeneous domain with a strip

source and gravity drainage or a water table at the bottom . The next simplest is a homogeneous

domain with boundary conditions so that flow turns a corner . Adding layers is next, then holes in

the layers . Robustness might be checked at a first cut with a lateral-flow problem.

2/1996 Boundary condition issues .

I discussed the issue of boundary condition matching with Cordon today. A difficulty with the

approach is that boundary conditions are typically specified for pressure, normal flux, or a linear

combination of pressure and normal flux along all boundaries in the domain . The difficulties

arise where the columns terminate (i .e ., the top and bottom of the domain) . The MOI, api~roach

discussed above reduires drat both pressure and normal flux are specified at one boundary and both

~7-~f~
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2~22~96 Interim results and perturbation theory.
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are integrated to reach the other tuith no impact from the other bonradnry condition. Accordingly,

the MOI. approach requires an excess of information at the first end a,nd a deficit at the other.

To remedy this problem, the over-specified boundary condition at the bottom must be adjusted so

that the specified boundary condition a,t the top is exactly specified . A shooting method will be

used for this purpose.

CJsing the notation y for the boundary condition vector at the underspecified end and ~ for

the over-specified boundary condition, an update to the current ~ value is found using Newton's

method, which is a steepest-descent method . The process is summarized by

(7_13)

(7-1~1)

where y refers to the predicted value at iteration k and y is the reduired value. The Jacobian

matrix (matrix of gradients) will be evaluated using numerical perturbation ; some testing will be

necessary to evaluate the perturbation size . It may be desirable to use the Newton step as a descent

direction and do some line-searching, since each entry in the .Jacobian matrix requires a simulation .

A prototype for the quasi-1D approach was coded using Nlcrtlci6 files rifleman.m, generic_rifle-
man_prime.m, and probleml .m, all in directory ~HOME2/Nlntlnb/MoL . These files respectively

represent a somewhat generic shooting algorithm, a shell for the rnatlab ODE solver, and a collection
of code bits implementing a simple problem all packaged into one file . Additional problems could

be examined by copying the probleml .m file and modifying the problem-dependent bits .

The problem of interest is a rectangular domain with a bottom water table boundary con-

dition, no-flow sides, and a strip mass source across part of the top and no flow for the remainder.

Purely unsaturated conditions were examined, with only liquid considered . The nominal dimen

sions were 100 cm x 100 cm, with saturated conductivity of 10 -s cm/sec, van Genuchten m of 0 .2,

and bubbling pressure of 10`' gm/cm-s2. Ranges of source strengths, width-to-height ratios, and

conductivity anisotropy ratios were examined. Also, low-permeability inclusions were considered .

In general, once obvious bugs were removed it was found that the procedure only works well

if there is minimal divergence of fiow . Such situations occurred when the lateral dimension is much

greater than the vertical dimension or when the horizontal conductivity is much smaller than the

vertical conductivity (!) . F:ven sneaking up on more stringent problems by gradually relaxing the
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constraining parameter did not seem to work . In general, conditions where the non-1D approach

work are rare, leading to doubts as to the method's utility. Still, the 1D solver is very powerful, so

additional work is warranted.

Problems popped up in two ways . Occasionally the ODE solver was presented with bottom

conditions that were incompatible with a solution, and at least one column formed a dessication

singularity . Even when the integration was successful, the shooting method was not guaranteed to

work, as the Jacobian matrix can become extraordinarily poorly scaled . Poor scaling occurs when

the top and bottom boundary conditions are not connected strongly, such as occurs when a zone

of gravity drainage exists to sever the linkage.

Several ideas are still percolating :

Integrate in the other direction .

~ Do some sort of vertically averaged horizontal solution in conjunction with the vertical sweep.

~ Create intermediate unknowns close enough together to maintain connection and solve a

coupled set of shooting problems .

Use perturbation ideas to build up a set of solutions.

I have doubts about the first idea, simply because conservation of difficulty pops up . The second

and third ideas might be left for future work, since they would take some tune to work ottt .

The perturbation approach would start by doing a true 1D solution, properly averaging all

lateral heterogeneities and accommodating lateral boundary conditions and sources . The next step

is to build a system of equations that represents perturbation due to lateral behavior . The system

would presumably be built up by halving each column. In the following, unperturbed variables

are denoted by overbars and perturbed variables are denoted by carets (hats) . The unperturbed

equations are written:

[7-G]
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~qv (7-15)

and if Yr = P, Yl = qz, and (~)' refers to a( .)/az, two equations are obtained :

Yz = - Ii (Yt ) LYi + P9z7 (7-1G)

(z-17)
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written

yielding

Subtracting the unperturbed solution from the overall system, the perturbed system is

_~qv

c~z

	

+ [~ h
~
qh +Q~ = fl~

Y~=-r
f Ya+Ya +Pgz~+Yr~
L

	

Ii(P)

Ya + Ya

	

~

	

~'a
Ii(P)

	

+P9z - It (~'t) -
P9z

2~24~96 More interim results and perturbation theory.

The perturbed solution technique wa.s coded up in Mc~tlab, in problem2.m, which is basically the

same problem that was looked at in probleml .m. Indeed the perturbation technique seems to be

more robust than the direct technique and should be kept as the preferred option .

Several insights are coming forth on the procedure . It is obvious that the impact of variation

in top and bottom boundary conditions damps out at some distance from tihe boundary. The result,

of this observation is that small perturbations from the 1D solution grow with integration distance,

sooner or later causing a singularity in the perturbation solution . The stronger the ability for

horizontal flux, the sooner the singularity arises . Thus, as anisotropy becomes strongly preferential

to the horizontal, the 1D assumption becomes better . In the two limiting cases of anisotropy, then,

strongly horizontal or strongly vertical, 1D approaches become appropriate, as a series or in parallel .

Not coincidentally, these are just the cases that are found to work best using the ODE approach .

Note that doing streamtube analysis, apportioning fluxes transverse to the flow direction strictly

due to conductivity, is most appropriate in these two limiting cases. Winding high-permeability

zones provide the worst case .

In a homogeneous domain, it appears that if a gravity drainage (zero pressure gradient)

zone occurs, there is no lateral flow and the zones above and below the gravity drainage zone are

decoupled .

	

A practical implication of this observation is that the 1 D solution can be determined
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for a column, then the column can be partitioned into zones of gravity drainage and zones with

lateral flow . Each lateral-flow zone bounded by gravity-drainage zones must be solved indepen-

dently . Gravity-drainage zones can be identified by integrating a perturbation from a boundary or

a discontinuity until the deviation is large, say a few of orders of magnitude; this distance is the

practical distance for constructing a Jacobian and should be equivalent to gravity drainage .

It seems that higher overall fluxes shorten the distance to singularity. One might predict

that heterogeneity would shorten the elevation required to reach gravity drainage, due to locally

higher fluxes .

An algorithm for performing layer identification for sloping layers was coded in layer.~eg-

regate.m . Using the UZ-16 data, PTn shedding will be examined for an example in the CMWR

paper Cordon and I are contemplating . The PTn problem may necessitate doing 2D anisotropy

for layering .

2/25/96 Tilting anisotropy .

In order to handle sloping layers, cases where the principal directions are not aligned with the

1)
Yz + 1i = -Kzz (~')[Yi + ~'i + P9] - ICz~(F') ~a; (Yt + Yt)
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gravity vector must be considered . Darcy's law is written

in 2D component form, this corresponds to

q~=-Ic~~~P-K~zC~p+p9~z), (7-22)

c~P~z\
qz = -- IC zx 77;

I~zz Cc~P
az + Pgc~z . (7-23)

In ODE form, with the z coordinate vertically upward,

C7 :1;

I1
Yt

Y2 z~ aYt
- P9 ~

(7_24)
Kzz (Yl ) hzz ~x

(7-25)

The perturbation equations become

(7_26)
c~z c)z az
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yielding for the pressure perturbation

3~5~96 Update .

y' -t

Yz

and yielding for the flux perturbation

Y z
+ YZ -}- P9 + IS z~ ( I') ~ (yl -}- Y~ ) + ~'i

kzz(P)

	

Itzz(P) ~ti

~2+~z
+P9+

I(z:~(I') ~(Yl+YI)-

	

Y2

	

_PJ- I(Z~(~_'~) ~YrJ
Itzz(I')

	

KZZ(I') ~:z

	

Itzz (Yi)

	

Itzz(~'i) ~a;

Yz	Iizy (P) c~Yl

	

Y2

	

aYl ICz~ (1~)

	

p-Y~ +Yi

x~~ (P) + hZZ (P) ~a; + [hZZ (P) + a~ xzz (P) ~ -

[-h, :~(P)
a

(Yr +Yr) - It~.z(P) ~Yi +Yi +P9),Via;

	

~a;
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(7_27)

(7-28)

Over the last few clays, I tried several methods for calculating multiple columns, spawning a series
of /hlatlctb files entitled probleml .m, problem2 .m, etc ., through problem5.m. 'Phe key seems

to have been found in problem5 .m, which goes back to the original non-incremental approach

and gets minus signs in the right places . With problem5 .m, I am able to solve some several-layer

problems with permeability ten times greater in the direction tangential to the layering, with the

layers tilted six degrees and infiltration clustered in one quarter of the domain . C;ravity-drainage
boundary conditions are imposed on the bottom and down-dip sides . Using the UZ-16 data between

35 m and 80 rn, this problem converges for four columns and comes close for eight. I notice that

the total lateral diversion is pretty close for the one-column, two-column, and four-column cases,

even though the individual columns do not have the average values, suggesting that 1D simulations

may be sufficient to give a good idea of the final conclusions.

In the process of testing this problem, I tried some I;hree-layer problems using "represents

tive" layers for the I'Tn and the adjacent layers . I noticed that in some cases I get almost total

lateral diversion in the layer above the P'I'n (a,s much as 99 .8 percent), and in other cases less than
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15 percent, for surface infiltration of 10 mm/yr over a 500-m domain . After some experimentation,

it turns out that the TC hackly layer is the key lateral-diversion layer; without it, generally no

more than 15 percent is diverted in the PTn zone, no matter how detailed the stratigraphy. It

doesn't seem to matter whether another (lower-permeability) welded tuff unit is below (presum-

ably forming a permeability barrier) or a higher-permeability non-welded tuff is below, presumably

forming a capillary barrier. If indeed infiltration ranges up to an average of 30 mm/yr as the Flints

say, this could he the layer that allows the rather low deep percolation rates that are inferred from

other evidence . Where does this layer go? Is it breached by washes`? What about faults'? some

followup studies are in order!

3/13/96 Verification work.

Over the last few days, Cordon, Ross, and Goodluck have become involved in verification exercises .

Cordon has coded up a point-source (Warrick and Loman, 1977) and a strip-source analytic solution

by Warrick faxed to Rachid Ababou June 4, 1992 . Both steady-state analytic solutions require

exponential permeabilities . C,oodluck is using Multiflo, and Ross is using Bigflow. We have settled

on one comparison problem, based on the domain used in the Bigflow documentation . Tlte domain

is 64 cm horizontally, 1 m vertically, with no-flow side boundary conditions, a water table bottom

boundary condition, and the strip source top condition . In order to have comparable van Genuchten

and Gardner relative permeabilities, the Tiva Canyon hackly unit was selected for a comparison, as

the two relative permeability distributions are very similar. However, the alpha parameter causes

problems for the analytic solution, so the parameter was increased by a factor of ten . Exercises

to date have used an infiltration rate of 1 mm/yr, which is about 1/2~I of the saturated hydraulic

COIldUCtlVlty.

In general, the analytic solution is the fastest when it works, while Bigflow and Multiflo

are the slowest. The method-of-lines approach works well for this domain with ttp to 8 columns,
but 16 columns give it fits . No direct comparisons have been made yet, but the analytic and

method-of-lines seem to be in qualitative agreement .

3/18/96 Analytic perturbation evaluation .

The evaluation exercises pointed out a few coding problems in the method-of-lines routines . Prop-

erly evaluating conductivity values was one problem, so that all 21) results to date are suspect .

After fixing these problems, only 4 columns can be solved using numerical evaluation for pertur-

[7- 1 0~
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bations on the relatively easy comparison problem . It appears that the analytic solution and the

13igflow solution are very close, while the Multiflow solution and the MOI, solution are rea.sona,bly

close but suffer from lack of horizontal resolution . When 8 columns were tried, problems became ev-

ident: (i) inability to integrate forward solutions, due to bad bottom conditions ; (ii) highly variable

perturbations required to numerically evaluate gradients of top boundary conditions with respect

to the bottom overspecified condition ; and (iii) nonexistent convergence to a solution .

As inaccurate evaluation of the boundary-condition gradients can pollute the solution pro-

cess, direct evaluation of the gradients is highly desirable . The initial-value equations do allow a

direct gradient solution, by differentiating the equations with respect to pressure and imposing a

boundary-condition perturbation at the bottom .

Starting with the direct equations in 2D,

aP - - qy

	

- I(y~
C
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J a~;

aqy - _a
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,

letting z/~ = dP/dY and B = dq y /dY, where Y

ated, the new differential equations are written
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is the boundary condition variable being differenti-
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(7_29)

(7-30)

(7-31)

(7_32)

The prime (~) in the above equations denotes differentiation with respect to P, and differentials of

fractions are expanded using the formula

d:c ~9 ~

	

g2 Cg dx - fdg ) ~

	

(7_

	

-33)

The same quarter-strip-source test problem that was examined against the analytic so-

lution was retried using the new approach . nlcrtlteb files rifleman_ap.m, rifle_prime_base.m,

rifle_prime_grad .m, evalGradCoef.m, baseEval.m, and gradEval.m were created to han

dle the analytic perturbation approach a.nck emwrll_prob_2.m defined the problem . Amazingly
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enough, the new approach worked the first time all obvious coding mistakes N7atl~b complained

about were removed, both for the no-flow lateral boundaries a.nd for a tilted domain with gravity

drainage lateral boundary conditions . The new approach definitely worked better than the numer-

ical differentiation approach, particularly in the elimination of guesswork in selecting perturbation

increments and to some extent in providing higher-quality Jacobian entries . The method did not,

however, allow more columns to be solved for than the numerical perturbation approach .

Fay varying the length of the domain and the number of columns, it became clear that cases

that allow a unit perturbation to grew to more than about 1016 do not converge while cases with

perturbations growing to less than about 1013 do converge . For the same domain, as the number

of columns increases, the perturbation growth increases dramatically (e.g ., four columns may yield

1012 while eight columns might yield 1017 ) . When convergence does occur, it usually takes no more

than three Newton steps for the few cases run (which are barely nonlinear due to the choice of

material properties .

Insofar as the approach so far uses highly accurate integration approaches but is still limited

by integration path length, it appears that subdividing the integration path and introducing inter-

mediate unknowns may be the solution to the difficulty. An intermediate level might be introduced

at a point where a perturbation grows to 1012 , for example .

One method for attacking the subdivision approach is to use piecewise sensitivities to boot-

strap up one level at a time . Over some intermediate interval, changes in the unknowns can be

propagated by requiring that the change in an unknown at the upper end of the interval is caused

by the change in the unknowns at the lower end of the interval, or

At the bottom boundary (i = 1), an additional set of equations appear requiring that Due = 0 for

specified-pressure or specified-flux conditions, or Dui = Dua (~u~) for gravity-drainage conditions .

At the top boundary, a set of equations similar to the previous formulation is applied, enforcing

the requirement that the top boundary condition is satisfied. The matrix form of the problem is

JN(red)

_I JN_1,N_2

Iv n+1

duni=1 s

-I Jrz,n-r

_I JZ,r

[7- 12]
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where I is the identity matrix, J,~,, L_t is the .lacobian of level-n unknowns with respect to level-

(7a - 1) unknowns, JN(recl) is the reduced Jacobian, or .Iacobia,n of top boundary conditions with

respect to tire level-(N - 1) unknowns, and Y~~ -YBC represents the difference between the top

boundary conditions and the desired values . The specified-boundary-condition part of the lower

boundary values reduces the number of bottom equations by the uutnber of specified conditions .

The number of equations balances the uutnber of unknowns when there are the same number of

over-specified bottom conditions a.s there are under-specified top conditions .
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8. Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media

Account Number: As noted
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories : $HOME2~Matlab~ExpToVG

Objective :

	

Develop methodology to examine steady-state flows in porous media using boundary

integral techniques . Boundary integral methods have been rued for saturated steady-state flows for

decades; unsaturated steady-state flows have been considered for at least a decade using the quasi-

linear approximation. Variably saturated discrete-fracture networks were considered by Ra.smussen

(1987) . 'I'o the best of my knowledge, unsaturated porous-medium flow simulations have been lim-

ited to homogeneous infinite or semi-infinite problems, perhaps interacting with saturated bulbs or

with a finite-element mesh. Fracture simulations have been limited to saturated discrete fractures

and to discrete-fracture networks in an impermeable matrix . It is of interest to develop methodology

to relax the quasilinear assumption (i) to handle generic relative permeability functions, including

fracture continua embedded in a porous matrix (i .e ., the equivalent continuum approach) ; (ii) to

handle multiple material zones (e .q ., layering) ; and (iii) to handle discrete fractures in an unsat-

urated porous matrix . Such methodology would be useful for examining ambient-flow conditions

at Yucca Mountain, including generating initial conditions for transient simulations . l expect the

approach would be quite competitive for these applications ; unfortunately, it is not clear how to

extend the approach to coupled problems .

1~28~96 Multi-continuum boundary elements.

Steady-state unsaturated flow in a porous medium has been successfully simulated using boundary

elements under the condition that the relative permeability is approximated using the exponential

function, Ii (P) = Iio exp(/3P) (note P < 0 when unsaturated) . With this assumption, the Kirchhoff

transform can be applied and the governing equation,

can be transformed to

-vq = vx(P)(vP + Pgvz) = o,

	

(8-1)

_a0 _

	

(8-2)v~0 + P9~ ~~z - 0.
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There are Green's functions for this equation :
1

~I~r .~ .

where cx = p~/3/2 and I{ o is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0 .

The Kirchhoff transform is
P

o =
J

	

x(P) dP

	

so that

	

~° = Ii (P) .

	

(g-e)

With exponential relative permeability,

O = li/~

	

(8-0)

°o = dP°P
= Ii(P)°P

	

(g-7)
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dP
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The difficulty with using the transform arises from the gravity term . A general relative permeability

can easily be used when gravity is not present (~Ii/~z - 0), but the need for dI(""/d() to be constant

for the Green's function approach to work restricts the method in general.

In general, boundary element approaches are effective when material properties are piecewise
constant . For saturated-flow problems, material discontinuities are readily treated by discretizing

the discontinuity and enforcing pressure and normal-flux continuity to eliminate unknowns . I~or

unsaturated-flow problems, the gtta.silinear approach imposes additional difficulty as the transform

variable is not continuous . I have not seen material discontinuities handled for unsaturated prob-

lems, presumably because nonlinearity pops up along the discontinuity . Discrete-fracture problems

could also be handled using the quasilinear approach, but would also be nonlinear .

My idea is that a possibly straightforward extension to the quasilinear approach can be

imposed for a generic relative permeability function, by approximating the generic function as a

sum of exponentials [K(P) = L.i Ki(P) = L.i Koiexp(QiP)] . If the overall mass-balance equation

can be solved by performing a set of integrals with different Green's fitncttons for each of the Iii,

the resulting set of linear equations should be determined by the number of elements . h;quivalent-

continuum approaches could be handled this way also . Two key questions arise : (i) can one

approximate the generic function with a sum of exponentials, and (ii) can one use a suns of Green's

functions to approximate a sutu of quasilinear equations?

[~-2]
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'fhe quick answer to (i) is that to a certain degree of approximation, some van C;enuchten

(van C;enuchten, 1980) functions can be handled over some range of (negative-only) pressures . Test

/Llatlab files were created in ~IIOUIE°?/]flcttlrtb/FxpToVar, with a driver file of show~cexp.m . It

appears that as the van Genuchten rn parameter increases, the approximation deteriorates . As a.

reference, the rta parameter becomes large for fractures.

'fhe duick answer to (ii) is maybe one can avoid the process by noting that, as O = ~~ Iii/~i,

then dU/dIi"i = 1/~i and dlti/d0 = ~i, and the transformed equation is actually

~~O ~~O
It

	

1

	

~I ~-

	

c ~z

	

~ F)+

	

g

	

/3i-_
i

	

i

where Q = ~i ~i . If this is indeed correct, then the approach works essentially unchanged, which

seems too good to be true . In fact, the generic transform could be used everywhere with the

approximate Green's function only used for integration .

Boundary conditions are nonlinear, similar to the straight quasilinear approach . Generally,

the boundary element approach requires that both O and a0/an are defined along the boundary,

and the work in the method is in determining the one of the two that is not specified by well

posed problem specifications . Pressure boundary conditions should not be a problem, since there

must be a one-to-one relationship between P and O; however, since q = -K(OP -}- pg~z) _

-DO - I((P)pg~z, there is a linkage between flux and pressure which must be resolved . I don't

actually recollect seeing finite boundary conditions imposed when the gttasilinear approximation was

being used, probably clue to the nonlinearity . The flux problem pops up with material discontinuities

and fractures, while the ease of handling pressure disappears with material discontinuities since P

is continuous, not O(P) .

23/96 Boundary element solution procedure .

Assuming that there is indeed a C;reen's function for the problem, what is the procedure for solving

the problem`?

The first step in solving a generic boundary integral problettt is to perform all integrals to

result in a set of linearized simultaneous equations,

H ~ 9 = G ~ e,n,

	

(8-10)

where H contains all of the () integrations, G contains all of the U,7L integrations, 8 is the U vector,

and e,~z is the c~0ly-ra vector . 'fhe process for creating H and G will be discussed elsewhere .

~8 -3~
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Rearranging to place all known values on the right-hand side,

A - u = b,

	

(8-11)

where Li is the vector of unknowns and b is the vector of known values . Solving the resultant

set of unknowns is sufficient to completely define the boundary values for linear problems . For

unsaturated problems, however, where A = A(u), iteration is required .

Two approaches are typically followed when solving nonlinear problems, Picard iteration

and Newton-Raphson iteration . Picard iteration is linearly convergent, while Newton-Raphson

iteration is quadratically convergent when the starting point is sufficiently close to the solution and

divergent outside a convergence basin. Picard iteration is accomplished by rewriting equation 8-11

A(un) , un+t = bn

where n is the iteration level, solving for un+r directly, and repeating until convergence. Newton-

Raphson iteration is accomplished by defining a residual vector f(u),

f(u) = A(u) ~ u - b,

	

(8-13)

expanding in a Taylor series and including only the first term, yielding

f(u,n + Su) = Alum) . um - bm ~- bu ff
(u,n)

~u '

setting f(um + Su) to zero, and solving for Su. Finally, the unknowns are updated

u~' L + Su .

~8_~l~

Now that solution ideas have been outlined, what do the H and G matrices consist of'?

(8-12)

(8-14)

using u�z+t =

The efficiency of the linear-equation solution is dependent on two steps, the integration step

and the matrix-solution step . The integration step is O(N2 ), while the matrix-solution step is

O(Nlu), where N is the number of nodal values and M is the number of unknowns ; however, due

to the large number of operations for each integration, computational effort is roughly equivalent

for moderately sized problems . Experience indicates that problems of hundreds to perhaps a

thousand unknowns can be handled with direct Gaussian elimination . The Picard procedure is

equivalent to solving a series of linear problems with N2 integrations per iteration ; however, the

Newton-Raphson procedure is equivalent to performing N4 integrations per iteration . Thus, it

is extremely advantageous to be able to have separable H(u) and G(u) matrices, in the form

H(u ; x) = Hu(u) ~ H~(x) and G(u; x) = Gu(u) ~ G~(x), so that the computationally demanding

spatial integrations can be done once and for all .
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Pullan and Collins (1987) consider the boundary element solution of equation 8-9. Intro-

ducing a further transformation, O = Hexp(-sz) (note that the Pullan a.nd Collins (1987) z is the

negative of my z), the modified Helmholtz equation is derived,

remains:

From Green's theorem, the volume integral of any two sufficiently smooth functions G and

II nonsingular in region S2 can be transformed to a surface integral along the boundary, Q,
c7H

	

~G 1
(G~2H - H~ 2G) dS2 =

	

G c~ra - H ~-rz J
dQ.

	

(8-23)
sz

	

Q

If C: is the Green's function, f H~2G'dSt - crH(a;) and since ~2 I1 - 0, only a surface integral

c7II r7G
cYII(a) _ ~ CG~n

- H
~n

~ dQ.

	

(8-24)

[8-5]
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The new formulation presented in equation 8-9 seemed to be too good to be true . Double-

02 II = s2 H, (8-15)

where s = cY/2 . Double-checking :
aH __ _~ [O exp(sz)] = eXp(sz) ~~ (8-16)
c~ :>; C~a Ux

[(U exp(sz)] = exp(sz) ~~ -}- .sU l (8-17)
c~z

~ 2H
=eXp(sz) ~LO (8-18)

07 :7;2 07 ;1;2
82H _ ~

(
c7II

)
X70_

- c.xp(sz)
C

~72()
-F 2s ~z

+ s20 (8-19)
c7z2 ~7z c7z c7z2

~ 2 II - s2H = eXp(sz)
C~

20 ~- 2s ~~~ (8-20)

The C;reen's function is given by Pullan and Collins (1987) as

(8-21)

G2D = Ko (sr) . (8-22)

checking the formulation :
P

O =~ Ii o i ~ exp(/3iP) dP = ~(ICoil~i) exp(~ZI') (8_25)
i _oo a

d_ -~I('i(p) (8_26)
dP i
c7lt dK dI' X70 ~Z(~iltoi) exP(~iI') vU__ _ __

[ ]
(8-27)

i)z dY d0 c7z ~.tKo~ esp(~i P) vz
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3c

3-Feb-96 : equivalent beta for van Genuchten function

Capillary Pressure/PcapO

1'rintecl : October 4, 1996

102

Figure 8-l : 2/3/96 . l;quivalent /3 for van Genuchten wetting relative permeability. Created by
~HOME2/Matlab/V4/make_DkDPrk .m .

'There we have the rub; (dI(/dP)/Ii is not constant with varying pressure as it is in the true

quasilinear situation . In fact, as shown in Figure 8-1, the ratio is highly nonlinear; particularly for

small m, a better argument could be made for (dIC/d In P)/Ii being a constant .

So what to do now? Ideas :

~ Pick an equivalent s for some representative P for the Green's function . F3ased on figure 8-L,

this is pretty unpalatable .

Think harder .
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2/4/96 Return to previous idea.

At each boundary, it is required that

SCIENTIFIC NOTEBOOK

The original idea was to break up the problem into parts by dividing up the relative permeability

functions into exponential functions, so that

~~O + P9~ a0 = ~ C~ZDi + aiOZ ) = 0,
i=1

Requiring that each exponential function is solved identically yields N equations solved indepen-

dently but linked by the joint boundary conditions,

q =

Printed : October ~f, 199(i
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(8_28)

Oi = Oi(P)

	

a

	

P= P(()i),

	

(8-31)
N

	

N a~i

	

az
i=t i-t

Neither the pressure requirement nor the flux requirement is onerous for portions of the boundary

where the pressure is specified and flux is unknown ; there is a one-to-one relationship between

Oi and P, and q is derived from calculated values of a0i/an. On the other hand, where q is

specified problems arise, since there is not a one-to-one correspondence between q and a0i/a~a,
and consistency between P values is not enforced .

What happens if it is required that aP/an be consistent for all boundaries?

_
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tlo i _aP

	

az
q - ~qz

	

- (~ dP ) an - Ii(P)P9ani r

	

a-
dOi aP

	

az

	

aP

	

az

	

Iti(P)
qi = -dP an - hi(P)PSan = -I{i(P) ~an +P~~n~ = I~(P) q~

It is obvious from this that if the materials are solved for independently, aP/an is a convenient

variable of interest . However, writing the equations in fractional-flow form points out the basic

difficulty ; there is no reason that the I(i(P)/I((P) ratio is going to be the same everywhere . In

essence, there is transfer of flux from one continuum to the next . How can this be accommodated?

A quick check of the appropriateness of the a,ssurnptions can be clone using an ODE: solver in

1D . '1he check can be performed by picking a particular pressure, such as near the water table, and

[8-7~
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a global flux, and integrating vertically . The key question is whether the pressure field is identical
for each of the cases. Given zero fluxes, pressure must be hydrostatic and the various pressure fields
are congruent ; as fluxes increase, does this congruence hold?

2~5~96 New ideas.

How about a return to the dissertation idea of separate zones? With this approach, the generic rel-
ative permeability is approximated as a set of pressure zones, with each zone having an exponential
relative permeability. A set of moving contours would be required ; however, t;he pressure would be
known on each contour and only the gradient would be needed, identical to the saturation contours
in my dissertation . The advantage is that perhaps many fewer contours would be required and
again each contour-bounded zone is independently solved for, so the global pressure matrix need
not be formed . There is the advantage and disadvantage of transient stepping to a solution . Is this
really much less work than a domain scheme?

Another wild idea . For a highly layered system, each interface gets discretized with fixed
nodes and moving pressure contours skate along the interfaces . Perhaps the contours need some
internal nodes as well .

2~9~96 Development in 1D .

Printed: October ~l, 199G

Yesterday I found a hall 1995 AC;U talk that presents a methodology that is described schizophreni-
cally but appears to be a combination of an approach discussed in my dissertation work butt applied
to the Richards equation and the multiple-Green's-function approach (Holt et al ., 1995) . I have
been unable to get in touch with the authors as of yet . However, apparently they have had some

success and have done some numerical comparisons.

The 1D Green's function approach for the potential-flow problem is as follows (abstracted
from Chapter 2-4-1 of Banerjee and Butterfield (1981)) . Given the governing equation with constant

I( coefficient,

(8-35)
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a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation
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CL

~L

Note that G is continuous at x = ~, but ~G/~:~; has a jump.

As a properly specified problem has only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found . Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

[8-~]
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(8-36)

(8_37)

(8_38)

Requiring that G,, _ -l/2 for :c > ~ and G,y = 1/2 for a: < ~ specifies CZ = -1 and C,t = l .

Requiring that C~ = 0 aLt some distance G (which tnay be arbitrarily taken a.s I, = b - cc) and

h(b)_ C~(b, b) -G(a, b) h,~(b) G,~(b, b - E) -G,~(a, b) h(b)

G(b, ~,) -G(~, a) h,~(~) G,~(b, ~) -G,~(a, ~ + E) h(a)
,

(8_39)

or, rearranging,

G,r (b, b - E) + 1 -G,,; (a, b) ~a(b) G~(b, b) -G(a, b)_ h,, (b)

G,~(b, ~) -G,� (~, ~ + E) + 1 h(a) G(b, a) -C~(a, a) h,, (a) (8-40)

The Green's function is found by integration.

-
G,~(x, ~)

sgn ( :r ~)
_ - (8_41)

2

~- - x >
G(x, ~)

1 Cr Ca(x ~) ~,
_ - (8-42)

2 C's-~C~a(x-~)

x >
G,~( :r, ~)

1 C,a ~,
= (8_4~)

2 C~, x < ~.
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requiring that C is continuous specifies G'1 = C3 = I,, yielding

I h - (ti - ~)

L+(ti-~)

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

- a

	

-a -~ 1

	

h(ci)

	

0

	

-L/2

	

h,x(~)

At an interior point, is can be determined using

:L > ~,

:~; < ~,

2 -1 1

	

h(ct)

	

2 0 -I

	

h, (a

h(~) _ [G'(b,~)la,x(b)-G(~,~)h,x(~)]-[G,x(b,~)h(b)-G',x(«,~)h(~)]

= 2 [(I~ - b + ~)~L,x(b) - (r, + ~ - ~) h,x(~~)] + 2 [h(b) + h(a)]

	

(8-~~)

and, assuming uo internal sources so that h,x (cc) = h,x (b) = h,x,

and the flux at point ~ is

= 2 [(L - b + ~) - (~, + ~ - ~)]~t,x + 2 [h(b) + tL(a)]

[8- 10]

h,~(~) _ [G'(b, ~)h,x(b) - G'(~, ~)h,x(a)] - [G',x(b, ~)h(b) - G',x(~, ~)h(a)]

h,x (b) + h,x (~~)

!'tinted : October "I, 1996

INI'T'IALS :

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

(g_~}5)

(g_yg)

(8-50)

(8-51)

(8-52)

h,x(b) + h,x(c~)
q(~`) _ -l(h,,~(s) _ -Ic

	

2

	

~

	

(8-53)
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The same procedure can be followed for the Richards equation with the qua.silinear assump-

tion (using h, for U),

Integration by parts yields

If it is specified that

or, rearranging,

b

	

r6f (h,~:~ + cYh,~)G da; _ [G(h,, -~ crh)]¢ -
J

(la,~ + ah)G,y ds

aa

a value at a base point ~ can be determined from the boundary values (neglecting the source term

for clarity) using the equation

h(~) _ [G(ti, ~)h,~(~) + h(x) (aG(~, ~) - G,~ (ti, ~))~~-
6

~

	

(8-57)

Note that G' is continuous at ~; _ ~, but c~G'/~ :c has a jump .

As a properly specified problem ha.s only one of the boundary values available at either end,

the other must be found. Writing the integral equation for each boundary yields

~L(b)

	

_

	

c;(b, v) -cr(a, b)

	

h,~(v)

h(a)

	

G(b, a) -G'(a, a)

	

h,~(a)

G,y(b, b- E) - aG'(b, b) + 1

	

cxG(a, 6) - G,~(a, b)

	

h(b)

G,~(b, a) - cxG(b, a)

	

aG(a, a) - G,~(a, a + E) + 1

	

h(a)

aG(b, b) - G,.~(b, b - E)

	

-cxG(a, b) -l- G,~(a, b)

	

h(b)

cxG(b, a) - G',~(b, a)

	

-cxG'(a, a) + G,~(a, a + E)

	

h(cL)

	

,

Printed : October ~l, 199(i

G(b, b) -G(cc, b)

	

h,~(b)

G'(b, cc) -G'(ca, cc) I ~ h,~(a)

(8_55)

(8_58)

(8_59)
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The C:reen's function is found by integration .

G,~ (;L, ~) - crC, ( :c, ~) _ - ~ sgrt ( :L - ~)

	

(8_GO)

Plugging in the newly defined values for G,

~~t an interior point, h can be determined using

1/2a
G(:v, ~) _

{exp[a(s - ~)] - 1/2}/cx

la(~) - [G" (ti, ~)h,y(~) + h(:c) (crG: ( :~;, ~) - G',, (~, ~))],~-b
- h(b) + h(~~) + h,~(b) + h,~(a){ 1- 2 EexP[c~(ci - ~)]}

2

	

2cx

[8-12]

t'rinted : October ~t, 199G

:~; > ~,

:L < ~,

-2+ 1

	

-

	

h(b)

	

_ 1

	

1 [1 - 2exp(-aI,)]

	

h,~(b)

-a

	

-2 + 1

	

h(cc)

	

2cx

	

1

	

-1

	

h,x(a)

11

	

1

	

h(b)

	

_

	

1

	

1 [1 - 2exp(_

	

_

	

-~L)]

	

h,~(b)

2 I -1

	

1 I ~ h(cc) }

	

2a I 1

	

-1

	

I ~ la,~(a) } .

(8-G 1)

Requiring that G,~ - aG = -1/2 for x > ~ and G',~ - cxG = 1/2 for a; < ~ specifies Cr = 1/a and

G'3 = -1/cx . Requiring that G,~ approaches zero a,s ~ :r - ~~ ~ oo specifies G'2 = 0, while requiring

that G~ is continuous at x = ~ specifies G' r = C3 + G',t so that C~ = 2/cY, yielding

(8-G3)

0

	

1. >~,
(8_G~t)

-1-1/2

	

a; < ~,

0

	

~ > ~'

	

(8-GG)

(8-69)

(8-70)

(8-71)
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The gradient of h at point ~' is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to S, yielding

Returning from tine transform variable to P [using the relationships /a = ti//3 and Ii (I') = exp(~3P)],

and the flux at point ~ is

2/10/96 Check of results.

I'(s) _

	

~

	

, (8_73)

_ -la,~(~) - ~P9z,Fh(~) _ -h,~(s) - ala(~)

-
a
{ h(b) + h(a) + h,,.(b) + h,,;(a){1 - 2exp[cx(a - ~)]}

2

	

2a

IL 2

	

22
_

	

la,~(b) + ah(b) +_ _

	

h,y(a) + ~h(a)
2

_ q(~l) + q(b)
2

Printed : Octolx~r ~l, r99G

(8-74)

The result that q is independent of position is gratifying, since in the absence of sources (a.s was

assumed) flux is constant throughout the domain .

A pair of Matlab files (saved as make_bem2pt.m.1, solve_bem2pt .m.1) were created in

,$HOME2/Matlab/E~;pToVC to test the relationships presented above . A few tests were made

to verify that solving for fluxes and plugging them back in to solve for pressure indeed works, and

that fluxes are in the correct direction .

Extending the above approach to the idea of using a sum of (Treen's functions to approximate

the generic Green's function,

N

t

	

(8-75)G~(ti, ~) ^ ~ wiGti(x, S),
-r

[8- l3]
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yields

( 1/2)(~Nnwilai)
G(:L, ~) _

C',~(ti,~) _ ~
o

Plugging in the newly defined values for G',

Lui1 -1 h(b)

2 -1 1 h(a)

At an interior point ~, h ca.u be determined using

[8_ l ~f]

20i1L(~) - [G
,
(~' , ~)~L,x('C ) + h(a,) (cYG (~, ~) - G,x('L, ~))~y=a

i=r

Printed: October ~l, 1996

cui

	

1 [1 - 2exp(-cYi L)]

	

lL , (b)

(~) -
h(b)

+
h(`L)

+
~Ni (w~/2a2) [h,~(b) + N,.x(~){1- 2exp[ai (a - ~)]}]

h

	

_

	

2

	

~i=t wi

The gradient of h at point ~ is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to ~, yielding

(8_76)

(8_77)

(s-79)

(8_80)

(8_81)

(8_82)

(8-83)

(8_84)

Returning from h to P is best done with tables, since the relationships Ii"(P) _ ~N1 u~iexp(/3iP)

and /L = fin' 1 'LUi exp(/~iP)//3i do not admit a straightforward inversion; however, reasoning by

analogy, the flux ati ~ is

q(s) =
q(~) Z g(b) , (8_86)
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2/17/96 End of current look .

Printed : October 4, i99(i

An interesting check to do will be to compare q(~) _ -Et(~)[h,~(~)/(clh(~)/cIP) 4-pgz,~] with q(o)
and q(b) .

In order to check whether the procedure shows promise despite the unpromising mathematics, a

test problem wa.s constructed more-or-less at random with two specified-pressure conditions of -1

and -0.1 grn/cnr s2 . The van Genuchten parameters were Po = 1 gm/cm s2 and ~n = 0.7, with

Ii"SQt = 1 cm/s, g = 980 crn/s2 , and total domain length of 1 mm . 'hhe problem is a balance between

capillary effects and gravity drainage .

The van Genuchten relative permeability curve is approximated with ten exponential func-

tions, using the routine make_exp_vgwt.m to approximate I((P) _ ~Nlvi exp(~3iP) . The

values are evenly distributed between 1/ max ~P~ and 1/ min ~P~, and Mc~tlcrb's least-squares matrix
division facility is used to ensure that relative permeability is well matched throughout the range.

I found that 800 match points for each Qi works well . When the number of match points is N, it
is better to have the match-point pressures evenly distributed, so make_exp_vgwt.m evenly dis-
tributes match-point pressures ; however, it is critical to oversample, and I suspect that logarithmic
variation would require far fewer match points for each ,

I found that excellent agreement can be found between the resultant approximated relative
permeability curve and the original using the least-squares approach when the variation in relative
permeability is less than fi to 8 orders of magnitude. Relative permeabilities smaller than this are
not matched, as roundolf error becomes significant, and negative relative permeabilities can occur .

An alternate approach that minimizes the log of the error would be required for such cases. Quick
informal tests were performed for m ranging from 0.1 to 0 .7, and usually 10 to 40 exponential

functions were required, depending on the pressure range and behavior of the relative permeability

within the pressure range . It can be helpful to supply ~s slightly outside the pressure range of the

problem at hand .

The relative permeability match for the problem of interest is shown in Figure 8-2 . Deviation

between the two relative permeabilities is on the order of L0-6 . The true van Genuchten solution

is created using the ODE procedure outlined in other parts of the notebook, using the solution

routines starting with solve_ODE_vg .m. Since the ODE procedure requires a specified pressure

and a specified flux, a bisection approach was used to find the flux that is compatible with both

pressure boundary conditions . 'fhe solutions are shown in Figure 8-3 ; clearly there is no agreerneut

[8-15]
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Printed : October ~l, 1996

17-Feb-96 . Actual and approximated vG relative distributions

-100

	

-10-1

Pressure (gm/cm s^2)

Figure 8-2: 217/96 . expvg_rpmatchl.eps . Relative permeability for van C:enuchten parameters

m = 0.7 and ~'o = 1 gm~cm s2 . Actual and exponential-approximated relative permeabilities with

10 exponentials are shown .

between the two procedures . As a comparison, the set of pressures for eac;h of the ~Z, solved

independently, is plotted against the van Genuchten solution in Figure 8-4. Again, there is little

that leads one to suspect that a weighted sum of the exponential solutions would yield the van

Genuchten solution .

Based on these results, the current look at the boundary integral approach is being tenta-

tivcay closed out. I finally was able to discuss the Holt et al . (1995) abstract with John Wilson two

clays ago, and he will send a draft of a paper intended for WRR within a few weeks . The discussion

revealed that their approach is not t;he same as my method-of-contours approach, involving itttplicit

[8-16]

/1
~/

0.8

~~

~ 0.6

Actual vG
Approx vG

~ 0.4
a~

0.2
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17-Feb-96 . Pressure distribution for vG and summed exponential

0

	

0.2 0.4 0 .6 0 .8

	

1
Elevation (mm)

Figure 8-3 : 2~17~96 . expvg~olnl .eps . Pressure distribution for relative pertneabilities shown in

Figure 8-2 .

contours but not explicit contours . Perhaps if the approach seems workable at that tune, the issue

may be reopened at that time .
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INITIALS :

17-Feb-96 . Pressure distribution for actual vG and each exponential

0

	

0.2 0.4 0.6 0 .8

	

1
Elevation (mm)

Figure 8-4 : 2/17/96 . expvg-pressl .eps . Pressure distribution for each /3i in Figure 8-2 independently

determined, compared with the true pressure distribution .
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9 . Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion

Account Number: 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

David Farrell
Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste ~ $MassWaste

Objective:

	

Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the redistribution of eroded

material on a subregional to regional scale. The irnrnediate application is do predict the slip rate

of a fault based on the shape of alluvial fans .

12/20/95 Summary of previous work .

Printed : OctoVer ~l, 199G

In the subregional flow and transport processes research project, I developed a simple finite differ-

ence (8/95) and slightly more sophisticated finite element (11/95) model based ou using a DEM

grid of elevations . See Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) for a description of the h'E application . The

original Yucca Mountain work wa,s done in ~IIONIE2/Subreg/YltIElev~MassWaste~MatMod . 'I'he

object of the exercise wa.s to predict the active depth of colluvium at Yucca Mountain . The model

assumes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

where ga(( uv is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the thickness of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, al and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in

winter?) . The model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be

appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered ; this is a serious weakness in washes

and in deep alluvium .

In the subregional work, the elevation h is given ; b is the unknown to be determined, and

k is a.ssurned spatially constant and subsumed into A . Tlve FD model assumed bo ~ oo and

a 2 - U, which yielded very pixelly depths . The FE: work suggested that the slope-dependent a.nd

radiation-dependent source-terra modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluvium

[9- 1~

~~]allv,v = S rC, (~-1)

~lalluv = -kb~h, 19-2)

Src = Aexp(-b/bo) exp(cxr~h/ max(~~h~)) exp(rY 2 radiation), (9-3)
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distributions at Yucca Mountain, as long as bo is used . Values for bo were about 2 cnr, and A/k;

were about 0 .25 . The itnpletnentation wa.s crude, in tire sense that the problem is hyperbolic a,nd

explicit flow-routing algorithms could be used to solve for b, rather than the brute-force Ja.cobi

iteration I adopted . I expect a more appropriate algorithm could speed up calculations by one or

two orders of magnitude . Nevertheless, usable approximations to colluvium depth were obtained .

Yesterday llavid 1~'arrell pointed out an article which uses essentially the same model for

gall2~� as a short-range transport mechanism, with the active diffusiotr depth constant, and uses a

stormwater flow-routing scheme for long-range transport . Beaumont, Christopher, Philippe Full

sack, acrd Juliet Hamilton . 1992 . Erosional control of active compressional orogens . In Thrust

Tectonics, ed . K.R . McClay. Chapman & Hall : London: pp 1-18 . The stormwater model drains

orography-forced precipitation, and transports sediment according to

where yfQb is the local-equilibrium sediment carrying capacity, I(~ is a proportionality constant,

and q, . is the runoff discharge.

12/2195 Continued development .

gf96 = -Itf9r~la,

Printed : October 4, 1996

In the Beaumont et al . (1992) paper, orography-forced precipitation for South Island, New Zealand,

is a.ssurned to be according to adiabatic decompression of moist air as it passes over the model

topography. The simplest approach is taken, where air flux is normal to a grid boundary, steady,

and uniform . C:iven ~Jw(~% = 0) is the flux of water vapor per unit length normal to the direction of

(low, conversion of ~/ t� to precipition rate v~~(a;) is given by

dcl~(ti) __ h(x)

	

(~-5)

where aR, = h~lR is an extraction efficiency parameter governed by the topographic scale height,

hR, and the length scale, l~, over which 1/e of the available precipitation would be extracted were

In the work cited, 1a is the only dependent variable, all other flow parameters are constant

except q�� acrd qt� is adjusted according to the quasi-steady rainfall distribution .

An alluvium-fiow model somewhat improved over the Beaumont et al . (1992) approach

might also consider the colluvium layer (b) to be atr unknown parameter. I propose a set of coupled

equations :
~h dz

dt + Qmeather = Ur

~c)-2~

(9-0 )



Thoughts on modelling

1 . Classify each face as a through-, convergence. , or divergence-face .

2. Find high points .

b , VullwU
Gwueatherat + vea/1~~~, - V.oeti

y(la -~ b) +
vgalluv -

dz
-}- C1 - Valluu l

Qweather = ~~
r7t

	

dt

uphill values as boundary conditions .

5 . IZc~peat until all layers have been processed .

['tinted : Oct,oher ~i, 1996
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(~-7)

nallau = -(kb + ring,-)v(tt + b),

	

(~-g)

where his bedrock elevation, b is depth of colluvium/alluvium, dz/dt represents change in elevation

due to structural forces, 01l/2w/l;.oeti represents volume expansion from bedrock to rubble, q,. is

surface-water flux (episodic at Bare Mottntaitt), and other parameters are as before . Adding 9-6

and 9-7 together,

which is akin to the diffusion equation . It may be appropriate to solve 9-9 and 9-6 as the two

equations . The source term Qweather might be flexp( -d/do), rather than Aexp(-b/bo), where el is

thickness of cover normal to the surface rather than depth at the surface. The modification should

not be nutnerica.lly large unless there are steep slopes . I would expect A to be a function of rock

type, solar radiation, slope, average temperature, and precipitation, so A would vary according to

climatic influences .

The first-cut approach to modelling alluvium flow wa,s to brute-force using Jacobi iteration to reach

a, steady state. Explicit tune-stepping might not be too bad with this approach, but the river flow

stay be tricky . A second, implicit, tack might be to ta,lce advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the

problem a.nd integrate in shells froth high elevation to low elevation . The scheme would be

3. Start at highest point and create concentric layers that have completely outfjowing faces at

the downhill side .

~f . Solve for unknowns at all nodes in the uppermost layer that have old values, using the newest



1~3~96 More thoughts on modelling.

Printed : October ~l, 1996
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1'he advantage of this approach is that an efficient skyline solver could be rued on systems with a

relatively small bandwidth, and difficulties with allocating <lowtthill flows for convergent/divergent

faces are eased. Convergent/divergent faces might also be treated as a network of ridges/washes.

In fact, it might be a good idea to create a "potential wash" network, consisting of a.ll edges a,nd

all cell diagonals, which would be activated at convergent faces and saddle or saddle-like cells. The

trick would be in deciding when to turn on the wa,slt behavior .

The previous proposed model equations (9-6 and 9-9) have parameters k and I( f, a.s well a.s param-

eters associated with sources, and a currently unspecified surface-water flux ~,- . 1'he surface-water

flux is simply overland flow, which is obviously highly transient . As a first cut, it may be acceptable

to maintain a set of maximum flood depths corresponding to storms of various return periods (i .e .,

10-yr, 100-yr, 1000-yr) and calculate g,. as a weighted sum of the storm events, suitably averaged

over tune . Precipitation is plausibly elevation-dependent.

Additional thought: the alluvium/colluvium depth b should be broken into an "active" and

an "inactive" zone, where the active zone consists of the top meter or so and the inactive zone is any

remainder. The component of the ga!l2iv fluxes clue to diffusion therefore is litrrited by a ma,ximurn

depth .

As a quick and dirty test of the alluvium-fan idea, I propose that a rectangular region be

considered. The initial condition for the region might be a set of small-amplitude sine waves, with

a sdttare-wave block uplift superimposed in the middle portion of the region ("Bare Mountain") .

Along one side of the block there should be a hinge fault, with hinged uplift of "Bare Mountain"

and "Amargosa Valley", and hinged downdrop of "Crater Flat" . '1he surface should start out

as bare rock . I predict that this test should generate steeper alluvial fans along the fault a.s the

distance from the hinge increases, with larger and shallower fans on the opposite side of the block .

As a rough start, perhaps 100 cells parallel to the fault, with the block consisting of 50-100 cells

and the outwa.sh areas consisting of 200-300 each? Perhaps ten sine waves perpendicular to the

mountain to initiate washes .
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1~4~96 Setup of test problems .

Created a project directory (~`6KOM1?2/Matkrb/lL7ciss4Vcrst~) and copied the Matkib files for the

Yucca NTounta,in work into the project directory . 'Che quick a.nd dirty test problem will be set up

as defined above.

1~7~96 First examination of test problems .

Test problem is a halfsine mountain with normally distributed random noise superimposed, with

initial conditions symmetric east and west of the mountain ridge. There is a fault at the base of 1;

flank of mountain . Initial work quickly identified the need to ensure tune scales are matched.

3/1/96 First entry for lahar examination .

Account Number : 20-5708-?
Collaborators :

	

Chuck Connors
Directories:

	

~HOME2/Matlab/Lahar -~ $Lahar

Printed : October ~l, 1996

Objective:

	

Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the redistribution of gravity-

driven Mows on a subregional to regional scale . The immediate application is to predict the re-

distribution of potential lahars with various source magnitudes . The idea is t,lrat the probability

of the event size together with the redistribution area of the event will provide a.n estituate of t;he

risk . '1he initial project is a quick look to demonstrate methodology ; this may be expanded in t,lie

future .

A set of files was obtained from Ron Martin, containing a digital elevation map (DEM) of

a portion of the Kamchatka peninsula, southeast of Siberia and northeast of Japan . The files are

in the .bil format . The ~L~hcar subdirectory was created on sierra, which will be the root directory

for work on this project .

The overall DEM consists of 1209 rows and 1023 columns, with a grid spacing of 187.4725 m

(all coordinates are in meters unless otherwise noted) . Overall coordinates range from 5 .0004x10 5

to G .91G4 x 105 in the east-west direction and 6 .0949 x 106 to 6 .3214 x 106 in the north-south direction.

1'lie region of interest is roughly 5 .5x 105 to fi .2x 105 in the east-west direction a,nd G.15x 106 to

G.21 x106 in the north-south direction . `fhe source for the lahar seduence is the volcano top located
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The modelling strategy that will be followed is extremely straightforward :

- Routing weights for the (infilled) DEM.

Output .

- Infill depths required to assure outflow from each grid block.

approximately 5 .8x105 to 5 .9x105 in the east-west direction and 6.185x106 to 6 .19x10 in the

north-south direction . As an approximation, the area with elevation above roughly 2750 m will

serve as the source area, with the largest event considered completely removing the corrtplete volume

above that elevation .

The IYIcitlab water-routing routines developed to simulate sedirnettt transport will be modified

to simulate the behavior of the lahar flows. La,hars are essentially tnudfiows with on the order of

30 percent moisture content, and behave in many ways like somewhat more viscous water flows .

The probability calculations require only the area covered by any portion of a lahar flow, so these

grid cells will be the eucl product for each event.

~ Before running any flow simulations, calculate information that will be used for every simu-

lation .

- Potential maximum final depth for each grid block, based on the slope of the (infilled)

DEM and a minimum velocity below which flow will stop .

Calculate the source volume and location .

~ lt.oute the slow downhill, retnoviug a volume at each block corresponding to the final depth

of lahar in the block inelttdi~ag infill depths ectlctdoted Previoeisly .

~ Find the grid cells with appreciable depths of lahar .

Infill depths will be calculated by finding all grid blocks that do not have egress, and per-

forming Laplace smoothing on the blocks and their neighbors until all blocks have egress. Infill

depths are the difference between the smoothed and original depths, holding the boundaries fixed ;

expansion steps may be necessary if negative infill depths result from the procedure.

Flow velocity will loosely be modelled by

~ - -bK ~ (~F'+ pJ~z) ^ -hK ~ (PJ~~)~

	

(9-LO)

~9-fi]
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The criterion for depth of la.har at stoppage will be Ab~z, which has one global adjustable parameter

(A) . Potential final depth is easily calculated . 'I he A parameter will be selected by requiring that

a particular slope (say 15 degrees) yields a dept;h of 10 cm (say) .

3/8/96 Summary of first lahar examination.

It turns out that removing hollows was quite important in creating successful footprints, and it was

critical to use the same criterion for the hollow-removal algorithm a,s for the flow-routing algorithm ;

otherwise, the flow-routing found stray hollows and unrealistic flows resulted . It also turns out that

8-way routing is far superior to 4-way routing (i .e ., cells to the NE, NW, SW, and SE are available

for flow as well a,s the cells to the E, N, W, and S) . A C-language routine, route_9waySink .cc,

did the routing ; the routine was compiled into a Matlab rnex file . The routing wa.s defined using

lf7crtlab routine make_route9way.m . A set of seven initial lahar volumes ranging from 106 to 109

m3 was routed, with routing driven by the do_set .m routine .

The resultant set of lahar footprints wa.s handed off to Chuck Connor for his own needs.

4/14/96 First entry for re-examination of shallow colluvium flow.

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators : None
llirectories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/Co1luvWaste --~ $Co1luvWaste

Printed : October -1, 199(1

Objective: Build and use a relatively straightforward model for the quasi-steady-state redis-

tribution of gravity-driven shallow colluvium based on a DEM. A first numerical model for the

process wa.s developed under the now-discontinued Subregional Hydrology Research Project. The

first model, a simplistic ~1-way finite-difference model, suffers from slow convergence and is unrealis-

tic in neglecting diagonal fiow . Based on subsequent work, a much faster and more realistic model

should be possible using fiow routing ideas.

A 4-way flow-routing model was tried in the lahar work. The plausibility of the 4-way model

wa,s much lower than the 8-way model developed soon afterward . I propose here yet another S-wa,y

flow-routing model for the colluvium flow, which should yield fast, unique, plausible solutions .

'fhe original Yucca, Mountain work wa.s done in ~6IfOMLs'2lS'ubre~lYMT'levlutassWrestelnlot -

ILlod. 'hhe object, of the exercise wa.s to predict the active depth of colluvium at Yucca. 1Vlounta.in .
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G~°i = b°i
C h°

- h,i 1
Wl,niaa~c,

O°i

The model assatnes quasi-steady state, with governing equations

(~_f2)

Sac - A exp(-b/bo) exp(cY tOh/ max(~~h,~)) exp(a2 accdiation),

	

(9-13)

where q~L!lieu is the flux of alluvium/colluvium, k is a transport speed, b is the depth of the flux

zone, h is the elevation of the ground surface, A is a (material-dependent) erosion potential, bo is

an extinction depth for erosion, al and a2 are coefficients, and radiation is solar radiation load (in

winter?) . The model was developed with no recourse to the literature . I expect this model to be

appropriate for thin films, but flowing water is not considered ; this is a serious weakness in washes

and in deep allttviutn .

In the subregional work, the elevation la is given ; b is the unknown to be determined, and

k is assumed spatially constant and subsumed into A. The FD model assumed 60 -~ oo and

a2 = 0, which yielded very pixelly depths . The FE work suggested that the slope-dependent and

radiation-dependent source-term modifiers do not have particularly significant impacts on colluvium

distributions ati Yucca Mountain, as long as bo is used . Values for b~ were about 2 cm, a,nd A/k

were about 0 .25 .

Several new approaches are to be implemented in the new model . The governing equation

will be solved using upstream-weighted flow routing with finite-volume ideas to determine routing.

Upstream weighting is to be performed only on the depth, so drat the upstream depth is used

and routing from highest to lowest node can be performed in one pass . In the pass frorrr high to

low elevation, a somewhat novel routing approach will be followed that assumes each of the eight

directions from the current node are direct links . This routing approach is somewhat odd, insofar

as adjacent nodes have diagonal connections that cross. Nevertheless, I expect the approach to be

about the fastest 8-way routing algorithm around when implemented in C .

Eight connections are to be examined for the current node. Consider the four square elements

surrounding the current node . Bisecting each of the eight element faces furthest from the current

node forms eight partitions between connections . If the current node is the same elevation a,s the

other code, the connection is ignored . Assuming that material properties are subsumed into the

source term A as previously, an active connection from the current node, o, to another node, i, has

a total flux of

(q_14)
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where b~i is the colluvium depth at the higher node, h is the elevation of the ground surface, [po i

is the distance between the connected nodes, a,nd W ~ �tii<t~t is the width of the connection at the

midpoint between nodes . The following assumes that a regular nEM is used, with squares of side

length O. The four row and column connections have

while the four diagonal connections have

The second relationship follows from geometric considerations . The element diagonal has length

I, _ ~0. We wish to determine the length of the line, along the diagonal perpendicular to

the connection, that lies between two partitions ; a partition bisects the far element face . Similar

triangles are used . The triangle formed by the perpendicular to the connection diagonal that

intersects the partition bisection point has a long side of 3L/4 and short aide of L/~r . For the

similar triangle ending at the connection midpoint, the lengths are scaled by 2/3, yielding poi = L

and W - L/3 (note two triangles form the entire width) .

Given the connections, a mass balance is performed for the current node to determine

colluviurn depth .
N

2

	

aoiboi(ho - hi)>

	

(~ -Z 1 )~ A exp(-bo/bo) _
i-r

where poi is the area factor of the connection (1/2 for rows/columns and 1/3 for diagonals) . Since

sorting in order of elevation has been performed, each node equation reduces to the form

where

v2A
Cr =

Printed: October ~l, 1996

N

	

(9-2~i)
i-r ~oi(ho - hi)

~iV r_

	

~boibi(tLo - hi)

	

(~-2`l)Cz=- N (
~i-r

	

~loi lho - hi)

poi = O (~-15)

Qoi = voi(ho - hi)l2 (9-17)

~oi = v~0 (9_18)

Qoi = boi(ho - hi)l3 (~-2 (] )
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An iterative approach, such a.s Newton's method or bisection, should be used to find b o . Note that

b � should lie between Cz and G' t -~ G'l, so that bisection should be robust .

When there are no outgoing connections, the approach breaks down . F'or such cases, prob-

ably the best thing is to usc: a default value such as the maximum of the incoming connection

depths .

4/15/96 More shallow colluvium flow.

I coded up the new algorithm in ~Co1luvWaste/calc_9waySink_depth .cc. ~l'he algorithm works

like a champ, with similar but much less pixelly alluvium distributions than the old Jacobi four-

way algorithm . Not only are the results more plausible, but the algorithm is blazing fast - it takes

about 12 seconds for the entire Yucca Mountain area, whereas before I don't believe complete

convergence occurred even in overnight runs . Note that there is no convergence question with the

new algorithm, and it takes longer to plot than to calculate . With this approach, it may be feasible

to test out adjustments to transport based on equivalent-steady-state sediment routing . field data

to match predictions is now desperately needed .
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10. Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

Account Number: 20-7614-007
Collaborators : None
Quoted Proposal : In progress
Directories :

	

~HOME2/WFO/Environ ~ eyEriVlron

Objective :

	

'Track clown rna,ss balance errors that occur in the conta.rninant transport portion of

the 3D Princeton Transport Code (PTC) .

PTC solves the saturated groundwater flow eduation and contaminant transport with the

resultant velocity field. I rewrote the code while at Princeton and Vermont, but did not change the

solution algorithms . Environ is using the code extensively, and mass balance errors reported by

the transport portion of the code are on the order of 10 percent. Tlre flow portion of the code tray

exhibit mass balance errors for the first few time steps, which <Irrickly decay to essentially zero .

The code involves a splitting scheme between the horizontal and the vertical, and experience

suggests that the implementation of the splitting scheme is not correct for non-horizontal layers .

In addition, mass i~alance errors may occur for horizontal elements (2D finite elements) that occur

in portions of a velocity field where the field is changing direction .

12/20/95 Proposal .

Created first draft of the proposal in $Environ/Proposal/massbal_prop .tex .

4/22/96 Problem definition .

[LO- 1]

Printed : October 4, 199G

I have been given authorization by ENVIRON to proceed with work not to exceed X5000.00, which

translates into something a little more than 40 of my hours . As agreed by ENVIRON, a set of

problems will be provided, including :

1 . 1D convection-dispersion with variable grid spacing, with both a Dirichlet boundary condition

and a specified-flux boundary condition.

2. 11 convection-dispersion in aL parallelepiped . Presumably the horizontal sweep will succeed ;

the vertical slice may Ira,ve problems . 'This problem will help identify if vertical slice errors
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a,re clue only to variable layer thickness or also stem from tilted constant-thickness layers .

3 . 1D convection-dispersion in a rectangle . The internal layer cliscretisation will consist of sine

waves. This is a very good test to check on the success of the vertical slicing.

4 . 2D convection-dispersion in a. plane. One of the following problems will be produced . If time

permits, both will be provided .

1 . A gaussian hill plume in a rotational velocity field .

Primed : October ~I, I99(i

2. A variable velocity field consisting of three layers, a, clay layer surrounded by two sand

layers . A sand window in the clay layer, coupled with a pumping well in the bottom

layer and an injection well in the top layer, will provide a strong S-shaped flow field .

The test problems will be run to verify that PTC accepts the input.

	

E~NVIIhON will be

provided with enough documentation for each input file to understand the modelled problem .

In order to generate the problems, Matlc~b files will be used to output PTC' input files . All

work will be done in ~F,nvirora/Verify .

As the 2D finite element scheme is to be compared with the FE/FD splitting scheme, every

effort must be turned to comparing as identical of a problem as possible in each case . Accordingly,

the same number of nodes must be created each time, with the same nodal locations. The strategy

will be to honor the restrictions inherent in the FE/FD splitting scheme with the 2I) FE: nodes .

The following restrictions are honored :

~ A scheme-independent set of boundaries and interfaces is generated .

Identical node locations are used for the schemes .

~ No nodes are on interface locations.

Nodes are aligned vertically.

~ The 2D FE scheme creates a band of averaged parameters along each interface to mimic the

internal FD/FE procedure.

The /Ltcitlob files generated today include:

ptclayer .m Output of geometry-dependent parameters .

[ 10-2]
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ptcprint .m Output of non-geometry-dependent para,rneters .

time_stamp.m lhetrieval of tune an<l date .

spr.m String print routine .

ptccmd.m Generic PTCcomrnand output routine.

4/2496 Problem status .

Both horizontal and vertical schemes can now be generated . The ptclayer .m routine wa.s aug-

mented to handle boundary conditions as well, with new routines :

ptebc.m Output of vertical-slice boundary conditions .

ptcsimwrt.m Output of simulation control parameters .

ptcnecmd .m Generic node/element command output routine .

The first test problem wa.s created, a 1D problem with constant discretization . A number

of file-creation bugs were eliminated based on this problem . Tlre problem emphasized drat there

are some small differences in input structure ; accordingly, I am using F:NVIRON's own version for

testing.

One potential PI'G' bug was identified . The dispersion coefficient is created using a longi-

tudinal and a transverse dispersivity, and appropriate velocities . Rotating the 1D problem from

vertical to horizontal switched the dispersivity used . In groundwater flow problems, it may make

some sense to do this, but I think it might be better otherwise . At least mass balance is great for

both horizontal and vertical problems . Upon discussion with Roger Page of ENVIRON, there was

some modification to PTC that uses a transverse-vertical coefficient a.s well . Informal documenta-

tion on the modification was given to me.

[10- 3]
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Objective :

	

Perform quick looks at technical questions that arise in brainstorming sessions and

document the results . Each quick look should take a few hours to no more than a clay .

1/18/96 Wetting of Yucca Mountain from dry state.

Bill Murphy ha,s noted that there is an anomolous trend in the I{/Ar ratio in zeolites obtained from

Yucca Mountain, where as elevation increases roughly 1000 m the zeolites change from appearing

14 Ma to appearing 1 Ma in age. The elevation change is relative to the water table. In order

to change the I{/Ar ratio, it appears that relative humidity must be quite low, implying that the

medium must be essentially dessicated as saturations must be almost zero before relative humidity

is affected . In order to test the rates of water movement near dryout, a 1000-m uniform column of

',fSw wa.s simulated in ~BREATH2/Vertlmbib, with initial conditions of 30 °C and saturation at 1

percent . A water table at the bottom wa.s imposed, with no-flow conditions at the top . The top

temperature wa.s dropped 15 °C, while the bottom wa.s held fixed ; temperatures adjusted orders of

magnitude faster than the moisture . The bre~tFe run file was generated by Matla,b file ingen_tm .m.

Vapor density profiles a,t intervals of 0.1 Ma are shown in Figure 11-1a, while the corre-

sponding saturation profile is shown in Figure 11-1b. The vapor density pulse reaches the top of

the column after about 0 .6 Ma. Interestingly, almost all of the transport is due to vapor diffusion ;

if vapor diffusion is shat off, the saturations only respond through capillary rise to a height of about

70 m after 1 Ma. The liquid in the TSw unit should be quite slow to respond relative to other units;

however, vapor transport is efficient enough that it is unlikely that any part of Yttcca Mountain

will maintain near-zero relative humilities for more than 1 Ma, far below the time required for the

I{/Ar discrepancy to develop.
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18-Jan-96: test .runtm 100.brt

	

18-Jan-96: test .runtm 100.brt
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Figure 11-1 : 1/18/96 . Calculated (a) vapor density and (b) moisture content profiles every 0 .1 Ma

for imbibition from water table into dry TSw .
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1 . Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1

Account Number: 20-5704-174

Collaborators:

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Hannah M. Castellaw

Objective :

	

Investigate spatial distribution of recharge indices .

1/20/97 Final entry.

This project has been closed out due to reorganization . The work is being continued under the

Unsaturated and Saturated Flow in Isothermal Conditions KTI. This will be the final entry for this

project in this notebook and the project will not show up in subsequent printouts .

Subregional Research Project - Task 4.1
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2 . Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators :

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories :

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at
Yucca Mountain . A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the
Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-
lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterative Performance Assessment
and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-
organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed
under the Ambient Hydrology KTI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects on
Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project are
to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future work
will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be explored
include: (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modelling, with vegeta-
tion and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow" diversion
of infiltration due to the PTn layer.

1/26/96 Initial entry.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two
journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;
the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and
temporal distributions of infiltration. All simulations to date have been 1D; the first sets examined
semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture
continuum. It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than
the alluvium columns; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 cm) will shut off fracture flow
entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume; hillslopes
and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; micrometeorology is not a great factor, nor
is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a
significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of alluvium is the single most important
parameter; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;
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and it is critical to use arithmetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture

continuum.

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of

the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one

or more storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1

mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature

and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-

consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less

infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it

takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed.

1/30/96 Data Analysis.

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs. The workhorse file,

stat_infil.m, is in ~HOME,2/Matlab/BreathUtil. Copies of the driver routine, eval_all.~tat .m,

must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration

in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which

must be rerun due to accidental erasure of the trace files. The table is included here as Table 2-1.

Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below

~HOME2/Subreg to have better segregation of figures. New directories containing figures now are
listed as FigureXxxx, where Xxxx is one of Paper or YMEIev.

2/17/96 Error in viscosity units.

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs

using breath . breath uses consistent units for all variables ; however, the Matlab files used to create

inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large. There is no net

impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided as data, as breath requires intrinsic

permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling

hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath .

Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since

intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways . Many other simulations are

perfectly valid. Unfortunately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium
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Table 2-1 : Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr).

and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so
that the reported permeabilities are actually off by three orders of magnitude . The breath code has
a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used; this option uses viscosities that
are off by two orders of magnitude . I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions 1.1, 1 .2,
and 1.3 today .

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower .
The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since
the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than
clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca
Mountain as was reported by various USGS papers . In fact, if my simulations were reported using
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Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events
(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min
2 1.0 0 58.2 172 .5 5 9.5 1 7 (1) 1 (1)
2 0.9 0 48.1 149.5 5 ?.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)
2 1.1 0 67.0 196.5 5 11 .16 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
2 1.0 +3 50.6 158.2 5 8.79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)
2 1.0 -3 68.7 191.2 5 10.34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
5 1 .0 0 31.0 124.7 7 0.29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)
5 0.9 0 23.7 101 .2 5 > 0.01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)
5 1 .1 0 38.6 147.9 5 2.98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)
5 1 .0 +3 25.3 108.3 5 0.59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)
5 1.0 -3 38.7 148.3 5 2.18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)
10 1.0 0 12.5 60.1 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
10 0.9 0 8.73 42.8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)
10 1.1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
10 1.0 +3 9.68 49.9 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)
10 1.0 -3 16.8 81 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
15 1.0 0 4.61 26.7 2 > 0.01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)

I 15 0.9 0 2.65 13.9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1.1 0 6.26 33.3 3 > 0.01 0 3 (1) 0 (6)
15 1.0 +3 3 .18 17.3 2 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1 .0 -3 7.74 45 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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saturated conductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the

persistent error would not have been found. The simulations were incorrectly presented in Stothof£

et al . (1995), Stothof£ and Bagtzoglou (1996), Bagtzoglou et al . (1995), Stothof£ et al . (1996),

and the poster used for both Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1995) and the 1995 Kearney Conference .

It may yet be possible to save the version of Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) that will be widely

distributed.

3/8/96 Update figures and results.

In preparing a series of slides for a Geological Society of Americaconference on 3/12/96, I am taking

the opportunity to tabulate the results generated from a sequence of runs using a tight grid, as

explained in the entry of 1/26/95. All hydraulic-property cases and the pressure and temperature

cases were rerun for the 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths . The base case scenario was rerun for the

10-cm, 15-cm, 500-cm, and 1000-cm alluvium depths, as well as the semi-infinite alluvium case .

The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 2-2. The base-case weather is de-

noted by an "m" ; perturbations in AAP and in AAT are denoted by "r" and "t", respectively.

AAP is perturbed by multiplying all precipitation values by the noted perturbation ; AAT is per

turbed by adding (t-I-) or subtracting (t-) the noted perturbation . The alluvium and fracture

codes both coalesce the permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten parameters into a 4-digit code.

The codes are selected to allow one integer per parameter, and are translated in Table 2-3. The

odd translation for fracture intrinsic permeability and van Genuchten scaling pressure are because

saturated hydraulic conductivity and van Genuchten a created better codes. Note that the -3

factor in the intrinsic permeability codes is the correction for the improperly specified viscosity in

earlier runs, so all runs are consistently labelled .

4/16/96 Update results and interpret.

Over the past month, I've been running simulations with fairly extreme climatic change in order to

examine what would be expected at Yucca Mountain . So far, only 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths

have been run, since the deeper cases take much longer . The climatic change is accomplished by

multiplying all precipitation by a constant factor and/or adding a constant temperature. For both

2-cm and 5-cm cases, all combinations of rain and temperature have been completed with rain

multiplied by 2/3, 1, or 3/2, and -5, 0, or +5 degrees C added to the temperature. A similar
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Table 2-2: Summary of tight-grid infiltration simulation results
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Weather
Code Perturbation

Alluvium
Depth (cm)

Alluvium
Code

Fracture
Code

Moisture
Content

Flux
(cm/yr)

m 0 2 5223 2713 0.0331 5.82
m 0 2 5223 2712 0.0331 5.89
m 0 2 5223 2714 0.0328 3.29
m 0 2 5223 2703 0.0328 7.32
m 0 2 5223 2723 0.0331 5.75
m 0 2 5223 2613 0.0331 5.90
m 0 2 5223 2813 0.0331 5.77
m 0 2 5223 0713 0.0330 5.19
m 0 2 5223 4713 0.0331 5.86
m 0 2 5222 2713 0.0218 7.05
m 0 2 5225 2713 0.0548 4.43
m 0 2 5213 2713 0.0324 5.92
m 0 2 5253 2713 0.0352 5 .87
m 0 2 5123 2713 0.1015 6 .17
m 0 2 5323 2713 0.0151 6.51
m 0 2 4223 2713 0.0293 6.20
m 0 2 6223 2713 0.0397 5.43
m 0 5 5223 2713 0.0484 3.10
m 0 5 5223 2712 0.0486 3 .18
m 0 5 5223 2714 0.0484 1 .72
m 0 5 5223 2703 0.0483 3 .32
m 0 5 5223 2723 0.0486 3 .08
m 0 5 5223 2613 0.0485 3 .15
m 0 5 5223 2813 0.0486 3.07
m 0 5 5223 0713 0.0485 2 .69
m 0 5 5223 4713 0.0486 3 .17
m 0 5 5222 2713 0 .0331 4.30
m 0 5 5225 2713 0 .0750 1.56
m 0 5 5213 2713 0.0505 3.22
m 0 5 5253 2713 0.0469 2.93
m 0 5 5123 2713 0.1219 3.69
m 0 5 5323 2713 0.0251 3.28
m 0 5 4223 2713 0.0380 3.37
m 0 5 6223 2713 0.0625 3.05
t- 3.0 2 5223 2713 0.0381 6.87
t+ 3.0 2 5223 2713 0.0294 5.06
r* 0.9 2 5223 2713 0.0324 4.81
r* 1 .1 2 5223 2713 0.0338 6 .90
t- 3.0 5 5223 2713 0.0562 3.87
t+ 3.0 5 5223 2713 0 .0423 2.53
r* 0.9 5 5223 2713 0 .0465 2.37
r* 1 .1 5 5223 2713 0.0503 3.86
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Table 2-3: Summary of alluvium (abcd) and fracture (efgh) parameter codes

sequence is underway for rain multiplied by 1/2, 1, or 2, and -10, 0, or x-10 degrees C added to the

temperature . I should probably run a 15-cm and semi-infinite sequence as well for completeness, but

these would take a long time . The results are summarized in af_cli .result in ~HOME1/RunCliFrac

(correction (dated 12/7/96) : $BREATHI/RunCliFrac).

Doubling rain and subtracting 10 degrees C from the temperature yields the most infiltration

of all cases considered . For the 2-cm case, a factor of 4.3 increase is generated ; for the 5-cm case,

a factor of 6.6 increase is generated . Overall, this suggests that roughly a factor of 5 to 6 increase

should be expected for this climatic condition, taking into account the importance of shallow

covers relative to deeper covers . This increase could be quantified better using the newly developed

colluvium-balance model discussed in the Geomorphology chapter .

417/96 Thoughts on creating an infiltration PDF .

The original motivation for examining shallow infiltration was to provide a PDF for the deep

percolation fluxes past the repository. Ross and I planned to have my shallow infiltration fluxes

feed into his deep percolation models . At the time, my idea was to construct a response surface

for shallow infiltration as a function of whatever parameters were found to be important . It is now

years later, but my work is reaching a point where construction of such a PDF is in sight .

An infiltration PDF is not a particularly well-defined concept. Ideally, one would construct

many realizations of the entire mountain, from the surface to the water table, and pass in the ap-

propriate boundary fluxes . The TSPA approach breaks the mountain into representative columns,

each with its own infiltration flux . I believe that the PDF of interest is actually the PDF describing
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Code Parameter Translation

a Intrinsic permeability k (cm2) k = 10-a-s

b van Genuchten m m = b/10
c van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2

) Po = c x 104

d Porosity e e = d/ 10
e Intrinsic permeability k (cm2 ) k = 1 .14694 x 10_e-s

f van Genuchten m m = f/10
g van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2) Po = 980 x 10-s

h Porosity s e = 10-h
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fluxes in each column, and presumably the fluxes in the columns are correlated . Accordingly, the
shallow infiltration work can only be step one in the process, albeit a critical link between climate
and deep percolation.

If the infiltration work is split into shallow and deep components, I believe that the best
that the shallow infiltration work can do is to pass off plausible realizations of shallow fluxes to the
deep percolation model, which in turn uses realizations of the stratigraphy and hydraulic properties
to calculate fluxes through the repository. If indeed the fluxes at the repository in the deep model
are insensitive to the degree of spatial variability in the shallow distributions, as I suspect, the
smoothest distributions yielding minimal deviation at the repository should be used . A grid of
spatially averaged infiltrations would be appropriate, perhaps on a 10-pixel spacing.

Ross' deep percolation work (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1995) suggests that the repository is rather
insensitive to focused recharge. Another approach that might be taken is to calculate the average
infiltration over the area "upstream" of the repository. Unfortunately, the upstream area would be
different for each realization, so that some representative area would need to be designated . The
entire DEM feels excessive, while the repository footprint is too small. Perhaps the channel in
Solitario Canyon to east of the footprint, extending a total of twice the north-south extent of the
footprint?

The response surface idea can come into play at a second level in the average-infiltration
approach . The first level is the construction of infiltration at a pixel as a function of parameter
values . The second level is the construction of the average upstream infiltration as a function
of parameter values . The response surface would assume that a single value of each hydraulic
property is sampled and applied to the entire domain. Alternatively, it is possible to randomly
assign properties to each pixel from an appropriate distribution and generate many realizations,
calculating the average infiltration for each realization. Both of the approaches should be performed,
using corresponding property PDFs, in order to see if important differences appear . I suspect that
the two approaches will give essentially identical PDFs for shallow infiltration (some sort of law of
large numbers), even if correlation between parameters is present.

In my model, the spatio-temporal distribution of shallow infiltration can be captured with
8 parameters : (i) four alluvium hydraulic properties (KBat, porosity, and two van Genuchten pa-
rameters); (ii) two alluvium-depth properties ; and (iii) average temperature and precipitation. The
alluvium hydraulic properties could easily be functions of space. The average temperature and
precipitation may be available from the geologic and other records (e.g ., the Devil's Hole data,
packrat middens) . The alluvium-depth properties, however, are big unknowns ; I feel these should
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be constants for a realization . The Yucca Mountain field trip planned for the near future will aid

in constraining the alluvium-depth properties.

Given that the alluvium-depth properties and the climatic properties are constants for a

realization, there is no reason to suspect that the two average-infiltration approaches would yield a

different PDF unless there is some systematic bias for hydraulic properties as a function of colluvium

depth . Consider the environment of deposition. Shallow covers tend to be cobbly, with outcrops

of rock. There may be some trend towards low spatial-average porosity, high permeability, and

coarser grains in the shallower cover . Are shallow covers coarser? Something to check on the field

trip, but how? Perhaps portable grain-size distributions, timing infiltration rates . Upon second

thought, such ideas are silly - it would be very difficult to find discernable trends in the 2-cm

through 15-cm regimes . It doesn't matter once the depths are greater than 0.5 m, since there is no

infiltration to speak of anyway for such cases .

Since the two average-infiltration approaches should yield consistent PDFs, it makes sense

to construct the response surface . I suspect that a reasonably detailed 8-dimensional surface could

be calculated in hours ; setting up the software could take a day or two, since the software should

take advantage of new information from additional simulations as they might become available .

Enforcing consistency between various simulations with various degrees of reliability may be a

headache, as I have migrated to tighter and tighter numerical standards over time.

One issue that should be addressed is the issue of climatic change . I've talked to Dave

Turner and Mike Miklas about retrieving climatic records . The idea would be to generate a series

of plausible climatic-change realizations based on available data and feed it through the response

surface to generate plausible traces of average infiltration . The resultant trace could be compared

to TSPA traces . The deep percolation model really needs to be flogged to get the response of the

repository horizon to infiltration rates for this to be most useful, but a nice paper could come out

of the work.

4/23/96 Watershed modelling .

Dr. David Woolhiser will be consulting to CNWRA on the subject of watershed modelling . A

number of discussions have taken place between Woolhiser, Gordon, Ross, and myself, with the

intent of scoping out the work to be performed . After these discussions, we have decided to break

out the work into several packages of roughly $10 k apiece . The first package will be simulation of

a representative wash feeding into Solitario Canyon from the west, which would be a surrogate for
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wash-scale modelling of easterly of Yucca Crest . The first package will test the methodology and
feasibility of future work. Farther packages would include the full Solitario Canyon watershed, and
perhaps some detailed side-slope simulations with lateral subsurface flow .

To date, we have sent Woolhiser relatively limited information on the site . He has requested
additional information including

a large contour map of the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

~ a contour map of slopes in the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

" available information on infiltration ;

~ available information on saturated conductivity ;

channel cross-sections ; and

" photographs of the channel cross-sections (for roughness estimates) .

A field trip to Yucca Mountain is being planned for the near future, at which time channel cross-
sections and photographs can be obtained . In addition, I will obtain measurements of alluvium
depths to compare with my geomorphology model, and perhaps some limited infiltration sampling
using a falling-head permeameter can be performed as well . According to Woolhiser, a representa-
tive channel section or two midway between incoming washes would probably be sufficient for his
needs, with 3 or 4 sections in representative washes . Photographs of each section should be taken,
roughly 50 feet downstream .

Woolhiser has software available that should be able to generate the weather conditions at
the resolution required for his model.

5/18/96 Summary of field trip observations .

This past week, Ross Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer, and I went to Solitario Canyon to obtain field
measurements and observations . Ross and Gordon concentrated on surveying wash cross-sections
for the mid- to lower-canyon reaches, while I concentrated on walking the mid- to lower-canyon
from rim to rim taking spot measurements of colluvium depths and trying to make observations
useful for comparison with computational models . My field observations are documented in a field
book, CNWRA Controlled Copy number 175.
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The first field day, May 13, we spent basically getting together procedures and familiarizing

ourselves with the site and equipment . Ross and Gordon wrestled with the surveying equipment and

data logger all day, finally becoming comfortable with the equipment after successfully surveying a

motel room that evening . During the day, they located well USW H-7 (on the other side of the road

from Plug Hill) as a benchmark and made one cross-section at a stream-gage station adjacent to

Plug Hill . Additional cross-sections were stymied by a recalcitrant data logger, apparently confused

by a mixup in coordinates input for the first two locations .

I spent part of the first field day making measurements of alluvium to the west and northwest

of the USW H-7 pad, walking up a sideslope to the crest and returning down a small wash. Wherever

I took alluvium depth measurements, I marked a nearby bush with surveyor's tape with the idea

of having the points surveyed in subsequently . As it turned out, we did not get a chance to survey

the points due to delays caused by unfamiliarity with the equipment .

In order to estimate shallow alluvium/colluvium depths, I brought a the probe with the idea

of poking a hole into the alluvium until further advances were rejected . The the probe is a metal

rod with a diameter of 1/2 in, with a metal tip 4 cm long and a padded handle . The base of the

adapter attached to the handle is 124 cm from the tip . I brought a 10-1b hammer attachment to

replace the handle, in order to help drive the the probe. I scored the probe, creating very distinctive

grooves at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm distances from the tip, for quick depth and length estimates .

Proceeding up the slope from the USW H-7 pad to the west crest, point measurements

ranged up to 44 cm. At one representative mid-slope location, depths were 27, 36, and 42 cm

within 2 m; at another, depths were 17, 21, and 37 cm. At the crest, depths were typically 2 to

4 cm in places, at others 6 to 8 cm. Just below the crest, pockets of 12 to 18 cm colluvium were

found, increasing with distance below crest to at least 37 cm. Walking down the rill, the channel

was found to consist of bare rock in places, particularly at narrow and/or steep reaches . As the

channel flattened, the scoured zones disappeared. Judging from the walls of the channel in scoured

zones, alluvium depths could be as much as 2 m in places, but it is difficult to tell for sure. Certainly

ridges between subwashes are up to 2 m.

It quickly became obvious that the idea of the the probe was not going to work in alluvium

over a certain depth or in regions with numerous chunks of rock, since rejection due to rubble was

so likely compared to rejection due to bedrock . Accordingly, I concentrated use of the probe in

shallow zones generally less than 40 cm in depth. These zones are of the most interest for infiltration

estimates anyway.

The second part of the first day, I walked north along the bottom of Solitario Canyon further
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than well USW H-6. The stream channel morphology is rather confused in the entire stretch I walked
north from Plug Hill . It appears that there are typically two channels, one for the eastern side of
Solitario Canyon and one for the western side, but the channels are not strongly distinct and tend
to braid. The bottom of the channel is not uniform, with patches of similar materials ranging from
very fine through gravel . There is brush in most of the channel, with somewhat less brush in the
most active portions of the channel. There is a great deal of variability at a scale less than the 30 m
x 30 m resolution provided by the DEMs we've been using, so that the cross-sections are essential .
Unfortunately, in order to fully capture the stream channels, cross-sections would be required at
a much higher density (every 20 to 50 m, I estimate) than Gordon and Ross set out to perform.
Gordon and Ross were going by Woolhiser's estimates of one cross-section per side wash.

The second field day, I walked or crossed each of the washes in the watershed draining to
the north of the USW H-7 pad. The watershed consists of 6 or 7 washes to the north and west of
the pad. Proceeding to the north, I walked the Boomerang Point crestline, crossed to near the Jet
Ridge crestline, and dropped back into the USW H-6 watershed . This day, I used Global Position
System (GPS) pack to provide approximate latitude and longitude at selected locations. The GPS
equipment is supposed to place one within 100 m of the correct location ; if a second station is used,
differential methods are supposed to yield sub-meter accuracy . Our original intent was to use a
reference station and a rover station; however, we found that the supplied batteries were only good
for 4-1/2 to 5 hours and we did not have four batteries to cover the full day. Upon return, I hear
that motorcycle batteries might do the trick for a reference station .

The third field day, I was in Las Vegas and received a NTS badge and GET training .

The fourth (and my last) field day, I walked up the east part of Solitario Canyon to Yucca
Crest, arriving not far from USW-UZ6. Again I used the GPS equipment without a reference
station. I started at a trench apparently dug to expose the Solitario Canyon fault, and passed some
terracing exposing the upper half of the PTn outcrop. Once at the Crest, I proceeded down the
wash north of Highway Ridge to the first of two sets of trenches scraping away the alluvium cover
from bedrock. The trenches extend from ridgetop to ridgetop . Due to time constraints, I only
examined the southerly trench closely. This trench shows very little alluvial cover at the channel
bottom, increasing to 1 or 1 .5 m within 10 m of the bottom, and gradually thins to less than 10
cm at the top. Returning to the crest on the southern side of the roadway, I was able to observe
the wash to the south as well . I returned to Solitario Canyon slightly north of USW H-3 . Upon my
return, judging from aerial photographs I was able to observe terrain typical of the western and
central portions of the repository footprint; further to the east, the wash channels become wider
and have little in the way of scouring in the channel bottoms.
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During the four field days, Gordon and Ross completed on the order of 15 cross-sections,

extending up Solitario Canyon most of the way from Plug Hill to USW H-6 . The original plans to

survey the entire canyon channel were discarded due to the messy nature of the channel above this

point and due to time constraints . The day after I left, Gordon and Ross visited the ESF.

Based on the three days of walking around and poking colluvium, it is clear that there are

some problems with the colluvium model hooked together with the infiltration response surface,

although the basic approach is sound. In general, even on ridgetops there are very few places that

have less than 3 or 4 cm colluvium cover, and these places are usually exfoliation shards overlying

bedrock . TC caprock boulders are generally massive and unfractured. Along crestlines, TC caprock

exposures cover 50 to 90 percent of the surface (visually estimated) . Moving downhill easterly from

the crests, TC caprock boulders on the order of meters in length appear, get smaller and sparser,

then disappear . In the cracks between TC caprock outcrops at the crestlines, it is typical for fine

sand through loess to be present with depths at least 3 cm and less than 6 cm. Depths increase

with distance from the crestline, averaging 10 cm or so between the larger boulders and increasing

to 15 to 20 cm as the boulders decrease in size . There are occasional pockets with deeper colluvium,

typically less than twice the average depths for the area . I saw few washes cutting directly into the

caprock, aside from the western portions of crestlines, although it was not uncommon for caprock

boulders to be sliding along other TC units into washes to the east .

Most of the exposures east of crestlines are TC units . Generally these are not highly frac-

tured near the caprock but increase with depth . Any TC units below the caprock do not appear

distinctive to my admittedly untrained eye. Chunks of the lower TC tend to be much smaller

than the TC caprock boulders, generally being less than 50 cm. In the steepest portions of washes

cutting TC units, bare country rock may be exposed, particularly in wash channels and up to 10 m

above the channels in places . The washes on the west of Solitario Canyon tend to be steeper and

shorter than the washes on Yucca Mountain proper . The Yucca Mountain washes tend to develop

long regular reaches with uniform sideslopes, very nice for modelling . Based on a trench north of

Highway Ridge, maximum alluvium depth on sideslopes should not be much more than 1 to 2 m,

near the channel bottom. It appears that the long regular slopes are steepened at the base, due

to removal of colluvium due to stream action during rainfall . It may be possible to estimate the

depth of alluvium by projecting sideslopes out to midchannel in the upper portions of the washes .

All along the steep portions to the west of Yucca Crest, pockets may be as much as 40 cm,

but generally are in the 5 to 15 cm range . A considerable amount of bare outcrop is present, as

much as 50 percent or more of the surface area. Even partway down the flatter slopes, depths may

not be more than 50 to 100 cm.
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There are distinctive stripes of dark, highly varnished scree alternating with light, clean
scree on many of the wash slopes . Stripes may be as little as 1 to 2 m on center and may be tens
of meters on center . Invariably the dark scree is raised relative to the clean scree, suggesting that
runoff is focused on the clean scree and washes it . It may be safe to assume that the darker the
scree, the higher it is relative to the adjacent light scree.

Two difficulties arise when comparing the infiltration conceptual model work with field
observations . The first difficulty is in treating the regions near the crestlines . Although colluvium
depths, where present, are generally greater than I've been assuming, the areal average might
not be too bad. However, the flow modelling assumes that there is uniform depths of colluvium
everywhere, while the actual situation is patchier and deeper . An obvious way of treating the
actual situation is to decrease the porosity to account for the proportion of surficial area that is
impermeable boulder. It may be that reducing porosity is essentially equivalent to reducing depth,
since the volume available for flow is reduced by either approach . If so, accounting for boulder size
and area may not be tremendously important in the colluvium model.

The second difficulty is in treatment of wash channels . The colluvium model breaks down
when factors other than gravity become important, such as overland water flow . It should not be
difficult to include a factor increasing colluvium fluxes due to streamflow, which will get rid of the
(arbitrary) 20 m depths in upper channels . Unfortunately, all of the action is on a scale that is
subgrid compared to the DEM measurements. The channels are only 1 to 2 m wide where the
rock is bare, yet the grid is 30 m on a side . It may be necessary to overlay a refined grid on wash
bottoms to properly capture infiltration, at least in upper portions of the washes . As the channel
bottoms are relatively narrow, there may not be a great deal of infiltration relative to ridgetops .

5/28/96 Summary of second field trip observations .

As an adjunct to a Technical Exchange on the NRC audit of the DOE TSPA-95 performance assess-
ment document, which was held in Las Vegas, a group of 8 NRC/CNWRA/consultant personnel
took a tour of the ESF at Yucca Mountain(myself, C . Glenn, B. Behlke, M. Bell, A . Campbell, R.
Manteufel, J. Walton, G. Stirewalt) . The tour took place May 24, 1996 . The tour was led by Alan
? of the DOE mapping team and hydrologic input was provided by Alan Flint of the USGS.

One of the more important observations that Alan Flint made regards lateral diversion in
and near the PTn bedded tuffs . Previous TSPA analyses have assumed that lateral diversion may
be strongly impacted by a very low permeability unfractured layer just below the PTn. However,
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the ESF borehole exposes a section of PTn that appears to be rather frequently, on the order of

every 10 to 20 m by my observation, punctuated by small-offset faults . The offsets tend to be

less than a meter, and may easily have been missed in boreholes. The following day, I took a

walk up from Solitario Canyon to Yucca Crest and noticed some small (10 to 20 cm) offsets at

one PTn exposure . Alan Flint's observation is that lateral diversion is probably not going to be

very significant, because the frequent offsets in the low-permeability unit should minimize the most

significant source of lateral flow .

Along the way in the ESF tour, various chlorine-36 sampling locations were pointed out

by A. Flint and A. Campbell from the Fabryka-Martin et al . (1996) draft report . We also saw

the heavily fractured zone, 1 km in length and still being encountered by the TBM. The fractures

seemed to alternate between zones of fracture spacings less than 10 cm to zones where the spacing

is more on the order of 30 to 40 cm.

As it rained (fairly heavily in spots) on May 24, I was inspired to take another walking tour

of Yucca Mountain on May 25. Based on wetting front observations, which penetrated roughly 3.5

to 6.5 cm in various representative areas, and on water in exposed lithophysae, I estimate 1 to 2 cm

of rain took place. I noticed that on Yucca Crest, enhanced wetting took place in the gaps between

outcrops (10 cm and larger in spots), while under rubble scree on sideslopes less wetting took place

(dry soil was not uncommon). While walking about, a storm cell drifted overhead and roughly a

half hour of rain occurred. A total of no more than 5 minutes of reasonably heavy rain occurred,

with most of the interval light to nearly non-existent . Exposed rubble faces were definitely wet ;

however, vertical sides tended to be dry with wetting fronts occurring at the top of perhaps 1 -to 3

cm. Fifteen minutes after rain ceased, little or no trace of the event could be detected .

I also examined four of the trenches that are exposed in what I think is Split Wash or the

next wash north (the wash with the Ghost Dance pavement and the wash immediately north of

this wash). Each of these are sufficiently downstream that the wash bottom is at least 10 m wide.

In this region, what I believe Alan Flint refers to as channel terraces are exposed. It appears that

currently active wash channels are cutting into the terraces . Depth to bedrock at the deepest point

in the trenches ranged from 2.5 to 4 m, as best as I could estimate . However, once the slope of the

ground increased from the relatively flat terrace to side slope, cover decreased to the more typical

10 to 50 cm. It should be possible to identify these deeper zones simply by the slope or break in

slope.

I also had the opportunity to talk with Alan Flint about his site-scale modelling work . He

demonstrated time-traces of moisture content in various neutron-probe boreholes. In one channel
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terrace probe, lateral subsurface flow was clearly evident . He is currently using a 3-event (upgrading

to 5-event) Markov-chain model to generate daily precipitation and daily mean temperature read-

ings . Each rainfall event is redistributed to essentially perch on the colluvium/bedrock interface at

the end of the day, where it infiltrates according to matrix and fracture properties . Each Scott and

Bonk (1984) layer has matrix properties assigned, either from direct measurement or from analog.

Fractures are grouped into 3 size classes, and further subdivided into filled/unfilled areal fractions .

Pixel size is 90 m on a side ; no lateral diversion is considered . Evapotranspiration is a part of the

model.

Pondering the site visit, it seems that the DEM is somewhat unwieldy for colluvium-flow

calculations, as it completely misses meter-scale features such as wash channels . Ideas of quasi-1D

flow-tube analyses occurred to me as being particularly appropriate for Yucca Mountain. Each

flow tube would carry along local information on topography, width, depth, shape, vegetation, etc .,
in the form of integer categories or classes . Accordingly, the information could be encoded very

compactly in the form of bit substrings within a few integers . Vegetation is another tricky topic

inspired by discussions with Alan Flint, which it would be very nice to have a better handle on .

8/2796 Pondering questions relevant to performance .

In brief, work to date has focused on

" 1D simulations

" bare soil (no vegetation)

" no matrix-fracture interaction

" instantaneous lateral redistribution

" long-term average impacts due to

- hydraulic properties

- meteorologic input

" spatial distribution of surface cover

" spatial distribution of AAI

" to a minor extent, response to climatic change
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Most of the work is documented in a journal article currently in preparation. The text and figures

for the article will be included in this notebook upon submission to the journal and internally

documented.

After the completion of work to date, it is my opinion that numerical modelling can give

reasonable estimates of spatial distributions for relative AAI, the relative response of AAI to

climatic change, but not absolute magnitudes for AAI. Since almost all precipitation ends up

returning to the atmosphere, small errors in evaporation estimates may yield large errors in AAI

estimates . Thus, the large area of interest with associated high heterogeneity levels and complex

physical behavior preclude more than bounding estimates for AAI .

A number of future investigation directions can be considered.

. The validity and conservativism of the 1D approach could be examined using 3D simulations

with discrete fractures on the grid-block scale for the DEM (roughly 30 m x 30 m) . A 2D or

3D code would need to be assembled, presumably with the additional processes of vegetation

and snow considered . Studies on the grid-block scale would be aimed at ascertaining the

impact of heterogeneity and fracture spacings .

~ Hillslope- and watershed-scale studies can be examined to see if lateral redistribution would

significantly alter the predicted spatial distributions for AAI. Again a 2D or 3D code would

need to be assembled, similar or identical to the code for the grid-block-scale simulations .

. Detailed process-level simulations, on the scale of a single fracture, could be undertaken to

see how the matrix might affect infiltration magnitudes and timings. Code development is

required .

~ Additional 1D simulations could be undertaken to see how vegetation and snow might affect

infiltration magnitudes and timings . Code development is required .

The simulations performed to date can be squeezed to obtain the most information possible .

Perhaps the most important additional information regards the timing and magnitude of

infiltration pulses . The weekly trace of fluxes for each simulation can be examined relative to

the rainfall input to determine the pulse description as a function of precipitation description .

Perhaps comparison to the bucket approach would be in order . Analysis and Matlab code

development required .

Given infiltration-pulse information, the spatial distribution and timings of fluxes through the

PTn can be estimated . The important question is what time-scale pulses through the PTn
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have and how uniform the distribution of fluxes at the bottom of the PTn would end up being,
so that the representativeness of quasi-steady-state approaches can perhaps be assessed . A
logical first step might be 1D simulations using the output from one or more of the 10-yr
shallow simulations . Again, some sort of 3D simulator may be in order. Predictions of travel
times through the PTn could be made prior to tests in the ESF .

A key point in nearly all of these future directions is the common thread of required code
development. Even in 1D, additional refinements to breath are necessary, while 3D codes are not
available at CNWRA that have the proper capabilities .

8/28/96 Data bibliography .

As discussed above, my studies examining the spatial distribution of AAI may be extended to below
the PTn layer. If this is the case, it is extremely useful to collect all data pertaining to ambient
unsaturated-zone hydrology at Yucca Mountain . I started collecting this type of information last
month, as I needed to verify some of the information regarding alluvium depths measured in
boreholes and trenches collected by Hannah Castellaw almost a year previously in order to double-
check predictions of depths from DEM slopes . It took some time to find her sources, and in
the interim I located additional information nestled in the CNWRA library. The current entry
summarizes some of the information available.

Flint and Flint (1995) provide a summary of 99 neutron-probe boreholes, including locations,
elevations, classifications, dates, alluvium depths, and lithology, as well as some analysis ofthe data.
The entire moisture-content data set for all boreholes has been ordered from the DOE and should
be arriving within the week, on tape . Attempts to email the data set were stymied due to the
CNWRA inability to receive email greater than 1 Mb in size (the data set consists of two files
of 12+ and 14 .5+ Mb, respectively) . The DOE system manager was not available to set up an
anonymous ftp site .

The Flint and Flint (1995) neutron-probe locations are provided in Nevada State Plane
(NSP) coordinates, not the CNWRA standard of Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) . Informa-
tion on the locations and elevations of most of the Yucca Mountain boreholes are also specified in
a data file obtained from the DOE in January, 1994, with specifications for 243 boreholes. Allu-
vium depths are not specified, although various other sources of information are available including
Fernandez et al . (1994), Schenker et al . (1995), and numerous drilling log reports and summaries.
Some of the most recent boreholes are not in the DOE tape and locations are available from other
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sources and are only specified in NSP coordinates. I have collected the available information in

directory ~HOME2/Matlab/~Ddata, with neutron_hole.dat containing the most complete infor-

mation .

Flint and Flint (1990) provide data from 73 samples in 9 boreholes, all in nonwelded and bed-

ded tuffs (i.e ., PTn, Calico Hills) . Each sample is precisely located within the respective borehole .

The emphasis is on studying data-determination methods in relatively permeable and porous Yucca

Mountain cores, presumably because these are faster to analyse. Porosity, grain density, bulk den-

sity, intrinsic permeability (measured 4 ways), relative permeability versus saturation (measured 2

ways), and potential versus water content (measured 3 ways) are tabulated. Some analysis compar-

ing the measurement techniques for the intrinsic permeability values is performed. No attempt to

estimate van Genuchten parameters is made, and it seems to me that the data is not of sufficiently

high quality to make the attempt.

Rautman et al. (1995) provide data obtained from a sampling grid along 1 .4 km of the

PTn outcrop in Solitario Canyon, with a total of about 330 core samples obtained from 26 vertical

transects. Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are presented for all sam

ples ; sorptivity and saturated hydraulic conductivity are presented for almost all samples (except

where handling damaged the sample) . Locations of vertical (upslope) transects are specified as a

northward offset to a transect reported by Flint et al . (1996), with core samples located relative

to the base of the sampled sequence. Distinct vertical trends in the properties are shown in plots,

and high r2 values (r2 > 0.824) were obtained between the 4 bulk properties .

Flint et al . (1996) provide data obtained from 5 vertical and 3 horizontal sampling transects,

with a total of 656 core samples. Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are

presented for all samples; either measured or estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity is pre

sented for most samples; and sorptivity is presented for some samples for two horizontal transects.

In addition, moisture retention information is obtained for 41 of the samples, with estimated van

Genuchten and Brooks-Corey parameters . Relative-permeability information was not determined .

Regression equations are presented for properties as a function of porosity. Arguments were made

that porosity values can be used to estimate van Genuchten parameters ; perhaps additional infor-

mation can be gleaned from the sorptivity information. The report appears to be the best current

source for property data suitable for modelling .

The five vertical transects presented by Flint et al . (1996) are further analyzed by McKenna

and Rautman (1995) to examine correlation information. The correlation structure appears to be

nonstationary horizontally . Appropriate downhole sampling strategies are suggested .
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Schenker et al . (1995) collect and reference a large number of data sets and impose PDF
descriptions on them. Most of the data are from cores extracted from boreholes ; transect sampling
information from 13,autman et al. (1995) and Flint et al. (1996) does not appear . Porosity and bulk
density have 1234 and 2173 measurements, respectively. There are 257 saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity values from 8 boreholes . The matrix van Genuchten parameters are reportedly determined
from the original pressure/saturation data sets by the authors, yielding 211 property estimates;
however, the set of estimates is not directly available. Fracture properties are estimated using
fracture spacing and orientation data from four boreholes (G-1, G-4, a #1, and GU-3), saturated
bulk conductivity data from the saturated zone in 7 boreholes (G-4, H-1, H-3, H-4, b #1, p #1,
and J-13) and bulk gas permeabilities from barometric fluctuations observed in 2 boreholes (UZ-1
and a #4). Lots of extrapolation is required due to the sparseness of the fracture data .

8/29/96 Revisiting PTn modelling ideas.

Further discussions with English and Sitakanta suggest that examining the behavior of the PTn
layer may be of the most direct use to PA . For example, the appropriateness of the various models
for flow in the subsurface can be examined (i.e ., ECM versus dual-permeability versus weeps) by
examining the time behavior of pulses reaching the top of the PTn layer. If extremely long time
scales at the bottom of the PTn are observed, the ECM model may be in order. If extremely short
time scales are observed, the weeps model is in order. Intermediate cases presumably would require
the dual-permeability model) .

A second question that can be examined is the issue of the spatial distribution of fluxes leav-
ing the PTn layer. There are direct implications for the distribution of fluxes at the drift scale, since
the TSw units are relatively homogeneous from the PTn to the repository. My conceptual model
of drift-scale processes under ambient conditions has high relative humidity at all flow packages
and relatively few packages contact a dripping fracture (i .e ., dripping fractures are widely spaced) .
In this case, the drips are a strong focussing mechanism, shielding most surrounding packages .
Studying the behavior of the PTn layer may shed some light on the relative spacing of dripping
fractures .
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9/21/96 Setting up 1D PTn modelling .

Two detailed sources of information are available for unsaturated-zone tuff' properties, Rautman

et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) . The Rautman et al . (1995) data set is finely resolved in

both the lateral and vertical directions, but only covers part of the PTn layer and does not provide

van Genuchten properties for the samples . The Flint et al . (1996) data set consists of 8 transects,

covering the full range of layers in less detail . The Flint et al . (1996) data set does provide several

measurements of van Genuchten properties, however .

The Flint et al . (1996) data set will be used to test the behavior of wetting pulses, since it

provides a much longer vertical transect (the Solitario Canyon transect, in particular) and some van

Genuchten information . Two approaches are immediately obvious : (i) use average layer thicknesses

and properties, based on Tables 2, 5, and I-1 ; and (ii) use Table I-1 for fullest spatial resolution but

supplement properties as necessary. The idea would be to assume fracture flow with the wetting

pulses translated undamped from surface conditions as a top boundary condition, with the top

boundary at the top of the shardy base of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, and use gravity drainage bottom

conditions in fractures to correspond to the Topopah Spring Tuff vitric caprock and lower layers .

There are between 20 and 25 measured KBat values within the roughly 35 m section of the transect

of interest, with perhaps 35 additional core samples that do not have Ksat values . It is not clear

whether the reported transect distance is vertical distance, horizontal distance, or along-ground

distance, but assuming that the slope is roughly 30 degrees in this region, the vertical section of

nonwelded tuff is about 20 m, about twice the thickness considered by Rautman et al . (1995) .

As a first cut, the detailed stratigraphy implied by Table I-1 of Flint et al . (1996) will be

assembled into detailed layering . For points where KsQt and van Genuchten properties are missing,

the regressions provided by Tables 3 and 6 will be used. Between each data reading, Ksat and van

Genuchten a will be loglinearly interpolated and van Genuchten n will be linearly interpolated.

Initial conditions will be provided by using the steady-state vertical ODE approach discussed in

the PA Research and Ambient Hydrology projects .

The regression equation for Ksat as a function of porosity for the welded and nonwelded

portions of the Solitario Canyon transect in Table 3 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 36 samples and

with an r2 value of 0.90, is :

Ksat = - 13.9 + 33.1e - 30.8e2 ,

	

(2-1)

where K9Qt is in m/s. Based on Figure 11, it appears that the regressed equation is actually for

loglo (Ksa t), which makes much more sense.
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From Table 6 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 10 samples and with r2 values of 0.01 and 0 .44
for van Genuchten a and n, respectively, the regression relationships are :

where a is in units of MPa-1 .

Parenthetical note:

a = 0.49 + 0.31e,

	

(2-2)

n = 0.95 + 1 .94e,

	

(2-3)

My suspicion is that the van Genuchten regression relationships could be significantly im-
proved by solving for all samples simultaneously, since there is considerable latitude in changing the
a and n parameters without greatly a,,~`'ecting the fit between data and formula. The simultaneous-
solution procedure minimizes the least-squares sum of squares,

(2-4)

where Bi is a measured saturation value and B is the corresponding predicted saturation value for
measured pressure Pi . The prediction formula is

Newton's method is convenient for this minimization, which simply states that for each iteration k,

J(xk)s~ _ -F(xk),

	

(2-10)

where J(xk) is the Jacobian and x is the vector of unknowns C~ . It shouldn't be too difficult to
check this out on the data presented by Flint et al. (1996) .
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9/24/96 First results from 1D PTn modelling.

After a good deal of putting together Matlab code and some breath debugging, the first set of PTn

simulations were run using the base-case infiltration traces for 2-cm and 5-cm colluvium over a

fracture continuum. The 2-cm case has weekly outputs of flux, while the 5-cm case has daily flux

outputs; both cases have fluxes that are higher than almost any pixel value would show, so the

simulations are probably more extreme than will be observed in future work.

All work is done in /home,2/sierra/stotho,~`/Matlab/PTnCheck . The input files for breath

are created using fix~'FRI_dat.m, which in turn uses extract_gw.m, pre_ydot~etup.m, and

ydot~etup.m. The built-in Matlab ODE solver ode23s is used to create initial conditions for the

temporal average of the input flux, using ydot~etup.m. Output is examined using show~tufF.m

and new~how~eq('t', 'nf~l ;col\co;plot\pl;nseq\l;last\10') .

Several cases were tried, varying (i) the assumption for the continuum underlying the PTn

layer and (ii) the input flux case . The 2-cm input-flux case was run using 2 m of fracture continuum,

2 m of TS58 material, and 20 m of TS58 material . The last material case was also run using the

5-cm input-flux case . All cases use 5-cm nodal spacing.

Several observations were made:

~ The fracture continuum below the PTn causes time steps on the order of 3 seconds, while

simulations using the matrix below complete in minutes of CPU time.

~ The steady-state moisture profile is very different for fractures underlying the matrix and for

tuff underlying ; the fractures cause the PTn to be essentially saturated in locations, while

the tuff allows much drier profiles even with the same ,fi'ux.

The flux distribution is very peaky. Over the period of a day, fluxes can jump by 4 orders of

magnitude, then decay exponentially.

The flux pulse propagates essentially instantaneously (less than a day) through the PTn layer,

but the pulse magnitude decreases exponentially with depth.

~ The moisture content responds by a few percent in the same timeframe.

. The gravity drainage condition 2 m below the bottom dampens the peakiness significantly

relative to the 20-m depth.
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" There are roughly 2 pulses a year, although the pulses are clumped. As the colluvium depth
increases further, the number of pulses will decrease .

There are several implications to the work :

" Capturing flux pulses with moisture-content readings may be a hopeless endeavor .

" Steady-state assumptions may be appropriate for calculating moisture contents .

" Using the gravity-drainage assumption with moisture contents must be examined carefully,
since structural features and heterogeneity can modify moisture contents without modifying
fluxes .

" It may not be that bad to use the ECM assumptions below the PTn, as there is indeed strong
damping in the input signal .

The current breath approach must be augmented to provide more realistic simulations. In
particular, it is still not possible to check theECM assumptions since there is no possibility for more
than one continuum below the PTn. Also, the saturation profile in the PTn is strongly impacted
by the lower-layer assumptions. An approach that may bear fruit is to allow several continua to
dangle off the bottom of the PTn, each independent except that the same pressure exists in each
one at the bottom of the PTn. One continuum might be the matrix, with the rest being fracture
sets . Occasional lower cross-links between the fracture continua might okay.

The augmented approach would allow the investigation of which fracture sets) kick in, if
any. In addition, the saturation in each set may be able to be translated into an equivalent wetted
length, which can than be used to intersect with the drifts .

It may be considerably more difficult to construct a steady-state solver for this case, since
there are multiple threads of flux joining at a middle node . Shooting may be necessary.

10/5/96 ACNW, change in PI.

I attended the ACNW meeting in Las Vegas on September 26 and 27, 1996 . My impressions are
discussed in the trip report . However, there are a few important issues in particular that should
be examined.
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" Five independent estimates of infiltration (surface modeling by A. Flint, isotopic tracers,
fracture coatings, thermal profiles, and core-sample moisture contents and pressures) all point

to fluxes on the order of 1 to 10 mm/yr.

" Fault zones are considered highly permeable (1000 Darcy) horizontally, but less so vertically.

" In general, gas bulk permeabilities are on the order of 2 to 10 Darcy.

" Inverse modeling pulls the TSw matrix permeabilities up 1 or 2 orders of magnitude above
core information.

" First-cut drift-scale 2D heterogenous-matrix simulations are underway with dripping requiring

a transient pulse of 280 mm/yr.

" G. Bodvarsson claims that the ECM and the dual-permeability models must be identical at

steady state. Note: I think this is not correct and may explain the shift in TSw permeabilities

he is obtaining.

Last week, I became PI for the Unsaturated and Saturated Flow under Isothermal Conditions

(USFIC) KTI, as I have the most hours allocated and Gordon has relatively few hours. Upcoming

duties include a presentation on the USFIC KTI work at the Annual Program Review on November

13, 1996, and on December 5, 1996 . The first (45 min -I- 15 min) presentation is to focus on technical

and programmatic aspects, with subtopics including

" Status of subissue(s) resolution

" Integration with other KTIs

" Analysis of infiltration/percolation

" Results of sensitivity analyses

" Work priorities for 1997-98

The second (60 min) presentation is to focus on technical, programmatic, and managerial aspects,

with subtopics including

" Infiltration/percolation rates

" Preferred conceptual model for fracture-matrix flow
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" Future climate scenario and formation of perched water

" Relationship to total system performance

" Strategy for review of viability analysis

Issues involving infiltration and percolation should be straightforward to discuss. The two
technical issues that will be difficult to discuss will be the preferred conceptual model for fracture-
matrix flow and the future climate scenario related to the formation of perched water. I take these
topics as spurs to perform some quick calculations and have discussions with Ross and others .
In particular, testing Bodvarsson's opinion on the steady-state equivalence of the ECM and dual-
permeability approaches is in order, as is coming up with a contour plot of areal AAI as a function
of precipitation and temperature.

10/16/96 Start of alluvium/bedrock simulations.

The approach that Alan Flint is taking to estimating shallow infiltration, as he has described it to
me, essentially fills the alluvium pore space with as much water as will fit and runs off the excess
(i .e ., infinite alluvium conductivity), then using evapotranspiration to mine water back to the
atmosphere. A perched-water system is assumed to exist above the bedrock due to the infiltration
events . Water moves into the bedrock assuming gravity drainage within the bedrock. Three classes
of fracture sizes, fractions of filled and unfilled fractures, and matrix permeability are combined
to yield an equivalent conductivity for the 7 classes. In contrast, I have completely neglected the
matrix, filled fractures, and transpiration, and have used highly resolved simulations to capture the
dynamics of flow in detail .

I have observed that in simulations with bedrock exposed (i .e ., alluvium with permeability
less than 10-s cm2), essentially no infiltration occurs . I have not considered the case of alluvium
overlying bedrock, however. I hypothesize that little or no infiltration will occur until several
meters of alluvium cover the bedrock . When the alluvium/matrix interface is below the active
zone, flow should be essentially steady through the bedrock at the bedrock KBQt or the semi-
infinite infiltration rate for the alluvium, whichever is smaller. When the active zone interacts with
the matrix/bedrock interface, I suspect that the low-permeability bedrock will prevent significant
infiltration . As verification of this hypothesis, I am setting up several simulations to probe the
behavior of alluvium overlying unfractured bedrock.

The Tiva Canyon tuff inicrostratigraphy is of primary interest . According to Flint et al .
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Table 2-4: Summary of colluvium and matrix properties used in simulations.

(1996), the shardy base has a mean KBnt of 1 .6x 10-6 m/s (k = 1 .6 x 10-s cm2= 5 .0 x 104 mm/yr),

while the remaining Tiva Canyon layers have KBat ranging from 3.1 x 10-s to 3.0 x10-12 m/s (k

ranges from 3.1 x10-12 to 3.0 x10 -15 cm2 , or 98 to 0.95 mm/yr) . None of these should exhibit

bare-soil infiltration if the low-permeability matrix-only results can be extrapolated .

To test the hypothesis, the base-case colluvium over three material cases will be examined :

(i) shardy base, (ii) caprock, and (iii) upper lithophysal. These cases are representative of the range

of k and are of interest in their own right . Samples BT26Hs, PW19s, and TPC52s will be used to

determine van Genuchten properties, using the 2-parameter estimates . A summary of properties

is shown in Table 2-4, with the colluvium and base-case fracture properties shown for reference.

Initially, a 10-cm and a 25-cm depth-of-cover case will be run for each, as representative cases.

Further examination may suggest additional cases.

10/19/96 First results for alluvium/bedrock simulations.

Four of the six runs have completed 3 cycles of boundary conditions : both shardy-base cases,

the 10-cm caprock case, and the 25-cm upper-lithophysal case . Each of the cases erroneously used

colluvium permeabilities 1000 times larger than desired, due to incompletely correcting the viscosity

value in the new input-file generation routine ingen_am.m in ~BREATH2/Sz~breg/MakekmpoKmao.

The input and output cases are renamed correctly to reflect this error, and ingen_am.m was cor-

rected . The matrix properties are correct.

None of the cases are particularly near cyclic steady state, but some conclusions can already

be drawn from the first results. The shardy base is permeable enough that significant infiltration

can occur, perhaps 10 mm/yr or more . Interestingly, there are indications that deeper cover
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van Genuchten

Ksat ~ Br (x m Pp
Material m/s MPa-1 ( x 106 ) gm cm-ls-2

Colluvium 9.8 x 10-6 0.300 0.000 50.0 0.200 0.2

Caprock 3 .1 x 10-s 0.105 0 .002 5 .00 0.301 2.0

Upper lithophysal 8.9 x 10-12 0.108 0 .001 2 .90 0.310 3.4

Shardy base 1.6 x 10-6 0.235 0 .035 3 .01 0.237 3.3

Fracture 0 .011 0.001 0 .000 105 0.700 9.8 x10-5
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provides more infiltration for the shardy base, opposite to the alluvium/fracture case . The caprock
case shows some indications of infiltration as well, perhaps on the order of 1 mm/yr. The upper
lithophysal case is drying out from the initial condition of 0.25 mm/yr.

Based on this rather limited set of runs, a few conclusions are presenting themselves to me:

. The capillary barrier effect is turned around for the case of matrix underlying alluvium, so
that water is preferentially drawn into the matrix .

~ The conclusions regarding alluvium cases that allow and disallow infiltration may not be far
off for a shallow cover over bedrock.

~ There may be some additional infiltration due to cover protection .

" Materials as permeable as the caprock are probably dominated by fracture flow for shallow
covers and matrix flow for deeper covers .

~ As the permeability increases from the caprock, matrix flow dominates .

~ As the permeability decreases from the caprock, fracture flow dominates.

The only microstratigraphic layers more permeable than the caprock, according to Flint
et al . (1996), are located in the sequence including the Tiva Canyon shardy base through the
nonwelded units of the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Tuffs to above the Topopah Spring upper
lithophysal zone . These microstratigraphic layers are essentially the PTn layer addressed in my
previous analyses, perhaps a little larger, which only is about 5 percent of the total subregional
outcrop area . Accordingly, I expect that the alluvium/fracture results considered before would not
be significantly modified for most of the subregional area .

A much more definitive modeling approach can be conceived with some modification to
breath. The idea is to have multiple interacting continua throughout the bedrock, all with a common
pressure in the alluvium. The multiple-continuum approach will allow partitioning between the
fractures and matrix to be examined, particularly since separate continua can be defined for various
fracture-aperature size classes. The approach is also essential for considering deep-percolation
processes.
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12/7/96 Updated results for alluvium/bedrock simulations .

A new file was created in $BREATHl/RnnTightAMentitled am_all .result to document the results

of alluvium/matrix simulations. The file follows a generic standard with many entries not used .

The columns of the result file are, in order :

~ Depth of soil (cm),

. Alluvium code (see Table 2-3),

~ Bedrock code (Table 2-4 for properties),

Perturbation code

Perturbation,

Precipitation multiplier,

b0 Base case (precipitation and temperature may vary),

e0 Longwave radiation is scaled,

s0 Shortwave radiation is scaled,

v0 Vapor density is scaled,

w0 Windspeed is scaled,

ge Solar aspect is rotated east (perturbation in degrees),

gw Solar aspect is rotated west (perturbation in degrees),

gn Solar aspect is rotated north (perturbation in degrees),

gs Solar aspect is rotated south (perturbation in degrees),

Temperature shift,

. Average soil moisture content at the interface, and

~ Average net infiltration (cm/yr) .

Most of the values in the file should be viewed as order of magnitude results rather than fully con-

verged, as more cycles are required for full convergence in almost all cases. The runs are primarily

useful for screening where fracture flow would dominate. mom the runs, it appears that signifi-

cant matrix infiltration can occur for the Tiva Canyon caprock and shardy units, while fracture
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flow should dominate in Tiva Canyon upper lithophysal and Topopah Springs lower nonlithophysal
units .

The shardy unit is considered part of the PTn, has large infiltration, and is the most perme-
able unit of any of the microstratigraphic layers considered . The 10-cm case has AAI approximately
24 percent of AAP, while the 25-cm case has AAI approximately 16 percent of AAP . The remain
der of the PTn should have smaller AAI. Assuming that the PTn as a whole yields AAI roughly
equivalent to 10 to 20 percent of AAP is probably justified based on these simulations. Note that
in the FY96 Annual Progress Report (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1996), my assumption was that 10 percent
of AAP enters the PTn, and I found that the overall sensitivity to the PTn unit is quite low.

The Tiva Canyon caprock matrix shows behavior unlike any other unit considered, as AAI
increases with soil depth for the two soil depths considered . Experience from early semi-infinite
experiments suggests that essentially no infiltration should occur for exposed materials with this
permeability. A cover of soil appears to provide a permeable zone to allow water to penetrate
the subsurface while protecting caprock from evaporative processes, and the difference in bubbling
pressure between soil and caprock preferentially sucks water into the bedrock. The caprock is
laterally extensive over the repository, primarily in regions where my colluvium/fracture models
predict high AAI, so revisiting this material with breath modified to consider both bedrock and
fractures simultaneously would be appropriate. Note that one would expect that the caprock should
never have much more than 50 cm of cover.

Today I tried to finalize the table of atmospheric influences on infiltration for a collu-
vium/fracture system . The table is in $BREATHI/RunCliFrac and is entitled af_egsvw.result,
abstracting the results of simulations run over the period from July through November. The simu
lations do not consider changes in precipitation or temperature. The columns of the result file are,
in order:

" Depth of soil (cm),

" Alluvium code (see Table 2-3),

" Fracture code (see Table 2-3),

" Perturbation code

b0 Base case (precipitation and temperature do not vary),

e0 Longwave radiation is scaled,

s0 Shortwave radiation is scaled,
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v0 Vapor density is scaled,

w0 Windspeed is scaled,

ge Solar aspect is rotated east (perturbation in degrees),

gw Solar aspect is rotated west (perturbation in degrees),

gn Solar aspect is rotated north (perturbation in degrees),

gs Solar aspect is rotated south (perturbation in degrees),

Perturbation,

~ Average soil moisture content at the interface, and

~ Average net infiltration (cm/yr).

The values in the file have reliably reached cyclic steady state.

An important observation was made during the finalization process. The final simulations

in the colluvium/fracture set of simulations overlapped the first soil/bedrock simulations. I had

previously noticed that there are cases where the combination of soil and underlying material

require such small time steps during a large infiltration event that a simulated hour may not

complete within the 10000-time-step limit. For the last simulation, I imposed a 50000-time-step

limit for each hour ; during large infiltration events even this limit might be reached before the

hour was up, but more than half of the events exceeding 10000 time steps completed before 50000

time steps were finished . For the case with the larger limit on the number of time steps, larger net

infiltration was obtained than wouldhave been expected (5.5 mm/yr rather than roughly 1 mm/yr) .

The implication is that my estimates of AAI are too low in some (but not all) cases. I suspect that

the error is generally additive, on the order of several mm/yr, rather than being a multiplicative

error. Unfortunately, it is not possible to untangle which simulations yield underpredictions without

rerunning the simulations. I believe that sensitivity predictions may be relatively unaffected, but

there is some question regarding the appropriate decay in infiltration with soil depth.

12~8~96 Estimating regression relationships for AAI.

As part of estimating regression relationships between hydraulic properties, climatic variables,

and AAI, I fit the data to predicted values using a least-squares fit . Say, for example, that the
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relationship is

logio
(AAPkI/2/ -ao+al LCmo/a-ll +a2 ~~P°

/
i/z -1 +as

~C~ol -1)
(2-12)

where k is intrinsic permeability, m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n, P is bubbling pressure (the
reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here), e is porosity, a subscript 0 represents a
reference value for the parameter, and the a values are hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants .

For any particular simulation, the only unknowns in the relationship are the cx values . Thus,
for a simulation, one can write the equation as

Co = ao + a1C1 + a2C2 + cx3C3,

where the C values result from evaluating the hydraulic-property functions . Combining all simula-
tions results in the matrix relationships

1/7/97 Documenting plots for ANS-1997 submission.

(2-13)

where bold-face represents a vector . When provided with linear equations having a matrix that
is not square, Matlab solves the equations using least squares (exactly the appropriate behavior) .
Any reported regressions are coded using Matlab to take advantage of this feature .

Budhi was invited to give an invited talk at the American Nuclear Society (ANS) convention in
June, 1997 . A summary of the talk is required for the conference, consisting of 450 to 900 words.
The summary presents the methodology for creating infiltration maps and sensitivity maps, in
an extremely schematic fashion . Included in the summary are two plots, one of my latest base
infiltration map and a newly created sensitivity plot for sensitivity of infiltration to soil depth.

The plots were generated with a master Matlab driver called do~ens_eval.m, which in
turn calls a number of other routines . The current versions of required files and concommitant
input were stored in a subdirectory of ~HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI entitled ANS96. The directory
was stored in a tar file entitled ANS96_plotgen_tar, which was in turn compressed using the gzip
command (appending ".gz" to the file name) .
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Sensitivity S~ of areasl-average AAI to generic parameter ak can be calculated using nor-

malized sensitivity coefficients (Sykes et al ., 1985)

The sensitivity coefficients are calculated by using first-order derivatives between a high and low

perturbation, normalized by a reference value. In general, sensitivity coefficients will change as the

set of base input values change . For the example problem, the base-case soil depth was uniformly

multiplied by 0.9 and 1.1 to provide perturbations . Values of Sk less than or equal to 0 were

arbitrarily set to 10-sz for plotting purposes (the most-negative value was on the order of -10-1s) .

Note that sensitivities are largest on sideslopes and are zero wherever depth does not change

infiltration (e.g ., deep soil, PTn outcrops under current modeling shortcuts).

1/8/97 Documenting 1996 annual report work.

An archive file was created in both ~HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI and in ~HOME2/Matlab/ColluvWaste

documenting the input files and limited output files used to generate figure 10-4 and tables 10-1

and 10-2 in chapter 10 of the NRC High-Level Radioactive Waste Program Annual Progress Re-

port, Fiscal Year 1996. Both archive files are called AnnRep96_tar ; both are compressed . The

file in ~HOME2/Matlab/YMinfil includes all of the files from ~HOME~/Matlab/ColluvWaste, for

completeness, and is submitted to QA as formal documentation of the results . A couple of files

were added or fixed up for readability and reproducibility of results . Description of the process is

in a ReadMe file in the archive .

1/13/97 Documenting alluvium regression.

Alluvium depths are not well captured by the equilibrium mass-wasting scheme in areas of deep

alluvium, partly due to the irregular topography of the washes . In order to have a reasonable

representation for deep alluvium, in August, 1995, Ross Bagtzoglou developed a regression for

alluvium depth b as a function of slope s :

b = 47exp(-0.32x) .

	

(2-17)
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The regression was based on borehole information for b and the nearest-neighbor values from the
DEM for s. No borehole classification was performed, and ad-hoc data censoring was used for the
regression . Due to time constraints, the work was performed very quickly .

I revisited the regression expression last summer, and decided that it is probably better to
use an expression of the form

I pulled together as much available information on alluvium depths as I could find and sorted it into
a file called neutron_hole.dat in ~HOME2/Matlab/3Ddata. Neutron-borehole data is reported
by Flint and Flint (1995) ; other data sources are noted in neutron_hole.dat . I pulled neutron-
borehole data from channels and terraces into separate files (chan.dat, and st .dat, respectively);
other boreholes with reported alluvium depths were pulled into file well.dat . A total of 110
boreholes are included in these three classes; an additional 64 boreholes are not considered .

Boreholes with shallow covers (i .e ., ridgetops, sideslopes) are not considered further, as I
feel that alluvium depths for these boreholes are not reported with sufficient accuracy and are in a
range of depth that should be handled by the mass-wasting approach anyway.

For the regression, each of the boreholes was assigned the slope of the nearest-neighbor
pixel in the DEM. An additional censoring process eliminated all boreholes with unreported soil
depths or having soil depths less than 1 m, leaving a total of 37 boreholes, conveniently grouped
as 9 channel boreholes and 28 deep-alluvium boreholes . The data points and regression lines are
shown in Figure 2-1, manually generated by regressing all data using regress~et.m and further
processing with the show~egress.m routine. I feel that it is questionable whether the overall
regression should use the channel data, as the pixels are larger than the channel width. Even if the
channel data is included, the regression line is not tremendously changed. As a note, the correlation
coefficient with the original formulation is 0.59 and 0.58 for the channel and terrace, respectively ;
using the new formulation the correlation coefficient is 0.66 and 0.69, respectively.

1/15/97 Documenting infiltration abstractions.

In $HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI/SubregSpaceDist, abstractions for AAI as a function of material and
meteorologic properties are examined using find_best~egress.m. Abstractions for AAI as a
function of material properties were originally developed in the summer of 1996 . The abstractions
were developed "by eye" and are more formally documented here.
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Figure 2-1 : 1/13/97. Regression of Borehole alluvium depths with nearest-neighbor DEM slopes .

The deep-alluvium abstraction originally developed is in the form

logio (AAPX1/2/
-
a° + al

	

~o / 2 - 1

	

+a
_	C Poi ~

/2 - 1
J
+ cxs

~ ~o / - 1, ,
(2-19)

is intrinsic permeability,
is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n,
is bubbling pressure (the reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here), and

is porosity.

A subscript 0 represents a reference value for the parameter (mo = 0.2, Po = 2000 Pa,

and Eo = 0.3), and the a values are hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants. Equation 2-19 was

originally reported by Bagtzoglou et al . (1996) .
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Table 2-5 : Best-fit abstractions to material properties in deep alluvium.

Using find_bestsegress.m and f_deepliyd~t.m, a best-fit exponent was determined

using the 28 material-property-variation simulations in alluv.result that have non-negative infil-

tration . Also, the impact of assuming a log lo relationship instead of a scaling relationship can be

determined . These are performed by flipping switches at the top of find_best_regress.m.

Using the more formal abstraction process, a better regression is

1/2
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(2-20)

where ko is 10-s cm2 and the Q values are fitting exponents . A plot of the least-squares fit for

the exponents is shown in Figure 2-2, where the fit for each curve only uses simulations with the

parameter varying . Note that there is more noise in the value for P than in the other parameters .

The best-fit coefficients are shown in Table 2-5 . The least-squares fit is also shown for the

counterpart of the formal abstraction equation using logarithms,

i/z
logio

[AAP (k )

	

, - ao + al logio Cm) + a2 logio (~, ) + as logio (~) .
0

	

0

	

0

	

0
(2-21)

The best scaling fit is better than the logarithm fit for each parameter . If the logarithm of k is
examined, however, the associated a coefficient is -0 .495 and associated logarithm fit is 0.258,

strongly supporting pulling k into the left-hand side as is done in Equation 2-20 .

1~20~97 Documenting infiltration abstractions .

In ~HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI/SubregSpaceDist, abstractions for AAI as a function of material and

meteorologic properties are examined using find_best~egress.m. Abstractions for AAI as a

function of material properties were originally developed in the summer of 1996. The abstractions

were developed "by eye" and are more formally documented here .
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Parameter a Q Fit Log Fit

Scaling Constant -1.38165 - 0.587745 1 .09475

van Genuchten m 0 .42505 2.6576 0.304383 0.821475

P 2 .05672 -0.41248 0.449886 0.50599

a -1.39944 0.67568 0.278631 0 .633175
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Test Exponent for Regression

Figure 2-2 : 1/15/97 . Least-squares fit of simulation prediction to abstraction prediction for various

exponents in Equation 2-20.

A routine called f_deep_met~t .m was developed to check out the appropriateness of ab-

stractions in the form of a scaling or a logarithmic representation, identical to the approach followed

for material properties. Some trial-and-error runs were followed to pick reasonable base values for

exponents, varying one parameter at a time. The value of the sought exponent was observed to shift

about, depending on the values of the remaining exponents . Accordingly, the Matlab routine fmins

was used to perform a global minimization for all meteorologic-variable exponents simultaneously .

A modified version of f_deep_met~t .m entitled f_deep_met~eg.m was created to follow the

format required by fmins.

Two sets of regression results are presented in Table 2-6, for simultaneously determined

exponents and for logarithmic regression, labelled Scale Fit and Log Fit, respectively . Each reported
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Table 2-6 : Regression values for deep-alluvium meteorologic abstraction .

Table 2-7: Regression coefficients for deep-alluvium meteorologic abstraction .

fit only uses simulations where the variable of interest is perturbed (including the base value of
the variable) . The column entitled Curvature represents the second derivative of the scale fit with
respect to the variable, and is a measure of sensitivity ; the larger the value of curvature, the better
the exponent is determined . The logarithmic fit does not admit this measure . The best fit is to
AAP; the worst fit is to AAT . The exponent for AAL, AAV, and AAW is roughly within a value
of f l ; the exponent for AAP is better determined and the exponent for AAT is much more poorly
determined .

Based on comparing the fits reported in Table 2-6, it can be concluded that a logarithmic
representation should be used for AAL and AAW and a scaled representation should be used for
the remaining variables . The best-fit coefficients for this representation are shown in Table 2
7 . The parameters without a reported value for exponent are represented using a logarithmic
representation .
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Parameter Exponent Scale Fit Curvature Log Fit

AAL -0.03723 0 .308036 0.0284408 0.289575
AAP -0.2889 0 .419721 0.486325 0.440836
AAT -15.96 0.648594 0.000370696 0.700391
AAV 2 .075 0.323644 0.0174236 0.357603
AAW 0.2412 0.304608 0.0112994 0.28684

Parameter I Exponent I Coeffi cient I Fit I Curvature
AAL - -1 .52051 0.312029 -
AAP -0.2416 -5.56806 0.420087 0.4858
AAT -16.67 0.945489 0.649914 0.700391
AAV 2.138 0.281891 0.326738 0.357603
AAW - -0.321916 0.307231 -
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3 . Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-663

Collaborators :

	

Ronald T . Green

Directories :

	

As noted

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .

Thermal Hydrology KTI
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4 . Iterative Performance KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-761
Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories:

	

As noted

Objective:

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at Yucca
Mountain. The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into
forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e.g ., probability distributions) . In
addition, periodic review of DOE work may be performed.

3/25/96 Audit review of TSPA-95.

Over the last few days I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes
impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport
of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal
inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport
velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where
parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.
In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar as it is assumed that fractures
are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may
drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation
flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped on
as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation.

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively
straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results . I plan to perform a calculation of the
probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac
ture velocities and fluxes, as well as the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures .
My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-
normal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield much faster
velocities in general. In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by
TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges as well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison .

The work in the audit review is located in ~HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols. In order to set up a

comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from

Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerpted for the

TSPA-93 report (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical . The

Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta

function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),

p(x), given by

where

p(x) = C(x - a)a (b - x)Q,

	

(4-1)

where C is a normalizing constant and a and ~3 are used to define the shape of the function . By

requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled

random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the x value that has a

cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula

tive probability distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A

way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized sum. A

new Matlab function entitled beta_dist .m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed

probabilities, and beta_dist~et.m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist.m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-

spaced x locations . For cases with negative a or ,Q, the beta function predicts infinite probability

at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding

to a negative power . The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .

I plotted up each of the probability functions and compared them to the plots in the back of
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f(x
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a

I'(x) _ ~ t(x-1) exp(-t) dt . (4-3)
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the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for

the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are

supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer . I entered the scaled values for layers 1

through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots

in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close . It appears

that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual saturations can be as high as 1,

with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled

parameters are completely outrageous. I can see why residual saturation was treated as a layer

constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task.

Correlations between parameters are not mentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only

touched on by Schenker et al . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do
any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability. Several of the layers show significant

correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0.467 and 0.929),

but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,

scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

where p~ is capillary pressure, -y is surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and e is porosity.

The J function is a dimensionless function of saturation (S) . I expect that using such a scaling law
would affect predicted velocities quite significantly.

3/28/96 TSPA-95 velocity comparison.

p~
JCS) - 'Y

k/e

After setting up the beta distribution function, 104 realizations of independently sampled matrix

properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) ;

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn) ;

3C Topopah Spring welded-composite (TSw) ;

3R Topopah Spring welded-repository (TSw);

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-vitric (CHnv) ;

(4-4)
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6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz) ;

7 Prow Pass welded (PPw) .

Parameters were calculated using make_param.m and placed in a Matlab binary file, param_uc_10000 .mat.

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable

for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations . Accordingly, perti-

nent Matlab MOL routines were brought into ~HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols and stripped down

to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines. The overall run routine is

run_forward~et .m, which calls other routines as needed . The material-property routines are

calc_vg_wtcond.m, for the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as

presented by Klavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond.m, which represents my conceptu-

alization of the TOUGH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995). Using

the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to

the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121.2 m), (ii) CHnv (80.7 m), (iii) TSv (8.4 m), and (iv)

TSw (111.2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range

that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of

course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0.05 mm/yr), and less than

two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,

which slows the solver down considerably. The runs were performed from the water table to the

repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level .

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a

matrix conductivity. In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are

assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to

the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,

fractures are treated as not present . Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix

and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual

with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures

were not active . However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution. Upon further

investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get

a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical

error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the

matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity. Neglecting the fractures,
pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the
fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is more than sufficient to push water downwards .

If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesmal upwards spatial increment
must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitesmal increment
must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched off. In a finite-volume code,

pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node. For the MOL approach,
there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length

scale .

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity

for every pressure, turns out to work but the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow
for reasonably small deltas (e.g ., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high and a low flux need be

considered, which should ease computational burden .

4/4/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in

another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought . The pressure

in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures are not forced to be

either fully on or fully off. Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure/saturation relationship

is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures . The lower capillary

pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures. The TRW procedure for

defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented; I presume some cutoff saturation

stands in for zero (e.g ., 10-8 ) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used.

I implemented my understanding of the TRW ECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond.m.

Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000.mat, I ran a total of 9 sets

of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0.1, and 0.01 mm/yr) and 3 ECM models (single-

pressure, or classical ; Q = 1 ; and Q = 0 .95) . The Q-based ECM is the TRW ECM, where Q is the

threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary

statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer . For each of

17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using calc_run.~ummary.m

and stored in summary output files with names such as ECM1-50_Q0.01_s-l.mat . The digits

following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000.mat (here

realizations 1 through 50) . The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr . The

number after the "s" represents the ECM model Q (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM). The

summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture

contents, etc . The quantities are labeled where defined in calc_run~ummary.m.

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) and integral-average deviation

(V') are defined by

The integrals are performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer .

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in

detail . The other information is stored for future examination .

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 ECM models, a

travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system:

f dZ
za

Li
Vmi~''mi -f- VfiFfi'

where Li is the thickness of layer i, F�, and Ff are the fraction of flux in matrix

V, �, and Vf are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures .

(4-7)

and fractures, and

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Matlab routine was

created, calc_5pt~tats.m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab

routine show_5pt_plots.m,the distribution for T is displayed in Figure 4-1 for the 3 models, the

two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vf . The TSPA-95 definition of Vf is incorrect,

dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content ; the two Vf conceptualization are

the correct and incorrect Vf definitions .
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Figure 4-1 : 4/496 . Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes, ECM
conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 4-l .

~ The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 4-1) yields almost identical results as the
~-based ECM with Q = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

. The Q-based ECM with Q = 0.95 (denoted sig = 0.95) yields slightly faster travel times than

the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel

time is found when fracture flow dominates (i.e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting
fracture flow) .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel times, by a factor of
two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

" Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that
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the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA

measure.

The last two observations are somewhat surprising a priori, insofar as the low-infiltration

cases have very little fracture flow to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have

much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .

It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable

impact on overall travel time. In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, TSv, and CHnz layers

all exhibit significant fracture flow and only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix

flow . Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer; only those few

cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture

velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-

property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-

ure 4-1) . In Figure 4-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav~tat .m, the

success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for

the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-

locities and flux distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer. Curve B

uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the

average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10-is m/s. Curve D presents the

summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly.

Several observations can be drawn from Figure 4-2.

~ In matrix-dominated flow (gtnf = 0.01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a

modified Vf appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect

Vp yields consistently slow travel times.

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to

5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations.

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel

time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out .
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Figure 4-2 : 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM
conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches.

4/5/96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .

As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various
assertions of the TSPA-95 approach. These were not used in the write-up of the audit . For
completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property
realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four
layers, and were created using Matlab routine show_plots.m. The size of the symbol represents
infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . Generally the ECM models only diverge
significantly with higher fluxes .

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-4, follows the same approach as Figure 4-3,
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Figure 4-3 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 matrix velocities predicted by the ECM models in

the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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except that the fracture velocities are shown instead. The plots were created using Matlab routine
show_plots.m. Not shown are the points with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there
are significant numbers of cases with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts
essentially zero . Note that low and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture
flow and these cases are not shown.

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-5, shows the fraction of flow in the fractures
versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots.m. Again, cases without significant fracture flow or fracture velocity
are not shown. A very strong linear relationship occurs for the omitted points .

The fourth set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 4-6, shows the significant fracture velocities
versus the matrix velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots .m. By dividing both velocities by infiltration flux, the respective sets
of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold
range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix
velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-7, shows the frequency of occurrence for
matrix velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot~tats.m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used. The base-10
log of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the
maximum velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped log
distribution is apparent.

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 4-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for
fracture velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot~tats.m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10 log
of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from 10 -_s cm/s to the maximum
velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 10- s cm/s were put into
the lowest bin.

9/3/96 Thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit .

Some of the results discussed above were presented at a Technical Exchange with the DOE in
Denver . I presented a comparison of the DOE approach with the two different ECMs with the
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Figure 4-4 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 fracture velocities predicted by the ECM models in

the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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Figure 4-8 : 4/5/96 . Histogram of TSPA-95 fracture velocities for the classical ECM model in the

(a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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DOE abstraction and the NRC abstraction, plotting the sets of simulations discussed before in
terms of cumulative density fimctions (CDFs) for conservative-particle travel times. These plots
confirm the conclusions I discussed in previous entries. Theplots are generated using tech_plots.m,
which further uses calc_gwtt~tat .m to plot curves from the simulations.

In general, the comparisons between the DOE and NRC approaches were well received by
the DOE and gave the DOE staff some insight into the methods. The DOE staff did express
surprise that the drift-scale approximations did not receive similar attention, however, as they
believe that the drift-scale approximations are crucial to the predictions that the TSPA-code makes.
In summary, the drift-scale analysis assumes that :

" The infiltration flux can be represented as a percolation flux that is lognormally distributed
over the area of the column with a mean equal to a specified value and a standard deviation
arbitrarily equal to 0.5,

" The matrix properties at the drift scale are also lognormally distributed based on Schenker
et al . (1995) properties,

" The random percolation fluxes and matrix properties are independent,

" The matrix has fluxes up to the saturated conductivity,

" Any flux in the matrix diverts around the drift,

" Drip rates are equal to the flux in the fracture assuming that the flux in the fracture only
occurs if the matrix does not have capacity for the flux,

" An arbitrary catchment area of four times the waste package is present, and

" Using the expected flux rate for every package results in approximately the same release rates
that would occur from using the actual flux rate for each package.

Possible weak points in the discussion are:

" There is no justification for the standard deviation used in the percolation flux distribution,

" There is no consideration of correlation between matrix properties and local percolation flux,

" There is no consideration of lateral flow effects (all matrix flux must somehow cram around
the drift),
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~ There is no consideration of dual permeability effects (local strengthening or weakening of

the fracture flow),

. There is no explicit consideration of drip effects on package failure time, and

~ There is no consideration of reduction in effective matrix flux area due to rewetting times

for the matrix (after the cool-down period, presumably the matrix takes considerable time to

re-wet, during which the interior of the matrix block is essentially unsaturated) .

In addition, there is no consideration of the spatial distribution of the infiltration fluxes (each

column has any spatial information completely washed out) .

9/4/96 More thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit.

I discussed the impact of drips on package failure time with Sridhar today. The current thinking is

that waste-package failure is due to a water film on the package, which can either occur due to drips

or relative humidity. The TSPA-95 approach is to lump all of this behavior into a relative humidity

term, with corrosion only starting when temperature drops below 100 °C and relative humidity is

above a threshold (75 to 85 percent) . The current EBSPAC approach is moving towards calculating

chemistry at the drift wall based on the ECM model in Multiflo, and assuming that each drift has

drips, so that drips may contact the package earlier than the 100 °C cutoff. Drip formation is not

well established in this approach . ECM simulations performed by Peter Lichtner suggest that up

to 100 ka are required to rewet the repository. Some sort of linkage between ECM and drip would

be desirable according to Sridhar.

Based on the thoughts to date, we have promised to Rex Wescott that we would assess

assumptions in TSPA-95 regarding :

. Independence of flux and permeability. The assessment of uncorrelated flux and permeability

distributions will examine the impact of correlation in the calculations simply by repeating

the analysis with correlated parameters .

" Variability of flux and permeability. The assessment will repeat the analysis with a range of

standard deviations .

" Spatial dependency of infiltration flux . The assessment will repeat the analysis with the

infiltration distribution explicitly carried through the analysis .
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In addition, I would like to examine several related issues, but to be prudent these will not be
promised .

" Impact of rewetting time on dripping fluxes . The idea is to examine how long it will take
after the thermal pulse for the matrix to reach pre-pulse conditions. I suspect that fracture
flow will dominate for at least tens of thousands of years .

" Impact of discrete-fracture flow on drips . With discrete fractures, it may be that matrix
properties are relatively unimportant indicators of drip distributions .

The additional issues would require additional code development .

9/7/96 Drift-scale analysis .

One approach for a first cut at the drift-scale analysis include the following tasks :

" Get the TSPA-95 column outlines and the IPA-2 column outlines into UTM coordinates and
assign DEM pixels to each column.

Assemble software to create a PDF for gd,.ip given a PDF for KBa~ and a value of ginfi~ .

" Create a table of gd,.tp PDFs as a function of average infiltration :

- Scale a "standard" infiltration distribution to provide a desired average infiltration over
Yucca Mountain at the repository level .

- Adjust the distribution to accommodate intermediate processes (smoothing and/or fo-
cussing) .

- Assemble a PDF describing gd,.ip by examining the column pixel by pixel .

- Repeat for remaining infiltration rates .

Localize dripping fluxes to discrete locations relative to drifts .

" Calculate release rates for each of the models.

Several what-if scenarios can be examined relatively quickly using this basic format :

" Perfectly vertical fluxes .
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~ Lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., Laplace smoothing) .

~ Localization of vertical fluxes (i.e ., faulting/perching) .

~ Localization and subsequent lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., faulting/perching then

Laplace smoothing) .

Very relevant extended analysis includes examining the effects of:

~ Long-range impacts on fracture fluxes (i .e ., fracture flow initiated above the drift level even

though the drift level is highly permeable such as can happen in dual-permeability models) .

~ Time-dependent matrix saturation (i .e ., cool-down rewetting fluxes).

My hunch is that fracture flow is strongly initiated but weakly dissipated . If so, the presence of a

low-permeability TSw microstratum will initiate fracture flow that continues for extended distances

downwards despite a more-permeable matrix . If so, gd,.Zp at the repository will be less sensitive to

KBnt at the repository than the TSPA-95 approach and instead will be an integral measure of the

vertical distribution of the matrix properties. The point may have considerable impact on the

analysis approach .

I also suspect that fracture flow will be much more prevalent during the cool-down period

as the matrix slowly rewets . Although the thermal pulse may indeed strongly redistribute water

in the matrix due to vapor transport during heating, I don't think this will be so active during

cooling. If the matrix is relatively dry, then it cannot conduct water and any flux must be in the

fractures . However, fracture flux must also be diverted to refill the matrix, so presumably there

will be less overall flux at the repository.

9/8/96 Drift-scale analysis .

Assuming that the matrix hydraulic conductivity can be described using a lognormal PDF, as the

TSPA-95 analysis does (Section 7.3 of TRW, 1995), an equivalent assumption is that Y = ln(Ksat)

is described by a normal distribution . The normal probability density function is described by

fx(x) -
Q

	

2~r
exp

[

	

2

	

Q
(4-g)
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where x is the random variable, tt is the mean value of x, and Q is the standard deviation of x
Benjamin and Cornell (1970) . The standardized normal distribution is described by

so that

u =
x

	

~ ,

	

(4-10)

.fx(x) _ ~fv
C

x
~ ~) ~

	

(4-11)

The corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) is described by

=Fu Cx Q~l
u

_ 1
exp(-u2 /2) du .

	

(4-12)
2~r

A related integral, the error function, is defined (Section 7.1 .1 of Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972)

Note that Fv(-u) = 1 - Fv(u) for a normal distribution, so that the limitations of having u >= 0

for the error function can be overcome .

Equation 4-15 can be used to develop a Matlab function that provides a CDF for gpe,.c - Ksat
given a value for gd,. ip , since Matlab provides a function for the error function but not for the normal-
distribution CDF. The idea is to discretize the range 0 <= gdrip <= max(gpe,.c) with a long vector
(e.g., 1000 entries) for gd,.ip . For each pixel in the column, the values ofKsat that correspond to
the gd, .ip vector entries can be determined and the CDF evaluated for those particular values . The
CDF value corresponding to gdTZp = 0 should be evaluated with Kaat = gperc~ The calculated CDF

for each pixel should be normalized by the number of pixels that will be accumulated .
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The outlined procedure can be used to develop a CDF equivalent to the TSPA-95 approach

as well . Instead of providing an infiltration distribution equivalent to the distribution estimated

from surface considerations, a distribution can be provided that is simply random noise about a

mean value.

A difficulty comes when one assumes that insofar as there is observed spatial correlation in

matrix properties, thus there may be some correlation between gperc and Ksat . For example, lateral

redistribution may result in higher gper~ in areas with high Ksnt and lower gper~ in areas with low

Kaat . If x and y are jointly normal distributions, then (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970)

where p is the correlation coefficient . For the case of jointly normal distributions, an estimate for

the CDF can therefore be built up in a similar way as outlined previously, except that the gpercs

input as a set of pixel values adjust the mean and standard deviation of ln(KsQ t for each pixel

individually according to the value of p. Presumably correlation between Ksnt and gperc should be

handled using the corresponding logarithms .

9/9/96 First drift-scale results.

hY~x = E[YIx = xl = ~Y + PBX (~ - ~x),

	

(4-16)

QY~x = (1 - p2 ) 1 ~2QY,

	

(4-17)

I created several Matlab files in /home,2/sierra/stotho,,~'/Matlab/TSPA95Drift to investigate the

behavior of TSPA-95 assumptions on dripping fluxes . Two questions are easily investigated using

the TSPA-95 or related approaches assuming that infiltration fluxes are randomly distributed: (i)

what is the impact of correlation between gper~ and KBae, and (ii) what is the impact of the standard

deviation of gper~ and KBat .

Two calculational approaches were investigated . The first approach directly calculates the

CDF for gperc - KBat for each entry of an input vector of gperc, directly using the CDF for KBa t

to calculate the CDF for specific values of gd,.tp. The direct approach results in apparently rather

good estimates for the low range of gd,.ip, but is a little noisy at the upper end if there are not a

lot of gprec values in the vector . The second approach extends the TSPA-95 approach, estimating a

CDF from long input vectors of random gper~ and Kae . For the same computational effort, longer

vectors can be used for the indirect approach, so the indirect approach results in nice upper tails

but is questionable for small values of gd,.ip. The two methods appear to yield quite comparable

results with reasonably long input vectors and correlations that aren't too big. There is significant
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disagreement between the p = 1 cases.

The few cases that I have run while experimenting with vector sizes and code testing are
beginning to show some trends . The most consistent trend is the increasing probability of not
exceeding fluxes that are larger than the mean gper~ as the correlation increases (i.e ., large Qd,.ip

is less likely as p increases) . However, this does not mean that E[gdripl gperc > Ksat] necessarily
decreases .

Another trend that is worth examining is the probability of gd, .ip > 0 (i.e ., the number of
waste packages being dripped upon) . Preliminary results indicate that for cases with the mean
gperc less than the mean Ksnt, increasing p decreases the probability of gd,. ip > 0, while for the
mean gpe,.c greater than the mean K84t, increasing p increases the probability that gd,. Zp > 0 .

Finally, as the standard deviation of gper~ increases, there is a trend towards broader gd,.ip,

and larger expected values of gd,.ip .

In the process of examining the data used for the TSPA-95 analyses, I cannot find direct
links between Schenker et al . (1995) data and the TSPA-95 data . It appears that some uncited
reanalysis of the data occurred, so that the mean values for TSw are 2.37x 10- io m/s for Schenker
et al . (1995) and 2 .0x10-11 m/s for TSPA-95. The Schenker et al . (1995) results do not have a
standard deviation, but report a coefficient of variation ; assuming that CV = v/~E[logio(Ksot)]~
yields the Q for TSw reported in TSPA-95 .

9/10/96 Investigation of coding and sensitivity.

A representative set of parameters were decided on to examine the behavior of the assump-
tions carefully. It was assumed that p9 /p,~, QQ/Qk, and p were important determinants of behavior
classes, so several sets of cases were run systematically varying these parameters . The preliminary
observations were investigated more completely with the more-robust software .

Several points were verified .

In order to test the software that will be used to estimate fluxes based on a surface distribution
of annual-average infiltration, I continued comparing the two approaches for calculating the CDF
for gd,.ip . I found some bugs in the Matlab code for the p = 1 case ; now the two approaches match
quite well for all values of p.
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~ For all cases, the fraction of the area seeing gdTip > 0 increases with increasing p when ~a > pk

and decreases with increasing p when pa > h~ . In other words, as p increases, the area fraction

moves further from 0.5 .

~ When Fey = f~k, the fraction of the area seeing gd,.ip > 0 is 0.5 ; this fraction increases as gpe,.c

increases .

~ When ~y « Q~, E[garip] decreases with increasing p, regardless of the magnitude of Qperc~

while when Qe » Qk, E[gdrip] increases with increasing p if pe < ~~ and decreases otherwise.

As ~hq-~~~ -~ 0, the impact of p becomes large, particularly as p approaches 1 or ~E[Q]-E[K]

becomes large .

~ As Qe/~k increases,

- the fraction of the area seeing gd,.ip > 0 moves towards 0.5,

- a broader range of gd,.ip > 0 occurs, and

- E' [gdrip] increases .

An argument for correlation between KBQt and gpe,. c might be that the spatial structure for

KBat has high correlation lengths, so that lateral redistribution may take place. When K,n » gperc~

there would be positive correlation between K,n and gpe,. c . When K,n « gperc, there may be

negative correlation between K�,, and gpe ,. c , as there could be increased density of fracturing as

welding increases concommitant with decreased matrix permeability . Behavior where K�, and gpe ,. c

are roughly the same order of magnitude is not apparent (no correlation?) .

9/12/96 Fhrther investigation of sensitivity.

I created two plots yesterday that showed the impact of p and Q a /Qk, respectively, on the dripping-

flux CDF for ratios of 10E[logio(vr°~°)]-E[loglo(x �, )] ranging from 0.01 to 100. Gordon noticed that

the expected values of gd,.ip seemed rather large compared to the expected values of gperc that I was

discussing. After some digging, I realized this was due to confusing the mean of the logs with the

log of the mean.

The Schenker et al . (1995) data as used in TSPA-95 is provided in terms of base-10 loga-

rithms . In order to convert from base-10 to natural logarithms, Section 4.1 .22 in Abramowitz and

Stegun (1972) states

loglo z = In z/ In 10 = loglo e In z .

	

(4-18)
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Table 4-1 : Behavior of dripping-flux CDF using the Schenker et al . (1995) TSw description and the

base-case infiltration distribution estimate . E[K] = 5 .27 mm/yr Note 1%28/96: lOE ~Y~ = 0.62

mm~yr, where Y = logio(K), but E[K] = 5.27 mm/yr~ and Qioglo K = 0.9 .

Also, on page 267 of Benjamin and Cornell (1970), the relationship between the log of the mean
and the mean of the log is provided,

ln(10)~(X), where X is a

1
m1aY = lnmY - 2Q1 Y.

	

(4-19)

Based on 4-18 and the computational verification that ~,[ln(lOX)] = ln(10)~c(X) and Q[ln(10X)] _
base-10 lognormal distributed random variable, we see that

lnmY = ln(10) log(mY) = mln Y -f- 2~i Y

1
= ln(10)mlog Y + 2(ln(10)QlogY)z ;

logmY = m1ogY + 2 ln(10)vlgY .

	

(4-21)

Wescott . The plotsThese relationships allowed me to relabel the plots and send them off to Rex

were generated using show_CDF~et.m.

(4-20)

As a followup, I created a base-case AAI distribution using the functions defined in my
second paper on infiltration . Using this distribution, I created a CDF in just the same way as
before . I also scaled this distribution by (5.27/15.1) and (5.27/15.1)2 , to bracket the E(K] . The
CDF for each flux case was created using the AAI distribution directly and a four-way Laplace-
smoothed distribution . The statistics on these cases are shown in Table 4-1 . The smoothing step
crudely allows lateral redistribution, and lowers the standard deviation of gpe,. c by a factor of 2 .7 .

Based on the previous results, lowering o- 9 would be expected to greatly lower E[gdrip] and decrease

(drip a fair amount . However, with the input AAI distribution, an extremely interesting behavior

is observed, with E[gdTip] decreasing only slightly and E[fdrip] actually increasing significantly .
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E' [fperc] (mm/yr) Laplace Passes Qloga/o-
1o8x E[qdrZp] (mm/yr) E[fdrip]

15 .1 0 2.08 16.7 0.79

15 .1 1 0.71 14.9 0.87

5.26 0 2.08 5.8 0.69

5.26 1 0.71 5.1 0.76

1.83 0 2.08 2.00 0.55

1.83 1 0.71 1.75 0 .61
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9/13/96 Thoughts on creating an IPA drip model.

The work over the last week has assumed that the statistics generated from a set of core samples

could indeed be applied to describe processes that are appropriate for a continuum scale much

larger than the core samples . Calculating a dripping flux by subtracting K.�,, from gperc is only

reasonable on a scale where there are many fractures within an REV, and is essentially dependent

on assuming that the ECM approach is valid . At the scale of the continuum, however, much of the

variability in the matrix properties is lost due to averaging . Thus, one would presume that Q~oglo x
should be significantly lower than the value previously used, 0.9 . It should be straightforward to

calculate Qloglo x simply by creating random fields on a fine grid, using the statistical properties

presented by Sandia and USGS workers, then averaging over appropriate volumes . In fact, there

is probably a sill associated with the data; the sill value may be adequate for the purposes of

using a more-representative value for Qloglo K. Istok et al . (1994) find that the variogram of both

porosity and log(Ksat) for the shardy base of the PTn can be modelled as a pure sill, at least

for horizontal separation distances greater than 25 or 50 m. The vertical variogram was also fit

with a pure-sill model; minimum separation distance is 0.02 of undefined units that I suppose

are relative stratigraphic elevation (running 0 to roughly 30 m), suggesting 60 cm is minimum

separation elevation .

The second difficulty with the approach is the assumption that the spatial distribution of

gdrip 1S patchy, but still a continuum with a calculable saturation level . In fact, I would suspect that

fractures flow either locally saturated or locally dry, with only a few fractures actually saturated.

If this bimodal distribution is correct, flowing water only exists in a miniscule fraction of the area

where fdrip > 0, although the flux is locally quite large . In turn, many waste packages that are

nominally in the zone with fdrzp > 0 will not be dripped upon at all if the localization is strong ;

the remaining would have fluxes much larger than E[gdrzp]

10/1/96 PDFs for matrix and fracture properties.

Yesterday I was tasked by Randy Manteufel and Bob Baca to provide PDFs for matrix and frac-

ture permeabilities, porosities, and van Genuchten ~3s in layers involving UZ and SZ radionuclide

transport for an IPA simulation to be run starting tomorrow . I have been gathering information

on properties informally for the past few months, under the Ambient KTI, but have not looked at

the lower layers in any detail .
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A set of borehole samples, including locations, are available from the data set Gerry Stirewalt
had George Rice assemble last year, totalling 582 saturated conductivity samples (14 boreholes)
and 509 porosity samples (13 boreholes) . The boreholes are identified in the data file but the data
source attributions must come from George . The Schenker et al . (1995) data set used in TSPA-93
has information on all of the desired parameters, but it appears that : (i) the overlap between
any pair of data set sources is imperfect, (ii) the labeling between the Rice data set and IPA2 is
not consistent, and (iii) the TSPA-93 and IPA2 stratigraphies do not perfectly correspond . The
TSPA-93 stratigraphy includes a Topopah Spring vitrophyre layer and a Tram welded unit both
missing in IPA2, while I assume that the Upper Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 is missing
from TSPA-93 and the Middle Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 corresponds to the Bullfrog
nonwelded unit .

A set of outcrop-sample information (Flint et al ., 1996) postdating the previous analyses
augments the data available . The samples provide a detailed picture of microlayering through the
Topopah Springs unit, several samples of the Calico Hills zeolitized unit, two samples of the Prow
Pass unit, and no samples from deeper units . The 10 Flint et al . (1996) Calico Hills zeolitized
samples have a mean of 7.9 x 10-11 m/s as opposed to the mean of 1 .93 x 10-1° m/s for the 51
samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; the means are essentially identical . The 18 Flint
et al . (1996) Topopah Springs samples have a mean of 1.2 x 10-i° m/s as opposed to the mean
of 2.37x10-i° m/s for the 66 samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; again the means are
essentially identical . However, the outcrop information suggests that there may be stratigraphic
variation, with two orders of magnitude change across microlayers, that is not accommodated in
the lumped sampling.

Both TSPA-93 and IPA2 recognize that there are scale effects involved in going from core
samples to field samples, which will tend to reduce the overall variance . The IPA2 approach to
accommodating the scale effects appears to take 100 realizations of a 1D column with point locations
spread 10 m apart (to represent uncorrelated values) and use a harmonic mean for each set of KBae

values . The TSPA-93 approach creates a scaled coefficient of variation based on the unit thickness
and correlation length .

It appears to me that scaling parameters independently is dangerous, since in fact the
parameters are correlated . Instead, a more satisfying approach would be to generate a set of 3D
random fields of parameters and numerically perform flow simulations to build up the response
from which the parameters can be estimated . The steady-state ODE approach Gordon and I have
been investigating may be applicable here. However, this approach would take several weeks to get
working. An intermediate approach would be to do this in 1D, which would be considerably faster
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to generate . The quick-and-dirty scheme is to reprise the IPA2 approach or TSPA-93 approach .

10/3/96 Estimated PDFs for matrix and fracture properties .

Several tasks were undergone to estimate PDFs for material properties (i .e ., matrix and fracture

permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten Q.

The set of data sources were reviewed . TSPA-93 and Schenker et al . (1995) sources and

tables are identical aside from a corrected bulk density table in Schenker et al . (1995) . The

IPA2, TSPA-93, and CNWRA Earthvision data sources are partly disjunct, with none of the

3 data sets being a subset of any other. The TSPA-93 data set is significantly larger than the

others ; the Earthvision data only consist of matrix KBQt and porosity.

Problems are noticable with the lower matrix data, particularly the Bullfrog unit . The unit is

purportedly welded, and the TSPA-93 set has plausible properties while the IPA2 set appears

to have nonwelded and welded units flipped. However, the original data source (used by both

TSPA-93 and IPA2) is consistent with IPA2 usage. Note that the Upper and Middle Crater

Flat units are not found in TSPA-93, although the IPA2 Middle Crater Flat may correspond

to the TSPA-93 Bullfrog nonwelded. I assume that the TSPA-93 data is more representative

and that the two Crater Flat properties are the same. Further, I use the IPA2 thicknesses for

the Prow Pass, Upper and Middle Crater Flat, and Bullfrog units .

~ Fracture properties are of course problematic. I don't believe that fracture properties strongly

affect flow in the UZ but may in the SZ. The IPA2 properties are as good as any, since the

TSPA-93 properties are calculated not measured . It might be worthwhile to examine the data

that the TSPA-93 analysis was based on, since only one borehole is the same and different

methods were used to derive distributions . If the intent of the PA runs is to identify key

parameters, then the TSPA-93 distributions may be better than the IPA2 distributions, since

the IPA2 distributions have lots of constant values .

~ I decided that using the TSPA-93 data set with the IPA2 scaling approach was adequate for

providing averaged UZ matrix estimates. The IPA2 approach is equivalent to creating many

columns, getting the average for the column, and subsequently averaging the column aver-

ages . For permeability, the columns used harmonic means (series solution) with arithmetic

averaging of the column means (parallel solution) . For porosity, arithmetic and arithmetic

means were used directly for matrix and on the logs for fracture . For van Genuchten ~3,
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arithmetic and arithmetic means were used on the log of ~3 . I used 104 columns to accumulate
statistics .

~ In the averaging, a vertical correlation length is required . Rautman and Flint (1992) address
this for the TCw, PTn, and TSw units. For all three units considered simultaneously, a cor-
relation length of 30 m was found appropriate ; considering the layers independently yielded
a scatter of correlation lengths. I used 30 m; IPA2 used 10 m. The larger correlation yields
more uncertainty (a wider range of values). For the Prow Pass unit, the correlation length
is greater than the thickness so the sample statistics were used . I used the thicknesses con-
sidered in IPA2 for units lower than CHnz unit . The TSPA-93 approach did not scale the
fracture properties, implying that the properties were considered formational properties, so
that scaling was not performed here either .

All calculations were clone with Matlab, in ~HOME2~IPA~TSPA95~Data . Matrix calcu-
lations were done using do_layer~ets.m, which calls codell_ave.m. Fracture calculations were
done using do_frac~ets.m. The calculated matrix and fracture properties are shown in Tables 4-2
through 4-7. Kaat is in m/s; porosity and van Genuchten ~ are dimensionless . The plus and minus
3 standard deviation values are given for the minimum, mean, and maximum layer thicknesses .
Probably the mean thickness should be used (note that van Genuchten ,0 must be greater than 1) .
Where other information is unavailable on layer thicknesses, the IPA2 thicknesses are used. KBne
and ~3 should be lognormal, porosity normal or lognormal .

10/9/96 Estimated PDFs for infiltration .

Infiltration estimates are used in the TPA code to drive releases from the waste packages . New
sets of IPA simulations are being generated to provide best-estimate CDFs with as much new
information incorporated as possible . I was tasked by R. Manteufel to provide a PDF for infiltration
as well as the material properties generated previously.

Yesterday I digitized the outline of 6 columns approximately equivalent to the 83 MTU/acre
(high heat load) repository presented in TSPA-95, in order to estimate the infiltration over each
column. The column numbering is based on Figure 3 .8-3 in TSPA-95, starting in the north and
numbering faster from west to east . Somewhat surprisingly, the 6 columns had quite similar
estimates for spatially averaged q;,nfig , as shown in Table 4-8, which is derived from the base-case
AAI map. I expect that other maps would have similar variability patterns, although the mean
may shift around somewhat . The three easterly blocks (2, 4, 6) have roughly 90 percent as much
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Table 4-2: Estimated matrix K$Qt values (m2 ) .

Table 4-3: Estimated matrix porosity values .
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Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.0685 2.62e-20 3.66e-18 5 .l1e-16

TSw mean 0.0527 2.69e-20 1.40e-18 7.29e-17

TSw max 0.0454 2.89e-20 9.25e-19 2.96e-17
CHn min 0.095 8.30e-19 2.39e-16 6.89e-14

CHn mean 0.0807 7.20e-19 1.OSe-16 1 .61e-14

CHn max 0.0803 7.44e-19 1 .08e-16 1 .58e-14

CHz min 0.0591 1.27e-20 1 .12e-18 9.83e-17

CHz mean 0.0549 1 .32e-20 8 .76e-19 5.82e-17

CHz max 0.0482 1 .48e-20 6 .20e-19 2.59e-17

PPw IPA2 0.0825 1 .00e-18 1 .52e-16 2.30e-14

UCF IPA2 0.0467 1 .75e-17 2.77e-16 4.37e-15
BFw IPA2 0.0356 1 .75e-18 1 .92e-17 2.11e-16

MCF IPA2 0.0469 1 .73e-17 2.77e-16 4 .43e-15

Layer I Thick I CV I Low I Mean I High
TSw min 0.291 0.0175 0.139 0.261
TSw mean 0.206 0.053 0.139 0.225
TSw max 0.169 0.0688 0.139 0.21

CHn min 0.19 0.142 0.33 0.517

CHn mean 0.158 0.175 0.331 0.488

CHn max 0.155 0.177 0.331 0.485

CHz min 0.104 0.21 0.306 0.402
CHz mean 0.0946 0.219 0.305 0.392
CHz max 0.0795 0.233 0.306 0.379
PPw IPA2 0.168 0.145 0.292 0.439

UCF IPA2 0 .137 0.153 0.261 0.368

BFw IPA2 0.179 0.0763 0.165 0.254
MCF IPA2 0.136 0.154 0.261 0.367
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Tab ues.

Table 4-5 : Estimated fracture Ksat values (m2 ) translated from TSPA-93.

infiltration as do the three westerly blocks (1, 3, 5) . One pass of data smoothing, in which the
value of each cell is replaced by the average of the four neighboring east, west, north, and south
cells, significantly smooths the variability in the logio parameters, thereby shifting the mean of the
loglo values, but does not significantly change the arithmetic mean values . Data smoothing crudely
represents redistribution underground.

The variability patterns for qin~! are probably not unreasonable . However, the absolute
magnitude of areal-average qtn~~ is not yet pinned down. At the ACNW meeting on September
26 and 27, 1996, G. Bodvarsson went through the data sources and numbers that the DOE is
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Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0 .369 1.26e-10 1.62e-09 2.07e-08
CHn 0.398 7.67e-11 1.20e-09 1 .87e-08
CHz 0.31 6.O1e-11 5.l1e-10 4.35e-09
PPw 0.438 5.43e-11 1 .12e-09 2 .30e-08
UCF 0.219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10
BFw 0.331 4.42e-11 4 .35e-10 4 .28e-09
MCF 0.219 3 .40e-11 1 .54e-10 7 .O1e-10

le 4-4: katimated matrix van Genuchten Q val
Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.346 0 .979 1 .78 3.23
TSw mean 0.245 1.16 1 .78 2.71
TSw max 0.202 1 .25 1 .78 2.52
CHn min 0.386 0.855 2.70 8.54
CHn mean 0.317 1 .05 2.72 7.05
CHn max 0.316 1.05 2.72 7.01
CHz min 0.255 1.14 1 .74 2.65
CHz mean 0.227 1.19 1 .74 2.53
CHz max 0 .191 1.27 1 .74 2.39
PPw IPA2 0.223 1.92 7.12 26.5
UCF IPA2 0.346 0.979 1 .78 3.25
BFw IPA2 0.155 1 .8? 3 .21 5.53
MC;F IPA2 0.346 0.978 1.78 3.23
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Table 4-6: Estimated fracture porosity values translated from TSPA-93 .

Table 4-7: Estimated fracture van Genuchten ~ values .

Table 4-8: Estimated areal-average infiltration values .
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Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.19 0.000270 0.001000 0 .00372
CHn 0.169 0.000114 0.000365 0.00117
CHz 0.151 6.64e-05 0.000188 0.000535
PPw 0.136 4.95e-05 0.000127 0.000324
UCF 0.105 2.30e-05 4.75e-05 9 .82e-05
BFw 0.183 0.000147 0.000520 0.00184
MCF 0.105 2.30e-05 4.75e-05 9 .82e-05

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12 .3
CHn 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12 .3
CHz 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12.3
PPw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
UCF 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
BFw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
MCF 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4

Raw Pixels Smoothed Pixels

Qinfil 10g10(ginfil) Qlog lo (ginfil) Qinfil 1~g10(ginfil) Qloglo (Qinfil)
Region Number (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr)

1 488 20.22 1 .047 0.968 20.37 1 .280 0.175

2 452 18.91 1 .064 0.897 18.91 1 .249 0 .173

3 795 21 .58 0.851 1 .494 21 .57 1 .231 0 .528

4 729 18 .09 1 .040 0.906 18.03 1 .223 0 .190

5 888 20 .76 0.790 1 .467 20.77 1 .181 0 .581

6 745 19 .56 1.038 0.962 19.53 1.262 0.178

All 4097 19 .96 0.952 1.194 19.96 1 .232 0.384
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using, with the lowest numbers coming from saturation and moisture data in boreholes (slightly
under 1 mm/yr) . Other information includes fracture coatings and perched water data (perhaps 2
mm/yr), environmental isotopes (1 to more than 10 mm/yr), temperature data (5 to 10 mm/yr),
and infiltration estimates (not defined well, but suggested to be 5 or 7 mm/yr) . None of the
estimates was well defined . My infiltration estimates are somewhat higher, as shown in Table 4-8 .
The more direct estimates tend to yield higher estimates than the indirect estimates .

Using 7 numbers as a basis for estimation (1, 2, 2, 4.5, 6, 7.5, and 20 mm/yr for boreholes,
fracture coatings, perched water, isotopes, Flint infiltration estimates, temperature estimates, and
Stothoff' infiltration estimates, respectively), the mean and standard deviation are 6.1 and 6.5
mm/yr, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the loglo values are 0.60 and 0.44,
respectively (yielding the power of the mean being 4 mm/yr) . Based on this set of information,
my feeling is that an expected qin~~ might be lognormally distributed . Simply using the mean and
standard deviation of the logs ,yields the 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1.45 to 11 and 0.19
to 84 mm/yr, respectively. Similarly, using just the DOE numbers yields 3.05 mm/yr and 0 .34 for
median and standard deviation of the logs, with 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1.39 to 6.67
and 0 .29 to 31 .9 mm/yr, respectively .

10/21/96 Return to drift-scale audit review.

I have been doing some more thinking about the detailed audit review of the drift-scale modeling,
in conjunction with Rex and Bob Baca . The current plan is to feed various waste-package flux
distributions into either SOTEC or EBSPAC to get out the full distribution of the radionuclide
mass outside the waste package as a function of time . SOTEC is the source module for IPA2, and
according to Sitakanta would require some modification to get it to work for my purposes . EBSPAC
is to be the source module for IPA3, is much more suitable for my purposes, but Sitakanta wants
to continue testing the code before it is used . One or the other code will be available to me starting
l~iday, depending on the status of the EBSPAC testing .

Preliminary results from two EBSPAC simulations were given to me by Sitakanta. The two
cases correspond to 0.03 and 30 mm/yr fluxes onto the WP area . Some of the radionuclides (r2sI,

99Tc, 14C, and 94Nb) are almost completely released with 0.03 mm/yr WP fluxes . The remaining
radionuclides appear to be solubility limited, and when fluxes go up 3 orders of magnitude either are
almost completely released or increase releases by about 3 orders of magnitude, whichever is smaller .
The radionuclides with significantly less release than inventory at the higher flux rate include 79 Se,
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asoTh~ 234U~ zssU~ 2ssU~ asspu~ 24opu~ 242pu~ and 24sAm . The remaining 12 radionuclides have

at least 90 percent released for the higher flux rate . Thus, there should be three categories of

release: (i) insensitive to dripping flux due to complete release (4 nuclides), (ii) variably sensitive

to dripping flux (8 nuclides), and (iii) linearly sensitive to dripping flux (9 nuclides) . Some of the

variably sensitive radionuclides are apparently daughter products .

The previous work I did for the review concentrated on the issue of the appropriateness of

the drift-scale flux approximations . As discussed in September entries, the ECM model was used

by DOE to partition flux between matrix and fractures, with the matrix required to saturate before

any fracture flow occurs . I looked at the assumptions for matrix and gne,+c distributions used by

DOE, and used my AAI distributions for another gperc distribution . Since then, two more items

occur to me to examine: (i) the satiation parameter used in the TSPA-95 column model, and (ii)

the use of dual-permeability (DK) models for percolation. The satiation parameter is only a slight

modification to the ECM model, so it is easy to incorporate in the analysis . The use of DK models

starts to address the relative weighting between fracture and matrix flow .

The use of a DK model should have several characteristics :

" A tight coupling between matrix and fracture in the PTn,

" Various matrix-fracture interaction strengths in welded units,

" Variable depths of repository below PTn, and

" Reasonable correlation lengths for matrix properties .

I expect that the correlation structure of the PTn could provide a strong impact on matrix/fracture

fluxes at the top of the TSw unit . When the TSw linkage is weak, the PTn influence will propagate

far into the TSw due to the high vertical correlation for matrix properties (Rautman and Flint

(1992) suggest that a variogram for the TSw porosity has 7 = 5 -I- 20Sph(61), with lengths in

meters) . For comparison, the horizontal variogram for porosity is on the order of 100 to 200 m for

most units, with the zeolitic tuffs of the Calico Hills unit on the order of 900 m (Rautman and

Flint, 1992) .

My (unverified) instinct is that DK models should never have more matrix flow than ECM

models, thus should have at least as much fracture flow . The DK model could then be used

to predict the satiation parameter in the ECM model at the drift level . PTn properties will

partly determine the pressure at the PTn/TSw interface, which will in turn partly determine the
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partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw. The TSw properties at the interface
and repository should be essentially independent when the repository is more than 60 m below the
interface . Assuming that the PTn and the TSw properties are independent, which I believe is a
quite reasonable assumption, the partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw
is only partly correlated to the TSw properties at the interface and are not correlated to TSw
properties at the repository.

eter :
Thought experiments on the impact of using DK models to determine the satiation param-

With weak coupling between matrix and fracture in the TSw, the satiation parameter is a
function of the PTn properties, the matrix/fracture interaction in the TSw, and the TSw
properties through the column .

" As the matrix/fracture coupling increases, the PTn influence decreases and the TSw influence
increases . In the limit, the ECM is recovered (satiation approaches 1) .

" As the matrix/fracture coupling decreases, the PTn influence increases and the TSw influence
decreases. In the limit, the fracture flow is completely determined at the interface, although
the partitioning depends on the entire column . Satiation is almost independent of TSw
properties at the repository.

10/28/96 Documenting detailed review.

I had observed on 9/9/96 that there appeared to be a discrepancy or reanalysis of the TSw matrix
saturated conductivity between Schenker et al . (1995) (i .e ., Table 3-9a) and TSPA-95 (i.e ., Table
2.4-3) . Upon re-examination, the value of E[Kaat] reported in Table 2 .4-3 of TSPA-95 is the
geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean, and with this understanding the two documents
are consistent .

1030/96 Documenting detailed review.

Two efforts are proceeding simultaneously for my analysis of drift-scale flow and release : (i) the
interaction between matrix and fracture as it impacts the drift scale, and (ii) the release of ra-
dionuclides as a function of dripping flux . The writeup for both analyses will be included as one
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entry.

Analysis for the first effort is reaching completion . I found that when changing the standard
deviation for gperc, it makes a large difference whether comparison of the PL1F for gperc and matrix
permeability is performed with the same expected value or the same expected value for the log. In
the first (more logical) case, I get very similar behavior for the TSPA-95 approach and parameters
as I do for the same approach while using my moving-averaged AAI map for gperc . Increasing the
standard deviation lowers the mean of the log distribution so that fdrip decreases drastically . In
the second case, the big shift is in expected dripping flux .

One final assumption that I should examine is that the drift forms ;~, barrier to flow when
the matrix is saturated. The capillary barrier should only form when the matrix is unsaturated.

10/30/96 Documenting detailed review.

I coded up a quick-look check of various conceptual models, including the seeps-when-saturated
version of TSPA-95 and a very simple attempt to get a handle on the impact of DK models. The
seeps-when-saturated version of TSPA-95 does not change fdrip in the sligl;.test, but does slightly
increase E[gdrip] . When E[K,n] is two orders of magnitude greater than E[qpe~], the increase in

E[gdrip] is less than a factor of two and is negligible when E[gperc] is two orders of magnitude greater
than E[K�,] .

The simple DK approach hypothesizes two independent regions with identical matrix-
property distributions. The dripping flux is a weighted sum of the fracture fluxes ; the model
might also take into account seepage. The primary impact of the model is to increase fdrip signif
icantly but decrease E[gdrip] slightly (no more than a factor of 2) . It is easy to incorporate more
than two regions, which would presumably move things in the consistent direction but have less of
an overall impact .

1/3/97 Documenting detailed review.

This entry serves as partial documentation for the activities performed to date for the detailed
review of TSPA-95 drift-scale assumptions. EPSPAC simulations were conducted using EBSPAC
Release 1.03, with the executable code stored in $HOME,2/IPA/EPBSPA('/Releasel .Obeta . EB-
SPAC simulations took place in $HOME2~IPA~EPBSPAC~TSPA95Drift . input files are exactly
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the same as the example input files in the EBSPAC Release 1 .0/~ document:ation (Mohanty et al .,
1996), except that the input flux is varied . EBSPAC simulations were rurc from a Matlab driver
called runRRset .m, which created output files for a set of 21 flow rates from 10-3 to 103 mm/yr
averaged over the area of a WP (10.25 m2). The output file names have the flow rate, in mm/yr,
appended as an identifier (e.g ., summary.out .le-03 represents the summary file for the 10-3

mm/yr simulation) .

The reference problem is identical to that documented in Chapter 5 of the EBSPAC technical
description (Mohanty et al ., 1996), except it is assumed that failure occurs immediately upon
emplacement and various fluxes are considered to obtain radionuclide releases as a function of
gdriP . The example represents an interior WP undergoing a thermal loading of 80 MTU/acre .
For the purposes of the example, it is assumed that gdriP enters through a breach in the failed
waste package, pools inside, and exits through a lower breach . The waste is assumed to slowly
break apart, with the pieces falling into the pooled water and dissolving . It is assumed that no
percolation fluxes occur until the drift-wall temperature drops below 100 °C, at which time gpe,~c

is immediately re-established at the WP and the interior of the WP begins to be filled . For the
example problem, the temperature drops below 100 °C at approximately 3180 yr . Accordingly,
although immediate WP failure is specified, the example problem is valid for all WPs failing before
3180 yr after emplacement .

Post-processing on the set ofEBSPAC simulations was performed using make_ebsnef_mat.m
and make_treleasel~nat.m as driver routines . Each post-processing routine formatted a set of
output files into one Matlab binary file, ebsnef_out.mat and treleasel_out.mat, respectively,
which represent release rates and cumulative release. These binary files are used in all calculations
translating fluxes into cumulative radionuclide release.

In ebsnef_out.mat, radionuclide release rates are stored for each 21 radionuclides, for each
of 21 dripping fluxes, at each 100-yr time instant for 10 ky.

In treleasel_out.mat, cumulative radionuclide releases are stored for each 21 radionuclides,
for each of 21 values of gdriP, at 195 time instants over 10 ky .

A series of plots were generated to examine the release rates, both as a function of time and
as a function of gdMP . Creation of the plots was driven using show_ebspacsesult.m. Release
rates as a function of dripping flux, at 4, 6, 8, and 10 ky, for all 21 radionuclides, are shown in
Figure 4-9. In Figure 4-10, radionuclide release rates as a function of time are shown for various
values of qd~P.
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Figure 4-9 : 1/3/97 . Release rates for 21 radionuclides for EBSPAC nominal base case, as a function

of dripping flux, at (a) 4 ky, (b) 6 ky, (c) 8 ky, and (d) 10 ky.

There is no release from the WP if gd, .tp is 1 mm/yr. For some of the radionuclides, release

rates drop sharply at 7 ky. The waste completes breakup at 7 ky, at which time all of the waste

has fallen into the pool of water at the bottom of the WP. Until this time, there is a continuous

source of fresh waste.

Two of the 21 radionuclides, zs7Np and 99Tc, were selected as being representative of the

release behavior of relatively long-lived radionuclides, having solubilities of 2.4 x 10-a and 1, respec-

tively. The expected release of the two radionuclides are presented in Figure 4-11 as a function of

time for various values of E[gd, .tP ] . The TSPA-95 calculational procedure was followed to generate

the 133,000 realizations for Kr�, and qPe~ used to construct Figure 4-11, using the same statistical

values for K.�,, and gPer~, and using the same funnel factor of 4 . However, cumulative radionuclide
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release was directly calculated for each realization, rather than calculating release using E[gper~] .

Radionuclide release is proportional to CB gd, . ;p , where C9 is the solubility of the radionuclide,

until the radionuclide is completely released from the WP. Based on Figure 4-11, 237Np has a small

enough value of CS that expected radionuclide release is proportional to C9E[gperc], at least for

the lower part of the range of E[gpero], while 99Tc has a large enough value of C8 that expected

radionuclide release is relatively insensitive to E[qpe,.~], especially for the higher part of the E[qpe,~]

range. In both cases, releases are delayed for the lowest fluxes . As E[gper~] increases, more WPs

are contacted by a sufficiently large gdrip that all of the radionuclide is released . Interestingly, using

ELgperc] to calculate releases of 237Np results in an overprediction of release for high E[qpe,~], as the

significant fraction of WPs releasing all of the radionuclide is not accounted for; this overprediction

also depends on the inventory of the radionuclide relative to the radionuclide solubility.

The TSPA-95 calculation of releases from the WP uses the expected value of gdrip for all

WPs, E(gdrip], to calculate an expected per-WP release. The expected per-WP release is then

multiplied by the fraction of WPs that are contacted by drips. The TSPA-95 calculation should

instead use the expected value of gdrip given that gdrip > 0, E[gdrip~qdrip > 0], as WPs do not

experience dripping when gdrip = 0 . As E[gdrip] < E[gdrip lgd,~p > 0] whenever fdrip < 1, smaller

releases will be predicted .

Two measures of computational accuracy are defined,

Ya = logio {Qr~E[gdriplgdrip > 0])~E[Qr]}

	

(4-23)

where Qr is the cumulative release of the radionuclide . The impact of the two approaches to calcu-

lating releases is shown in Figure 4-12a and b, which show contour plots of Yl and Y2, respectively,

as a function of the ratio of E[gpe,~c] to E[K�,,] and of time . The same simulations used in Figure 4-11

are used in Figure 4-12 . The relatively low-solubility radionuclide, 237Np, is shown in Figure 4-12 .

The relatively high-solubility radionuclide, 99Tc, is not shown as releases are relatively less sensitive

to the calculational approach .

As can be seen from Figure 4-12a, when E[qd,~p] is less than E[K�L] release rates are un-

derpredicted . For comparison, the lowest and highest values of E[qpe~] considered in TSPA-95

are 0.01 and 2 mm/yr, respectively ; these values correspond to a range of E[gperc]lE[K�t]of 0.002

to 0.4, respectively . For low fluxes and early times, releases can be underpredicted by an order

of magnitude or greater . On the other hand, Figure 4-12b suggests that the correct formulation

will slightly overpredict releases, and comparing the figures suggests that the two approaches yield
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Figure 4-11 : 1/3/97 . Ratio of expected radionuclide release using the TSPA-95 procedure to the
expected radionuclide release using direct calculation for (a) 2s7Np and (b) 99 Tc .
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Contour plot of zs7Np cumulative-release error, a;~ a function of relative

percolation flux and time since closure, for (a) the TSPA-95 approach (Yl ;l, and (b) the corrected

approach (Y2) .
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equivalent releases for higher fluxes . Similar comparisons, not shown here, suggest that the calcu-
lational approach used in TSPA-95 decreases in conservativeness as the fimnel factor decreases and
as the standard deviation of gperc increases .

For the simulations presented in TSPA-95, releases of all but the most soluble radionuclides
are underpredicted by roughly a factor of two in the high-flux range acid are underpredicted by
roughly an order of magnitude in the low-flux range . Releases of the most; soluble radionuclides are
underpredicted by roughly and order of magnitude in the low-flux range but are slightly overpre-
dicted in the high-flux range .

The dripping-flux model presented in TSPA-95 oversimplifies the behavior of moisture move-
ment at the drift scale, with several features that are unsupported, questionable, or clearly non-
conservative . For example, there is no justification presented in TSPA-95 for either the probability
distribution for gperc or the value picked for the standard deviation of flux . Presumably it can be ar-
gued that gpe~c is somewhat controlled by K�L, through lateral redistribution, and therefore should
have a similar probability distribution ; however, the gper~ distribution might instead be dominated
by the spatial distribution of infiltration if there is little lateral redistribution . As another example,
the nonconservative assumption that there is no seepage into the drift from a saturated matrix is
contradicted by evidence of low-temperature calcite and opal deposits inside lithophysae cavities .
Nevertheless, the basic approach delineated in TSPA-95 provides a good framework to examine
assumptions regarding drift-scale behavior .

A number of conceptual models based on the TSPA-95 model were constructed :

" The SDEV model varies one parameter in the TSPA-95 model, the standard deviation of
qpe,~, varying the parameter up and down by a factor of 2 from the TSPA-95 value while
holding E[gperc] constant [2 abstractions] .

" The CORR model is the same as the TSPA-95 model, but allowing K,r,, to be correlated to
gperc . As higher gperc would presumably be associated with higher K�L for matrix-dominated
cases and higher KGulk for fracture-dominated situations, and assuming Kbuik is negatively
correlated with K�,, (higher fracture density in more densely-welded units), it is plausible to
assume that gperc is positively correlated to K,n when gpe,.c < K,n and negatively correlated
when gperc > K,n .

" The AAI model replaces the distribution for gpe,.c with estimates for surface annual-average
infiltration on 30 m x 30 m pixels, both with the raw estimate and a smoothed version
qualitatively accounting for some degree of lateral redistribution from high flux to low flux [2
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abstractions] .

The SITE model crudely accounts for fracture flow initiated above th~~ repository, using the

TSPA-95 approach for 2 or 3 sites . For each realization, if qpe,~ > K;~ at the repository (1

site), the TSPA-95 approach is used . If qpe,~ G K,n , half of the fracture flux calculated for the

site above the drift (site 2) is passed on as fracture flux to the drift acid becomes gdrip . The

same process is followed if there is a third site . Thus, there are multiple chances to initiate

fracture flow in the SITE model [2 abstractions] .

~ The SEEP model is identical to the TSPA-95 model except that it is assumed that when

the matrix is saturated, all matrix water enters the drift (qd~p = gpen : when qpe,~ > Kr�,) [3

abstractions] .

~ The WEEP model represents an attempt to account for scale effects in fracture flow, and is

somewhat similar to the weeps model used in T5PA-93 (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994).

In the WEEP model, all qd,~p for each set of 10, 100, or 1330 realiz~~,tions is summed and

assigned to one realization of each set, with the remaining realizations assigned zero fracture

flow [3 abstractions] .

~ The SWEEP model is a combination of the SEEP and WEEP models, so that the matrix flow

is assumed to seep into the drift for each realization that has qpe~ > K,�,, but the fracture

flow is treated as with the WEEP model [3 abstractions] .

In order to examine the impacts of the assumptions regarding qpe~ on the predicted qd,~p

distributions, given the TSPA-95 probability density function for K�,, dirnensionless curves are

presented in Figure 4-13 to examine the probability of not exceeding parricular values of gdrip .

Each data point for a curve compares the corresponding value for gperc against the cumulative

probability that K,n is less than that value. Each gdrip curve is normalized by E[KBQtinte]~ where

Ksatiate represents the satiated hydraulic conductivity as discussed in Section 7.2 of TSPA-95 .

Normalizing the curves allows one to examine the impact of a different mean KBQttate, assum-

ing that the standard deviation of loglo(KBattQte), or vy[where Y = log~o(KeQttnte)]~ does not

change . Note that Q = logio(gpe~) in the figure . The figures were created by show_CDF~et.m

in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift.

Two pieces of information are extracted in the TSPA-95 report : (i) the fraction of packages

with dripping (fdrip), and (ii) the expected value of dripping flux (E(garip] ) . In Figure 4-13, the

intersection of a curve with the left axis is the probability that a package is dry; subtracting this

value from 1 yields fd,.tp. The symbol on each curve denotes E[gdrYp] .
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Figure 4-13 : 1/3/97 . Cumulative probability of not exceeding gdrip for various ratios of E[qne,~] to

E[Ksatiate] (Delta is the base-10 logarithm of the ratio), while varying (a) the standard deviation

of logs°(qPe,.~), and (b) the correlation between logs°(qne,~) and logl°(KBattate)~
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The set of curves labelled Delta - 0 in Figure 4-13 represent the case where E[Ksatiate] _

E[gperc] . If E[Ksatiate] = E[K,� ,,] = 5 mm/yr, the middle set of 3 curves represents E[gperc] = 5

mm/yr. The Delta = 1 set of curves might represent E[Ksatiate] = E(Km] = 5 mm/yr and

E[gperc] = 50 mm/yr, or it might represent E[Ksatiate] = 0 .5 mm/yr (i.e ., the matrix saturation

is low enough that relative permeability is 0.1) with E[gperc] = 5 mm/yr. Changing from the

Delta - 0 set to the Delta - 1 set increases the E[gperc] to E[Ksatiate] ratio by about an order of

magnitude. Therefore, changing E[gperc] while holding E[Ksatiate] constant yields almost a one-to-

one change in E[gdrip] ; however, changing E[Ksatiate] while holding E[gperc] constant has minimal

impact on E[gdrip] . The impact on fdrip is the same whether changing E[gperc] or E[Ksatiate] changes

which curve set is considered .

Five sets of three curves are plotted in Figure 4-13a. Each of the five sets represents different

ratios for E[gperc] to E[Ksatiate], ranging from E[gperc]/E[Ksatiate] = 0.01 to E[gperc]/E[Ksatiate] _

100 (i .e ., E[gperc] = 0 .05 to 500 mm/yr when E[Ksattate] = 5 mm/yr or E[gperc] = 0.005 to 50

mm/yr when E[Ksatiate] = 0.5 mm/yr) . Each of the three curves in a set represents different

assumptions for the ratio of vQ to vy, where QQ is the standard deviation of logip(gpe,~) and Qy is

the standard deviation of 1og10(Ksattate), and it is assumed that gpe, .e and Ksatiate are independent .

The same five sets of curves are shown in Figure 4-13b, except that gperc and Ksattate are assumed

to have a joint lognormal distribution ; the correlation between gpe,.e and Ksatiate is varied and it is

assumed that QQ = Qy.

Based on Figure 4-13a, both E[gdrip] and fdrip can be significantly impacted by the assump-

tions for QQ . Increasing aq tends to widen the probability distribution for gpe ,.e and doubling QQ
can increase E[gdrip] by more than an order of magnitude. When E[gperc] < E[Ksatiate], increas

ing vQ increases fdrip, more significantly for smaller values of E[gperc] . On the other hand, when

E[gperc] > F-'[Ksatiate], increasing QQ decreases fdrip .

The assumptions for correlation between gpe �e and Ksatiate have a minimal impact on

E[gdrip], as can be seen in Figure 4-13b. Correlation does have an impact on fdrip, however.

When E[gperc] is less than E[Ksatiate]~ positive correlation decreases fdrip, and when E[gperc] is

greater than E[Ksatiate], negative correlation decreases fdrip . Insofar as intuition suggests that

there is likely to be positive correlation when E[gperc] < E[Ksatiate] and negative correlation when

~' [gperc] > E[Ksatiate], the assumption of independent distributions for gdrip and Ksattate yields

larger fdrip and is thus conservative .

The basis for the assumption that gperc is lognormally distributed is not discussed in TSPA-

95 . One might point to a presumed impact of Ksatiate on redistribution of gperc, and the observed
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lognormality of Ksntiate, for this assumption. An approach for estimating gper~ variability that has
not been explored propagates plausible patterns of qin~~ to the repository level, with perhaps some
modification to account for local redistribution, to provide an estimate of the qpe~ distribution .
Estimated ginfi~ distributions have been developed by the NRC, based on mapped surface-property
distributions (e.g ., soil cover, slope, solar aspect) and shallow-infiltration simulations, to estimate
gin~i independently for each 30 m by 30 m pixel of a digital elevation model (e.g ., Stothoff and
Bagtzoglou, 1996 ; Bagtzoglou et al ., 1996) . When flow is predominantly vertical, it is reasonable
to assume that the spatial distribution of ginfi~ propagates down to the repository level with the
spatial pattern essentially unchanged, perhaps with some redistribution from areas of high gin~l to
areas of low ginfii .

Selecting a plausible qin~! distribution, which is generally typified by highest infiltration
where soil cover is least, a 3 km EW by 4 km NS block centered on the repository was used to
provide estimated q;nfil for 13300 pixels . The estimated ginfi~ distribution was used directly for one
estimate of the qpe~ distribution . In order to estimate the impacts of subsurface redistribution
from high-flux areas to low-flux areas, additional qpe~ distributions were created by smoothing
the ginfi~ distribution for each pixel by using the average of the 9 pixels centered on the pixel.
Two distributions were created, by performing the smoothing once and twice, respectively. Fi-
nally, assuming that the ginfii magnitudes are questionable but that relative magnitudes may be
better determined, the estimated qpe,~ values were normalized by multiples of E[Ksatiate], providing
analogs for the sets of curves in Figure 4-13 . The plot and associated calculations are driven from
show_YMaai_CDF.m in ~HOME,2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift.

The cases presented in Figure 4-14 are quite comparable to those in Figure 4-13b, as the
ratio of QQ to QY is 1.9 for the unsmoothed case and 0 .34 for the doubly smoothed case . As with
the TSPA-95 distribution for qpe~, E[gd,Yp] decreases as E[qpe,~] decreases for the gin~1 distribution
for qpe*~ . Smoothing does not have a large impact on E[gdrip] and only a relatively small impact on
fdMp . However, E[qpe,~] is one to two orders of magnitude greater than the TSPA-95 predictions
for all values of ginfi~ considered, and fdrip is also significantly greater except for the highest values
Of ginfi l

Using test_drip_model.m in $HOME,2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift, the SITE and SEEP cases
are shown in Figure 4-15 . For each curve, 104 realizations are employed, and a range of qpe~

standard deviations are examined . For a given E[gpe ,.c ], as ~Q increases the median value of gpero

decreases; therefore, as aQ increases, only the high tail ofthe gpeT~ distribution results in arealization
having positive gd, .ip . Essentially no realizations yield positive gd,.ip with v~ only a few times larger
than QY.
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Figure 4-14 : 1/3/97 . Cumulative probability of not exceeding qd~p for various ratios of E[gperc]

to E[Ksaetaie], scaling a surface-based AAI map to provide a qpe,~ distribui;ion, while varying the
nine-way smoothing of qpe~ .

Sixteen abstractions of dripping-flux generation were created from the six conceptual models

and the TSPA-95 model by varying parameters within the conceptual model. The impact of various

gdrip model assumptions are examined by generating 13,300 realizations for K�,,, gperc, and any

other quantities required for an abstraction. For each realization, gdMp is calculated using each

abstraction model; fdrip and E[gperc] are directly calculated from the set of realizations using the

TSPA-95 process . The abstractions were each subjected to a range of E[gpere] and funnel factor to

examine the sensitivity to these parameters . A funnel factor larger than 1 corresponds to a focusing

of flow towards the drift, while a funnel factor less than 1 corresponds to a diversion of flow away

from the drift .
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The base-10 logarithm of the expected cumulative release of 99 Tc and zs7Np after 10 ky

is contoured in Figure 4-16a and b, respectively, for all abstractions except for the WEEP and

SWEEP models . In Figure 4-16c and d, corresponding WEEP and SWEEP model predictions are
contoured, where cases with 10, 100, and 1330 realizations summed into one liacture flow realization
in a WEEP or SWEEP set are denoted using dashed, dash-dot, and dotted lines, respectively, and
the WEEP predictions are shown in gray. As a reference in each plot, the model predictions
obtained using TSPA-95 assumptions are shown as a heavy line . For any particular contour level,
abstractions resulting in contours to the left of the TSPA-95 model are more conservative . In
general, the SITE and SEEP models are slightly more conservative thaxi the TSPA-95 model .
At low values of E[gpero], the AAI model is also more conservative than the TSPA-95 model, as
is the SDEV model as the qpe~ standard deviation decreases. However, the predictions of the
various abstractions in Figure 4-16a and b are qualitatively quite similar. All plots were created
using show_detail_tspa.m in $HOME,2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift as a driver . Matlab files called by
show_detail_tspa.m include show_DScontours.m and do~rip_contoLir.m.

Very different predictions are obtained using the WEEP model, where each order of mag-
nitude increase in the number of drifts required to contact one dripping fracture results in an
order of magnitude decrease in the maximum cumulative radionuclide release, despite the same
value of E[gdrip] . Each WP contacted by a fracture releases essentially all of the radionuclide in
the WP, so that reducing the number of WPs that are contacted reduces the releases proportion-

ately. The SWEEP model is more conservative than the TSPA-95 model :~t low E[gperc] but the

localized fracture drips yield less-conservative predictions for high E[qpe~] . There is little or no
difference between SWEEP model predictions for cases that have fracture flow for 100 or 1330
realizations summed into one realization, suggesting that seepage in cases v-ith a saturated matrix
could strongly impact release rates even with highly localized fracture flows .

The impact of the funnel factor can easily be assessed from Figure 4-16 . The funnel factor
has a strong impact on releases of low-solubility radionuclides and high-solubility radionuclides at
low flows . On the other hand, releases are quite insensitive to the funnel factor for flow rates that
are large enough to create rate-limited releases (i .e ., high-solubility radionuclides at high E[qpe~]).
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5 . Breath code development

Account Number: 20-5708-863
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

Subdirectories of $HOME2/Unsat_1D/Breath as noted

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout.
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6. Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE 5olver

Account Number: 20-5704-193

Collaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE --~ $ODE

1/20/97 Final entry.

This project has been closed out due to reorganization . The work is being continued under the

Unsaturated and Saturated Flow in Isothermal Conditions KTI. This will bc~ the final entry for this

project in this notebook and the project will not show up in subsequent printouts .
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7 . Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5708-861

Collaborators:

	

Sitalcanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE -~ $ODE

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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8 . Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media

Account Number: As noted
Collaborators:

	

As noted
Directories : $HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this prini,out.

Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media
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9 . Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion

Account Number : 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174

Collaborators :

	

David Farrell

Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste -~ $MassWaste

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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10 . Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

Account Number : 20-7614-007

Collaborators : None

Quoted Proposal : In progress

Directories :

	

$HOME2/WFO/Environ -~ $Environ

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .

Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC
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11. Quick Looks

Account Number : As noted
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

As noted

Objective:

	

Perform quick looks at technical questions that arise in brainstorming sessions and
document the results . Each quick look should take a few hours to no more than a day.

1/20/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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Table 0-1 : Computing Equipment

Machine Name Type OS Location

sierra.cnwra.swri.edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4.1.3_U1 desk Rm A-212, Bldg. 189
sisyphus.cnwra.swri.edu Sun SPARC 20 SUNOS 4.1 .3_U1 network
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1 . Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators:

	

Amvrossios Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories:

	

$SubRegBreath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of infiltration at

Yucca Mountain. A good deal of previous work is documented in the Scientific Notebook for the

Subregional Flow and Transport Processes Research Project (subregional project) and various pub-

lications under the subregional project and the umbrella of the Iterative Performance Assessment

and Performance Assessment Research projects . The research projects were closed out due to re-

organization of the NRC and consequently CNWRA; infiltration work is largely being subsumed

under the Ambient Hydrology KTI, with some applications possible under the Thermal Effects on

Flow KTI in order to examine heating effects on infiltration . Initial efforts in the new project are

to be directed towards documenting the work already completed in journal articles . Future work

will depend very much on funding and time availability, but several avenues that may be explored

include: (i) the impact of matrix-fracture interactions ; (ii) watershed-scale modelling, with vegeta-

tion and lateral flow accounted for; (iii) geochemical tracer verification ; and (iv) "shallow" diversion

of infiltration due to the PTn layer.

1/26/96 Initial entry.

Work on infiltration under the subregional project and IPA is currently being documented in two

journal articles . The first article deals with the impacts of hydraulic properties on 1D infiltration ;

the second looks at meteorology, documents the alluvium flow model, and estimates spatial and

temporal distributions of infiltration . All simulations to date have been 1D; the first sets examined

semi-infinite alluvium columns, with later sets looking at a shallow alluvium layer over a fracture

continuum. It is quite clear that the fracture continuum will allow far more water to infiltrate than

the alluvium columns; a relatively thin alluvium coating (less than 50 cm) will shut off fracture flow

entirely, but sufficiently deep alluvium (greater than 5 m) will allow the flow to resume; hillslopes

and ridgetops are the most important infiltration areas; micrometeorology is not a great factor, nor

is the fracture description if there is enough fracture porosity ; alluvium hydraulic properties have a

significant influence, increasing with depth, but the depth of alluvium is the single most important

parameter ; detailed hourly description of meteorology is only important near precipitation events ;

and it is critical to use arithmetric averaging or upstream weighting for conductivities in the fracture

Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration
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continuum.

In the process of creating traces of infiltration rates, it became apparent that several of

the cases with very shallow alluvium covers (2 cm and 5 cm) spuriously created mass for one

or more storms . Increasing the resolution in the top layer from roughly 1 cm per element to 1

mm per element fixed the problem for the simulations that were rerun this week (temperature

and precipitation perturbations) . Unfortunately, even though the new results show excellent self-

consistency, there is significant deviation between the coarse and fine cases (roughly 50 percent less

infiltration for 2-cm cases) . A revised set were set off today for the hydraulic properties, but it

takes roughly a day per simulation so it will be several weeks before all are completed .

1/30/96 Data Analysis.

Created matlab files to analyze the lowest flux trace from a set of breath runs. The workhorse file,

stat~nfil.m, is in $HOME,2/Matlab/BreathUtil. Copies of the driver routine, eval_all~tat.m,

must be put in the result directory of interest . Filled out a table for temporal behavior of infiltration

in the paper on the spatial/temporal distribution of infiltration, aside from the 10-cm case which

must be rerun due to accidental erasure of the trace files . The table is included here as Table 1-1 .

Also tracked down many of the figures to be included and rearranged the directory structure below

$HOME2~Subreg to have better segregation of figures . New directories containing figures now are

listed as FigureXxxx, where Xxxx is one of Paper or YMEIev.

2/17/96 Error in viscosity units.

A persistent mistake was found in the specification of viscosity, dating from the earliest runs

using breath. breath uses consistent units for all variables ; however, the Matlab files used to create

inputs for breath consistently uses viscosities three orders of magnitude too large . There is no net

impact on the results when saturated conductivity is provided as data, as breath requires intrinsic

permeability rather than saturated conductivity and intrinsic permeability is obtained by scaling

hydraulic conductivity with the incorrect viscosity, which in turn is scaled back internally to breath .

Accordingly, test problems based on saturated conductivity have been correctly calculated, since

intrinsic permeability and viscosity are incorrect in compensating ways . Many other simulations are

perfectly valid . Unfortunately, all sequences of infiltration experiments performed with alluvium

and fractures have alluvium permeability specified (fracture saturated conductivity is specified), so

that the reported permeabilities are actually off by three orders of magnitude. The breath code has

Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration
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Table 1-1 : Statistical behavior of net infiltration (AAI in mm/yr) .

a temperature-dependent viscosity option, which I have not used ; this option uses viscosities that
are off by two orders of magnitude . I corrected this viscosity calculation in breath versions 1.1, 1 .2,
and 1 .3 today .

The fix is to relabel all references to permeability to a value three orders of magnitude lower.
The results are actually more comforting than the originally reported interpretations implied, since
the actual range of permeabilities is in the range of silty sands through clean sands, rather than
clean sands through gravels, and indeed are representative of the range of values reported for Yucca
Mountain as was reported by various USGS papers. In fact, if my simulations were reported using
saturated conductivities, the results would have been consistent and it is quite possible that the
persistent error would not have been found . The simulations were incorrectly presented in StothofF

Ambient Hydrology KTI - Infiltration
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Depth Multiple °C Added Wettest Year Driest Year Events
(cm) of AAP to AAT AAI AAI Events AAI Events Max Min

2 1.0 0 58.2 172.5 5 9.5 1 7 (1) 1 (1) ~
2 0.9 0 48.1 149.5 5 7.9 1 6 (2) 1 (1)
2 1 .1 0 67.0 196.5 5 11 .16 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
2 1 .0 +3 50.6 158.2 5 8.79 1 6 (2) 1 (2)
2 1 .0 -3 68.7 191.2 5 10.34 1 10 (1) 1 (1)
5 1 .0 0 31 .0 124.7 7 0.29 0 7 (1) 0 (1)
5 0.9 0 23 .7 101.2 5 > 0.01 0 7 (1) 0 (2)
5 1 .1 0 38.6 147.9 5 2 .98 1 5 (2) 1 (3)
5 1.0 +3 25.3 108.3 5 0 .59 0 5 (1) 0 (1)
5 1.0 -3 38.7 148.3 5 2.18 1 6 (1) 1 (3)
10 1 .0 0 12.5 60.1 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
10 0.9 0 8.73 42.8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (5)
10 1 .1 0 TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD TBD
10 1 .0 +3 9.68 49.9 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (4)
10 1 .0 -3 16.8 81 .8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (3)
15 1.0 0 4.61 26 .7 2 > 0.01 0 2 (2) 0 (7)
15 0.9 0 2.65 13.9 1 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1.1 0 6.26 33.3 3 > 0.01 0 3 (1) 0 (6)
15 1 .0 +3 3.18 17.3 2 > 0.01 0 2 (1) 0 (8)
15 1 .0 -3 7.74 45.8 4 > 0.01 0 4 (1) 0 (7)
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et al . (1995), Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996), Bagtzoglou et al . (1995), Stothoff et al . (1996),
and the poster used for both Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1995) and the 1995 Kearney Conference .
It may yet be possible to save the version of Stothoff and Bagtzoglou (1996) that will be widely
distributed.

3/8/96 Update figures and results.

In preparing a series of slides for a Geological Society of America conference on 3/12/96, I am taking
the opportunity to tabulate the results generated from a sequence of runs using a tight grid, as
explained in the entry of 1/26/95 . All hydraulic-property cases and the pressure and temperature
cases were rerun for the 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths . The base case scenario was rerun for the
10-cm, 15-cm, 500-cm, and 1000-cm alluvium depths, as well as the semi-infinite alluvium case .

The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 1-2. The base-case weather is de-
noted by an "m" ; perturbations in AAP and in AAT are denoted by "r" and "t", respectively.
AAP is perturbed by multiplying all precipitation values by the noted perturbation ; AAT is per
turbed by adding (t+) or subtracting (t-) the noted perturbation . The alluvium and fracture
codes both coalesce the permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten parameters into a 4-digit code .
The codes are selected to allow one integer per parameter, and are translated in Table 1-3. The
odd translation for fracture intrinsic permeability and van Genuchten scaling pressure are because
saturated hydraulic conductivity and van Genuchten a created better codes. Note that the -3
factor in the intrinsic permeability codes is the correction for the improperly specified viscosity in
earlier runs, so all runs are consistently labelled .

4/16/96 Update results and interpret. u
Over the past month, I've been running simulations with fairly extreme climatic change in order to
examine what would be expected at Yucca Mountain . So far, only 2-cm and 5-cm alluvium depths
have been run, since the deeper cases take much longer . The climatic change is accomplished by
multiplying all precipitation by a constant factor and/or adding a constant temperature. For both
2-cm and 5-cm cases, all combinations of rain and temperature have been completed with rain
multiplied by 2/3, 1, or 3/2, and -5, 0, or +5 degrees C added to the temperature. A similar
sequence is underway for rain multiplied by 1/2, 1, or 2, and -10, 0, or +10 degrees C added to the
temperature. I should probably run a 15-cm and semi-infinite sequence as well for completeness, but
these would take a long time. The results are summarized in af_cli.result in $HOMEI~RnnCliFrac
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Table 1-2: Summary of tight-grid infiltration simulation results
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Weather
Code1Perturbation

Alluvium
Depth (cm)

Alluvium
Code

Fracture
Code

Moisture
Content

Flux
(cm/yr)

m 0 2 5223 2713 0.0331 5.82
m 0 2 5223 2712 0.0331 5.89
m 0 2 5223 2714 0 .0328 3.29
m 0 2 5223 2703 0 .0328 7.32
m 0 2 5223 2723 0.0331 5 .75
m 0 2 5223 2613 0.0331 5 .90
m 0 2 5223 2813 0.0331 5 .77
m 0 2 5223 0713 0.0330 5 .19
m 0 2 5223 4713 0.0331 5.86
m 0 2 5222 2713 0.0218 7.05
m 0 2 5225 2713 0.0548 4.43
m 0 2 5213 2713 0.0324 5.92
m 0 2 5253 2713 0.0352 5.87
m 0 2 5123 2713 0.1015 6.17
m 0 2 5323 2713 0.0151 6.51
m 0 2 4223 2713 0.0293 6.20
m 0 2 6223 2713 0 .0397 5.43
m 0 5 5223 2713 0.0484 3.10
m 0 5 5223 2712 0.0486 3.18
m 0 5 5223 2714 0.0484 1 .72
m 0 5 5223 2703 0.0483 3 .32
m 0 5 5223 2723 0.0486 3 .08
m 0 5 5223 2613 0.0485 3.15
m 0 5 5223 2813 0.0486 3.07
m 0 5 5223 0713 0.0485 2.69
m 0 5 5223 4713 0.0486 3.17
m 0 5 5222 2713 0.0331 4.30
m 0 5 5225 2713 0.0750 1.56
m 0 5 5213 2713 0.0505 3.22
m 0 5 5253 2713 0.0469 2.93
m 0 5 5123 2713 0.1219 3.69
m 0 5 5323 2713 0.0251 3.28
m 0 5 4223 2713 0.0380 3.37
m 0 5 6223 2713 0.0625 3.05
t- 3.0 2 5223 2713 0.0381 6.87
t+ 3.0 2 5223 2713 0.0294 5.06
r* 0.9 2 5223 2713 0.0324 4.81
r* 1 .1 2 5223 2713 0.0338 6.90
t- 3.0 5 5223 2713 0.0562 3.87
t+ 3.0 5 5223 2713 0.0423 2.53
r* 0.9 5 5223 2713 0.0465 2 .37
r* 1.1 5 5223 2713 0.0503 3 .86
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Table 1-3 : Summary of alluvium (abcd) and fracture (efgh) parameter codes

(correction (dated 12/7/96) : ~BREATHI/RunCliFrac).

Doubling rain and subtracting 10 degrees C from the temperature yields the most infiltration

of all cases considered . For the 2-cm case, a factor of 4.3 increase is generated ; for the 5-cm case,

a factor of 6.6 increase is generated . Overall, this suggests that roughly a factor of 5 to 6 increase

should be expected for this climatic condition, taking into account the importance of shallow

covers relative to deeper covers . This increase could be quantified better using the newly developed

colluvium-balance model discussed in the Geomorphology chapter .

4/17/96 Thoughts on creating an infiltration PDF .

The original motivation for examining shallow infiltration was to provide a PDF for the deep

percolation fluxes past the repository. Ross and I planned to have my shallow infiltration fluxes

feed into his deep percolation models. At the time, my idea was to construct a response surface

for shallow infiltration as a function of whatever parameters were found to be important . It is now

years later, but my work is reaching a point where construction of such a PDF is in sight .

An infiltration PDF is not a particularly well-defined concept . Ideally, one would construct

many realizations of the entire mountain, from the surface to the water table, and pass in the ap-

propriate boundary fluxes . The TSPA approach breaks the mountain into representative columns,

each with its own infiltration flux . I believe that the PDF of interest is actually the PDF describing

fluxes in each column, and presumably the fluxes in the columns are correlated . Accordingly, the

shallow infiltration work can only be step one in the process, albeit a critical link between climate

and deep percolation .
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Code Parameter Translation

a Intrinsic permeability k (cm2) k = 10-a-s

b van Genuchten m m = b/10

c van Genuchten scaling pressure Pp (gm/cm-s2
) Po = c x 104

d Porosity e e = d/10

e Intrinsic permeability k (cm2) k = 1 .14694 x 10_e-3

f van Genuchten m m = f/10

g van Genuchten scaling pressure Po (gm/cm-s2 ) Po = 980 x 10-9

h Porosity e e = 10-h
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If the infiltration work is split into shallow and deep components, I believe that the best
that the shallow infiltration work can do is to pass off plausible realizations of shallow fluxes to the
deep percolation model, which in turn uses realizations of the stratigraphy and hydraulic properties
to calculate fluxes through the repository. If indeed the fluxes at the repository in the deep model
are insensitive to the degree of spatial variability in the shallow distributions, as I suspect, the
smoothest distributions yielding minimal deviation at the repository should be used . A grid of
spatially averaged infiltrations would be appropriate, perhaps on a 10-pixel spacing.

Ross' deep percolation work (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1995) suggests that the repository is rather
insensitive to focused recharge . Another approach that might be taken is to calculate the average
infiltration over the area "upstream" of the repository. Unfortunately, the upstream area would be
different for each realization, so that some representative area would need to be designated . The
entire DEM feels excessive, while the repository footprint is too small. Perhaps the channel in
Solitario Canyon to east of the footprint, extending a total of twice the north-south extent of the
footprint?

The response surface idea can come into play at a second level in the average-infiltration
approach . The first level is the construction of infiltration at a pixel as a function of parameter
values . The second level is the construction of the average upstream infiltration as a function
of parameter values . The response surface would assume that a single value of each hydraulic
property is sampled and applied to the entire domain. Alternatively, it is possible to randomly
assign properties to each pixel from an appropriate distribution and generate many realizations,
calculating the average infiltration for each realization. Both of the approaches should be performed,
using corresponding property PDFs, in order to see if important differences appear . I suspect that
the two approaches will give essentially identical PDFs for shallow infiltration (some sort of law of
large numbers), even if correlation between parameters is present.

In my model, the spatio-temporal distribution of shallow infiltration can be captured with
8 parameters : (i) four alluvium hydraulic properties (KBat, porosity, and two van Genuchten pa-
rameters) ; (ii) two alluvium-depth properties ; and (iii) average temperature and precipitation . The
alluvium hydraulic properties could easily be functions of space. The average temperature and
precipitation may be available from the geologic and other records (e.g ., the Devil's Hole data,
packrat middens) . The alluvium-depth properties, however, are big unknowns ; I feel these should
be constants for a realization. The Yucca Mountain field trip planned for the near future will aid
in constraining the alluvium-depth properties .

Given that the alluvium-depth properties and the climatic properties are constants for a
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realization, there is no reason to suspect that the two average-infiltration approaches would yield a

different PDF unless there is some systematic bias for hydraulic properties as a function of colluvium

depth . Consider the environment of deposition. Shallow covers tend to be cobbly, with outcrops

of rock. There may be some trend towards low spatial-average porosity, high permeability, and

coarser grains in the shallower cover. Are shallow covers coarser? Something to check on the field

trip, but how? Perhaps portable grain-size distributions, timing infiltration rates . Upon second
thought, such ideas are silly - it would be very difficult to find discernable trends in the 2-cm

through 15-cm regimes . It doesn't matter once the depths are greater than 0.5 m, since there is no
infiltration to speak of anyway for such cases .

Since the two average-infiltration approaches should yield consistent PDFs, it makes sense

to construct the response surface . I suspect that a reasonably detailed 8-dimensional surface could
be calculated in hours ; setting up the software could take a day or two, since the software should

take advantage of new information from additional simulations as they might become available .

Enforcing consistency between various simulations with various degrees of reliability may be a
headache, as I have migrated to tighter and tighter numerical standards over time .

One issue that should be addressed is the issue of climatic change . I've talked to Dave
Turner and Mike Miklas about retrieving climatic records . The idea would be to generate a series

of plausible climatic-change realizations based on available data and feed it through the response
surface to generate plausible traces of average infiltration . The resultant trace could be compared
to TSPA traces . The deep percolation model really needs to be flogged to get the response of the

repository horizon to infiltration rates for this to be most useful, but a nice paper could come out
of the work.

4/23/96 Watershed modelling .

Dr. David Woolhiser will be consulting to CNWRA on the subject of watershed modelling. A

number of discussions have taken place between Woolhiser, Gordon, Ross, and myself, with the
intent of scoping out the work to be performed . After these discussions, we have decided to break
out the work into several packages of roughly $10 k apiece . The first package will be simulation of
a representative wash feeding into Solitario Canyon from the west, which would be a surrogate for

wash-scale modelling of easterly of Yucca Crest . The first package will test the methodology and

feasibility of future work. Further packages would include the full Solitario Canyon watershed, and

perhaps some detailed side-slope simulations with lateral subsurface flow .
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To date, we have sent Woolhiser relatively limited information on the site . He has requested
additional information including

~ a large contour map of the Solitario Canyon watershed ;

~ a contour map of slopes in the Solitario Canyon watershed;

" available information on infiltration ;

" available information on saturated conductivity ;

" channel cross-sections ; and

~ photographs of the channel cross-sections (for roughness estimates) .

A field trip to Yucca Mountain is being planned for the near future, at which time channel cross-
sections and photographs can be obtained . In addition, I will obtain measurements of alluvium
depths to compare with my geomorphology model, and perhaps some limited infiltration sampling
using a falling-head permeameter can be performed as well . According to Woolhiser, a representa-
tive channel section or two midway between incoming washes would probably be sufficient for his
needs, with 3 or 4 sections in representative washes . Photographs of each section should be taken,
roughly 50 feet downstream .

Woolhiser has software available that should be able to generate the weather conditions at
the resolution required for his model.

5/18/96 Summary of field trip observations .

This past week, Ross Bagtzoglou, Gordon Wittmeyer, and I went to Solitario Canyon to obtain field
measurements and observations . Ross and Gordon concentrated on surveying wash cross-sections
for the mid- to lower-canyon reaches, while I concentrated on walking the mid- to lower-canyon
from rim to rim taking spot measurements of colluvium depths and trying to make observations
useful for comparison with computational models . My field observations are documented in a field
book, CNWRA Controlled Copy number 175.

The first field day, May 13, we spent basically getting together procedures and familiarizing
ourselves with the site and equipment. Ross and Gordon wrestled with the surveying equipment and
data logger all day, finally becoming comfortable with the equipment after successfully surveying a
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motel room that evening. During the day, they located well USW H-7 (on the other side of the road
from Plug Hill) as a benchmark and made one cross-section at a stream-gage station adjacent to
Plug Hill . Additional cross-sections were stymied by a recalcitrant data logger, apparently confused
by a mixup in coordinates input for the first two locations .

I spent part of the first field day making measurements of alluvium to the west and northwest
of the USW H-7 pad, walking up asideslope to the crest andreturning down asmall wash . Wherever
I took alluvium depth measurements, I marked a nearby bush with surveyor's tape with the idea
of having the points surveyed in subsequently. As it turned out, we did not get a chance to survey
the points due to delays caused by unfamiliarity with the equipment.

In order to estimate shallow alluvium/colluvium depths, I brought a the probe with the idea
of poking a hole into the alluvium until further advances were rejected . The the probe is a metal
rod with a diameter of 1/2 in, with a metal tip 4 cm long and a padded handle . The base of the
adapter attached to the handle is 124 cm from the tip. I brought a 10-1b hammer attachment to
replace the handle, in order to help drive the the probe. I scored the probe, creating very distinctive
grooves at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 cm distances from the tip, for quick depth and length estimates .

Proceeding up the slope from the USW H-7 pad to the west crest, point measurements
ranged up to 44 cm. At one representative mid-slope location, depths were 27, 36, and 42 cm
within 2 m; at another, depths were 17, 21, and 37 cm. At the crest, depths were typically 2 to
4 cm in places, at others 6 to 8 cm. Just below the crest, pockets of 12 to 18 cm colluvium were
found, increasing with distance below crest to at least 37 cm . Walking down the rill, the channel
was found to consist of bare rock in places, particularly at narrow and/or steep reaches. As the
channel flattened, the scoured zones disappeared. Judging from the walls of the channel in scoured
zones, alluvium depths could be as much as 2 m in places, but it is difficult to tell for sure . Certainly
ridges between subwashes are up to 2 m.

It quickly became obvious that the idea of the the probe was not going to work in alluvium
over a certain depth or in regions with numerous chunks of rock, since rejection due to rubble was
so likely compared to rejection due to bedrock. Accordingly, I concentrated use of the probe in
shallow zones generally less than 40 cm in depth. These zones are of the most interest for infiltration
estimates anyway.

The second part of the first day, I walked north along the bottom of Solitario Canyon further
than well USW H-6. The stream channel morphology is rather confused in the entire stretch I walked
north from Plug Hill . It appears that there are typically two channels, one for the eastern side of
Solitario Canyon and one for the western side, but the channels are not strongly distinct and tend
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to braid . The bottom of the channel is not uniform, with patches of similar materials ranging from

very fine through gravel . There is brush in most of the channel, with somewhat less brush in the

most active portions of the channel . There is a great deal of variability at a scale less than the 30 m
x 30 m resolution provided by the DEMs we've been using, so that the cross-sections are essential .
Unfortunately, in order to fully capture the stream channels, cross-sections would be required at
a much higher density (every 20 to 50 m, I estimate) than Gordon and Ross set out to perform .
Gordon and Ross were going by Woolhiser's estimates of one cross-section per side wash.

The second field day, I walked or crossed each of the washes in the watershed draining to
the north of the USW H-7 pad . The watershed consists of 6 or 7 washes to the north and west of
the pad. Proceeding to the north, I walked the Boomerang Point crestline, crossed to near the Jet
Ridge crestline, and dropped back into the USW H-6 watershed . This day, I used Global Position

System (GPS) pack to provide approximate latitude and longitude at selected locations . The GPS
equipment is supposed to place one within 100 m of the correct location ; if a second station is used,
differential methods are supposed to yield sub-meter accuracy. Our original intent was to use a
reference station and a rover station ; however, we found that the supplied batteries were only good
for 4-1/2 to 5 hours and we did not have four batteries to cover the full day. Upon return, I hear
that motorcycle batteries might do the trick for a reference station .

The third field day, I was in Las Vegas and received a NTS badge and GET training.

The fourth (and my last) field day, I walked up the east part of Solitario Canyon to Yucca
Crest, arriving not far from USW-UZ6. Again I used the GPS equipment without a reference
station . I started at a trench apparently dug to expose the Solitario Canyon fault, and passed some
terracing exposing the upper half of the PTn outcrop . Once at the Crest, I proceeded down the
wash north of Highway Ridge to the first of two sets of trenches scraping away the alluvium cover
from bedrock . The trenches extend from ridgetop to ridgetop . Due to time constraints, I only
examined the southerly trench closely. This trench shows very little alluvial cover at the channel
bottom, increasing to 1 or 1 .5 m within 10 m of the bottom, and gradually thins to less than 10
cm at the top . Returning to the crest on the southern side of the roadway, I was able to observe
the wash to the south as well . I returned to Solitario Canyon slightly north of USW H-3. Upon my
return, judging from aerial photographs I was able to observe terrain typical of the western and
central portions of the repository footprint ; further to the east, the wash channels become wider
and have little in the way of scouring in the channel bottoms .

During the four field days, Gordon and Ross completed on the order of 15 cross-sections,
extending up Solitario Canyon most of the way from Plug Hill to USW H-6. The original plans to
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survey the entire canyon channel were discarded due to the messy nature of the channel above this

point and due to time constraints . The day after I left, Gordon and Ross visited the ESF.

Based on the three days of walking around and poking colluvium, it is clear that there are

some problems with the colluvium model hooked together with the infiltration response surface,

although the basic approach is sound. In general, even on ridgetops there are very few places that

have less than 3 or 4 cm colluvium cover, and these places are usually exfoliation shards overlying

bedrock . TC caprock boulders are generally massive and unfractured. Along crestlines, TC caprock

exposures cover 50 to 90 percent of the surface (visually estimated) . Moving downhill easterly from

the crests, TC caprock boulders on the order of meters in length appear, get smaller and sparser,

then disappear. In the cracks between TC caprock outcrops at the crestlines, it is typical for fine

sand through loess to be present with depths at least 3 cm and less than 6 cm. Depths increase

with distance from the crestline, averaging 10 cm or so between the larger boulders and increasing

to 15 to 20 cm as the boulders decrease in size . There are occasional pockets with deeper colluvium,

typically less than twice the average depths for the area . I saw few washes cutting directly into the

caprock, aside from the western portions of crestlines, although it was not uncommon for caprock

boulders to be sliding along other TC units into washes to the east .

Most of the exposures east of crestlines are TC units. Generally these are not highly frac-

tured near the caprock but increase with depth. Any TC units below the caprock do not appear

distinctive to my admittedly untrained eye . Chunks of the lower TC tend to be much smaller

than the TC caprock boulders, generally being less than 50 cm. In the steepest portions of washes

cutting TC units, bare country rock may be exposed, particularly in wash channels and up to 10 m

above the channels in places . The washes on the west of Solitario Canyon tend to be steeper and

shorter than the washes on Yucca Mountain proper . The Yucca Mountain washes tend to develop

long regular reaches with uniform sideslopes, very nice for modelling . Based on a trench north of

Highway Ridge, maximum alluvium depth on sideslopes should not be much more than 1 to 2 m,

near the channel bottom. It appears that the long regular slopes are steepened at the base, due

to removal of colluvium due to stream action during rainfall . It may be possible to estimate the

depth of alluvium by projecting sideslopes out to midchannel in the upper portions of the washes .

All along the steep portions to the west of Yucca Crest, pockets may be as much as 40 cm,

but generally are in the 5 to 15 cm range. A considerable amount of bare outcrop is present, as

much as 50 percent or more of the surface area. Even partway down the flatter slopes, depths may

not be more than 50 to 100 cm.

There are distinctive stripes of dark, highly varnished scree alternating with light, clean
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scree on many of the wash slopes . Stripes may be as little as 1 to 2 m on center and may be tens
of meters on center . Invariably the dark scree is raised relative to the clean scree, suggesting that
runoff is focused on the clean scree and washes it . It may be safe to assume that the darker the
scree, the higher it is relative to the adjacent light scree.

Two difficulties arise when comparing the infiltration conceptual model work with field
observations . The first difficulty is in treating the regions near the crestlines . Although colluvium
depths, where present, are generally greater than I've been assuming, the areal average might
not be too bad. However, the flow modelling assumes that there is uniform depths of colluvium
everywhere, while the actual situation is patchier and deeper . An obvious way of treating the
actual situation is to decrease the porosity to account for the proportion of surficial area that is
impermeable boulder. It may be that reducing porosity is essentially equivalent to reducing depth,
since the volume available for flow is reduced by either approach . If so, accounting for boulder size
and area may not be tremendously important in the colluvium model.

The second difficulty is in treatment of wash channels . The colluvium model breaks down
when factors other than gravity become important, such as overland water flow . It should not be
difficult to include a factor increasing colluvium fluxes due to streamflow, which will get rid of the
(arbitrary) 20 m depths in upper channels . Unfortunately, all of the action is on a scale that is
subgrid compared to the DEM measurements. The channels are only 1 to 2 m wide where the
rock is bare, yet the grid is 30 m on a side . It may be necessary to overlay a refined grid on wash
bottoms to properly capture infiltration, at least in upper portions of the washes . As the channel
bottoms are relatively narrow, there may not be a great deal of infiltration relative to ridgetops.

5/28/96 Summary of second field trip observations .

As an adjunct to a Technical Exchange on the NRC audit of the DOE TSPA-95 performance assess-
ment document, which was held in Las Vegas, a group of 8 NRC/CNWRA/consultant personnel
took a tour of the ESF at Yucca Mountain(myself, C. Glenn, B. Behlke, M. Bell, A. Campbell, R.
Manteufel, J. Walton, G . Stirewalt) . The tour took place May 24, 1996 . The tour was led by Alan
? of the DOE mapping team and hydrologic input was provided by Alan Flint of the USGS.

One of the more important observations that Alan Flint made regards lateral diversion in
and near the PTn bedded tuffs . Previous TSPA analyses have assumed that lateral diversion may
be strongly impacted by a very low permeability unfractured layer just below the PTn. However,
the ESF borehole exposes a section of PTn that appears to be rather frequently, on the order of
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every 10 to 20 m by my observation, punctuated by small-offset faults . The offsets tend to be

less than a meter, and may easily have been missed in boreholes . The following day, I took a

walk up from Solitario Canyon to Yucca Crest and noticed some small (10 to 20 cm) offsets at

one PTn exposure . Alan Flint's observation is that lateral diversion is probably not going to be

very significant, because the frequent offsets in the low-permeability unit should minimize the most

significant source of lateral flow.

Along the way in the ESF tour, various chlorine-36 sampling locations were pointed out

by A. Flint and A. Campbell from the Fabryka-Martin et al . (1996) draft report . We also saw

the heavily fractured zone, 1 km in length and still being encountered by the TBM. The fractures

seemed to alternate between zones of fracture spacings less than 10 cm to zones where the spacing

is more on the order of 30 to 40 cm.

As it rained (fairly heavily in spots) on May 24, I was inspired to take another walking tour

of Yucca Mountain on May 25. Based on wetting front observations, which penetrated roughly 3.5

to 6 .5 cm in various representative areas, and on water in exposed lithophysae, I estimate 1 to 2 cm

of rain took place. I noticed that on Yucca Crest, enhanced wetting took place in the gaps between

outcrops (10 cm and larger in spots), while under rubble scree on sideslopes less wetting took place

(dry soil was not uncommon) . While walking about, a storm cell drifted overhead and roughly a

half hour of rain occurred . A total of no more than 5 minutes of reasonably heavy rain occurred,

with most of the interval light to nearly non-existent . Exposed rubble faces were definitely wet ;

however, vertical sides tended to be dry with wetting fronts occurring at the top of perhaps 1 to 3

cm. Fifteen minutes after rain ceased, little or no trace of the event could be detected .

I also examined four of the trenches that are exposed in what I think is Split Wash or the

next wash north (the wash with the Ghost Dance pavement and the wash immediately north of

this wash). Each of these are sufficiently downstream that the wash bottom is at least 10 m wide.

In this region, what I believe Alan Flint refers to as channel terraces are exposed . It appears that

currently active wash channels are cutting into the terraces . Depth to bedrock at the deepest point

in the trenches ranged from 2.5 to 4 m, as best as I could estimate. However, once the slope of the

ground increased from the relatively flat terrace to side slope, cover decreased to the more typical

10 to 50 cm. It should be possible to identify these deeper zones simply by the slope or break in

slope .

I also had the opportunity to talk with Alan Flint about his site-scale modelling work. He

demonstrated time-traces of moisture content in various neutron-probe boreholes . In one channel

terrace probe, lateral subsurface flow was clearly evident . He is currently using a 3-event (upgrading
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to 5-event) Markov-chain model to generate daily precipitation and daily mean temperature read-
ings . Each rainfall event is redistributed to essentially perch on the colluvium/bedrock interface at
the end of the day, where it infiltrates according to matrix and fracture properties . Each Scott and
Bonk (1984) layer has matrix properties assigned, either from direct measurement or from analog.
Fractures are grouped into 3 size classes, and further subdivided into filled/unfilled areal fractions .
Pixel size is 90 m on a side ; no lateral diversion is considered. Evapotranspiration is a part of the
model.

Pondering the site visit, it seems that the DEM is somewhat unwieldy for colluvium-flow
calculations, as it completely misses meter-scale features such as wash channels . Ideas of quasi-1D
flow-tube analyses occurred to me as being particularly appropriate for Yucca Mountain . Each
flow tube would carry along local information on topography, width, depth, shape, vegetation, etc.,
in the form of integer categories or classes . Accordingly, the information could be encoded very
compactly in the form of bit substrings within a few integers . Vegetation is another tricky topic
inspired by discussions with Alan Flint, which it would be very nice to have a better handle on .

8/27/96 Pondering questions relevant to performance .

In brief, work to date has focused on

1D simulations

" bare soil (no vegetation)

~ no matrix-fracture interaction

instantaneous lateral redistribution

~ long-term average impacts due to

- hydraulic properties

- meteorologic input

~ spatial distribution of surface cover

~ spatial distribution of AAI

~ to a minor extent, response to climatic change
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Most of the work is documented in a journal article currently in preparation. The text and figures
for the article will be included in this notebook upon submission to the journal and internally
documented .

After the completion of work to date, it is my opinion that numerical modelling can give
reasonable estimates of spatial distributions for relative AAI, the relative response of AAI to
climatic change, but not absolute magnitudes for AAI. Since almost all precipitation ends up
returning to the atmosphere, small errors in evaporation estimates may yield large errors in AAI
estimates. Thus, the large area of interest with associated high heterogeneity levels and complex
physical behavior preclude more than bounding estimates for AAI.

~ The validity and conservativism of the 1D approach could be examined using 3D simulations
with discrete fractures on the grid-block scale for the DEM (roughly 30 m x 30 m) . A 2D or
3D code would need to be assembled, presumably with the additional processes of vegetation
and snow considered . Studies on the grid-block scale would be aimed at ascertaining the
impact of heterogeneity and fracture spacings .

~ Hillslope- and watershed-scale studies can be examined to see if lateral redistribution would
significantly alter the predicted spatial distributions for AAI . Again a 2D or 3D code would
need to be assembled, similar or identical to the code for the grid-block-scale simulations.

A number of future investigation directions can be considered .

Detailed process-level simulations, on the scale of a single fracture, could be undertaken to
see how the matrix might affect infiltration magnitudes and timings. Code development is
required .

Additional 1D simulations could be undertaken to see how vegetation and snow might affect
infiltration magnitudes and timings . Code development is required .

~ The simulations performed to date can be squeezed to obtain the most information possible.
Perhaps the most important additional information regards the timing and magnitude of
infiltration pulses . The weekly trace of fluxes for each simulation can be examined relative to
the rainfall input to determine the pulse description as a function of precipitation description.
Perhaps comparison to the bucket approach would be in order. Analysis and Matlab code
development required .

" Given infiltration-pulse information, the spatial distribution and timings of fluxes through the
PTn can be estimated . The important question is what time-scale pulses through the PTn
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have and how uniform the distribution of fluxes at the bottom of the PTn would end up being,
so that the representativeness of quasi-steady-state approaches can perhaps be assessed . A
logical first step might be 1D simulations using the output from one or more of the 10-yr
shallow simulations. Again, some sort of 3D simulator may be in order. Predictions of travel
times through the PTn could be made prior to tests in the ESF .

A key point in nearly all of these future directions is the common thread of required code
development. Even in 1D, additional refinements to breath are necessary, while 3D codes are not
available at CNWRA that have the proper capabilities .

8/28/96 Data bibliography.

As discussed above, my studies examiningthe spatial distribution of AAI may be extended to below
the PTn layer. If this is the case, it is extremely useful to collect all data pertaining to ambient
unsaturated-zone hydrology at Yucca Mountain . I started collecting this type of information last
month, as I needed to verify some of the information regarding alluvium depths measured in
boreholes and trenches collected by Hannah Castellaw almost a year previously in order to double-
check predictions of depths from DEM slopes . It took some time to find her sources, and in
the interim I located additional information nestled in the CNWRA library. The current entry
summarizes some of the information available.

Flint andFlint (1995) provide a summary of 99 neutron-probe boreholes, including locations,
elevations, classifications, dates, alluvium depths, and lithology, as well as some analysis of the data .
The entire moisture-content data set for all boreholes has been ordered from the DOE and should
be arriving within the week, on tape . Attempts to email the data set were stymied due to the
CNWRA inability to receive email greater than 1 Mb in size (the data set consists of two files
of 12-~ and 14.5+ Mb, respectively) . The DOE system manager was not available to set up an
anonymous ftp site .

The Flint and Flint (1995) neutron-probe locations are provided in Nevada State Plane
(NSP) coordinates, not the CNWRA standard of Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) . Informa-
tion on the locations and elevations of most of the Yucca Mountain boreholes are also specified in
a data file obtained from the DOE in January, 1994, with specifications for 243 boreholes . Allu-
vium depths are not specified, although various other sources of information are available including
Fernandez et al . (1994), Schenker et al . (1995), and numerous drilling log reports and summaries.
Some of the most recent boreholes are not in the DOE tape and locations are available from other
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sources and are only specified in NSP coordinates. I have collected the available information in
directory $HOME,2/Matlab/~Ddata, with neutron_hole.dat containing the most complete infor-
mation .

Flint and Flint (1990) provide data from 73 samples in 9 boreholes, all in nonwelded and bed-
ded tuffs (i .e ., PTn, Calico Hills) . Each sample is precisely located within the respective borehole .
The emphasis is on studying data-determination methods in relatively permeable and porous Yucca
Mountain cores, presumably because these are faster to analyse. Porosity, grain density, bulk den-
sity, intrinsic permeability (measured 4 ways), relative permeability versus saturation (measured 2
ways), and potential versus water content (measured 3 ways) are tabulated . Some analysis compar-
ing the measurement techniques for the intrinsic permeability values is performed. No attempt to
estimate van Genuchten parameters is made, and it seems to me that the data is not of sufficiently
high quality to make the attempt .

Rautman et al . (1995) provide data obtained from a sampling grid along 1 .4 km of the
PTn outcrop in Solitario Canyon, with a total of about 330 core samples obtained from 26 vertical
transects . Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are presented for all sam
ples ; sorptivity and saturated hydraulic conductivity are presented for almost all samples (except
where handling damaged the sample). Locations of vertical (upslope) transects are specified as a
northward offset to a transect reported by Flint et al . (1996), with core samples located relative
to the base of the sampled sequence . Distinct vertical trends in the properties are shown in plots,
and high r2 values (r2 > 0.824) were obtained between the 4 bulk properties .

Flint et al . (1996) provide data obtained from 5 vertical and 3 horizontal sampling transects,
with a total of 656 core samples. Bulk properties (porosity, bulk density, and particle density) are
presented for all samples; either measured or estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity is pre
sented for most samples; and sorptivity is presented for some samples for two horizontal transects .
In addition, moisture retention information is obtained for 41 of the samples, with estimated van
Genuchten and Brooks-Corey parameters . Relative-permeability information was not determined .
Regression equations are presented for properties as a function of porosity. Arguments were made
that porosity values can be used to estimate van Genuchten parameters ; perhaps additional infor-
mation can be gleaned from the sorptivity information. The report appears to be the best current
source for property data suitable for modelling .

The five vertical transects presented by Flint et al . (1996) are further analyzed by McKenna
and Rautman (1995) to examine correlation information. The correlation structure appears to be
nonstationary horizontally. Appropriate downhole sampling strategies are suggested.
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Schenker et al . (1995) collect and reference a large number of data sets and impose PDF

descriptions on them. Most of the data are from cores extracted from boreholes; transect sampling

information from Rautman et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) does not appear . Porosity and bulk

density have 1234 and 2173 measurements, respectively . There are 257 saturated hydraulic conduc-

tivity values from 8 boreholes. The matrix van Genuchten parameters are reportedly determined

from the original pressure/saturation data sets by the authors, yielding 211 property estimates ;

however, the set of estimates is not directly available . Fracture properties are estimated using

fracture spacing and orientation data from four boreholes (G-1, G-4, a #1, and GU-3), saturated

bulk conductivity data from the saturated zone in 7 boreholes (G-4, H-l, H-3, H-4, b #1, p #1,

and J-13) and bulk gas permeabilities from barometric fluctuations observed in 2 boreholes (UZ-1

and a #4). Lots of extrapolation is required due to the sparseness of the fracture data .

8/29/96 Revisiting PTn modelling ideas .

Further discussions with English and Sitakanta suggest that examining the behavior of the PTn

layer may be of the most direct use to PA. For example, the appropriateness of the various models

for flow in the subsurface can be examined (i.e ., ECM versus dual-permeability versus weeps) by

examining the time behavior of pulses reaching the top of the PTn layer. If extremely long time

scales at the bottom of the PTn are observed, the ECM model may be in order. If extremely short

time scales are observed, the weeps model is in order. Intermediate cases presumably would require

the dual-permeability model) .

A second question that can be examined is the issue of the spatial distribution of fluxes leav-

ing the PTn layer. There are direct implications for the distribution of fluxes at the drift scale, since

the TSw units are relatively homogeneous from the PTn to the repository. My conceptual model

of drift-scale processes under ambient conditions has high relative humidity at all flow packages

and relatively few packages contact a dripping fracture (i.e ., dripping fractures are widely spaced) .

In this case, the drips are a strong focussing mechanism, shielding most surrounding packages .

Studying the behavior of the PTn layer may shed some light on the relative spacing of dripping

fractures .

9/21/96 Setting up 1D PTn modelling.

Two detailed sources of information are available for unsaturated-zone tuff properties, Rautman

et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) . The Rautman et al . (1995) data set is finely resolved in
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both the lateral and vertical directions, but only covers part of the PTn layer and does not provide

van Genuchten properties for the samples. The Flint et al . (1996) data set consists of 8 transects,

covering the full range of layers in less detail . The Flint et al . (1996) data set does provide several

measurements of van Genuchten properties, however .

The Flint et al . (1996) data set will be used to test the behavior of wetting pulses, since it

provides a much longer vertical transect (the Solitario Canyon transect, in particular) and some van

Genuchten information. Two approaches are immediately obvious : (i) use average layer thicknesses

and properties, based on Tables 2, 5, and I-1 ; and (ii) use Table I-1 for fullest spatial resolution but

supplement properties as necessary. The idea would be to assume fracture flow with the wetting

pulses translated undamped from surface conditions as a top boundary condition, with the top

boundary at the top of the shardy base of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, and use gravity drainage bottom

conditions in fractures to correspond to the Topopah Spring Tuff vitric caprock and lower layers .

There are between 20 and 25 measured KBat values within the roughly 35 m section of the transect

of interest, with perhaps 35 additional core samples that do not have Ksat values . It is not clear

whether the reported transect distance is vertical distance, horizontal distance, or along-ground

distance, but assuming that the slope is roughly 30 degrees in this region, the vertical section of

nonwelded tuff' is about 20 m, about twice the thickness considered by R.autman et al . (1995) .

As a first cut, the detailed stratigraphy implied by Table I-1 of Flint et al . (1996) will be

assembled into detailed layering . For points where KeQt and van Genuchten properties are missing,

the regressions provided by Tables 3 and 6 will be used . Between each data reading, KBQt and van

Genuchten a will be loglinearly interpolated and van Genuchten n will be linearly interpolated .
Initial conditions will be provided by using the steady-state vertical ODE approach discussed in

the PA Research and Ambient Hydrology projects .

The regression equation for KBat as a function of porosity for the welded and nonwelded

portions of the Solitario Canyon transect in Table 3 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 36 samples and

with an r2 value of 0.90, is :

KBat = -13.9 + 33.1e - 30.8e2,

where KBQt is in m/s. Based on Figure 11, it appears that the regressed equation is actually for

loglo (KBat ), which makes much more sense.

From Table 6 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 10 samples and with r2 values of 0.01 and 0 .44
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for van Genuchten a and n, respectively, the regression relationships are :

where a is in units of MPa-i .

Parenthetical note:

My suspicion is that the van Genuchten regression relationships could be significantly im-

proved by solving for all samples simultaneously, since there is considerable latitude in changing the

cx and n parameters without greatly a,~`'ecting the fit between data and formula . The simultaneous-

solution procedure minimizes the least-squares sum of squares,

N

where Bi is a measured saturation value and 8 is the corresponding predicted saturation value for

The minimization takes place when the gradients of Y are zero, or

Newton's method is convenient for this minimization, which simply states that for each iteration k,

where J(x~) is the Jacobian and x is the vector of unknowns C~ . It shouldn't be too di,~icudt to

check this out on the data presented by Flint et al. (1996) .

9/24/96 First results from 1D PTn modelling.

a = 0 .49 + 0.31e,

	

(1-2)

n = 0 .95 + 1.94e,

	

(1-3)

J(x~)s~ _ -F(xk),

	

(1-10)

xk+i = xk + sk,

	

(1-11)

After a good deal of putting together Matlab code and some breath debugging, the first set of PTn
simulations were run using the base-case infiltration traces for 2-cm and 5-cm colluvium over a
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measured pressure Pi . The prediction formula is

B = 9(a, n, eres~ P)~ (1-5)

a=Co+Cle, (1-6)

n=C2+C3e, (1-7)

eres = C4 + ~iSE . ( 1-g)
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fracture continuum . The 2-cm case has weekly outputs of flux, while the 5-cm case has daily flux
outputs; both cases have fluxes that are higher than almost any pixel value would show, so the
simulations are probably more extreme than will be observed in future work .

All work is done in /home2/sierra/stotho,~`/Matlab/PTnCheck . The input files for breath
are created using fix_FFRI_dat.m, which in turn uses extract_gw.m, pre_ydot~etup.m, and
ydot~etup.m. The built-in Matlab ODE solver ode23s is used to create initial conditions for the
temporal average of the input flux, using ydot~etup.m. Output is examined using show~tufF.m
and new~how~eq('t', 'nf'~1 ;col~co;plot~pl;nseq~l;last~l0') .

Several cases were tried, varying (i) the assumption for the continuum underlying the PTn
layer and (ii) the input flux case . The 2-cm input-flux case was run using 2 mof fracture continuum,
2 m of TS58 material, and 20 m of TS58 material . The last material case was also run using the
5-cm input-flux case . All cases use 5-cm nodal spacing.

Several observations were made:

. The fracture continuum below the PTn causes time steps on the order of 3 seconds, while
simulations using the matrix below complete in minutes of CPU time .

~ The steady-state moisture profile is very different for fractures underlying the matrix and for
tuff underlying; the fractures cause the PTn to be essentially saturated in locations, while
the tuff allows much drier profiles even with the same ,flux.

~ The flux distribution is very peaky. Over the period of a day, fluxes can jump by 4 orders of
magnitude, then decay exponentially.

~ The flux pulse propagates essentially instantaneously (less than a day) through the PTn layer,
but the pulse magnitude decreases exponentially with depth.

~ The moisture content responds by a few percent in the same timeframe .

~ The gravity drainage condition 2 m below the bottom dampens the peakiness significantly
relative to the 20-m depth.

~ There are roughly 2 pulses a year, although the pulses are clumped. As the colluvium depth
increases further, the number of pulses will decrease .

There are several implications to the work :
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" Capturing flux pulses with moisture-content readings may be a hopeless endeavor .

" Steady-state assumptions may be appropriate for calculating moisture contents .

" Using the gravity-drainage assumption with moisture contents must be examined carefully,

since structural features and heterogeneity can modify moisture contents without modifying

fluxes .

~ It may not be that bad to use the ECM assumptions below the PTn, as there is indeed strong
damping in the input signal .

The current breath approach must be augmented to provide more realistic simulations. In
particular, it is still not possible to check the ECM assumptions since there is no possibility for more

than one continuum below the PTn. Also, the saturation profile in the PTn is strongly impacted
by the lower-layer assumptions. An approach that may bear fruit is to allow several continua to

dangle off the bottom of the PTn, each independent except that the same pressure exists in each

one at the bottom of the PTn. One continuum might be the matrix, with the rest being fracture
sets . Occasional lower cross-links between the fracture continua might okay.

The augmented approach would allow the investigation of which fracture sets) kick in, if
any. In addition, the saturation in each set may be able to be translated into an equivalent wetted
length, which can than be used to intersect with the drifts .

It may be considerably more difficult to construct a steady-state solver for this case, since
there are multiple threads of flux joining at a middle node . Shooting may be necessary.

10/5/96 ACNW, change in PI.

I attended the ACNW meeting in Las Vegas on September 26 and 27, 1996 . My impressions are

discussed in the trip report . However, there are a few important issues in particular that should

be examined .

~ Five independent estimates of infiltration (surface modeling by A . Flint, isotopic tracers,
fracture coatings, thermal profiles, and core-sample moisture contents and pressures) all point
to fluxes on the order of 1 to 10 mm/yr.

~ Fault zones are considered highly permeable (1000 Darcy) horizontally, but less so vertically.

~ In general, gas bulk permeabilities are on the order of 2 to 10 Darc:y .
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" Inverse modeling pulls the TSw matrix permeabilities up 1 or 2 orders of magnitude above
core information .

" First-cut drift-scale 2D heterogenous-matrix simulations are underway with dripping requiring
a transient pulse of 280 mm/yr.

" G. Bodvarsson claims that the ECM and the dual-permeability models must be identical at
steady state. Note: I think this is not correct and may explain the shift in TSw permeabilities
he is obtaining .

Last week, I became PI for the Unsaturated and Saturated Flow under Isothermal Conditions

(USFIC) KTI, as I have the most hours allocated and Gordon has relatively few hours. Upcoming
duties include a presentation on the USFIC KTI work at the Annual Program Review on November

13, 1996, and on December 5, 1996 . The first (45 min -~ 15 min) presentation is to focus on technical
and programmatic aspects, with subtopics including

" Status of subissue(s) resolution

" Integration with other KTIs

" Analysis of infiltration/percolation

" Results of sensitivity analyses

" Work priorities for 1997-98

The second (60 min) presentation is to focus on technical, programmatic, and managerial aspects,
with subtopics including

" Infiltration/percolation rates

" Preferred conceptual model for fracture-matrix flow

" Future climate scenario and formation of perched water

" Relationship to total system performance

" Strategy for review of viability analysis
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Issues involving infiltration and percolation should be straightforward to discuss . The two

technical issues that will be difficult to discuss will be the preferred conceptual model for fracture-

matrix flow and the future climate scenario related to the formation of perched water. I take these

topics as spurs to perform some quick calculations and have discussions with Ross and others .

In particular, testing Bodvarsson's opinion on the steady-state equivalence of the ECM and dual-

permeability approaches is in order, as is coming up with a contour plot of areal AAI as a function

of precipitation and temperature.

10/16/96 Start of alluvium/bedrock simulations.

The approach that Alan Flint is taking to estimating shallow infiltration, as he has described it to

me, essentially fills the alluvium pore space with as much water as will fit and runs off the excess
(i.e., infinite alluvium conductivity), then using evapotranspiration to mine water back to the

atmosphere . A perched-water system is assumed to exist above the bedrock due to the infiltration

events . Water moves into the bedrock assuming gravity drainage within the bedrock. Three classes

of fracture sizes, fractions of filled and unfilled fractures, and matrix permeability are combined
to yield an equivalent conductivity for the 7 classes. In contrast, I have completely neglected the
matrix, filled fractures, and transpiration, and have used highly resolved simulations to capture the

dynamics of flow in detail .

I have observed that in simulations with bedrock exposed (i .e ., alluvium with permeability
less than 10-a cm2 ), essentially no infiltration occurs . I have not considered the case of alluvium

overlying bedrock, however. I hypothesize that little or no infiltration will occur until several

meters of alluvium cover the bedrock. When the alluvium/matrix interface is below the active

zone, flow should be essentially steady through the bedrock at the bedrock KBQt or the semi-

infinite infiltration rate for the alluvium, whichever is smaller . When the active zone interacts with

the matrix/bedrock interface, I suspect that the low-permeability bedrock will prevent significant

infiltration . As verification of this hypothesis, I am setting up several simulations to probe the

behavior of alluvium overlying unfractured bedrock.

The Tiva Canyon tuff microstratigraphy is of primary interest . According to Flint et al .
(1996), the shardy base has a mean Ksat of 1 .6x 10-s m/s (k = 1.6 x 10-s cm2= 5.0 x 104 mm/yr),
while the remaining Tiva Canyon layers have KBat ranging from 3.1 x10-s to 3 .0 x 10-12 m/s (k

ranges from 3.1 x10-12 to 3.0 x 10 -is cm2 , or 98 to 0.95 mm/yr) .

	

None of these should exhibit

bare-soil infiltration if the low-permeability matrix-only results can be extrapolated .
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Table 1-4 : Summary of colluvium and matrix properties used in simulations .

To test the hypothesis, the base-case colluvium over three material cases will be examined :

(i) shardy base, (ii) caprock, and (iii) upper lithophysal . These cases are representative of the range

of k and are of interest in their own right . Samples BT26Hs, PW19s, and TPC52s will be used to

determine van Genuchten properties, using the 2-parameter estimates . A summary of properties

is shown in Table 1-4, with the colluvium and base-case fracture properties shown for reference .

Initially, a 10-cm and a 25-cm depth-of-cover case will be run for each, as representative cases .

Further examination may suggest additional cases .

10~19~96 First results for alluvium bedrock simulations .

Four of the six runs have completed 3 cycles of boundary conditions: both shardy-base cases,

the 10-cm caprock case, and the 25-cm upper-lithophysal case. Each of the cases erroneously used

colluvium permeabilities 1000 times larger than desired, due to incompletely correcting the viscosity

value in the new input-file generation routine ingen_am.m in $BREATH2/Subreg/MakekmpoKmao .
The input and output cases are renamed correctly to reflect this error, and ingen_am.m was cor-

rected . The matrix properties are correct .

None of the cases are particularly near cyclic steady state, but some conclusions can already

be drawn from the first results . The shardy base is permeable enough that significant infiltration

can occur, perhaps 10 mm/yr or more. Interestingly, there are indications that deeper cover

provides more infiltration for the shardy base, opposite to the alluvium/fracture case. The caprock

case shows some indications of infiltration as well, perhaps on the order of 1 mm/yr. The upper
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van Genuchten

Ksat E Br lx m Pp

Material m/s MPa-1 (x106 ) gm cm-l s-2

Colluvium 9.8 x 10-6 0.300 0.000 50 .01 0.200 0.22

Caprock 3.1 x 10-s 0.105 0.002 5 .00 0.301 2.0

Upper lithophysal 8 .9 x 10-12 0.108 0.001 2 .90 0.310 3.4

Shardy base 1 .6 x 10-6 0.235 0.035 3 .01 0.237 3.3

Fracture 0.011 0.001 0.000 105 0.700 9.8 x 10-5

1 Correct value is 500 (2/26/97)u
2 Correct value is 0.02 (2/26/97)
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lithophysal case is drying out from the initial condition of 0.25 mm/yr.

Based on this rather limited set of runs, a few conclusions are presenting themselves to me:

" The capillary barrier effect is turned around for the case of matrix underlying alluvium, so

that water is preferentially drawn into the matrix .

" The conclusions regarding alluvium cases that allow and disallow infiltration may not be far

off for a shallow cover over bedrock.

" There may be some additional infiltration due to cover protection .

" Materials as permeable as the caprock are probably dominated by fracture flow for shallow

covers and matrix flow for deeper covers .

" As the permeability increases from the caprock, matrix flow dominates.

" As the permeability decreases from the caprock, fracture flow dominates.

The only microstratigraphic layers more permeable than the caprock, according to Flint

et al . (1996), are located in the sequence including the Tiva Canyon shardy base through the

nonwelded units of the Yucca Mountain and Pah Canyon Tuffs to above the Topopah Spring upper

lithophysal zone . These microstratigraphic layers are essentially the PTn layer addressed in my

previous analyses, perhaps a little larger, which only is about 5 percent of the total subregional

outcrop area . Accordingly, I expect that the alluvium/fracture results considered before would not

be significantly modified for most of the subregional area.

A much more definitive modeling approach can be conceived with some modification to

breath . The idea is to have multiple interacting continua throughout the bedrock, all with a common

pressure in the alluvium. The multiple-continuum approach will allow partitioning between the

fractures and matrix to be examined, particularly since separate continua can be defined for various

fracture-aperature size classes. The approach is also essential for considering deep-percolation

processes.

12/7/96 Updated results for alluvium/bedrock simulations.

A new file was created in $BREATHI/RunTightAMentitled am_all.result to document the results

of alluvium/matrix simulations. The file follows a generic standard with many entries not used.

The columns of the result file are, in order:
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~ Depth of soil (cm),

~ Alluvium code (see Table 1-3),

~ Bedrock code (Table 1-4 for properties),

Perturbation code

b0 Base case (precipitation and temperature may vary),

e0 Longwave radiation is scaled,

s0 Shortwave radiation is scaled,

v0 Vapor density is scaled,

w0 Windspeed is scaled,

ge Solar aspect is rotated east (perturbation in degrees),

gw Solar aspect is rotated west (perturbation in degrees),

gn Solar aspect is rotated north (perturbation in degrees),

gs Solar aspect is rotated south (perturbation in degrees),

Perturbation,

Precipitation multiplier,

Temperature shift,

" Average soil moisture content at the interface, and

~ Average net infiltration (cm/yr) .

Most of the values in the file should be viewed as order of magnitude results rather than fully con-

verged, as more cycles are required for full convergence in almost all cases . The runs are primarily

useful for screening where fracture flow would dominate. From the runs, it appears that signifi-

cant matrix infiltration can occur for the Tiva Canyon caprock and shardy units, while fracture

flow should dominate in Tiva Canyon upper lithophysal and Topopah Springs lower nonlithophysal

units .

The shardy unit is considered part of the PTn, has large infiltration, and is the most perme-

able unit of any of the microstratigraphic layers considered. The 10-cm case has AAI approximately

24 percent of AAP, while the 25-cm case has AAI approximately 16 percent of AAP . The remain

der of the PTn should have smaller AAI. Assuming that the PTn as a whole yields AAI roughly
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equivalent to 10 to 20 percent of AAP is probably justified based on these simulations. Note that

in the FY96 Annual Progress Report (Bagtzoglou et al ., 1996), my assumption was that 10 percent

of AAP enters the PTn, and I found that the overall sensitivity to the PTn unit is quite low.

The Tiva Canyon caprock matrix shows behavior unlike any other unit considered, as AAI

increases with soil depth for the two soil depths considered. Experience from early semi-infinite

experiments suggests that essentially no infiltration should occur for exposed materials with this

permeability. A cover of soil appears to provide a permeable zone to allow water to penetrate

the subsurface while protecting caprock from evaporative processes, and the difference in bubbling

pressure between soil and caprock preferentially sucks water into the bedrock. The caprock is

laterally extensive over the repository, primarily in regions where my colluvium/fracture models

predict high AAI, so revisiting this material with breath modified to consider both bedrock and

fractures simultaneously would be appropriate . Note that one would expect that the caprock should
never have much more than 50 cm of cover.

Today I tried to finalize the table of atmospheric influences on infiltration for a collu-
vium/fracture system . The table is in $BREATHI~RunCdiFrac and is entitled af_egsvw.result,
abstracting the results of simulations run over the period from July through November . The simu

lations do not consider changes in precipitation or temperature. The columns of the result file are,

in order:

Depth of soil (cm),

~ Alluvium code (see Table 1-3),

~ Fracture code (see Table 1-3),

Perturbation code

b0 Base case (precipitation and temperature do not vary),

e0 Longwave radiation is scaled,

s0 Shortwave radiation is scaled,

v0 Vapor density is scaled,

w0 Windspeed is scaled,

ge Solar aspect is rotated east (perturbation in degrees),

gw Solar aspect is rotated west (perturbation in degrees),

gn Solar aspect is rotated north (perturbation in degrees),
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gs Solar aspect is rotated south (perturbation in degrees),

Perturbation,

~ Average soil moisture content at the interface, and

~ Average net infiltration (cm/yr) .

The values in the file have reliably reached cyclic steady state .

An important observation was made during the finalization process . The final simulations

in the colluvium/fracture set of simulations overlapped the first soil/bedrock simulations . I had

previously noticed that there are cases where the combination of soil and underlying material

require such small time steps during a large infiltration event that a simulated hour may not

complete within the 10000-time-step limit . For the last simulation, I imposed a 50000-time-step

limit for each hour ; during large infiltration events even this limit might be reached before the

hour was up, but more than half of the events exceeding 10000 time steps completed before 50000

time steps were finished . For the case with the larger limit on the number of time steps, larger net

infiltration was obtained than would have been expected (5.5 mm/yr rather than roughly 1 mm/yr) .

The implication is that my estimates of AAI are too low in some (but not all) cases . I suspect that

the error is generally additive, on the order of several mm/yr, rather than being a multiplicative

error . Unfortunately, it is not possible to untangle which simulations yield underpredictions without

rerunning the simulations . I believe that sensitivity predictions may be relatively unaffected, but

there is some question regarding the appropriate decay in infiltration with soil depth.

12/8/96 Estimating regression relationships for AAI .

As part of estimating regression relationships between hydraulic properties, climatic variables,

and AAI, I fit the data to predicted values using a least-squares fit . Say, for example, that the

relationship is

logio ( AAP ki/2/ -
ao + ai

	

~mo ~

2

- 1] +
az

[ ~ Po ~ 1/2 - 1] +
as

~ ~ Eo ~ - 1]
(1-12)

where k is intrinsic permeability, m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n, P is bubbling pressure (the

reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here), e is porosity, a subscript 0 represents a

reference value for the parameter, and the a values are hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants .
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For any particular simulation, the only unknowns in the relationship are the a values . Thus,

for a simulation, one can write the equation as

Co = ao + a1 C1 + a2C2 + a3C3,

where the C values result from evaluating the hydraulic-property functions . Combining all simula-

tions results in the matrix relationships

[C 1 C2 C3] {a} _ {Co} ,

	

(1-14)

where bold-face represents a vector . When provided with linear equations having a matrix that

is not square, Matlab solves the equations using least squares (exactly the appropriate behavior) .

Any reported regressions are coded using Matlab to take advantage of this feature.

1/7/97 Documenting plots for ANS-1997 submission.

Budhi was invited to give an invited talk at the American Nuclear Society (ANS) convention in

June, 1997 . A summary of the talk is required for the conference, consisting of 450 to 900 words.

The summary presents the methodology for creating infiltration maps and sensitivity maps, in

an extremely schematic fashion. Included in the summary are two plots, one of my latest base

infiltration map and a newly created sensitivity plot for sensitivity of infiltration to soil depth.

The plots were generated with a master Matlab driver called do~ens_eval.m, which in

turn calls a number of other routines . The current versions of required files and concommitant

input were stored in a subdirectory of ~HOME,2/Matlab/YMInfiI entitled ANS96. The directory

was stored in a tar file entitled ANS96_plotgen_tar, which was in turn compressed using the gzip

command (appending ".gz" to the file name) .

Sensitivity Sk of areal-average AAI to generic parameter ak can be calculated

malized sensitivity coefficients (Sykes et al ., 1985)

ak dAAi

using nor-

1 15'Sk AAZ dak

	

(

	

)
dInAAI

	

1-16Sk = ak

	

da

	

(

	

)
k

The sensitivity coefficients are calculated by using first-order derivatives between a high and low

perturbation, normalized by a reference value. In general, sensitivity coefficients will change as the

set of base input values change . For the example problem, the base-case soil depth was uniformly

multiplied by 0.9 and 1.1 to provide perturbations . Values of Sk less than or equal to 0 were
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arbitrarily set to 10-s2 for plotting purposes (the most-negative value was on the order of -10-1s ) .

Note that sensitivities are largest on sideslopes and are zero wherever depth does not change

infiltration (e.g., deep soil, PTn outcrops under current modeling shortcuts) .

1/8/97 Documenting 1996 annual report work.

1/13/97 Documenting alluvium regression.

An archive file was created in both $HOME2/Matlab/YMInfil and in ~HOME2/Matlab/ColluvWaste

documenting the input files and limited output files used to generate figure 10-4 and tables 10-1

and 10-2 in chapter 10 of the NRC High-Level Radioactive Waste Program Annual Progress Re-

port, Fiscal Year 1996 . Both archive files are called AnnRep96_tar ; both are compressed . The

file in ~HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI includes all of the files from $HOME2/Matlab/ColluvWaste, for
completeness, and is submitted to QA as formal documentation of the results. A couple of files
were added or fixed up for readability and reproducibility of results. Description of the process is
in a ReadMe file in the archive.

Alluvium depths are not well captured by the equilibrium mass-wasting scheme in areas of deep

alluvium, partly due to the irregular topography of the washes . In order to have a reasonable

representation for deep alluvium, in August, 1995, Ross Bagtzoglou developed a regression for

alluvium depth b as a function of slope s:

b = 47exp(-0.32x) .

	

(1-17)

The regression was based on borehole information for b and the nearest-neighbor values from the

DEM for s. No borehole classification was performed, and ad-hoc data censoring was used for the
regression . Due to time constraints, the work was performed very quickly .

I revisited the regression expression last summer, and decided that it is probably better to
use an expression of the form

I pulled together as much available information on alluvium depths as I could find and sorted it into

a file called neutron_hole.dat in $HOME2/Matlab/3Ddata. Neutron-borehole data is reported

by Flint and Flint (1995) ; other data sources are noted in neutron_hole.dat . I pulled neutron-
borehole data from channels and terraces into separate files (chan.dat, and st .dat, respectively) ;
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other boreholes with reported alluvium depths were pulled into file well.dat . A total of 110
boreholes are included in these three classes; an additional 64 boreholes are not considered .

Boreholes with shallow covers (i .e ., ridgetops, sideslopes) are not considered further, as I
feel that alluvium depths for these boreholes are not reported with sufficient accuracy and are in a
range of depth that should be handled by the mass-wasting approach anyway.

For the regression, each of the boreholes was assigned the slope of the nearest-neighbor
pixel in the DEM. An additional censoring process eliminated all boreholes with unreported soil
depths or having soil depths less than 1 m, leaving a total of 37 boreholes, conveniently grouped
as 9 channel boreholes and 28 deep-alluvium boreholes. The data points and regression lines are
shown in Figure 1-1, manually generated by regressing all data using regress~et.m and further
processing with the showsegress.m routine. I feel that it is questionable whether the overall
regression should use the channel data, as the pixels are larger than the channel width. Even if the
channel data is included, the regression line is not tremendously changed. As a note, the correlation
coefficient with the original formulation is 0.59 and 0.58 for the channel and terrace, respectively ;
using the new formulation the correlation coefficient is 0.66 and 0.69, respectively.

1/15/97 Documenting infiltration abstractions .

In $HOME2/Matlab/YMInfiI/SubregS~aceDist, abstractions for AAI as a function of material and
meteorologic properties are examined using find_best~egress.m. Abstractions for AAI as a
function of material properties were originally developed in the summer of 1996 . The abstractions
were developed "by eye" and are more formally documented here .

where

The deep-alluvium abstraction originally developed is in the form

logio (AAPkl/2/ - ao +al

	

\mo/ 2 - 1

	

+a2 [C-°/
i~a
- 1

J
+as

[Ceo/ - 1]

k is intrinsic permeability,
m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n,
P is bubbling pressure (the reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here), and
e is porosity.

A subscript 0 represents a reference value for the parameter (mo = 0.2, Po = 2000 Pa,
and eo = 0.3), and the a values are hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants . Equation 1-19 was
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Figure 1-1 : 1/13/97 . Regression of borehole alluvium depths with nearest-neighbor DEM slopes .

originally reported by Bagtzoglou et al . (1996) .

Using find_bestsegress.m and f_deepl~yd~t .m, a best-fit exponent was determined

using the 28 material-property-variation simulations in alluv.result that have non-negative infil-

tration . Also, the impact of assuming a loglo relationship instead of a scaling relationship can be

determined . These are performed by flipping switches at the top of flnd_best_regress .m.

Using the more formal abstraction process, a better regression is

1/2

	

Qi 1

	

Aa l

	

Aa l
logio

[AAP (k )

	

] - ao + al
[Cm

~

	

- 1
J
+ a2

[CP
~

	

- 1
J
+ a3 ~~~~

	

- 1
J

,
0

	

0

	

0

	

0
(i-2o)

where ko is 10-s cm2 and the ~ values are fitting exponents . A plot of the least-squares fit for

the exponents is shown in Figure 1-2, where the fit for each curve only uses simulations with the

parameter varying . Note that there is more noise in the value for P than in the other parameters .
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Test Exponent for Regression

Figure 1-2: 1/15/97. Least-squares fit of simulation prediction to abstraction prediction for various

exponents in Equation 1-20 .

The best-fit coefficients are shown in Table 1-5. The least-squares fit is also shown for the

counterpart of the formal abstraction equation using logarithms,

i/z
logio

	

AAP (k )

	

] -
a° + ai l°gio (mo ) + as logio (Po) + as logio (Eo)

o

The best scaling fit is better than the logarithm fit for each parameter. If the logarithm of k is

examined, however, the associated a coefficient is -0.495 and associated logarithm fit is 0.258,

strongly supporting pulling k into the left-hand side as is done in Equation 1-20 .
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Table 1-5 : Best-fit abstractions to material properties in deep alluvium .

1/20/97 Documenting infiltration abstractions.

In $HOME,2/Matlab/YMInfiI/SnbregSpaceDist, abstractions for AAI as a function of material and

meteorologic properties are examined using find_bestsegress.m. Abstractions for AAI as a

function of material properties were originally developed in the summer of 1996 . The abstractions

were developed "by eye" and are more formally documented here.

A routine called f_deep_met~t.m was developed to check out the appropriateness of ab-

stractions in the form of a scaling or a logarithmic representation, identical to the approach followed

for material properties. Some trial-and-error runs were followed to pick reasonable base values for

exponents, varying one parameter at a time . The value of the sought exponent was observed to shift

about, depending on the values of the remaining exponents . Accordingly, the Matlab routine fmins

was used to perform a global minimization for all meteorologic-variable exponents simultaneously.

A modified version of f_deep_metSit.m entitled f_deep_metseg.m was created to follow the

format required by fmins.

Two sets of regression results are presented in Table 1-6, for simultaneously determined

exponents and for logarithmic regression, labelled Scale Fit and Log Fit, respectively. Each reported

fit only uses simulations where the variable of interest is perturbed (including the base value of

the variable) . The column entitled Curvature represents the second derivative of the scale fit with

respect to the variable, and is a measure of sensitivity ; the larger the value of curvature, the better

the exponent is determined. The logarithmic fit does not admit this measure . The best fit is to

AAP ; the worst fit is to AAT. The exponent for AAL, AAV, and AAW is roughly within a value

off 1 ; the exponent for AAP is better determined and the exponent for AAT is much more poorly

determined.

Based on comparing the fits reported in Table 1-6, it can be concluded that a logarithmic

representation should be used for AAL and AAW and a scaled representation should be used for

the remaining variables . The best-fit coefficients for this representation are shown in Table 1-
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Parameter a ,Q Fit Log Fit

Scaling Constant -1 .38165 - 0.587745 1 .09475

van Genuchten m 0.42505 2.6576 0.304383 0.821475

P 2.05672 -0.41248 0.449886 0.50599

a -1 .39944 0.67568 0.278631 0.633175
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Table 1-6: Regression values for deep-alluvium meteorologic abstraction .

Table 1-7: Regression coefficients for deep-alluvium meteorologic abstraction . Correction dated
1/23/97: Two curvature numbers were incorrectly transcribed. Correct numbers are italicized in
the table .

7. The parameters without a reported value for exponent are represented using a logarithmic

representation .

1/22/97 Documentation of USGS data acquisition.

I set up $HOME2/AmbientKTI/3Ddata as an archive for site-specific data acquired from or reported

by DOE or subcontractors, such as core-sample data. Today A. Ramos typed in the moisture-

retention data from Appendix II of Flint et al . (1996) . He double-checked his typing and I confirmed

each number. I noticed that the original report is missing a number for sample TPC27s and for

sample TPC15s. The original wordperfect file is called usgs_ofr95-280_app2.wp and an ASCII

version is called usgs_ofr95-280_app2 .asc . File Sources in the same directory documents this

procedure.

Sources also documents previously obtained data residing in the same directory. The

complete neutron-probe data discussed by Flint and Flint (1995) was obtained from the DOE office

in September, 1996 . Table 4 from Rautman et al . (1995) was obtained from C . Rautman on
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Parameter Exponent Scale Fit Curvature Log Fit

AAL -0.03723 0.308036 0 .0284408 0.289575
AAP -0.2889 0.419721 0.486325 0.440836
AAT -15 .96 0.648594 0.000370696 0.700391
AAV 2.075 0.323644 0.0174236 0.357603
AAW 0.2412 0.304608 0.0112994 0.28684

Parameter Exponent Coefficient Fit Curvature

AAL - -1.52051 0.312029 -
AAP -0.2416 -5.56806 0.420087 0.4858
AAT -16.67 0.945489 0 .649914 0.700391 0.000366185
AAY 2.138 0 .281891 0.326738 0.357603 0.0171413
AAW - -0.321916 0.307231 -
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November 6, 1996, using email . Tables I-1 through I-8 from Flint et al . (1996) were obtained
directly from L. Flint on November 4, 1996, also by email .

1/24/97 Deep-alluvium meteorology regressions .

I have noticed an increasing sensitivity of AAI to meteorologic properties as AAI decreases . Work
to date has used the deep-alluvium regression equation the form

where H = (AAI/AAP)U,~, Ui represents a normalized value for parameter i, and the a values are
constants . Two forms of Ui are considered, (i) the scaling fit (e.g ., Uaav = [(AAV/AAVo)~ - 1]),
and (ii) the logarithmic fit (e.g ., UAAL = loglo (AAL/AALo)) . Note that both forms are zero for
the base case of the parameter . Results for the two forms are discussed in the entry for 1/20/97, in
which it was determined that AAL and AAW are probably better fit using the logarithmic form
and AAP, AAT, and AAV are probably better fit using the scaling form .

In order to account for this sensitivity, I postulate that the deep-alluvium regression equation
for meteorologic properties is in the form

ao+~i aiUi+ao~j ajUj
(1-al)~~ajUj

,

logio (H) = ao + ~ aiUi + [ao + al loglo (H)] ~ajUj

	

(1-23)
i

	

j

(1-24)

i represents a parameter that is insensitive to H and index j represents a parameterwhere index
that is sensitive to H. Note that ao is arbitrarily set to 1 if there are no parameters considered
insensitive to H. Again using Matlab routine fmins, I created a file to evaluate the least-squares fit
of the simulation data to the regression equation with f_deep_met_eval.m. Although thousands
of iterations are required to reach convergence, the new formulation significantly improves the data
fit . For example, overall least-square-fits from 1/20/97 for simultaneous fits of AAP, AAT, and
AAV are about 1.5 times larger than the new formulation provides. The form in Equation 1-24 is
more general than a similar equation that uses [ao + al U~k)] as the scale, although the latter form
should work as well .

Hint for the future : the solution procedure appears to really benefit from periodic restarts .
Perhaps the solution steps get too small and the restart enlarges them .
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2/14/97 Daily-averaged meteorology.

Insofar as A. Flint typically uses daily meteorologic values when simulating infiltration, and I have

been using hourly values in the vicinity of rainfall events and monthly values otherwise, and as daily

simulations run faster than hourly simulations, I'm starting a few test cases to check on whether

it actually makes a significant difference . I had looked at this years ago and found that averaging

makes a relatively small difference, most important near precipitation events, and precipitation is

the most important variable to capture. The simulations used 2-cm grids rather than the 1-mm

grids I currently am using, so perhaps the conclusion may be altered .

Met files are generated in $HOME2/Au~Rain/Climate . A meteorology file with daily inputs

averaged from the Desert Rock data, dr_OdOd_24as.met, was generated using make_ave~netseq('dr_OdOd_24f

24). The met file was created by averaging all fair-day met values in a window of 30 days around

each day, then overwriting the days with precipitation with the original, unaveraged, values for

those days . It is possible to change the size of the window for averaging and the window for not

averaging by changing hard-coded numbers in the call to move_metave.m.

The met file was copied to ~SnbRegBreath/RunTightAM and a sequence of simulations was

started with 50 cm of alluvium over porous bedrock. These simulations took on the order of 3 days

with hourly values .

2/27/97 Daily-averaged meteorology results and calcite.

Directory $SnbRegBreath/RunTightAM/Resz~ltDir holds the results of ten simulations of daily me-

teorology compared to hourly meteorology. The simulations are designated by _ds following both

reg07 and reg08. These designators represent bedrock cases 1 and 2, respectively, derived from

regressed relationships by Flint et al . (1996) . The comparable cases with hourly meteorology are

missing the _ds designator .

The Matlab routine make~H~lot was created to plot the results as shown in Figure 1-3 .

The plots show convergence over repeated input cycles to a constant value of decadal-average flux

with depth ; complete convergence occurs when the decadal-average flux is constant over all depths .

Perturbations from the base meteorology are labeled 2/3P, 3l2P, T -+- 5, and T - 5, for multipliers

in precipitation (P) and shifts of temperature (T) uniformly applied to all values .

Two items are of particular interest in Figure 1-3 . First, although the two bedrocks have
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Figure 1-3: 2/27/97. Time history of decadal-average moisture flux after each of 6 decades, as a
function of AAP and AAT, for (a) hourly meteorologic input and bedrock 1, (b) daily meteorologic

input and bedrock 1, (c) hourly meteorologic input and bedrock 2, and (d) daily meteorologic input
and bedrock 2.

permeabilities different by an order of magnitude, AAI remains essentially unchanged. More im-
portantly, there is significant difference between the hourly and daily meteorologic inputs, with
the hourly values yielding significantly higher infiltration . With the current procedure for handling
evaporation, I conclude that the simulator cannot be trusted to yield reliable results with daily
inputs .

I have thus far examined the behavior of deep soil, soil overlying open fractures, and soil

overlying bedrock. The one related case that remains to be investigated is the behavior of soil

overlying fractures filled with calcite . It is reported by Flint et al . (1996) that measured values
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for saturated hydraulic conductivity on fracture-fill materials averages 43.2 mm/day (5 x 10_ 7 m/s

or approximately 5x10-1° cm2) . No van Genuchten properties are reported . The fracture-filling
permeability is almost as large as the most permeable bedrock. After consulting with Gordon
Wittmeyer, it is probably not unreasonable to have fracture fillings with e = 0.1, van Genuchten

cx = 100 MPa-1 , and van Genuchten n = 2 (van Genuchten m = 0.5).

In ~SubRegBreath/R~nTightAM I am setting off a set of simulations assuming that the
matrix is impermeable, fracture pore space is representative of the fracture classes in TCw as

reported by Flint et al . (1996), and the fracture-filling properties are as above. The three classes

have reported fracture pore volume of 2.6 x 10 -5 , 2.6 x10-4 , and 2.6 x10-3 , for 2.5 gym, 25 gym, and

250 p.m fractures, respectively. Since porosity must also account for fracture pore space, filling
porosity will be 2.6x10-4 (rounded to 10-a ). Precasting behavior suggests that infiltration will
increase with increasing soil depth (to the order of 1 m), due to the capillary attraction that calcite
has relative to soil, but infiltration should be relatively small due to the rather small net porosity.
Files with ca13, ca14, and ca15 for fracture properties represent fracture pore volumes of 10-3 ,
10-4 , and 10-5 , respectively.

In conversations with L. Flint (USGS) today, she clarified the weighting schemes that were

used by Flint et al . (1996) assign the values of 0.09, 0.055, 0.005, 0.025, 0.8, and 0.025 as the
weights for open 2.5 ~Cm, open 25 gym, open 250 ~,m, filled 2.5 ~Cm, filled 25 ~,m, and filled 250
/gym fractures, respectively. She also will send me data packets with the full set measured values,

Without having the data in front of her, Lorrie independently used the thinking that Gordon used
to suggest how the filling properties would be different from matrix properties .

3/197 Preliminary calcite simulations.

Three simulations have completed, each with 10 cm of soil over fillings with total porosity of 10-4 ,
10 -5 , and 10-6 , respectively. Interestingly, the three porosity cases do not appear to yield total
infiltrations that are significantly different. The fractures respond very quickly, due to the small

pore volume and high permeability, so it is adequate to use 2 decades for simulations. Partial results

for deeper soils show decreases in infiltration with depth, similar to open fractures . A sequence
of simulations for ca13 and cal4 were fired with the standard set of climate variations (AAP and

AAT) . A similar set of simulations, varying filling properties, will be run subsequently.

An error was found in the UZFLOW module converting meters to feet . The error came

directly from the Matlab routine that calculates AAP, AAT, and AAT on each pixel of a DEM.
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Accordingly, all previous reported predictions for AAI are slightly incorrect, and should be slightly

increased . Over the range of Yucca Mountain elevations (1100 to 1500 m), corrected values of AAP

are 8 to 13 mm/yr larger, AAT are 0 .65 to 0.9 °C cooler, and AAT are 1 .2 x 10-7 to 1 .4 x 10-7

drier .

3/23/97 Data from DOE.

4/10/97 Trip report for Yucca Mountain fieldwork.

A CD-ROM disk was received from L. Flint about two weeks ago that contains the entire set of

matrix-property core-sample measurements from 31 boreholes, including 23 neutron-probe bore-

holes and 8 deeper boreholes . A total of nearly 5000 samples have properties reported . The

CD-ROM disk is entitled "Matrix Properties" and is dated 3/2/97 . The CD-ROM disk has one

file, entitled database .wk4, which is a file in Lotus 1-2-3 version 4.0 format . The CNWRA does

not have software current enough to be capable of reading this format ; however, the Net Force

contractors to the CNWRA were able to convert the file to Lotus 1-2-3 version 3.0 format, which

is capable of being read . E . Pearcy was able to pull this into Excel and output it in tab-delimited

ASCII form . I stored both the Lotus 1-2-3 version 3.0 file, entitled database.wk4, and the tab-

delimited ASCII form, entitled usgs_borehole_db.asc, in $HOME2/AmbientKTl/3Ddata. The

original CD-ROM will be delivered to B. Mabrito and stored in the QA vault.

A second set of data was obtained from the NRC, which consists of a 8-mm tape that

copies a CD-ROM with numerous ARC-VIEW coverages stored as 99 themes . The themes range

from base-map information (e.g ., Nellis Air Force Range boundaries, roads) through contour maps,

borehole locations, ecological study plots, a digitized version of the Scott and Bonk stratigraphy,

and various other information . The files take up roughly 31 Mb. The original CD-ROM resides

at the NRC offices . The CD-ROM was accompanied by a user's guide dated May 1, 1996, with

18 pages plus 3 appendices. I am maintaining the tape in my office until the information can be

transferred to disk in an accessible location.

The remainder of this entry is adapted from the trip report for a two-day trip to Yucca Mountain

to perform characterization field work. Field documentation for the trip is in CNWRA notebooks

175 (soils and vegetation) and 217 (Solitario Canyon measurements) .
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Persons Present

The trip to Yucca Mountain (YM), on March 26 28, 1997 was undertaken by S. Stothoff and J.

Winterle (CNWRA), D. Groeneveld and J . Thompson (Natural Resources, Inc.), and D. Or (Utah

State University) .

Background and Purpose of Trip

CNWRA is working with D. Groeneveld, D. Or, and J. Thompson to aid in characterizing the

impact of vegetation upon shallow infiltration . Transpiration is a process included in DOE models

but not considered in CNWRA modeling efforts to date . The intent of the CNWRA work is to

incorporate vegetation into infiltration-modeling efforts in a plausible and defensible manner, with

appropriate modeling of soil-moisture uptake by plants of particular interest . The trip was inspired

by the need for field-checking hypothesized relationships between vegetation and bedrock type, soil

cover, slope, and solar loading . In a parallel effort, watershed-scale modeling is being performed

by D. Woolhiser . Soil permeability in the wash channels is one of the critical parameters in the

watershed-scale model. J . Winterle accompanied the group to obtain soil permeabilities in Solitario

Canyon channels, which will be used in the watershed-scale model .

Summary of Activities

The field work was split into three activities : (i) a spot-check vegetation survey verifying the

more-detailed TRW vegetation work and examining factors governing the distribution of individual

species (D. Groeneveld and J . Thompson) ; (ii) a spot-check of soil-permeability measurements

to verify more-detailed United States Geological Survey (USGS) work, as well as examination of

plant rooting distributions (D . Or and S. Stothoff) ; and (iii) channel permeability measurements

in Solitario Canyon (J . Winterle) . The vegetation survey was conducted over four days while

the remaining work was performed over two days . Prior to the main trip, D. Groeneveld flew

a photographic airborne survey of plant distributions, augmenting a collection of coarser-scale

photographs taken previously by EG&G.
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Overall Impressions

The trip was extremely useful in orienting Or to the YM site and to identifying and refining hy-

potheses regarding the spatial distribution of plants and plant uptake patterns . Soil measurements

taken during field activities will provide direct input into modeling activities . The trip was also

useful in planning future activities with Groeneveld and Or.

Interpretations Based on Field Observations

Prior to the field excursion, aerial photographs were examined and it was noticed that linear

vegetation features could be identified, particularly along Yucca Crest . As a working hypothesis,

it was felt that these linear features represent fissures in the bedrock that the plants were able to

take advantage of for water uptake . To verify this hypothesis, several pits were dug adjacent to

flourishing plants . Two pits were dug along an apparent linear feature in the Tiva Canyon caprock .

Bedrock was reached at a depth of approximately 30 to 40 cm under the plants and in both pits

a fissure of approximately 5 to 15 cm was identified, aligned with the vegetation feature, that was

densely populated with roots . In one of the pits, a carbonate layer was identified within the fissure

at a depth of roughly 5 cm below soil/bedrock contact ; in the other, no distinct carbonate layer

was identified to a depth of about 20 to 30 cm but there did appear to be increasing carbonate

concentrations in the soil with depth.

Plant roots were exposed at three additional sites with shallower soil . At one site, in caprock,

both plants exposed had roots predominantly within fissures or extending to fissures . At the second

site, in caprock, the plant selected was in the center of a pocket of soil several meters across, with

bedrock cropping out on three sides and a soil depth of at least 30 to 40 cm directly under the

plant. Although a fissure existed, the plant did not appear to take special advantage of the fissure

but appeared to take advantage of runoff from the surrounding bedrock . Nearby plants in fissures

between bedrock outcrops appeared more verdant . At the third site, on a side slope in the upper

lithophysal unit of the Tiva Canyon formation, the plants were rooted in rubble with 30 cm of cover.

For these locations, typical of ridgetops and side slopes, the use of unrestricted rooting systems

reported in the literature is precluded due to the strong influence of bedrock .

In all locations examined, the soil cover was sandy loam to loam with bedrock fragments,

and was rather permeable . The fine portion of the soil appears to be eolian in nature wherever it

was examined . Although permeabilities and soil depths were only determined at a few locations,
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soil samples were collected at scattered locations (including each vegetation transect) . Roughly two

dozen soil samples were obtained . The similarity of the samples suggests that it would be reasonable

to assume that soils are reasonably similar over the entire mountainside (except perhaps in areas

with sorting due to overland flow such as washes and wash channels), consistent with Flint et al .

(1996) .

Four ponded-head permeameter measurements were made at three sites with relatively shal-

low slopes along Yucca Crest and Highway Ridge. Measured saturated conductivity values ranged

from 1 .2 x 10-s to 4.9 x 10-3 cm/s . The smallest reading occurred at a site where a large rock was

subsequently found to lie directly under the disk ; the next-largest reading was 2.9 x 10-s cm/s . For

comparison, Flint et al . (1996) reported soil conductivities in the YM area of 5.6 x10-4 to 3.8x10-s

cm/s based on soil-texture analysis . Three tension-head measurements (two readings with different

suctions at one site, one reading at another site) were also obtained, indicating consistent values .
The measured values are remarkably similar.

Rock particles found in the soil ranged from small pebbles through cobble-sized blocks . In

the pits and in trenches with bedrock exposed, the bedrock was considerably more irregular than

the soil surface implying that vegetation may be preferentially located in locally deeper pockets of

soil where water can be stored for longer periods after precipitation .

The welded Tiva Canyon units do not exhibit gullying along the side slopes of the washes

over the proposed repository footprint, suggesting that erosional processes are not dominated by

overland flow . The high permeability of the shallow soils and the dense carbonates existing in

fractures exposed by trenches in the TCw units below the caprock further suggest that lateral
flow is likely to be primarily along the soil/bedrock interface rather than as overland flow . The

distribution of vegetation suggests that lateral flow may be significant; vegetation is relatively sparse

at the top of slopes and relatively dense at points where slopes flatten. Note that the existence of
subsurface lateral flow is also suggested by neutron-probe measurements .

Based on topography, soil depth, and bedrock materials, the ground surface over the repos-

itory footprint can be divided into four categories :

Tiva Canyon caprock on ridgetops. Slopes are generally moderate (less than 10 degrees) with
shallow soils (0 to 40 cm with pockets greater than 60 cm) . The bedrock is generally massive
with fissures spaced sufficiently far apart in places to provide significant organization to veg
etation. The fissures are typically 5 to 15 cm in aperture, and appear to form by eolian soils
filling between boulders . Bedrock is irregular in topography, with at least 40 cm variation
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possible within the space of 2 m. The bedrock is sufficiently permeable that moisture may
interact significantly with it over periods of days to weeks. Soil fills the fissures to a depth of
at least 5 to 30 cm, with carbonate fillings possible . Roots are common, almost ubiquitous,
within fractures. Net infiltration may be quite significant due to shallow soils. Several vegeta-
tion transects were taken in this environment, 4 soil-permeability and 2 bedrock-permeability
measurements were made, and 5 bedrock-exposure pits were dug.

Tiva Canyon welded units (i .e ., lithophysal units) below the caprock. Slopes are gener-
ally moderate to steep (10 to 45 degrees) . Scree exists where slopes are greater than roughly
40 degrees. Bedrock is irregular in topography, although perhaps less so than for the caprock.
There is some evidence of stairstepping in the bedrock surface that is not echoed in the soil
profile, which may provide localized pockets for vegetation . Fractures are typically narrow in
aperture (less than 1 cm) but closely spaced . The fractures appear to be filled with carbon-
ates as a rule, and generally not penetrated by roots except for perhaps a few localized zones
with wider apertures . Vegetation is predominantly Great Basin on the north-facing slopes
and Mojavian on the south-facing slopes, with vegetation densities about twice as large on
the north-facing slopes . Vegetation increases in density downslope. Net infiltration may be
significant due to shallow soils. Lateral redistribution along the soil/bedrock interface may

also be significant . Several vegetation transects were taken in this environment, a pair of soil-

permeability measurements were taken, and several trenches and pavements were examined
in detail .

Alluvium-filled washes . Slopes are shallow and soils tend to be greater than 1 m in depth. Net
infiltration may not be significant, due to the large storage capacity of the soils and the
presence of vegetation . This environment was not examined in detail, aside from one or two
vegetation transects .

The west face of Yucca Crest. Slopes are quite steep, as much as 50 degrees. Numerous strata
are exposed, ranging from densely welded to nonwelded. Soil pockets exist of as much as 50
cm even in the steepest slopes . Vegetation is dominated by crack-dwelling species . Overland
flow should be significant, as evidenced by gully formation . Of the four environments this
environment is by far the most complex to model however, relatively little of the repository
footprint is overlain by this category. The environment was not examined in detail, aside
from daily hikes up and down to Yucca Crest.
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Hydraulic Conductivity Measurements in Solitario Canyon

J. Winterle obtained 13 hydraulic conductivity measurements for the stream beds in Solitario

Canyon and its side canyons. These measurements were obtained using a Guelph Permeameter

which is used by augering a hole 20 to 40 cm deep into the sediments and measuring infiltration of

water out of the bottom of this hole while a constant water level is maintained in the hole . There

were problems with this technique involving difficulty in augering holes due to the presence of large
cobbles, and a tendency for the holes to collapse due to the lack of cohesiveness of the sediments.
Nevertheless, 13 measurements were obtained with hydraulic conductivities on the order of 10 3 to
10 1 cm/s. These values are consistent with published values for silty sands and gravels . It should
be noted that 10 2 cm/s is the upper limit of the range of hydraulic conductivities for which the
Guelph permeameter is designed, thus the values outside of this range may not be as accurate as the
lower values ; however, they do represent a good order-of-magnitude estimate . Samples of sediments

were obtained from the auger holes and their hydraulic conductivities are currently being measured
in the laboratory . Locations of each of the conductivity measurements was recorded using a GPS
unit . The GPS measurements are accurate to the nearest 100 m. Table 1-8 summarizes the data
collected .

Problems Encountered

The real-time differential GPS did not function properly, almost certainly due to operator error .
Reported measurements are therefore only accurate to within 100 m .
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Table 1-8 : Hydraulic conductivity measurements in Solitario Canyon on March 27 and 28, 1997 .
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UTM (m) Hydraulic
Sample # N E Conductivity (cm/s) Notes

1 546637 4077467 0.04 silty coarse gravels ; many large cobbles
2 546517 4077632 0.02 coarse gravel with fine silty sand
3 546794 4077389 0.07 sandy coarse gravel
4 546826 4077651 0.05 well-sorted, pea-sized gravel
5 546772 4077250 0.002 silty, sandy gravel ; large cobbles
6 546667 4077103 0.007 silty, sandy gravel ; a few large cobbles
7 546612 4076972 0.002 silty coarse gravel
8 546593 4076710 0.012 sandy gravel ; a few large cobbles
9 546597 4076410 0.02 sandy gravel
10 547186 4079275 0.1 coarse sand and gravel
11 547135 4078848 0.04 well-sorted pea-gravel with coarse sand
12 547121 4078681 0.01 well-sorted pea-gravel with coarse sand
13 547021 4078283 0.002 silty overbank sediments

stream channel well-sorted pea-gravel
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2 . Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-663
Collaborators :

	

Ronald T. Green
Directories:

	

As noted

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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3 . Iterative Performance KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-761

Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca, Gordon Wittmeyer

Directories :

	

As noted

Objective :

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at Yucca

Mountain. The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into

forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e.g ., probability distributions) . In

addition, periodic review of DOE work may be performed .

3/25/96 Audit review of TSPA-95.

Over the last few days I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes

impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport

of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal

inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport

velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where

parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.

In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar as it is assumed that fractures

are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may

drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation

flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped on

as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation .

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively

straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results . I plan to perform a calculation of the

probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac

ture velocities and fluxes, as well as the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures .

My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-

normal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield much faster

velocities in general . In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by

TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges as well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison .

The work in the audit review is located in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols . In order to set up a
comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from
Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerpted for the
TSPA-93 report (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical. The
Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta
function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),

p(x), given by

where C is a normalizing constant and a and ,(3 are used to define the shape of the function . By

requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

where

a

r(1 + a)r(1 + /.3)f(x - a)« (b - x)Q dx

00

I'(x) = f t(x-1 ) exp(-t) dt .

	

(3-3)
0

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled

random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the x value that has a
cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula
tive probability distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A
way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized sum. A
new Matlab function entitled beta_dist.m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed
probabilities, and beta_dist~et.m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist.m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-

spaced x locations . For cases with negative a or ,Q, the beta function predicts infinite probability

at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding

to a negative power. The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .

I plotted up each of the probability functions and compared them to the plots in the back of

the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for
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the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are

supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer . I entered the scaled values for layers 1

through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots

in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close . It appears

that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual saturations can be as high as 1,

with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled

parameters are completely outrageous . I can see why residual saturation was treated as a layer

constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task .

Correlations between parameters are not mentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only

touched on by Schenker et al . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do

any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability. Several of the layers show significant

correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0.467 and 0.929),

but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,

scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

where pc is capillary pressure, y is surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and e is porosity.

The J function is a dimensionless function of saturation (S) . I expect that using such a scaling law

would affect predicted velocities quite significantly.

3/28/96 TSPA-95 velocity comparison.

(3-4)

After setting up the beta distribution function, 104 realizations of independently sampled matrix

properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw) ;

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn) ;

3C Topopah Spring welded-composite (TSw);

3R Topopah Spring welded-repository (TSw) ;

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-vitric (CHnv) ;

6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz);
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7 Prow Pass welded (PPw).

Parameters were calculated using make_param.m and placed in a Matlab binary file, param_uc_10000 .mat.

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable

for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations. Accordingly, perti-

nent Matdab MOL routines were brought into $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols and stripped down

to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines . The overall run routine is

run_forward~et.m, which calls other routines as needed. The material-property routines are

calc_vg_wtcond.m, for the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as

presented by Klavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond .m, which represents my conceptu-

alization of the TOUGH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995) . Using

the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to
the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121 .2 m), (ii) CHnv (80.7 m), (iii) TSv (8.4 m), and (iv)
TSw (111 .2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range
that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of
course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0.05 mm/yr), and less than
two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,
which slows the solver down considerably. The runs were performed from the water table to the
repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level.

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a
matrix conductivity. In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are

assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to

the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,
fractures are treated as not present . Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix
and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual
with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures

were not active . However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution . Upon further

investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get

a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical

error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the

matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity. Neglecting the fractures,

pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the

fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is more than sufficient to push water downwards .

If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesmal upwards spatial increment

must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitesmal increment

must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched ofF. In a finite-volume code,

pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node . For the MOL approach,

there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length

scale .

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity

for every pressure, turns out to work but the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow

for reasonably small deltas (e.g., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high and a low flux need be

considered, which should ease computational burden.

4/4/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in

another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought . The pressure

in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures are not forced to be

either fully on or fully of£ Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure/saturation relationship

is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures . The lower capillary

pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures . The TRW procedure for

defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented; I presume some cutoff' saturation

stands in for zero (e.g ., 10-$ ) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used .

I implemented my understanding of the TRWECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond.m.

Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000.mat, I ran a total of 9 sets

of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0.1, and 0.01 mm~yr) and 3 ECM models (single-

pressure, or classical ; Q = 1; and Q = 0 .95) . The Q-based ECM is the TRW ECM, where Q is the

threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary

statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer . For each of

17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using calc_run_summary.m
and stored in summary output files with names such as ECMl-50_Q0.01~-1.mat . The digits
following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000.mat (here
realizations 1 through 50) . The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr. The
number after the "s" represents the ECM model Q (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM) . The
summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture
contents, etc . The quantities are labeled where defined in calc_run~ummary.m.

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) and integral-average deviation
(V~) are defined by

V. - I za

Zef V dZ

travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system :

4

V =
zzb

	

~

	

(3-5)
f dZ
za

6

	

1/2

f (V - V)2 dZl

Z6f dZ
zQ

The integrals are performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer .

T =~

	

Li _

i-1 Vmi~'mi + VfiFfi ~

(s-s)

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in

detail . The other information is stored for future examination .

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 ECM models, a

(3-7)

where L; is the thickness of layer i, F�, and Ff are the fraction of flux in matrix and fractures, and

V�,, and Vf are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures .

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Matlab routine was
created, calc_5pt~tats .m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab

routine show_5pt_plots.m, the distribution for T is displayed in Figure 3-1 for the 3 models, the

two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vf . The TSPA-95 definition of Vj is incorrect,
dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content ; the two Vj conceptualization are
the correct and incorrect Vf definitions .
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10~

Figure 3-1 : 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes, ECM

conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

~ The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 3-1) yields almost identical results as the

Q-based ECM with Q = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 3-1 .

The Q-based ECM with Q = 0 .95 (denoted sig = 0.95) yields slightly faster travel times than

the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel

time is found when fracture flow dominates (i.e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting

fracture flow) .

" Misrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel times, by a factor of

two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that
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the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA
measure.

The last two observations are somewhat surprising a priori, insofar as the low-infiltration

cases have very little fracture flow to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have

much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .

It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable

impact on overall travel time. In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, TSv, and CHnz layers

all exhibit significant fracture flow and only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix

flow . Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer; only those few
cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture
velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-

property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-

ure 3-1) . In Figure 3-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav_stat.m, the
success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for

the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-
locities and flux distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer. Curve B
uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the

average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10-is m/s. Curve D presents the

summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly.

Several observations can be drawn from Figure 3-2.

~ In matrix-dominated flow (gtnf = 0.01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a

modified Vf appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect

Vj yields consistently slow travel times.

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to

5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations.

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel

time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out.
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Figure 3-2: 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM
conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches .

4/5/96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .

As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various
assertions of the TSPA-95 approach . These were not used in the write-up of the audit . For
completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 3-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property
realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four
layers, and were created using Matlab routine show_plots.m. The size of the symbol represents
infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . Generally the ECM models only diverge
significantly with higher fluxes .

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 3-4, follows the same approach as Figure 3-3,
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Figure 3-3 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 matrix velocities predicted by the ECM models in

the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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except that the fracture velocities are shown instead. The plots were created using Matlab routine
show_plots .m. Not shown are the points with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there
are significant numbers of cases with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts
essentially zero . Note that low and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture
flow and these cases are not shown.

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 3-5, shows the fraction of flow in the fractures
versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots.m. Again, cases without significant fracture flow or fracture velocity
are not shown. A very strong linear relationship occurs for the omitted points .

The fourth set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 3-6, shows the significant fracture velocities
versus the matrix velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
Matlab routine show_plots.m. By dividing both velocities by infiltration flux, the respective sets
of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold
range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix
velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 3-7, shows the frequency of occurrence for
matrix velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot~tats.m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used. The base-10
log of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the
maximum velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped log
distribution is apparent .

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 3-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for
fracture velocities . The plots were created using Matlab routine scat_plot~tats.m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10 log
of the resultant velocities was binned into 10 evenly spaced bins from 10-s cm/s to the maximum
velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 10-s cm/s were put into
the lowest bin.

9/3/96 Thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit.

Some of the results discussed above were presented at a Technical Exchange with the DOE in
Denver. I presented a comparison of the DOE approach with the two different ECMs with the
DOE abstraction and the NRC abstraction, plotting the sets of simulations discussed before in
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Figure 3-4 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 fracture velocities predicted by the ECM models in
the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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Figure 3-6 : 4/5/96 . Comparison of TSPA-95 scaled matrix velocities to scaled fracture velocities

as predicted by the ECM models in the (a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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Figure 3-7 : 4~5~96 . Histogram of TSPA-95 matrix velocities for the classical ECM model in the
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Figure 3-8 : 4/5/96 . Histogram of TSPA-95 fracture velocities for the classical ECM model in the

(a) TSw, (b) TSv, (c) CHnv, and (d) CHnz layers .
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terms of cumulative density functions (CDFs) for conservative-particle travel times . These plots

confirm the conclusions I discussed in previous entries . The plots are generated using tech_plots.m,

which further uses calc_gwtt~tat .m to plot curves from the simulations .

In general, the comparisons between the DOE and NRC approaches were well received by

the DOE and gave the DOE staff some insight into the methods . The DOE staff did express

surprise that the drift-scale approximations did not receive similar attention, however, as they

believe that the drift-scale approximations are crucial to the predictions that the TSPA-code makes .

In summary, the drift-scale analysis assumes that :

~ The infiltration flux can be represented as a percolation flux that is lognormally distributed

over the area of the column with a mean equal to a specified value and a standard deviation

arbitrarily equal to 0.5,

~ The matrix properties at the drift scale are also lognormally distributed based on Schenker

et al . (1995) properties,

The random percolation fluxes and matrix properties are independent,

The matrix has fluxes up to the saturated conductivity,

~ Any flux in the matrix diverts around the drift,

~ Drip rates are equal to the flux in the fracture assuming that the flux in the fracture only

occurs if the matrix does not have capacity for the flux,

~ An arbitrary catchment area of four times the waste package is present, and

" Using the expected flux rate for every package results in approximately the same release rates

that would occur from rising the actual flux rate for each package .

Possible weak points in the discussion are :

~ There is no justification for the standard deviation used in the percolation flux distribution,

~ There is no consideration of correlation between matrix properties and local percolation flux,

~ There is no consideration of lateral flow effects (all matrix flux must somehow cram around

the drift),

~ There is no consideration of dual permeability effects (local strengthening or weakening of

the fracture flow),
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" There is no explicit consideration of drip effects on package failure time, and

" There is no consideration of reduction in effective matrix flux area due to rewetting times
for the matrix (after the cool-down period, presumably the matrix takes considerable time to
re-wet, during which the interior of the matrix block is essentially unsaturated) .

In addition, there is no consideration of the spatial distribution of the infiltration fluxes (each

column has any spatial information completely washed out) .

9/4/96 More thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit .

I discussed the impact of drips on package failure time with Sridhar today. The current thinking is
that waste-package failure is due to a water film on the package, which can either occur due to drips
or relative humidity. The TSPA-95 approach is to lump all of this behavior into a relative humidity
term, with corrosion only starting when temperature drops below 100 °C and relative humidity is

above a threshold (75 to 85 percent) . The current EBSPAC approach is moving towards calculating

chemistry at the drift wall based on the ECM model in Multiflo, and assuming that each drift has

drips, so that drips may contact the package earlier than the 100 °C cutoff. Drip formation is not

well established in this approach . ECM simulations performed by Peter Lichtner suggest that up

to 100 ka are required to rewet the repository. Some sort of linkage between ECM and drip would

be desirable according to Sridhar.

Based on the thoughts to date, we have promised to Rex Wescott that we would assess
assumptions in TSPA-95 regarding :

" Independence of flux and permeability. The assessment of uncorrelated flux and permeability
distributions will examine the impact of correlation in the calculations simply by repeating
the analysis with correlated parameters .

" Variability of flux and permeability. The assessment will repeat the analysis with a range of
standard deviations .

" Spatial dependency of infiltration flux . The assessment will repeat the analysis with the

infiltration distribution explicitly carried through the analysis .

In addition, I would like to examine several related issues, but to be prudent these will not be

promised .
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" Impact of rewetting time on dripping fluxes . The idea is to examine how long it will take

after the thermal pulse for the matrix to reach pre-pulse conditions. I suspect that fracture

flow will dominate for at least tens of thousands of years .

" Impact of discrete-fracture flow on drips . With discrete fractures, it may be that matrix

properties are relatively unimportant indicators of drip distributions .

The additional issues would require additional code development .

9/7/96 Drift-scale analysis.

One approach for a first cut at the drift-scale analysis include the following tasks :

" Get the TSPA-95 column outlines and the IPA-2 column outlines into UTM coordinates and

assign DEM pixels to each column .

" Assemble software to create a PDF for gd,.ip given a PDF for K Bnt and a value of gtnfii~

" Create a table of gd,.ip PDFs as a function of average infiltration :

- Repeat for remaining infiltration rates .

" Localize dripping fluxes to discrete locations relative to drifts .

" Calculate release rates for each of the models .

Scale a "standard" infiltration distribution to provide a desired average infiltration over

Yucca Mountain at the repository level .

- Adjust the distribution to accommodate intermediate processes (smoothing and/or fo-

cussing) .

Assemble a PDF describing gd,. ip by examining the column pixel by pixel .

Several what-if scenarios can be examined relatively quickly using this basic format :

" Perfectly vertical fluxes .

" Lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i.e ., Laplace smoothing) .

" Localization of vertical fluxes (i.e ., faulting/perching) .
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~ Localization and subsequent lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i.e ., faulting/perching then

Laplace smoothing) .

Very relevant extended analysis includes examining the effects of:

. Long-range impacts on fracture fluxes (i.e ., fracture flow initiated above the drift level even

though the drift level is highly permeable such as can happen in dual-permeability models) .

~ Time-dependent matrix saturation (i .e ., cool-down rewetting fluxes) .

My hunch is that fracture flow is strongly initiated but weakly dissipated. If so, the presence of a

low-permeability TSw microstratum will initiate fracture flow that continues for extended distances

downwards despite a more-permeable matrix . If so, gd,.tP at the repository will be less sensitive to

KBat at the repository than the TSPA-95 approach and instead will be an integral measure of the

vertical distribution of the matrix properties. The point may have considerable impact on the

analysis approach .

I also suspect that fracture flow will be much more prevalent during the cool-down period

as the matrix slowly rewets . Although the thermal pulse may indeed strongly redistribute water

in the matrix due to vapor transport during heating, I don't think this will be so active during

cooling . If the matrix is relatively dry, then it cannot conduct water and any flux must be in the

fractures . However, fracture flux must also be diverted to refill the matrix, so presumably there

will be less overall flux at the repository.

9/8/96 Drift-scale analysis .

_ 2
.fx(x) =

Q 12~r exp l

	

2 C
x
~

N~
l l

Benjamin and Cornell (1970) . The standardized normal distribution is described by

Assuming that the matrix hydraulic conductivity can be described using a lognormal PDF, as the

TSPA-95 analysis does (Section 7.3 of TRW, 1995), an equivalent assumption is that Y = ln(KBQt)

is described by a normal distribution . The normal probability density function is described by

(3-8 )

where x is the random variable, ~ is the mean value of x, and Q is the standard deviation of x

1 exP(-u2/2),

	

(3-9).fv(n) -

	

2~r
x - ~

	

(3-10)u= ,
Q
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so that

fx(x) _ ~fv Cx Q
~~ ~

	

(3-11)

The corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) is described by

=Fv
C

~

Q
h

~
u

1

	

exp(-u2 /2) du.

	

(3-12)
2~r

A related integral, the error function, is defined (Section 7.1 .1 of Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972)

Note that Fv(-u) = 1 - Fv(ii) for a normal distribution, so that the limitations of having u >= 0
for the error function can be overcome .

Equation 3-15 can be used to develop a Matlab function that provides a CDF for gpe,.c-Ksat
given a value for gd,.tp , since Matlab provides a function for the error function but not for the normal-
distribution CDF. The idea is to discretize the range 0 <= gd,.ip <= max(gperc ) with a long vector
(e.g ., 1000 entries) for gd,.tp . For each pixel in the column, the values of KBQt that correspond to
the gd,.ip vector entries can be determined and the CDF evaluated for those particular values . The
CDF value corresponding to gdrZp = 0 should be evaluated with Kent = 4perc" The calculated CDF
for each pixel should be normalized by the number of pixels that will be accumulated.

The outlined procedure can be used to develop a CDF equivalent to the TSPA-95 approach
as well . Instead of providing an infiltration distribution equivalent to the distribution estimated
from surface considerations, a distribution can be provided that is simply random noise about a
mean value.

A difficulty comes when one assumes that insofar as there is observed spatial correlation in
matrix properties, thus there may be some correlation between Qperc and Ksae . For example, lateral
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thus, for u >= 0, Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) (Section 26.2.29) show

erf(u) = 2Fv(u~) - 1, or equivalently (3-14)
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redistribution may result in higher gper~ in areas with high KBat and lower gperc in areas with low

KBat . If ~ and y are jointly normal distributions, then (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970)

9/9/96 First drift-scale results.

QY~X = (1 - P2)1~2Q1'~ (3-17)

where p is the correlation coefficient . For the case of jointly normal distributions, an estimate for

the CDF can therefore be built up in a similar way as outlined previously, except that the gpe, .cs

input as a set of pixel values adjust the mean and standard deviation of ln(KsQt for each pixel

individually according to the value of p. Presumably correlation between Ksot and gper~ should be

handled using the corresponding logarithms .

I created several Matlab files in /home/sierra/stotho,~%Matlab/TSPA95Drift to investigate the

behavior of TSPA-95 assumptions on dripping fluxes . Two questions are easily investigated using

the TSPA-95 or related approaches assuming that infiltration fluxes are randomly distributed: (i)

what is the impact of correlation between gperc and Ksat, and (ii) what is the impact of the standard

deviation of gperc and KBnt .

Two calculational approaches were investigated . The first approach directly calculates the

CDF for gper~ - Knot for each entry of an input vector of gper~, directly using the CDF for Ksat
to calculate the CDF for specific values of gdrip . The direct approach results in apparently rather

good estimates for the low range of gd,.ip , but is a little noisy at the upper end if there are not a

lot of gp,.ec values in the vector . The second approach extends the TSPA-95 approach, estimating a

CDF from long input vectors of random gper~ and KBat . For the same computational effort, longer

vectors can be used for the indirect approach, so the indirect approach results in nice upper tails

but is questionable for small values of gdrip . The two methods appear to yield quite comparable

results with reasonably long input vectors and correlations that aren't too big. There is significant

disagreement between the p = 1 cases.

The few cases that I have run while experimenting with vector sizes and code testing are

beginning to show some trends . The most consistent trend is the increasing probability of not

exceeding fluxes that are larger than the mean gpe,. c as the correlation increases (i .e ., large gd,.ip

is less likely as p increases) .

	

However, this does not mean that E[gdripl gperc > Ksat] necessarily

decreases .
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Another trend that is worth examining is the probability of gd, .1 p > 0 (i.e ., the number of

waste packages being dripped upon) . Preliminary results indicate that for cases with the mean

gperc less than the mean Ksae, increasing p decreases the probability of gd, .ip > 0, while for the
mean gperc greater than the mean KBai, increasing p increases the probability that gd, .i p > 0.

Finally, as the standard deviation of gper~ increases, there is a trend towards broader gd,.ip,

and larger expected values of gd,.ip .

In the process of examining the data used for the TSPA-95 analyses, I cannot find direct
links between Schenker et al . (1995) data and the TSPA-95 data . It appears that some uncited
reanalysis of the data occurred, so that the mean values for TSw are 2.37x10 -r o m/s for Schenker
et al . (1995) and 2 .0x10-11 m/s for TSPA-95. The Schenker et al . (1995) results do not have a
standard deviation, but report a coefficient of variation ; assuming that CV = Q/~E[logro(K9at)]~
yields the Q for TSw reported in TSPA-95.

910/96 Investigation of coding and sensitivity.

In order to test the software that will be used to estimate fluxes based on a surface distribution
of annual-average infiltration, I continued comparing the two approaches for calculating the CDF
for Qdrip . I found some bugs in the Matlab code for the p = 1 case ; now the two approaches match
quite well for all values of p.

A representative set of parameters were decided on to examine the behavior of the assump-
tions carefully . It was assumed that Fey/F~k, Qy /Qk, and p were important determinants of behavior
classes, so several sets of cases were run systematically varying these parameters . The preliminary
observations were investigated more completely with the more-robust software .

Several points were verified .

~ For all cases, the fraction of the area seeing gdrip > 0 increases with increasing p when pa > F~k

and decreases with increasing p when ~e 9 > N~k . In other words, as p increases, the area fraction
moves further from 0.5 .

~ When pe = f~k, the fraction of the area seeing gd,. ip > 0 is 0.5 ; this fraction increases as gpe,.c

increases.

~ When Qa « Q~, E[gdrtp] decreases with increasing p, regardless of the magnitude of gper~,

while when vq » ~k, E[gdrip] increases with increasing p if pv < pk and decreases otherwise.
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~ As ~pa-p~~ ~ 0, the impact of p becomes large, particularly as p approaches 1 or ~E[Q]-E[K]~

becomes large .

~ As Qe/vk increases,

- the fraction of the area seeing gdr ;,p > 0 moves towards 0.5,

- a broader range of gdrap > 0 occurs, and

- E[gdrip] increases .

An argument for correlation between KBa t and gperc might be that the spatial structure for

KBat has high correlation lengths, so that lateral redistribution may take place. When K�l » gperc~

there would be positive correlation between Km, and gperc . When K�~ « gperc, there may be

negative correlation between K,,1 and gper~, as there could be increased density of fracturing as

welding increases concommitant with decreased matrix permeability. Behavior where K�i and Qperc

are roughly the same order of magnitude is not apparent (no correlation?) .

9/12/96 ~rther investigation of sensitivity.

I created two plots yesterday that showed the impact of p and Qa/~k, respectively, on the dripping-

flux CDF for ratios of 10E[lo8,o(yn° "°)] -E[loglo(x'")~ ranging from 0.01 to 100. Gordon noticed that

the expected values of gdrip seemed rather large compared to the expected values of gperc that I was

discussing. After some digging, I realized this was due to confusing the mean of the logs with the

log of the mean.

The Schenker et al . (1995) data as used in TSPA-95 is provided in terms of base-10 loga-

rithms . In order to convert from base-10 to natural logarithms, Section 4.1 .22 in Abramowitz and

Stegun (1972) states

loglo z = In z/ In 10 = loglo e In z.

	

(3-18)

Also, on page 267 of Benjamin and Cornell (1970), the relationship between the log of the mean

and the mean of the log is provided,

m1nY = lnmY - 2Q1Y .

	

(3-19)

Based on 3-18 and the computational verification that p[ln(lOX )] = ln(10)p(X) and ~[ln(lOX )] _
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Table 3-1: Behavior of dripping-flux CDF using the Schenker et al . (1995) TSw description and the

base-case infiltration distribution estimate . E[K] = 5.27 mm/yr Note 10/28/96: lOE ~Y~ = 0.62
mm/yr, where Y = loglo (K), but E[K] = 5.27 mm/yr~ and Qloglo K = 0.9 .

ln(10)Q(X), where X is a base-10 lognormal distributed random variable, we see that

In m

	

In 10 to

	

m

	

m

	

1Y =

	

(

	

)

	

g(

	

Y) =

	

tnY + 2Q1nY

9/13/96 Thoughts on creating an IPA drip model .

= ln(10)mlog y + 2 (ln(10)vlog y)2;

	

(3-20)
1

log my = mlogY + 2
ln(10)Qig y.

	

(3-21)

These relationships allowed me to relabel the plots and send them off to Rex Wescott .

were generated using show_CDF~et.m.

The plots

As a followup, I created a base-case AAI distribution using the functions defined in my

second paper on infiltration . Using this distribution, I created a CDF in just the same way as

before . I also scaled this distribution by (5.27/15 .1) and (5 .27/15 .1)2 , to bracket the E[K] . The

CDF for each flux case was created using the AAI distribution directly and a four-way Laplace-

smoothed distribution . The statistics on these cases are shown in Table 3-1. The smoothing step

crudely allows lateral redistribution, and lowers the standard deviation of gperc by a factor of 2.7 .
Based on the previous results, lowering Qa would be expected to greatly lower E[gdrip] and decrease

fdrip a fair amount . However, with the input AAI distribution, an extremely interesting behavior

is observed, with E[gdrip] decreasing only slightly and E[fdrip] actually increasing significantly.

The work over the last week has assumed that the statistics generated from a set of core samples

could indeed be applied to describe processes that are appropriate for a continuum scale much

larger than the core samples . Calculating a dripping flux by subtracting K�,, from gperc is only
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E[gper~] (mm/yr) Laplace PaSSeS 0-log9/QIogK E'' [gdrip] (m1T1/yT) ~' [,I drip]

15.1 0 2.08 16.7 0.79
15.1 1 0.71 14.9 0.87
5.26 0 2.08 5.8 0.69
5 .26 1 0.71 5.1 0.76
1.83 0 2.08 2.00 0.55
1 .83 1 0.71 1.75 0.61
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reasonable on a scale where there are many fractures within an REV, and is essentially dependent

on assuming that the ECM approach is valid . At the scale of the continuum, however, much of the

variability in the matrix properties is lost due to averaging. Thus, one would presume that Uloglox

should be significantly lower than the value previously used, 0.9 . It should be straightforward to

calculate Qloglo x simply by creating random fields on a fine grid, using the statistical properties

presented by Sandia and USGS workers, then averaging over appropriate volumes. In fact, there

is probably a sill associated with the data; the sill value may be adequate for the purposes of

using a more-representative value for Qloglo K. Istok et al . (1994) find that the variogram of both

porosity and log(Ksat) for the shardy base of the PTn can be modelled as a pure sill, at least

for horizontal separation distances greater than 25 or 50 m. The vertical variogram was also fit

with a pure-sill model; minimum separation distance is 0.02 of undefined units that I suppose

are relative stratigraphic elevation (running 0 to roughly 30 m), suggesting 60 cm is minimum

separation elevation.

The second difficulty with the approach is the assumption that the spatial distribution of

gdrip is Patchy, but still a continuum with a calculable saturation level. In fact, I would suspect that

fractures flow either locally saturated or locally dry, with only a few fractures actually saturated.

If this bimodal distribution is correct, flowing water only exists in a miniscule fraction of the area

where fdrip > 0, although the flux is locally quite large. In turn, many waste packages that are

nominally in the zone with fdrip > 0 will not be dripped upon at all if the localization is strong;

the remaining would have fluxes much larger than E[gdr~p] .

10/1/96 PDFs for matrix and fracture properties.

Yesterday I was tasked by Randy Manteufel and Bob Baca to provide PDFs for matrix and frac-

ture permeabilities, porosities, and van Genuchten Jas in layers involving UZ and SZ radionuclide

transport for an IPA simulation to be run starting tomorrow . I have been gathering information

on properties informally for the past few months, under the Ambient KTI, but have not looked at

the lower layers in any detail .

A set of borehole samples, including locations, are available from the data set Gerry Stirewalt

had George Rice assemble last year, totalling 582 saturated conductivity samples (14 boreholes)

and 509 porosity samples (13 boreholes) . The boreholes are identified in the data file but the data

source attributions must come from George. The Schenker et al . (1995) data set used in TSPA-93

has information on all of the desired parameters, but it appears that : (i) the overlap between

any pair of data set sources is imperfect, (ii) the labeling between the Rice data set and IPA2 is
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not consistent, and (iii) the TSPA-93 and IPA2 stratigraphies do not perfectly correspond . The
TSPA-93 stratigraphy includes a Topopah Spring vitrophyre layer and a Trarn welded unit both
missing in IPA2, while I assume that the Upper Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 is missing
from TSPA-93 and the Middle Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 corresponds to the Bullfrog
nonwelded unit .

A set of outcrop-sample information (Flint et al ., 1996) postdating the previous analyses
augments the data available . The samples provide a detailed picture of microlayering through the
Topopah Springs unit, several samples of the Calico Hills zeolitized unit, two samples of the Prow
Pass unit, and no samples from deeper units. The 10 Flint et al . (1996) Calico Hills zeolitized
samples have a mean of 7.9 x 10-11 m/s as opposed to the mean of 1 .93 x 10--i° m/s for the 51
samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; the means are essentially identical . The 18 Flint
et al . (1996) Topopah Springs samples have a mean of 1.2 x 10-1° m/s as opposed to the mean
of 2.37x10-i ° m/s for the 66 samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; again the means are
essentially identical. However, the outcrop information suggests that there may be stratigraphic
variation, with two orders of magnitude change across microlayers, that is not accommodated in
the lumped sampling.

Both TSPA-93 and IPA2 recognize that there are scale effects involved in going from core
samples to field samples, which will tend to reduce the overall variance . The IPA2 approach to
accommodating the scale effects appears to take 100 realizations of a 1D column with point locations
spread 10 m apart (to represent uncorrelated values) and use a harmonic mean for each set of KBat

values . The TSPA-93 approach creates a scaled coefficient of variation based on the unit thickness
and correlation length .

It appears to me that scaling parameters independently is dangerous, since in fact the
parameters are correlated . Instead, a more satisfying approach would be to generate a set of 3D
random fields of parameters and numerically perform flow simulations to build up the response
from which the parameters can be estimated. The steady-state ODE approach Gordon and I have
been investigating may be applicable here . However, this approach would take several weeks to get
working. An intermediate approach would be to do this in 1D, which would be considerably faster
to generate . The quick-and-dirty scheme is to reprise the IPA2 approach or T5PA-93 approach .
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10/3/96 Estimated PDFs for matrix and fracture properties.

Several tasks were undergone to estimate PDFs for material properties (i.e., matrix and fracture

permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten Q.

~ The set of data sources were reviewed. TSPA-93 and Schenker et al . (1995) sources and

tables are identical aside from a corrected bulk density table in Schenker et al . (1995) . The

IPA2, TSPA-93, and CNWRA Earthvision data sources are partly disjunct, with none of the

3 data sets being a subset of any other. The TSPA-93 data set is significantly larger than the

others ; the Earthvision data only consist of matrix Kent and porosity.

Problems are noticable with the lower matrix data, particularly the Bullfrog unit . The unit is

purportedly welded, and the TSPA-93 set has plausible properties while the IPA2 set appears

to have nonwelded and welded units flipped. However, the original data source (used by both

TSPA-93 and IPA2) is consistent with IPA2 usage. Note that the Upper and Middle Crater

Flat units are not found in TSPA-93, although the IPA2 Middle Crater Flat may correspond
to the TSPA-93 Bullfrog nonwelded. I assume that the TSPA-93 data is more representative

and that the two Crater Flat properties are the same. Further, I use the IPA2 thicknesses for

the Prow Pass, Upper and Middle Crater Flat, and Bullfrog units .

~ Fracture properties are of course problematic. I don't believe that fracture properties strongly

affect flow in the UZ but may in the SZ. The IPA2 properties are as good as any, since the

TSPA-93 properties are calculated not measured . It might be worthwhile to examine the data
that the TSPA-93 analysis was based on, since only one borehole is the same and different

methods were used to derive distributions. If the intent of the PA runs is to identify key

parameters, then the TSPA-93 distributions may be better than the IPA2 distributions, since

the IPA2 distributions have lots of constant values .

~ I decided that using the TSPA-93 data set with the IPA2 scaling approach was adequate for

providing averaged UZ matrix estimates . The IPA2 approach is equivalent to creating many

columns, getting the average for the column, and subsequently averaging the column aver-

ages . For permeability, the columns used harmonic means (series solution) with arithmetic

averaging of the column means (parallel solution). For porosity, arithmetic and arithmetic

means were used directly for matrix and on the logs for fracture . For van Genuchten ,Q,
arithmetic and arithmetic means were used on the log of Q. I used 104 columns to accumulate

statistics .
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Table 3-2 : Estimated matrix Ksnt values (m2) .

In the averaging, a vertical correlation length is required . Rautman and Flint (1992) address
this for the TCw, PTn, and TSw units . For all three units considered simultaneously, a cor-
relation length of 30 m was found appropriate ; considering the layers independently yielded
a scatter of correlation lengths . I used 30 m; IPA2 used 10 m. The larger correlation yields
more uncertainty (a wider range of values) . For the Prow Pass unit, the correlation length
is greater than the thickness so the sample statistics were used . I used the thicknesses con-
sidered in IPA2 for units lower than CHnz unit . The TSPA-93 approach did not scale the
fracture properties, implying that the properties were considered formational properties, so
that scaling was not performed here either .

All calculations were done with Matlab, in $HOME2/IPA/TSPA95/Data . Matrix calcu-
lations were done using do_layer~ets .m, which calls codell_ave.m. Fracture calculations were
done using do_frac~ets.m. The calculated matrix and fracture properties are shown in Tables 3-2
through 3-7 . KBat is in m/s; porosity and van Genuchten ,0 are dimensionless . The plus and minus
3 standard deviation values are given for the minimum, mean, and maximum layer thicknesses .
Probably the mean thickness should be used (note that van Genuchten Q must be greater than 1) .
Where other information is unavailable on layer thicknesses, the IPA2 thicknesses are used . KBQ~
and ,Q should be lognormal, porosity normal or lognormal .
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Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.0685 2.62e-20 3 .66e-18 5.l1e-16
TSw mean 0.0527 2.69e-20 1.40e-18 7.29e-17
TSw max 0 .0454 2.89e-20 9.25e-19 2.96e-17
CHn min 0.095 8.30e-19 2.39e-16 6.89e-14
CHn mean 0 .0807 7.20e-19 1.08e-16 1 .61e-14
CHn max 0.0803 7.44e-19 1.08e-16 1 .58e-14
CHz min 0.0591 1 .27e-20 1.12e-18 9 .83e-17
CHz mean 0.0549 1 .32e-20 8.76e-19 5 .82e-17
CHz max 0.0482 1.48e-20 6.20e-19 2 .59e-17
PPw IPA2 0.0825 1.OOe-18 1 .52e-16 2 .30e-14
UCF IPA2 0.0467 1.75e-17 2.77e-16 4 .37e-15
BFw IPA2 0.0356 1.75e-18 1 .92e-17 2 .l1e-16
MCF IPA2 0.0469 1.73e-17 2.77e-16 4 .43e-15
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Table 3-3 : Estimated matrix porosity values .
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Layer Thick CV Low Mean High

TSw min 0 .291 0.0175 0.139 0.261
TSw mean 0 .206 0.053 0.139 0.225
TSw max 0 .169 0.0688 0.139 0.21
CHn min 0.19 0.142 0.33 0.517
CHn mean 0.158 0.175 0.331 0.488
CHn max 0.155 0.177 0.331 0.485
CHz min 0.104 0 .21 0.306 0.402
CHz mean 0.0946 0.219 0.305 0.392
CHz max 0.0795 0.233 0.306 0.379
PPw IPA2 0.168 0.145 0.292 0.439
UCF IPA2 0.137 0.153 0.261 0.368
BFw IPA2 0.179 0.0763 0.165 0.254
MCF IPA2 0.136 0.154 0.261 0.367

Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.346 0.979 1.78 3.23
TSw mean 0.245 1.16 1.78 2.71
TSw max 0.202 1.25 1.78 2.52
CHn min 0.386 0.855 2.70 8.54
CHn mean 0.317 1.05 2.72 7.05
CHn max 0.316 1.05 2.72 7.01
CHz min 0.255 1.14 1.74 2.65
CHz mean 0.227 1.19 1.74 2 .53
CHz max 0.191 1.27 1 .74 2 .39
PPw IPA2 0.223 1.92 7.12 26.5
UCF IPA2 0.346 0.979 1 .78 3.25
BFw IPA2 0.155 1.87 3.21 5.53
MCF IPA2 0.346 0 .978 1 .78 3.23
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Table 3-5: Estimated fracture KBnt values (mz) translated from TSPA-93.

Table 3-6: Estimated fracture porosity values translated from TSPA-93 .

Table 3-7: Estimated fracture van Genuchten Q values .
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Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0 .369 1 .26e-10 1 .62e-09 2.07e-08
CHn 0.398 7.67e-11 1 .20e-09 1.87e-08
CHz 0.31 6.O1e-11 5.11e-10 4.35e-09
PPw 0.438 5.43e-11 1 .12e-09 2.30e-08
UCF 0.219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10
BFw 0.331 4.42e-11 4.35e-10 4.28e-09
MCF 0.219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.19 0.000270 0.001000 0.00372
CHn 0.169 0.000114 0.000365 0.00117
CHz 0.151 6.64e-05 0.000188 0.000535
PPw 0.136 4.95e-05 0.000127 0.000324
UCF 0.105 2 .30e-05 4.75e-05 9.82e-05
BFw 0.183 0.000147 0.000520 0 .00184
MCF 0.105 2 .30e-05 4.75e-05 9.82e-05

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12 .3
CHn 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12 .3
CHz 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12 .3
PPw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12 .4
UCF 0 .155 1 .46 4.25 12 .4
BFw 0 .155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
MCF 0.155 1.46 4.25 12.4
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Table 3-8: Estimated areal-average infiltration values .

10/9/96 Estimated PDFs for infiltration .

Infiltration estimates are used in the TPA code to drive releases from the waste packages. New

sets of IPA simulations are being generated to provide best-estimate CDFs with as much new

information incorporated as possible . I was tasked by R. Manteufel to provide a PDF for infiltration
as well as the material properties generated previously.

Yesterday I digitized the outline of 6 columns approximately equivalent to the 83 MTU/acre
(high heat load) repository presented in TSPA-95, in order to estimate the infiltration over each
column. The column numbering is based on Figure 3.8-3 in TSPA-95, starting in the north and

numbering faster from west to east . Somewhat surprisingly, the 6 columns had quite similar

estimates for spatially averaged qinfil, as shown in Table 3-8, which is derived from the base-case
AAI map. I expect that other maps would have similar variability patterns, although the mean

may shift around somewhat . The three easterly blocks (2, 4, 6) have roughly 90 percent as much

infiltration as do the three westerly blocks (1, 3, 5) . One pass of data smoothing, in which the

value of each cell is replaced by the average of the four neighboring east, west, north, and south

cells, significantly smooths the variability in the loglo parameters, thereby shifting the mean of the

loglo values, but does not significantly change the arithmetic mean values . Data smoothing crudely

represents redistribution underground.

The variability patterns for qinfil are probably not unreasonable . However, the absolute

magnitude of areal-average ginfil is not yet pinned down . At the ACNW meeting on September

26 and 27, 1996, G. Bodvarsson went through the data sources and numbers that the DOE is
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Raw Pixels Smoothed Pixels

ginfil 1~g10(ginfil) Qlog lo (ginfil) ginfil 1~g10(ginfil) Qlog lo (ginfil)
Region Number (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr)

1 488 20.22 1.047 0.968 20.37 1 .280 0.175
2 452 18 .91 1.064 0.897 18.91 1 .249 0.173

3 795 21 .58 0.851 1 .494 21 .57 1.231 0.528
4 729 18 .09 1.040 0.906 18.03 1 .223 0.190
5 888 20.76 0.790 1 .467 20.77 1 .181 0.581

6 745 19 .56 1.038 0.962 19.53 1 .262 0.178
All 4097 19 .96 0.952 1 .194 19 .96 1 .232 0.384
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using, with the lowest numbers coming from saturation and moisture data in boreholes (slightly
under 1 mm/yr) . Other information includes fracture coatings and perched water data (perhaps 2
mm/yr), environmental isotopes (1 to more than 10 mm/yr), temperature data (5 to 10 mm/yr),
and infiltration estimates (not defined well, but suggested to be 5 or 7 mm/yr) . None of the
estimates was well defined. My infiltration estimates are somewhat higher, as shown in Table 3-8.
The more direct estimates tend to yield higher estimates than the indirect estimates .

Using 7 numbers as a basis for estimation (l, 2, 2, 4.5, 6, 7.5, and 20 mm/yr for boreholes,
fracture coatings, perched water, isotopes, Flint infiltration estimates, temperature estimates, and
Stothoff infiltration estimates, respectively), the mean and standard deviation are 6 .1 and 6.5
mm/yr, respectively. The mean and standard deviation of the loglo values are 0.60 and 0.44,
respectively (yielding the power of the mean being 4 mm/yr). Based on this set of information,
my feeling is that an expected gin~i might be lognormally distributed . Simply using the mean and
standard deviation of the logs yields the 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1 .45 to 11 and 0.19
to 84 mm/yr, respectively. Similarly, using just the DOE numbers yields 3 .05 mm/yr and 0.34 for
median and standard deviation of the logs, with 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1.39 to 6 .67
and 0.29 to 31.9 mm/yr, respectively.

1021/96 Return to drift-scale audit review .

I have been doing some more thinking about the detailed audit review of the drift-scale modeling,
in conjunction with Rex and Bob Baca . The current plan is to feed various waste-package flux
distributions into either SOTEC or EBSPAC to get out the full distribution of the radionuclide
mass outside the waste package as a function of time . SOTEC is the source module for IPA2, and
according to Sitakanta would require some modification to get it to work for my purposes . EBSPAC
is to be the source module for IPA3, is much more suitable for my purposes, but Sitakanta wants
to continue testing the code before it is used . One or the other code will be available to me starting
Friday, depending on the status of the EBSPAC testing.

Preliminary results from two EBSPAC simulations were given to me by Sitakanta . The two
cases correspond to 0.03 and 30 mm/yr fluxes onto the WP area . Some of the radionuclides (lash

99Tc, 14C, and 94Nb) are almost completely released with 0.03 mm/yr WP fluxes . The remaining
radionuclides appear to be solubility limited, and when fluxes go up 3 orders of magnitude either are
almost completely released or increase releases by about 3 orders of magnitude, whichever is smaller.
The radionuclides with significantly less release than inventory at the higher flux rate include 79Se,
zsoZ"h~ 234U~ 23sU~ zsaU~ 2sspu ~ 2aop u~ 242Pu~ and a4sAm. The remaining 12 radionuclides have
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at least 90 percent released for the higher flux rate . Thus, there should be three categories of

release: (i) insensitive to dripping flux due to complete release (4 nuclides), (ii) variably sensitive

to dripping flux (8 nuclides), and (iii) linearly sensitive to dripping flux (9 nuclides) . Some of the

variably sensitive radionuclides are apparently daughter products .

The previous work I did for the review concentrated on the issue of the appropriateness of

the drift-scale flux approximations . As discussed in September entries, the ECM model was used

by DOE to partition flux between matrix and fractures, with the matrix required to saturate before

any fracture flow occurs . I looked at the assumptions for matrix and gpe,+c distributions used by

DOE, and used my AAI distributions for another qye,~ distribution . Since then, two more items

occur to me to examine: (i) the satiation parameter used in the TSPA-95 column model, and (ii)

the use of dual-permeability (DK) models for percolation. The satiation parameter is only a slight

modification to the ECM model, so it is easy to incorporate in the analysis . The use of DK models

starts to address the relative weighting between fracture and matrix flow .

The use of a DK model should have several characteristics :

~ A tight coupling between matrix and fracture in the PTn,

~ Various matrix-fracture interaction strengths in welded units,

" Variable depths of repository below PTn, and

" Reasonable correlation lengths for matrix properties .

I expect that the correlation structure of the PTn could provide a strong impact on matrix/fracture

fluxes at the top of the TSw unit . When the TSw linkage is weak, the PTn influence will propagate

far into the TSw due to the high vertical correlation for matrix properties (Rautman and Flint

(1992) suggest that a variogram for the TSw porosity has y = 5 + 20Sph(61), with lengths in

meters). For comparison, the horizontal variogram for porosity is on the order of 100 to 200 m for

most units, with the zeolitic tuffs of the Calico Hills unit on the order of 900 m (Rautman and

Flint, 1992) .

My (unverified) instinct is that DK models should never have more matrix flow than ECM

models, thus should have at least as much fracture flow . The DK model could then be used

to predict the satiation parameter in the ECM model at the drift level . PTn properties will

partly determine the pressure at the PTn/TSw interface, which will in turn partly determine the

partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw . The TSw properties at the interface
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and repository should be essentially independent when the repository is more than 60 m below the

interface . Assuming that the PTn and the TSw properties are independent, which I believe is a

quite reasonable assumption, the partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw

is only partly correlated to the TSw properties at the interface and are not correlated to TSw

properties at the repository.

eter :

Thought experiments on the impact of using DK models to determine the satiation param-

" With weak coupling between matrix and fracture in the TSw, the satiation parameter is a

function of the PTn properties, the matrix/fracture interaction in the TSw, and the TSw

properties through the column.

As the matrix/fracture coupling increases, the PTn influence decreases and the TSw influence

increases . In the limit, the ECM is recovered (satiation approaches 1) .

~ As the matrix/fracture coupling decreases, the PTn influence increases and the TSw influence

decreases . In the limit, the fracture flow is completely determined at the interface, although

the partitioning depends on the entire column . Satiation is almost independent of TSw

properties at the repository.

10/28/96 Documenting detailed review.

I had observed on 9/9/96 that there appeared to be a discrepancy or reanalysis of the TSw matrix

saturated conductivity between Schenker et al . (1995) (i.e ., Table 3-9a) and TSPA-95 (i.e ., Table

2.4-3) . Upon re-examination, the value of E[KBne] reported in Table 2.4-3 of TSPA-95 is the

geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean, and with this understanding the two documents

are consistent.

10/30/96 Documenting detailed review .

Two efforts are proceeding simultaneously for my analysis of drift-scale flow and release : (i) the

interaction between matrix and fracture as it impacts the drift scale, and (ii) the release of ra-

dionuclides as a function of dripping flux . The writeup for both analyses will be included as one

entry.
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Analysis for the first effort is reaching completion . I found that when changing the standard

deviation for gpe, .c, it makes a large difference whether comparison of the PDF for gpe�c and matrix

permeability is performed with the same expected value or the same expected value for the log. In

the first (more logical) case, I get very similar behavior for the TSPA-95 approach and parameters

as I do for the same approach while using my moving-averaged AAI map for gperc . Increasing the

standard deviation lowers the mean of the log distribution so that f drip decreases drastically. In

the second case, the big shift is in expected dripping flux .

One final assumption that I should examine is that the drift forms a barrier to flow when

the matrix is saturated. The capillary barrier should only form when the matrix is unsaturated.

10/30/96 Documenting detailed review.

I coded up a quick-look check of various conceptual models, including the seeps-when-saturated

version of TSPA-95 and a very simple attempt to get a handle on the impact of DK models . The

seeps-when-saturated version of TSPA-95 does not change f drip lri the slightest, but does slightly

increase E[gdrip] . When E[K�,,] is two orders of magnitude greater than E[qpe,.~], the increase in

'"[gdrip] is less than a factor of two and is negligible when E[qpe�~] is two orders of magnitude greater

than E[K�~] .

The simple DK approach hypothesizes two independent regions with identical matrix-

property distributions. The dripping flux is a weighted sum of the fracture fluxes ; the model

might also take into account seepage. The primary impact of the model is to increase fd,;p signif

icantly but decrease E[gdrip ] slightly (no more than a factor of 2) . It is easy to incorporate more

than two regions, which would presumably move things in the consistent direction but have less of

an overall impact .

1/3/97 Documenting detailed review.

This entry serves as partial documentation for the activities performed to date for the detailed

review of TSPA-95 drift-scale assumptions. EBSPAC simulations were conducted using EBSPAC

Release 1 .OQ, with the executable code stored in $HOME,2/IPA/EPBSPAC/Releasel .Obeta . EB-

SPAC simulations took place in ~HOME2/IPA/EPBSPAC/TSPA95Drift . Input files are exactly

the same as the example input files in the EBSPAC Release l .OQ documentation (Mohanty et al .,

1996), except that the input flux is varied . EBSPAC simulations were run from a Matlab driver
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called runRRset .m, which created output files for a set of 21 flow rates from 10 -3 to 103 mm/yr
averaged over the area of a ~~VP (10.25 m2 ) . The output file names have the flow rate, in mm/yr,
appended as an identifier (e.g ., summary.out.le-03 represents the summary file for the 10 -3

mm/yr simulation).

The reference problem is identical to that documented in Chapter 5 of the EBSPAC technical
description (Mohanty et al ., 1996), except it is assumed that failure occurs immediately upon
emplacement and various fluxes are considered to obtain radionuclide releases as a function of

gd~ip . The example represents an interior WP undergoing a thermal loading of 80 MTU/acre .
For the purposes of the example, it is assumed that gdMP enters through a breach in the failed
waste package, pools inside, and exits through a lower breach. The waste is assumed to slowly
break apart, with the pieces falling into the pooled water and dissolving . It is assumed that no
percolation fluxes occur until the drift-wall temperature drops below 100 °C, at which time gperc

is immediately re-established at the WP and the interior of the WP begins to be filled . For the
example problem, the temperature drops below 100 °C at approximately 3180 yr . Accordingly,
although immediate WP failure is specified, the example problem is valid for all WPs failing before
3180 yr after emplacement.

Post-processing on the set of EBSPAC simulationswas performed using make_ebsnef_mat.m
and make_treleasel_mat.m as driver routines . Each post-processing routine formatted a set of
output files into one Matlab binary file, ebsnef_out .mat and treleasel_out .mat, respectively,
which represent release rates and cumulative release. These binary files are used in all calculations
translating fluxes into cumulative radionuclide release.

In ebsnef_out .mat, radionuclide release rates are stored for each 21 radionuclides, for each
of 21 dripping fluxes, at each 100-yr time instant for 10 ky.

In treleasel_out.mat, cumulative radionuclide releases are stored for each 21 radionuclides,
for each of 21 values of gdMp, at 195 time instants over 10 ky.

A series of plots were generated to examine the release rates, both as a function of time and
as a function of gdriP . Creation of the plots was driven using show_ebspac_result .m. Release
rates as a function of dripping flux, at 4, 6, 8, and 10 ky, for all 21 radionuclides, are shown in
Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-10, radionuclide release rates as a function of time are shown for various
values of gd~iP.

There is no release from the WP if gdrip is 1 mm/yr. For some of the radionuclides, release
rates drop sharply at 7 ky . The waste completes breakup at 7 ky, at which time all of the waste
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Figure 3-9: 1/3/97 . Release rates for 21 radionuclides for EBSPAC nominal base case, as a function

of dripping flux, at (a) 4 ky, (b) 6 ky, (c) 8 ky, and (d) 10 ky.

has fallen into the pool of water at the bottom of the WP. Until this time, there is a continuous

source of fresh waste.

Two of the 21 radionuclides, 2s7Np and 99Tc, were selected as being representative of the

release behavior of relatively long-lived radionuclides, having solubilities of 2.4x 10-4 and 1, respec-

tively . The expected release of the two radionuclides are presented in Figure 3-11 as a function of

time for various values of E[gdMp] . The TSPA-95 calculational procedure was followed to generate

the 133,000 realizations for K�~ and gperc used to construct Figure 3-11, using the same statistical

values for K,n and qPe~, and using the same funnel factor of 4 . However, cumulative radionuclide

release was directly calculated for each realization, rather than calculating release using E[qPe,~] .
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(d) 10 1 mm/yr, (e) 10 2 mm/yr, and (f) 103 mm/yr.
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Figure 3-11: 1/3/97 . Ratio of expected radionuclide release using the TSPA-95 procedure to the

expected radionuclide release using direct calculation for (a) zs7Np and (b) 99Tc.
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R,a,dionuclide release is proportional to Csgdrip, where CS is the solubility of the radionuclide,

until the radionuclide is completely released from the WP. Based on Figure 3-11, 237Np has a small

enough value of C8 that expected radionuclide release is proportional to CsE[qpe,.~], at least for
the lower part of the range of E[qpe,.~], while 99Tc has a large enough value of Cs that expected

radionuclide release is relatively insensitive to E[qpe, .~], especially for the higher part of the E[qpe,~]

range. In both cases, releases are delayed for the lowest fluxes . As E[qpe,~] increases, more WPs

are contacted by a sufficiently large gdrip that all of the radionuclide is released . Interestingly, using

E[qpe,+~] to calculate releases of 237Np results in an overprediction of release for high E[qpe,~], as the
significant fraction of WPs releasing all of the radionuclide is not accounted for; this overprediction
also depends on the inventory of the radionuclide relative to the radionuclide solubility.

The TSPA-95 calculation of releases from the WP uses the expected value of gdrip for all

WPs, E[gdrip], to calculate an expected per-WP release. The expected per-WP release is then
multiplied by the fraction of WPs that are contacted by drips . The TSPA-95 calculation should
instead use the expected value of gdrip given that gdrip > 0, E[gdrip I gdrip > 0], as WPs do not
experience dripping when gdrip = 0. As E[gdrip] < E[gdrip~qdrip > 0] whenever fdrip < 1, smaller
releases will be predicted.

Two measures of computational accuracy are defined,

YZ = logio l'~r~E[gdriplgdrip > 0]J/E' [Qr]}

	

(3-23)

where Qr is the cumulative release of the radionuclide . The impact of the two approaches to calcu-

lating releases is shown in Figure 3-12a and b, which show contour plots of Yl arrd Y2 , respectively,

as a function of the ratio of E[qpe,~] to E[K,.,,] and of time . The same simulations used in Figure 3-11

are used in Figure 3-12 . The relatively low-solubility radionuclide, 237Np, is shown in Figure 3-12 .

The relatively high-solubility radionuclide, 99Tc, is not shown as releases are relatively less sensitive

to the calculational approach .

As can be seen from Figure 3-12a, when E[gdrip ] is less than E[K�,,] release rates are un-

derpredicted . For comparison, the lowest and highest values of E[qpe,~] considered in TSPA-95

are 0.01 and 2 mm/yr, respectively ; these values correspond to a range of E[gpPT~]/E[K�,,]of 0.002
to 0.4, respectively. For low fluxes and early times, releases can be underpredicted by an order

of magnitude or greater. On the other hand, Figure 3-12b suggests that the correct formulation
will slightly overpredict releases, and comparing the figures suggests that the two approaches yield
equivalent releases for higher fluxes . Similar comparisons, not shown here, suggest that the calcu-
lational approach used in TSPA-95 decreases in conservativeness as the funnel factor decreases and
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Figure 3-12: 1/3/97 .

	

Contour plot of zs7Np cumulative-release error, as a function of relative

percolation flux and time since closure, for (a) the TSPA-95 approach (Yl ), and (b) the corrected

approach (Ya) . Correction dated 1/23 97: Part (b) is actually the Yl measure for 99Tc . See entry

dated 1/,23/97 for referenced plot .
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as the standard deviation of clnerc increases .

For the simulations presented in TSPA-95, releases of all but the most soluble radionuclides
are underpredicted by roughly a factor of two in the high-flux range and are underpredicted by
roughly an order of magnitude in the low-flux range. Releases of the most soluble radionuclides are
underpredicted by roughly and order of magnitude in the low-flux range but are slightly overpre-
dicted in the high-flux range.

The dripping-flux model presented in TSPA-95 oversimplifies the behavior of moisture move-
ment at the drift scale, with several features that are unsupported, questionable, or clearly non-
conservative . For example, there is no justification presented in TSPA-95 for either the probability
distribution for gperc or the value picked for the standard deviation of flux . Presumably it can be ar-
gued that gperc is somewhat controlled by K,n , through lateral redistribution, and therefore should
have a similar probability distribution ; however, the gne,~c distribution might instead be dominated
by the spatial distribution of infiltration if there is little lateral redistribution . As another example,
the nonconservative assumption that there is no seepage into the drift from a saturated matrix is
contradicted by evidence of low-temperature calcite and opal deposits inside lithophysae cavities .
Nevertheless, the basic approach delineated in TSPA-95 provides a good framework to examine
assumptions regarding drift-scale behavior .

A number of conceptual models based on the TSPA-95 model were constructed:

~ The SDEV model varies one parameter in the TSPA-95 model, the standard deviation of

gne,~c, varying the parameter up and down by a factor of 2 from the TSPA-95 value while
holding E[qne,+~] constant [2 abstractions].

~ The CORR model is the same as the TSPA-95 model, but allowing K�,, to be correlated to

gpe,~c . As higher gperc would presumably be associated with higher K�, for matrix-dominated
cases and higher K6ulk for fracture-dominated situations, and assuming K6ulk is negatively
correlated with K�, (higher fracture density in more densely-welded units), it is plausible to
assume that gpe,~c is positively correlated to K�L when gperc < K�,, and negatively correlated
when gpe,.c > K�,, .

. The AAI model replaces the distribution for gpe,.c with estimates for surface annual-average
infiltration on 30 m x 30 m pixels, both with the raw estimate and a smoothed version
qualitatively accounting for some degree of lateral redistribution from high flux to low flux [2
abstractions] .

The SITE model crudely accounts for fracture flow initiated above the repository, using the
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. The SEEP model is identical to the TSPA-95 model except that it is assumed that when

the matrix is saturated, all matrix water enters the drift (gdrip = qpe~ when qpe,~ > K�, ) [3

abstractions] .

~ The WEEP model represents an attempt to account for scale effects in fracture flow, and is

somewhat similar to the weeps model used in TSPA-93 (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994).

In the WEEP model, all gdrip for each set of 10, 100, or 1330 realizations is summed and

assigned to one realization of each set, with the remaining realizations assigned zero fracture

flow [3 abstractions] .

TSPA-95 approach for 2 or 3 sites . For each realization, if qpe~ > K~�, at the repository (1

site), the TSPA-95 approach is used. If gperc < Km , half of the fracture flux calculated for the

site above the drift (site 2) is passed on as fracture flux to the drift and becomes gd,Yp . The

same process is followed if there is a third site . Thus, there are multiple chances to initiate

fracture flow in the SITE model [2 abstractions] .

The SWEEP model is a combination of the SEEP and WEEP models, so that the matrix flow

is assumed to seep into the drift for each realization that has qpe~ > K�,,, but the fracture

flow is treated as with the WEEP model [3 abstractions] .

In order to examine the impacts of the assumptions regarding gperc on the predicted gdrip

distributions, given the TSPA-95 probability density function for K�,, dimensionless curves are

presented in Figure 3-13 to examine the probability of not exceeding particular values of gdrip .

Each data point for a curve compares the corresponding value for qpe~ against the cumulative

probability that Km, is less than that value. Each gdrip curve is normalized by E[KBattate], where

Kaatiate represents the satiated hydraulic conductivity as discussed in Section 7.2 of TSPA-95 .

Normalizing the curves allows one to examine the impact of a different mean Kautiate~ assum-

ing that the standard deviation of loglo(KBQt~ate), or QY[where Y = loglo(KBnttate)], does not

change . Note that Q = logio(gpe~) in the figure. The figures were created by show_CDF~et .m

in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift .

Two pieces of information are extracted in the TSPA-95 report : (i) the fraction of packages

with dripping (fdMp), and (ii) the expected value of dripping flux (E[gdrip ]) . In Figure 3-13, the

intersection of a curve with the left axis is the probability that a package is dry ; subtracting this

value from 1 yields fdrip . The symbol on each curve denotes E[gdrip] .

The set of curves labelled Delta = 0 in Figure 3-13 represent the case where E[KBaecaee] _

E[qpe~] . If E[KSabate] = E[Km] = 5 mm/yr, the middle set of 3 curves represents E[gpe ,.c ] = 5
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Figure 3-13: 1/3/97 . Cumulative probability of not exceeding gdr~p for various ratios of E[qne,~] to

E[Ksattote] (Delta is the base-10 logarithm of the ratio), while varying (a) the standard deviation

of loge°(gPer~), and (b) the correlation between logs°(qPe~) and loge°(Ks~taate)~
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mm/yr. The Delta = 1 set of curves might represent E[KBQtinte] = E[K�~] = 5 mm/yr and

E[gperc] = 50 mm/yr, or it might represent E[KBQtinte] = 0.5 mm/yr (i.e ., the matrix saturation

is low enough that relative permeability is 0.1) with E[gperc] = 5 mm/yr. Changing from the

Delta = 0 set to the Delta = 1 set increases the E[gperc] to E[KBQtinte] ratio by about an order of

magnitude. Therefore, changing E[gperc] while holding E[KBQtinte] constant yields almost a one-to-

one change in E[gdrip] ; however, changing E[KBQtinte] while holding E[gperc] constant has minimal

impact on E[gdrip] . The impact on fdrip is the same whether changing E[gperc] or E[KBQtinte] changes

which curve set is considered.

Five sets of three curves are plotted in Figure 3-13a. Each of the five sets represents different

ratios for E[gperc] to E[KBQtinte], ranging from E[gperc]/E[KBQtinte] = 0.01 to E[gperc]/E[KBQtinte] _

100 (i.e ., E[gperc] = 0.05 to 500 mm/yr when E[KBQtinte) = 5 mm/yr or E[qpe~] = 0.005 to 50

mm/yr when E[KBQtinte] = 0 .5 mm/yr) . Each of the three curves in a set represents different

assumptions for the ratio of vQ to QY, where vQ is the standard deviation of loglo(gperc) and QY is

the standard deviation of loglo(KBatiQte), and it is assumed that gperc and KBQtinte are independent .

The same five sets of curves are shown in Figure 3-13b, except that gperc and KBQtinte are assumed

to have a joint lognormal distribution ; the correlation between gperc and KBQtinte is varied and it is

assumed that QQ =Qy .

Based on Figure 3-13a, both E[gdrip] and fdrip can be significantly impacted by the assump-

tions for ~Q . Increasing QQ tends to widen the probability distribution for gperc and doubling QQ

can increase E[gdrip] by more than an order of magnitude . When E[gperc] < E[KBQtinte], increas

ing QQ increases fdrip, more significantly for smaller values of E[gperc] . On the other hand, when

E[gperc] > E[KBatiate], increasing QQ decreases fdrip.

The assumptions for correlation between qpe,~ and KBQtinte have a minimal impact on

E[gdrip ], as can be seen in Figure 3-13b . Correlation does have an impact on fdrip , however .

When E[gperc] is less than E[KBQtinte], positive correlation decreases fdrip, and when E[gperc] is

greater than E[KBQtinte], negative correlation decreases fdrip. Insofar as intuition suggests that

there is likely to be positive correlation when E[gperc] < E[KBQtinte] and negative correlation when

E[gperc] > E' [KBQtinte], the assumption of independent distributions for gdrip and KBQtinte yields

larger fdrip and is thus conservative.

The basis for the assumption that gpe,.c is lognormally distributed is not discussed in TSPA-

95 . One might point to a presumed impact of KBQtinte on redistribution of gperc, and the observed

lognormality of KBQtinte, for this assumption. An approach for estimating gpe ,.c variability that has

not been explored propagates plausible patterns of girifit to the repository level, with perhaps some
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modification to account for local redistribution, to provide an estimate of the gper~ distribution.
Estimated ginfi~ distributions have been developed by the NRC, based on mapped surface-property
distributions (e.g ., soil cover, slope, solar aspect) and shallow-infiltration simulations, to estimate

ginfil independently for each 30 m by 30 m pixel of a digital elevation model (e.g ., Stothoff and
Bagtzoglou, 1996 ; Bagtzoglou et al ., 1996) . When flow is predominantly vertical, it is reasonable
to assume that the spatial distribution of qinfi~ propagates down to the repository level with the
spatial pattern essentially unchanged, perhaps with some redistribution from areas of high q;nfi~ to
areas of low ginfit .

Selecting a plausible ginfi~ distribution, which is generally typified by highest infiltration
where soil cover is least, a 3 km EW by 4 km NS block centered on the repository was used to
provide estimated gin~i for 13300 pixels . The estimated ginfij distribution was used directly for one
estimate of the gperc distribution . In order to estimate the impacts of subsurface redistribution
from high-flux areas to low-flux areas, additional gperc distributions were created by smoothing
the ginfi~ distribution for each pixel by using the average of the 9 pixels centered on the pixel.
Two distributions were created, by performing the smoothing once and twice, respectively. Fi-
nally, assuming that the qinfi~ magnitudes are questionable but that relative magnitudes may be
better determined, the estimated qpe~ values were normalized by multiples of E[Ksatinte], providing
analogs for the sets of curves in Figure 3-13 . The plot and associated calculations are driven from
show_YMaai_CDF.m in ~HOME2/Matdab/TSPA95Drift.

The cases presented in Figure 3-14 are quite comparable to those in Figure 3-13b, as the
ratio of vQ to Qy is 1.9 for the unsmoothed case and 0.34 for the doubly smoothed case . As with
the TSPA-95 distribution for qpe~, E[gdrip] decreases as E[qpe,~] decreases for the ginfi~ distribution
for gpenc . Smoothing does not have a large impact on E[gdrip] and only a relatively small impact on

farip . However, E[qpe~] is one to two orders of magnitude greater than the TSPA-95 predictions
for all values of ginfi~ considered, and fd,.ip is also significantly greater except for the highest values
of ginfil

Using test_drip_model .m in ~HOME,2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift, the SITE and SEEP cases
are shown in Figure 3-15 . For each curve, 104 realizations are employed, and a range of gperc

standard deviations are examined . For a given E[qpe~], as QQ increases the median value of qpe,~

decreases ; therefore, as QQ increases, only the high tail of the qpe,~ distribution results in a realization
having positive gd~ip . Essentially no realizations yield positive gd,.ip with QQ only a few times larger
than Qy .

Sixteen abstractions of dripping-flux generation were created from the six conceptual models
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Figure 3-14: 1/3/97. Cumulative probability of not exceeding gdrip for various ratios of E[qne � ~]

to E[Ksaetote], scaling a surface-based AAI map to provide a gperc distribution, while varying the

nine-way smoothing of qpe�~ .

and the TSPA-95 model by varying parameters within the conceptual model. The impact of various

gdrip model assumptions are examined by generating 13,300 realizations for K,n , qpe,~, and any

other quantities required for an abstraction . For each realization, gdrip is calculated using each

abstraction model ; fdrip and E[gne,~c] are directly calculated from the set of realizations using the

TSPA-95 process . The abstractions were each subjected to a range of E[gperc] and funnel factor to

examine the sensitivity to these parameters. A funnel factor larger than 1 corresponds to a focusing

of flow towards the drift, while a funnel factor less than 1 corresponds to a diversion of flow away

from the drift .
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Figure 3-15 : 1/3/97 . Cumulative probability of not exceeding gd,Yp for various ratios of E[qne,~] to

E[KSnttate], using the SEEP and SITE models, for a ratio of the standard deviation of log>.o(gper~)
to the standard deviation of logl~(Ksatcate) of (a) 0.01, (b) 0.1, (c) 0.5, (d) 1, (e) 2, and (f) 3.
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The base-10 logarithm of the expected cumulative release of 99Tc and 237Np after 10 ky

is contoured in Figure 3-16a and b, respectively, for all abstractions except for the WEEP and

SWEEP models. In Figure 3-16c and d, corresponding WEEP and SWEEP model predictions are

contoured, where cases with 10, 100, and 1330 realizations summed into one fracture flow realization

in a WEEP or SWEEP set are denoted using dashed, dash-dot, and dotted lines, respectively, and

the WEEP predictions are shown in gray . As a reference in each plot, the model predictions

obtained using TSPA-95 assumptions are shown as a heavy line . For any particular contour level,

abstractions resulting in contours to the left of the TSPA-95 model are more conservative . In

general, the SITE and SEEP models are slightly more conservative than the TSPA-95 model.

At low values of E[qpe,~], the AAI model is also more conservative than the TSPA-95 model, as

is the SDEV model as the gperc standard deviation decreases. However, the predictions of the

various abstractions in Figure 3-16a and b are qualitatively quite similar. All plots were created

using show_detail_tspa.m in ~HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift as a driver . Matlab files called by

show_detail_tspa.m include show~Scontours.m and do~rip_contour.m.

Very different predictions are obtained using the WEEP model, where each order of mag-

nitude increase in the number of drifts required to contact one dripping fracture results in an

order of magnitude decrease in the maximum cumulative radionuclide release, despite the same

value of E[gdrip] . Each WP contacted by a fracture releases essentially all of the radionuclide in

the WP, so that reducing the number of WPs that are contacted reduces the releases proportion-

ately. The SWEEP model is more conservative than the TSPA-95 model at low E[qpe~] but the

localized fracture drips yield less-conservative predictions for high E[qpe,~] . There is little or no

difference between SWEEP model predictions for cases that have fracture flow for 100 or 1330

realizations summed into one realization, suggesting that seepage in cases with a saturated matrix

could strongly impact release rates even with highly localized fracture flows.

The impact of the funnel factor can easily be assessed from Figure 3-16 . The funnel factor

has a strong impact on releases of low-solubility radionuclides and high-solubility radionuclides at

low flows. On the other hand, releases are quite insensitive to the funnel factor for flow rates that

are large enough to create rate-limited releases (i .e ., high-solubility radionuclides at high E[gperc]) .

1/23/97 Updated documentation of detailed review.

Figure 3-12(b) had the incorrect plot to go with the caption for the 1/3/97 entry. The correct

plot for Figure 3-12(b) is shown as Figure 3-17(a), generated using show_DSrelcont('BASE',

'NP237', [], 1, 1) . Figure 3-17(b) shows the error measures Yl and Y2 for both 237Np and 99 Tc at
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1/27/97 WEEP and SWEEP CDF figures .
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Figure 3-16 : 1/3/97 . Contours of the base-10 logarithm of expected cumulative release after 10 ky,
as a function of relative percolation flux and funnel factor, for (a) 237Np using the SDEV, AAI,
SITE, and SEEP models, (b) 99Tc using the SDEV, AAI, SITE, and SEEP models, (c) 237Np using
the WEEP and SWEEP models, and (d) 99Tc using the WEEP and SWEEP models.

10 ky; these are contoured as a function of time in Figure 3-12 and Figure 3-17(a) . Figure 3-17(b)
was generated using show_DSrelcurve('Detail', [], 10000, 1) .

Using show_CDF~nweeps .m in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift, cumulative density functions
of dripping flux for the WEEP and SWEEP cases are shown in Figure 3-18 . For each curve, 104
realizations are employed, and a range of E[gner~] values are examined. The standard deviation
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Figure 3-17 : 1/23/97.

	

(a) Contour plot of 237Np cumulative-release error (YZ), as a function of

relative percolation flux and time since closure, and (b) Yl and Y2 for both 237Np and 99 Tc at 10

ky.
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for gper~ is equal to QY in all cases. The localization parameter is 10, 100, and 1000 for both the
WEEP and SWEEP cases.
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to E[KBnttate], With a ratio of the standard deviation of logio(gne,.~) to the standard deviation of

loglo(KBQttQte) of 1, using (a) the WEEP and (b) the SWEEP model .
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4. Iterative Performance KTI - Total Performance Assessment Phase 3

Account Number: 20-5708-761
Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/TPA3, $HOME2/IPA/Phase3, as noted

Objective :

	

Providing input and analyses for Total Performance Assessment (TPA) Phase 3 ex-
ercises . The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into
forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e.g., probability distributions) .

1/10/97 Software requirements for UZFLOW.

In $HOME,2/IPA/Phase3, I developed a first-cut description of proposed software requirements for
the UZFLOW module and supplied it to R. Manteufel. The description is included below in italics.

UZFLOW Module Technical Description

Introduction

The UZFLOW module is to provide time-dependent percolationflux boundary conditions for the

NFENV module, based on climatic change . As the module considers climatic change, it could easily

be modified to provide other climate-dependent values such as water table elevations and irrigation

rates .

Two modes should exist for the UZFLOW module, in which mean annual infiltration (MAI)

is (i) directly specified as a randomly sampled variable, and (ii) mechanistically varied according to

current interpretations of the linkage between climate and infiltration.

The first UZFLOW mode reproduces the IPA procedure, taking advantage of the generality

of random-parameter sampling strategies that can be employed in the IPA3 code.

The second UZFLOWmode consists of (i) a climate simulator and (ii) a shallow-infiltration

simulator . The climate simulator generates a series of mean-annual precipitation and temperature

values at discrete intervals, based on expert elicitation within 10 ky and Milankovich cycles for

longer intervals . The shallow-infiltration simulator uses these mean-annual values to predict mean-
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annual infiltration in a highly abstracted manner, using a DEM containing elevation, soil depth,

and bedrock characteristics in conjunction with abstracted transfer functions .

The shallow-infiltration simulator should be considered as representative of the spatial dis-

tribution of the MAI signal ; however, the results should be normalized to a user-specified value to

reflect calibration from other lines of evidence .

Climate Simulation

A standard auto-regressive time-series generation process will be used to generate a climatic record.

At particular time instants, mean, standard deviation, and correlation matrix for mean annual

precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature (MAT) will be provided, either as a data file or

as block data . The time instants will be sufficient to define climatic variation. Linear interpolation

of the statistical parameters will be used to define the parameters at intermediate times.

where the superscripts -1 and T denote the inverse and transpose of the matrix and e is a random

signal drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation . The matrices

are defined as

where

A time series for MAP and MAT will be generated using the equation (Matalas, 1967)

where po(i,j) is the correlation coe,~jicient between variables i and j at the same time and pl(i, j) is

the lag-1 correlation between variables i and j. Note that po(i, i) = 1, Mo is symmetric, and Ml is

not necessarily symmetric . Variables MAP and MAT will be recovered from the deviation variable

X by taking into account the time-varying mean and standard deviation,

v~

s~

m~

A = M1Moi,

	

(4-2)

B = Mo - MiMo 1Mi,

	

(4-3)

Mo = ~Po(2~~)~~

Mi = ~Pi(Z~j)~~

is the value of MAP or MAT at time k

is the standard deviation of MAP or MAT at time k

is the mean of MAP or MAT at time k

(4-4)

(4-5)
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A total of 9 parameters are provided as a function of time: m, s, and pl(i,i) for both MAP

and MAT (6 parameters; po(1, 2) ; and both pl(1, 2) and pl(2,1) . The p parameters can probably be

time-independent. The m and s parameters will be derived from the expert elicitation (DeWispelare

et al ., 1993) for the first 10 ky . Beyond 10 ky, both m and s will be functions of orbital mechanics

(i.e ., the Milankovich cycle) :

m = a(t)mcurrent + (1 - a(t))mpluvia!

S = a(t)8current + (1 - a(t))sp~uvial

(4-7)

(4-g)

where a(t) is a time-varying signal based on solar doading, further based on orbital mechanics .

Parameters mcurrentr mpluvial~ scurrentr and Spluvtinl for both MAP and MAT will come from inter-

pretations of Devils Hole data and other sources .

Time steps will be on the order of decades to hundreds of years . Correlation between time

steps may be zero at su,~ciently long time intervals, in which case the values for pl are all 0 and

the model simplifies considerably to

Shallow Infiltration 1~ansfer Functions

v~ = Be~sk + mk. (4-9)

Transfer relationships have been developed for predicting MAI as a function of soil properties, soil

depth, and meteorologic parameters such as MAP and MAT (Stotho,~' et al ., 1996) . Each of the

soil properties is unknown; MAP and MAT are also unknown but will be provided from the climate

simulator .

The hydraulic-property transfer relationships for deep soil is

logio (MAP X1/2/ - ao + ai

	

(o~

a

- 1

	

+a2

	

~
P°

~ 1/2 - 1
J
+ as

[ ~ Eo ~ - 1,
(4_10)

where k is intrinsic permeability, m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1ln, P is bubbling pressure (the

reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here, e is porosity, a subscript 0 represents a

reference value for the parameter (mo = 0.2, Po = 2000 Pa, and eo = 0.3), and the a values are

hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants . If k is less than 10-$ cm2, MAI is zero .

The meteorologic-property transfer function for deep soil, neglecting longwave and shortwave
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radiation and windspeed, is

logio
(MAPkI/21 Jf~t

	

(4-11)

MAV a
Jfit = Qo + Qi ~ ( MAVo )

	

- 1]

+ jiM + j2T + jsM2 + j4MT

+ j5T2 + jsMs + j7M 2T + j8MT2 + jsTs ,

	

(4-12)

T = (MAT - MATo)/MATo,

	

(4-13)

where the ,Qz and ji values are fitting coe,~cients, T is the relative change in MAT and M is

the change in the base-10 log of the MAP multiplier . Base-case mean-annual values are used for

normalizing: (i) MAPo = 163 mm/yr, (ii~ MATo = 290 K, and (iii MAVo = 4 .5 x 10- s gm/cm3 .

The transfer function for shallow soil over fractured welded bedrock, neglecting longwave and

shortwave radiation and windspeed, is

(MAI/MAP)
logo [

	

] = B

	

1 ~2 (Jfdt - ~%I)

	

(4-15)
IDO

B = ebr

	

(4-16)

where CI, IDO, and b,. values are add fitting coe,~jicients . The ,C3i values and the ji values are difj`erent

in Equation ,~-11 and Equation 4-15.

In addition, the transfer functions have corrections to account for solar aspect . Modification

of the base-case MAI by solar radiation is estimated by calculating the north-south and east-west

rotations of the ground surface, and interpolating within a table obtained from simulations using

solar loads appropriate to surface rotations 30 degrees to the east, west, north, and south. The

impact should be considered part of Jfit, so the sensitivity increases with depth .

A blending of the deep and shallow equations are required. I use the shallow equation for

depths less than 5 m, the deep equation for depths greater than 10 m, and interpolate between the

two for intermediate depths .

Formulae for predicting base meteorologic-property distributions under current climate are
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where Z is ground-surface elevation in meters, MAP is in mm/yr, MAT is in ° C, and MAV is in

gm/cm3 . It should be adequate to ignore temporal variation in MAV and solar aspect .

Soil Depth

Three equilibrium balance equations are solved to calculate the equilibrium depth of alluvium over

the Yucca Mountain region; (i) an overall alluvium mass balance, (ii) a sediment mass balance,

and (iii) a hydraulic mass balance or stream-,flow model. The overall mass balance for alluvium,

the first equation, is

' Qalluv + Qwea +' Qatr = ~~

Qalluv - -KbOZ,

(4-20)

where Qalluv is the flux of alluvium, Qwea is the source of alluvium due to weathering, and Qatr is the

time-averaged flux due to stream action . The erosion-balance model assumes that all processes are

at equilibrium . Thus, the stream-flow model assumes that a representative spatially uniform rainfall

rate is applied over the entire mountain, and the resulting equilibrium hydraulic flux distribution is

used to calculate equilibrium sediment transport . As streamflow is actually highly episodic at Yucca

Mountain, the equilibrium sediment-transport velocities and erosion/deposition rates must be ad-

justed to account for the time with no streamflow . Time averaged stream-action flux is approximated

here by

Qatr ^ ~'strQatr~

	

(4-21)

where Fatr is the fraction of time stream ,flow occurs . The procedure is likely to under-represent the

time average in headwater and overland-flow areas, and over-represent the time average in deep

washes and downstream areas .

Flux of alluvium, other than through sediment transport, is assumed to occur through creep

and is gravity-driven,

(4-22)

where b is the depth of alluvium, Z is the ground surface elevation, and K is a creep conductance

(assumed spatially constant here) . The alluvium-flux term is similar to the short-range transport

model used by Beaumont et al. (1992), except that here b varies with time and Z is constant, while

in the Beaumont et al. (1990 application, b is assumed constant and Z is allowed to vary over

time .
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A simple source term representing weathering is used here. It is assumed that alluvium

protects the bedrock from weathering, so that weathering decreases exponentially with alluvial depth:

Qwea = Qo exp(-b/bo)

	

(4-23)

where Qo is the source strength, and bo represents a weathering-protection alluvium depth. The

weathering model has two fitting parameters, Qo and bo , which can be used to match observed

alluvium depths .

Erosion and deposition through stream action is calculated using the second equilibrium

balance equation, a sediment-balance equation,

~ ' Csgw - Qstr = De (4-24)

where cs is the concentration of the sediment in water and qw is the ,flux of water . Following

standard practices in the literature (e.g ., Woolhiser et al. (1990)), a simple kinetic rate law is used

to characterize erosion and deposition,

Qstr = Cg(Cs - eeq)~

	

(4-25)

where ce9 is the equilibrium sediment concentration for a reach along a stream bed and Cg is an

equilibrium constant.

Numerous equilibrium sediment concentration capacity relationships exist in the literature

(e.g., Yang (1973), Kidinc and Richardson (1973), Ackers and White (1973), Yalin (1963)) . A

particularly simple relationship is used herein (Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969), based on tractive

force :

v4
Ce9 - Cs h '

where Cs is a constant, v is water velocity, and h is hydraulic depth.

(4-26)

For erosion, Cg is a constant describing the erodibility of the alluvium or bedrock . For

deposition (cs > cee~, Cy assumes that particles have fall velocities and drag characteristics similar

to spheres (Fair and Geyer, 1950, and a coupled set of equations are used to calculate Cy :
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3 CD

CD = R + ~ + 0.34, (4-28)

Cg = _
h C1

ce9
~

~ (4_30)
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where vs is the particle settling velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Ss is the particle specific

gravity, d is the particle diameter, CD is the drag coe,~cient, R is the Reynold's number, and v is

the kinematic viscosity .

The final equilibrium balance equation required to complete the alluvium-balance system is

the water-balance equation,

0 ' Qw + Qrain = ~~

where Qrain is the net rainfall. A standard practice in the literature is to use a kinematic-wave

approximation for hydraulic flux in conjunction with the Manning hydraulic resistance law, so that

(in metric units

The algebraic balance equations are :

9w =
Sl/2h5/3

n

where S is the slope and n is Manning's roughness coe,~icient .

(4-31)

(4-32)

Each of the three balance equations is solved using the same general finite-volume flow-

routing approach . The DEM grid is discretized into square boxes, or nodes, with ID connections

to the nearest eight nodes. Taking advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the equations by assuming

that upstream variables uniquely determine fluxes to downstream nodes, the nodes in the grid can

be processed in order from highest to lowest elevation in one pass.

The water-balance equation is solved independently of the sediment- and alluvium-balance

equations . In the water-balance equation, each node is processed using the algebraic equation,

wijhj/3

	

Zj _ Zi

	

i/a

	

wijhi/3

	

Zi _ Zj

	

i/a

Aigrnin ~" ~

	

-

	

_n ( ~ij ~

	

n n ~ ~ijj up

	

7

(4-33)

where node i is the node being processed, node j is a neighboring node, Ai is the area associated with

node i, grain is the rainfall rate minus infiltration, wij is the width of the ID connection between

nodes i and j, and Dij is the distance between nodes i and j . Summing over upstream nodes is

denoted by j = up, and summing over downstream nodes is denoted by j = down . On a square grid

with constant node spacing O, wij is Ol2 for nearest-neighbor connections and ~~/3 for diagonal

connections .

The sediment- and alluvium-balance equations are solved simultaneously, by requiring that

each nodal alluvium depth and sediment concentration is compatible with outflow from the node .

esjQwij -

	

~

	

CsiQwij +
gt

	

~

	

C9ij(cegi7 - Csi) _ ~~

	

(4-34)
j=up j=down j=down
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8
jj -- ji

	

Ai
wZ~KZ~buv (

	

~. .

	

~ -~ AiQo exP( -bi~b0) - 8

	

~,
n

C9ij(cegij - Csi) _ ~~
~-low

	

(4-35)

where bup is the upstream alluvium depth . Alluvium depths are solved by bisection between a mini-

mum depth of 0 m and a maximum depth (arbitrarily assumed to be ,20 m here) . The equilibrium

sediment concentration is found during each bisection step .

The flow-routing approach works well when there are no local minima in the domain, so

that there is a route from every node to the boundary . A physical local minimum cannot exist

at equilibrium unless there is a physical mechanism for removing alluvium (e.g ., wind transport) .

Typically, however, local minima are artifacts of the DEM resolution, as elevations are only reported

to the nearest meter. Also, narrow features such as upstream wash channels, which are on the order

of a meter wide, cannot be resolved with the ~0-m DEM grid . About 0.5 percent of the nodes in the

DEM are local minima, almost all occurring in wash bottoms but a few occurring along ridgetops .

For these minimum nodes, a preprocessing step is performed to eliminate artificial local minima,

by artificially raising minima nodes at least 10 cm above the lowest of the surrounding nodes . A

number of passes are required to eliminate multinode basins .

There are a total of 11 adjustable parameters in the set of coupled balance equations, The

11 parameters, and values found to result in reasonable predictions of colluvium depths, are shown

in Table 1-1 . As Fst, ., K, and Qo control the relative importance of stream processes, colluvial

di,~'usion, and weathering. These three parameters are not completely independent, so scaling the

three parameters by the same constant does not modify the predicted colluvium distribution .

Within the mapped alluvium outline, a post-processing step is performed to provide more re-

alistic alluvium depths . An exponential relationship of alluvial depth to surface slope was determined

by regression,

where a and c are constants .

b = 47 exp(-0.32s)

	

(4-36)

where s is the slope, in degrees, of the ground surface at the nearest grid point in the DEM. The

coefficient of determination is 0.61 for the relationship, using information from 56 of the boreholes

discussed by Fernandez et al. (199/) . Wherever the slope is less than 10 degrees within the Scott and

Bonk (1981) alluvium outline, the alluvium depths are calculated using Equation 1-36; otherwise,

the colluvium-routing model predictions are used. Note that in the near future Equation 1-36 will

be replaced with a slightly better relationship of the form

b = as-°, (4-37)
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Application of the Transfer-unction Model

The transfer-function model has the general flow of

~ Map pixels to subareas, either one pixel per subarea or all pixels per subarea, depending on

the analyst.

Create a base map for soil depth, either once or for each realization, depending on the analyst.

Table 4-1 : Adjustable parameters for creating colluvium distributions .

Step through the sequence of meteorology time steps, saving MAP and MAT at each output

step .

Run the transfer functions for the mapped pixels corresponding to the subareas for each output

step.

Normalize the transfer functions by the user-defined value.

Data Needs

Two DEM input files must be provided, one for elevation control and one for pixel classification

(i .e ., mapped alluvium, welded, nonwelded) . For each classification, appropriate parameters need

to be provided for the hydraulic and erosional relationships .
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Name Symbol Base Value

Net rainfall rate 4rain 5 cm/hr

Manning's roughness coefficient n 0.1

Kinetic coefficient for alluvium scour Cy 0.1 s-1

Kinetic coefficient for bedrock scour Cy 0.002 s-1

Traction coefficient for sediment equilibrium C8 10-s

Particle diameter d 1 mm

Particle specific gravity S, 2 .5

Alluvium creep conductance K 10-i2 m/s

Alluvium weathering rate Qo 10-s m3/m2s

Alluvium weathering depth bo 1 cm

Fraction of time in streamflow F'str 30 min/100 yr
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Introduction

Sensitivity analyses will probably center on

~ Mean and standard deviation of climatic parameters,

" Soil depth, and

" Soil hydraulic properties .

Accordingly, these variables should be able to be tweaked. Ideally, each variable should be able to be

tweaked. I suggest that an auxiliary file be read in with parameter tweaks, in the form

parnamel : valuel # comment

parname2 : value2 # comment

/ # End of Input Signal

The parameters should have a default value. If the tweak file does not exist, the defaults should be

used.

2/17/97 Software description for UZFLOW.

Based on this mockup, I redefined the software description for UZFLOW, which is copied
below in italics .

UZFLOW Module Technical Description

In $HOME2/Matlab/TPA3, I prototyped a version of the UZFLOW module in Matlab to test out
functionality and ideas . The prototype is driven from uzflow_test.m and calls several additional
routines .

The UZFLOW module provides time-dependent percolation fluxes at and below the repository level,

based on climatic change . Primary clients for this information are the NFENV and UZFT mod-

ules . As UZFLOW considers climatic change, it might easily be modified to provide other climate-

dependent values such as water table elevations and irrigation rates.
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UZFLOW consists of (i) a climate simulator and (ii) a shallow-infiltration simulator. The

climate simulator generates a series of mean-annual precipitation (MAP) and mean-annual tem-

perature (MAT) values at uniform time intervals . The shallow-infiltration simulator uses these

mean-annual values to predict mean-annual infiltration (MAI) in a highly abstracted manner, using

abstracted transfer functions on each pixel of a digital elevation model (DEM) containing elevation,

soil depth, and bedrock characteristics . The pixels within each subarea (SA) are averaged to provide

one MAI value for the SA . The SA values are then averaged in time to supply MAI at the output

times requested by the user .

The mean values of MAP and MAT over the period of simulation are supplied from an

input data file. It is suggested that these values are based on expert elicitation within 10 ky and

Milankovich cycles or Devils Hole data for longer intervals.

The user specifies 7 parameters that are provided by the LHS sampler : (i) and (ii) change in

the mean ofMAP and MAT, respectively, at fold glacial maximum; (iii) and (iv) standard deviation

of MAP and MAT, respectively, about the mean over each sample period; (v) correlation between

MAP and MAT perturbations about the mean; (vi) areally averaged MAI for the initial climate ;

and (vii) an index into a file containing normally distributed perturbations . IPA Phase 2 behavior

is obtained by specifying that parameters (i) through (iv) are constant and zero .

Climate Simulation

A time-series generation process is used to generate a climatic record. An input file specifying

mean values of MAP and MAT at particular points in the future is supplied, with enough points

to define climatic variation . Linear interpolation of the statistical parameters is used to define the

parameters at intermediate times. The values in the time history are normalized to LHS-sampled

values for full-glacial conditions.

It is assumed that there is no correlation between perturbations in successive time periods .

For a time period k, perturbations are generated using

where

Xkj - ~l~ij~Ei (4-38)
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j represents MAP or MAT

Xkj

	

is a vector of correlated perturbations

ei

	

is a vector of independent normally distributed perturbations

pzj is a correlation matrix

Variables MAP and MAT are calculated from X by taking into account the time-varying

mean and standard deviation,

where

j represents MAP or MAT

vkj

	

is the value of variable j at time k

sj

	

is the standard deviation of variable j (constant in time)
mkj

	

is the mean of variable j at time k

Shallow Infiltration Transfer Functions

Transfer relationships have been developed for predicting MAI as a function of soil properties, soil

depth, and meteorologic parameters such as MAP and MAT (Stothofi' et al ., 1996. Each of the
soil properties is unknown; MAP and MAT are also unknown but will be provided from the climate
simulator .

form

where

vkj - Xkjsj + mkj,

	

(4-39)

Transfer relationships are in the form of perturbations about a mean value for MAI, in the

MAI _ N

	

M

	

r

	

MAI
loglo

(MAP) - ao + ~ asN(u~) + ~,QjN(vj) I1 + y logs°
(MAP)]

	

(4-40)
i-1 j-1

N is a normalizing function appropriate for each variable

u~, vj

	

represent hydraulic and meteorologic variables
ai, /3j , 7

	

are fitting constants

Soil properties and soil depths must be supplied for each pixel of the DEM. This information

is uncertain . More than one realization for the properties could be provided by the user and LHS-

sampled, as might be done for sensitivity analyses, but the typical user would probably not gain a

great deal of benefit by having more than one realization for soil properties .
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Formulae for predicting base meteorologic-property distributions under current climate are

where Z is ground-surface elevation in feet, MAP is in mm/yr, MAT is in ° C, and MAV is in

gm/cm3 . Solar aspect is calculated from the surface slope .

Application of the Transfer-Function Model

The transfer-function model has the general flow of

" Map DEM pixels to subareas .

" Sample one or more base maps for soil depth and soil properties .

" Step through the sequence of uniform time steps, saving MAP and MAT at each step .

" Normalize MAP and MAT using the sampled full-glacial value.

" Run the transfer functions for the mapped pixels in the SAs.

" Average the pixel values within each SA.

" Normalize MAI by the user-defined initial value.

" Output average MAI over each output time step .

3/1/97 UZFLOW module.

The UZFLOW module was converted from a Matlab prototype into FORTRAN, by S. Stothoff,

over the period from 2/22/97 through 2/23/97. Debugging and testing began 2/24/97, immediately

linking to the TPA modules (i .e ., there is no test driver routine) . S. Stothoff verified that inputs

were received from the sampler and data files as expected, and reasonable outputs were generated.

Each function and subroutine was exercised, using the default tpa.inp data file provided for testing,

except for the subroutine gclimate (23 lines of FORTRAN code plus comments) . Total lines of

code with comments are 1371, comprising the main UZFLOW module, uzflow .f, and a file included
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MAT = 25.83 - 0.008402 (4-42)

MAV = exp(-11.96 - 0.0003412) (4-43)
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into each subroutine, uzflow .i . There are 572 total lines of code, not including comments, for the
two files, so that approximately 58 percent of the two files represent comments or white space .

The UZFLOW departs from the Software Requirement Description (SRD) in a few ways.
The most significant change is introduced by modifying the future history of climate specified
from the input file climate .inp to refer to the fraction of full glacial for AAP and AAT, rather
than absolute values of AAP and AAT. Also, an additional parameter is required for sampling,
'TimeStepForClimate[yr]'. In addition, a query routine, gclimate, was provided to enable other
modules to get AAP, AAT, and fraction of full glacial at specified time instants .

A. Armstrong went through the code line by line on 2/27/97, checking that the code met
specifications . An incorrect conversion factor for feet to meters was identified and corrected . Also,

a number of FORTRAN-usage questions were raised and explained, regarding the use of double
precision constants, indexing into character strings, and undefined parameters. These questions
were explained satisfactorily. Several usages that are extensions to standard FORTRAN-7? were
also identified (e.g ., do-enddo loops, do-while loops, character*(*) dimension statements) . Each
usage was justified as being consistent with standards set in previously coded modules .

3/14/97 NFENV and UZFLOW modules.

During the past week I developed and modified several subroutines involved with the NFENV
module, and tested both the NFENV and UZFLOW modules .

The NFENV module work was associated with adding reflux capabilities, encapsulated in
the nfhydro subroutine in the nfenv.f file, and calculating dripping flux onto WPs, encapsulated
in the nfdrip subroutine in the nfenv.f file .

The reflux module uses the following parameters in the tpa.inp file :

~ ThermalConductivityofYMRock[W/(m-K)]

~ BoilingPointofWater[C]

~ ArealMassLoading[MTU/acre]

~ LengthOfRefluxZone[m]

~ MaximumFluxInRefluxZone[m/s]
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where

~ ReleaseFractionForPerchedBucket

~ PerchedBucketVolumePerSAarea[m3/m2]

Each parameter (except for the boiling point of water and areal mass loading) are sampled .

The logic for handling the reflux zone is based on using a bucket that continually fills through

deep percolation and partially empties whenever it fills . The bucket also continually drains while

the reflux zone is intersecting the drift horizon. The balance equation for the bucket is

_av _
at - gperc - gne~iuz (zrepos) ~

	

(4-44)

V is the volume of the bucket per unit area [L3 /L
2
]

gperc is the percolation flux [L3/TL2 ]

grefiux(zrepoa)

	

is the liquid reflux at the repository horizon [L3/TL2]

It is assumed that if while the reflux zone intersects the repository, the liquid flux at the

repository continues past the repository. Liquid reflux, q�~~iua, is assumed to be linearly varying from

a maximum value at the boiling isotherm to zero at a specified distance below the isotherm . If the

isotherm is farther above the repository horizon than the thickness of the reflux zone, greftux (zrepos)

is assumed to be zero .

While the repository is below boiling, the bucket drains with a flux equal to gpe ,.e . In

addition, half of the existing water stored in the bucket is assumed to drain at each time step.

When the repository is above boiling, the bucket fills at the rate of gpenc - q,~efi,~x(zrepoe) until it

exceeds capacity within a time step. A loop releases a user-specified fraction of the bucket volume

until the stored volume is than a full bucket .

A reasonable size of the bucket might be the difference between saturated moisture content

and ambient moisture content, multiplied by 10 to 100 m. For TSw, this criterion corresponds to

a range of roughly 0.1 to 1 m3/m
2 .

The dripping module simply calculates the volumetric flux across the cross-sectional area

of a waste package given the volumetric flux across the repository. Additional calculations for

localization and diversion is handled in the EBSPAC modules ; for clarity, this should be moved to

NFENV in the next iteration .

I tested the NFENV module by using inputs that generate constant qpe~ over the length of

the simulation and verifying that the magnitude of fluxes output from the module were consistent.
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I then used standard climatic inputs and again verified that the resulting flux magnitudes were
consistent and reasonable compared to the constant -gpere case .

I also tested the UZFLOW module, to a greater extent than previously, verifying that the
IPA2 approach could be reproduced . Several bugs were found in subroutine get_dimean, which reads
in the mean values for the climate from the disk . These were fixed. I identified one additional bug
tonight in subroutine get_climean that will need to be rectified in the next version - it is assumed
that the start of the climatic history (i .e ., current conditions) must have a fraction of full glacial
maximum equal to zero . In actuality it might be different from zero, so that the weighting schemes
should take this into account.

3/15/97 Thoughts on NFHYDRO module .

There are a couple of weaknesses in the NFHYDRO portion of the NFENV module that should be
rectified for the next version of the TPA code .

It is assumed that the bucket drains half of its volume per time step once the temperature
drops below boiling at the repository ; this procedure should be replaced with a decay constant

where ~ is a decay constant .

8V = ~V + gpereat
(4-45)

It is assumed that the bucket flushes a multiple of a fixed volume if it overflows . It may
be more realistic to simply pass the excess on directly (steady-state assumption), particularly for
typical time steps.

Some accounting for the moisture in the dry-out zone needs to be done . A more realistic
model provides three saturation levels, Bamb, Bbuck, and Bdry, corresponding to ambient, bucket, and
dryout-zone saturations. Presumably Bbuck > Bamb > Bd,.,J . As the boiling isotherm moves up, the
moisture in the new part of the dryout zone should be put into the bucket . The governing mass
balance equation is

E I B

	

aLdry + B

	

aLbuck

	

aLamb l
dry

	

at

	

buck

	

at

	

+ Bamb

	

at

	

J
= Qperc - Qrefiux (zrepos ) - Qfiush ~ (4-46)

where L represents the height of a bucket, gfiush is the overflow flushed from a full bucket, and
subscripts dry, buck, and amb represent the dryout-zone, perched-zone, and ambient-zone buckets,
respectively. Note that La,~b + Lhuck + Ldry = Ltoe is a constant, where L tot is the maximum
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thickness for the calculation (perhaps TSw layer thickness) and Ld,.y is the height of the boiling

isotherm above the repository level . Accordingly,

and

Lamb = Ltot - Ldry - Lbuck

~ I Bd+yJ
a

ate
~- ebuck

aatck
- eam6

a(Ld~at

Lbuck) J
= 4Perc - grefiux(zrepos) - gfiuah~

(noting that aLtot/at = 0), yielding

aLd,~

	

aLbuck
E [(ed+'TI - eamb)

	

at

	

+(ebuck - enm6)

	

at

	

~ =Qperc - grefiux(zrepos) - Qftuah "

(4-47)

(4-48)

With the adjusted mass balance equation, the height of the perched-zone bucket is tracked .

As the repository heats up, Lbuck remains zero until q�e~i lx (z,~po8 ) < gpe,~c . A period of time exists,

while Lbuck + Ldry < Ltot~ where grefiux(znepos) + Qjiueh = 0. While Lbuck + Ldry = Ltot~

4fiuah = Qperc - ~(ed+7/ - e6uck)
a
~~~

(4-49)

(4-50)

As the temperature drops, there may be another period of zero flux . Finally, as the boiling isotherm

returns to the repository level, reflux kicks in to drain the perched-zone bucket .

A potential pitfall arises if the perched-zone bucket tries to generate negative thickness .

Two obvious approaches can handle this situation: (i) collapse the perched-zone bucket and track

the ambient-dry interface explicitly, or (ii) add a separate fracture-rewetting front accounting for

sorption into the matrix . The first approach would tend to delay the arrival of rewetting at the

repository, while the second approach promotes arrival of rewetting .
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5 . Breath code development

Account Number: 20-5708-863
Collaborators :

	

As noted
Directories :

	

Subdirectories of $HOME2/Unsat_1D/Breath as noted

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout.
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6 . Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators :

	

Sitalsanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE -~ $ODE

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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7 . Boundary Element Methods for Steady-State Unsaturated Fractured Media

Account Number: As noted
Collaborators:

	

As noted
Directories : $HOME2/Matlab/ExpToVG

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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8 . Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion

Account Number: 20-5704-166 and 20-5704-174
Collaborators :

	

David Farrell

Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/MassWaste ~ $MassWaste

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .

Geomorphology of Mountain Erosion
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9 . Environ - Evaluation of Mass Balance Errors in PTC

Account Number: 20-7614-007
Collaborators : None
Quoted Proposal : In progress
Directories:

	

$HOME2/WFO/Environ -~ $Environ

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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10. Quick Looks

Account Number: As noted

Collaborators :

	

As noted

Directories :

	

As noted

Objective :

	

Perform quick looks at technical questions that arise in brainstorming sessions and

document the results . Each quick look should take a few hours to no more than a day.

4/10/97 Printout entry.

I performed no work on this project during the period covered by this printout .
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